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Preface

1

A

The dNision of laborthe deployment Of human resources in the
production of goods and services fot societyhas engaged theattention of
social observers throughout recorded history. For most of this time a
limited number of terms for describing traditional activities were sufficient
to convey to all the natiie of the work performed. But the increased
complexity of the division of labOr that accompanied what is commonly
known as the industrial revolution altered the situation; and the
proliferation of services that has become the mark of postindustrial society
has continued to exacerbate the difficulty of comprehending the nature of
the tasks included in a given occupational title. Moreover, the continuous
impact of technological innovation has meant that the work content of a
specific occupation May change dramatically although its title remains
unaltered. Many years ago the compilers of the pioneer A Dictionary of
Occupational Terms (Great Britain Ministry of Labour, 1927) observed
that ImJany industries are passing through a period of transition, so that
the same occupational term may still be applied, fot example, to handicraft
workers, carrying through an entire series of manual operationOnd to
factory hands tending a machine-and working under conditiofis of high
specialisation." Their example may be less pertinegt now than it was in the
Britain of the 1920s, but the problem they refer tmains as critical as it,.
was then:

More than 100 years ago the U -.S: Bureau of the Census began grouping
occupational titles, which had previously been merely listed, in its
publications in order to clarify the nature of the work performed.

xix
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xx Preface

Throughout this century the Census Bureau has published, aS an integral
part of each census, a classified index, of occupational titles included in
each of its published occupational units and has continued to group the
units hit° broad occupational categories. But the Census Bureau has never
attempted to provide descriptions of its categories or of its units.

As chapter 1 notes, when the U.S. Employment ervice was first
established, it too relied on occupational titles.' for mat ing job seekers
with jobs, but it was quickly apparent that the lack f standardized
descriptions hindered the accomplishment of this task, a the compila-
tion of the first American Dictionary of Occupational Titl began almost
immediately. For the matching ofwoskers and Piss in a s tem itholving
thousands of titles, however, it is clearly not enough mer ly to describe ",

activities; it is also necessary 10 arrange the units defin in an order
helpful in illuminating the relationship of the natureof th work in one
unit to that in others. The resulting arrangement is, then, a classification
system, organized according to certain principles, assumed or demon-
strated, about key elements in the nature of work.

These two componentsthe definition of units and their classification
compose a standard approach to the understanding of observed phenome-
na, a method by which large quantifiers& information have traditionally
been reduced to managtable proportions. Recently, however, the develop-
menr of ttie computer has introduced new ways of processing information
and has raised questions about the continuing usefulness of the standard
approach, at least for purposes of job placement.

In 1977 ,the U.S. Employment Service published a new edition of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Dar), the latest in a series going back
some 40 years, In planning the allocation of its resources for the 1980s,
officials of the U.S. Employment ,Service decided that the publication of
the few*edition provided an appropriate occasion for "evalnating the
program underlying the DOT. Specifically, they requested the National
Academy bf Sciences to review whether "computerization" obviated the
need for such a document in the operations of the Employment Service;
whethe? there was a wider need for the information provided; and
whether, if the progranr and its products were continued, the currents
procedures and assumptions were adequate or required substantial
revision. The Committee on Occupational Classification and Analysis was
established by the National Rtsearch Council's Assembly of Behavioral /
and Social Sciences to respond to this request. This report presents the
results of the committee's investigation and the recommendations that
arose from our deliberatio. bt

The committee; was very 'fortunate in being able to persuade Dbnald J.
Treiman to take leave irom the University of California, Los Angeles, in

4
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Preface xxi.

Order to be our study director. He supervised and coordinated the project,
mad; major substantive contributions to the analytic casign of the study,

,-

and contributed significantly-to the writing throughout the report.
Treiman assembled a very competent staff, to all of whom we are

indebted. The committee was simultaneously conducting a study for the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, so there was some division
of labor between the two tasks, but all staff members participated actively
in the discussions and reviews of successive drafts of the report. Pamela S.
Cain had primary responsibility for assembling- the material on the
prOcedures,, used in creating the DOT and the evaluation of these
procedures. Patricia A. Roos was responsible for conducting the user
surveys and analyzing the results, for describing the use of the DOT within
the Employment Service (a task to which Charles Turner also contrib-.
wed), and for preparing the materials on the use of the DOT by other
government agencies (a task to which Mouica K. Sinding also con/rib-
uted). Charles F. Turner prepared 'preliminary analyses of claaN on labor
mobility, Which served as thsbasis for discussion of the DOT classification
system. Heidi I. Hartmann contributed to the writing and revision efforts
at many pointiin the Tepdrt, particularly the sections on classification and
on the organizition of the occupittional analysis program. June Price
prepared materials on the research uses of the DOT.

The committees thanks also go to Eugenia Gro an or her advice and
o Christine L. McShane for her excellent editing of the final draft. Our

administrative secretary, Rose S. Kaufman, with the help of Benita
Anderson, perfornied crucial Cervices in preparing the manuscripts and in
arranging our meetings with efficiency and dispatch.

All members of the committee reviewed the numerous drafts of the
report,' Gary D. Gottfredson and Jobit A. Hartigan were particularly
helpful in their contributions to the niterial on classification. Ernest J.
McCormick's long experience with /he issues involved in job analysis and

12 job placement was invaluable to our discussions. I

ANN R. MILLER, Chair
Committee on Occupational

Classification and Analysis

e
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INTRODUCTION .

During the depression of the 1930s, Congress established a national
employment service to assist workers in finding suitable employment and
employers in finding ejnployees (Wagner-Peyser Act of4933). Although
the program *of the U.S. Employment Service has undergone significant
changes since the 1930s, its basic aims have not been altered.

A 'program of occupational research was also initiated "to furnish public
employment offices . . . with information and techniques [to] facilitate
proper classification aitd placement of-work seekers" (U.S.,Department of
Labor, 1939:xi). Throughout the 1930s this occupational research program
was conducted under the supervision of a technical board, the majority of
whose members were nominated by the Social Science Research Council
and the National Research Council of the Natiottal Academy of Sciences.
In 1939 this research program produced the first edition of the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles.

Subsequent editions of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles were
.produced feedin 1949, 1965, and 1977. While they vary somewhat in their
covera:te-61thee..onomy (the first edition being least comprehensive) and
in the details of their structure, each edition was designed to be an
operational tool for use >in the day-to-day functioning oPEmployment
Service offices. Each edition was intended to provide a catalogue of the
occupational titles used ip the U.S. economy as well as reliable descriptions
felt' the type of work performed in each occupation. In the early years,

;
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officials of the Employment Service believed a dictionary was of great
practical importances because "getting qualified workers into appropriate
jobs is a task that can be most adequately performed when the transition is
based upon a thorough knowledge of both worker and job" (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1939:xi).

Prior to the publication of the first edition of the Dictionary of
' Occupational Titles, each local office of the national Employment Service

developed its own information about occupations and gave its own
individual meanings to the job titles used in operating the Employment
Service's placement system (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965a:ix). There
was as a result no uniform language for the exchange of occupational,
information among Employment Service staff within local offices, between'
offices in a particular locale, or between the various, local offices and the
national office of the Employment Service. Work on the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles was begun to renfedy. this situation. Subsequent
revisions were undertaken to reflect changes in the occupational compOsi-
tion of the work force (e.g., the addition of new occupations reflecting
changes in the technologies of production); to improve the accessibility of

;information contained in it, and to facilitate job matching.

CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

Throughout the last 4 decades the occupational titles ,contained in the
various editions of the Dictionary of Occupational Tit?* haveerved as the
Employment Service's basic tool for matching workers and jobs. The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles has also played an important role in
establishing skill and training requirements and deloping Employment
Service testing batteries for specific occupations. Recently, hpwever, the
role of t4e.Dictionary of Occupational Titles has. been called into question
as a "result of planned changes in the operation of the Employment Se

A plan to automate the operations of Employnient Service offices usin
a descriptive system of occupational keywords rather than occupational
titles has led to a claim that a dicribnary of occupational titles and the
occupational research program that produces it are outmoded. Since the
automated keyword system does not rely explicitly on defined occupation-
al titles, it is claimed That the new system would reduce costs by
eliminating the deedfor a research program to supply the occupational
definitions. In fiscal 1977 the program -cost almost $3 million.

In light of these considerations the committee was asked to evaluate the
future need for the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Neither the
committee nor the Department of Labor confinIci the question exclusively
to needs within the Employment Servicealthough the needs of the
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Employment Service were a primary consideration. It was recognized that
the use of such a dictionary by a wide range" of government and private
organizations and individuals might justify its continued production even
if if were no longer a major operating tool of the Employment Service. In
such a case, `however, responsibility for the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles and its occupational research program might be reasonably
transferred to an agency other than the Employment Service.

The committee was charged first with deciding whether there is a
,continuing need for the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The committee
'sought to answer this question by (1) surveying purchasers of the

Dictionary, of Occupational Titles, (2) interviewing major feral users of
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, (3) surveying selected state users, (4)
compiling a bibliography of its use in social science research, (5)

4 interviewing national and state Employment*Servict staff, and (6) visiting
%..

- local 'Employment Service offices. On the basis of information gathered
from these sources (see chapters 3 and 4), the committee concluded that
there is an important ,and continuingneed for a comprehensive, reliable.
catalogue df occupations in the U.S. economy as well as descriptions of the
'work performed in-each occupation. -°

The comm. itteeXvas next charged to consider a set lot questions
concerning the adequacy and usefulness of the ,current edition of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the types of research that would be
needed to produce a more reliable apd useful document. The committee's
concerns in this regard centered On the reliability and validity of the
occupational data. collected and analyzed' by the occupational analysis

. program of the EnfPloyment Service, the usefulness of ,the classification
structure of the current edition, and the potential for improvement in the
document through revisions in the kinds of data collected and data
collection procedures. The general conclusion of the committee is that the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles requires improvement an a' number of
respects to render it fully adequate to meet both the current needs of the
Employment Service and the needs of other user's:

The committee was also charged to consider organizational changes
required to produce a more adequate Dictionary of Occupational Titles. In'
considering this question the committee benefited . from a short-term
management study conducted during the first- stage of its work by an
independent contractor to the Employment Service (Booz, Allen &
Hamilton, Inc., 1979)`. This study describes the problemS" inherent in the
organizational structure of the program and informed the committee
concerning changes in staffing and resources that might' be required' to
produce a more useful and reliable Dictionary of Occupatiodal Titles. In

the committee's judgment the major organizational change reqvtired to

'
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improve the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is the establishment of a
permanent, professional research unit to develop and carry out an ongoing
program of occupational research in. several areas identified by the
committee.

Finally, tht-committe has undertakento the extent`possible given
constraints of time and resourcesa conceptual review of the Employ -
merit Service's automated matching program.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT.
;

Chapter- 2 contains a detailed description of the current edition or the
Dictionary' of Ocupational Titles to suggest to readers the nature of the
dOcumenethat is the-tnain focus of the report. Cha ters 3 and 4 describe
the ways that the Dictionary of Occdpbtional s and associated
materials are used inside and Outsigthe Employment Service. Chapters 5
and 6 describe how the Dictionary of Occupational TitleE is produced:
chapter 5 focuses on the organization of the occupational analysis program
of the Employment Service, the unit charged with producing the
Dictionary of Ocillipatiarl Titles, and chapter 6 describes the process by
which the current eaitite was created. Chapters, 7 and 8 evaluate the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles: chapter 7 focuses on the adequacy Q4the
data it contains, and chapter 8 discusses the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles and other classification systems as tools forjaisessing the similarity
of occupations. Chapter 9 presents the committee's conclusions and
recommendations. In addition to the nine chapters of the report there are
eight appendixes providing data or detailfd analysis of specific topics.

SUMMARY

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE D OT

Chapter 2 provides a description of the content and structure of the
currentfourth editionDictionary of Occupational Titles (DoT). The
DOT contains information on 12,099 occupations and an additional 16,702
related or synonymous occupational titles. Each occupation is identified by
a nine-digit code and is defined on the basis of the tasks performed. The
nine-digit code represents a classification structure based on the type of
work performed (the first three digits) and the complexity of work in
relation to data, people, and things (the second three digits); the final three ,

I
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digits area _unique numerical identification for each occupation. The
chapter also describes biliefly a set of 41 occupational characteristics,'
known as worker traits, on which information is aVailable for each
occupation (on computer tape and in to-be-published supplements to the
DOT). In the course of developing the-occupational description for the
DOT, analysts rate each occupation for these worker traits, which include
the aptitudes, temperaments, and interests necessary for adequate perfor-
mance; the training time necessary to prepare for an occupation; the
physical demands of the occurfition; and the working' conditions under

hich the occupation typically occurs. In sum, theapoT is simultaneously
a a ctionary providing definitions of occupations, a classification system,
and source of data on occupational characteristics.

USE OF THE DOT B,Y THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Chapter 3 describes the major ways in which the DOT is used within the
Employment Service. First, the DOT provides a classification structure for
organizing information about job openings in self - search job banks located
in local Employment Service offices. Second, the dictionary aspecand, to
a more limited extent, the %classification structure' are used by placement
interviewers and employment co. unselors in Employment Service offices as
aids in matching job applicants with job openings. Data on occupational
characteristics (the worker traits and worker functions) are used only
occasionally in the job placement process, mainly by employment
counselors as aids in exploring vocational options. .

In addition to its direct use as a placement and counseling to9t.the DOTsr
serves as a data source for the preparation of a series of career brochures,
and the classification structure serves to organize the data for the monthly
publication of labor market information by the national office for use in
local Employment Service offices.

Finally, the DOT is used by the Division of Testing and the Division of
Labor Certification, two subunits of the Employment Service. The
Division of Testing, develops tests with a specific orientation toward the
aptitudes,titudes, skills, etc. that are relevant to the worker traits identified in the

,o, DOT supplements; these tests are used in local Employment Service offices
for counseling purposes. The Division of Labdr Certification uses the DOT

-to identify specifit occupations for which the demand ft), workers exceeds

'Data are collected on 46 variables, three worker functions (DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS) and
43 worker traits. However, three of the worker traits, representing aspects, of general
educational development (GED), are usually combined into a summary measure of *GED
Hence in many published lists, only 41 worker traits are shown.

..
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the 'available supply of qualified American workerswhich is the legal
requirement for the certification of foreign workers.

In sunk, extensive use 'is made of the DOT within the EMployment
Service. ,

USE OF THE DOT OUTSIDE
:
THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Chapter 4 describes major uses of the DOT outside the Employment
Service. Indicatjon of the extent of such use is provided by the fact that
148,145 copies of the third edition DOT were sold in the course of its 13-
year life (1965-1977) and more than 115,000 copies of the fourth edition
were sold in the first 21 months following publication in December 1977

' (not inchicling 30,000 copies distributed within the Employment Service).
To determine the extent and nature of the use of the DOT, committee staff
conducted three studies: a questionnaire survey of a probability sample of
purchasers of the fourth edition DOT; site visits to federal agencies
identified as Major users, supplemented by a questionnaire survey of DOT
users in state agencies; and a literature review of social science research
uses of the DOT.

The survey of DOT purchasers revealed that a wide variety of
organizations use the DOT in their work, including educational institu-
tions, government agencies, private for-profit companies, and nonprofit
agencies, These organizations use the DOT for a variety of purposes, the
most prominent being career and vocational counseling, library refgrence,
rehabilitation counseling, personnel management, and employment place-
ment. The dictionary aspect is most widely used, but a majority of
Purchasers use the classification as well; other parts of the DOT are less
widely used. Most purchasers (88 percent) report that discontinuing the
DOT would disrupt their work, and about a third (36 percent) report that
the disruption would be serious.

Site visits to a_number of federal agencies revealed heavy reliance on the
DOT, as did responses from the special state agency user sample. The
Bureau of Apprentihip.and Training of the Department of Labor, for
example, uses the lo ''s- measure of training time requirements for
occupations (specie vocational preparation) as a standard against which
to certify apprenticeship programs for skilled trades; the bureau also uses
the, DOT classification for record-keeping purposes. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor relies on the DOT as a framework for
collecting, organizing, and reporting various types of labor market
information. The Bureau of Disability Insurance of,the Social Security
Administration makes extensile use of the DOT, especially the worker trait
and worker function data, fpr the purpose of disability determinations and

.
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judgments 'as to whit other jobs a disabled person might be able to
perform. The Veterans Administration makes similar use of the oar

' materials as an aid in rehabilitation and vocational counseling, as do
vocational rehabilitation progrartA in a number of states: Finally,
Occupational information from the DOT is used by vocational educators in
a number.. of federal and state #gencies for the purpose of program
planning, curriculum development, and counseling.

The DOT has increasingly gained the attention of social researchers.
More than 150 research articles have been published since 1965 that either
use data from the DOT or provide evaluations of the quality of the DOT; an
annotated bibliography of these publications appears in Appendix C. The

4 DOT code is frequently used to describe the socioeconomic distribution or
subject samples (in piychological studies) and to match experimental
groups with control groups with respect to occupational category and skill
level. The worker traits and worker functions have been used in many
capacities, 'most notably in describing the distribution of job characteristics
across various sectors of the labor market and in examining shifts in labor
force composition. Economists often turn to the worker,trait and worker
functiOn scales when studying the determinants of wage structure, and
psychologists use this information in studying the relationship between
occupational characteristics and psychological functioning as well as
effects on performante. In addition, the DOT has been a valuable resource
in the more applied areas of vocational psychology and counseling.
Finally, a number of new scales, inventories, and classification, systems
have incorporated DOT data and scales.

The DOT has served as a model or provided basic data for a number of
other important occupational classifications, most notably, the new
Standard Occupational Classification (U.§. Department of Commerce,
1977), developed by the Office pf FederaVtatistical Policy and Standards
to promote the standardization of federal occupational statistics, and the
International Standard Classification of Occupations (International Labour
Office, 1958, 1968).

Although the DOT and its associated materials have been widely used by
many individuals and organizations outside the Employment Service,
other products of the occupational analysis program have not had a
similarly wide impact; as far as w,e can ascertain, their use is restricted
almost entirely to the EmplOyment Service:

THE OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM

° Chapter 5 describes the organization of the occupational analysis program
of the U.S. Employment Service. The DOT is producedlby the Division. of
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Occupational' Analysis in Washington, D.C., working in conjunction with
11 field centers located around the country. Job analysts working in the
field centers collect the bulk of the data on ,which the DOT is based by
visiting business establishments, observing workers in jobs, and recording
and scaling the information observed. Currently, there are 129 positions in
the field centers and 15 in the national office; of th6se 15, only 10.5 are in
the Occupational Analysis Branch (the others are in the Job -.Search

Branch). .

The national office is charged with directing the technical aspects of the
work of the 11 field centers, including planning new editions of the DOT
and other publications, .designing data collection procedures and research
efforts, and coordinating the activities of the field centers. The field centers
are, however, administratively responsible to the employment agencies of
the states in which they are located and are subject to, state regulations.
This arrangement creates substantial confusiaand tension regarding lines
of authority. In addition, the national- office has had administrative
difficulties for several years, experiencing a rapid turnover of leadership
and a severe reduction of staff. As a' result the national office has not
provided effective leadership to the field centersleadership that is crucial

to the success of an extremely complex data collection task. .
, About 80 percent of field center staff time is devoted to work related to
the production of the DOT. The remainder is spent on the preparation of
career guides and brochures; providing training and technical assistance to
government agencies and bother organizations on the products, methods,
and techniques of occupational analysis; and carrying out special -projects
at the request of host state Employment Service agencies.

PRODUCTION OF THE FOURTH EDITION DOT

Chapter 6 describes the procedures used to produce the fourth- edition
DOT. The information included in the Doi. is based on on-site observation
of jobs as they are performed in diverse business establishments and, for
jobs that are difficult to observe, on information obtained from professional
and trade associations. More than 75,000 on-site job analyses were
conducted in preparation for the fourth edition DOT.

The sampling of jobs for observation was a complicated and,somewhat
indirect process: First, the national office assigned to each field center
responsibility for coverage of particular industries; these industries were
sometimes vet), broadly specified (e.g., retail trade) and sometimes very
narrowly specified (e.g., button manufacturing). Second, establishments
within each industry were chosen for analysis, with some effort being made
to choose "typical" establishments; the final selection, however, was

30
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dependent on the willingness of establishments to cooperate. Third, some
or all jobs within an establishment were chosen for observation in
negotiation with the management of the'establishment.

In conducting job analyses within ah establishment the analyst prepared
a description of major work processes, a, table of organization, and a
staffing schedule showing the distribution of jobs within the establishment.
Using these materials, analysts selected individual jots for analysis; jobs
that were similar to an occupation described in the third edition DQ5 were
less likely, to be analyzed: The selected jobs were observed, and/or
incumbents or supervisors were interviewed. For each analyzed job the
analyst prepared a job analysis schedule, recording the tasks entailed in the
job, the machines, tools, Or work aids used, the working conditions, and a
variety of other information. On this basis a description of the job was
prepared, and the job was rated with respect to 46 characteristics (worker
functions and worker traits). These procedures were modified somewhat as
the fourth edition deadline approached to speed completion of the data
collection phase. -

Job analysis schedules produced from 1965 to 1976, intended for use in
compiling the fourth edition, were filed in the North Carolina field center
according to third edition codes. The actual tniting of occupational
definitions for the fourth edition did not begin until 1976, the year before
the scheduled publication of the fourth-edition. Definitions were prepared
mainly on the basis of the material included inthe job analysis schedules.
Both the coverage of occupations and the quality of the descriptions
proved to be very uneven: Some third edition occupations had no new
documentation, while others had an excessthe record is 652 job analysis
schedules for Materials Handler. Some schedules contained 'only the
notation "same as third edition," and for some occupations no job analysis
schedUle was available but only a _letter from a professional or trade
association. Furthei-more, propedures for deciding how -to combine
Individual job descriptions into composite occupational definitions were. ,

very unclear.

ASSESSMENT OF THE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE DOT

Chapter 7 provides an evaluation of the quality of the DOT as a source of
occupational information, with particular attention to the implications of
the procedures described in chapter 6. Available data make if difficult to
evaluate the representativeness of-the coverage of jobs in the Dictionary of .

Occupational Titles. There are, however, indirect indications that the'
coverage has been. disproportionately concentrated in the manufacturing

,

f
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10 'WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

industries and that certain other ind es, such as trade and services, are
substantially underrepresented.

A second observation about he source data used to derive -the
occupational descriptions in the DOT has to do with the number of job.
analysis schedules underlying each description. About 16 percent of the
occupational desCriptions included in the fourth edition DOT were
prepared without the benefit of a single job analysis schedule, 29 percent
were based on information from one job analysis schedule, and 19 percent
were based on'information from two schedules; thus nearly two thirds of
the occupationi described in the fourth edition DOT were based on the
observation orfewer than three jobs. Although thire may indeed be a
number of occupations for which multiple on-site observations would be
redundant and wasteful, in the absence of information regardiig the
heterogeneity or homogeneity of job content within occupations, the extent
to which the occupational descriptions rest on Such limited observations
raises some question about their adequacy.

The conjunction of thee two attributes of the data,collection proce-
dures the nonrepresentative distribution of establishments visited and the
fact that most of the occupational descriptions are based on two or fewer
job analysesmay well be related to a third feature: the very uneven
distribution of numbers of occupations identified within the major

i. occupation categories. In, relation to their share of the labor farce, the"
number of specifip occupations identified under the processing, machine
trades, and benchwork catego is substantially greater, and the number
in the clerical and sales and ce categoriv is substantially smaller than
would be expected (Table 7-3). There is, again, no reason to expect these
two distributions, to be identical. Nevertheless, if the is a tendency, for
each job analysis to produce an occupational description (as the number of
job analyses per occupation suggests), the fact that fewer job analyses were
performed for clerical Workers, for example, may certainly be expected to
have an effect on the number of specific clerical occupations identified.

Finally, with regard to the quality of source data, three fourths of the
job analysis schedules used in compiling the fourth edition DOT do not
meet the standards specified for a complete job,analysis; the propensity to
depart from standards increased during the period just prior to completion
of the fourth edition DOT. At that time there was also a shift away from
the preparation of new job analysis schedules toward the verification Of
existing schedules.

The renkainder of chapter 7 is devoted to an evaluation of the worker
function and worker trait ratings made in the course of job analyses and
included in the collation of data available for each'poT occupation. These
variables purport to measure the complexity of occupations, the training

32'
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time reqthred to prepare for them, the ,aptitudes,, temperaments, and
interests' necessary for adequate job pecformance, the physiCal demands of
occupations, and the working conditions under which they typically are
'perfornad. As a comprehensive source of occupational information these
variables pose several difficulties. First, many are of dubious validity.
Developed in the 1950s by piecing together available materials, these
variables may not capture well important variability,4n the job content of
today's economy. Second, the measurement of these variables is, on the
whole, not highly reliable. A staff study of ratings by job analysts (reported
in detail in Appendix E) found the reliability of ratings to be moderate on
the average and very poor with respect to certain variables:Third, the 46
Occupational characteristics appear to be highly redundant. A factor
analysis of these variables conducted by the staff revealed that six factors
account for 95 percent of the common variancefactors measuring

-47/4*,.. substantive complexity, motor skills, physical demands, management.
activity, interpersonal skills, and undesirable working conditions.

On the basis of this analysis the committee has concluded that the
worker traits and worker functions require thorough review, first at the
conceptual level to determine what kind of occupational information .is
needed by the Employment Service and by other users. and second at the
technical level to determine how such information can best be generated.

One suspicion regarding these data can be disc Bunted. Charges had been
made that the worker function variables in the third edition DOT
underrated occupations filled mainly by women:A comparison of scores
on these variables'for the third and fourth editions suggests that while the
charges were substantially correct regarding the third edition, the fourth
edition scores are apparently free of bias. -

Despite deficiencies in the worker function and worker trait data for the
fourth edition DOT, they remain the single most comprehensive set of
occupational information available anywhere.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS FOR JOB-WORMER MATCHING

Ohapter 8 evaluates the classification structure ,of the DOT from the
standpoint of its usefulness in matching job applicants with job openings
and considers how it _might be inikroved. If each job applicant knew
precisely which occupationi he or stgwas qualified for and willing to work
at, no'classification would be needed other than a list of job titVfalling
within each occupational category. HoweVer, this is not the case for most
job applicants. Typically, a particular worker can do many jobs, and many
workers do, in fact, hold many different-kihds of jobs in the course of their
work lives..Therefore for the Employment Service to serve job seekers best

t
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a mechanism should be available for matching each job applicant not only
with jobs similar to those at which he or she has already worked or is
specifically trained but with all jobs that the applicant could perform

. adequately. To do this requires that sets of "interchangeable" jobs be
identified and that they be brought to the attention of the job seeker and of
Employment Service placement staff.

Currently, most jobNacements by the&Employment Service (about 75
percent in one center visited) are made via a self-search procedure in
which job applicants peruse a list of job openings organized by DOT code.
AU result "interchangeable" occupations tend to become limited to those
with relatively, simirar codes as catalogued in successively finer detail by
the first, second, third, etc. digits of the classification structure. However, a
knowledgeable examination of the DOT makes it obviou that many
occupations listed in different major (first digit) groups are erchange-
able. Although the worker trait arrangement developed fo the third
edition DOT had as its rationale the illumination of cross-category linkages,
it ii. clear from our review of Employment Service operations that it did
not serve the purpose effectively; indeed, the worker trait arrangement was
seldom used.

The committee has concluded that such linkages must be developed as
part of the research activity of the occupational analysis program and
incorporated into the placement operation on a systematic basis so that the
information is available to an applicant using the microfiche listings in the
job bank as well as to placement staff. To cite two simple example, one
cannot expect an applicant looking for a job as a ticket taker to know that
openings are listed under 344.667-010 (Ticket Taker, Amusement and
Recreation) and unde911:667-010 (Ticket Taker, Ferryboat) or one with
experience as a radio dispathher to know. that both 379.362-010 (Dispatch-
er, Radio) and 919.162-010 (Dispatcher, Traffic pr System) may include
possible job openings.

There are, as noted, obvious cross-catego linkages that are not
revealed by the classification structure in the fo h edition DOT. Beyond
these, however, there are undoubtedly many occupations whose similarity
is less immediately obvious. The trained occupational analysts in the field
centers and the national office are probably aware of many such linkages,2
but no mechanism exists for incorporating such knowledge into the
system, nor is any effort specifically directbd at uncovering this inter-
ithangeability. The committee recommends that procedures for communi-
cating information on cross-occupational linkages be established and that

2111 fact, the New York field center has devised a set of such linkages for local use, although
we were not able to ascertain the extent to which it was in operation. -
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formal studies in this area be instituted. Such studiesshould exploit recent
developments in the methodology of occupational- analysis, such as task

z analysis and other forms orstructured job analysis, and in the theory of
vocational 'choice. These developments are reviewed in chapter 8;

particular attention is devoted to two leading vocational theories that have
developed classification schemes for matching workers and jobs:, the
Minnesota) theory of work. adjustment and Holland's theory of careers.

In additiqn, the committee explored an alternative approach, the use of
rates of naturally occurring mobility, to define clusters of interchangeable
jobs. Althouh the fact that many Workers actually do move from one
occupation to another is not a necessary condition for assuming that those
who can do one job can also do the other, it is a.sufficient condition. The
committee believes that an optimal approach to the identification of
clugters of interchangeable occupations would be to combine analysis of
the similarity of job content, especially with respect to skill requirements,
with analysis of naturally occurring, patterns of occupational mobility.

The committee recommends that consideration, be given fo' the
development of means of listing job openings that will group interchange-
able occupations, whether defined by 'skill transferability or empirically on
the basis of actually occurring mobility. This need not necessitate
modifying the classification structure; alternatively, flexible listing formats
could be explored, including .multiple listings of jobs in the manner of
cross-classifications in library card catalogues.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 9 presents the conclusions and recommendations of the commit-
tee. On the basis of its analysiS the committee concludes that there is a-
strong and continuing need both within and outside the U.S. Emploftnent
Service for the kind of information provided by the DOT but that
substantial improvements in the procedures and products of the occupa-
tional analysis prograniare required in order to meet the national need for
occupational infoimation.

To effect this improvement, we make 3 general recommendations and T9
specific recommendations. The general recommendations ace the follow-
ing:

I. The occupational analysis program should concentrate its efforts on
the fundamental activity of job analysis and on research and
development: strategiesfor improving procedures, monitorit
change4 in job content, and dentifying new occupations=that are
associated with the production and continuous updating of the
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Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The program should discontinue the
publication of career guides.

2. A permanent, professional research unit of high quality shottld be
established to conduct technical studies designed to improve the
quality of the Dictionary of Octupational Titles as well as basic
research designed to improve understanding of the organizatiOn of
work in the United States.

3. An outside advisory committee to the occupational analysis program
should be established. Its members should be appointed by the
assistant secretary.of labor for employment and training.

The specific recommendations are grouped into five general areas:

Data Collection Procedure s .

4. On-site observation of.,job performdnce by trained occupatiohal
analysts, including interviews with workeri and supervisors, should"
continue as a major mode of data collection; experimentation with
other data collection procedures, however, should also be undertaken.

5. Staffing schedules for establishments in which job analyses are
performed should continue to be collected and should be' used for
research purposes. The recently discontinued tabulation by sex of the
number of workers in each occupation should be rei,nstated.

6. The selection of establishments and work activities for which job
analyses are performed should be made according to. a general
sampling plan designed for the particular requirements of occ ation-
al analysis.

Th

7. Procedures should be designed to monitor changes in the job content
of the economy. Both new occupations and changes in existing
occupations should be identified.

8. ,The Dictionary of Occupational Titles should be expanded to include
definitions of all occupations hi the economy, whether or not they are
serviced by the Employment Service.
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Measurement of Occupational Characteristics .
9. The worker trait and worker function scales should be reviewed and,

where it is appropriate, replaced with carefully developed mu iple-
item scales that measure conceptually central aspects of occu tional
content.

15

.... .

10. A research activity of first priority should be review of the training
time (GED and svP), physical demand, and working condition scales.

Classification Issues

11. A major activity of the occupational analysis program should be
investigation of cross-occupational linkage5 that indicate possible >

transferability ofskills or experience.

12. The development of an automated procedure for matching job
.

applicants with job openings should continue, but the current keyword
system should not be accepted as optimal.

13. The classification systeldeveloped for the next edition of the DOT
should be compatible with the standard system implemented by the
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards or its successor
coordinating federal agency. That is, explicit procedures should be
developed to enable the translation of occupational codes so that
information can bc,, organized and reported using a standardized
classification. ar _...

Other Needed Research ,-,

14. Research priority should be given to developing criteria foi- defining
`occupations'; the aggregation problem.

/
15. Basic research should bg_undertaken on the operation of labor markets

to improve understanding of the processes by which workers acquire
jobs.

Ozsanizational and Administrative Issues
1 .

16. The leadership of the national office in the occupational analysis
program should be strengthened, greater attention should be given to

".....)
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I6 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

coordinatibikof field center activities, and the lines of federal authority
should be clearly established.

17. The 'collection and dissemination of occupational information by the
occupational analysis program should be a continuous process;
activity should not fluctuate with the timing of new editions of the
DOT.

.
18. Procedures followed in collecting data and developing the DOT should

be carefully documented and publicly described.

19. The data produced for the DOT should be made publicly,available.

20. A tabulation program should be instituted immediately to aggregate
monthly data, from Employment Service operations to the revised
Standard Occupational Classification unit groups used in the 1980,
Census of Population and subsequent Current Population Surveys.

21. A systematic program should be instituted to communicate additions
and revisions of occupational definitions and their classification
promptly ,to all operating staff in the Employment Service as well as to
other interested persons.

22. The next edition of the DOT should not be issued until substantial
improvements in the occupational,,analysis program have been made,
following the recorrunenaations made here.

4
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

The report contains eight appendixes that provide additional technical
data or extended analysis of particular topics. Appendix A presents the
questionnaire used in the pPobability survey of 'DOT purchasers (discussed
in 'chapter 4) with response frequencies. Appendix B presents detailed
reports of uses of the DOT by three major federal users, based on site visits
6 each of the agencies: the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the
Department of Labor, the Bureau of Disability Insurance of the' Social ,
Security Administration, and the Veterans Administration. Appendix C is.
an annotated bibliography of research uses of the DOT, with approximately
150 entries. Appendix D provides a bibliography of publications ofthe
occupational analysis program, including publications of both the national
office and the field centers. Appendix E is a study of the reliability of
measurement of DOT worker functions and worker traits. ,Appendix F
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Introduction and Summary 17

provides scores for selected worker function and 'Worker trait variables for
each of the categories of the .1970 Census detailed occupational clas-
sification; these are i ded to be an aid to researchers. The two
remaining appendixes e as background, to chapter 8: Appendix G
assesses the Employment Service's keyword system, an automated system
for matching job applicants with job openings, and appendix H discusses
the use. of occupational mobility data to evaluate anSI construct occupa-
tional classifications. '\.

---
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11% Fourth Edition
Dictionary. of
Occupational Title
Structure and Co

1-

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DoT) is a reference manual,
intended mainly to assist Employment Service interviewers in placing
workers in jobs. It also provides other users with a broad range of
information on the content and characteristics of occupations. In this
chapter the fourth edition DOT and 'closely related publiCations are
described as an introduction to the discussion in chapters 3 and 4 about
the use -of the DOT inside and outside the Employment Service. .

OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
r.,

The LOT is a dictionary, or compendium, of occupational titles in common
usage in U.S. labor nArketsiThe term "occupation," as used in the DOT,
refers to the "collective description of individual jobs performed,Vwith
minor variations, in many establishments" (U.S. Departtnent of Labor
(1977b:xv); hereafter referred to as Fourth Edition Du.r). Several types-of
occupational titles are distinguished. "Base titles" identify what the U.S.
Department 'of Labor's occupational analysts consider to be distinct
occupations; they are supposed to represent the job titles most frequently
used by employers. Each base title is defined. "Master titles" (e.g.,

, 4Y

As

Pamela S. Cain had primary responsibility for the preparation of this chapter.
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apprentice, salesperson) refer to occupations found in a variety of work
settings for which work content may vary but, duties tend to be similar.
Each master title is defined. "Term titles" (e.g., assembler, social worker)
refer to titles common .to a number of jobs that may differ with respect to
the knowledge required, the tasks performed, or the job location. Each
term title is defined. For two other , types of titles, definitions are- not
provided: "alternate 'titles," which are synonyms of base titles, and
"undefined related titles," Which are specialized offshoots of particular
base titles. The fourth edition DOT contains' 28,801 titles, of which 12,099
(42 percent) are base titles. The definition and, the frequency of each type
of title are presented in Table M.

THE DOT CODE

In the fourth edition DOT, titles a ;e presented in order of their DOT codes.
The classification scheme embodied in the code scheme and the organiza-
tion of the volume were designed to facilitate the retrieval of-information
needed in the counseling and placement activities of the Employment
Service. The nine-digit code has' three p4rts, as shown in Figure 2-1. The
first digit places occupations in one of nine broad categories: foixr- are
widely used groupings (pro§sieital, technical, and managerial; clerical

.and sales; service; agricultural, fishery, and forestry); four employ
industrial trade terminology (processing;' machine trades; benchwork;
structural work); and one is a"residual category, "miscellaneous."

The first and sedOnd digits in cOmCination are refinements of the broader
categories and are termed occupational divisions. Thy 82 divisions are
intended to group occupations on the basis o.general types of skills or °
knowledge required; technological objective; type of activity or service:, the
machines, tools, equipment, or techniques used; or the materials or
products produced. Divisions are further subdivided into 559 occupational '
groups, each defined by a three-digit code, which are intended to proVIcle

additional detail on technological objective and on materials, products,
subject matter, or services. Thus the first three digits of the aide are
intended to refit with increasing specificity The kind of work performed. ..

The fourth, fifth, and sixth digits of the code'are intended to reflect the.-
levels of complexity at which a worker in apailicular occupation functions
in relation to' data, people, and things, respectively. the digiti correspond
to a structure of 24 worker functions, each-of which .is denoted by an
action verb or verbs, such as "compiling" or "handling"' (shown in Figure "
2-2). The structure of ii worker functions is in the form of three listings.
that are arranged, in scalelike fashion, from relatively,simple tasks (high
numbers) to tomplex tasks .(low numbers), such that "each successive

.
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TABLE 2-1 DOT Titles: Description and Frequency

Type Definition Defined Number Percentage

Base Title by which occupation is most frequently known.
Master Title of group of occupations with common tasks and

many variations.
Term Titles common to a number of jobs that day differ in

1 knowledge required; tasks performed, and job location,
Alternate Synonym of bate title.
Undefined related Variation or specialization of base title.
Alternate to master Synonym of master or term title.

and term

TOTAL

: yes

yes

yes
no
no
no
.

,

12,099

15

192
8,583
7,808

104

28,801.

42.

0

1

30
27

0

100

SOURCE: Dictionary of occupattbna. !Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977b).
r

r)
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1ST 3 DIGITS

OCCUPATIONAL

GROUP

ARRANGSMENT

7 8

'CATEGORY
RENCHYORK

'

DIVISION
LAYING OUT. NARKING.*
CUTTING. AND PUNCHING:
OCCUPATIONS. N.E.C. I

OCCUPATIONS

GROUP
/

Structure-and Content

1

OCCUPATIONS IN FARM.
CATION AND REPAIR Or

TEXTILE. LEATHER AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

2ND 3 DIGITS.

WORKER

(DATA, PEOPLE AND

THINGS)

,6. 8 4 '
DATA 6 Comparing

PEOPLE &Joking
Instruceons - Helping

THINGS 4 Manipulating

21.

LAST 3 DIGITS

SERIAL #

NGED BY #

IN ALPHABETICAL

ORDER) ,

0 .3 0
UNIQUE NUMERICAL

CODE Of SPECIFIC

BASE TITLE,

C

FIGURE 2-1 Parts of the Dar code. Source: The DOT Unit III. Trainer's Package for

DOT Users (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977e:22).

relationship incl es those that are simpler and excludes the more
complex" (Fourth Edition Dar:1369). A disclaimer is made fop the
PEOPLE function: insofar as each of these functions "represents a wide

range of complexity . . . their arrangement is somewhat arbitrary and
- can be considered a hierarchy only in the most general sense" (Fourth
Edition Dorr:1-369), Occupations are rated for level of functioning; an

> occupation's relationship tpdata, people, and things is expressed in terms
of the lowest-numbered (or most complex) function for each hierarchy.
Properties of the worker function scales are explored further in chapter 7.

The last ,three digitsor suffixof the code have no substantive
referent. These digitsslid not appear in earlier editions of the DOT but were

issued shortly after the publication of thc third edition in a companion
volume (U.S. Department of Labor, 1967). The*were developed to assist
in Employment Service recprd- keeping when it was discovered that the

.initial six digits of the code were insufficient to distinguish amOng specific

occupations in many instances. The vital role of these nonsubstantive
codes i,n making distinctions among base titles is evidenced by the fact that
there are only 3,963 six-digit combinations among the 12,09 occupations
defined in the fourth edition DOT. Suffix codes were assigned to base titles

by alphabetizing all titles, with the same first, six digits. The first title in
each set was assigned the suffix code of 010, and theremaming titles were

N
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22 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

Explanation el Data, People and Things

Much of the information in this publication is based on the premise that every
job requires a worker to function in some degree to Data, People and Things.
These relationships are identified and explained below, They appear in the
form of three listings arranged in each insta& from the relatively simple to
the complex in such a manner that each successive relationship includes those
that are simpler and excludes the more complex I The identifications attached
to these 'relationships are referred to 'as worker functions. and provide standard
terminology for use in summarizing exactly what a worker does on the job.

A job's relationship to Data. People and Things can be expressed in terms of
the lowest numbered function in each sequence. These functions taken togeth-
er indicate the total level of complexity at which the worker performs. The
fourth, fifth and sixth digits of the occupational Code numbers reflect relation-
ships to Data, People and Things, respectively 2 These digits express a job's
relationship to Data, People and Things by identifying the highest appropnate
function in each listing as reflected by the following tat*:

DATA (4th digit) PEOPLE (5th THINGS (6th digit)

, 0.0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting-Up
I Coordinating I Negotiating I Precision Working

2 Analyzing 2 Instructing 2 Operating-Controlling
3 Compiling 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating
4 Computing 4 Diverting - -4 Manipulating
5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending
6 Comparing 6 Speaking-Signaling 6 Feeding - Offbearing

7 Serving 7 Handling
8, Taking Instructions-

Helping

Definitions of Worker Functions

DATA: Information, knowledge. and conceptions, related to data. people, or
things. obtained by observation, investigation, interpretation, visualization, and
mental creation Data are intangible and include numbers, words, symbols,
ideas, concepts, and oral verballzhtion. ,
0 Synthesizing: Interating analyses of data to discover facts andloi develop

knowledge concepts or interpretations.

1 Coordinating: Determining time. place, and sequence of operations or action
to be taken on the basis of analysis of data; executing determination and/or
reporting'On events

2 Analyzing' Examining and evaluating data. Presenting alternative actions in
relation to the evalluation.is frequently inVolved.`

As each of the relationships to People represents a wide range of complexity. resulting in consi.
derable overlap among occupations. their arrangement is somewhat arbitrary and can be considered
a hierarchy only in the most general sense

(Only those relationships which are occupationally significant in terms hf the requirements of the
rob are reflected in the code numbers The incidental relationships which every 'worker has to
Data. People. and Things. but which do not seriously affect successful performance of the essential
duties of the rob, are not reflected.

-
FIGURE 2-2 Definitions of the worker function scales represented in the
fourthfifth, and sixth digits of the DOT code. Source: Dictionary of

.-Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977b:1369-1371).
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3. Compiling Gathering, collating, or classifying information about data, peo-

ple, or things. Reporting and/or carrying out,a prescribed action in relation

to the informaiion _Is-frequently involved

4 Computing. Performing arithmetic operations and reporting on and/or carry-
ing out a prescribed action in relation to them. Does not include counting

5 Copying: Transcribing, entering, or posting data

6 Comparing Judging the readily observable functional, structural. or eompo-
sinonal characteristics (whether similar to or divergent from obvious stand-'
ards) of data, people, or things -

PEOPLE: Human beings: also animals dealt with on an individual basis as if
they were human

0 Mentoring Deiling with individuals in terms of their total personality in or-
der to advise, counsel, and/or guide them with regard to problems that may
be resolved by legal, scientific, clinical. spiritual, and/or other professional
principles . -

I Negotiating. Exchanging ideas. information,' and opinions with others to
formulate policies and programs and/or arrive jointly at decisions, conclu-
sions, or solutions

2 Instructing Teaching subject matter to others, or training others (including
animals) through explanation, demonstration, and supervised practice. or
making recommendations on the basis of technical disciplines

3. Supervising. Determining or interpreting work procedures for a group of
workers. assigning specific duties-to them': maintaining harmonious relations
among them, and promoting efficiency. A variety of responsibilities is in-
volved in this function

4 Divertingx Amusing .others. (Usually accomplished through the medium of -
stage. screen; televisiOn;lor radio.)

S Persuading Influencing others in favor of a product.i service. or point of
view

6 Speaking-SignalingTalking with and/or signaling people to convey or ex-
change information. Includes giving assignments and/or directions to helpers
or assistants v.

7 Serving: Attending to the needs or requests of 'people or animals or the ex-
pressed or implicit wishes of people. Immediate response is involved.

8 Taking Instructioni-Helping Helping applies to "non-learning" helpers. No
variety of responsibility is involved in this function.

THINGS: Inanimate objects as distinguished from human beings, substances
or materials; machines, tools, equipment and products. A thing is tangible and

has shape, form, and other physical characteristics.

0 Setthig up: Adjusting machines or equipment by replacing or altering tools,
jigs, flittures, a4nd attachments to prepare them,to perform their functions,

r- .

FIGURE 2-2 Continued
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24 WORK, JOBS, -AND OCCUPATIONS

change their performance. or restore their proper functioning if they break
down Workers who set up one or a number of machines for other workers
or who set up and personally operate a variety of 'machines are included
here

I Precision Working. Using body members and/or tools or work aids to work,
move, guide, or place objects or materials in situations where 381mate re-
sponsibility for attainment of standards occurs and selection o appropri-
ate tool.. :bjects. or materials, and the adjustment of the tool to the task
require exercise of considerable judgment.

2 Operating-Controlling Sta4, stopping, controlling, and adjusting the prog-
res) of machines or equipment, Operating machinei-involves setting up and
adjusting the machine or materialis) as the work progresses Comrolling in-
volves observing gages. dials. etc., and turning valves and other devices to
regulate factors such as temperature. pressure, flow of liquids, speed of
pumps, and reactions of materials

3 Driving-Operating Starting. st4ping, and controlling the actions of mach-
ines or equipment for which a course must be steered, or which must be
guide& in order to fabricate, prikess, and/orimove things or people. In-
volves such acties as observing gages and dials; estimating distances and
detefmining speed and direction Of other objects; turning cranks and wheels;
pushing or pulling gear lifts or levers. Includes such machines as cranes:.
conveyor systems. tractors, furnace charging machines, paving. machines
and hoisting machines Excludes manually powered machines, such as hand-
trucks and dollies, and power assisted machines, such as electric.wheelbar.
rows and handtrucks

4 Manipulating Using body members, tools, or special devices to work, move,
guide, or place objects or materials. Involves some latitude for judgfient
with regard to precision attained and selecting appropriate tool, object. or
material. although this is readily manifest.

5 Tending Starting. stopping, and observing the fuoctioning of machines and.
equipment Involves adjusting materials or controls of the machine:such as
changing guides. adjusting timers and temperature gages turning valves to
allow flow of materials, and flipping switches in response to lights. Little
judgment is involved in making these adjustments.

6 Feeding-OffbearingAnserting, throwing, dumping. or placing materials in or
removing them from machines or equipment which are automatic or tended
or operated by other workers

7 Handling. Using body members, handtools, and/or Knewl devicss to work.
move or carry objects or materials. Involves little or no latitude for 'judg-
ment with regard to attainment of standards or in selecting appropriate tool,
object, or material

6

FIGURE 2.2 Continued .
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assigned codes at intervals of four in order to allow for later insertions, An
occupation with a unique six-digit code was assigned the suffix code of 010.

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION t

For each base title an industry designatiodis presented. The industry
designation is included to aid users_,in distinguishing among different
occupations with identical titles. For example, the title Pellet-Press
Operator is used f'or three different DOT occupations, depending on
whether the accompanying industry designation is "ammunition," "chemi-
cal," or "ore dressing, smelting, refining."

The industry designations used in the DOT were specially developed for
it and originated with the first edition (1939). They thus reflect the

. industrial terminology and classifications in use at that time, although
modifications. have been made in later editions. For example, the
designations "military services" and,: social services" were included for
the first time in the fourth editiOn.

. Strictly speaking, the term "indust " is a misnomer, Although for some
titles the designated setting is indus al, for many others the industry
designation is actually a broad , occup onal grouping. For example,
"clerical" is used as the industry designation for more. than 600
occupational titles; "professional and kindred" is used for another 1,000.
Also included among the designations is an "any industry" category. This
category contains hundreds of occupations that occur in a number of
industries (sometimes in virtually all industries). The category is essential-
ly a catchall, containing, for example, such diverse occupations as
Accordian Repairer, Elevator Operator, Miller, Cornice Uphblsterer; and
Artists' Model: A title's industry designation is indicative but not
restrictive, i.e., an occupation may be found in industries othet than the .
one specified. Each designation is definecrin an appendix, which also
indexes occupational titles by their industry designation.

DEFINITIONS

The DOT titles are defined according to a highly structured format. Each
definition begins with a lead statement that is intended to summarize the
occupation in terms of (1) worker actions, including instructions followed
or judgments made, expressed by specific action verbs in the present t9se,
(2) work fields,, which are the purpose of worker actions (i.e., whit" gets
done on the job), (3) machines, ,tools, equipment, and/or work aids
(MTEWA) used by workers in performing their jobs, and (4) materials,
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Indicates what the worker does, and is expressed by Action Verbs in the
present tense.

Some examples: LOADS...

DISASSEMBLES...

CONTROLS...
INTERVIEWS...

',/

2. MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND/OR WORK AIDS-
. t

Indicates the devices used by workers to assist them in performing their job.

Some examples: Lo s INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE (machine)...
assembles gear shift mechanism using AIR WRENCH (tool)...
trols GAS FURNACE (equipment)...
erviews clients using PROCEDURES MANUAL (work aid)...

3. PURPOSE OF THE WORKER ACTIONS-

Indicates what gets done.

Some examples: Loads injection molding machine TO MOLD...
Disassembles gear shift mechanism using air wrench TO REPAIR
Controls gas furnace TO MELT...

Interviews clients using procedures manual TO ASSESS

4. MATERIALS, PRODUCTS, %SECT MATTER, AND/OR SERVICES-

Some examples: Loads injection molding machine to mad GRANULATED RESIN
PELLETS (materials) into.PLASTIC BOTTLES (products)...

Disassembles GEAR SH1VT MECHANISM (material) using air
wrench to repair TRANSMISSIONS (material)...

Controls gas furnace to melt STEEL (materials)...

Interviews CLIENTS (subject matter) using procedures manual
to assess BACKGROUND AND ATTRIBUTES (subject matter) FOR
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING (subject matter), AND

-REFERRAL TO EMPLOYMENT TRAINING OPENINGS.(service).

FIGURE 2 -V Examples of the four categories of information as the basis of the DOT

definition. Source: The DOT: Unit 114 Trainer's Package ,(or DOT Users (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1977e:iii -20).

products, subject matter, and/or services (MPsMs) that a worlk priiduces
do the job. The distinctions among these four are illustrated in Figure 2-3.

The lead statement is followed by one or more task element statements,
which describe the specific tasks a worker performs to accomplish the
overall purpose of the job. Figure 2-4 presents a DOT definition, diagramed
to show its component "arts. In the first example the task element

.
N. a
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. . 4

statements "turns handwheel . . : ," "turns screws, . . . ," and "shut)-
ens doctor . . . " indicate how the occupation Cloth Printer is actually
performed.

Many definitions also contain job variables, so-called may items, which
designate tasks 'that have 'been found to be included in a job in some
establishments but not in all. In Figure 2-4, for example, the occupation
Cloth Printer may "notify Colorist when color shade varies from
specifications."

Some definitions contain additional elements. Technicalprans or special
uses of terms not ordinarily found in a standard dictionary are italicized to
indicate that they are defined in the Dgr's glossary. Bracketed titles in a
definition indicate that workers in the base title may also, on occasion,
Perfornfsome of the duties of the bracketed occupation. Unbracketed titles
(e.g., Colorist in the example) denote occupations with which the
occupation tieing defined frequenty works. Examples of these three
features are found in Figure 2-4. Slightly different occupations with the
same title in the same industry are designated by a roman numeral
following the title. For example, the title Surgeon I indicates that there are
other occupations with this title in t4e medical services industry. Finally,
some definitions contain a statement Of significant variables. Distinct
a may item, which refers to specific job tasks, this statement lists
related jobs that are covered by a particular definition. It is included to
reduce the number of nearly identical definitions in the DOT.

t4

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Although titles are pwnied in order of their codes in the fourth edition,
the DOT contains alphibetical and industry desigriation indexes designed
to assist users in locating job or occupational titles about which they have
limited information. To assist users further in locating titles and
interpreting the information available about them, the DOT provides 25
pages of introductory instructions that explain the DOT code, definitions,
indexes, and other features of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. A 1 §-
page glossary of technical terms is,also"Provided.

RELATED PUBLICATIONS

A number of publications closely related to the fourth edition were
planned at the time of its publication. Many of these publications use, in
one form or another, information about worker traits, the attributes
considered to be 'required of workers performing a particular occupation.
This diformation was collected during the course of job analysis for the
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1) Occup4ional 2) Occupational 3) Industry'
Code ' Title Designation

or- .1 ;0CLOTH

rn
Titles

4) Alternate

652.382-010 rrPRINTER (any ind.) printer; printing -machine

Set. up and operate. ina.hine 1,, print lit.,IglIS on material., .11.I1 a

Muth, tibirgla.., pheal.., ',heeling, l.11,11Cli tell, or in1.1,111

Glossary
Terms

UnbracketedUnbracketed
Title

May no COLORIST (profess. &-4----- 5c) "May"
Eli ) w en co or s e vanes from specifications. May mix own colors.

`Bracketed- May mount printing rolhkrs on machine for change of pattern Items'

Title [PRINTING-ROLLER HANDLER (textile)]. May position knives.
specified distance From edge of plastics material to trim excess material

' from edges. When printing samples of new patterns and novelty designs
is designated as NOVELTY - PRINTING- MACHINE OPERATOR
(textile) or PROOFING - MACHINE OPERATOR (print. & pub.). M
set up and operate cloth printing machine utilizing caustic sod aste
instead of colot paste to print designs-ob cloth whic-ti'ili to form
plisse, and be designated PLISSE-MACHINE OPERATOR (textile).

) .
F1GURE2-4 Parts of a bar definition. Stcyce:Loictionorytiavational ttlesjU.S. Department of Labor; 1977b:xvi).a1 .. , ..

, Ill fra a., .30

5a) Lead
Statement

5b) Task Element
Statements .

6) Undefined
Related Titles

a

1
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DOT. Although worker trait information does not appear in the fourth
edition DOT, each base title was assigned scores for the types of traits listed
below; additional information is provided in chapter 6.

1. Training time, the "amount of general educational development-
(GED) and specific vocational preparation (svp) required of a worker to
acquire the knowledge and abilities necessary for average performance in a
particular job-worker situation" (U.S. Department of Labor, 1972:8). GED

includes aspects of formal and informal education that contribute to the
worker's reasoning development, the ability to follow instructions, and the
use of language and mathematical skills. svp includes training acquired in
a "school, work, military, institutional, or avocational environment" (U.S.
Department of Labor,* 1972:8) but excludes schooling without specific
vocational content.

2. Aptitudes, the capacities or abilities required of a worker to facilitate
the learning of job tasks, e.g., intelligence and motor coordination.

3. Temperaments, the personaLtraits useful to a worker in adjusting to
the requirements of his or her job, e.g., adaptability in dealing with people
or in performing repetitive tasks.

4. Interests, tastes, and preferences for certain kinds of activities that
are entailed in job performance, e.g., a preference for activities involving
business contact with people.

5. Physical demands, the physical req. ents made of a worker in
carrying out job tasks, e.g., strength or stooping.

6. Environmental conditions, the physical surroundings and Circum-
stances in which a job is performed, to which a worker must adapt, e.g.,
extreme cold or heat.

Specific vocational preparation (svp) scores were _published in an
interim edition of the SOT ix February 1978. This edition will be
superseded by a formal supplement to the DOT (to be published in 1980)
that will include svp and GED estimates as well as ratings on physical
demands and environmental conditions.

The recently issued Guide for Occupational Exploration (U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, 1979a) makes extensive use of information akin to that
contained in the worker traits, althoigh it does not use the identical items
or the actual ratings themselves. The Guide was designed' to assist
applicants in vocational, exploration and choice. In the format and
presentation of vocational information, particular attention was paid to the
needs of entry-level workers. The Guide is organized around a new
classification scheme that is said to provide an entry-level classification of
occupations.
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3a WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

The classification is based on an interest inventory developed by the U.S.
Employment Service's testing division (Droege and Hawk, 1977). For each
of 12 interest areas (Which are net the same as the worker trait interests
described above) a description is provided of the qualities and characteris-
tics workers should possess to rform jobs in a particular area. A listing
of representative DOT occupations is also provided for each area. Much of
the descriptive material, about jogs in the interest areas is presented in a
simple question-and-answer format. For counseling and placemint pur-
poses the Guide can be used albne or in conjunction with an interest
inventory that can be self-administered by applicants. In the latter
instance, results from the interest inventory can be used for job-worker
matching by comparing applicants' test results to the appropriate
occupational interest groups. By means of this capability, developers of the
Guide hope to facilitate the placement of workers with little previous or
recent work experience.

SUMMARY a , 4P

The fourth edition DOT, in conjunction with related publications, provides
(1) a dictionary of occupational title%, (2) a classification of occupations,
and -(3) information about a large number of occupational characteristics
in terms of the demands they make on workers. Not surprisingly, given
this wealth of information, the Dot is widely used both inside and outside
the Employment Service. The next two chapters of this report discuss this
use.
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Chapters 3 and 4 describe the uses of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
Chapter 3 summarizes the uses of the DOT within the U.S. Employment
Service (Es); chapter 4 presents a summary of the, uses of the DOT outside
the Employment Service. This chapter Is intended to provide the general
reader with some information about the primary uses made of the DOT by
the Employment Service. Detailed descriptions of Employment Service use
of the DOT have already been collected and are reported elsewhere.'

The major use of the DOT within the Employment Service is as a
placement tool in local Employment Service offices forithe matching of
workers and jobs. It is also used in a variety of counseling and guidance
activities. Secondary users of the DoT include the Division of Testing and
the Division of Labor Certification, which are the two other subdivisions
(in addition to the Division of Occupational Analysis) of the Office of
Teohnical Support in the U.S. Employment Service. Each of these users of
the Dictignary of Occupational Titles is described in turn. Thoughout the
chapter, reference is made to data gathered from site visits to local

'The Employment Service has conducted several surveys of its use of the third edition DOT: in
1967-1968 the Wisconsin occupational analysis field center conducted a four-question, open-.
ended survey; a sewnd survey was made in 1973 in nine state Es agencies by the occupational
analysis field centers; in 1972 the California occupational analysis field,center also conducted
a study of DOT use in local Es offices. .
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Employment Service offices as well as tone committee's surveys of DOT
purchasers, and state-level DOT users. Given the nature of thesamples: the
ES staff responding to the surveys cannot be regarded as representative of
all ES employees.2 Still, the responses to these surveys provide supplemen-
tary information about Employment Service use of the DOT.

USE OF THE DOT IN PLACEMENT AND COUNSELING

A SOURCE OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

Employment Service placement interviewers and counselors' need
definitions of those occupations for which employers need workers as well

klia.s of those occupations in which workers have previously been employed.
It was this need that led to the production of the first edition DOT in 1939.

To understand the current need for the DOT by the Employment
Service, committee members and staff observed the operations of local
Employment Service offices iii various parts of the country and discussed
the use of the DOT with experienced interviewers and counselors. Because
we did not visit a large number of offices and because the offices we did
visit were not specifically selected for their representative character, the
descriptions provided do not necessarily represent all, or even the average,

Employment Service office. The committee was also briefed at its first
meeting by senior officials of the national office of the U.S. Employment
Service on the use of the DOT and benefited from published Employment
Service documents. Many of the ES staff with whoth we spoke suggested
that there was an enduring need for a comprehensive set of definitions for
the occupational titles that are commonly used to describe jobs in t4e U.S.
economy.

Our. observation of local ES offices indicated that even highly experi-
enced Employment Service interviewers may encounter unfamiliar occupa-
tional titles. For example, in one local office, committee staff observed a
counselor, whose experience was mainly, in hotel service Occupations,
interview an applicant who had recently emigrated from the Soviet Union:
The applicant spoke fluent English bin did not fully understand the

2The DOT purchaser and the state-level surveys carried out by the committee staff were
intended to solicit responses from users-of the DOT outside the Employment Service (see
chapter 4 for details on the sampling design for these surveys). However, because of the lack
of specificity in the list of purchasers used as the sampling base, and ircause of the,way the
state-level users were chosen, 76 Employment Service employees were inadvertently Included
as respondents to the survey of external users. These responses were deleted from the analysis
of external used the DOT and used as supplementary Information for thiS chapter (seealso
footnotes 2 and 5 of chapter 4).
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nuances of American occupatioial titles. After reviewing his applicatio'n
the counselor established that the applicant had been employed in the
Soviet telephone systeni. The interviewer then worked his way 'through a
variety of technical occupations in the telephone industry involving duties
similar to those described by the applicant. The counselor began with the

. occupation Telephone Installer and then proceeded- from Telephone
Repairer to Electron les Technician. He and the applicant finally settled on
the title Electronics Technician,as the best description of the job tasks that
the worker had performed for the Soviet telephon,e system. The interview
was largely conducted by having the applicant respond to the definitions of

`various occupational titles in the telephone industry. In this case the
availability of a comprehensive set of definitions for the occupational titles
used in the U.S. telephone industry was an essential part of assisting the
job applicant; the availability of a dictionary of occupational titles enabled

. an interviewer whose experience was largely confined to hotel service jobs
to assist the applicant in finding a suitable job in another industry.

While.the foregoing example may be unusual, it does parallel a number
ot other cases, that are more common. Situations may arise in which,
workers are employed in relatively rare occupations or the occupational
titles used in one area of the countrj, are not the same as those used in
another area. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is also used to facilitate
the training of ES personnel in occupational areas in whiCh they have no
direct experience.

PLACEMENT

In addition to the use of its definitions and titles to inform interviewers,
counselors, ana applicants about the nature of jobs, the DOT classification
structure provides:a mechanism for job-Worker matching. Each worker
applying for a job and each job opening placed with the Employment
Service is assigned a DOT code number designating the relevant occupa-
tion. These codes are used to match job openings in a particular
occupation with workers seeking employment in, that occupation as well as
to report aggregate operating statistics on the types of workers served and

the-tyges-orjob vacancies existing in various local labor markets.
The committee staff visited a number of Employment Service offices,

both automated and nonSutomated. A composite picture of the typical job
search procedure is presented below, drawn from loc office visits and
Employment Service documents. For the job-seeki client entering the
employment office, there are three basic methods of job search or referral
once the initial reception and application work is completed. Most orthe
applicants (75 percent in one center visited) are sent directly to microfiche

o
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viewers through which they can review existing job openings, sorted by
DOT code. If they find jobs that are of interest, they then meet with a
placement interviewer. Certain clients are refeired immediately to place-
ment interviewers, because either their skills are in great demand or they
require special help, in completing their application (e.g., they cannot read
or lack sufficient proficiency in English). Other clientsusually the very
young, very old, disabled, or non-EnglishIspealdngare usually routed
directly to guidance counselors. The first two of these. methods of job
search are described in t s section; the counseling process is described in
the subsequent section.

Self-Referral

Most local Employment Service offices have set-aside a portion of the office
as a job information service, which provides job search information. The
existence of a job information service system rests on the premise that
many job seekers can secure employment with Minimal assistance fro..,
interviewers. The Employment Service, as set up a self-help unit to which
job applicants can go to review existing job openings. In addition to job
search informatid'n (e.g., pamphlets and career brochures) this unit
contains microfiche viewers listing job openings by. DOT code. Clients are
directed to appropriate viewers on the basis of their past employment
experience, as indexed by the nine-digit DOT code. The job bank microfiche
contains all the job orders submitted through the previous day; in
automated centers it contains keywords (discussed in Appendix G) as well
at the DOT code. Whep a job 'seeker has found one or more jobs of interest,
he or she meets with a placement inierviewgr who consults the microfiche
as well as the application form to determine whether the client meetethe,
employer's specifications. The interviewer then checks to be sure that the
employer is still accepting referrals and if so sets up an interview.

Interviewer Referral

Some of iliehe using the job, information service may also be directed
to placement interviewers who help them search for'jobs. Other applicants
are referred' directly to interviewers upon entry tq, the employment office,
either because their skills are in great dernandficf because they encounter
problems in filling out the . application 'forms or using the' microfiche
viewers.

The method of job search employed by the placement interviewers
4ependS on whether the emplOyment office is automated. In a nonautomat-
ed office each, interviewer generally specializes in a certain group of'jobs
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(i.e., a particular range of Dar codes). Duplicate copies of a client's
application must therefore be placed in separate files; one for each DOT
code assigned to the client. In assisting a client in finding employment the
interviewer ,manually searches through job orders and through the job
information service microficke in order -to find a .suitable jobitzorsiter
match. Finding such a'match, ifie interviewer sets up an interview for the

, applicant. The client's file is kept for 60 days, during which time the
interviewer attempts (to Ifill new job orders with past applications.'
Although 'many placements are found this way (in one-center this type of
placement was 3 times as likely as same-day placements), the interviewers
complaintd that it is hard to find time for such searches when long lines of
applicants await service.

hi automated offices the interviewer-assisted job search is conducted in a
different way: Two types of computer-assisted matching techniques are
employed: an applicant-oriented procedure and an employer-oriented

1.
procedure. The former procedure typically makes aft immediate referral,
while the latter is done in an "overnight batch match." In the applicant-
oriented search, the interviewer searches the job bank via computer to find
jobs matching the client's skills and requirements for time, pay, and
location. The matching jobs are usually printed out with an estimate of the
degree to which the match satisfies the employer's requiiments. The
interviewer assists in choosing among the matching jobs and a

referral. If no referral is made via the applicant-oriented" search procedure,
the client may still receive at job referral from the employer - oriented
matching procedure. in t'his method of job-worker matching, a computer
is used to find the best-fitting applicants for each job in: the job bank; for
each job, applicants are ranked by fit to the job.

Before moving on ,ta a description of counseling, mention should be
made of hoW job orders from employers are handled in Employment
Service offices. Special interviewers, not involved in placement, accept job
orders by iihonee recording in 'a stanilaidized way information on place,
limitations on the number of referrals, salary; benefits, and job require-
ments. In automated centers this information is coded directly into the
computgr via a key4ord language so that the jbbs ar available for
immediate referral. In both types of centers a DOT rode is ,as ed to each

1job order by the order taker. 3

COUNSELING - 4 -
( '....,

Certain Employment Service clientsincluding Veterans, and disabled,
ilkteiate, very young, very old,' or noti-English-speaking peopleare
usually routed directly tO vocational guidance counselors rather than to

. ., .s r
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the job information service unit or a placement interviewer. Employment
Service counselors assist job seekers with problems related to vocational
choice, occupational change, and job adjustment. Since the counseling
prbgram is ultimately designed to result in occupational placement,
Employment Service counselors may serve the dual role of placethent
interviewer/counselor.

The counselor, when interviewing individual clients, attempts to assist
the job seeker in developing an occupational plan, identifying both short-
range and long-range vocational goals. In developing such a plan, the
counselor collects relevant identifying information, a summary of the
applicant's vocational situation, and additional facts that may be relevant
(e.g., vocational likes and dislikes, work experience, educational back-
ground). As part of the counseling process, the counselor may use ES-
approved tests, such as interest inventories, interest checklists, and,
aptitude tests, to assess the individual's skill level, aptitudes, or interests."
With this information the counselor can then work with the job seeker in
developing an occupational plan to be followed. The overall purpose of the
counseling program is to with the applicant, his or her current
qualifications and potential occupational aptitudes and to compare them
with job requirementssand opportunities as indexed by the DOT code and
other. worker trait data. A new automated system has been designed to
assist in the counseling/placement function: the systems exploration and
research, for career help (sEticii) is a computer-assisted system that
compares the interests, aptitudes, and abilities of ,a client with those
required by the jobs in which he or she/has expressed an interest.

The national office and the state occupational analysis field centers of
the U.S. Employment Service have also engaged in a variety of counseling
and guidance support. activities. A recent major effort was the publication
of the Guide for Occupational Exploration (U.S. Department of Labor,
1979a).3 This guide, written in simple language, groups together occupa-
tions that are "homogeneous in terms of worker characteristics." The
worker characteristics that define these worker trait groups derive from job
analysis schedules completed for the DOT and include general educational
development (GED); specific vocational preparation (svP); the DATA,
PEOPLE, and THINGS ratings; aptitudes, interests, temperaments, physical
demands, and working conditions. This information is refoomatted to
facilitate counseling. The Guide for Occupational Exploration, which stems
from an ES tradition of publishing career guidance material based on the
DOT, illustrates a major and continuing use of DOT material. The

3An adaptation of this work Avis published commercially (Appalachian Educational
Laboratory, 1978).
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Employment Service has also published a number of books and pamphlets
describing occupations and employment possibilities in various industries,
such as Occupations in Library Science, Career Opportunities in. the
Trucking Industry, Health Careers Guidebook (see Appendix D for a
listing of occupational analysis publications). In general, these publications
reformat information from the DOT with basic information about an
industry, its organization, and its hiring practices. -

EVALUATION OF DOT USE

Several assessments of local office use of the Dictionary"of Occupational
Titles in placement and covseling have been conducted by the Employ-
ment Service. This section p*ides a summary of these evaluations as well
as supplemental information proOided by the committee-sponsored surveys
of DOT purchasers and state-level DOT users. The Einployment-Serviee-
sponsored surveys of DOT use were carried out before 1974 and' describe
the ust of editions prior to the fourth edition, whereas the committee-
sponsored surveys cover both the third and the fourth editions.

The ES studies include (15- a survey..onducted by the Wisconsin
occupational analysis field center in 1967-1968, (2) a small survey
conducted in 1972 by the Los Angeles occupational analysis field center,
and (3) a 1973 survey of DOT use in nine state Employment Service offices,
conducted by the occupational analysis field centers. The 1973 study, more
comprehensive in scope than the previous surveys, surveyed 569 employ-
ment personnel in more than 220 local offices in New York, North
Casfolina, Florida, Michigan, Wisconsin, Texas, Missouri, Arizona, and
Washington. Those surveyed included placement interviewers, counselors,
job development and training specialistsi. unemployment personnel, and
technibal, support, and ,management stafrWhile some of the information
gathered by this survey is limited because the referent is the third edition
DOT, many of the essential features of the DOT and its use by the
EmploYment,Service have not changed.

411 three Employment Service surveys suggest that the DOT job titles
and definitions are the most frequently used DOT components-Of the 1973
respondents, 97 percent reported using the titles- and definitions at least
occasionally. Respondents reported less frequent use of the occupational .
group arrangement, the industry designation, worker functions( and.
worker trait information.

In the 1973 survey, approximately 60 percent of the placement
interviewers reported that they never used the worker trait information,
and another 37 percent reported that they used it only occasionally.
Employment Service counselors are More likely to find the worker trait
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information useful: 12 percent of the counselors reported frequent use, and
another 68 percent reported occasional Ilse of the Worker trait information.
Three quarters of the counselors found the worker trait information useful
in helping clients explore vocational and occupational options.

Two thirds of the counselors and 82 percent of the interviewers reported
that they used the occupational group arrangemene(the DOT classification
structure) at least occasionally. Those who; used the occupational group
arrangement reported that they did so. for order taking, to" classify
occupations and applicants, to find appropriate occupational titles, to
assign codes to entry-level workers, or to relate occupations to the aptitude,
and the general aptittidetest battery (GATE) scores of applicants.

Seventy isgent of the counselors and sixty-two percent of the
interviewers round the industry designations useful for theft' work. The ,
counselors used the industry designation for differentiating among similar
titles and identifying related occupations for counselings#nd job develop-
ment, while interviewers employed it for finding similar jobs in related
fields, coding jobs and applicants, defining industries and defining jobs
within, them for job development, and as help in identifying applicant
skills.

The majority of counselors and interviewers also round the worker
function information (the fourth, fifth, and sixth digits of the DOT code)
helpful in their work. Two thirds of the counselors reported that the
worker function data were of significant value in their work; 60 .percent of
the interviewers expressed similar sentiments. a

These survey data are in general agreement with thelobservations made
during committee-sponsored site visits to /6cal Employment' Service
offices. In particular; it was observed that order takers, interviewers, and
unemployment insurance personnel usually consult the dictionary to
locate an occupational title and bar code; they less frequently use it for
other purposes. In visits to offices made while tfie third edition, DOT was
still being used, we observed that typically, Volume-l-was consulted; that. :-
volume contains occupational titles arranged in alphabetical order, with a
definition and a DOT code number for each title. The DOT supplement
containing three-digit suffix codes was also usually consulted Ao pzovide a
unitrue ninekdigit code. Ordinarily, placement staff dill not consult the
worker trait and occupational group information published in the second
volume. This volume appears to be used in unusual cases (e.g., involving
applicants with special counseling needs or for job development or testing
work). 4

In many offices it is impossible for an sinterviewirito serve a new
'applicant or employer without using the title and definition sections of the
DOT: Some offices,have an explicit policy that requires the Consultation of

v.
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the DOT to verify all occupational titles and codes. In other offices there is
no explicit rule, and, occasionally, one observes interviewers using
personal lists of DOT codes for common oocupational titles, a practice that
is more common in 'nonautomated offices in which ES personnel specialize
in a particular industry or a range of occupations.

In the 1973 survej,, respondents were also asked to assess the usefulness
of the various components of the DOT. Many respondents drew attention
to the need for cross-references between similar occupations in the DqT.as
well as to the Dar's inconsistency in the detail of its occupational
definitions; 63 percent of the Es counseling personnel believed that related
DOT definitions should be cross-referencq. to facilitate career exploration.
Imaddition, complaints were voiced about' the placement of dissimilar jobs
in the same group in the DOT'S occupational group arrangement, which
meant that the grouping arrangement could not be relied on to locate
occupations with related skills.

The Employment Service respondents to the committee- sponsored
survey of Dar users (see note 2) provide interesting supplementary and

II corroborating information to the evaluation Of use described above. Of the
76 respondents, 28 are placement personnel; another 28 are involved in the
development of labor to:rce projections and occupational information
dissemination; 8 aze in counseling work; the remainder conduct research
or are located in vocational eslucatidn or managerial positions. Of these
respondents, 92 percent reported that they hl used the fourth edition

_ Dar in the past year; 67.,,percent ,were also tilI using one of the two
primary third edition volumes (i.e., Definitions of Titles (U.S. Department
of Labor, 1965a) and Occupational Classification and Industry Index (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1965b)). As suggested by the Es-sponsored surveyi,
Employment Service staff find the titles and definiti9ns as well as the DOT
codes themselves particularly useful; 91 percent df the Es respondents
reported that they use the titles and definitions and v perceni use the_
codes. About half the respondents report using the industry designations
(placement(placement personnel more often than counselors) and the worker 'trait
information (counselors more often than placement interviewers).

Although the DOT appears to be quite finpoitant to local Es employees
(at least specific component-parts of the Dar), the career-related brochures
sponsored by the-Division of Occupational Analysis are apparently'not so

. important. The occupational analysis career guides and brochures are
-generally used by feptier than a third of the Employment Service
respondents. This finding is surprising, given that the local Es offices are
the primary distribution point for these publications. By contrast, the job
search monthlies published by the Job Search Branch of the Division of

4110ccupational Analy'sis (e.g., Job Bank Qpenings Summary, Firequetztly

r
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Listed Openings, and Occupations in Demand) are widely used. Nearly two
thirds offthe ES respondents (primarily employment placement perspnnel
and those involved in labor force projections and the dissemination of
occupational information) reported regular or occasional use .pf, these
products in the past year.

Although the casual nature of our sampleof ES personnel precludes
strong inferences from their responses, the lack of use of career products
within local ES offices is consistent with the observations of-the committee
and staff made in the course of visits to ES offices and is corroborated by
the findings of Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979:IV-17). Book, Allen &
Hamilton asked ES emplpres-a6out career publications of the Occupation-
al Analysis Branch but not about the products of the Job Search Branch.
They concluded that the production of parser, brochures by the national
office was poorly directed and not cost effective. In interviews with local
Employment Service staff, including job information service unit supervi-
sors, career counselors, and office managers, the Booz, Allen & Hamilton
staff did, not find anyone familiar with the national career publications.
The state-produced brochures, in contrast, were considered valuable and

n.
were in heavy demand at the local offices visited.

Although not a publication of the Employment Service, the Occupation-
al Outlook Handbook (U.S. Department Of Labor, 1978a), published every
2 years by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, exemplifies one other major use
of the DOT withim the Department of Labor. This large documenj is a
major source-of vocational guidance used by school and career counselors.
For each DOT occupation the Handbook collects and refcrmats DCJT and.
other infoilnkion* describing what workers do in that occupati6n, the
training and education required, and projections of the likely availability of
jobs in the future. This publication is evidently used often by local ES office
employees; 90 percent of the Employment Service respondents to our
survey of DOT users reported regular or occasional use in the past year:'

OTHER USES OF THE DOT

TEST

As mentiqned earlier, Employment Service counselors and interviewers/
may recommend that their clients take one or,more ests designed to assist
both job seekers and employers in maximizing job-Worker placement.
These tests, designed by research psychologists in the Division of Testing
of theEmployment Service, assess applicant aptitudes and interests with
respect to variety of occupational optionsi, they are intended to measure
basic achie ement levels, interests, proficiencies, and potential. Counselors
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can use this information in exploring career opportunities and options with
ES clients. The testing program is also seen as benefiting, prospective
employers by permitting the referral of applicants who have demonstrated
potential or interest in a particular occupation.

A variety of tests, developed by the Division of Testing, are currently
being employed in local ES offices.

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB).- The GATB, published in 1947
after extensive occupational validation and factor analysis studies, mea-
sures the vocational aptitudes of individuals who possess basic literacy
skills but who have requested help from" EA counselors in selecting an
occupation. The test battery contains 12 tests measuring 9 vocational
aptitudes, including general learning ability; verbal; numerical, and spatial
aptitudes; form perception; clerical perception; motorcoordination; finger
dexterity; and manual dexterity. The test is intended to measure an
individual's vocational aptitudes, and scores are interpreted as indicating
qualificatiOns for a wide range of occupations.

Non-Reading Aptitude Test,Batteay (NATB). The NATB is an analogue of
the GATB for individuals with insufficient reading skills, to take the GAT,B.,.

In this test battery, 14 tests measure the same 9fiptitudes measured by the
GATB.

Specific Aptitude Test Batteries (sATB). The SATE are subsets of the
GATB, with `associated cutoff scores, used to Aims re an applicant's
potential to acquire skills relevant to specific categ es of occupations.

Cgricd1 Skills Test. The clerical test is desi e o measure proficiency
in typing, dictation, and spelling for clerical pations:

Basic Occupational Literacy Test (boLT). The BOLT is a measure of the
literacy skills of educationally deficient applicants that can be related to
the literacy requirements of specific occupations.

Interest Check List. The Interest Check List was developed by the
Division of Testing for .use during the counseling process in order to obtain
information on the occupational interests of the job seeker. The checklist
contags 173 sample tasks that represent a wide range of dc' cupational
activities.

In addition, to these counseling aids, the Division of Testing has also
been partly responsible for the development of-a new-occupational interest
inventory that was recently published in the Guide for Occupational
Exploration,, a supplement designed to be used With the fourth edition
DOT. The purpose of the research was to make available to counselors a
interest inventory that directly relates the job seeker's capabilities,
occupational interests, and adaptabilities to the requirements of occupa-
tions.:. ,

The Division of Testing relies on the DOT for information on
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occupations and occupational requirements both in producing their tests
and, as described above, in applying the tests in counseling and placement
uses in local ES offices. According to the Division of Testing their
development and research program is guided by several concepts (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1977g:1-2):

The tests ,developed must be occupationally oriented if they are to be useful in
vocational counseling and selection in the Employment Service.

To the extent possible, 'the tests developed, should be oriented to the U.S.
Employment Service's Dictionary of Occupational Titles used by placement
interviewers and counselors in the Employment Service.

Specifically, these Es-produced tests are related to the DOT coding
structure, in which. occupations are identified by DOT codes. The reliance
of the testing progym on the DOT is seen most strongly, however, in the
use of the DOT to define the occupations for which test norms are
produced. For example, the basic literacy, test (BOLT) establishes literacy
standards' for DOT occupational groups by reference to the general`
educational development (GED) levels defined in the DOT.'

LABOR CERTIFICATION

One other use of the DOT in the. Employment Service is in the job
_placement of alien workers. As amended in 1965, the Immigration and
Nationality Act allowed foreign workers to enter the United States if they
offered a skill that U.S. workers could not provide. This provision ensured
that foreign workers would not be competing with U.S.- citizens for jobs.
The Division of Labor Certification is the office within the Department of

itollitLabor charged with making such determinations, and the DOT is the
primary' source document- used in the certification process4 The division
does not generally make any statements regarding surplus or shortage job
areas;- all work to be certified concerns a specific job opportunity, as
indexed by a nine-digit DOT code. The foreign worker must be sponsored
by an employer, who contacts the division' for certification once the
employer has attempted to fill the job through normal Employment
Service procedures, If the job, indexed by the nine-digit Dar_codejs'
certified, the Iminigration and Naturalization Service gives the worker a
temporary visa. The division also maintains a list of occupations that are
found to be in short supply nationally.

'In addition to the work of the Division of Labor Certification the field
centers of the Division of Occupational Analysis have also been involved
in labor certification work. The New York field center was called on to
determine whether French Canadian workers in Maine were performing
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logging operations not done by American workersOf an occupation not
performed by American workers was found to exist, this fact could be used
as justification for allowing the Canadian worketi to remain in the
country. The foreign workers evidently performed all three of the
operations normally involved in logging work,while American workers
traditionally specialized in only one of the three. The contribution of the
occupational analysts to this project was to provide documentation
justifying the creation of a new, more general occupation to be included in
the DOT, thus providing the alien loggers the certification they needed to
remain in the country.

The Arizona field center is currently (at the time of writing) involved in
a similar 1 r certification case. The state's citrus growers want to import
Mexic 'ckers, since they claim that t.1.S. workers with the 1-2 years of
ex nence ne6essary to do the work are not available. On the basis of the

existing svp score for citrus workers (svp. = 1, short demonstration only)
the state Employment Service has denied the growers' request for labor

-certification of alien workers. To resolve the controversy, the Arizona field
center has been asked to ascertain whether the svp rating is appropriate.

SUMMARY

This chapter briefly summarizes the primary uses of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles within the U.S. Employment Service. The major use of
the DoT is as a placement and counseling tool for matching workers and
jobs in Employment Service offices. Information from a variety ,of sources
suggests that the major use of the DOT for placement purposes involves its
dictionary capacity: the great majority of Es employees indi6ate that they
make primary use of the job titles and definitions. Another substantial
percentage indicate heavy,use of the DOT coding structure. Less use is
generally made of the other components of the DOT, including the industry
designation, the worker function scales, and the worker trait informatiOn,
Counselors were more likely than placement interviewers to find the
worker trait information useful; 75 percent reported using this information
in helping clients to explore vocational and occupational options.

In addition to its use as a placement and counseling tool the DOT

provides the factual base for a series of career brochures and monthly
labor force information publications prepared for use by counseling and
guidance personnel in local ES offices. With the exception of the job search
monthlies (Job Bank Openings Summary, Frequently Listed Openings, and
Occupations in Demand) the' career guides and other occupational
information produced by the Division of Occupational Analysis are
apparently almost never used by ES personnel.
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The DOT is also used by the Division of Testing and the Division of
Labor tertification, two subunits of the Employment Service. The testing
program uses the DOT in the development of tests for the ES counseling
process. The tests are designed to measure occupational aptitudes, clerical
skills, and literacy. The use in labor certification is for indexing
occupational opportunities for wfiich the demand for workers exceeds the
supply of eligible U.S. workers, thus permitting the certification of foreign
workers.
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In accordance with its charge, the committee undertook an assessment of
the current and projected need for the Dictionary of Occupational Titles'
(and other program products) outside the U.S. Ethployment Service. As
described in chapter 3, the DOT was originally designed for use as a job-
matching tool for the U.S. Eniployment Service. Since 1939, when the first
edition was published, the DOT has gained widespiead acceptance and has
been widely used by agencies and organizations outside the Employment
Service. Since there has been no previous description of these users, one of
the charges to the committee was to document the uses made of the DOT
and assess the-prevalence of these, uses./We have approached this objective
in several ways: (1)- trough a probability survey of persons who had
recently purchased the DOT, (2) by interviews and site visits at organiza-
ionsand--agencies-identilled-4 pistiiiitiraicartsers /ofproducts of the
Division of Occupational Analysis (oA), these interview' being supple-
mented by a ktu-vey of persons identified as useis of the DOT at the state
level, and (3) through inpuiries of researchers whciliad used the Oar in
their work or had evaluated the DOT itself, to develop an annotated
bibliography of research uses of the DOT:

,s

fi.

Patricia A.jtoos had primary responsibility for the preparadon of ,this chapter.
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COLLECTING DATA ON DOT USES

DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSE

Because the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is the most heavily used
publication of the Division of OccupatiOnal Analysis,we concentrated our
attention on the Idndiand extent of use-made of the Dgr: The distribution
and use of the career publications and other OA products are discussed at
the end of the chapter.

Figure 4-1 depicts the distribution of the fourth edition Dictionary of
Occuittional Titles since its publication in Deceinber 1977. These numbers
were derived from consultation with the staff of the Government Printing
Office, the Department of Labor, and the individuaragencies to which the,
DOT was distributed. The federal agencies in the top half of Figure 4-1 are
those that "rode the requisition" for the DOT, that is, placed bulk orders
supplementary to the, basic requisition by the Department of Labor. In
addition to these agencies other individuals, groups, and organizations
ordered their copies,directly from the 3overnment Printing Office (GPO).
Approxithately 201,000 copies of thi1Borr have been ipsinted for sale, and
by September 30, 1979, 115,115 had.' been sold. A liTtie portion of these
were sold through bulk orders, either to GPO distribution centers or to
college textbook centers.

It is instructive to note tit'at'in the Arit 14-month period following the
publipatiorf of the third edition DOT, 40,654 copies were sold; the
comparable figtire for the fourth edition was 100,198 copies. The total.
number +bird edition copies sold from its 1965 publication date through
the end of 1977 .(when it went out Albino was 148,145. Clearly, interest
in the information provided by the Off has increased dramatically, since
publication, of the third edition.

SAMPLING DESIGN

Given the complex distribution of the DOT, the development of an
adequate sample of DOT users outside the Employment Service represeqted
something of a challenge. Consideration of Figure 4-1 conveys the nature
of the diffichlty. First, many copies were purchased in bulk by federal
agencies and distributed to relevant staff, and no record was kept as to who
received copies. To tap this part otthe universe of users, we conducted site
visits with agency personal to determine what sort of institutional use was
being made of the DOT. Second, the GPO sold the DOT in two ways: directly
to 'individuhl parties through single-order purchases and indirectly
through bulk orders from GPO distribution centers and college textbook
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distribution firms. For the direct sales to individuals a record was kept by
GPO of the name and address of the purchasing party, the date of sale, and
the number of copies sold. No suoh records were kept by the resale
agencies (GPo distribution centers, which are effectively retail bookstores,
and college. textbook distributiOn firms). To tap this part of the DOT user
population, we surveyed a probability satnple of the single-order purchas-
ers of the DOT; in addition, we solicited information from casual samples
of two types of known DOT 'users: those identified by staff of the State'
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee and those identified
by researchers who had published material using, the DOT.

In order to interpret responses from a probability sample of singleToider
purchasers of the DOT as being representative of the universe of 9bT users
outside federal agencies, it is necessary to make two assumptions: first, that
purchasers of the' DOT tr6m resale agencies sto not differ in the aggregate
from those'who puichased-the DO,T directly from theGko; and wand, that
purchaseis do not in-the aggregate from nonpurchasers who use the
DoT.-The first assumption creates no difficulty; there is no reason to believe
that the manner,of purchase seriously affects the nature of use. The second
assumption is somewhat more troubling. In rrtanyocases, the purchasing
party was an organization or division within an organization. In such a
case many people may use a single copj, of:the D9T. As we note-below, our
sampling strategy was designedlo elicit a response from the primary user
of the Darwithin an organization, but it was not tightly controlled and is
hence subject to an unknown. amount 9f error.-Dispite these problems we
regard our corage of various 'types of users of the DOT as fully adequate
for our purpose, which was to ascertain the major uses made of the
document. _

Probability Survey of DOT Purchasers

To create a sampling frame for the survey of DOT purchasers, a list of
names and addresses of \persons who bought he DOT and other
occupational analysis products still in print during the year period July
1977 through June 1978 was obtained from GPO. The earlier date was
constrained by the lack of suitable records prior to July 1977, and the
ending date of June 1978 was chosen so as to allow potential respondents a
chance to become familiar with the item they 'purchased before being
queried. With this sampling frame we 4ere guaranteed both an-address
and an interest in occupational analysis products, as evidenced by the fact.
that the individual or organization had purchased an OA publication.
Given the December 1971 publication date of the fourth, edition DOT, the
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e FIGURE 4-1 Distribution of the fourth edition Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
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use of this sampling base indicates thaewe sampled from among those
persons who purchased this edition during its first 6 months of availability.

The potential respondent universe included 11,4,76 names. Names and
addresses were selected from this list by random sampling with pr ability
of selection proportionate to the number of copies purchased. A relatively
small sample of purchasers (N = 472) was drawn on the grounds that a
his return rate from a small sample would produce more accurate results
than a low return rate from a large sample and that our resources were not
sufficient to ensure a high return rate unless we started with a relatively
small sample. Our strategy proved successful in that we ultimately
achieved a 74 percent completion rate, which is'very high for mail surveys.

The selection procedure entailed sending one questionnaire (shown, in
Appendix A) to each name and address selected regardless of how many
copies were purchased. The questionnaire was sent to the listed address
with instructions in the cover letter to fofward the questionnaire to an
appropriate individual, i.e., an actual user of the bar. This instruction was
necessary because the name of the purchaser provided on the GPO list was

,
not necessarily the person for whom the publication-was ordered; we had

no control over which individual actually received the questionnaire.

Interviews, Case Studies, and a' Survey of Institutional Users

Because the GPO list was limited, to single-order purchasers, we supple-
mented the survey results by eliciting information from large institutional
users of the ANT Aside the EmplOyment Service. This task was
approached in --tWO ways. First, the staff conducted interviews at
organizations that are large users of OA products (mainly federal agencies
in the Washington, D.C., area). In addition, detailed case studies of DOT
use were conducted at the federal agencies that orderedclarge numbers of
copies of the fourth edition DOT (see Figure 4-1): the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training of the Employment and Training Adminis-
tration, the Bureau of Disability Insurance of the Social Security
Administration, and the Veterans Administration. (The Department of
Navy never distributed its copies, so no case study was conducted there.)
Interviews were generally conducted with the director and other members
of the professional staff of the division in whiCh DOT use was most
prevalent (see Appendix B for detailed reports). Second, a copy of the
purchaser questionnaire was sent to a list of 338 names generated -'by
contacting the various state offices of the State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (solcc). The soicc names were solicited to
enlarge the number *of responses from persons within various statt
organizations with particular knowledge of or interest in the use of the
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DOT in their state or whose wor might be seriously ffected if the DOT
were to be discontinued. Whereas he GPO sample was a robability sample
of purchasers, the sotcc list had the very different p of getting the
questionnaire to institutional users who might not be ell represented on
the purchaser list.

'Survey of Researchers

A final group of users of the DOT outside the Employment Service is
academic and other Tesearchers. In order to identify this pOpulation a
query was sent to a group of researchers who had used the DOT in their
published or unpublished work as well as to those researchers who have
discussed or criticized the DOT; the target population was identified
informally on the basis of staff and committee knowledge. In addition, the
staff contacted purchasers of the DOT who appeared on the GPO list with
the title Dr. or Professor' or who were located in a college or university
academic department. A letter to researchers' requested reprints or
citations of published and unpublished work in which the DOT was used as
a research tool. This material was used in the compilation of an annotated
bibliography of research uses of the DOT (see Appendix C).

TIMETABLE OF SURVEY PROCEDURES

Preliminary versions of the questionnaire were reviewed by members of
the committee and by members of the Department of Labor Technical
Steering Committee (representatives from the departments of Labor,
Commerce, and Health, Education, and Welfare). The questionnaire was
revised, both in the wording and sequencing of questions, and a pretest
version was sent to 50 randomly drawn names from the GPO mailing list on
December 11, 1978. On January 5, 1979, a follow -up_ questionnaire was
sent to those of the original 50 names who had not responded to the
previous inquiry.

On January 9, 1979, a revised version of the quest onnaire and a
supporting statement were sent to the Department of Labdr (Doi.) so that
DOL staff could, initiate cleintance procedures with the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (oms). Clearance was granted from DOL on February 13
and from oms on March 21. On the basis of the pretest results, minor
revisions were made, and the final printed version of the questionnaire was
sent to the sample of DOT purchasers and the sotcc group on April 13,
1979. Mail follow-ups to those who had not responded were sent out on
May 8 and June 5. A final 'telephone follow-up of the DOT purchaser
sample was conducted during the week of-July 16-20; those respondents
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agreeing to fill out the questionnaire were sent another copy. As of August
15, 1979, 632 questionnaires had been returned, representing a 74-percent
response rate for the' DOT purchasers and an 84-percent response rate for
the soicc group.1

INSTITUTIONAL USES OF THE DOT: A SAMPLE OF
PURCHASERS :
The purchaser survey was designed to answer four basic questions: (1) who
uses the DOT and for what reasons, (2) what is the nature and frequency of
DOT use, (3) how essential is its use, and (4) how adequate is it for the
purposes for which it is used? 'This section provides the results of the
survey of those DOT purchasers who reported that they had ever used the
DOT (90 percent of all the tesponding DOT purchasers).2 Appendix A
presents the response frequencies for each item in the questionnaire.

A wide variety of organizations find the noT helpful in their work.
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 provide information on the type of employer for which :
the DOT purchasers work and the type of work they do. Among the most
frequent types of employers are educational institutions (42 perceht),
governinent agencies (20 percent), private for-Profit companies (13
percent), libraries (13 percent), and nonprofit organizations (10 percent).
Purchasers did a variety of-types of work, the most prevalent 'being career
and vocational counseling (30 riedent), library reference (18 percent),
management (15 percent); and employment placement (8 percent).

Table 4-3 provides an overall view of the type 'of work done by
purchasers in various kinds of organizations. Users in educational
institutions are employed primarily in career and vocational counseling
and guidance. In the educational institutions surveyed, 57 percent of the
DOT users do this type of work. Another 13 percent are engaged in

'Twenty-six percent of the DOT purchaser sample did not respond. A few of these
noriresponses were due to the responant's being too busy to fill out the questionnaire. A few ,
other respondents reported that they did nrikuse the ncrr and thus could not respond to the

survey. However, the vast majority (96 percent) of nonrespondents never responded to any of

the three mailings and could not be contacted by phone. It is reasonable therefore to infer
that many of these questionnaires never reached their target owing, no doubt, in large part to
the lack of specificity in the wo list of purchasers, which often did not list an individual's

name: This problem was particularly difficult given the number of large institutional

purchasers of the DOT included in the sample.
2Because of the Iapk of specificity of the sampling frame (the. GPO list of names and
addresses), a question was included on the survey to identify Employment Service employees.

Since the primary interest in this section is in exploring DOT use by agencies ororganizations

other than the Employment Service, the eight respondents who reported that they worked for
their state Employment Service were excluded from the analysis. See chapter 3 for details on
Employment.Service use of the DOT.
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TABLE 4-1 Distribution of DOT Purchasers, by
Type of Employer (N = 309)

Type of Employer Percentage

Library 13
Educational institution 42
Government 20
Private for-profit business 14
Nonprofit business 10
Other types of employers 2

TOTAL 101

vocational education. The DOT users in government agencies at the federal,,
state, and local levels, on the other hand, are engaged in a variety of
different kinds otwork, primarily rehabilitation counseling ((mostly at the
state level), employment placement and career counseling (mostly federal),
and the projection of labor force trends (mostly county/local government).
In contrast, users in private industry are employed quite differently: two
thirds are in administration,,including personnel or general management
and compensation administration. The occupational, identifications of DOT
users are reflected in the professional associations to which the respon-

I TABLE 4-2 ,Distribution of DOT Purchasers, by
Type of Work (N = 307) °

Type of Work Percentage

Career'or vocational counseling 30
Rehabilitation counseling 7
Vocational education 7
Employment placement 8 ,

Management/compensation
e,Projections/occupational .

15

information dissemination 7
Librarianship 18

Teaching/research 5
Other work 4

TOTAL .101

°Total N of 309, with two no answers.
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dents belong; the most frequently mentioned associations include the
American Personnel and Guidance Association, the American Vocational
Association, the National Rehabilitation Association, and National
Education Association.

HOW THE DOT IS USED

Given the nature of the sample (purchasers of the fourth edition DOT), it is
not surprising tliat 88 percent of the respondents report that they hay
used the fourth edition. The bulk of respondents report that they mai&

more frequent use of the fourth edition than of earlier editions. Of the
fourth edition purchasers, 43 percent note that they use the fourth edition
regularly, while another 45 percent report occasional use in the past year.
At the time of the survey, some organizations were still making use of the
first two volumes of the third edition: more than 46 percent of the sample
report that they had used either the first or second volume of the third
edition DOT in the past year (third edition Volumes 1 and 2 include the
definitions of titles, the occupational classification, industry index, and the
worker trait information). For those respondents dependent on worker
trait information, a supplement of the third edition DOT (U.S. Department
of Labor, 1966) is the only available source, since at the time of the survey
the fourth edition worker trait data had not yet been published.

Table 4-4 presents a description of the use of the component parts of the
DOT by pur9asers engaged in various types of work. The DOT job titles
and definitions are by far the most heavily used parts of the DOT: 95
percent of those responding report that they use the dictionary function of
the DOT. Moreover, use of the job ,titles and definitions is heavy regardless
of the type of work performed. Another frequently utilized part of the DOT
is the classification scheme itself. Three fifths of the respondents indicate
that they use the DOT classification and codes for administrative and
statistical reporting reasons. The only groups not reporting heavy use of
the DOT codes and classification are librarians and the engaged in
management or compensation administration. The worker function data
(the complexity of the relationship of the occupation to data, people, and
things) or their rearrangement into .the worker trait groups is used by an
identifiable minority of the respondents. Not surprisingly, the types of
work for which these parts of the DOT are most useful" are those concerned
with the transferability of skills, that is, in matching an individual to
employment on the basis of his or her previous jobs and/or assessed skill
level. Counselors (especially those iu rehabilitative counseling) and
educators (in the career counseling field) are among those most likely to
employ the worker function scales. ""fie industry designation and the



TABLE 4-3 Percentage Distribution of DOT Purchasers Engaged in Various Types of Work, by Type of
Employer

T.ype of Work

Type of Employer

'
LibraryzN

Educational
Institution

.

Government

Private
For-Profit-
Business

Non-
Profit
Business

Other
Types of
Employers Total

,
Career or vocational counseling 0 57 15 0 21 0 29

Rehabilitation couilseling 0 2 15 7 17 38 7

Vocational education 0 13 5 2 0 \ 12 7

Employment placement 0 2
.

18 7 24 12 8

Personnel management 0 2 7 48 , 9 0 -9

Labor force projections
Occupational information

development and

0 0 15 0 10

\-
0 4

dissemination, 0 3 5 0 0 12 3

Compensation administration 0 1 I 3 . 14 3 0 3

General management/
administration 0 3 3 5 0 0 3

Teaching 0 9 0 0 0 0 4

Librarianihip. 191 6 S i . .5 7 0 18

Research 0 1 0 2 3 0 1

Other work

,.

0
..

0 8 , 10 7 25 4

TQTAL 100 '99 99 100 101 99 100

Na
,

(39) (129) (60) (42) (29) (8) (307)

° Total N of 309, with two no answers.
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TABLE 4-4 Percentage of DOT Purchasers Using Component Parts of the DOT, by Type of Work

.

Component ,

Part of DOT ( .

Type of Work

Career or

Vocational
Counseling

Rehabill
tatton
Counseling

Vocational
Education

Employment
Inacement

Management/
Compensation

Projections/
Occupational
Information -
Dissemination..

Libran
aniliip

Teaching/
Research

Other
Work-

All
Types
of Work

Job titles and
definitions

Industrial designation
arrangements

Occupational codes
a ndior classification

Worker trait groups
General educational

development (GED)
Specific vocational

preparatiotr (sve)
Interests, aptitudes,

and temperaments
Environmental and

physical working
conditions

Worker function
(DATA. PEOPLE, and
THINGS specifications)

Na

94

25

64
56

33

44

53

%

43

46

(89)

.
91

50

86
82

73

82

73

82

59

(22)

'

-*

,

100

32

73
46

14

27

27

36

41.

(22)

88

24

60
24

28

36.

438

20

32

(25)

:

100

13:

36
15

17

13

15

13

t..

15

(47)

95

45

75
40

.

50

50

25

30

50

(20)

93 b

18'

43
26

17

26

28

t
22

15

(54)

100

60

87
67

53

60

73

.
60

80

(15)

'
. 100

31..

46
31

15

31

23

. 23

15

. (13)

95

27

59
41

30

37

38

14

36

(307)

a Total N of 309, with two no answers.
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TABLE 4-5 Percentage ofDOT Purchasers Who Would Experience Disruption of Work if DOT Were

...Discontinued, by Type of Work

Type of Work

Extent of Disruption .

Na Effect Milior Effect
Major Effect or
Disrupt Work

.
Total N

Career or vocational counseling 8 57 34 . 99" (87)
Rehabilitation counseling 18 32 50 100 (22)
Vocational education 4 46 50 100 (22)
Employment placement 17 38 . 46 101 (24)
Management/compensation 29 I 58 13 . - 100 ,- (45)

rojections/Occupational information -
dissemination 21 21 . 58 100 (19)

Librarianship 4 69 27 III (52)
Teaching/tesearch 0 33 47 - i CI (15)
Other work . . 23 54 23 ,, 100 (13)

a .

TOTAL a , 13 52 36 101 (2991

.a Total N of 309, with 10 no answers.
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worker trait data (GED; SVP; interests, aptitudes, and temperaments;
environmenta and physical working conditions) are used by approximate-
ly one third of he respondents. As is true for the worker function scales,

the worker trait data for specific occupations are heavily used by those
assessing the transferability of skills. Perhaps the clearest example of this

type of use is in the rehabilitation counseling field; counselors employ the
entire range of worker trait information to guide their disabled clients in
choosing appropriate alternative employment given their education, skill

level, past employment, and disabilities. (For additional details on this

type of DOT use, refer to Appendix B for reports from site visits to the
Bureau of Disability Insurance and the Veterans Administration.)

HOW ESSENTIAL IS THE DOT?

From the information conveyed in Table 4-4 it is clear that those who
purchased the.fourth edition DOT do in fact use the various parts of the

DOT in their work. Although certain parts are used more than others (e.g.,
job titles, job ,defintions, and the DOT codes), there is -an identifiable subset

of persons and organizations using every major part of the DOT. An
important question is whetber this information could be derived from
alternative sources or whether the DOT is a unique source cif occupational

information, the lack of which would seriously hamper the ability of users

to do their jobs.
Table 4-5 provides at least a Partial answer to this .question. The

respondents were asked to estimate the extent to which their work would

be disrupted if the Dictionary of Occupational Titles were to be discontin-

med. A total of 88 percent of the respondents report that discontinuing the
DOT would have an effect on their normal work operations; 36 percent
resort that the inconvenience they would experience would be major or
that ttiscotitinuance would seriously disrupt their work. The extent to
which discontinuance of the DOT would affect operations varies somewhat

by ty0 of work. Well over three quarters of the respondents-in all but one

of the, work categories indicate that losing the DOT would have at least

some effect on their work. Some groups, however, indicate that they would
experience greater inconvenience than others. Mom than half the
respondents in four categories view the continuance of the DOT as essential

to their ongoing operations (i.e., report that loss of the DOT would cause
them major inconvenience or seriously disrupt their work): those, em-

ployed in rehabilitation counseling, vocational education, labor force
projections and occupational information dissemination, and teaching and

research (educators in the counseling field). When asked whether
substitute sources exist to which they could Ulm for the information they
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currently derive from the DOT, only about one fifth of the respondents in
each of these four groups answered in the affirmative. Managers (personnel
and general) and compensation administitatorS- are least likely to report
that the DOT is essential to their work. However, only .26 perc"ent of these
respondents knew of any alternative sources of occupational information
they could use to provide the information they currently derive from the
DOT Career or vocational counselors and librarians are also less likely
than respondents in other wotic categories to report that the DOT is
essential to their work. However, respondents engaged in these types of
work are somewhat more likely to know of other sources of occupational
information; 58 percent of the counselors evidently feel that the DOT is
only one of a variety of occupational sources they could use in their work.

To determine what kinds of occupational information other than that
provided in the T are used, respondents were asked whether and how
frequently the

r
ad used various occupational information publications in

the past year. Table 4-6 presents the results of this question cross-classified
by type of work. K majority of the respondents indicate that they make use
of the wage surveys published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (n.$) and
of the Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook: 57 and 80
percent, respectively, report that they made use of these tso publications
within the past year. With two exceptions, more than three quarters of the
respondents in each category report that they used the Occupational
Outlook Handbook in their work in the past year. Only in management
and compensation administration are respondents less likely to indicate
that they use the Occupational Outlook Handbook; however, these
respondents are more likely than others to indicate'use of the BIS wage
surveys.

The average respondent makes comparatively little use of other
occupational publications. However, respondents in different job catego-
ries find the occupational publications differentially useful. Career or
vocational counselors, for example, are more likely than other respondents
to indicate that they use other occupational publications. They are, in fact,
significant users of commercially produced occupational material (Holland
classification publications' such as Professional Manual for the Self-
Directed Search (Holland, 1973b); The Guidance Information System: GIS
Guide (Time Share Corporation, 1976); occupationaLand career explora-'
tion kits (Science Research Associates, 1979); Chronicle Occupational
Library (Chronicle Guidance Publications, no date); and Worker Trait
Group Guide (Appalachian Educational Laboratory, 1978)). These com-
mercially published career aids are often heavily based on the DOT,
repackaged so as to be more readily available to and usable by the
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counseling client population. Other groups making significant use of these
publications include rehabilitation counselors and educators (in the career
counseling field). Finally, significant proportions of librarians and others
involved in the dissemination of occupational information also note the
importance of publications of the Census Bureau ip their work.

ADEQUACY OF THE DOT

From the previous sections it is clear that many agencies and drganizations
outside the Employment Service use the DOT for a variety of different
purpoies, that identifiable groups use every major part of the Dot and
that most of those who purchased the DOT would experience inconve-
nience, often major inconvenience, if it were to be discontinued., This
section explores the perceived adequac of the DOT from the point of view
of the external users surveyed. In addition, respondents' suggestions as to
how the DOT should be improved are presented. Table 4-7 provides a
compilation of respondents' perceptions regarding the adequacy of the
DOT. Respondents were asked to consider how adequate the DOT is, given
the main purpose for which they use it. Nearly two thirds of the
respondents report that the DOT was very adequate. Only respondents
working in management and compensation administration are less
enthusiastic about the adequacy of the DOT: approximately equal
proportions of these respondents rated the DOT as very adequate and
somewhat adequate. Only a very few respondents in each category rated
the DOT as inadequate for tNir purposes.

The perceived. adequacy of the DOTAvas also tabulated arately for
, users of each component of the DOT. Without exception, a least 60
( percent of the users of each part view the DOT as very adequa This

enthusiastic response, of, course, refers only to the perceptions of
respondents and not to any technical assessment of the DOT product (see
chapter 7 for a discussion of the technical adequacy of the our).

Although viewing the DOT as generally adequate for the 'purposes for
which they use it, respondents do provide suggestions as to how it might
be improved. Table 4-8 presents these suggestions. Responding to a
prepared list of improvements derived from the pretest, the majority (54
Percent) of respondents indicated that career ladders should be incorporat-
ed into the Dar. In referring 'specifically to the fourth edition DOT a
substantial proportion of respondents, although not a majority, indicated
that they would prefer a hard cover (like that of thg third edition). In
addition, most types of users strongly support inclusion of the worker trait

0
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TABLE 4-6 Percentage of DOT Purchasers Who Use Other Occupational Information, by Type of Work°

Type ON ork

.

Career or Rehabili-

Occupational Vocational tation Vocational

Information Publication . Counseling Counseling Education

Ins wage surveys
Occupational Out4alf..--'4

61 59
\,

97 86Handbook (ooti)
International Standard

Classification of
Occupations (Isco) 6 9

Office of Education
classification 20 14

Standard Occupational
Classification (soc) 7 14

41

91

4

23

14

4.

L.

Employment
Placement

...

Management/
Compensation

Projections/
Occupational
Information
passinination

' .

Library
anship

Teaching/

- Research

C:'Other

Wei*

All
Types
of Work

60 74 60 43 , 73 38 57

72.--, 43
Ar

75 93 93. 46 80

* 4 2*. 5 17 7 0 7

12 9 - 15 6 40 8 15

-

1 t-.; 20 o. 13 20 0 . - 10

ar
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Census publications
Handbook of

Occupational

Keywords (nooK)
Publications using

Holland classification
Career guidance system
'' (TimeShare) °

Occupational and
career exploration
kits (sRA)

Occupational Library

(Chronicle),
alorker Trait Croup

Guide (Appalachia)

N

25

--

0

; 57

, °.29

63

65

21

(89)

.
.

23

0

23

27

27

23

14

(22)

27

9

23

18

32

49

0

(22)

32

8

16

8

12

4

4

(25)

143).

32

2

6

4

. 2

2

(47)

55

5

25

10

20

10

5

1

,

52 40

6 7

4 60

8 33

20 , 40
-

24 47

2 13

I

8

8

15

, 0'

0

8

, 0

(13)

'

33

6

27

17

31

29,

9

(309)

1

(211) (54) 7bl

° Percentage using other occupational information defined as those reporting regular or occasional use Of publication in the past year. Those not
utilizing the specified publication include those who never use it,:those who are not familiar with it, and those not responding to question.
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WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

TABLE 4-7 Percentage Distribution of Judgments of Adequacy of
the DOT for Main Purpose,

4

....

Type of Work

Adequacy of noT.for Main Purpose

Very
Adequate

'Somewhat
Adequate

1nade-

'quate Total N

Career or vocational
counseling . 62 34 3 99 (87)

Rehabilitation
counseling- 32 0 100 (22)-68

82Vocational education 18 0 100 (22)
Employment placement 74 26 0 100 (23)
Management/ .

compensation 52 43 4 99 (46)
Projections/occupational

information
dissemination 68 32 0 100 (19)

Librarianship 66 32 2 100 (50)

Teaching/research 60 33 3 100 (15)
Other work 39 54 8 101 (13) 1r
TOTAL° ' 63 34 3 100 (297)

a Total N of 309, with 12 no answers

information, which at the time of the survey was not yet available in the
fourth edition. Few respondents see a need for the incorporation of the
Standard Occupational Classification (soc) codes into the DOT: in only one
work category (teaching/research) does the 'proportion of respondents
desiring soc inclusion exceed one fifth. (Of course, since thg soc was first
published in 1977, there has not yet been much chance for potential users
to become acquainted with it.)

Finally, in two open-ended questions included on the survey, respon7,
dents were asked (1) whether there were any occupations not currintly
included in the DOT that should be and (2) for any additional suggestions
for improvements. Suggestions of new occupations to be included ranged
from the specific (e.g.word processor operator, solar energy technician,
bilingual secretary) to the more general (e.g., newly emerging occupations,
paramedical occupations, military jobs, executive titles, energy occupa-
tions). Other suggestions for improvements included incorporation of the

, Office of Education codes, a better indexing system, and easier readability.

*
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Use of the DOT Outside the U.S. Employment Service 63 If,

GOVERNMENT USES OF THE DOT

As we have noted, some important users of the DOT cannot be readily
identified through any systematic sampling strategy. Because the sampling
frame for the probability survey was limited to retail purchasers (the GPO
single-order list), users who purchased large quantities of the DOT by
riding the Employment Service requisition are not represented. To cover
these users as well as other major institutional users, committee staff
conducted a series of interviews at various federal agencies. In addition, a
copy of the oar questionnaire was sent to state-level users of OA material's.

. This section presents the interview and survey results identifying the
nature and extent of use of the DOT in these agencies.

INTERVIEW RESULTS

A number of government agencies make wide - ranging use of the DOT and
other materials produced by the Division of Occupational Analysis. Four
major uses were identified: (1) employment training (e.g., the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training), '(2) disability determination (e.g., the.
Bureau of Disability Insurance of the Social Security Administration),'(3)
rehabilitation and employment counseling (e.g., the Veterans Administra-
tion), andiel) program planning, counseling, and curriculum. develop nt.)
Each of these major uses is described in turn. Following this presen tion
the use of the DOT by occasional users, such as the Department of De se

, and the Office of Personnel Management (formerly the Civil Se *ce

Commission), is discussed. . .

efIIPLOYMENT TRAINING AND PRODUCTION OF 9CCUPATpNAI:
INFORMATION '

Within the area of employment training, major users of the DOT and other
materials produced by the Wision of Occupational Analysis are of twq,
types: those concerned A th the management and coordination olKraining
programs and those concerned with produ,cing labor market information
related to planning and managing training efforts. Most, if not all, of the
federally funded employment training programs fall under the purview of
the Department of Labor and make use of DoT occupational titles and
codes at least for record-keeping and statistical reporting (e.g., for,

recording inforration on clients, training opportunities, and job place-
," ments). For example, occupational records maintained by the 60 Job

Corps centers across the country routinely include DOT titles and codes.
While there is no national requirement that the prime sponsors of the

,
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TABLE 4-8 Percintage of DOT Purchasers Desiring Specified Improvement, by Type of Work
. ,

0 \
4>

Suggested Improvement

Type of Work &Mao

Career or
Vocational
Guidance

Rehab' II-
*capon

Counseling

Vocational
Education

Employment
Placement

Management/
Compensation

Projections/
Occupational .
Into:mat:on
Dissemination

.tbrari-
anship

Teaching/
Reseirch

Other
iA ork

All
Types

of Work

Use of hard cover a 32 A 64 32 36 34 35 46 53 31 38

Division in two
volumes° 36 32 9 , 36 13 20 32 , 53 38 29

More fiequent
publication 32 50 .-23 20 23 25 #r.33 53 23

Inclusion of career
}Bidders 56 64 ' 64 48 53 60 , 46 67 23 54

Inclusion of oEu
and svP° 42 59 41 40 21 55 22 . 80 IS 38

Inclusion of interests,
aptitudes, and a

temperaments° 57 54 50 28 17 50 43 93 8 45

Inclusion of physical
demands and working 1

conditions° 43 64 3 28 26 . 35 41 73 23 39

Incorporation of . /
Standaid Ocarpational
Classification (sod

..

codes 11 to 18 0 16 19 . 15 6 27 15 13

.(15)
Nb .(89) (22< (22)r (25) (47) (20) (54) (13) (307) 400'

.
a Referring to fourth edition usage only.
b Total N of 309, with two no answers
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decentralized Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)

program . use the DOT coding structure for their reporting, many
apparently do assign DOT codes to both participants and job openings. In
addition to using DOT titles and codes for record-keeping purpoles,
trainers rely on the DOT and other occupational analysis products as basic *A

sources of occupational information both in planning actual training
programs and in counseling clients aboit occupational opportunities.

For example, the bureau df Apprenticeship and Training (BAt)

purchased 1,000 copies of the foqrth edition DOT to distribute to its
regional, state, and local offices. Because &the Bureau of Apprenticeship ,

and Training's heavy use of the DOT, an in-depth analysis was conducted
by committee staff (see Appendix B for a detailed synopsis of the BAT'S use
of the DOT). The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is in the business
of reviewing and registering apprenticeship programs for skilled trade
occupations. Its dependence on the DOT can be documented by the fact
that no apprenticeship program can be registered for an occupation that
has as no existing DOT code. The use of the DOT in this context is in assessing

het,her a proposed apprenticeship program meets the standards of
"apprenticeability" set-by BAT, that is, whether the program ensures that
apprentices receive at least 2,000 hours of on-the-job training.

Currently, BAT personnel are considering liberalizing their requirements
by supplementing their use of SVP with other measures for assessing the
apprenticfability of occupations. One of the methods being considered `is
using the .sum of the worker function scales (the fourth, fifth9 and sixth
digits of the DOT code); another is employing the math, reasoning, and
language subcomponents of the general education development (GED)

scale. The BAT representatives consider these measures* appropriate
because of their strong positive correlation with SVP. There are reports
that operators of other federally funded training programs {e.g., CETA and

7 the Work Incentive Program) have used the DOT materials in ya similar
way. Apparently, the DOT worker function (DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS)

scores were summed to create a synthetic indicator of training times that
was their used to determine permissible levels of government expenditures
for many, if not most, contracts from the Employment and .Training
Administration for on-the-job training. It wa,s assumed that occuPations
with a higher skill-complexity code sum, and therefore a lower level of
skill, necessitated less training time than those with, a lower sum. One
result of this practice was to exclude some occupations from federally
flanded training programs on the ground that they were not complex
enough to require formal training.

Use of the worker function scales ip.this manner violates the original
intent of these scales. Accbrdingly, representatives from the Division of

s
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Occupational, Analysis have suggested that, the worker function scales not
be employed in this manner. Manage

and
f training programs are instead. .

encouraged to rely on the SVP d G estimates in determining training.
time requirements, as provided in a uppleinent to the third edition (a
fourth edition supplement is currently being prepared). An interim
publication produced by the Division. of Occupational Analysis for the
Help Through Iridustry Retraining 'and Employment (HIRE) progam and
used by BAT provides fourth edition svP codes for each nine-digit DOT
code. . . ,-

The proliferation of fedwally.funded employment, training programs has
resulted in a growirig demand for labor market information of all types.

'AA The DOT is widely relied on by producers of labor market information as
the source of the most basic occupational information. In partial response
to the growing demand for 'information on occupations, efforts were
undertaken to improve and expand sources of information available to
those involved in career exploration, including actual job seekers. One
such program, the Department of Labor's Career Information Systems
(cis) program, funded eight states to develop and extend computer-based
sntems for providing occupational information to persons in the process
of career exploration and decision making,'etpecially students and out-of-
school youths. All cis systems use DOT titles and codes. In addition, the
DOT is a major source of occupational information for the cis;. many cis
occupational descriptions closely resemble DOT definitions. Finally, a
major objective of the cis is to provide structured acc8ss to occupational
information in order to assist individuals in matching personal characteris-

, tics with occupational characteristics. The cts information on occupational,
characteristics is based heavily on the worker trait and worker function
information contained in the third edition DOT.

Planners and managers of employment training programs are also heavy
consumers of occupational information. Within the Fsmployment and
Training Administration (ETA), the Division of Labor Market Information
(um) coordinates and conducts program development for labor market

'research and analysis units in all 50 states. These units were not set up to
generate Paw data; rather, they focus on the analysis of labor market
information largely generated by ETA programs,' including the Employ;_
ment Service. The localized labor market information they produce is used
widely by CETA prime sponsors, school vocational education planners, and
others involved at the state level with employment trainingaand'-Vocatiarial
preparation. The DOT is used by dihose involved in the LMI program
primarily as a source'of occupationardesariptions. .

Chief among the labor market information producers is the. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (1ri.$). A number of BLS endeavors make direct, frequent
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use of, the, S6r and other information generated by the Division of
Occupational Analysis. A major ni_s_enterprise that relies on the DOT is
the Occupational Employment Statistics (oEs) program. The oEs is a
federal/state cooperative program conducted for ETA's Division of Labor
Market Infonpation by BLS. It has receilkly been re- funded to provide
national estimates, the first since 1971. "IM OES program is designed to
produce state and area data on current and projected occupational
employment for usevin planning education and training activities. Data on
wage and salary employment by occupation are collected in periodic mail

---surveysof--asampleofnon
employment security agencies.

Approximately 2,000 occupations are selected, either because they are
highly skilled occupations or because they are ones in which large numbers
of people are employed. The questionnaire is heavily based on the DOT;
employers are asked about employment by DOT occupational title (or
composites of DOT occupations) and by definitions that are largely
abbreviated Dar ,occupational descriptions. When the decision was
originally made concerning occupations to be included in the survey, a
determination of The skill level of various occupations was made on the
basis of SVP and GED estimates from the third edition DOT.. The first
national report sint1971, on manufacturing establishments, is due to be
published in 1980. One third of the economy will be surveyed each year:
manufacturing in the first year and nonmanufacturing in the following 2
years. Occupational Employment Statistics personnel estimate that
250,000 establishments are surveyed in each round and that, in the 3-year
period, 60 percent of the employees in the country will be covered.

In aUdition to the DOT the Occupational Outlook Handbook, which is
published every 2. years by the BLS, is a basic source of occupational
information used in the employment training counseling process. The
Occupational Outlook Handbook is related to the DOT in several ways: in
addition to using- DOT codes, its occupational descriptions borrow heavily
from DOT definitions. Serious consideration is apparently being given to
tying the Handbook more closely .to the worker trait information
contained in the rityr because of an incr ing tendency within the

,counseling profession to make matches on this asis-:

Other BLS studies are also intended to expand the base of occupational
inforMation used in employment training. The Es -203 program was begun
to study the characteristics of the insured unemployed. In states that
require individuals who make claims for unemployinent insurance to
register with.the Employment Service, claimants' previous occupations are
assigned Dar codes by ES workers. Under the Es-203 program a sample of
those claiming unemployment insurance is select:eci for'which EmplOyment

. s .7sk . S
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Service workers record limited data on selected demogra c characteris-
tics (e.g., age, sex, race, occupation, and industry of last b). Apparently,
however, little analytical use has been made of these data.

Interestingly, the pis grea Wage Survey Program makes only minimal
use of the DOT except as a general reference. The program, which spnducts
occupational wage surveys, prefers to develop its own occupational
classification structures and data, which are considezed relevant for
analyzing differences in wages but not necessarily for other purposes.
These occupational structures are apparently not standardized but are
developed for particular studies on the basis of information gathered from

m us
From time to timer special purpose BLS studies make use of information

from the Division of Occupational Analysis program. Several years ago,
for example, at the request of the BLS Office of Occupational Safety and
Health Statistics, the occupational analysis program staff identified more
than 5,000'occupations meeting st...s's criteria of hazard. Interestingly, the
Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(osiiA) apparently makes little or no use of the DOT. In analyzing illnesses
and injuries by occupation for the purpose of standardizing workers'
compensation practices, for example, OSHA indicated it telied on
census-derived occupational information.

%

DISABILITY DETERMINATION

A second major use of the DOT is the determination of disability and
eligibility fOr disability benefits. Disability determinations are made for a.
variety of reasons' having to do witti an individual's employability. They
may concern an individual's entitlement to compensation, or they may
assist in identifying suitable alternative employment for. a disabled
individual. In order to doCument the use made of the DOT in this context,
committee staff visited the-Bureau of Disability Insurance of the Social
SeCurity Administrationffor a detailed report see Appendix B).

The office within the Bureau of Disability Insurance (sot) that ordered
2,240 copies of the DOT is the Medical and Vocational Methods Branch,
which is concerned with the formulation and dissemination of policy
concerning the medical definition of disability. The determination of
disability, and hence the eligibility for benefits under Title II of die Social
Security Act, depends on establishing that disabilities are debilitating, in
the sense that they keep one'from beittg employed in the same or "similar"
work.aa one has perforrhed in the plist. The Social Security Act'S definition
of disability mandates that a person's ability to perform alterhative work,
his or her "residual functional capacity," be evaluated before disability

9 0
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benefits can be awarded. The DOT is an important source document used in
this evaluation, as is a supplement to the third edition DOT entitled
Selected Characteristics of Occupations (Physical Demands, Working

Conditions, Training Times).3 These materials are used _primarily in
making an assessment of the kinds of employment the claimant can
perform, given the disability incurred and his or her past employment
underlying principle employed in the evaluation process is that if the
disability is not incapacitatingbecause the physical, mental, and skill
levels of the disabled individual are sufficient to meet the physical, mental,
and skill deiriands of his or her previous employmentdisability benefits

are not allowed. if -the -individual cannot perform his or her past
occupation, a determination is made as to whether there exist other jobs in
the national economy that the disabled person could perform (i.e., work
similar to previous employment but perhaps requiring a lesser amount of
exertion). This determination of the transferability of skills between past
and potential employment is made by referring to the information on
worker trait gi9p3.1, industry designation, physical demands, working
conditions, an t9ED and s P training time specifications, all of which
are employed to dkelop a v tional profile of the claimant. The worker
function (DATA)) PEOPLE, an THINGS) scales as.well as the GED and SVP

codes are user as* rough -measures of the 'skill level of any occupation.
According to BDI practice, in order for an occupatioit to be recommended
as alternative employment to a disabled client, it must not have a skill level
higher than the client's previous occupation. A second set of characteris-

. tics taken into account in recommending alternative employment includes
the4iliysical demands and wor ditions of the job. These character-
istics of recomitended jobs can be compared with the job profiles
developed for the claiman previous occupation in order to find matches
at lower levels of exertion that the individual might be able to perform

given his or her disabilities.
An increasing number of BDI disability decisions are being appealed to

the Bureau of Hearin s and Appeals of Social Security Administration.
The courts have insisted that the ureau document the transferability of
skills between past and alternative recommended occupations for disabled
clients, and Bureau of Hearings and Appeals personnel have long relied on
the DOT for this purpose. The bureau currently has nearly 1,000 vocational
experts on contract who testify in roughly 10,000 disability cases per
month nationwide. Their testimony has been based almost exclusively on
Volumes 1 and 2 of the third edition DOT as well as the third edition
supplement.

aThe fourth edition supplement is scheduled for publicationin 1980.
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REHABILITATION AND EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING

A third major use of the DOT is the counseling and rehabilitating of
-disabled workers. The Veterans Administration (VA), a large-scale user of
this type, purchased 520 copies of the fourth edition for distribution to its
58 'regional offices. To assess use of the DOT bg counselors and
rehabilitation specialists, committee staff visited the Washington, D.C.,
regional office of the Counseling and Rehabilitation Section of the Division
of Education and Rehabilitation Service (see Appendix B for a detailed
report). The VA is responsible for implementing Title 38 of the U.S.
Codeveterans' benefits. The counseling and rehabilitation sta as two
major responsibilities: (1) overseeing awards of educational benefits to
veterans (and war orphans or dependents of permanently disabled
veterans) and (2) providing rehabilitative counseling- and vocational
training and making recommendations for payment of benefits to service-
disabled veterans.

Disabled veterans must undergo counseling if they wish to take
advantage of veterans' assistance benefits under Title 38; veterans who are
not disabled are not required to undergo counseling but may choose to do
so. Eligibility for vocational rehabilitation is based on determination by a
counselor of what additional training the veteran needs in light of
functional limitations resulting from service-related disabilities. That
determination is made on the basis f a review of the veteran's educational
background and disability. In the,process'of identifying suitable work for
which the veteran might be trained, a range of occupational materials,
including the DOT, is used.

In the VA counseling process the DOT descriptions and worker trait
groups are relied on as sources of information on relationships among
occupations and the transferability of skills. In addition to using the DOT
code to identify occupational objectives, counselors also use the DOT for
occupational exploration. The use of the DOT in this context is to define
the tasks entailed in each occupation ordob so that a client can determine
which jobs are well suited to his or her constellation of skills, abilities, and
interests. In identifying appropriate alternative employment for service-
disabled veterans, counselors employ the physical and environmental
attributes of occupations provided as part of tliot worker trait information
in the third edition Dcris. -These attributes are used . as a validation
mechanism to ascertain . whether a client will be able to perform a
particular occupation, given service-relateddisabilities.

In addition to using the DOT and other products of the occupational
analysis program in counseling and in occupational exploration with
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disabled veterans, the VA uses the DOT for statistical reporting. Informa-
tion on veterans' employment objectives is recorded in terms of DOT titles

and six-digit codes (the VA plans to switch to nine-digit codes shortly).
State vocational rehabilitation (YR) programs use the DOT and other

sources of occupational infofmatiOn in much the same way as does the
Veterans Administration rehabilitation program. Determinations of eligi-

,bility for vocational rehabilitation are based on two findings: that
individuals have mental or physical disabilities that are substantial
handicaps to their employability and that VR services can lie expected to
improve their future employability. The first determination is made by a
physician or psychologist; the.latter is made Oy_a vRcop_nsgibr, In the
course of determining whether rehabilitation would. increase the employa-
bility of a handicapped individual, VR counselors make substantial use of
worker trait and worker function information from the DOT, especially

that related to physical demands and GED estimates. In assisting an
individual to develop employment objectives the DOT is relied on as an
important counseling tool. As is the case in the VA rehabilitation program,
VR counselors continue to use the third edition DOT while they await
publicAtion-of fourth-edition worker trait infOrmation. -

Those involved itt public disability compensation and/or rehabilitatiOn

programs argue that there is no source of sufficiently detailed occupational

, information other than the DOT for quaking determinations concerning the
exigence of suitable alternative occupations. or for the development of
employment objectives. Other agencies active in the field, 'such as the
Railroad Retirement Board and administrators.of state workers' compen-
sation programs, for,,example, apparently use the Do'r in much the same
ways Is have7been discussed. These materials are probably also widely
used by the private .disability insurance industry and by private organiza-
tions Involved in rehabilitation work. The rehabilitation services branch of
GOodwill Industries, for example, reports that it makes frequent usef the
DOT and other occupational information in the course of evaluating
candidates for rehabilitation. Goodwill Industries has a 3-week .evaluation
program during which counselors assess the interests, potential, and ills

of those referred to them' for rehabilitation and training. During the
vocational exploration process the DOT is used in Much the same w y as
the VA and VR counselors use it, especially the worker trait informa 'on.
FurtlIermorik one evaluator at Goodwill Industries indicated that the DOT
served an additional.purpose: the job descriptions are often found useful in
helping clients to accept the reality that they can no longer perform the
smile functions or do the same work they were capabV of prior to

lo

becoming disabled. '
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O

A fourth major use of the DOT is by vocational educators. In the fields of
vocational and occupational education, substantial use is made ',or
occupational information, including the DoT and other produen of the
occupational analysis program. proadly speaking, occupational informa-
tion is used by vocational educators in program planning, counseling, and
curriculum development and occasionally for record-keeping purposes.

Each state receiving federdi assistance for its vocational education
program is required to prepare an annual state plan, which includes an
analysis of labor supply and demand, in order to justify planned vocational
programs. While some supply and demand data are generated locally, state
yocational education planners rely heavily on information from the
Department of Labor. When planning, becomes specific about the
occupational objectives of vocational programs, DOT titles and codes
appear frequently alongside Office of EducatiOn program codes.4 As one
individual noted, despite the use of OE program codes for vocational
educatitn, students are .actually being prepared and trained for our-
occupations, and program planners and instructors must therefore rely
heavily on the DOT to describe the oqupations for which students are,
being prepared.

Guidance counselors in the vocational ethication field use a host of
occupational information products. These include the Occupational
Outlook 'Handbook of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a wide range of
guidance materials issued by commercial publishers, and materials
produced by tradsand professional associations as well as the DOT, the Job.
Guide for Young Workers, and other products- of the occupational analysis
program. Many of these sources of occupational information serve as .
references for the use of counselors themselves, whilg others, such as the
Job Guide fo; Young Workers and sometimes the DOT, are apparently used,
directly by vocational education students in planning their own employ-
ment objectives.

The use of mateilals such as the DOT, by counselors is apparently
inspired, at least inyart, by the content of-counselor education. Counseling

,
4The Office of Education prOgram codes are unique six digit codes iclentfying instructional
programs recognized by the Office of Educatbn These code* are to uor titles and
codes in -the U S Office ,of Eduvalion (190) ,publication Vocational F'ducation and
Occupation in order to provide a way of repotting the gelationShip,between education and
work and to relate educational supply to labderarket demapd.
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educition programs generally include at least one course on occupational
information that instructs student counselors how to use the DOT, the
Occupational Outlook Handbook, and other related publications as sources
of occupational information in the counseling process.

Although most vocational curricula are actually developed at the state
level, state departments of vocational education are usually grouped in
regional consortia that are actively involved in developing priorities for
curriculum development and in providing individual states with much of
the technical and background information needed for curriculum develop-
ment. The Vocational-Technical Consortium of States (v- TEC$), associated
with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, is probably the
most active of these consortia. The v-TECS is involved in producing task
analyses that serve as background for the development of curricula by the
consortium's 17 member states. Although the job descriptions in the DOT
serve as an important reference, v-TECS supplements, them with its own,
more detailed job analyses prepared according to the Air Force and Army
instructional systems ahalysis technique, a form of task analysis'. Once
V-TEC§ has identified a list of tasks associated with a particular job; it
surveys incumbent workers-to verify that they actually perform all of these
tasks and to determine how integral they are to a job. On the basis of this
analytical background, instructional objectives are identified , for use in

.. 'actual curriculum development.
At the stage of actually designing a vocational education

program the GED and .SVP estimates and other worker trait information of
the DOT are apparently relied on heavily, The GED and SVP estimates are
reported to be particularly useful in determining criteria for exiting from,
given vocational programs at the high school level and for entering
training'programs at thecommunity college level. -

The National Center for Educational Statistics (NcEs) is currently
, involved in nationwide implementation of a vocational education data
system (vEDs). The VEDS is viewed as a method for accounting for.
"vocational education inputs, processes; outputs, and outcomes." In

-
connection with the development and implementation of yEDS, the Office

.

of Education is restructuring Handbook VI, its system- of instructional
program codes (see footnote 1). Program taxonomy will be structured
around the- Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) syste4 because .4e
NCES plans to switch ovej to use of the soc at the two;dikit level. Vie Mt
will continue to be used indirectly in reporting, since ihesoc is depeitdep:f..,
on the DOT for occupational descriptions. Because occupational objectives'"`
will continue to be stated in terms 'ortio-; titles, iveES anticipates routinely ,

going from a nine-digit DOT code to a four-digit soc code and then to a-
.tm7o-cligit soc code.

9S
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OTHER USERS OF THE DOT

WORK ,IOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

In addition to the major users of the DOT described above, other agencies
use it in various ways.

Department of Defense

Each of the military services (rmy, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and
Coast GuaTd) has itriiwn system for classifying as military employees,
which they justify by reference to the uniqueness of many, if not most,
military jobs. Until recently, each service also had its own vocational
testing and placement programs. Civilian employees of the military
services havealways been a part of the civil service system.

The military has, however, occasionally used products of the occupa-
tional analysis program when concerned with the transferability between
military and civilian occupations. For example, because of a statutory
requirement to maintain up-to-date records on individuals who could
possibly be mobilized, the various reserve personnel centers across the
country maintain a data set on reservists. hi order to keep track of whether
reservists are acquiring new skills useful to the military in case of
mobilization, information is routinely collected on the reservists' current
occupations.

Several events appear to have caused the military services to becOme
increasingly concerned with the interrelationship between militaty and ;
civilian occupations. The advent of the all-volunteer army has resulted in a
need for the Military to "sell-itself" in the recruitment process to a much
greater extat than was previously necessary., As a result it has become
necessary to demonstrate to potential recruits what their military career
prospects might be and how military training and experience relate to
civilian occupations that could be pursued after completion of military
service. The difficulties encountered by returning Vietnam-era veterans in
securing civilian employment also stimulated the military's concern with
the transferability of military to civilian employment. Upon release from
the military an individual is issued separation papers that include
information on hf or her Military occupational history coded to the DOT
in anticipation of the possibility that employment might be sought through
an Employment Service office. The DOT is also apparently used regularly
as a source of information on civilian employment as part of the "out -
processing" counseling process.

A document. used both by military recruiters and by counselors at
separation centers is the Military/Civilian Occupational Sourci Book (U.S.
Department of Defense, 1975)) assembled in 1q75 jointly,by the Depart-

.

r
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ment
.

of Defense Military Enlistment Processing' Command agency
(mtPeOlvt) and analystS from the Texas occupational analysis staff.
Analysts trained military classifiers in the use of the DOT and also were
involved in assigning DOT 'Codes to military occupations. The Source Book

. was created to serve as a single reference document for information on the
military'T enlisted occupations and, where "possible, to equate those
occupations with civilian occupations identified in the DOT. In preparing
the Source Book the Department of Defense formulated composite job
statements for ,the five military services in those occupational areas in
which commonality,Of Job tasks existed. A second edition'of the Source
Book (U.S. Department-of Defense, 1978) was prepared NVIth the assistance
of the Texas occupational analysis field center and released in January
1978 to coincide with the publidation of the fourth edition DOT. For each
military occupation the Source Book presents information on the military
job title, the U.S. Office of Education career cluster to which it relates, the
civilian (DoT) title, the nine-digit code that appears in the fourth .edition
DOT, a composite job statenfent, a qualifications summary, and informa-
tion on related military service jobs.

Recently, some use has been made of the DOT in the military'spersonnel
planning efforts. For example, the Department of the Navy is involved in
projecting the number' and types of eivillanImployees it will need in the,
near1future. Although Navy civilidh jobs are normally described with civil
Service titles and codes, projected slots are also being assigned DOT codes
because of the current effort to relate the military's own needs to the
outside labo; market. The Bureatk of Naval Versonnel, which projects
noncivilian manpower needs, is also apparently involved in an effort t6

, relate military and civilian codes. a

. -
Office of Personnel- Management A

The Office of Personnel Management (oPm, formerly U.S. Civil Serycice
Commission) classification-structure is unrelated to the DOT scheme. In
fact, the DOT does not include descriptions of occupations unique to the
federal civil service. Despite an atmosphere of uncooperation between the
OPM and the Department of Labor, occasional use is made of the DOT by
the OPM to assess transferability between federal 'service and private
industry jobs. For instance, .the Personnel Research and Development
center of'the OPM'S Bureau of Policy and Standards uses the DOT as 'a
cross-reference to compare federal andprivate industry jobs. Recently, the
Bur u of Recruiting and Examining became involved in an ,effort to
pre e`model federal service occupational brjefs intended for the use of
OPM recruiters. The DOT was used in this project as a reference to assist in. 44,

. it
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itthe identification and developmei of "common use" job titles and
descriptions that would be understandable outside the context of the
federal service.

,

Development of the Standard Occupational Classification

The DOT and the occupational analysis program on which it is based have
played a cnicial 'role in the development of the Standard' Occupational
Classification (soc), a system now being implemented in a wide variety of
fedei?al agencies. 'The soc was constructed under the aegis of the Office of
Management and Budget and 'is now, like .most -standard classification
systems used in the United States, under the jurisdiction of the Office of
.Federal Statistical Policy and Standards in the Department of Commerce.
Its structure was developed by a number- of technical work, groups in
Which all of the major federal agencies concerned with occupational data
were represented; the office's Interagency' Occupational Classification
Committee took the coordinating role in this effort. , ..

Representatives of the Department Of ,labor and the Bureau of the
Census were particularly active in the development of the soc, and both
agencies lent key staff to the effort to assist in implementing technical work

- group recommendations and to review occupational definitions coillgliPred
in the soc. The content of these definitions, however, is heavily dependent
on the descriptions included in the DOT. , . .-

The Office of Federal Statistical Policy.and Standards has not had, nor is
there any indication that. it will have in the future, a research staff whose
efforts can be directed to gathering the information on work content that is
essential to keeping occupational definitions up to date. In this situation
the soc must continue to rely on the contributions of other programs; the
occupational analysis program is, in fact, the only comprehensive source of
information available. \ .0

31 .
.

Bureau of the Census
,

. .

The system-fused by the U.S. Bureau of the Census in classifying
occupation returns in,the Census of Population, thqurrent Population
Survey, and other special surveys is substantially different from that found
inIthe DOT. The alphabetical index used by.the Census Bureau in its coding
operation presents a listing of some 30,000 entries that have appeared on
schedule returns, together with the census code for each, but includes no
descriptive, material. Bureau staff therefore consult occuptional descrip-
tions in the" DOT as an aid in allocating schedule entries not included in the
census alphabetical index listing. In the past they have also consulted staff
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of the Division of Occupational Analysis to ascertain the work content of
new occupations.

STATE GOVERNMENT USERS:. THE SOICC GROUP
.

To supplement the preceding discussion on institutional users, results from
the survey of persons identified as DOT users by each' State Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee (soicc) are discussed in this section,
to provide an indication of the use of the DOT by state-level agencies. The
analysis is restricted to those who reported that they have ever used the
DOT (89 percent of the respondents).5- As in the analysis of the purchaser
sample, we consider the types of organizations using the DOT and the
purposes for-which it is used, the nature and frequency of use, how
essential the DOT is to the ongoing operation of the organization, and bow
adequate the DOT is for the purposes for which it is used. Appendix A
provides frequency distributions on each variable for the soicc group.

Our purpose in soliciting responses to the DOT Use questionnaire from ,

individuals identified by soicc representatives was to increase the
probability of discovering what use of the ISOT is made by state agencies, a
category not well represented in the probability sample. In the solcc,
sample, 62 percent of the respondents outside the Employment Service are
employed in other state' government work. The only other' types of
organizations represented to any significant extent are -county or local
government agencies (8 percent) and educational institutions (23 percent).
Table 4-9 provides an overview of the type of work performed by type of
employer. As we learned from the DOT purchaser sample, the primary use

' made of the DOT in educational institutions is by career aqd vocational
cou'nselors; ndary use is by those in vocational education. Those in
state governme t agencies using the DOT are in counseling and vocational
education or ar engaged in projecting labor force trends and disseminat-
inging occupational information. -

Seventy-four pecent of the respondents repsirted.tliat they had used the
foiirth edition DOT within the past year: 36 percent 'reported regular use
and 38 percent deported occasional use. On the survey date, some of the
respondents were still making use of the third edition DOT; 62 percent
reported at least occasional use of:the third edition during the-past year.

'This is not surprising, since at the time of the survey the supplement to the

'Since the primary. Interest in this section is in exploring DOT use by agencies outside the
Employment Service, 68 Es employees (representing 24 percent of the 283 respondents) were
deleted from The analysis When ES employees and those who reported that they did not use
the DOT are deleted from the sample, the effective sample size is 186. Use of the DOT by the 68
ES respondents issexplOred in chapter 3. '
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TABLE 4-9 Percentage Distribution of Type of Work, by Type of Employer, SOICC Group

Type of Work

Type of Employer

Educational
Institution

State .

Government
County/Local
Government

Other Types
of Employers . Total

,Career, vocational, or rehabilitation .

counseling 49, 20 20 0 26

Vocational education 18 32 . 0 ' 27 26

Employment placement
d

0 4 , 40 27 8

Management/compensation 4 ' 9 20 '0 8

Projections/occupational information
dissemination 9 ' 24 1

20 4 18 20

Teaching/research 16 7 , 0 9 9

Other work 4 4 0 18 4

TOTAL 100 100 100 99 101

.(45) (115) (15) (11) (186)

.o.
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fourth edition containing worker trait data (especially useful for counsel-
ing work) had not yet been publighed.

Table 4-10 indicates the percentage of respondents using each part of the
-DQT, cross-classified by the type of work performed. As was true' for the
DOT purchaser sample, the state-level group uses, the DOT especially for its
dictionary, capabilities and for administrative and 'statistical reporting
reasons: 90 percent of the respondents indicated that they had used'the job
titles and definitions, and 80 percent reported that they had used the
occupational codes in the past year. The .use of thesicomponent parts 9f
the Dar is high regardless of the type of work performed. Unlike the DOT

purchaser sample a majority of respondents also reported using the specific
vocational preparation (svP) codes," the most common use being to
estimate training times for on-the-job training contracts. Estimating the
..tmount of training time required for a job is especially useful in
*counseling, vocational education, and work involving the dissemination of
occupational information.

Eighty-seven percent of the stmcc group reported that discontinuance of
the DOT would have an adverse effect on their work; 51 percent reported
that discontinuance would seriously disrupt their work. Discontinuance of
the Dar would particularly affect those involved in three types of work:
counseling, employment.placement, and projecting labor force trends and
disseminating occupational information. Further evidence that the state-
level users find the DOT essential to their work is that regardless of type of
work performed, fewer than a third of the respondentsknow of substitute
sources to which they could turn for the same kind of occupational
information they .currently derive from the DOT. Other kinds of occupa-
tional information found useful by the majority of the solcc respondents
include the BLS wage survey and the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

It is clear from the data presented above that a majority of these
respondents view the DOT as being essential to their work. In addition,
nearly 60 percent of the respondents perceive the DOT as being very
adequate for the purposes for which- they use it. With one exception
(teaching and research) the majority of respondents in every category views
the DOT as being very adequate. Only 3 percent of the solcc respondents
view the DOT as being inadequate for their purposes. Although a majority
of respondents view the DOT as being adequate, there were suggestions as
to how the fourth edition DOT could be improved. In particular, 54 percent
indicated that career ladders should be incorporated into the next edition
of the DOT. In addition, a significant minority indicated that further
editions should be bptind in hard cover and should include the full array of
worker trait information.
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TABLE 4:10 Percentage of SOICC Group Using Component Parts of the DOT, by Type of Work

Type of Work
, It

Career,
Vocational, or Manage-

Rehabilitation Vocational Employment men t/Com.
._

Component Part of DOT Counseling Education Placement pensaticin

Job titles and
definitions 92 88 86 93

Industrial designation
arrangenten ts 29. 15

).
36 33

Occupational codes
and/or clasWication 1,73 83 79 80

Worker trait groups 62 35 . 29 } 53

General educational
development (GED) 46 ' 25 29 ' 53

Specific vocational
preparation (svP) 62 50 .43 60

Interests, aptitudes,
and temperaments 54 38 ' 14 ao

Environmental and
physical waiting

.

conditions, - 54 23 21 47

Worker functions 3

(DATA, PEOPLE, and

THINGS specifications) 46 35 29 53

3. '' /
N (48) RE) (14) (15)

Projections/
Occupational
information
Dissemination

-
Teaching/
Research

Other
work

All
Types
of work

95

43

81

50 -

8-8

25 ...,

90

31.

84 88 75 80

54 .31 - 25 46-
, .

51 19 12 37

.
62 25 12 52

., -

43 31 12 40

49 ' 25 12 38

54 25 25 41

(37) (16) (8) (186)
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RESEARCH USES OF THE DOT ,

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles has attracted much attention from

social scientists dyer one years. Sociologists, psychologists, and economists
have found the DOT useful in a broad range of research activities. An
annotated bibliography of research ,lications referencing the DOT (see
Appendix C) describes specific noes of DoT information. More than 150

t articles, papers, and books are 'cited in the bibliography, indicating that the
DOT has been widely used as a research tool. The majority of these 'articles

appear in academic journals and were lbcated with the aid of the corporate '
section of the Social Science Citation Index, from which we were able to

find citations for works published between 1969 and 1979. A survey, of
researchers and citations in articles already located Supplemented the
bibliography, These sources were especially herpfut in identifying unpub-
lished papers and books and articlesfpubliihed prior to 1969, which do not
appear in the Social Science Citation lizdex.

This section describes the varilius research use made of the DOT,
considering the classification, titles and definitions, the worker functions,
training time scales, and other worker straits. The section concludes with a

review of, evaluations of the DOT by academic researchers, and soi4
problems encountered by social scientists who use the DOT for research

puiposes are also discussed.
It should be noted that almost all of the research literature reviewed

here makes use of material from the third edition DOT. Since the fourth
edition was not published until December 1977, almost no published
research to date has been based on the fourth edition: This fact is
particularly important when one. is evaltiating research purporting to show

differences in the characteristics of jobs held mainly by men and those held
mainly by women. There is strong reason to suspect that the third edition
worker function scales undervalue jobs held mainly by women and that
this bias wascorrectedini_the_fourth edition (see chapter 7). Hence
substantive findings in this area based, on the third edition 'Would be

treated with great caution. e

CLASSIFICATION

Many researchers have used the DOT code fora classification purposes.
Frequently, the socioeconomic distribution of a sample is described in

terms of the first digit of the DOT code (Schilling et al., 1977; ffinsley- and
Gaughan, 1975; Walls et al., 1977) or in a more general scheme of four
classes (Lindholm and Touliatos, 1976; Lindholm et al., 1978; Seybolt and

Grnenfeld, 1976; Touliatos et al., 1978).
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To obtain a sample of occupations representative of the U.S. occupation-
al structure, Tinsley and Weiss (1974) drew occupations from each of the
first-digit DOT code groups in proportion to the number of workers in the
United States employed in those groups. (The authors did not specify how
they determined the distribUtion of workers in these groups.) The code was
also used to determine job similarity in a study of the sources and benefits
of workers' skills (Roomkin and Somers, 1974). Even social scientists far
removed from occupational analysis and economics have found t he DOT
codes useful. For instance,,clinical psychologists Brown and Pool 4)
matched brain-injured subjects with a convol group on premortlid

''occupational level. However, they did not specifically define "occupational
level."

JOB TITLtS AND DEFINITIONS ,

The job titles and definitions provide researchers with a standard system
fpr identifying and describing occupations. This inforMation has been
incorp6rated into several vocational guidance tools (e.g., the Vocational
Card Sort (Cooper, 1976), the Non-Sexist Vocational Card Sort (Dewey,4
1974), and the Occupational Reinforcer Patterns (Borge'n et al., 1972)). In
addition, Remenyi and Fraser (1977) examined the effects of occupational
informatiot on- students': occupational, perceptions by adding DOT
definitions to the.titles, and Sterne (1974) used the titles in a study of the
validity of the KuderOccupational Interest Inventory. °

k

WORKER TRAITS. AND WORKER FUNCTIONS

The worker, trait data and worker function scales have received by far
more attention in the research community-than any other part of the DOT.

Data, People, and Things

The, worker function scales, which measure a jOb'S complexity in relation
to data, people, and things, have been used in many capacities. Sociologists
and economists have Attempted to dqcribe the distribution of these job
characteristics in the U.S. labor marlet. For instance, Dubnoff (1978)
found that a job's complexity is inversely related to the percentage of
employees who are fe hale, and Lucas (1974) reported that complexity in ,

relation, to people is negatively correlated with percentage of employees
who are bliick. Brown (175) examined the distribution by race and sex of
workers who hold discretionary jobs, defined as.those-fobs with a data or
things rating of less than 5 or with a people rating of less than 6.
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4 In a study of the status of jobs held typically by and by women,
McLaughlin (1978) used a modified-version of the worker function saes-.
Spenner (1977, 1980) included the worker functions among his variables in
a series of studies on intergenerational occupational transmission. He
found that complexity is a factor, only in the father-son occupatioAl

relationship.
The worker functions have been useful in applied research as well. Using

the worker function scales and training tine to generate five orders of job
similarity, Fine (1957) proposed an approach to the transferability of skills

that would be useful in vocational counseling and in design' ing.training

programs. Hemmens et al. (1978) compared the job tasks and skills of
social policy planners, coded according to the worker functions, with
training received in professional schools and found serious discrepancies.

Modified versions of the DOT Worker function scalei were also incorporat-
ed into Dumas and Muthard's. (1971) job analysis method for health-

related professions.
A number of studies adopted the concept of worker functions without

the actual scales. Kohn and Schooler (1969) developed a measure of
substantive complexity, closely modeled after the Doi' measures, to study
workers' values and orientations. In a later papg (Kohn-and Schooler,
1973) on the relationship between occupational.experience and psychologi-

cal functioning, they used the DOT worker function scales as a source of
external validation for their own index as well as for assessing the
complexity of past jobs. Mortimer (1974, 1976), in her work on
intergenerational occupational transmission patterns, used the DOT inter-

est variables to determine the functional foci of work' (that is, the
pomplexity of a job's relationship to data, people, and things). Finally,
Prediger (1976) used worker trait and worker function variables to create a
two-dimensional map relating workers and jobs.

I

Training Time

The Dar's two training time scales, general educational development,,

(GED) and specific vocational preparation (svP), have proven to be

important sources of information for the social scientist. In, studying the
educational and skill level structure of the U.S. laboreatket, both Kolstad

(1977) and Dubnoff (1978) found that GED an SVP are negatively
correlated with percentage of employees in each occupation who are
female. Lucas's (1977) hedonid wage equations indicate that workers.
receive higher monetary as well as "psychic" wages for higher, levels of

GED and SVP. The syP measure was used in a similar study of wage
attainment by Stolzenlerg (1975). Kalleberg and Hudis (1979) reported
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that for men in their late careers, SVp has a significant effect on wage
increase in general, especially for those who did not change occupations,ot
employers.

Prompted by Miller's (1974b) comparison of workerg' educational
attainment and the required GED of their occupations, which implies that
many members of the labor market are overtrained, Kalleberg and
Sorenson (1973) and Coburn (1975) studied thAffects of discrepancies

'between training and requirements on job attitudes and health. Finally,
GED was foand to be Rositiveli correlated with the employment stability of
male parolees and probationers (G. Gottfredson and D. Lipstein, 1975).

Other Worker Traits ,.

The other worker traits have appeared in the literature most often in
descriptions of laboi' force composition and as variables in economists'
wage equations. Usin? DOT temperament 3 (supervision) and 4 (autono-
my), Dubnoff (1978) found that the relative growth of women's employ-
ment is likely to be greatest in occupations in which supervison was high
and lea.% in occupations requiring worker autonomy. An 'flier study
revealed that negative working conditions and heavy physical dem,ands are
in general less common in jobs held by women but are almost as frequent
for jobs held by black women as for those held by white men (Lucas,
19?4). Ludas, (1977) later reported that workers receive higher wages in
compensation for repetitive routine (teinOraments) and obnoxious physi-
cal environments (working conditions' and physical demands). Hartog
(1977) presented empirical support for his multicapability theory of
income distribution using the DoT aptitude scales matched with census
income data.

USE. OF DOT CONCEPTS IN OTHER SCALES AND CLASSIFICATIONS

"44... DOT concepts have been incorporated into a number of scales, inventories,
and classification systems. The Minnesota Job Requirements Question-

,naire (wilt)) assesses each of the nine DoT worker aptitude requirements
by five items. Occupational reinforcer patterns, which describe the
stimulus conditions available in the work environment for the satisfaction'
of worker needs, are based 9n the ,combined Minnesota Job Qescription
Questionnaire ratings of supervisors and/or employees. Occupational
reinforcer patterns for 148 occupations are presented alphabetically by,.

I
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DOT title (Borgen et al., 1972; Rosen et al., 1972). Bemis et al(1973, 1974)
developed a structure of 62 occupational ability patter& using the DOT

aptitudes and the worker trait groups.'Later, Dawis and Lofquist (1974,
1975) cross-classified the occupational ability patterns and the ocelipation-

al reinforcer patter/1,s, obtaining as a result psychblogically homogeneous

groups of occupations (taxons). They embedded the Dotr's. occupational
groupingsworker traits and worker functionsin the scheme Row
known as the Minnesota Occupational Classification System (MOcs). The

Atherican College "resting Program Occupational Classification System

(AcT-oc,$) inoorporates alloccupations listed in the third edition DOT in a

structure derived from analyses of the worker traits and worker. functions

(Prediger,,1976). Holland's six-category occupaiidnal classification, based N

on a theory of personality types,"has often been subdivided on 'the ba'sis of

GED level (G. Gottfredson, 1977; 'G. Gottfredson et al., 1975;
Gottfredson, 1978); Viernstein (1972) has developed two methods fdr

translating DOT codes into Holland codes. In assessing the status of

occupations, Caston (1978) replaced the Duncan socioeconomic; index

with the GED and SVP scales. The DOT has also been recommended as a
toolin coding occupations and industries into the detailed 1970 census
categories (Featherman et al., 1975; Temme, 1975) and the International r-
Standarci,Classification of Occupations (Treiman, 1977).

Vocational psychologists have turned to the DOT in developing other
counseling aids. The Vocational Card Sort (Cooper, 1976), the Non-Sexist

Vocational Card Sort (Dewey, 1974) and the SPART inventory (Ekpo-Ufot,

1976) are several examples. Time Share Corporation's (1976) computer-
based Guidance Information System makes available information from the

DOT to aid clients in choosing appropriate occupational categories. '.

Finally, aspects of.the DOT have been incorporated into a number of
occupational' classifications and occupational dictionaries developed else-

where. We have already discussed the influence f the DOT on the
Standard Occupational Classification (U.S. Depa ent of Commerce,

1977).' In addition, the DOT served as a model or the International
Standard Classification of Occupations (Internatio 'Labour Office, 1958,

1968). Two foreign occupational dictionaries are avily influenced by the

DOT: the Japanese dictionary of occupational titles is an almost verbatim

translation of the second edition DOT, and the Canadian Classification and

Dictionary o ;Occupations 1971 (Canadian Minister of Manpower and
Immigration, 1971) acknowledges the use of certain features of the
American Dar. In fact, the Canadian Dictionary includes for each

occupation a "qualifications profile" consisting of, ratings of GED, SVP,

aptitudes, interests, temperaments, and physicl demands.

t
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EVALUATION OF DOT DATA
.

Although the DO has proven to be a valuable source of information for
social science research, there are serious drawbacks that preyenteven more

' widespread use. he incompatibility of the DOT .classification with other
classification systems and their accompanying social statistics seriously
limits its u0, since researchers are often interested in relating the worker '

trait and worker function scales to data collected on general population
samples. For instance, until recently it %as beenOifficult to relate the vast
wealth of censu data to the DOT scales. A number of projects have
attetnpted to cro -code the two sys tems. The Spenner-Temme file

.(Spenner et al., 1980) makes available weighted estimates of 17 occupa-
tional characteristics for the .595 1970 Census occupation industry
categories (see also Temme (1975)). These include 10 third edition DOT.
characteristics: DATA4 PEOPLE, and THINGS; GED; SVP; and temperaments
1, 2, 3, 4, and 8.6 Spenner is currently expanding the file to include 20
additional DOT characteristics. The methods used in generating jhese
meas4es as well as some ,eyidence on their reliability and validity are

-./ presente'd by Spenner (1980). Miller (1971a) describes work coding the
April 1911 Current PopulationSUrvey with.1970 Census codes and third
edition DOT codes (the actual coding was done by occupational analysis
field center personnel) and discusses the advadtages of being able to move
from one system to another. Similarly, Broom et al. (no date, 1977) had ,
the 1971 Australian Census.Classification of Occupations (Acco) coded
with DOT DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scores in order to study new aspects

'of occupatiOnal mobility patterns. The DOT data would be of much greater. '
use in social science research if steps were taken to make, the DOT
classification' system compatible with Other widely, used occupationalJ.

.classifications. The newly developed Standard OceupatioAl Classification
(U.S. Depttrtment of Commerce, 1977) goes some way. toward meeting this

. objective.
A second major drawback to the use of D'Vr data in research is the lack

of reliability estimates for the worker trait and worker function scales. The
development of these scales has been so poorly documented that
researchers cannot be -altogether confident abOut the validity of their
results. Althougfra n'umberof articles trace the history' of the current DOT
data. (Fine, 1955, '1948b', Fine and Heinz, 1957, 1958; Scoville, 1g65;
Studdiforsl, 1951, 1953), they have been largely descriptive. Very little

CIn Appendix, F we offer similar estimates for eight fourth edition DOT occsupational
characteristics: DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS, GED; SVP, STRENGTH, PHYSDEM (physical
demands); and ENVIRON (environmental conditions). See the introduction to the appendix for
additional details.

A
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empirical evidence supporting the scales' reliablity and validity is

available. Social scientists have been quick to point out this deficiency"'

(Desmond and Weiss, 1973; Pratzner and Stump, 1977; Scoville, 1966;

Walther, 1960; Witt and Naherny, 1975), which has undoubtedly
discouraged more extensive use of these scales,

Several studies have attempted to remedy this deficiency. Sainty's (1974)

validation of the third edition worker trait groups. was performed by

comparing its factor structure with the factor strucitlre of a randqui
sample of 800 of the 4,000 jobs used as the basis for the DOT. Fine (1957)
found that four experienced occupational analysts were able to determine
Minnesota Occupational Rating Scale value; fairly reliably for 37 jobs
from Functional Occupational Classification Project data (worker trait
and work performed dimensions), and Broom et at (1977) attempted to
validate the worker function scales in terms of the worker traits required

by different jobs in the DOT.
These studies, however, mark only the beginning of an effort needed to

assegst the reliability and validity of DOT data and scales. Chapter 7
describes these issues in greater detail and presents the committee's own

reliability studies.

USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF OTHER OCCUPATIONAL

ANALYSIS` PRODUCTS

In addition to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles the Occupational
Analysis Branch of the Division of Occupational Analysis publishes or

distributes a series of career brochures and pamphlets. Some of these
publicItions are initiated by the national office, while others are initiated'

'locally, either by field center staff or by local Employment Service
personnel in consultatioti with field center staff. The Job Search Branch of

the Division, of Occupational Analysis is also responsible for distributing
brochures, news releases, and other labor market information directly to

occupational information consumers (primarily local Epployment Service
offices). This section provides a brief description pf how these publications

are distributed and who uses them.
, The , Committee. approached the task of determining the use of

occupational analysis products other than the DOT in three ways:-

1. The Government Printing Office (GPO) was asked to piOvide-a list oft,

names and addresses of those persons who had purchasid at legt one copy

of a publication of the Division of OccupationalAnalyois,during the period

July 1977 through June 1978. Estimates were then derived of the total
number of requests and total number of copies purchased during this
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period. In addition, estimates of tht total number of publications 'panted
were obtained from Department di- Labor representatives.

2. ArVart of 'otir probability survey of DOT purchasers and survey of
state-level users, we asked' respondents to indicate the frequency with.
which they rise various of eL pub)icattons of the occupatiqnal analysis
program. . . .

3. _During interviews at I cal Employnienj, Service Offices, ES personnel
were asked about their knowledge and frequency of use Of various OA
publications.

OCCUPATIONW ANALYSIS BRANCH

Thg Occupational Analygis Branch of the Division of Occup'ational
Analysis publishes ea series of career-related brochuies and pamphlets.
These products range' from iii- house publication such as the Handbook
for Analyzing Jobs, to career broclinest such as Career Opportunities itt the
Telephone and Telegraph Industries, Occupations in Library Science, and
Career Opportunities in the Trucking Industry. (For a -listing- of OA.
publications, see Appendix D.), Although most of tyre national career
publications still in, paint are available for sale through ,the Government
Printing Office, the bulk Qf these brochures are distributed through local
Employment Service offices, including m6del job information sites. This
material is also distributed on a more informal basis by occupational
analysts at the national offiCe to various other government agencies and
other organizations, including those that helped to produce the brochures.
Occupational analysts, for example, worked with representatives from the .
Division of AS6Ociated Health Professions (Bureau of Health Resouras
'Administration)and the National Health Council in ,developing the
Health Careers Guidebook and with the Environmental Protection A ncy
in the develdpment of the Environmental Protection Careers Guidetroo
copies of the brochures were sent to these agencies. The Employment and
Training Administration's office of information also chltributes, single
copies of 0,A brochures to those who reqaest them. On the basis of the
results from the DOT purchaser sample and the survey of state-4pml users it
appears that tile' biggest consumers of these publications (other th'in
Employment Service personnel) are career and vocational counselors,
career educators, rehabilitation couhselors, and employment placement
personnel. For example, the lob Corps, national office rgcently began
distributing copies of the Career Oppoftunities atid Career-Guidebook
Series to all Job Corpi center;;, regional offices, and agencies.

The state-initiated brochures also ficeive their prifnary distribution
through, local Employment Service offices. In California, for example;

1 o
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publications relevant to Employment Service activities are automatically
distributed to a mailing list' of local offices.in the federal region in which
the field center is located. The field center distributes these publications
free to anytne who requests a rnall 'ipumber, most notably school
vocational counselors or. other personnel involved with career guidance

)0B SEARCH BRAS/CH '

The Job Search Branch within the Division of Occupational Analysis
distributes-labor market information in a variety of forms. Working with
the Employment Service's job bank master file, pErsonnel of the Job Search
Branch produce and distribute ferr-jor job search products (see chapter
5). The Job Search Branch sends out 700 copieg of the Job Bank Optnings
Summdry in microfiche -form each month. The consumers of this
Information include priinarily Employment Service offices al wep as CETA
prime sponsors, state and feder4 agencies (e.g., the Bureau of Yocatiofial
Rehabilitation and the Veteran Adminiitratiorr), and CETA contractors.
More than 400 copies of Job Bank Frequently' Listed Openings (Jon;FLo),

.41 either microfiche or hard copy and in either national or local format, are
distributed monthly to the same kinds of:organization; receiving Job Bank
Openings. About 165,000 copies of Occupations in Demand are distributed
monthly, primarily to Employment Service local offices but also to
secondary and college-level guidance counselors and other job placement
personnel. Finally, 70 sets of the Labor Market Information Analytical
Table Series.(LmiKrs) are sent monthly to the research and analysis chiefs

- of the state LMI offices.
,Table 4-11 presents the results of the surveys of the DOT purchaser and

soicc syttples regarding use of other occupational analysis-materials as
well as information collected from the Department of Labor (on the total
number of copies printed) and from the Government Filming Office (on;41,
the number of copies sold between July 1977 and June 1978). Since the
primary distribution point for these publications. is local Employment
Service offices (see chapter 3 for details on Employhient Service use of
these products), it is not surprising, that few of the large number of printed
copies were purchased through GPO during the period reviewed. Of those
publications still in 'pint, only Job Descriptions and Organizational
Analysis for Hospitals, published in 1971, is still in relatively high demand
through GPO. Career Opportunities in' the Telephone and Telegraph
Industries, published recently, is also requested more often than the othe'
publications. Health Careers Guidebook, the most recent update of which
was published in 1979, is also a popular item, as indicated by the large
number of copies printed for distribution. One reason for the low sales of
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TABLE 4 -11
Products°

"t

WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS.

Percentage Using Other Occupational Analysis (OA)

oA Publication
DOT'

Purchasers
SOICC

Group

Total
Number
Printed b

GPO

Sales c

Career Opportunities in the
Telephone and Telegraph

°

Industnes(1977) 8 14 20,000 . 357
Career Opportunities in the Trucking

Industry (1978) 12 18 20,000 .204
Handbook for Analyzing Jobs

(1972)' 15 25 7,500
-Health Careers Guidebook (1973) 24. 25 72,000
Job Descriptions and Organizational I

Analysis for Hospitals (1971) 11 21 15,000 560

J lob Guide for Young Workers
11970)

`,4 13 '19 40,000 C
Occupations in Electronic

Computing Systems (1972) 9 15 25,000 138
Occilpations in Library Science

(1973) 9 10 20,000 : 75
Task Analysis Inventories (Series 1)

(1973)
Job Bank Openings Summary

7 17

r.

76

(monthly) 17 29
Frequently Listed Openings

(monthly) 19 31

Occupations in Demand (monthly) 28 37
'Labor Market Information ..

Analytical Table Series
(monthly) 16 :., ` Q28

N (309) '' (186)
.

a Users df other ocletational analysis products are defined as those reporting frequent or
occasional Ilse of publication in the past year. Those not using the specified publication
include those who never use it, those who are not familiar with it, and those not respond-
ing to the question.
b The total number printed are estimates made in consultation with Department of
Labor representatives. Publications with no estimate are monthlies (see text for distnbu-

' tion figure) or the number is unknowns
`GPO sales are defined as number of copies of publication sold through the Government
Printing Office during the year period July 1977 thr,ough June 1978. Publications with no
estimates are dut of print or unavailable through GPO.

.
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some publications is that there nearing the end of their run and are due
to be revised..

The data in the first two columns of Table 4-11 indicate that small but
identifiable subsets of the DOT purchasers and state-level users -recognize
and use these other occupational analysis 'products. The Job Search
Branch monthlies are used more frequently than other publications, but
Occupations id Demand is the only publication recognized and used by at
least one third of the group of state-level users.

SUMMARY

Since its first publication/is a job'placement tool for the J.S. Employment
Service, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles has been. used for a wide
variety of additional purposes by many individuals and organizations
outside the Employment Service. This Chapter describes these uses on the
basis of data derived from three primary sources:, (1) a probability survey
of purchasers of the fourth edition DOT; (2) a series of interviews with
personnel at federal agencies targeted as DOT users, supplemented by a
survey of state-level DOT users, and (3) a survey of researchers and review.
of published and unpublished,work using or criticizing the DOT.

The results from the probability Survey of DOT purchasers suggest that a
wide 'variety of organizations use the DOT in their work, especially
educational institutions, government agencies, private for-profit compa-
nies, and nonprofit agencies. The DOT users in these organizations are
engaged mainly in career and vocational counseling, library reference,
rehabilitation counseling, personnel management, and employment place-
ment.

The DOT is most heavily used for its dictionary function: 95 percent of
the DOT purchase' report that they use the DOT'S job titles and definitions.
Another frequently used part of the DOT is the classification and code
structure: three fifths of the purchasers report Using the DOT codes
primarily for administrative and statistical reporting reasons. Although
certain parts of the DOT are used more than others, there is an identifiable
subset of organizations using every major DOT component.

A total of 88 percent of the DOT purchasers, especially those in
rehabilitation counseling, vocational education, labor force projections,
and occupational information dissemination and educators in the counsel-
ing field, reported that discontinuing the DOT would adversely affect their
Work; 36 perCent reported that the impact would belarge or that
discontinuance would seriously disrupt their work. Additionally, two
thirds of the tespondents*orted that the DOT was very adequate for the
purpose for which they use it: In, offering suggestions -as to how the DOT
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might be improved, a majority bf the purchaser sample indicated that
career ladders shOuld be incorporated into future editions; a strong interest
was also expressed in having future editions bound in hard cover.

Interviews with institutional users revealed four major institutional uses
414 of the Dar: (1) Agencies such as the Bureau of Apprenticeship and

Training use the DOT for employment training purposes.*(2) Some agencies
such as the Bureau df Disability Instirance of the Social Security
Administration Use the DoT for disability determination. (3) Other
agencies KO as the Veteran's Administration use the DOT for rehabilita-
tion,and emi,loyment counseling. (4) Vocational educators use the DoT for
program planning, counseling, and curriculum development. The results
from the survey of state -level users corroborates these findings: the two
primary uses are for counseling and vocational education. The state-level
users make substantial use of the job titres, definitions, and codes (as do the
respondents from the Dar purchaser sample); they also report frequent use
of svp estimates of traininetime.

The DOT has also been used by sociologists, psychologists, and
economists lit a broad range of research activities. The DoT code is
frequently used to describe the socioeconomic distribution of subject
samples and to match experimental groups with control grqnps on
occupational class and skill level. Thy. worker traits and worker functions
have been used in many capabities, most notably in describing the
distribution of job Characteristics across various sectors of the labor force
and in examining shifts in labor force composition. Economists often turn
to these scales when studying the determinants of wages, and psychologists
use this information in studying the relationship between occupational
characteristics and psychological functioning as well as effects on
performance. In addition, the DoT has, been a valuable resource in the
more applied areas of vocational psychology and counseling. A number of
new scales, inventories, and classification systems have also incorporated
DOT data and scales.

Although the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles has become useful in
many orgkizations and agencies outside the Employment Service, there is
no firm evidence that the other products ef the occupational analysis
program have reached a.similarly large audience. Although the mohthly
job information summaries are widely distributed within the Employment
Service, they are used by a relatively small number of outside users. Career
brochures are not widely used either inside or outside the Employment
Service, yet each of these publications is used by an identifiable minority of

each of the user samples.

1 4
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5 Organization of the
Occupational Analysis
Program of the
U,S. Employment Service

Y

INTRODUCTION

The Dictto/ narfr of Occupatiojial Titles is produced by the Division of
Occupational Analysis of the U.S. Employment Service, in Washington,
D.C., in conjunction with 11 field centers located around the country. Job
analysts working in the field centers collect the bulk of the data on which
the DOT is bas-. ,y visiting business establishments, observing workersin
jobs, awl recond g and scaling the information observed. There are

. currently 129 pro 'onal and:support positions in the field centers and 15
in the national office. It is estimated that production of the DoT occupies
approximately 80 percent of total staff time (Booz? Allen & Hamilton,
Inc., 1979: Vol. 1:1-2). In the 13 years preceding-the publication of the
fourth edition DOT, job analyst.% in the field centers produced more than
75,000 job analysis schedules for use in prepaiing.the 12,099 occupational
definitions included in the fourth edition.' .

In addition to the actual production of the DOT the Division of
Occupational Analysis is responsible for several otheL tasks: conducting
training in the use of the ,DoT, providing technical assistance to parties

IJNhile the fourth edition DOT (1977) states that 75,000 job analysis schedules were tsed in
compiling the DOT, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979: Exhibit IV-5) reports that 53,050
were used..
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interested in conducting job analyses,, and conducting research and other
development projects aimed at improving the job analysis and clas-
sification techniques used in the DOT. The division also produces two types
of self-help informational guides. Career guides and brochures are
designed to provide workers and labor market entrants with information
about specific occupations. Job search materials are designed to aid
workers in using the resources of local Employment Service offices to find
jobs on their own (see Appendix D for_a list of the publications of the
division). In 1976 the division was assigned the responsibility for updating
keywords, the descriptors, being used by the Employment Service to
devel9p automated procedures for matching workers and jobs.

The division's Occupational Analysis Branch, which is responsible for
producing the DOT, uses the decentralized framework of the Employment
Service in the funding and operation of its 11 field centers. By means of
contracts with the Employment Service agencies of the 11 states in which
the field centers are located, the Division of Occupational Analysis
provides funding and technical direction to the field centers for the express
purpose of collecting the data used in the DOT and carrying out other
functions-of.the Occupational Analysis Branch. The state Employment
Service agencies administer the fuiids and staff the field centers.

The Job Search Branch, the division's only other branch, has little
connection with the Occupational Analysis Branch and its associated field
centers. The Job Search Branch bases its materials related to job\ search
techniques on inforniation that is generated by the ongoing operation-of
the Employment Service rather than that generated in the course of
producing the DOT. It was formally incorporated into the Division of
Occupational Analysis in 1976 when its previous parent organization, the
Division of Labor Market Information, was moved out of the Employment
Service and into another division of The Employment and Training
Administration (the Office of Policy Evaluation and Research).

The Division of Occupational Analysis, including its field operations, is
the subject of a recent report by Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979). The
report focuses pn the management and operations of the occupational
analysis program and includes consideration of cost effectiveness, produc-
tivity, and administration. The reader is referred to that report for more
detail on those aspects of the occupational analysis program. In introduc-
ing the report, Booz, Allen & ,Hamilton notes that the Division of
Occupational Analysis has had. administrative difficulties for some time.
The division had five directors or acting directors in the-3-year period from
1975 to 1978, and the production of the fourth edition DOT suffered much
delay, requiring 13 years and substantial intervention by the division's
parent office, the Office of Technical Support. Moreover, the staff,' of the

.1)
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division's national office has declined frotn 33 in 1966, all of whom worked
on Dar-related activities, to 15 in 1978, 4.5 of whom are in the Job-Search,
Branch and have no connection with the production of the rtar (Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, Inc., 19791-2, V-9). Thus the national office has only
10.5 stali positions authorized for its Occupational Analysis Branch, only
7.5 of Which are professional positions, to oversee and direct the operations
of 11 field centers, to produce and update a complex .document, and to
conduct needed research and othei' related activities.

This chapter reviews the organization and activities`of the two units of
the Division of Occupational Analysis, the Occupational Analysis Branch
and the Job Search- Branch, and of the 11 toccupational analysis field
centers. The chapter concrudes with a discussion of the implicationsthe
organization of the program for the production of the DOT.

THE OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS BRANCH

The functions of the Occupational Analysis Branch are formally defined
(U.S. Department of Labof, 1976b); it (I) plans and develops systems for
the collection, evaluation, and utilization of occupational analysis data on
a local, state, and national basis, (2) prepares, maintains and disseminates
current -occupational analysis inaterials such as the Dictionary' of Occupa-
tional Titles, occupational classification systems and techniques, job
analysis techniques, and occupational brochures, (3) coordinates a
network 'of field centers that conduct research and demonstrations of
research results, nd provides training and technical assistance in occupa-
tional analysis, (4) provides technical assistance to state Employment
Service agencies on occupational -analysis matters such as experimental
and demonstration projects concerned with the application and use of
occupational analysis techniques, (5) plans and conducts occupational
analysis studies for determining skill criticality and foi developing basic
occupational data to assist in alleviating employment problems in such
critical areas as health and 'environmental control personnel, and (6)
provides technical NIA% and assistance to other countries and other
government agencies a occupational analysis.
- As the Booz, 61len &-Hamilton report notes, this group of statement s"
does not clearly convey the overriding importance 'of the Dictionarseof
Occupational Titles in the functioning of the- Occupational Analysis
,Blanch. The data collection performed by the field. centers, which requires
the vast prepondeiance of their resources, is not even mentioned. Booz,
Allen & Hamilton also notes that the statements faillo relate the activity

al Miof the Division of Occupational the principal mission of the
U.S. Employment Service, which is to -help workers find jobs. In our

117
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judgment, While the lack of clear statements of mission and Itnctions may
have some importance for the program difficulties that have occurred in
recent years, probably mere important is the gradual diminution of the
national office. staff (both cause and symptoin of low morale), the turnover
in the directorship (again; both cause and symptom of low morale), and
the cumbersome Wministrative arrangement between the national office
and the 11 field centers.

The division's national office is charged With the responsibility of
directing the technical Aspects of the work of 11 field centers, each of
which is administratively responsible to its parent state agency and subject
to its regulations. As represented in Figure 5-1, the formal chain of
command between the national office staff and the field centers is -very
indirect: from the Occupational Analysis Branch of the Division of
OccupatiOnal Analysis through the Office of Technical Support to the U.S.
Employment Service, then to the Offce of Field Operations of the
Employment and Training Administration, dowry through its regional
offices and area operational offices; to the state Employment Service
agency, usually- throtIgh its technical services group, and finally to the

,j occupational analysis field center.
The technical oversight fauction of the national office has many aspects.

First, the national office assigns the particular industries to be covered by
each field center (see chapter 6). Second, the national, office provides
guidelines, directives, and manuals to the staff of the 11 field centers to
facilitate the basic'clata bollectign. It is important that the procedures used
in each field center be identical, since the data are collated to form the
basis of one product, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The national
office also is responsible for such related activities as promUlgating
standards of quality control, copducting research to improve methods of
data collection, updating the mithodology used by the field center staff in
their data collection work (e.g., the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs), and

ereparinirguidelines for the production of the occupational definitions that
are the basis of the DOT (e.g., the Definition Writer's Handbook). --

In addition to oversight of field center activities the national Office also
plans the actual production of the DOT document, oversees its execution;
plans for its,distribution, and trains various constituencies in its use. The
Occupational Analysis Branch is. also responsible for the production of
carter guides and brochures that are based on information collected in the
process of DOT production and for updating and maintaining the keyword'
descriptors.

The Occupational Analysis Branch, with only 10.5 staff positions,
necessarily delegates much of work to the field centers. For example,
the New York field center has been delegated thetlead authority in a new
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FIGURE 5-1 Organizational structure of the occupational analysis iirogram Source 1340z,

Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979:Exhibitis II -1 and 111-5). '
-'

revision of the Handbook for Analyzingklobs, the manual used by field staff
as a guide to data collection proc,edRes. Field center staff participate in the
prepufatid of career guides and serve on various committees having Co do
with keywords Although the national office delegates tasks to field
centers, it-- does not appear to have succeeded in establishing effective
control over the activities of the field centers. Our visits to the fieldcenters
indicate that there has been substantial confusion among, the staff as to
their role since the publication of the fourth edition DOT. The development

;
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of keywords and the fact that the Division of Occupational Analysis has
been the object of study (both by Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. and by this
committee) appear to have created uncertainty within the field centers as
to the usefulness of continuing with job analysis activities for production of
a fifth Sedition. While tome centers are continuing with the basic data
collection as usual, others are not. Although some field centers are
involved in other activities under the direction of the national office (for
example, the new revision of the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs), it appears
that on the whole the national office is not effectively directing are_
activities of the field centers.

Our visit to the North Carolina center, in particular, confirmed the lack
of effective control of the various field centers by the national office,
especially with respect to the standardization of data collection activities.
The staff at the North Carolina center are in a unique position to observe
the work of the other centers, sincelTutth Carolina is the repository for all
the data collected for the fourth edition Dosr.,In the course of work on the
fourth edition they found that the field centers contributed widely varying
numbers of job analysis schedules in widely varying conditions of

/ completeness and quality. Since the clerical staff in the North Carolina
center enter many of the data into an automated information storage and
retrieval system, they are aware, too, of difficulties in the, actual production'
of the DOT caused by the wide variation in the qu\ality and comprehensi-
veness,of the source data.

Concerned with the qualit'y of the upcoming fifth ediAon and with the
lack of lead6rship emanating front the national office, the supervitor of the
Utah center, with the cooperation of supervisors of other field centers,
eblished a coordinating committee to work with the national office in
setting standards and establishing procedures for data collection. At the
present time, whatever coordination and direction of field center activitie#'
is occurring appears to be primarily the result of this coordinitin
committee. .

Additional detail on the operation of the field centers is provided in a
later section.

THE JOB SEARCH BRANCH

In addition to the Occupational Analysis Branch the Division of
Occupational Analysiri4o houses the Job Search Branch. While they
former unit is involved primarily with the production of the Dictionary of ,
Occupational Titles, the latter is organized primarily around the produc-
tion and distribution of labor market informilion derived from the
Employment Service master data files. Since its formal incorporation into

4,
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- the Diyision of Occupational Analykis in 1976, the Job Search Branch has
operated almost entire4y independently of the Occupational Analysis
Branch, in the sense that it has littletiffany input into the production of the
DOT and virtually no contact with the field centers.

The Job Search Branch has 4.5 afithortied staff positions, 3.5 of which
are professional positions. The Job Search Branch personnel play a more
specialized role in the job-matching process than does the staff of the
Occupational Analysis Branch, providing various publications designed to
encourage applicant self-service and placement at local 'Employment

#ervice offices.
The formal functions of the Job Search Branch are definechbelow

°Department of Labor, 1976b); it (1) develops and maintains a clearing-
house for occupational analysis information and related data for use by
state agencies and the private sector involvel with Employment Service
programs, (2) designs, maintains, and monitors through channels a system
for the development and utilization of job search materials for use by
appropriate state ES components in assisting job seekers, (3) develops and
disseminates handbooks, guidelines, techniques and prototype job search
materials for use by state ES components in assisting job applicants in their
search tor employment, (4)-develops model approaches for the assembly of
job information needed by employers to meet the requirements of
affirmative action and other programs and develops required technical job
information and analyses as a basis for program planning and goal setting
within the U.S. Employment Servile, and (5) participates in and keeps
informed on evaluation and operating reports provided by the Office of
Program Review or other sources and recommends appropriate, program
modifications.

One major activity of the Job Search Branch is to oversee the model job
information service (ns) sites, set up in each of the federal regions to
generate additional job-placements. Full-service Jis sites have been set up
in 10 oities, although approximately 1,000 local offices incorporOe some
parts of the ns system. The job information Service sites are separate
sections within local Employment Service offices whim job seekers can
obtain both specific and general information on a self- service basis. The
Employment Service has indicated that the establishment of Jis sites is
based on the premise that most job seekers are capable of finding jobs with
minimum assistance. Furniture and job search materials and displays in
these units are arranged so as to enhance the dissemination of occupational
information to those job seekers who already. know the kinds of
information they want. A library of job Search materials, career brochures,
and videotapes is provided for those seeking occupational information.

The -Jiib Search Branch is also a major producer of the labor market
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information displayed at the job information service sites. There are four
major *ducts of the Job 'Search Branch, all derived from the Employ-
ment Service's own data files. (The use of these products by the
Employment Service is *cussed in chapter 3.) The Job sank Openings
Summary (JBos) is a moptlily publication, in tabular or microfiche format,
that provides local and national surhmary job opening data on 800
permanent, full-time occupations. The Job Bank Frequently Listed
Openings (Jos-no) is a monthly publication, available in hard copy or
microfiche format, that provides area and national summary estimates on
385 full-time, permanent occupations in demand. Occupations and
industries in heavy demand are identified, and in addition, education and
experience-requirements are specified. In the national summary, geograph-
ical areas experiencing heavy demand in particular occupationi are listed
by occupation. Occupations in Demand (ow) is a bulletin that identifies
the 130 occupations most in demand throughout th.tational job bank
system. The OID bulletin also notes where selected occupations are in
demand and furnishes national summary data on the number of openings
available and the specified average pay for selected occupations. Finally,
the Labor Market Information Analytical Table Series (Lmi-Airs) is also a
monthly publicatitti of statistical tables, available in printout or microfiche
form. Analytical summaries are provided of job openings data for the
nation, states, and job bank districts by occupational category, wage*te
niterval,.and industry.

76,

THE OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTERS

At present there are 10 occupational analysis field centers and one special
project, which receive technical direction from the Occupational Analysis
Branch of the national office but have their funds administered by the state
in which they are located. The primary function of these geographically
dispersed field centers is to provide the raw data used in developing the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. In order to assess how adequately the
field centers accomplish this purpose and the other more specialized
functions they have undertaken at either local or national office initiative,
members of the committee and staff visited 7 of the 11 centers, those
locited in New York, New York; Detroit, Michigan; St. Louis, Missouri;
Raleigh, North Carolina; Lys Angeles, California; Phoenix, Arizona; and
Austin, Texas. Additional details on the structure, staffing, and cost
effectiveness of each of the 10 centers and the special project can be
obtained from the short-term 'management study conducted by Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979: Vol. 2).

,
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OVERVIEW: ORGANIZATION

As noied above, the Occupational Analysis Branch is charged with
coordinating and monitoring field center operations. 01..tt'site visits to the
field centers have led us to conclude that the national office has not
adequately carried out its leadership role. The field center supervisors and
analysts we talked with uniformly expressed a negative perception of the
leadership of the national office. Field center personnel continually
conveyed to us their feeling that the national office staff lacked a sense of
direction and failed to maintain its leadership role adequately in

rdinating the work of the field centers. The supervisors also believe that
the .00rdinating committee they organized to provide field input into the
decision-making process has been helpful. Four of the field center
supervisOrs, those from New York, California, North Carolina, and Utah,
were elected to represent all the supervisors on this committee. The
participants consider the role of this eommi tee one of planning and
recommending actions to the national office sta not providing leader-
ship, which they see as the prerogative of the national office.

An additional organizational problem faced by the field center personnel
is that although they receive technical guidance from the national staff,
they are employees of the particular state in which they are locatecrand are
thus subject to the personnel. and compensation practices of that state.
This arrangement has both negative\pd positive implications.

On the negative side are the following: The occupational analysis
program is small in relation to the others being administered in that way
(CETA and unemployment insurance), and its funding needs are often
neglected. The national office lacks effective control, not only because the

chain of communication is long and cumberiame but also becauseihe field
. centers have two bosses. Although the money for their operation is

provided by the national office through grants to the states involved, the
field offices are in fact directly answerable to their state Employment
Service agencies. The state agencies have direct command over the field
centers and their resources and can and do request the hell; of the field
centers for state projects. Some of the field centers devote substantial
amounts of their resources to projects initiated at the request ofitheit state
agencies. Some field centers in fact resist directives from the national office.
. In addition, since the state agencies staff the field centers, most of the
employees of the%field centers come from the state E7loyment Service,
usually from various local Employment Service offices. s members of the.
various state civil services, field center staff have no direct promotional
route to the national office, where their knowledge of field operations ,

might be useful, and few promotional opportunities in the state service,,
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since they are in fact most skilled in producing a national product. Thus
these employees cannot be effectiyely rewarded or penalized by the
national office, and there is little opportunity for communication., between
the national office and the field center staff that is based on informally
established networks. Because of this cumbersome arrangement, most of
the field staff seem to feel a remoteness from the national office that is
inappropriate given their joint work on a national product. The field staff,
like the national office staff, suffer from low morale.

Moreover, as we have noted," the state structures in which the field
office are embedded do occasionally hamper the operationi of the field
offices in staffing or in the completion of their tasks of occupational
analysis. One example is the limitation some states have placed on out-of-
state travel; an analyst might not be able to travel -to. another state fo
observe a jOb that he or she cannot ideate within the state. Tile hiring
freeze in 'California has affected that state's field center. Some states do not
assign grade levels to lead job analysts that allow them to supervise other
job analysts. States alsO require varying qualifications for the position of
job analyst; in some states the job analyst is an entry-level pn,
whereas in others it is a more senior position. Given this stnictu e, it is
difficult for the national office to enforce uniform training or uniform
performance standards among the analysts from the different centers.
While the field- center coordinating committee has , beeh helpful in
increasing the uniformity of procedures, it cannot solve the problem of
lack of effective leadership completely. Since no field Office has a regbasis
for authority over any other field office, only the national office,- if it had
effective sanctions, could be expected to exercise the leadership required..to
produce uniform materials in a decentralized system.

Some analysts, by contrast, find the organizational arrangement of the
field centers more of a help than, a hindrance. They feel that this
arrangeme1t enables them to work closely with state Employment Service
personnel and keep them informed as to current occupational analysis
activities. In turn, they are responsive to Employment Service suggestions
regarding production of state-level career brochures and pamphlets. In
return, the analysts are able to take advantage of already established
Employment Service contacts at local firms, an important zonsideration
for the field center staff given the difficulty of convincing employers of the
relevance of job analysis to their own operations (see discussion in chapter
6). The state relationship was also felt to be beneficial in another sense..
Given employer experience with recent federal inspection teams (especially
from the Occupational Safety and _Health Administration), many analysts
fear that their connection withtthe federal government may hurt rather

-than'help them gain access to employment sites.
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STAFFING AND ORGANIZATION .OF WORK

There are currently 129 full-time staff positions in the field center the
number in each center ranges from 2,in the Arizona special project to 23 at
the North Carolina center (Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc., 1979: Exhibit
111-4). At the centers we visited, .the staff consists of a manager or

. supervisor who coordinates the work of the staff, analysts who perform the
actual on-site job analysis or work on special projects, and a clerical
support group.

In California, two CETA trainees are also working at the field center as
apprentice job analysts. Although these trainees are assigned to work full-

Aga at the center, they are paid from CETA funds. They receive the full,.
t'r'aining that all new occupational analysts receive and are encouraged to
view the job as a stepping stone into permanent employment if vacancies
Occur. ,

Work is,generally organized by. dividing the analysts into two or three
wgrking groups, each supervised by a lead, or senior, analyst. The division
into work groups does not necessarily correspond to substantive distinc-
tions. For exanwje, the New York center leas two groups,, with six
occupational, analyst's in each. Historically, these, groups had separate
areas of emphasis;surrenily, however, there are no professed distinction's' .
between theni. Analxsts in both groups are superyii4 by a senior analyst
and work on ongoing studies of business establishments as well as on more
specialized projects initiated either locally or by the national office.

The situation is similar in California, where there are two groups of
analysts, each informally led by a "functional lead analyst:" One unit is
devoted to ongoing studies of business establishments, while the more
experienced analysts are grouped under the heading of' "Occupational
Training and Special , Projects." This division into two sections is

admittedly somewhat arbitrary, and; analysts regularly move back and
forth between the two units (i.e., between studies of business establish-
ments and training or special, projects).. The division of the California
center into two units was in fact not internally initiated but wgs done, at
the request of state personnel who wanted a separate unit for special
projects on the organization chart in:order to reflect the field center's
responsibility to the state. It was felt that such a division would facilitate a
better coordination with state-initiated projects. Thus although on paper
the two groups maintain distinct responsibilities, in practicethis has not
proven to be the case.

In some centers the position of job analyMrotkewed as an entry-level
position (e.g., Michigan), while in others the ptibtan iS considered to be at
the level of Employment Service manager (e.g.,;New York). 'As a result the
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backgrounds and careerpatterns of the analysts and hence their degree of
achieved proficiency vary quite substantially across centers. The:educa-
tional requirement is usually a bachelor's degree, although at least one
superv.isor noted that this requirement had Been waived in the past fore
persons with military or business experience. Many of the job analysts we
met came to their job ditectly from years of experience in the Employment
Service or Unemployment Insurance Service, where they had gained
knowledge in the use of the DOT. With a degree in one of the social
sciences, usually sociology, psychology, or economics, most analysis have
followed a typical career progression. from Employment Service interview-
er to senior interviewer to occupational analyst. In New York, in order to
qualify for the FatiOn of occupational analyst, experience as an
interviewer is required, and applicants must pass a state civil service
examination. The situation is similar in California, where analysts are
classified as "research analyst" by the state, personnel classification. In
order to be promoted, the California analysts must pass state-administered
examinations that require a substantial knowledge of economics and
statistics, skills that analysts feel are not directly related to their job-duties.

In addition to experience and degree requirements, analysts are often
chosen on the basis of other skills perceived to be relevant to job analysis.
One superVisor mentioned that his center asks candidates to prOvide a
Writing sample that consists of a description of their current job. In
evaluating this description the supervisor does not look for conformance to
occupational analysis guidelines but for general thoroughness and the
ability to describe a job in writing. Another supervisor noted that when he
hires analysts he looks for individuals with good interpersonal skillS, since
he believes an important part of the analyst's job involves convincing
employers to allow him or her access to their business establishments.

Once hired, analysts go through' a formal training program followed by
an extended period of informal training by more senior analysts. The
analyst is usually considered to be in training until he or she can take
complete responsibility for studying an entire industry, usually 1-2 years.
Because of this long training period, rapid turnover can seriously disrupt
ongoing center activities. Although a few or the centers have experienced
disruptive turnover in the recent past (one expressed explanation for this
was that little opportunity for upward mobility exists within the centers),
some of the analysts have been at OA for many years.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION OF THE FIELD CENTERS

Currently, the national office has assigned lead responsibility to various of
the field centers for coordinating and managing work on specific .topics,
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such as the revision of the Handbook for Afialyzing Jobs or planning for
the fifth edition DOT. Although primary responsibility remains at the
assigned center, various subsections of the task may be distributed to other
field centers. The New York field center, for example, has the lead role in
revising the Handbook for An'alyzing Jobs. Although the New York staff
are responsible for the major writing tasks involved in the revision, they
have asked the California field center to analyze the GED and worker
function specifications and the aptitude -scales; Utah to revise the SVP
specification and the aptitude scales, Seattle to investigate the inteiSts and
temperunients codes; and North Carolina to review the materials,
products, subject matter, services, and work fields.

In addition to carrying out its part of the revision of the Handbook for
Analyzing Jobs, the California field center has been given the lead
responsibility for planning for ,the fifth edition DOT. In consultation with
the field center coordinating committee and with the North Carolina field
enter (which harthe lead role in developing methods of quality control),
the California field center has been instrumental in devising new'
procedures for upgrading the quality of future editions of the DOT. For
example, the method of assigning industries to field centers has been
revised so that each center has primary, of lead, responsibility for a smaller
number of industries. Previously, in order to increase geographical
representation a number of centers shared the responsibility for complet-
ing job analysis schedules for a single industry, so each field center was
thus responsible for a far greater number of industries.

The North Carolina field center had the primary role in coordinating
and producing the fourth edition DOT. Staff at North. Carolina were
responsible for writing the composite definitions of categories &through 9
(processing, machine trades, benchwork, structural work, and miscella-
neous occupationsabout 80 percent of all -definitions), the Florida field
center was assigned category 3 (servictoccupations), the Washington field

-tenter was assigned category 4 (agricultural, fishery, fprestry, and related
occupations), the New York field center was assigned category 2 (clerical
and sales occupations), and the California field center and the national
office shared 'the writing for the 0/1 categories (professional, technical, and
managerial occupations} Given its overall responsibility for producing the
fourth edition DOT, the North Carolina field center was, as we briefly.
noted above, in a good position to review the quality of the source data on
which the composite job definitions are based. Two specific problems were
identified by the North Carolina staff: First; the source materials were
inadequate: with' respect to both the number of individual job analysis
schedules and the uneven coverage of jobs by industry. Second, the-review
procedures set up to monitor' the writing process were inadequate.
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Specifically, the verification procedure used to produce the fourth edition
(a procedure that accounted for more than 30 percent of all job analysis
schedules prepared) was viewed as extremely inadequate. The North
Carolina staff's view of the thinness of the data base was corroborated by
the Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979: Exhibit IV-8) report, which noted
that fully 64 percent of the eourth edition DOT definitions were based on
two or fewer job analysis schedules. (This point is discussed further in
chapter 7.)

Given these perceived inadequacies of the fourth edition data base, the
North Carolina field -center his promulgated new standards of 'quality
control in order to ensure a more thorough and even coverage of jobs. One
of its recommendations is that analysts conduct a topito-botjom study of
business esiablishtnents if at all possible. If addition, the California field
center is. currently preparingta list .of jobs most in demand at local
Employment Service offices. This list will be used, to ensureithat the DOT
definitions of jobs in greatest demand are based on a sufficient amount of
source information. However, so that job analysis schedules will not be
overproduced for tommonlobs, completed schedules will be sent to the
North Carolina field, center, which will keep track of the amount of source
material received.

As a final example of the lead role concept the Texas field center was ..

,;.-essigned to provide' field center input into the development and mainte-
nance of keywords and the updating of the Handbook of Occupational
Keywords, a task that involves deciding which keywords to add. and which

gittto delete. The keyword syste hich provides short descriptors charac-
terizing both applicants and jo as designed to enhance the matching of
people and jobs via an automated placement process. Overall responsibility
for maintenance and updating the keyword system was assigned to the
occupational analysis program in 1977 and continues on an ongoing basis.

The .responsibility for keyword maintenance and research is generally
assigned to at least one person at each field center. The Nev York field
center has assigned two of its analysts to keywording and is currently
involved in three projects assessing the adequacy of the system. The
Missouri field center has assigned three people to. keyword research,
Currently, those analysts are checking the appropriateness of the keyword

, coding of job orders and applicant histories and the frequency of actual job
hires using keywords. In addition, they are determining the frequency of.
use of 'given keywords in preparation for an anticipated revision pf the

.
Handbook of Occupational Keywords. , ,

,

Aside from its ongoing keyword maintenance activity the California
field center was assigned the responsibility kir a specific. keyword research

, project (subsequently reassigned to the Texas field center): to coordinate
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the development of akeyword/o0T matrix to identify keyword combina-
tions that can be associated with individual DOT definitions for jabs of high
incidence in Employment Service offices. The purpose of the study is to

A
determine how Well the Handbook of Occupational Keywords differentiates
closely related jobs and if a sufficient number of keywords exists for
matching orders and applications received in field operations.,The matrix
will theoretically allow the identification of problein areassand enhance the
matching capabilities ot the keyword procedure. (For additional details on
keywording, see Appendix G.)-

MAJOR FIELD CENTER ACTIVITIES

The occupational analysts at the field centers are involved in a variety of
activities. The primary function of the field centers, of course, is to provide

illthe raw data used as input into the DOT. Most analysts spend at least part
of peir time on this activity. Given the cyclical publication of the DOT,
however, the total amount of effort devoted to ongoing job analysis is
highly variable. Since publication of the fourtli edition, the proportion of
time spent on production-related DOT activities has decreased considera-
bly. In addition to conducting site visits to business establishments, some
analysts also spend time on other activities. We have already discussed the
technical studies designed to improve the DOT and 'the - job-matching
process. In addition, field center activities include f#1-iting national and
state career guides /and brochures, providing Training and technical
assistance in job analysis techniques to government and private organiza-
tions, and holding seminars and workshops on DOT Use and application.
Some analysts are also involved in other special projects,.usually tnitiated
by state personnel. The remainder of this chapter discusses each of these
major rolei of the field centers.

Production of the DOT -

Activities involved in producing the DOT include job analysis studies,
defmftion .writing, development and/or revision of lob analysis techniques,
and other related activities. During,the 8-year period from 1971 through
1978, ongoing studies of business establishments (i.e., job analysis studies)
accounted for 61 percent of the total occupational analysis effort, definition
writing Accounted for 8 percent, and other Doi-related activities account-
pd for 10 percent (Booz, -Allen & Hamilton, Inc., 1979: Exhibit 11-2).
Members of the small national office staff do not conduct establishment
site visits, although they are involved in the writing of composite
definitions. Hence by far the largest proportion of the input into the

1 29
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production of the DOT comes from the staff of the local field centers: A
detailed 'discussion of the role of the field center staff in compiling the
fourth edition DOT is presented in chapter 6. Specific details are provided
on the assignment of industries to field centers, the sanipling and selection
of establishment sites, on-site job analysis procedures, the preparation of
job-analysis schedules, and the writing of composite definitions.

One important related function of the field centers is defining and
assigning DOT codes to "new" occupations. Each field center has at least
one person who handles occupational code requests (oat's). Many of these
.rapests for new D9T codes originate from Employment Service offices in
the federal region in which the field center,is located. In addition, some
OCR'S originate from agencies such as the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training, which use the specific vocational preparation cod 'n determin-
ing the "apprenticeability" of occupations (see chapter 4 an ppendix B
for detailed reports on the Bureau of Apprenticeship and "Trai ng's use of
the Dar). One supervisor remarked that many of the OCR'S coming into his
office were from CETA programs, for which it apparently has been common
practice to inflate job descriptions in order to obtain higher worker
function codes to ensure federal funding fcir training programs. The
supervisor noted that in many of those cases the descriptions could be
assigned an already existing DOT code.

When an occupational code request arrives, a standard procedure is
follos4d. The analyst either approves the request for a new number (i.e.,
docvments it as a "new occupation") or assigns an already existing DOT
cod An attempt is made to reply to such requests within two working
days. Once the initial assignment of a DOT code is made for new
occupations, the analyst is supposed to conduct -a follow-up site visit,
filling out a job analysis schedule and writing a draft composite definition
for the occupation. In this manner the bar is theoretically continually
updated to accommodate technological and structural change in the
economy. To the extent that the process operates as it is designed, much of
the production of the DOT is accomplished along the way and not in a rush
as the publication date nears. As we document in chapter 7, this procedure
did not operate effectively in the preparation of the fourth edition.

Gareer Guides and Brochures

The development of career guides and industry brochures is a secondary
but major function of the field centers. The basic data for these guides and
brochures derive,from the business establishment site visits and written
industry summaries. These brochures, designed primarily for use by
employment counselors in local Employment Service offices, provide
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information on educational and training requiren. !ents and worker charac-
teriities in particular fields or industries. The wotkton,some of these guides
and brochtires is initiated by the national office,'- while the impetus for
others origirrates. at the state Or local level. For example, the California
field center' is currently involved in the production of several career
publications initiated by the national office, including Career Opportunities
in Library Science, Environmental Protection Careers Guide_ boOk, and
Career Opportunities in Sports and Recreation. For the state the field center
is currently revising the Career Guides for Entry Occupations, a series of
publications ploviding occupational information for entry-level jobs in
such occupations as nursing, printing, and fire protection. Occasionally,
the initiative for developing career brochures comes from the field center
itself; the staff approaches Employment Service Personnel to determine
whether a proposed pamphlet would be helpful for their counseling work.
The North Carolina field center has been involved in the production of
industry brochures for the tobacco, furniture, and hosiery industries. The
New York field center has also been working on career pa phlets, in the
areas of criminal justice, mental health, and environmental rotection. The
Missouri field center has completed a career guide for jo s in zoos and
museums. (See ohaptors 3 and 4 for details, on the use of ese products.)

Training and Technical Assistance

One of the primary responsibilities of the field centers is to provide training
and technical assistance to government agencies and other organizations
on the products, methods, and techniques of occupational analysis. This
assistance is generally provided at the discretion of the field center
supervisor and at no cost to the requester. Training sessions can range
from a half-day session to a Siteek-long workshop on DOT use andr4the
application of techniques of job analysis. Another form of technical
assistance Trovided by field center analysts includes giving seminars on
various topics (e.g., career opportunities' for sociologists with bachelor
degrees, career opportunities for women, setting up occupational libraries
.in career counseling centers). Recipients of this free training and technical
assistance include both public and private organizations (e.g., national and
regional stag' of the tmployme5tand Training Administration, vocational
counselors, industry and labor,representatives, state agencies, and universi-
ty personnel).

Training on DOT use and application was an important component of
the total work effort of the field centers in 1978, since it was the first year
in which the fourth edition DOT was available. The .New York field center
was responsible for developing the materials used for training interested
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parties in the use of the DOT and the arrangement and interpretation of the
various DOT scales. The California field center ,set up a worker traits
training unit. In addition to providing training on DOT use, occupational
analysts also train interested agencies and industry groups on techniques
of job analysis. Many of the personnel trained reportedly find the job
analysis techniques useful in developing their own job compensation
systems, This type of training is carried on at most centers: for example,
analysts at the Michigan field center trained vocational rehabilitation
groups in job analysis techniques; the New York field center provided a
similar public service by assisting a large private firm in developing its own
job analysis system.

Special 'Projects

In addition to the ongoing work of the field centers, some members of the
field center staff work on special projects, usually initiated by the state but
also occasionally by the national offic5c Several major special projects
initiated by the national office have been discussed in an earlier section
(e.g., keyword research, plat'irung for the fifth .edition DOT, revising the
Handbook for Analyzing Jobs). Several other special projects are reviewed
here.

Members of the Michigan field center staff have served as conbltants
for the Detroit public school system. In addition to providing the schools
with occupational information, analysts have analyzed student resumes
and coded occupational aspirations to the DOT for use in career
counseling. This center is also involved in coding state civil service bench
mark jobs with the DOT identifiers in order to register state jobs with the
Employment Service; it is also considering a request to code the National
Longitudinal Survey occupational data with DOT identifiers. Several field
centers are currently assigning DOT codes to the occupational descriptions
provided by respondents to the March 197$ Current Population Survey.

Finally, the California field center was involyed in a survey of third
edition DOT use within local Employment Service offices (see chapter 3 for
a discussion of the results of this survey). Although the survey was done at
the request of the national office, the design of the project and the survey
instrument were developed by the field center staff. Information was
gathered via interviews with a sample of Employment Service workers in
California. The interview instrument was designed to survey users of the
third edition DO!' in order to compile comments nd criticisms concerning
the format, ease of use, extent of coverage, and adequacy of the DOT as an
information source.
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The special projects carried out by the field center§ do not generally
involve basic research into the theories and methods of job analysis'
techniques and products. Instead, special projects of the sort described
above involve evaluations of DOT use br applications of the accepted DOT

methodology. The research that has been conducted has been relatively
recent. The California field Center has been one of the centers in the
forefront of such research. It is currently surveying all occupational
analysts in the field centers on a variety of topics, including keywords and
the revisions of worker function codes and the GED specification. Two
research tasks have been undertaken to revise the GED speCIfication: (1) a

reliability study of GED ratings by analysts and (2) a questionnaire sent to
all occupational analysts_ to determine what use is made of the GED

specification and to solicit suggestions on how it might be improved. The
reliability study involves a test of 27 definitions of varying lengths for
which the analysts were asked to code the three subcomponents of GED.

(i.e., reasoning, math, and language development). As of this writing,
results from this study were not available; see chapter 7 for a discussion of
our "OM reliability study of the ratings of various DOT scales. The
California field center also is responsible for revising the worker function
specifications (the complexity of an pccupation's relationship to data,
people, and things). Field 9nter personnel concerned with the worker
function revision have quest ioned the ability of the worker function ratings
to represent total job complexity and have suggested that the definition of
the concept and its use:might need to be modified in the future.

The Michigan field center has been involved in research aimed at
increasing the coverage and the efficiency of data collection. To identify
jobs in its assigned industries that are not covered in the Dar, 'the'field
center has developed study matrix charts. These charts, one per industry,
array industrial technologies or products by worker function codes.
Technology and product categories are jargely based on the Standard
Industrial Classification (ix) (U.S. Depiirtment of Commerce, 972); the
particular combinations of worker functions selected are tho .that occur
most frequfntly in the DOT for a particular industry. Empty cells in the
matrix alert atklysts to the possible existence of unanalyzed jobs,

To assist in the selection of establishments to study, the Michigan field
center has developed and 'pretested a planning survey. For each primary
DOT industry, firms covered by unemployment insurance are identified by
the sic code and number of employees. Within each detailed industry,
firms are stratified by size and sampled proportionately. Questionnaires are
then mailed to'the firms, requesting information on the presence of jobs

.1 and the number of part-time and full-time employees per job. Although
the planning survey involves a considerable amount of work, when it is
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fully implemented, it may offer a promising model for a sound, well-
documented procedure for sampling business establishments.

CONCLUSION

Both the organization of the occupational analysis program and its task
collecting information on the job content of the United States economy
are complex. ACcomplishing. the task would be difficult in the best of
organdational circumstances. The recent Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
(1979: Vol 1, chaps. III-V) management study attributes the difficulties of
the Division of OecupatiOnal Analysis in carrying out its major taskthe
production of the DOTto typical kinds of management failure: the lack of
clear statements of function, the turnover in the national office director-
ship, and the failure of the national office staff to take leadership, delegate
tasks responsibly, and monitor performance consistently (as indicated by a
lack of written directives and oversight mechanisms). In contrast, we
conclude that ithe inherent complexity of the task and the cumbersome
nature of a structure based on a federal national office and state field
centers are the major reasons for the difficulties, although management
failures may also have played a role.

The task of collecting information on every occupation in the American
economy in such a way that it is useful in matching people with jobs is a
formidable one. It raises basic conceptual questions about the nature,
boundaries, and similarities of jobs and occupatiobs, and it raises these
questions in an environment that is continually changing. The problem of
sampling the economy's jobs appropriately is therefore an extremely
difficult one. To accomplish the task requires substantial research on these
questions as well as the continuatiimprovement of data collection
techniques and of the occupational classification used. Since the produc-
tion of the third edition DOT ale national office has simply not had the
resources (or perhaps personnel with the necessary skill, motivation, and
understanding) required to do the job. The Division of Occupational

.Analysis could be the fundamental research unit for the important
problem of matching workers and jobs. As such (as Booz, Allen St-
Hamilton, Inc.. also notes) it could have been integrally involved in the
automated worker-job matching system being developed by the Employ-
ment Service. Our observations confirm the conclusion of Booz, Allen &
Hamilton that the research effort of the Occupational Analysis Branch has
been inadequate: The Booz, Allen & Hamilton study suggests that the
main reason for the failure of the Division of Occupational Analysis,
particularly in the area of research, is that it has isolated itself from other
units of the Employment Service and maintained a very narrow visioti of
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its task. While our observations do not allow us to make a definitive
statement about the source of the program problems, we would point out
that rarely does an organi ional unit isolate itself without reason or
without the cooperation ounding units. The Division of Occupation-
al Analysis is charged a matter of fundamental importance. Its
organizational location and support should reflect that importance.

There are problems inherent in the structure of the program, divided as
it is between a national office and state-run field centers. The occupational_
analysis program is small in relation to the others being administered in
this way, and its funding needs often neglected. The flational office
lacks effective control, not only ause the chain of communication is
long and cumbersome but also b ause the field centers have two bosses.
The state agencies have direct command over the field centers and their
resources, and they can and do request the help of the field centers for state '
projects. Moreover, the field centers are subject to state budgetary
considerations and administrative arrangements, such as bans on out-of-
itate travel, which sometimes interfere with their work. Finally, the lack of
promotional opportunities and standardized job qualifications makes it
difficult for the national office to enforce uniform training or performance
standards on the analysts from differenk-centers.

Although we have not' attempted .to investigate the management
problems of the Occupational Analysis Branch, we are concerned that
inadequate management in a cumbers e organizational structure appears
to have contributed to weakdlling quality of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles. Decentralization, upled with inadequate central
administrition appears to have had deleterious effects on the uniformity of
the data collection procedures used. Our assessment of both the proce-
dures used in compiling the DOT and the resulting quality is described in
chapters 6 and 7. Any attempt to improve the quality of the DOT will
necessarily involve organizational issues. The exigenies of proper data
collection and useful research feiluire standardization, coordination, and
monitoring. In a decentralized system of field centers a strong central
administration and good communication among the centers are crucial.
We are also concerned that the needs of the occupational analysis program
not be viewed only from the narrow perspective of management efficiency;
the need for occupational information of high quality and the difficulties
inherent in meeting this need in a changing economy are concerns of
fundamental importance. We return to this issue in chapter 9.

)
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Procedures Used to

,t;
Produce the
Fourth gdition
Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

Because the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is a dictionary and a
reference manual, and because it is widely used and relied. onto pmvide
comprehensive, authoritati;ie information about occupations, it is especial-
ly important that the information it contains be reliable and accurate. The
comprehensiveness, reliability, and accuracy of the DOT are in large part a
function of the data collection and analysis proceduresoused to produce it.
This chapter describes these procedures step by step,, from the initial
selection of industries for study to the final stage of writing definitions for
the occupational titles that appear in the published volume. This
description, along with the more technical evaluation in chapter 7. of the
implications of these.procedures for the quality and characteristics of data
contained in the DO; is innded to provide information that will enable
users of the DOT to make informed judgments about its value.

in the course of our analysis it became clear that the production of the
DOT is seriously underdocumented. Because of the lack of published
technical information or documentation of procedures, the description in
this chapter draws heavily on information gathered during interviews with
staff at Qknational office and at seven field,centers (Arizona, California,
Michiganllissouri, North Carolina, New York, and Texas) as well as on

40'
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Procedures Used to Produce the Fourth Edition DOT . 115

information found in instructional manuals develOped primarily for
internal use, the Handbook for Analysing Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor,
1972) and the Definition Writer's Manual (I..S. Department of Labor,
1974).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The procedures used to produce the fourth edition DOT were originally
developed by two different research programs dating from 1934 and 1949.
The first program of occupational research was initiated in response to the
depression. At that time the sIhrge number of Unemployed, qualified
workers. made job matching'on the basis of work performed, by comparing
an applicant's work history with a job order, relatively easy. Occupational

a
an

at this early stage hence focused primarily on job content. The
research begun in 1934 formulate() major principles of job analysis
methodology 'for the DOT and sein place sampling techniques and on-site
procedures for the study of business establish;nents that are still used in
the program-today.

World War H and postwar economic recovery prompted an influx into
the labor force of workers who had little or no prior labor foie& experien
or up-to-date job skills. Increasingly; it was necessary to snatch job to
;Writers on the basis of an applicant's pcitential to perform a given job
rather than .his or her demonstrated expertise. In 1949 the functional
occupational research project was begun to investigate systematically
various dimensions of worker potetitial. This research, which culminated

. jn.the third edition DOT (1965), introduced worker functiOnS in relation to
data; people, and things into the DOT classification scheme,-standardized
definition writing, and developed various scales for rating worker trait,s:
Since publication of the third edition Dol. in 1965, ,few, if any;
Todifications appear to have been made in the basic methodology of the
occupational analysis program.

. SAMPLING FOR
;-/

THE DOT - kt

Sampling for the fourth edition DOT was by no means straightforward. The ,
sampling univeise was all jobs in the national economy. Concepttially, the

° economy was categorized by occupations. For purposes of collecting data
about occupations, however, the economy was eategorized, by industries;
that is, industries were the basic units by which -assignments-were made to
the field 'centers. Once fielilicenters received their industry assignments,

they were responsible fbr obtaining complete coverage of the jobs within
their assigned.industries. In order to study jobs, howgver, the business

,

.
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116 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

establishments in which jobs are found had to be kkated. Only after this
had been done were jobs finally selected and analyzed.

This multistage selection process identified an increasingly disaggregat-
ed unit of analysis; the process then shifted direction: for purposes of
compiling the DOT, data about jobs were aggregated to form occupations.

ofaccu-pations in the DOT, are not intended to be either firm -or region
specific, and in some cases not even industry specific. Rather, the
descriptions are intended to reflect the occupation as it typically occurs in
the national economy, although what is meant by ."typical" is not
explicitly defined. The various steps involved in the creation of the fourth
edition DOT, fiom industry assignment to occupational composite, at.e
described in the subsequent sections of this chapter.

ASSIGNMENT OF INDUSTRIES TO FIELD CENTERS

Shortly after the completion of the third edition DOT, industry assignnients
were made for the fourth edition. Most centers were assigned thesame set
of industries for which they were responsible in the third edition. Although
there is no documentation of how assignments were made, in matching
Centers and industries, national office staff appear to have relied on a
combination of common sense and general knowledge as well as on their
own experience in occupational analysis.

It was impossible to determine conclusively the basis or criteria of
industry assignment. When national office staff were queried as to how
assignments had been made, responses were vague. North Carolina, for
example, was said to be the "logical place for machine textiles and wood
furniture",;- similarly, Washington was said to be "the natural place" for
aeronautics, given the location of Boeing in Seattle; while it was "pretty
obvious that Texas doesn4 have logging."

For relativelc, widespread, or highly visible industrg the rationale for
assignment was` of this common sense variety. For other, more obscure,.
inditstries the assignment.of which was not so obvious, various documents
were consulted. The annually published Thomas Industrial Register, for
example, was consulted frequently for this purpose. It was said'to be of
limited usefulness, however, because it lists a company'i httmekffice rather
than its production sites. Inaddition, various state and local industrial or
manufacturing, directories were'cOnsulted on a case-by-case basis, as were
assorted federally produced censuses of manufacturers and businesses.
Generally, industries were assigned to centers in whose state 9r region they
were thought likely, or sometimesactually detehriined, to be located.

Large industries,,such as banking arid.financial institutions, were usually,
assigned to more than One field center to ensure adequate coverage and to

13S
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detect regional variations in jobs. Groups of ?elated occupations that are
not industry specific (e.g., the "any industry" designation) were assigned
en bloc to a given center. Assignments were made using the 229 industry
designations of the third edition. The number of industries assigned per
field center is given in Table 6-1. FOurteen industries (6 percent of the
total) were unassigned, and no new job analyses were collected from them;
40 percent were assigned to one field center; and the remaining 54 percent
were assigned to two or more field centers. On average, each center was
responsible for 42 industries, ranging from 11 for the Arizona special
project to 84 for California. Certain field centers appear tlahave had
greater ,responsibility for industry coverage than othersCalifornia, for

-example, was 'assigned the largest number of industries and was solely
responsible for 9 percent of the 232 industries in the fourth edition DOT
indisrry? designation. New York had the second largest number of
industries and was solely responsible for 8 percent of the total. Washington
was assigned a smaller, number of industries and had sole responsibility for

TABLE6-1 Field Center Industry Assignments

Center a

Arizona (2) 11

California (16) 84

Florida (8) 28

Michigan (12) 35

Missouri (12) 62
New York (18) 58

North Carolina (21) 394

Texas (7) 25
Utah (9) 45

Washington (12) -' 44
Wisconsin (12) 33

Unassigned 14

TOTAL

Number of Number
Industries Uniquely
Assigned Assigned

20
0

17

13

18

12

2

4

1

5

478b 93

a Number in parentheses following field center is number, of
analysts on staff.
b Total does not equal 232 because some industries were assigned to
more than one field center.

souacE Booz, Allem& Hamilton, Inc. (1979: Exhibit I0).
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118 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

only one industry. Since these three field centers have approximately the
same number of analysts, the reason for this apparently uneven distribu-
tion of responsibility is unclear.

ESTABLISHMENT SELECTION

Once field cetters received theft-assignments, they independently deter-
mined how best,to fulfill them. Although the Handbook lor Analyzing Jobs
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1972) provides relatively detailed information
on how to conduct a job-analysis study within a film, it contains virtually
no guidance on how to go about studying an industry per se or on how to
select firms within an industry. In most field centers each analyst was

rgiven sole or lead responsibility ,for a set of industries. The number
assigned per analyst, yaried by the size of the industries involved and by
°the!' factors such as the size of the, field center and the extent of its
involvement in activities other than 'job (see chapter 5 for a
discussion of field center organization and activities). .

Analysts pursued their assignments relatively autonomously. There are
indications that field centers varied, in the degree of supervision or
direction given to analysts. Several centers instituted informal procedures
whereby analysts Sullinitted a general study design to the center supervisor
or supervisory analyst before proceeding, but this was not required by the
national office. Analysts typically began by doing background research on
the industry in question in order to acquaint themselves with its processes,
products, and jobs. This usually involved library research and reference to
the appropriate trade publications, the Standard Industrial Classification
(U.S. Department of.Commerce, 1972), the Occupational Outlook Hand-
book (U.S. Department of Labbr, 1978a), and others. Some analysts also
consulted old job analysis schedules and occupational cdde requests as,
background material. The Standard Industrial Classification appears to
have been especially useful at this point. Because it is much more detailed
than the DOT'S industry designations, it provided a means by which
analysts could determine an industry's subgroupings and hence develop a
framework for pursuing their assignment.

As soon as analysts were satisfied that they were familiar with the
industry and the types of jobs found in it, they selected establishments that
seemed likely to have jobs typical of the industry. In locating establish-
ments, analysts relied on various sources: industrial registers (e.g.,
Thomas; Dun & Bradstreet), the classified sections of telephone directo-
ries, ES=/02 forms (submitted to state Employment Service offices by
companies that contribute to unemployment insurance), directories of

140
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trade'and professional associations, indexes of local manufacturers, and
publications of the, Better Business Bureau and the Chamber of Com-
merce. Many of these-publications contain a good deal of information on
the firms available for study-in the field center's area, often listing the
firm's sic code, address, the names. of company officers, the number of
employees (sometimes disaggregated by sex), and the products manufac-
tured:

Despite the absence of guidelines, there Was substantial uniformity
among the field centers on the criteria used for the selection of
establishments. The primary criterion appears to have been proximity to
the center. For sedne, field centers, proximity meant the larger federal
region in which they were located; others stayed within their state borders
(those- with state-imposed restrictions on out-of-state travel); and others
stayed' withiii the immediate metropolitan area. One field center supervisor
reported, for example, that. analysts traveled to firms outside the city in
which the field center was located "only as a last resort." Overall, the bias
appears to have been toward staying as close as possible to the field center
in fulfilling assignments.

Analysts attempted to select at least one small, one medium, and one.
large establishment within an industry or (for large industries) subindus-
try. Analysts repeatedly expressed the opinion that size was an especially'
important source of variation in jobs. In their experience, what was a
single job in a small company would often be broken up into several jobs in
a large firm. Size was apparently assessed by referring to information on
the relative number of employees in various establishments in the area.
Although this assessment appeais to haye been a rather casual one, in at
least one field center the supervisor reported that the size distribution of
local establishments in a particular industry was obtained from locally
available publications and divided into thirds so that one or two
establishment; could.be selected for study within each third. Analysts also
tried to select establishments that they believed might be employing new or
emerging technologies, on the assumption that new jobs would be available
for job analysis.

Having completed background research on the industry in question and
having selected several possible establishments for study, analysts then
attempted to gain the employer's consent to go on site for job analysis.
Thus availability, predicated on employers' consent, was the final criterion
of establishment selection. Various approaches were used to gain access.
The supervisor of one field center reported having the local Employment
Service office set up 'the initial meeting between the analyst mid company
personnel. At most field centers, however, analysts contacted the appropri-

41.
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ate compiny officer and arranged for, the study on .t.,4ir. own. Without
exception, analysts reported that they tried to talk to the most senior
person in the company and were more successful in gaining access when
they did so. To obtain an employer's consent, analysts used a "sales pitch,"
emphasizing the benefits to the employer of the data to be colledted. In
unionized companies, union consent sometimes was required, although it
was usually sufficient merely to notify unions when analysts were to be on
site.

It was difficult to determine the degree to which or the circumstances
under which employers cooperated or refused to cooperate 1n a study.
Although at least one field center maintained a file of all establishment
contacts and their 'outcome (including, when applicable, the reason for
refusal), field centers were not required to do so. As a result, there appears
to be no systematic way of assessing the extent, nature, or implications of
employers' noncooperation.

We received' mixed !eports about the rate of refusal. There appears to
have been a good eal of variation adoss field centers. No clear picture
emerged as to the ty e of Company most likely to have refused. Analysts at
two field centers reported that small companies were more likely to do so
and attributed this to the independent, "get-off-my-back" style of many

. such firms and to their general antipathy toward government intervention
of any sort. At another field center, however, analysts could discern no
pattern to nonresponse, saying that small companies were no more likely
to refuse than large ones. There was some feeling that large companies
were more cooperative than small ones. Gaining access to large companies
often entailed extensive negotiations and permission from the company's
home office (often located in another state or legion), but several analysts
said that if they persevered, they were usually successful.

?

JOB ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
..

Before beginning an establishment study, analysts discussed the proposed
study with the employer or supervisory personnel, explaining its purpose
and intent, going over procedures, an learning the'physical layout.qf the
firm. Even when employers agreed to allow a study to be conducted, they
sometimes imposed certain restrictions, on analysts' activities. It was
reported, for example, that employers (4nd unions) typically disci not
permit analysts to use tape recorders' oe decibel meters in the analysis of

.production jobs. Some jobs were declared off limits for security reasons,
usually to protect a uniquvaspect of a Manufacturer's production process.

I
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STAFFING SCHEDULE AND ORGANIZATION AND PROCESS FLOW
CHARTS

e

r

121

in the next step of a typical study, analysts completed a form called a
staffing schedule, a copy of which is shown in Figure 6-1. Instruction's for
completing the staffing schedule are laid out in some detail in the
Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor (1972), hereafter
referred to as the Handbook). Schedules were completed for every division
of an establishment if it was analyzed in its entirety or, if only a portion
was analyzed, for the relevant divisions oF departments.

The staffing schedule was usually prepared with the: assistance of the
establishment's personnel office or supervisor. If a company had a
personnel office, analysts usually copied its records verbatim to complete
portions of the staffing schedule. Otherwise, they compiled the necessary
data anew. Theo staffing schedule has two _parts, a face sheet and a title
sheet. On the face sheet, analysts entered

.
entifying ihformation about the

establishment (a ,unique control number signed by the field center and a
Standard Industrial Classification code and names of products manufac-
tured or services rendered. Analysts t n completed' one or more title
sheets. To do so, they listed company job by organizational units for
the entire establishment or4for the.divisions in which they were interested.
For each job the total number of workers was recorded, as were subtotals
broken down by sex and by shift, if applicable. If the job was entry level,
this was also noted. Although it is nowhere stated in the Handbook, it was
reported to us that part-time and trainee jobs were not listed on the title
sheet and hence were excluded from study.

On the basis of a prelimjnary inspection during a plant tour and/or in
consultation with management or. other. personnel, aplysts then deter-
mined, for each job whether it was substantially similar in basic tasks and
requirements to a job definition in the third edition DOT. If so, a third ,

edition title and preliminary code were entered in the appropriate space on
the staffing schedule. If a job was a combination of two or more DOT
occupations, all the applicable titles and codes were entered; if a job could
not be converted to a third edition. code, the space was left blank.

This comparison of jobs in an establishment against third edition' titles
determined the scope and direction of the ensuing study. Jobs that could
be converted to a DOT definition but were not specific to the industry being
studied (e.g., clerical jobs in manufacturing industries) were not supposed
to bel analyzed. Instructions in the Handbook are ambiguous about
whether all remaining jobs are supposed to be analyzed. It appears that
they should be, but departures from complete top-to-botton studies were
not uncommon. A

r
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U.S. Department of Labor
"'Manpower Administration

CONFIDENTIAL STAFFING, SCHEDULE.
(Face Sheet)

Establishment Number 360-150-392 Number of 'Mk Sheets Attached

SIC Groups) & Code (s) Yarn Spinning kills Cotton. Man -Made Fibers and Silk ,- 2281

Number of Employees 150 Analyst's Name John Doe Date 7/1/70
Products Manufactured or Services Rendered! This establishment is engaged in spinnihg yarn from synthetic

OMB 44410722 .

fibers for use in manufacturing pile fabrics. hosiery, and men's and women's outerwear.

Remarks: This plant tailtr an automated cont idixous processing system in which opening and picking
5processes are eliminated.

'141
MA 7-37
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U S. Department of Labor
Manpoiver Administration

CONFIDENTIAL STAFFING SCHEDULE
NITIOe Sheet)

UNIT MAME ADMINISTRATIVE TitleSheet*No. 1/3

Establishmept No. 360-150-392No.

'Job
No.

Employees in Unit 4

Tales

Code
-*

In-

ex

Number'
Employed

M F- T

Dictionary of Occupational

f

Titre
Job Title

Plant Superintendent 1 PRODUCTION1 1 183.11B
SUPERINTENDENT
(any ind.)

2 Billing Clerk X 1 1 BILLING CLERK
(clerical) II 219.388

3 Shift Supervisor 2 2 GENERAL FOREMAN
(any And.) 183.168

UNI t NAME: CARD ROOM No. o

1 Cord Roos Supervisor 1 1 680.180

2
4

Card Machine Oporato X 4 4 680.885

3 Carding Machine
Technician X 3 3 680.380

4 Section Supervisor
(Draviitg & Roving) X 3 3 680.280

5 Dm* Frame Operator X 6 6 DRAWING-FRAME A

TENDER (textile) '680.885

For explanation of eymbo s, see p . Handbook for Analyzing Jobs.

OMB 44-B0722

Comments
Suf WTA Tr (Enter additional comments ..

Code Cr. on ryverse side)

014 217 0

026 280 0

022 245 0"

in Unit 32 ,

A 360-150-392-84

447 A 360-150-392-85

t. A

A 360-150-392,86
-

A 360-150-392-87

034 447 C 360-150-392-88

MA 7 -37

*As of Novenlber 1978, data on the number of workers per job are no longer broken down by sex.

FIGURE 6.1 Staffing schedule. Source: Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U,S,aDepartment of Labor, 1972:20-21).
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124 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

FQr jobs that could not be converted to a 'third edition title, a complete
job analysis was undertaken. A slightly abbreviated analysis was made of
jobs that could be converged as well as of jobs that could not be converted
but that the analyst knew had already been analyzed in other establish-
ments. At a later date, after they had finished analyzing jobs in the
establishment, analysts entered "treatment codes" for the remaining jobs
to indicate how thoroughly each had been studied.

In the final step before beginning the intensive analysis of particular
jobs, analysts diagramed the company's organization arrangements,
indicating lines of authority between different divisions. They also
prepared a "process flow chart" to depict the "sequence of procedures or
processes at the establishment: (a) if industrial, from arrival of raw
materials to shipment Of finished product; (b) if service, from entry of
client or material into the service until the service is completed on the
individual or item" ( Handbook, p. 55). Process flow charts were usually
prepared only for company divisions that were directly engaged in
production and not for supporting departments such as quality control,
sales, accounting, etc. These departments, however, were included in the
organization chart. The Handbook offer very little instruction about the
completion of either the organization or the process flow charts, and it
seems that frequently these charts were not prepared.

JOB ANALYSIS

All of-the information obtained' fot the stAffing schedules, organization
arrangements, and process flow charts was intended to .ssist analysts in
identifying jobs for study and in Oceeptg track of their progress as the
establishment study proceeded. The Handbook (p. 3) defines "job" as "a
group of positions whin! are identical with -respect to their major or,-"
significant tasks and sufficiently alike to justify their being'covereq by a
single analysis. There may be one or many persicns employed in the same
job." The various components of a job according to the methodology used
in the occupational analysis program are elements, tasks, and positing.
"Element" is "the smallelt step into whicli it is practicable to subdiVide
any work activity"; "task" is "one or more elements" that form a distinct
activity or step in the performance of work; and "position" is "a collection,
of tasks constituting the total work assignment of a single worker"
(Handbook, p. 3). Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between a
worker and a position. Despite these conceptual distinctions between *job
and its component parts, analysts generally accepted the establishment's
definition of which positions constituted a job. ,t+

Job analysis for the DOT is based on a combination of observation and

1,
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interviews of workers performing a particular job. Although analysts
usually asked to observe average workers, employers frequently directed
tbem toward their beit workers. When this occurred, most analysts tried
to observe other workers in the job. Some analysts, however, preferred to
observe and interview better workers, who were thvght to be more
knowledgeable and articulate about their jobs. Analysts usually observed
one or two wOrkers for each job they analyzed.

The conduct of t1'e observation and interviews was structured to some
extent by the requisites of the job analysis schedule, which is discussed in
more detail later in this chapter. With an eye to completing the schedule,
analysts noted the tasks entailed in the job and the percentage of time
spent on each; the machines, tools, or work aids used; working conditions;
and a variety of other information. Analysts either recorded data directly

onto the job analysis schedule, recorded it on worksheets developed by the
local field center, or simply took notes that they later transcribed. One
analyst estimated that about 65 percent of the analyst's time was spent
interviewing workers or their supervisors and the rest in observing and
taking notes on the conditions of work, work aids, products produced, etc.
Job data obtained from obserying and interviewing workers were usually

checked-with the workers' immediate supervisor.
In some situations the analyst was unable to talk directly with the

'worker. For production work this most fre uently occurred when workers

were engaged in complex or protracted n an assembly line in which'
the. pace had to be maintained, doing ework, and/or in noisy
surroundings. For other kinds of jobs this limitation arose when workers

were involved in a wide variety of talcs over long periods of time. The
Handbook offers no clear -cut alternat,ixe procedures for obtaining data
about jobs in such situations, advising only (p. 14) "(1) using establishment

job descriptions or specifications supplemented by discussions with
administrative and technical ,personnel; (2) obtaining job descriptions,
specifications, hiring requirements, and related data for certain jobs from
associations, societies, and other similar organizations; or (3) interviewing
workers, supervisors, and/or management in a placeapart from the work
site." In an effort to deal with this problem for clerical jobs, one field

center developed a special questionnaire to ascertain job. tasks and
requirements. The questionnaire was completed by the worker and
f011owed up by analysts with a brief interview.

i
These data collection procedures were repeated fbr each job in the

establishment for which an analysis was needed. Depending on the size of
the establishment and the number of jobs to be analyzed, the on-site
analysis portion of an establishment study took between 1 week and 2
months to complete. Usually, analysts had to work fairly rapidly so as not

147
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to disrupt the company's work routine. Once they completed their on-site
analysis, it was usually difficult to return to the establishment for a second
round of observations. #* .

Writing the Job Description and Assigning a DOT Code

Having completed the on-site esfablishment study and with data in hand
for a number of jobs, analysts reviewed their work before filling out,a job
analysis schedule for each job.. Completion of the job analysis schedule, an
example of which is given in Figure 6-2, required 'analysts to supply
information about the job (e.g., establishment job, title, stc code and title),
to write a job summary, and to code and/or rate much of the information
they had gathered. The job summary provides informatiohon the purpose
and, nature of the job and on the level 'and significance of the worker's
involvement With data, people, and Things. The analyst also listed licenses
or certification required for the job; noted the job's relationship to other
jobs in the firm; listed and described (if relevant) machines, tools,
equipment, and work aids used by thgcworker and materials and products
with which the worker was involved; gOvided a detailed description of job
tasks (including percentage of time devoted to each); and defined terms
used in the schedule that could not be found in a standard dictionary. If a
particular job could be converted to a third editiOn, DOT code (treatment
type C) or was similar to a job for which the .analyst knew a schedule, had
already been prepared (treatment typt V), the detailed deSicription of job
tasks was not provided. Instead, analysts listed only significant differences
between the job being analyzed and the DOT definition or original job
description.

In light of the above information the analyst assigned numerical codes
(available from the Handbook) for each of the following: (1) one or more
of the 100 workii fields (e.g., hunting-fishing, butchering, research), Which
relate to "specific methbdology(ies) used in the job-worker situation"
(Handbook, p. 27), (2) one or more materials, products, subject matter, or
services_(mPsms) (e.g., lumber and wood products, business services and
administration) that together with the work field(s) reflect "the specific
technology with which the worker is involved" (Handbook, p. 27), (3)
worker functions measuring the complexity in relation to data, people, and
things. Off the basis of job tasks, analysts indicated whether the
relationship Was significant according to the highest level of worker's
involvement on each of the three dimensions. To assist analysts in
completing this portion of the schedule, tbe Handbook provides descrip-
tive examples of each level.

On the basis of these ratings and the job summary the analyst then
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U.S. Department of Labor
Manpower Administration

OMB 44-R0722

Estab. & Sched. No. 071-3120-423

JOB ANALYSIS SCHEDULE

I. Estab. Job Title INFORMATION DESK CLERK, receptionist-clerk

2. Ind. Assign rev. tr. .

3. SIC Code(s) and Title (s) 5311 Department Stores

1

0

eo

A
C

4'

1

4.. JOB' SUMMARY:

Answers Insuiries and gives directions neo customers, author-
izes cashing of customers' checks, records and returns lost
charge cards, sorts and reviews new credit applications, and
requisitions supplies, working at Information Desk in depart-
ment store Credit Office.

5. WORK PERFORMED RATINGS:
(D) (P)

Worker Functions

T

Data , People Things

5 6 7

Work Field 282-Information Gjving 231 Recording

M.P.S.M.S. On-Business Service

6. WORKER TRAITS RATINGS:

GED 1 2 (3) 4 5 6

SVP 1 2 (3) 4 5 6 7 8 9 4

Aptitudes GA 3 N 3 S 4 P 4 Q 3 K 4 F 3 1:1 4 E 5 C 5

Temperaments D F I J (M) (P) R S T (V)

Interests la,.(1b)-(2a) 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b 5a 51)

Phys. Demands (S )L M H V 23 (4) (5) 6

Environ. Cond. (I) 0 ft- 2 3 4 5 6, 7
MA-7-36

FIGURE:6,-2 Job analysis schedule. Source: Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Depart-

ment oflabor.1972:37-41). a

Continued overleaf.
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7. General Education

a. Elementary 6 High School none Courses

b. College none Courses

8 Vocational Preparation

a. College none Courses

b Vocational Education none Courses

c. Apprenticeship none

d In plant Training none

e. On- the -Job Training 3 to 5 weeks by Credit Interviewe

f Performance on Other Jobs none

9. Experience none

10. Orientation 1 week

11. Licenses, etc. none

12 Relation to Other Jobs and Workers

Promotion : From this is an entry job To CREDIT INTERVIEWER

Transfers From none To none

Supervision Received CREDIT MANAGER

Supervision Given none

13. -Machines, Tools, Equipment, and Work Aids
Impressing Device - Small Hand-operated device, of similar construction
to stapler with a nonmoving base and a moveable upper arm (cont'd)

14 katerials and Products

.

none
8

FIGURE 6-2 Conttnued
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15. Description of Tasks:

-et

1.: Answers inqUiries,unggeves direction to customers: Greets customers

at Information Desk amd ascertains reason for visit to Credit Office.

Sends.cUstomer to Credit,Interviewer to open credit account, to

Cashier to pay bills, to Adjustment Department to obtain correction of

ergor in billing. Directs customar to other Stare departments cinw

reqUese, referring to store directory. (50%)

2. Authorizes cashing of checks': Authorizes cashing of personal or

'payroll checks (up to a specified amount) by wistomers desiring to

make payment on credit account. Requests ideptification,"puch as

driver's license or charge card, from customers, and examines crack

to verify date, amount, signature, and endorsement. Initials check,

and sends customer to Cashier,. Refers customer presenting Stale Date

Check to bank. (5%)

.

3. Performs routine clerical tasks in the processing at mailed champ of

address requests: Fills out Change of Address fort, based on custo-

mer's letter, and submits to Head Authorizer for processing. Files

customer's letter. Contacts customer to obtain delivery address if

omitted from lettir. (10%)

rt.

4. Answers telephone calls from customers reloortingyost or stolen charge

' cards and - arranges details of cancellation of former cardjand replace7

went: Obtains all possible details from customer regarding lost or

Stolen card, and requests letter of confirmation. Notifies Authorizer

immediately to prevent fraudulent use of missing card. Orders

replacement card for customer when confirming letter is received.

110%)

5. Records charge cards which have inadvertantly been left in sales

departments and returns them to caStomeri Stamp imprint of card on

sheet of paper, using Imprinting Device. Dates Atiet and retains for

own records. Fills out form, posting data such as customer's name

and address and Gate card was returned, and submits to AUthorizer.

r.

FIGURE 6-2 Continued
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e

Makes impression of card on face of envelope, inserts card in envelope,

and mails to customer. (5%).

6. Sorts and. records new credit applications daily: Separates regular

Charge Account applications from Budget Accounts. Breaks down Charge

Account applications into local1and out-of-town applications aid

arranges applications alphabetically within groups. Counts number of

applications in each group and recqpds in Daily Record Book., Rinds

each group of applications with rubber band, and transmits to Tabu-

lating Room. (10%)

7. Prepares requisition And store supplies: Copies amounts of supplies,

requested by Credi Department persdhnel onto requisition forms.

Submits forms to Purchasing Officer or Supply Room. Receives supplies

and places them on shelves in department store storeroom. (10%)

16. Definition of Terms .

Stale Date Checks -- More than 30 days old '

`1'

17. General Comments

n
none

18. Analyst A. Yessarian Date 7/25/70 Editor M. Major Date'7/26/70

RevIewetipy John Milton

National Office Reviewer 'W. Irving

Title, Org. Credit Manager

FIGURE 6-2 Continued
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SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET

Item 13 ,(con.)
e

0

containing inked rollers which Impressing Device (con) are moved by a

lever in the upper,arm. Charge card 19 placed (n a grove in the base.

stand-up print facing up,' and paper' or bill positioned over card, then

the upper arm is brought down and lever depressed to bring inked rollers

over paper to make impass of card's print.

40

t.

ti

FIGURE 6-2- Continued
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. TABLE 6-2 Worker Trait Summary

Worker Trait 1 Number of Factois

Training time 4

Aptitudes I

Temperaments 1

`Interests 5

< Physical demands 6
Environmental conditions 7

TOTkL 43

assigned the job its DOT code: the first three digits were assigned primarily
on the basis of work fields and MPSMS; the next three digits are the worker
function ratings of actual level,(rather than significance) of involvement. If
the job was identical in all significant respects to a published definition, the

_analyst also entered a DOT title and industry designation for it.

Rating Worker Traits

Anpther step in completing the job analysis schedule entailed rating jobs
for the six. types of Worker traits dlicuised in chapter 2: In all, this
involved assigning scores on 43 distinct factors, as shown in Table 6-2. The
rating task was by no means straightforwaia, requiring detailed knowledge
about the job as well as a great deal of judgment on the part of the analyst,
since many of the factors were not easily observed or measured. To assist
ahalysts in rating worker traits, the Handbook contains numerous
illustrative situations or bench marks for each level of each factor of each
trait. Analysts' -opinions of the usefulness of these bench marks were
mixed, however. Some analysts did not find them comprehensive enough;
someVfound them inconsistent, contradictory, and confusing; and some

"1 apparently felt that they were adequate. The Handbook also provides
structions as to how and on what basis each worker trait should be

assigned. Both these instructions and the definitions of the traits are brief
and vague, consisting usually of only one or two paragraphs.

Each job was evaluated for three categdries of GED (reasoning, math,
and language), for which the scale is given in Figure 6-3. After
deterinining the level required in each category the analyst selected the
highest level of -the three' to express the final 'QED for the job. For syP,
analysts assigned one of nine kvels, which Correspond to ranges of training
time but, do not reflect the type of training or where it has ben acquired
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(svP rating levels are shown in Figure 6-4). The SVP was reported to be
difficult to rate because the frame of reference for measuring the amount of
training was unclear.

Training times were determined by considering a variety of data
collected during the on-site study: employer's hiring requirements, union,
specifications, workers' qualifications, types , of work aids used (e.g.,
calculators, gauges, etc.), and types .of tasks performed (e.g., arithmetic
calculations, writing, etc.). The Handbook cautions analysts not to relyloo
heavily on the qualifications demanded by the employer or union or on
those that workers bring to the job but rather to assigwED and SVP
primarily on the basis of skills or tasks intrinsic to job performance.
According to most analysts' ceports, however, employers' hiring require-
ments figured prominently in4the assignment of these ratings, especially
sVP.

The analyst next rated jobs for 11 aptitudes indicating the level of each
aptitude required for "average, satisfactory performance" (Handbook, p.
233). A single rating scheme, shown in Figure 6-5, is used for all aptitudes. ,
Scores of 1 (high) to 4 (15W) werq assigned to indicate the, level required for
satisfactory performance; 5 was assigned if the aptitude was not required
to perform the job. 'Level 5 could not be assigned on the intelligence .
aptitude (Q), however, since it was "assumed that every job requires at
least a '4' level of this aptitude' (Handbook, p. 294).

Temperaments were rated next. The- temperament component consists
of 10 factors, shown in Figure 6-6. In rating temperaments the analyst

selected those that were "important in relation to the kinds of adjustments

which the ndlzaok.

p. 313). The presence or absence ot a given temperament, rather than the
level or degiee required, was indicated. Nanalyst next evaluated jobs for

each of five pairs of bipolar interests; selecting those that were important

for. job performance, thereby automatically_xeiecting_the_other_Of the

bipolar pair. The interest factors are shown in Figure 6-7."
The aptitude, temperament, and interest traits were generally perceived

to be more ambiguous than the others. Analysts could offer no ready
explanation for how they decided on these ratings, other than to say that
they learned through experience or that it was a matter of getting a feelfor
t.fie job. Aptitude ratings were evidently especially difficult. A number of
analysts said that they would have felt much mote confident about
indicating the presence or absence of an aptitude rather than the degree

required. Since for the temperaments and interests-an indication of simple

presence or absence was all that was necessary, these ratings appear to
Nye posed fewer probleNs.

Finally, jobs were rated for each of the following six physical demands

i3 J
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LEVEL REASONING DEVELOPMENT MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT. liANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

6 Apply principles of logical or scientific
thinking to a wide range of intellectual Lula
practical problems. Deal with nonverbal
symbolism (formulas, scientific equations,
graphs, musical notes, etc.) in its most dif-
ficult phases. Deal with a variety of abstract
and concrete varisbles..Apprehend tilt: most
abstruse classes of concepts.

6 .Apply principles of logical or scientific
thinking to 4eline problems, collect data es-
tablish facts, and draw valid conclusions.
Interpret an extensive variety of technical
instructions in mathematical or diagram-
matic form. Deal with several abstract and
concrete variables.

Advanced calculus:
Work with limits, continyity, real num-
ber systems, ingan value theorems, and
implicit function theorems.

Modern algebra:
Apply fundamental concepts/of theories
of groups, rings, and fields. 'Work with
differential equations, linear algebra, in-
finite series, advanced operations methods,
and functions of real and complex vari-1
abler.

Statistics:
Work with mattieftuttical statistics, inathe-

rnatical probability and applications, ex-
perimental design, statistical inference
and econometrics.

Algebra: ,

Work with exponents and logarithms,
linear equations, quadratic equations,
mathematical induction and binomial
theorem, and permutations.

Calculus:
Apply.concepts of analytic gtometry, dif-
ferentiations anel integration of algebraii
functions with' Oplications.

Statistics:
Apply mathematical operations to fry-
quevy distributions, reliability, and valid-
ity of tests, normal curve, analysis of
variance, correlation techniques, chi-
square application and sampling theory,0
and factor analysis.rUo

Reading: .
Read literature, book 'and play reviews,
scientific and technical Journals, abstracts,
financial reports,*and legal documents.

Writing:
Write novels, plays, editorials, journals,
speeches, manuals, critiques, poetry, and
SOM.

Speaking:
rinciples,Conversant in the' ,theory, p and

*mtthods- of effective and persuasive ;peak-
ing, voice and diction, phonetics, and dis-
cussion and debate.

Same as Level 6.

"

ti-
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S

Apply principles of rational systems', to
solve practical problems and deal with a
variety of concrete variables in situations
where only limited standardization exists.
Interpret a variety of instructions furnished
in .written, oral, diagrammatic, or schedule
form.

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out instructions furnished in writ,ten, oral,
or diagrammatic form. Deal with problems
involving several concrete variables in or
from standardized situations.

FIG146.E 6-3

,Algebra:
Deal with system of real numbers;
linear, quadratic, rational, exponential,
logarithmic, angle and circular functions,
and inverse functions; related algebraic
solution of equations and inequalities;
limits ihd continuity, and probability and
statistical inference. ,

Geometry:
Deductive axiomatic geometry, plane and
solid; and rectangular coordinates.

Shop Math:
Practical application of fractions, per-
centages, ratio and proportion, mensura-
tion, logarithms, slide rule, practical
algebra, 'geometric construction, and es-
sentials of trigonothetry.

Compute discount, interest,. profit, and
loss; commission, markup, and selling
price; ratio and proportion, and percent-
age. Calculate surfaces, volumes, weights,
and measures.

Algebra: ..-
Calculate variables and formulas; mono-

, mials and polynomials; ratio and propor-
tion variables; and square roots and
radicals.

.Geometry:
Calculate plane and solid figure's; circum-
ference! area, and yolume. Understand
kinds of angles, and properties of pairs
of angles.

Reading:
Read novels, poems, newspapers, periodi-
cals, journals, manuals, dictionaries, the-
sauruses, and encyclopedias.

Writing:
Prepare business letters, expositions, sum-
manes, and reports, using prescribed for-
mat and conforming to all rules of -punc-
tuation, grammar, diction, and style.

Speaking:
Participate in panel discussions, dramati-
zations, and debates.
Speak extemporaneously on a variety of
subjects.

Reading:
Read a variety of novels, magazines, at-
lases, and encyclopedias.
Read safety rules, instructions in the use
and maintenance of shop tools and equip-
ment, and methods and procedures in
mechanical drawing and layout work.

Writing:
Write reports and essays with proper for-
mat, punctuation, spelling, and grammar,
using all parts of speech.

Speaking:
Speak before an audience with poise, voice
control, and colMdence, using correct Eng-
lish and well-modulated voice.

Scale for general educational development (GED). Source: Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor, 1972.210-211).
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LEVEL REASONING DEVELOPMENT

4

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

c-1

:,LA NG u AGE DEVELOPMENT

2

...

1

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out detailed but uninvolved written or oral
instructions. Deal with problems Involving
a few concrete variables in or from stand-
ardized situations

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out simple one- or two-step instructions.
Deal,with standardized situations with oc-
casional or no variables in or from these
situations encountered on the jc03.

,.

V

, .
,s.

Add, subtract, multiply, and divide, all
units of measure. Perform the fourAper-
ations with like common and decimal
fractions. Compute ratio, rate, and per-
cent. Draw and intetpret bargraphs.
Perform arithmetic operations involving
all American monetary units.

Add and subtract two digit numbers.
Multiply and divide 10's and 100's.l)y 2,
3, 4, 6.
Perform the four basic arithmetic opera-
tions with coins as part of a dollar.
Perform operations with units such as
cup, pint, and quart; inch, foot, and yard;
and ounce and pound.

Feeding: a

Passtive vocabulary of 5,000-6,000 words.
Read at rate of 190-215 words per minute.
Read adventure stories and comic books
looking up unfamiliar words in dictionary
for meaning,: spelling, and pronunciation.
Read instructions for assembling maid
cars and airplanes.

Writing:
Write compound and complex sentences,
using cursive style, properf:end punctua-
tion, and employing adjectives and ad-
verbs. .

Speaking:
Speak clearly and distinctly with appro-
priate pauses and emphasis, correct pro-
nunciation, variations in word order, using
prese,zt, perfect, and future tenses.

Reading: '
Recognize meaning of 2,500 (tivo- or three-
syllable) words. Read at rate of 95-120
words per Ininute.
Compare similarities and differences be-
tween words and between series of num-
bers. ,

Writing:
Print simple sentences containing subject,
verb, and object, and series of numbers,
names, and addresses.

Speaking
Speak simple sentences, using normal word
order, and prevnt and pabt tenses.

I Z.ZoPles of ..retionia systems arc, bookkeeping. internal combustion engines, electric wiring systems. house building, nursing.. Cann management, and navigation
A r

FIGURE 6-3 Continued . a
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Level Time
1 Short demonstration only
2. Anything beyond short demonstration

up to and including 30 days
Over 30 days up to and including 3

months
4 Over 3' months up to and inclUding

, 6 months
.40

5 Over 6 months Ifni to and including
1 year

6 Over 1 year up to and including 2
years

7 Over 2 years up to and including 4
years

8 Over 4 years up to and including 10
years-

9 Over 10 years
4 Time spent in general educational development is not considered

in estimating specific vocational preparation.

FIGURE 6-4 Scale for specific vocational preparation (sv'). Source: Handbook for
Antlyzing fobs (U.S. Department of Labor, 1972:220).

and seven environmental conditions. Physical demands were (1) strength
(lifting, carrying, pushing, and/or pulling), (2) climbing and/or balancing,
(3) stooping,- lcneeling, crouching, and/or crawling, (4) reaching, handling,
fingering, and/or feeling, (5) talking and/or hearing, and (6) seeing.
Environmental conditions were (1) work location, (2) extreme cold with or
without temperature changes, (3) extreme heat with or Withnlit tempera-
ture changes, (4) wetness and/or humidity, (5) noise and/or vibration, (6)

hazards, and (7) atmospheric conditions.
The analyst indicated simply the presence or absence of physical

demands 2 through-6 and environmental conditions 2 through 7. Strength
was rated according to one of five levels to reflect sedentary, light,
medium, heavy, or very heavy work. Work location was rated to indicate

whether the job was performed primarily indoors, outdoors, or both.
Many of these factors could have been measured objectively. Because

analysts did not take thermometers, decibel meters, or other instruments
and gauges with them on sitein fact, as was mentioned-previously, they
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'G
V°
N
S
P.-
Q

.

Intelligence
Verbal
Numerical
Spatial
'Form Perception
Clerical Perception

Quintiles for Rating Aptitudesi
1. The top 10 percent of the population. This segment of the population

possesses an 'extremely high degree of the aptitude.

2. The highest third exclusive of the top 10 percent of the population. This
segment of the population possesses an above average of high degree of
the aptitude.

3. The middle third of the population. This segment of the population pos-
sesses a medium degree of the aptitude, ranging from slightly below to
slightly above average.

4. The lowest third exclusive of the bottom 10 percent of the population.
This.segment of the population possesses a below average or low degree

. of the aptitude.
,

5. The lowest 10 percent of the population. This segment of the population
possesies a negligible degree of the.aptitude.

WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

K Motor Coordination
F Finger Dexterity
M - Manual Dexterity.
E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination
C Color Discrimination

A

FIGURE 6-5 Aptitude faCtors and rating,scale. Source. Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U S.
Department of Labor, 1972:233).

D DCP (direction, control, and planning)
F FIF (feelings, ideas, ofacts)
I c !NFL') (influencing) , ,

J SJC (sensory or judgmental criteria)
M MVC (measurable or verifiable criteria)
P DEPL (dealing with people)

2 R REPCON (repetitive, continuous)
& PUS (pelformini tinder stress)

40 T STS (set limits, tolerances, or standards)
V VARCH (variety and change)

FIGURE 6-6 TemperaMent factors. Source: Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S.
Department of Labor, 197g:295). :
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la. A preference for activities
dealing with things and
objects.

2a. A preference for activities
involving business"contact
with people.

n' DOT 139

vs. lb. A preference for activities
concerned with the com-
munication of data.

vs.' 2b. A preference kr activities-
of a scientific and technical
riature.

36: A preference for activities
of an abstract and creative
nature.

4b. A preference for activities
that are carried on in rela-
tion to processes, machines,
and techniques.

5b. A preference for activities
resulting in tangible, pro-
ductive satisfaction.

3a. A preference for activities vs.

of a routine, concrete,
Organized nature.

4a. A preference for working vs.

for die presumed good
of people.

5a. A preference for activities
resulting in prestige or the
esteem of others.

,

FIGURE 6-7 Interest factors. Source: Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S Department of
Labor, 1971317).

were often Prohibited by employers from doing sothese ratings too were
based on analysts' judgments. The analyst queried workers closely about
the processes, machines, and materials they worked with in order to
determine environmental conditions. To assess physical demands, job tasks

4.0
were usually merely observed.

COMPLETING AN ESTABLISHMEt4T STUDY

After completing the establishment staffing schedule, Organizatioh and
process flow charts, and job analysis schedules for each of the jobs being ,
analyzed in the establishment, the analyst summarized the study. in a
narrative report. As its title implies, the narrative repsnit is essentially
descriptive. Although there is no prescribed format for writing these
reports, the Handbook (p. 59) suggests that they be organized to include
information on (1) the purpose and history of the establishment and, the
scope of the job analysis study, (2) environmental conditions, (3) the
organization and operations or activities of the firm, and (4) its personnel
policies and practices.

As the study proceeded or at its completion, the analyst submitted the
materials prOduced to either a lead analyst or the field center supervispr
for review.- Once the study had been checked and approved, the analyst
often sent, a note of appreciation to the employer and, depending oil the

.
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field center's piactice, either gave the employer a copy of all materials or
providal.copies on request.

MODIFICATIONS OF PROCEDURES.
The steps .described above for coiducting an establishment study were in
effect during the normal course of fourth edition production and reflect
standard operating procedures. During certain periods of roduction;
however, and sometimes in the normal course of events. th procedures
were modified.
*Several years prior to the anticipated publication of the fourth edition,

national office staff decided that in ordir to increase coverage and expedite
the production process, modifications to traditional operating procedures
were necessary. From 1974 to 1976, analysts were directed to concentrate
their efforts on verifying jobs against existing job schedules for similar jobs-
in other establishments of against the DOT definition if the job could be
converted to a third,edition code. In this way much of the time-consuming
writing entailed in completing the job analysis schedule was eliminated.
Evidently, this directive was variously interpreted by the field 9AAters.
Analysts at some field centers continued to produce job analysis schedules

,according to Handbook procedures, which requite a complete study of the
job being verified; others resorted to shortcuts, telephoning an establish-
=ment or trade association, for examp18, ,in order to verify descriptions of-
jobs being analyzed in other establishments or to confirm a third edition
definition: When this procedure was followed; staffing schedules were not
produced.

At, about the same time that the directive to change the standard
procedure was issued, field centers were also asked to review the status of
their industry assignments. As part of this review, field centers submitted
lists of jobs (primarily unanalyzed third edition jobs) in t ).te ir assigned
industries that they had been unable to analyze. All such bs were
compiled in a so-called Not Available and Obsolete (NA&O) list that was
then circulated among the field centers. Field center staff were requested to
try to locate and analyze those jobs on the list that were available in their
region; to do so, a complete establishment study was not required. Thus
most of the jobs on the list were picked up piecemeal, analysts often
entering an establishment to analyze one or two jobs rather than the entire
company or a division within it{ Again, in this circumstance, staffing
schedules were rarely produced. .

'These changes in procedureverification and NAszowere instituted
under the pressure of an approaching deadline. Many, analysts reported
that these pressures resulted in a drop in the quality of the studies and
schedules produced during this period. The modifications, however;
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LE 6-3 Definition Writing Assignments

141

....

Percentage

.... ter Category Titles ;
. Occupation . of Bse

i
...

California, national office - 0-i 12

New York . 2 8

Florida 3' 4

Washington State - 4 2

North Carolina 5-9 74

TOTAL sir. 100

V

appear to have had the intended effect of increasing the quantity of jobs
analyzed: Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979) reports that 30 percent of
the schedules supporting the fourth edition were produced during the
1974-1976 period in which theseiprocedures were in effect.

Finally, nq attempt was made to observe certain types of jobs, including
some professional jobs, seasonal jobs, and jobs involving a wide variety of
tasks spread over long periods of time. The methodology used by the
occupational analysis program, because it relies heavily, on the direct
observation of jobs to collect information about them, is not feasible for
the analyiis of such jobs on _site. Instead, analysts-contacted trade and
professional associations, employers, or industry representatives for
information. On the basis of information obtained from these sources, job
analysis schedules were completed in the usual manner.

- -
DEFINITIONT NORITINGFOR--THE7130

The job analysis schedules produced from 1965 to 1976, intended for use
in compiling the fourth edition, were filed in the North Carolina field
center by third edition DOT ,code, along with all The other materials
resulting from establishMent studies. -Definition writing was not an
Ongoing process, and fourth edition definitions were written during 1976,
the year preceding publication. (The Definition Writer's- Manual, a
techniCal manual to assist in this process, vas issued a little more than a
year earlier, in Novembei 1274.) The national office assigned definition
writing to the, field centers by occupational categories (see Table 6-1). As is
readily apparent, the North Carolina field center wrote the major portion
of the DOT: 74 percent'of the base title definitions.
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In order to write definitions, analysts were provided with all the source
materials available for the occupations in their assigned categories, which
consisted primarily of job analysis schedules. For some titles there were
also occupational code requests (job descriptions submitted' to the
Employment Service for coding to the DoT); copies of third edition
definitions; and materials from trade associations, employers, or unions.
An analysis of fourth edition source data, discussed in detail in chapter 7,
reveals that the material available for each occupation varied greatly in
both quantity (frdm zero to hundreds of job analysis schedules) and
quality (from complete job descriptions' to the notation "same as third
edition").

Analysts wrote definitions according to procedures contained in the
Definition Writer's Manual (U.S. Department of Labor (1974), hereafter.
referred to as the Manual). Definition writing involved four basic steps,
each of which is discussed below: (1) evaluation of source data, (2)
identificatio4 of related jobs for possible combination to form an
occupation, 13) classification and rating of the occupation, - and (4)
definition Writing.

In step 1; if more than two or three source documents were available,
analysts usually made up a worksheet (see Figure 6-8)'to organize and
array the data for easy inspection. Atthis point, the Manual (p. 4.advises
analysts to "correct ratings that are clearly in error." The meaning and
basis for assessing "error" are not 'spelled out, but, apparently, analysts
were perMitted to use their judgment to ensure tliat the job descriptions

the 'Source to supported the ratings assigned. Since guidelines for
determining a or were not provided, the analyst writing the composite
definition ap rs to have had a great deal ofdiscretion in assessing and
overriding the eld work of other analysts.

In step 2, source data were combined. The primary basis for doing so
was "common work objective, work field, similarity of. asks, and the level
of skill and responsibility involved (worker functions)" (Manual, p. .6).

Jobs with the same first three digits of the preliminary DOT code and the
same work fields and /or generic -titles were likely candidates for
combination. Analysts were also advised to check jobs in parallel
occupational divisions or groups to locate jobs for possible combination)
for example, jobs in division 56 (processing of wood and wood products)
with jobs in division 66 (wood machining)..

AlthoUgh combined jobs did not have to be identical, they were
supposed to be similar. With regard to worker functions in relation to
data, people, and things, for instance, the Manual (p: 7) offers the
folloWing guidelines:
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Any decision to combine Jobs of three points difference or more should be reviewed
carefully, for if, the ratings assigned to the source data are xorrect, a range of as
much as three points difference for a significant worker function would likely mean
that the source data are not sufficiently similar to warrant combination.

Similarly, with regard to GED, SVP, and other worker traits the Manual
emphasizes that jobs should be combined It nly if their ratings are very
similar.'Instructions about GED (P. 8), for example, advise that

Usually the GED level (of combined jobs) should be the same. However, because of
differences between raters, the strong influence of employer requirements (which
may vary from place-to-place and with supply of labor), and problems of rating
borderline situations, a difference of ane level but rarely two may be considered for
combination when the other factors (especially SVP and aptitudes) support the
decision.

Thus in deciding to aggregate jobs to form occupations, analysts used no
single criterion. Analysts made the initial determination on the bairs of the
jobs' preliminary DOT codes and titles'and then took account, within fairly
narrow guidelines, of worker traits and the particular relationshiniong
them.

Having decided hOw data about individual jobs would-be combined, in
step 3 analysts assigned the occupation its DOT code and rated it for
worker traits according to instructions in the Handbook. Because
"erroneous" ratings had already been corrected and because jobs were
aggregated on the basis of the similarity of their worker trait ratings, there
should have been little within-occupation variation on each of these traits.
Presumably, then, the rating was straightforward. Analysts appear to have
eyeballed the raw data and chosen the most frequently occurring level (or
each trait (i.e., the modal value) rather than to have calculated other
measures of central tendency (mean or median). As our analysis of the
reliability of ratings in the next chapter snows, however, there appears to
be rather more variability among job 'descriptions combined to form
occupations than would be expected from this description of procedures.

In step 4, which involved writing the actual definition, analysts drew
most heavily on information Contained in the job summary and description
of tasks on the job analysis schedule. If a-third edition title could be used,
it was, as was its definition, with modification as required. Definitions were
written according to the structured format described in chapter 2. In
defining an Occupation, analysts deiCribed its important tasks in detail,
with particular emphasis on "responsibilities and requirements imposed
upon the worker" (Manual, p. 38).

Significant worker functions were also supposed to be reflected in the
definition, but worker traits did not have to be referred to directly unless
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they were especially pertinent to. job ptformance. The Manual (p. 56)
does counsel, however, that a "relationsEip must be maintained between
the trait rating and the definition. For example, if temperament factor J'
(JUDGMENT) was rated, some indication should appear in the dnition
that describes the nature of the judgment required."

Definitions were sent to the No-rth Carolina field center, where they
were reviewed by teams of analysts selected by the national office from.
each o(the field centers. Review teams worked for a week at a time and
attempted to review as many definitions as were available. Definitions
written by one field _center were reviewed by analysts from another. Aside
from this restriction, analysts chose which occupations they would review
and were not required to be particularly knowledgeable about' them.
Reviewers were permitted to make changes in the definitions they
reviewed; changes from the third edition definition, however, had to be
specially justified on an occupational definition transmittal form (used to
record the final definition approved for the fourth edition). According to

,analysts involved in definition writing, reviewers were quite conservative
and resistant to incorporating changes in existing ihird edition definitions.
This claim is borne out by the Booz, Allen & Hamilton study. According
to.results from a random sample of 307 DOT base title occupations, 81
percent of fourth edition definitions were identical to those in the third
edition.

CONCLUSION .

Results from our field center site visits, coupled with inspection of the
technical manuals used to assist analysts in the.production of the DOT, lead

. us to certain general impressions about this process.
First, instructions about how to study jobs appedt to have been

insufficient and inadequate. Major steps in the job analysis process did not
have sufficient guidance (e.g., establishment selection). Furthermore, the
manual of basic data collection procedures, the Handbook for Analyzing
Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor, 1972), was not published until midway
through production of the fourth edition. In the absence of clear, explicit
instructions, decisions about major aspects of data collection were left
entirely up to inaividuarfield centers and analysts. Although there appears
to :have been surprising uniformity among field centers in the way they ,
conducted job analysis studies and fulfilled their industry assignments,
there was certainly 'room for considerable variation, which may have
adversely affected the quality and comparability of the data collected.

Second, procedures used to produce the DOT were insufficiently
documented. For vidually every step in the production process, there was
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little or no information available about the criteria used in decision making
or how,a particular decision had been reached. Not only did this lack of
documentation make it difficult to determine what was actually done, but
also it means that nothing is knownor easily found outabout the
sampling properties, quhlity, and characteristics of the resulting data. The

t indeterminate nature of the data potentially compromises the usefulness of
.the DOT.

Third, production of the DOT was poorly planned and coordinated. The
modified procedures implemented prioi to publication reportedly resulted
in job analyses of lower quality than those produced during the period
when standard procedures were in effect; (This conclusion is discussed in
chapter 7.) Definitions were written especially hurriedly, with the likely
result that source data were not fully explored or perhaps evenly and
consistently aggregated or combined.

Fourth, considering the procedures followed, there is some question as
to whether, ih developing material for the fourth edition, adequate
coverage was obtained of newly emergingindustries and occupations. The
previous edition served, in effect, as the sampling frame for the fourth
edition.. Industries were assigned by using the third edition industry
designations, and a major portion of the total data collection effort was
spent trying to verify or update third edition occupations. These piactices
were efficient in some ways, but they were also rather conservative,
minimizing the probability of- incorporating newly emerging jobs in the

- DOT or of picking up changes in existing jobs. They may also have
perpetuated the flaws, if,any, of the previous edition. 'Furthermore, by
relying on. the third edition, little effort seems to have been ma4e to explore
the possibility of developing new or better sampling strategies. Data are
available on industries and establishments at the local and national levels,
for example, that might have been exploited to assign industries to field
centers more systematically and to aid in the seledtion of establishments at
the regionallevel.

fifth, no attempt was made to develop new job analysis methodology or
to adapt existing methods to deal with a changing occupy tonal structure.
Although the methodology used provides a standardiza and relatively
objective means of obtainimpjob data, it is time consuming and not suitable
for all jobs. In particular, it can be applied most practically to
manufacturing jobs or, more generally, to any type of structured job that
can be broken down into discrete tasks and performed over a limited
amount of time. It is less suited to unstructured jobs, such as certain
service jobs that entail widely varying tasks. The lack of a well-developed
method for analyzing jobs that are not amenable to the usual procedures
may have impaired the DOT'S coverage of these jobs as well as the
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comparability of the resulting data for different types of jobs, especially
structured versus unstructured ones. Existing alternative job analysis
Methodologies, such as task inventories and structured job analysis, should
be explored in an effort to improve the consistency of job analysis and to
delineate the boundaries of occupations more precisely., See McCormick
(1979) and Prien and Ronan (1971),for recent summaries autl-leviews of
these approaches.'

These points raise a- number of questions about the quality and
characteristics of the data on which the DOT is based, in particular, the
following: Were industries and jobs adequately covered? Are the data valid
and reliable? To what extent did variations in procedures across field
centers and analysts introduce bias and lack of comparability into the
resulting data? What is the distribution of the occupational characteristics
data (worker functions and worker traits)? What are. the interrelationships
among them? These questions and others are systematically addressed, to
the extent possible given the data available to tlo so, in chapter 7.

I

.,

'The California field center produced a collection of task analysis inventories in -1973. This
collection was designed to be used as an aid in job analysis, to substitute an abbreviated data
collection process for the standard procedure, and to provide guidelines for those not trained

hi job analysis. -
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7 , An Assessment of the
Dictionary of
Occupational Titles
as a Source of
Occupational Information

.
I

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter, procedures used to compile the most recent
edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles are described, and several
concerns are raised about the quality and characteristics of the fourth
edition in light of the way it was produced. To fulfill the .committee's
charge to make recommendations about whether future editions of the-
DOT should be produced and what kinds of occupational research should,
be conducted to produce them, an evaluation of the quality and
characteristics of the DOT is presented in this chapter. The results of this

Pa
assessment, coupled with knowledge about use, have helped to inform us
as to how well the data contained in the DOT meet the, purposes for which
they are intended did/or used. This assessment is also a basis for the
committee's recommendations about whether data collection and analysis
activities used in compiling future editions of the DOT should differ
substantially from what.has been done in the past. .

Establishing the quality and characteristics of data contained in the DOT
is not a straightforward task. First,. as already mentioned, data collection
procedures were not well documented. As a result the possibilities are

Pamela S. Cain had primary responsibility for the preparation of this chapter.
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limited for systematic secondary.analysis of the procedures themselves or
of their implications for the resulting data. Second, most of the data
contained in the DOT are unique, so no readily available bench marks exist
against which to compare and assess them. In fact, a great deal of
occupational . research takes the DOT as the bench mark or standard of
comparison, a fact that makes the assessment of DOT data even more
important. In this chapter we present the results of several analyses that
were designed to explore in detail and systematically t& nature of the
process by which the DOT was produced and the quality and characteris-
tics of the resulting data.

SAMPLING PROCEDURES

As described in chapter 6, the industry designations developed by the
occupational analysis program provide the "sampling frames" from which
establishments are selected for on-site visits. The underlying assumptions
of the procedure are that jobs vary by ileustry, by region, and by size (i.e,,
number of employees) and that these criAria provide the soundest basis for
achieving reasonable coverage of all jobs and for discovering significant
variations among jobs within occupations. Within the establishments
chosen, emphasis is put on analyzing those jobs that appear to be unique to
the work performed in establishments of the type that the selected one
represents. -

No bench mark data on the "population" of jobs exist, and the
procedures by which specific choices were made about which jobs to study
are not well documented. Consequently, it is not possible to establish
whether the DOT provides comprehensive and representative information
about jobs in the U.S. econom'y. Nevertheless, certain aspects of the
procedures and their outcomes raise serious questions about the success in
attaining representative coverage. .

A total of 232 industry designations are used to delineate the
"universes" from which sample establishments are chosen. As we have
noted in chapter 2, several of these, notably the designation clerical anal
kindred workers, are not ia fact industries, and their use carries the
implicit assumption that such occupations do not vary significantly in
content among establishments of different types. As a consequence of this
treatment of a number of nonproduction occupations the majority of the

. 232 industry designations that provide the universes from which establish-
mentsare selected are in the manufacturing sector. In contrast, the current
version of the Standard Industrial Classification denotes 1,005 industries at
its most detailed level, and less than half ak in manufacturing. Viewed in
this context then, the DOT cannot be said lo be based on job analyses
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conducted in establishments representing the entire spectrum of U.S.
industry types.

Comparable establishment-level data for the DOT and the U.S. economy
. can be used to yield a crude indicator of the direction in which the job

analysis efforts for the fourth edition DOT were channeled. In themselves
these data do not constitute an evaluation of the DOT'S coverage; since the
critical issue, under the assumptions of the procedure currently used, is the
variety of types of establishments rather than the number of establishments
(or the number of employees). Nevertheless, comparison of the two
distributions reinforces the impression of a disproportionate emphasis on
manufacturing. .

Data for DOT establishments were obtained from a
4
set of staffing

schedules that were recently computeri ±ed and made available to us by the
national office of the Division of Occupational Analysis. As noted in
chapter 6, in the course of fourth edition production, staffing schedules
were not prepared for all establishments entered or for all jobs analyzed.
Furthermore, computerization of the schedules had not yet been com-
pleted at the time of the committee's study. Thus the data employed in our
analysis cover only 2,063 establishments; schedules for an estimated 1,100
to 1,200 establishments are still outstanding.'

The characteristics of establishments in which staffing schedules were
not completed or of establishments whose schedules had not yet been
computerized cannot be determined. As far as we can ascertain, there' is no
reason to'believe that there are marked differences between the characteris-
tics of establishments for which data are and are not available, especially
since analysts were supposed to complete staffing schedules' for every
establishment in which they analyzed a significant number of jobs. Given
the procedures by which staffing schedules were filled out and their
purpose, however, we conjecture that analysts may have been more likely
to complete the schedules in larger, more bureaucratic establishments,
especially those with personnel offices.

. Data on the national population of establishments were obtained from
tables in County Business Patterns, 1974 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1977). This publication is compiled by the Census Bureau using data from
the administrative records of the Internal Revenue Service and the Social
Security Administration. Information is available on establishments,
payroll, and employment by industrial classification, size class, and county
for All types of employment coSered by the Federal Insurance Contribu-
tions Act. In 1574 these data covered approxima 90 percent ot, US.

'This information was obtained throUgh personal communication with staff at the national
office and the North Carolina field center.

I
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establishments and 75 percent of the employed population. Not covered
were some government employees; self-employed persons; and certain
types of farm, domestic service, and railroad workers.

In prder to compare the DOT data with the published data on the
national population of establishments, the'staffing schedules were recoded
to the categories used in County Business Patterns, The DOT establishments
in public administration (N = 59) were excluded from tabulations, as were
establishments for which data were missing. These exclusions resulted in
the losg of 113 establishments and a final total of 1,950 establishments in

the DOT sample.
Table 7-1 presents a comparison of the percentage distribution of DOT

and U.S. establishments by SIC major ndustry division. The two
distributions exhibit marked dissimilarities. The largest discrepancy occurs
in the manufacturing category: 67 percent of the DOT establishments are in
manufacturing industries, although this category accounts for only 8
percent of all U.S. establishments and for 32 Frac-ell of total employment.

Underrepresentation is most pronounced in the retail trade and services
divisions. Retail trade, accounts for a mere 4, percent of the DOT
establishments, although nationally, it includes 29 percent of establish-
ments and em-ploys 20 percent of the labo?force. Only 7 potent of the
DOT establishments are in the services division,, an industry division that
accounts for 27 percent of all U.S. 'establishments and for 26 percent of
U.S. employment. Both retail trade and services incltide establishments
engaged in a great variety of activities. It seems highly improbable that the
disparity in coverage between these major industry divisions and the
manufacturing division reflects a real difference in the heterogeneity-of
occupations.

As previously noted, the-wide disparity between the two distibutiorts
cannot be interpreted as conclusive evidence; but it does stigaist that the
procedures used to select establishments .for the _fourth edition DOT
resulted in an Overrepresentation of establishment's in manufacturing
industries. This overrepresentation occurred primarily at the expense -of

the retail trade and service industries, whiclp include 40 percent of all
workers. Moreover, the cdmments and observations of field center
personnel. lend additional support to the general impression that job
analysis activities have tended to place emphasis on manufacturing

industries.
Size was another important criterion of establishment selection accord-

ing to the occupational analysts, one for which national data are also

available from Co.unty Business Patterns, 1974 (U.S.,Bureau of the Census,

1977). In Table 7 -2 the percentage distribution of establishments by-size

class (number of employees) is presented for the DOT and for the U7S7
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TABLE 7-1 Percentage Distribution of Establishments by SIC
Industry Division: Comparison of DOT Sample a and U.S. Labor Force b

sic Division

Establishments
,

U.S. Labor
Force, c

percentageDOT. N
DOT,

percentage
U S.,

percentage

Agricultural services,
forestry, fisheries 161 8.3 0.9 0 3

Mining 27 1.4 0.6 11
Contract construction 52 2.4 9.1 6 2
Manufacturing 1,309 67.2 7 6 32.1
Transportation and

utilities 95 4.9 3.5 6.4
liWholesale trade 40 2.1 8 7 7.0
Retail trade 82 4.2 29.0 19.6
Finance, insurance,

real estate 44
...

2.3 9 0 6.8
Services 140 7.2 26.8 1.9.6..

Nonclassifiable d 0 0.0 4.8 0.9

TOTAL 1,950 100.0 100.0 100.0
._., .

°DOT data taken from establishment staffing schedules. For purposes of comparison with
U S data, establishments in public administration were eliminated from tabulation.
bSOURCE County Business Patterns, 1974 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977. Table 1B).
`Workers employed in the establishments covered, not the employed civilian labor
force,

dlncluded in this category are establishments that could not be classified because of
insufficient information. Typically, these were new businesses

population of establishments. This comparison also reveals discrepancies
between the DOT sample and the national population; the discrepancy is
particularly large in the, smallest size class. Establishments employing one
to four workers made up 59 percent of all U.S. establishmetits but only 6
percent of the DOT establishments. Generally, small establishments with
fewer than 20 employees were underrepresented in the DOT sample, while
intermediate (20 to 249 employees) and large (25Q or more employees)
establishments were overrepresented in relation to the U.S. distribution of
establishments. There is a rather close correspondence,however, between
the DOT distribution of establishments and the distribution of U.S.
employment.

Once again, we point out at the implications of thee results for the
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TABLE 7-2 Percentage Distributicrn of Establishments by
Employment-Size Class: Comparison of DOT Sample a and U.S. Labor

Force b

Size

Establishments
U.S. Labor
FOke,
percentageDOT, N

DOT.

percentage

U.S,
percentage

1-4 125 6 4 58.7 7 2

5-9 -. 149 7.6 18 0 8 2

10-19 200 10 3 11.3 10.4

20-49 367 18.8 7.5 15.3

50-99 277 14.2 2.4 11.4

100-249 338 17.3 1.4 13.6

250-499 216 11.1 0 4 9.6

500-999 120 6.2 0 2 8.3

1,000+ 158 8.1 0.1 16.0

TOTAL 1,950 100 0 100.0 100.0

°DOT data taken from establishrrient staffing schedules. For purposesof comparison with

U.S. data, establishments in public administration were eliminated from tabulation

°SOURCE County Business Patterns, 1974 (U S. Bureau of the Census, 1977 Table 1B)

c Workers employed in the establishments covered, not the employed civilian labor

force.

coverage of jobs are not straightforward. If the assumption that industry
type is the proper basis for sampling establishments is correct, then an
iinpiSrtatit first step might be to revise the industry list so that it provides
coverage of all unit items in the sic. In this frame of reference the number
of establjshments in each . industry would not be relevant, since the

objective would be to obtain adequate minimum coverage for each separate
type of establishment. On the other hand, if jobs in manufacturing are
more diverse than those in other sectors, then oversampling of manufac-
turing enterprises is quite appropriate. The DoT` analysts' would be
expected to devote more of their attention to establishments (and

ti presumably jobs) in these iDdustries. Furthermpre, if jobs tend to be
similar in large and small establishments, undersamplin§. small, establish-
ments and oversampling largeestIbishments would be justified on grounds

,of cost effectiveness.
The difficulty is that there is no evidence It ala regarding the relationship

between type of establishment and the va ilitPof job content. We do not
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know whether manufacturing jobs are more heterogeneous than other jobs
or whether jobs in small establishments differ from ostensibly similar jobs
in large establishments or in other small establishments. ..

In addition to considering the types and sizes of establishments
providing the base data for the DOT, it is also possible to compare the
distribution of occupational units in the DOT with the distribution of
workers. This approach also has very obvious limitations, since some
occupational units include large numbei of workers and others include
relatively few. Nevertheless, the data presented in Table 7-3, in which DOT
coverage and labor force employment by major occupational category are
shown, reveal very marked discrepancies. Some 60 percent of all base titles
fall in the processing, machine trades, and benchwork categories, although
these categories i lude only about 12 percent of the labor force. Taken in
conjunction w. the finding (documented in Table 7-5 below) that a
substantial proportion of occupational titles are supported by one (or no)
job analysis schedule, the skewness of the distribution in Table 7-3 raises
the conjecture that the choice of jobs for analysis has a major impact on
the number of occupations identified and that therefore the concentration
of attention on manufacturing establishments has an important impact on
the entire classification structure. To state this more explicitly, if there is a
strong tendency for each job analysis to result in the identification of a
separate occupation (as Table 7-5 seems to imply), the selection of job
analysis sites and of the jobs to be analyzed at these sites becomes, the
crucial decision of the occupational analysis program.

As noted above, the procedures for selecting sites, for job analysis were
not carefully developed. Analysts drew heavily on the third edition DOT to
guide their job analysis activities. This practice might well have led them
to concentrate more on jobs in established manufacturing industries
(which were well represented in earlier editions) and to devote less
attention to jobs in newly emerging or rapidly growing sectors of the
economy, such as services or retail trade. In addition, it was clear to us in
talking with the analysts that many were oriented almost exclusively
toward the study of production Jobs. Undoubtedly, this orientation is a
historical outgrowth of the program, rooted in tradition, but other reasons
may be salient, such as the ease of access to manufacturing establishments;
Similarly, the emphasis on large establishments may have come about
because of the relative efficiency of analyzing many jobs in a few large
establishments versus a few jobs each in many small ones.

For whatever reasons the concentration on manufacturing and relatively
- large establishments came about, and whatever its implications are for the

coverage of jobs, the results of the foregoing comparisons raise questions
about exactly how sampling for the Dar should proceed. Previous
practices were relatively unsystematic, virtually uninformed by empirical
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TABLE 7-3 Comparison of Percentage Distributions of DOT Titles

and Labor Force by DOT Occupational Categories

DOT Occupational Category

Percentage of
Base Titles
(N 12,099)

Percentage of
Labor Force

Professional, technical, and managerial . 12 25

Clerical and sales 8' 25

Service 4 16

Agriculture, fishing, and forestry 2 4

Processing . 23 2

Machine trades
Benc h work

18

19

6

4

Structural work 7 9

Miscellaneous 7 8

TOTAL 100 99

selititcE. Labor force data derived from April 1971, Current Population Survey; sample

(N = 60,441) includes currently employed workers and experienced unemployed for

whom a census code could be assigned. Excluded are 12 percent of sample for whom DOT

codes could not be assigned. Data on distribution of our titles by category provided by

the Department of Labor occupational analysis program.

data, and resplted in relative inattention to several sectors that include
large proportions of workers. The distributions of workers or of establish-

ments that 07e have had to use as crude indicators are not the basic
relevant criteria, of course more desirable goal would be the iden-

tification of the types of organizations that have unique types of jobs, with

at least minimum coverage of these unique types of jobs.

A samplingstrategy that would ensure adequate coverage of the job
content of the American economy will not be easy to develop, but it is
essential that work on this problem be initiated immediately if the Dar is

to serve the many demands that are made of it.

SOURCE DATA

Chapter 6 observes that the amount and type of source data supporting

DOT titles and definitions vary and that the quality of the data appears to

be uneven. These conclusions were based on examination of the source

data, on teports from analysts involved in writing definitions, and On
findings orthe Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (1979) management review.- -

In this section a more systematic and detailed inquiry into the quality of
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data is undertaken to determine the extent to which departures
ffEii standard procedures occurred and whether such departures vary by
period or across certain types of jobs. As is evident from the discussion in
chapter '6, there are numerous points at which departures could have
occurred. The nature of these departures is important to the extent that
they have deleteriously affected the quality and comparability of the data
in the DOT.

To assess the quality of DOT documentation, we used a set of data
collected by Booz, Allen & )familton as part of its management re'New.
Because the only information available on the procedures by which the
DOT was produced is anecdotal and impressionistic, Bdoz, Allen &
Hamilton conducted a special study of DOT source data in November
1978. Analysts,at the North Carolina field center were requested to record
information on the documentation available for a sample of 307 DOT base
titles. The' sample was systematically selected by choosing every fortieth
title in the DOT. However, there was an pccasion41 departure from this
procedure. If the title selected was not a base title, a substitution was
made, but the procedure by which this was done is unclear.

Even though the sample is slightly unsytematic, the difficulties of
conducting another similar study justify the use of These data to get an idea
of the quality of DOT documentation. As a check on the Booz, Allen &
Hamilton sample, the percentage distribution of base titles by DOT major -

occupational categories for the sample was compared with that of the DOT'.
The comparison, in Table 7-4, reveals that the two distributions are very
similar. Hence on this criterion at least, the sample appears to be quite
representative of the population from which it was drawn.

The distribution of DOT titles by the kind of documentation available for
each is shown in Table 7-5. The summary information at the end of the
table shows that 11 percent of the DOT titles had no supporting
documentation other than the third edition definition, which was based on
job analyses conducted prior to 1965. seventy-one percent of titles were
supported by job analysis schedules only, 8 percent by schedules and
occupational code requests, and the remaining 10 .percent by other
combinations of data. Thus job analysis schedules constituted the bulk of
the data base for the DOT, other types of information making up a
relatively small percentage of the source data.

The quality of the definitions for the 11 percent of titles lacking any sort
of documentation other than the third edition is particularly questionable,
since there is no way of knowing whether and to what extent chaiiges in
the coptent of these jobs occurred between the third and fourth editions.
The quality of definitions based solely (5 percent) Tr in.paq (14 percent) on
information other than job analysis schedules may also be questionable.
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TABLE 7-4 Peicentage Distribution of DOT Titles
by Major Group: The DOT versus the Booz, Allen &

Hamilton Sample

Category DOT

Booz, Alto
& Hamilton Sample

120g1--- 13

2 8 9

3 4 5

4 2 1

5 23 21

6 18 18

7 t9 19

8 7 8

9 7.. .6 '

TOTAL 100 100

N (12,099) (307)

Occupational code requesti, for example, are essentially employers' job

orders, which are taken over the phone and mafnot be verified on site. As'

a result the job specifications contained in code requests probably reflect
hiring requirements rattier than the -functional requirements of jobs, as

'would have been determined via on-site analysis. Similarly, information'
obtained through letters. from' trade associations (which are, in part,
advocacy groups) is perhaps more likely to depict the/ideal job than the
average or typical one. For both sources of information, skill and other
requirements 1,:f"the job may be inflated or biased upward, in relation to
what would INve been determined througti on-site analysis. If these data

continue to be.ttsed to support DOT definitions,, steps should probably be

taken to determine their properties and possible biases and their
comparability to, data obtained via on-site observations and interviews..

Table 7-5 shows the distribution of titles by the number of job analysis

schedules available for each. Sixteen percent of DOT occupations are

"unsupported by job analysis schedules (11 peicent of these ate completely
-unsupported, and 4.5 percent are supported by other types of information).

Of the total number of occupations an additional 29 percent are supported
by only One schedule, 19 percent by two schedules, and the remaining

percent by three or more schedules.
The small number of jobs analyzed per title raises additional questiope

about the inclusiveness and accuracy of the occupatioriat information.
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TABLE 7-5 Percentage Distribution of DOT Titles
by Number and Type of Supporting Documentation

Documentation Percentage

Number of job analysis schedules GAS)
0 16
1 29
2 19
3 ,_ 8
4 7
5 3
6 4 .-
7 2
8+ 13
TOTAL

,L, 101
Number of occupational code requests (ocR)

0 90
1 6
2 2

. 3+ I'
TOTAL 100

Number of otherasources
0 89
1 . 8
2 '2
3+

1

TOTAL 100
All forms of documentation

None 11

Pis only ,, 71
OCR only I

Other only 4
us and OCR 8
us and other 5
us, OCR. and other 1

TOTAL 101

. TOTAL N

I

-

..

307

°Other includes comments from trade associations, job descriptions
from employees, etc.

SOURCE: Tabulated using data from Booz, Allen & Hamilton study
of nor documentation. .

a

1 80

.
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contained in the DOT. The DoT definitions purport to be composites of the

content of jobs that can be grouped together under a single occupational
titlenot average or representative in the statistical sense, but rather
typical. Granted that this claim is a vague one, there is still reason to
question it, for 64 percent of fourth edition bar titles are based either
solely on a single third edition definition (which appears not to have been

verified for the fourth edition) or on the new analysis of only one or two
jobs. If jobs within an occupational composite are very similar (i.e., if the
occupation is homogeneous), then a small number of observations per
occupation may be sufficient to define it accurately. If, on the other hand,.
there is a good deal of variation among the jobs making up an occupation
(e.g., differences in job tasks or in technologies or materials), then a larger
number of observations is probably' desirable in order to capture
adequately the occupation's core tasks and its significant variations.

Unfortunately, for the majority of occupations in the DOT there is
insufficient information to determine whether an occupation is homoge-

neous (so as to require few job analyses) or heterogeneous (requiring
numerous analyses). Assuming that some occupations vary in tjieir
constituent jobs, it would seem advisable to explore further this issue of job

or oicupational heterogeneity in order to determine the optimal number pf
analyses needed to obtain reliable and adequately representative occupa-
tional information. This might be done by analyzing the existing sou

data for those DOT titles that are based on multiple job analyses or by
undertaking intensive new analyses of numerous jobs, in the
occupation (see Appendix E for a limited analysis of this kind).

An inquiry into the characteristics of job analysis schedules shows that
they too vary in several respects that might affect the quality of the DOT'S

occupational composites. Table 7-6 gives the distribution of schedules by

trment type, the procedures by which they were produced, and quality.,

, This table and the 'next one are based on the 1,351 schedules contained in

the files of the Booz, Allen & Hamilton sample of 307 DOT occupations. As

Table 7-6 shows, the majority of schedules available for the fourth edition

(66 percent) are C schedyles, in which the jot description is abbreliptecl to'"

include only, variations 'from the third edition definition. A schedules,
which were tirepared for jobs that could not be convened to a third edition

code and thereby contained full job descriptions, constitute 26 percent of
all schedules. V schedules, in which the job description is abbreviated to

include only variations from descriptions in other schedules, make up S

percent of the total.
f In accordance with Handbook procedures (U.S. Department of Labor,

1972), almost all schedules (94 percent) were prepared on the basis of
direct observation of jobs. Only 6 percent were prepared using data

1 8 .1_
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TABLE 7-6 Percentage Distribution of Job Analysis Schedules by
Selected Chaiacteristicsior Selected Periods

Characteristic Total
1962-
1965

1966-
1973

1974 -

1976

Treatment type , -
A (new job analysis) 26 20 34 13
C (confirmation of occupational

definition in previous edition Dor) 66 67 64 69
V (verification of occupational

definition based on previous job o
analysis) 8 13 2 18

ar
TOTAL

Direct observation
100 100 100 100

No - 6 0 1 16
Yes 94 100 99 84
TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Photocopy
No 86 98 94 70
Yes 14 2 6 30
TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Quality
Acceptable 66 53 74 60

4 Unusual NrrEwn a or MPSMS ° not -

described : 19 17 18 22
Job did not convert to 3rd edition code

and description inadequate - 3 '4 3 2
Technical terms not defined 0 0 0 0
Other 12 26 5 16

. Tout! 100 100 " 100 100
Period produced , .

3rd edition (1962-1965) 10
Regular (1966-1973) 57 1

Verification (1974-1976) 33
TOTAL 100

i

TOT AL N' (1,351) (128) (735) (426)
so.

° Machine, tools, equipment, or work aids.
b Material, products, subject matter, or services.
`Totals for period subgroups do not add to 1,351 because cases with missing data were
eliminated.

SOL RCE Tabulated using data from Booz, Allen & Hamilton study of Doi documenta-
tion.
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obtained through her Means such as phone calls or letters. Eighty-six
percent of all schedules are original write-ups, while 1,4 percent are
photocopies of'other chedulesa shortcut that is not, strictly speaking,
acceptable. Sixtyiseve percent of all schedules, whether an original or
based on direct obsery ion, are acceptable by Handbook criteria; i.e.,
terms are defined and al items were completed. For 19 percent of the

-The edules;-machines;-toelsT-equipment,- or_wOrk_aids _(mTEwA) or
materials, products, subject matter, or services (MPsMs) are not described
'while for another 15 percent the job description is inadequate or various
items on the schedule have been omitted.

Table 7-6 also shows the distribution of schedules by the period in which
they were produced. The first' period` (1962-1965) covers third edition
production. The seconct period (1966-1973) is post-third-edition, during
which standard operating procedures were in effect. The third period
(1974-1976) covers the years immediately prior to publication of the
fourth edition, during which abbreviated verification procedures were

. Results indicate that 10 pereem of the schedules used in developing
he fourth edition were in fact pfoduced for the third edition. The

majority, 57 percent, were produced in the 9-year period after publication
of the third edition. One third of all schedules were produced in the
"verification" period, when abbreviated procedures were implemented in
order to speed completion of the fourth editioji.

In the verification period (1974-1976), procedures were reportedly
much abbreviated. To investigate whether there was a relative lowering of
standards 'during that time and a concomitant decline in qUality, the
distribution of procedural and qualitative indicators was broken down by
period (see Table 7-6). As expected, the Percentage of verification (V)
schedules increased in this period, from2 percent of all schedules in 1966-
1973 8 18 percent of all schedules' in 1974-1976. The production of A
schedules for nary jobs that were not readily coded to the third edition
dropped from 34 to 13 percent. The production of C schedttles as a
prbportion of the total, by contrast, remained fairly constant across all
periods. .

The results in Table 7-6 docttment an increase in the proportional
incidence of departures, from Handbook procedures during the 3:year
verification period. Whereas 99 percent of all schedules produced in the
period prior to verification (1966-1973) are based oh direct observation, 84
percent of the schedules dating from the verification period were produced

this-way, Thus 16 percent of the schedules dated from the period
Smediately; preceding publication result, not -froniiiii-iire-Dbservatiott--.-41--'
interview but from phone calls to employers, mailed questionnaires, talks
with professional and trade associatioics, etc. The practice of duplicating

r
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TABLE 7-7 'Percentage Distribution of Job Analysis Schedules, by
Selected Characteristics and Type of Rib 6

Characteristic N nmanufacturing Manufacturing

Treatment type
A ,
C
V

TOTAL

10
65

5

100

24
66
10

100
Direct observation

No 6 6

Yes
11,6,

94 94
TOTAL 100 a 100

Photocopy
No 90 - 84
Yes 10 16 P,
TOTAL 100 100

Quality
Acceptable , 70 65
Unusual miEwn or MPSMS not

described 14 22
JO6 did not convert to 3rd edition code A

and description' inadequate 2 3

Technical terms not defined 0 0
Other 14 10
TOTAL 100 100

TOTAL. No (471) ,(823)

Total does not add to 1,351 be cases with missing data were eliminated.

. SOL RCE Tabulated using,d Booz,*Allen & Hamilton ptudy of DOT documenta-
tion.

)

previous schedules rather than writing up analyses anew also increased
iirdportionally, from 6 percent in the post-third-edition period to 30'
perCent during the verification period. In interpreting these variations by
period it should be borne in mind that the total incidence ordepartures
from Handbook procedures across all periods is relatively small, as is
shown in Table 7 -6. Concomitant with the increase in shortcut procedures-
the percentage of acceptable schedules dropped- from 74 percent of the
total in 1966-1973 to 60 percent in 1941-1976.

Although the& is variation by period in the incidence of shortcuts or
deviations from accepted procedures, these departures do not appear to
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have occurred .ispropol.tionately for certain types, of jobs. Table 7-7 shows
the type, pt.. ..uses, and quality of schedules broken down by two broad
categories: manufacturing and noruna,nufacturing. The number of cases in
the sample did not permit a finer breakdown by job type. The nonmanufac-
turing category is composed of occupations in DOT cateogories 0-1
(professional, technical, and managerial), 2 (clerical and sales), 3 (service),
4 (agriculture, fishing, and forestry), and 9 (miscellaneous). The manufac-
turing category is -made up of occupations_in oar categories5 (process-
ing), 6 (machine trades), 7 (benchwork), and 8 (structural work). The

. distribution of schedules .by treatment type is very similar for both
categories, with slightly more verification schedules and fewer schedules

for new jobs for manufacturing than for nonmanufacturing." In addition,
the distributions on observation are identical: 94 percent of the scheddles
completed in.both categories were based on on-site observation. Schedules
for manufacturing jobs, however, are Slightly more likely (16 versus 10

percent) than those for nOrunanufacturing jobs to have been photocopies of
other schedules rather than original write-ups. The quality of manufactur-
ing schedules is also somewhat lower thanithoie for nonmanufacturing
jobs: 65 percent of schedules in manufacturing were acceptable, compared
with 70 percent of norunanufacturing schedules. The difference is due
primarily to the greater incidence of undefined terms (machines, tools,
equipment, or woo aids and materials, procicts, subject matter, or
services) for schedules in the manufacturing category.

Although the consequences bf departures from standard procedures or
of schedules of poor quality cannot be determined with any certainty, the
existence of such departures raises doubts about the quality of he
occupational definitions in the DOT. Overall, the incidence of shortcuts or
devins i$ relatively low._ Departures did occur disproportionately,
ho er, in the period just prior to' publication. If'job analysis for the
fourth edition had been better planned and 'Aced, it is likely that these
departures could have been avoided altogether. To cut dosein on the
incidence of such last-minute departures, better planning of DOT produc-

tion and an ongoing process of quality control are advisable.
-Another concern arising from these. anal deserves further consider-

ation. Accordins to Handbook procedures,. 1 job descriptions are not
required for schedules of treatment type C (co g third edition codes)
and V (verifying fourth edition descriptions), which, as Table 7-6 shows,
account for 14 percent of all fourth edition schedules. hi some cases,,
analysts prOvided full job descriptions anyway;_in other cases, `.'same as

third edition" is the only job description available on a schedule. The .
description of job duties is perhaps the most important.- piece of
information contained in the job analysis schedule, serving as the basis for

...
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the definition itself and as'implicit justification for the assignment ofa DOT
cla-csification code and worker trait ratings. Because of the importance of
the description, thought should be given to requiring a full job description
on every schedule, regardless of whether the job being analyzed can be
converted to a third edition title or is similar to a previously analyzed job.
To promote efficiency, some, of the items on the schedule or other pieces of
information analysts are now required to supply Might be eliminated. For
example, the narrative report, the process flow chart, and the organization
chart, all of which fake considerable time to prepare, are apparently
almost never used subsequent to their' preparation. It would be misguided,
however, to abbreviate the most important piece of information on the job
gchedUle: the job descriptions.

In addition, the practice of writing full job descriptions only for jobs
, that cannot be converted to a third edition code May have hindered the
effort to identify new jobs adequately or to update old ones by creating a
tendency for analysts to force similarities between the job being analyzed
and the third edition definition. The use of different treatment types was
devised as a way of eliminating needless effort on the part of analysts, but
thought _should be given to developing other ways of achieving this end
that do not carry with them the potential for adversely affec ingsthe data
collected.

,

RATINGS OF WORKER FUNCTIONS AND WORKER TRAITS

Th'In the course of producing the Dar, analysts assigned scores to jobs'
(during data collection) and occupations (during definition writing) on a
variety of worker functions and worker traits; these procedures are
described, in chapter 6. Little is known about the validity and reliability of
these DOT indicators: what attributes of jobs they actually, measure, how
accurately they measure them, and how consistent the measurements are.
A description of the variables and their scoring is shown in Table 7-8.

VALIDITY

Concern about the validity of the Do'r's ratings of-worker functions and
worker traits arises for a number of reasons. First, the factors represented
by this set,Of variables are vague and ambiguously defined. It is not-readily

. apparent what the variables are intended to measure. Worker functions,
for example; are said to "express tlie total level of complexity of the job-
worker situation" (Handbook, p. 5) but "complexity" is never defined or
further Specified. Sidney Fine, whd was instrumental in developing the
worker ftnctions; has written that they reflect estimates of skill

7
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TABLE 7-8 The DOT Occupational Characteristics, Fourth Editfon

Variable Label Description a Scoring

Worker functions
DATA complexity of function in relation to data 0 to 6b

PEOPLE complexity of function in relation to people 0 to 8 b

THINGS complexity of function in relation to things 0 to 7 b

Training times
GED general educational development N., 1 to 6

SVP specific vocational preparation, 1 to 9

Aptitudes
INTELL intelligence
VERBAL verbal aptitude
NUMER numerical aptitude
SPATIAL spatial perception
FORM form perception
CLERICAL clerical perception

MOTOR u motor coordination
FINGDEX finger de terity
MANDEX manual exterity

. EYEHAND eye-h d-foot coddination.
COLOR= color discrimination .

Temperaments
DCP

FIF

INFLU

SIC

MVC

.DEPL

REPCON

PUS

STS

VARCH

Interests
DATACOM communication of data versus activities

with things I-to ld
SCIENCE scientific and technical activities versus

business contact 1 to I d

ABSTRACT abstract and creative versus routine,
concrete activities 1 to I d

MACHINE activities involving processes, machines,
or techniques versus social welfare . Ito I d

TANGIBLE activitiesresulting in tangible, productive
satisfaction versus prestige, esteem I to .1 d

direction, control, and planning
feelings, ideas, or facts
influencing people
sensory br judgmental criteria
measurable or verifiable criteria
dealing with people
repetitive or continuous processes
performing under stress
set limits, tolerances, or standards
variety andchange

1 to ex'
1 to 5b
1 to5b
1 to 5b
1 to 5b
1 to5b
1 to 5b
1 to 5 b

f05r
IO 5b

I tO5b

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/I .16

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1

0/1

Physicaldemands
STRENGTH

CLIMB

lifting, carrying, pulling, pushing
climbing, balancing

1 to 5
0/1

Continued overleaf
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TABLE 7-8 (continued),

Variable Label Desc rip tton4
s

Scoring

STOOP

REACH

TALK

SEE

Working conditions
LOCAliON

COLD

HEAT

Vv ET

NOISE

HAZARDS

ATMOSPH R

stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling
reaching, handling, fingering, feeling
talking, hearing
seeing

outside working conditions
extreme cold
extreme heat
wet, humid .
noise, vibration
hazardous conditions
fumes, odors, dust gases, poor ventilation

0/1
0/1
0/i
0/1

1 to 3

0/1
0/1

0/1
0/1 ,

0/1 '
0/1

*Descriptions are taken from the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1972).
b High stores coriesponno low values .

`Level 5 is not assigned on this aptitude because It is assumed that every job requires at
least a '4 (Source Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (1972:294))
dlnterest variables are..sets of bipolar contrasts 0 corresponds to presence of neither
interest in pair, 1 corresponds to presence of second interest in pair, 1 corresponds to
presence of first interest in pair...

.

1968a:374) and worker autonomy, i.e., the extent to which workers are
engaged \in "prescribed versus discretionary duties" (Fine, 1968b:7).
Complexity, skill, and autonomy are probably interrelated attributes of
jobs, but presumably they are not identical.

The ptecise meaning of the "training times" variables is equally unclear.
The validity of these variablesgeneral educational development (op))
and specific vocational preparation (svP)has been called into question by
the extremely 'high correlations (of the order of 1.9) between them and
measures of the social status or prestige of occupations. Several researchers
have suggested that correlations of this magnitude raise doubts about
whether these factors accurately measure the functional requirements of
jobs or whether they simply measure an oc*pation's social standing
(Daman' et al., 1972; Siegel, 4971). Alternatively, it could be argued that
since status or prestige are based on functional requirements (Treiman,
1977:.chdp . 1), high correlations are an indication of the validity of these
variables. That such alternative interpretations are possible is an indication
of the lack of preoision in the definition of these variables.
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The "aptitudes," "interests," and "temperaments" traits reflect a theory
of vocational preference foi which the empirical support is weak. The idea
that the adequate performance of =particular jobs requires workers with
certain traits may seem reasonable encough, but the constancy of such traits

=as attributes of individual personality has not been adequately established
in general an in particidar, with respect to the traits included in the DOT.
(For a more extended discussion of this point, see chapter 8.)

Finally, the working condition and physical demand variables obviously
were designed with unskilled factory and physical laboring jobs mainly in
mind. As a consequence, they appear'not to captpre adequate4he full
range of variability in the working conditions and Rhysicaldemantls of
jobs, omitting, for example, distinctions between machine-paced and
worker-paced jobs, routine versus nonroutine jobs, etc. Qne wonders
whether the same indicators would be used in devising new scales to
measure the working conditions and physical dentands of the range of jobs
performed today.

These factors and.the scales used to rate thein were developed in the
1950s on a. sample ,of ncsawatioas that were found predominantly in
manufacturing industries. The indicators represent a combination of
measures taken from several sources, and the details of their development
for use in the DOT are not well documented. The worker functions, for
example, are an extension and refinement of a classification scheme
develfrped in Great Britain after World War II to facilitate demobilization

...;.0,(Intenuitional Labour Office, 1952). The aptitude items were chosen to
correspond to those available from the General AptitndeTest Battery used
by the U.S. Employment Service to screen and profile applicants (Dvorak,
1947). The interest items were adapted from work by Cottle (1950) in an
extension of earlier work by Strong (1943) and others. The GED was
de-signed in house by the-staff of. the Division of Occupational Analysis in
recognition of the need to measure training requirements independently of
educational credentials or certification. Although the GED 'kale was
validated' in the 1960s against school curriculum content, no attempt w
made to validate it against any external criterion related to occupatio
performance. Changes in the occupational structure and related Mgt
tions since, the development of these scales, e.g.,- a shift from a
predominantlyinanufacturing to a service economy and changes in school
curricula, may wave undermined the capacity of- these scales to measure
the content and requirements of jobs accurately, especially jobs that have
recently emerged or changed.

Moreover, substantial .advances in psychometric scaling techniques
(Nunnall." 1967) andalso in the theory of vocational "preference (see

0*
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chapter 8) are not reflected in the DOT worker traits and worker functions.
Rather, they are frozen in a now outmoded mold. Scales that more or less
adequately reflected the state of the art of vocational trait measurement at
midcentury are now outdated. This condition serves to underscore the
urgency'of adopting a new strategy in producing the DOT that includes as
an'intrinsic aspect continuous research and technical improvement of the
docuinen't as a whole and of each of its-components.

RELIABILITY

These same considerations undercut the reliability of the worker trait and
worker function ratings. As noted in chapter 6, these variables were scored
for each occupation on the basis of the subjective ratings made by one or
several job ...analysts. Analysts themselves reported difficulty in assigning
scores on certain' factors, especially sv,P and aptitudes. The reasons cited
for this were the ambiguity of the factors-and the inadequacy of the
instructions contained in the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor,.1972). Fdrthermore, produotion of the fourth edition,DoT
was highly decentralized. Analysts were spread across 10 field centers and
1 special project, and there was reportedly little communication or
coordination of effort among them, nor were their activities closely
supervised by the national office.

In new scales or adapting existing scales for use in the third
edition DOT, the occupational analysis staff made various checks of the
reliability of analysts' ratings of these.traits; to a leiser extent, checks of
the validity of the ratings were made as well. Most of these studies were
conducted using small sathples of jobs and raters, and the results were not
published, even for internal distribution within the Division of Occupa-
tional Analysis.

Prior to publication' of the third editton, however, a major study of
ratings of 4,000 of the most frequently occurring jobs Was conducted. For
the study, eight_highlytrainedanalysts_at_thenationalioffice_of the
occupational analysis program rated occupations on a variety of character-.
istics, using DOT definitions and job descriptions written by analysts in the
field on the basis of on -site observations. These ratings, based on
descriztions only, weie compared with ratings made by eight analysts who
obserAd and rated similar jobs on site.

Restilts for ratings of aptitudes, show that the -median correlation
betweenthe average ratingi of.the two groups across all 10 aptitudes was
.90. In addition, inteirater reliabilities ranging from .74 to .96 were
obtained for the national office, analysts (Tr tier et' al., 1955). "Although'
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,thet validity of the ratings was. found to be rather low when they were
compared with test scores for the GATB, this result was ignored by those
designing the collection of worker trait data for the third edition DOT.

Attention was focused on the reliability exercise, which -was more
encouraging. The high degree of correspondence between the ratings made
on the basis of job descriptions and those based on direct observations was
taken as evidence that ratings could be assigned using job descripti ns
only. Thusfor the, third edition DOTratings-were assigned -primarily
national headquarters personnel using job descriptions only, with some
assistance from the field center staff.

The fourth edition saw a change in the procedures used to rate jobs and
occupations for the DOT. As noted in chapter 6, field center analysts not
only collected job data and wrote descriptions but also rated each job with
respect to the worker trait and worker function characteristics. In
addition, field analysts were responsible for assigning ratings to the
occupational composites contained in the DOT, formerly a task of the
national office.

Despite changes in the rating procedure, no checks appear to have been
made of 'the validity and reliability of the ratings during the course of
fourth edition production. Their validity is a complex issue not easily
addressed by us with the means at hand, beyond what we have said above.
We were able, however, to assess the tenability of the ratings. A complete
description of this exercise appears in Appendix E; here we briefly
summarize the exercise and the main results.

We asked experienced analysts at 7 field centers to rate 24 job
descriptions with respect to DATA, PEOPLE, THV4GS, 3 components ofGED,

' ,SVP, 6 physical demand factors, and 7 environmental conditions. Job
descriptions were taken verbatim from job analysis'schedules prepared for
the. fourth, edition'. Thus the rating task closely replicated the procedures
used. to assign scores for the third editionbut was an imperfect simulation
of the procedures by which ratings for the fourth edition were actually
generated. An exact replication of the fourth edition procedure (comparing
ratings made on site) was beyond the scope of our'project.

Our design enabled us to separate the effect of six potential influences on
ratings: the occupation being rated, the GED level of the occupation (four
groups), the job type (whether manufacturing or seryice), the 10 . .
description used to ippresent, the occupation (each Occupation.
represented by two descriptions), the field center &the rat
seven), and the individual analyst within the. field center Ode' of six)!

.41( Reliabilities were calculated undE? three assumptions. The "minimum ".
estimate treats variance associated with the occupation rated, the GED -

level, and the job type as legitimate and the variance associated with the -

19i
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TABLE 7-9
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ReliaVity Estimates for Selected DOT Variables

Minimum°

2 k

Medium b

4

. Job
Description Aater

Maximum c ;Iffect Effects
Variable (1) (2) (3) . (2) (1) (3) - (2) t4

DATA .84 .85 .90 .01 .05

_PEOPLE .80 S7 .91 .07 .04
THINGS .25 :46 .65 .21- .19

GED-REASON .75 .82 .88 .07 .06
GED-MATH .61 .85 .03 .24
GED-LANGUAGE .67 .71 .90 .04 .19
SVP .76 .80 .92 .04 .12

STRENGTH .34 .54 .73 '.20' .19
LOCATION .64 .66 .76 .02 .10

Average .63 .70 .83 .13

. .

°Reliability assuming that job type (manufacturing versus service), GED level, and
occupation (within GED level by job type) are the only legitimate sources of variation in
ratings.
b Reliability assuming that in addition to the above, the description rated (one of.two per
occupation) is a legitimate source of variation in ratings.
`Reliability assuming that in addition to the above, variance due to differences among,
field centers and among analysts within field centers are legitimate sources of variation
in ratings.

SOURCE: See Appendix E.

remaining factors as 'error. The "medium" estimate treats the job
description rated as an additional legitimate source of'Variation in ratings.
The "maximum" estimate treats- differences between raters , and field
centers as additional legitinutte sources of variation. The usefulness of this
approach is that the difference between the estimates can be interpreted
substantively: the difference between the medium and minimum estimates
is the error introduced by the fact that one job description rather than
another is rated; and the difference between the maximum and medium
estimateseis the error introduced by the fact that raters differ from one
another in the way they assign ratings.

Table 7-9 shows the three reliability estimates and the differences
between estimates for. each of nine Variables. First, it can be Noted that the
estimated reliabilities are not very high. The average minimum estimate is
only .63, and tleaverage medium estimate 0 .70 (it is not stmaihle* to
interpret the maximum estimates directly; they are Used only to derive
rater- effects). Second, some variables are much more reliably rated than
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others. In particular, the THINGS and STRENGTH variables are Very
unreliably estimated. In 'large .part this is due to the fact that ratings of
these factors vary substantially depending op which description is rated,
whereas the. description lias less influence On the ratings of the other

. factors. It is not clear, however, whether jobs vary more widely in their
complexity with respect to things and in theii: strength requirements than
in their other charactbristicsNor. whether the descriptions are simply less
adequate with respect to. these two characteristics than with respect to the
other characteristics. These results do suggest, however, the importance of
adequately sampling jobs within each occupation. Although the "job
description" effect is largest for the THINGS and STRENGTH factors, its is
also not trivialfor a number of other factors, whih means that the ratings -
of occupations (and, presuniably occupational descriptions as well) are
likely to vary substantially, depending on which particular job is chosen to
represent, the occupation. One way to overcome this is to average the
ratings (and descriptjbns) of several jobs to form a composite occupational
description and set of workei function and worker trait scores. Of course,
the solution would be to redesign the classification structure to
reduce heterogeneity among the jobs included in each occupational
category.

Inspecting the last bolumn of Table 7 -9; were, that rater effects are even.
larggr on the average than job dekription effects. Fortttnately, we know
from the extended analysis in Appendix E that rater effects are almost
entirely attributable to differences among individual raters rather than to
systematic differences among field centers. This ,suggests a simple-remedy.
Each job description should be independently rated for worker traits and
worker functions by several analysts. (Appendix E gives estimates of the
numbei of raters needed to achieve specified levels of reliability.)

In a second analysis we calculated reliabilities separately for manufac-
turing and service occupations. Considering the historical concen(ratit of
the DOT on manufacturing jobs, in particular, the emphasis on features of
manufacturing jobs in the development of the worker trait variables, we

. suspected that these variables might be more reliably measured for
nianufacluring than for service jobs. As Table 7-10 shows, this proved to
be the case, with the single exception oethe STRENGTH. scale. The result for
the STRENGTH scale is quite anomalous and suggeits that this variable
needs to be redesigned or abandoned. More generally, the lower reliablity
in the rating of characteristics of service jobs lends credenEe to the
conjecture that the worker function and worker trait' scales will become
inct mgly ill suited to measuring the job .content of the American-,

iinty as the labor force shifts away from manufacturing jobs, since it is
likely that the characteristics of clerical, sales, managerial, and profession-

* .4 ,
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TABLE 7-10
Occupation°

stimat Reliabilities, by Type of

Characteristic Service Manufacturing

DATA ."'

r(minimum) .694 .880
r(medium) .727 .889
r(maximurfi) .798 .918

PEOPLE -

4 (Mit= um) .666 .908
"(medium) .795 .933 .., '
r(maximum),

THINGS

.830 .972

r(minimum) . .107 .186
r(medium) .329 .406

'r(maximum),
GED= REASOW

.632 .637

r(minimum) .65-2 .694
r(medium) .717 .794
r(maximum) .792 .888

GED-MATH
, r(minimum) .422 .629

r(medium) .431 .682
r(maximum)

GED- LANGIJAGE

. .771 , .878

r(minimum) .f52 .690
r (medium) 409 .739

G

r(maximum)
SVP '

.853 . .862 '

o r(minimum). .724 , .768
r(medium) .739 .834
r(maximum) .873. .925

STRENGTH

r(nunimum)
r(medium) .

' .435.
.594 .'

.138

.495
r(maximum)

.. .724 , .705

Reliabilities are calculated under three different assumptions
about sources of error. See Tableq-9.

Reliabilities for the LOCATION scale could not be calculated
separately for service and manufacturing occupations because there
was no variation on this scale for the manufacturing occupations.
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.al jobs. will also be less reliably measured than the characteristics of
manufacturing jobs.

In additidn to the variables discussed above,.five physical demands and
six environmental conditions were rated. Since these variables are all
dichotomous, a different approach was required, described in Appendix E.
It is sufficient to note here that the results closely paralleled those we have
already reviewed. consistency artiong raters was only moderate, was much
greater for some variables than for others, and was gener,ally lower for
service than for manufacturing occupations..

In sum, this exercise strongly suggests that the reliability and consisten-
cy of the rating of worker fu4ctions and worker traits should and can be
substantially improved and that this could be quite simply accomplished
by adopting standard psychometric procedures involving the rating of
multiple job descriptions for each occupation independently by several
analysts each. In addition, those variables with particularly low reliability
should be reviewed with an eye to improving the reliablity of their
measurement. Finally, consideration should be given to the development
of multiple-item scales to measure occupational characteristics. We shall
have more to say about this below in our discussion of-a factor analysis of
the worker function and worker trait variables. -

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Despite the problems of validity and reliability, identified above, the bur
worker functions and worker traits constitute one of the richest sources of
occupational data available anywhere. We have already noted (in chapter
4) the wide variety of uses made of these dala. As an_aid-to researchers
contemplating further use of these data, we .report in this section the
results of a number of analyses that investigate- the distributional
properties of these variables and the interrelationships among them. Data
used in the analyses were supplied by the national office of the Division of
Occupational Analysis. A DOT summary tape made available to us
provided data on DOT codes, worker functions, and .worker traits for the
12,099 base title occupations in the DOT. The following analyses- are Lased
on a 10-percent random sample of these titles. The definitions and scoring
of the worker fu nctrons and traits are described in Table 7-8.

Table 7-11 presents descriptive statistics for each DOT variable. Note
that these statistics pertain to)he population of occupations included in
the DOT and not to individuals in the labor force. Insofar as the labor force
is unevenly distributed over occupational categories, the occupational
characteristics of workers would 6e expected to differ, from the characteris-
tics of occupations, but we have nOt systematically investigated the extent

19 5
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TABLE 7-11 Descriptive Statistics for Fourth Edition DOT
Occupational Characteristics.

Variable Label b Mean SD Kurtosis Skew Range

Worker functions
DATA 4.11 2.09 -1.40 . -0.47 6

PEOPLE 6.83 1.85 1.90 -1.63 8

THINGS , 4.32 2.31 -1.27 -0.28' 7

Training times .
GED ho 1.09 -0.45 . 0.12 5

SVP 4.46 2.06 -1.26 0.23 8
Aptitudes . .

INTELL 3.19 0.72 0.31 -b.65 3

VERBAL 3.43 0.78 0.83 -1.17 4
NUMER 3.63 0.78 0.43 -0.49 - 4
SPATIAL 3.47 ') 0.71 0.37 -0.77 4
FORM 3.36 0.67 . -0.30 -0.53 4

CLERICAL 3.89 0.79 -0.28 -0.36 3

MOTOR 3.46 .. 0.56 =0.79 -0.24 3

FINGDEX 156 0.61 0.30 -0.88 4

MANDEX 3.21 0.53 0.72 , 0.32 4

EYEHAND 4.67 0.60 2.891.- -1.80 4
COLORDIS 4.52 0.70 1.81 -1.42 4

Temperaments c
DCP 0.18 0.38 - - 1

FIF 0.01 0.10 - 1

INFLU 0.04 0.20 - - 1 '
SIC 0.17 0.38 - 1

,mvc '

,
DEPL

, 0.39
0.23

0.49
0.42

-- -- 1 ,

1

REPCON 0.46 0.50 - ... 1

Pus 0.02 0.16 - - 1

STS 0.60 0.49 - 1

.VARCH 0.20 0.40 - - 1

Interests .

DA3ACOM -0.57 . 0.66 0.27 1.23 2

42: .SCIENCE -0.12 0.45 1.40 -049 Z
ABSTRACT -0.47 0.53 -1.25 0.21 2

MACHINE
4 0.62 0.55 0.08 -1.05 2

TANGIBLE

Physical demands
-0.05 0.47 1.50, -0.18 2

STRENGTH . 2.39 0.91 -0.15 0.42 4

CLIMB 0.08 0.27 -, 1

STOOP 0.20 0.40 - I

REACH 4.89 0.31 - - 1

TALK ' 0.29 0.45 - 1

SEE 0.57 0.49 - - 1

19G
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TABLE 7 -11 (continued)

Variable Label b Mean SD Kurtosis Skew Range

. ,

' Working conditions c
LOCATION 1.22 0.56 .4.41 '2.40 2

COLD , 0.01 0.08 . , 1

HEAT 0.05 ' 0.21 1

WET 0.07 0.25 - .,- 1

NOISE 0.29 . '0.45 e ' 1

HAZARDS 0.15 0.3S .1`

ATMOSPhR 0.12 0.33 1

° Based on 10-percent random sample of bcsr occupations, N 1,172.

b For variable descriptions and scoring, see Table 7-8.
Kurtosis and skew coefficients are not presented for dichotomous variables.

of the differenci. The average occupation in the DOT involves -, latively
low levels of complexity: computing data, serving people, and ntipulat-
ing things. The average occupation requires GED at the level of beittig able
to solve practical problems, perform simple algebra, and read nesIspapers
and novels. Six months to a year of SVP is typically needed, as are aptitudes
at levels preSumed to be possessed by the middle-to-lower third the
population of workers. Adaptability to working with measurabt, or
verifiable criteria, with set limits, tolerances,' or standards and,,; th
repetitive, continuous processes is a significant requirement of more thin a
third of the occupations contained in the DOT. Most occupations are also
characterized by interest in working with things and machines and in
routine activities, and most also involve reaching and seeing, Arduous,,
physical activities or noxious working conditions, however, are ,present in a.
relatively small proportion of occupations.

, An inspection or the rheans of the dichptomous variables
1

tfmpera-
ments, physical demands, and working conditions except S'I'RE TH and
LOCATION) indicates that some of the DOT characteristics.occn with low
frequency (the mean of a dichotomy is the proportion positive). The
temperaments involving feelings, ideas, or facts, influencing people, and
performing under stress are required in fewer than 10 percent of all
occupations, for example, as are the physical demands involving climbing
and exposure to cold, heat, and wetness. The aptitude variables have
particularly small standard deviations, indicating limited variance on these
traits as well. In addition, the range of two of the aptitudes, CLERICAL and
MOTOR, is small: no occupations are scored as requiring the highest

1 9
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176 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

aptitude level. An inspection of the frequency distributions of the aptitude
variables (not shown) reveals that even for those for which the range is not
restricted, cases are highly concentrated in one or two of the available five

-

In line with this, data, in the third and fourth columns of Table 7-11
indicate that many of the variables exhibit markedly nonnormal distribu-
tions. The skewness and kurtosis coefficients presented. in these columns
are measures of the degree to which a distribution approximates a normal
curve. Skewness is a measure of the symmetry of the distribution; kurtosis
measures the flatness or peakedness of the curve. Both' coefficients equal,
zero for. normal distributions. The distributions of the PEOPLE worker

, function; the VERBAL, EYEHAND, and COLORDIS aptitudes; the DATACOM
and MACHINE interests; and th'e LOCATION working conlition are'
particularly skewed. On PEOPLE, for example, 63 percent of al occupa-
tions are rated at the lowest level, taking instructions-helping, causing the
distribution to have a pronounced peak at its extreme tail. The variables
DATA, PEOPLE, THINGS, SVP, EYEHAND, ABSTRACT, TANGIBLE, and
LOCATION exhibit distributions that are markedly more peaked or flatter
than normal, with kurtosis coefficients larger than 1 in absolute value.
Among the variables. that ?re not dichdtomous, the remaining distribu-
tions, notably GED, more Closely approximate morinality. .

'The distributional characteristics just presented' raise several issues
worthy of additional consideration. Assuming that the DOT -rriables
accurately reflect the dimensions of an occupation that ;hey are intended
to measure, one might ask whether there is a //need for analysts to rate
occupations for traits that seldom occur or for traits that always occur, i.e.,
traits that never vary. In some cases, of course, the traits are important
attributes of the jobs they characterize, even if such jobs are rare. Working
conditions involving extreme cold, heat, or. wetness would be of this type.
In other cases, Such as for many of the temperaments, however, the traits
are of little practical interest to job applicants and are useful mainly
esearch purposes. In such cases the limited variation of highly skewed
itriables is a matter of considerable importance since it reduces the
tI'scriminalory power of these variables. This suggests the need to look into

scaling properties of these measures, which are largely unknown.

\)
THE . CTOR STRUCTURE

NN'it

Each oaf the 44 DOT variables is supposed to reflect a distinct occupational
characteristic. Several researchers (Spenner, 1977; Temme, 1975) have
noted, hdivever, that many of the variables appear to measure nearly ,
identical phenomena, as evidenced both by the content of the items (Table_
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7-8) and by the high degree of intercorrelation among them (Table 7-12).
In order to determine the underlying dimensions tapped by the full set of

4
Dar variables, we factor-analyzed the 44 DOT variables (using the SPSS
computer program fob principal comiSonents with iterations and varimax
rotation) for a 10-percent random sample of DOT occupations (N
1,172). Six interpretable factors emerged. Factor, loadings for the analysis
are shown in Table 7-13. Generally, .40 was chosen as the cutoff point for
including an item in .a factor: I3? this criterion a number of items did not
load on any factor. If on closer inspection these items, had factor loadings
between .30 and .40 on a given factor And if they corresponded in quitent
to other items on the factor, the decision rule was relaxed, and these items
were included in the list of items defining thefactOr. The six orthogonal
factors that emerged account for 95 percent of the common variance in the
correlation matrix. The item composition of each of the. factors plus factor
loadings and the percentage of variance explaihed by each are given in
Table 7-14. - .

The first factor (Table 7-14) accounts for 49 percent of the total shared,
varian and consists of 17 items with loadings greater than .40. An
ing tion of the items suggests that this factor reflects the substantive
complexity of work, as Witnes4ed by the high loadings of the training.
variables GED and SVP; the worker functions DATA and PEOPLE; and the
aptitudes INTELL, NUMER, and VERBAL. The loadings of the temperament
variables REPCON. and VARCH also reinforce the .interpretation of this

'factor as reflesting the complexity. ef tasks and routines entailed in
occupations.

The second factor accounts for 23 percent of the shared variance. The
high loadings of the variables FINGDEX, MANDEX, REACH, and SEE as well
as those of the machine-related THINGS and MACHINE variables clearly
indicate that this factor reflects the motor or sensory skills required by
occupations.

The third factor, which accounts for 10 percent of the shared variance,
also taps a dimension of the physical requirements of jobs, but the high
positive loadings of the variables LOCATION, STOOP, CLIMB, and
STRENGTH coupled with the negative loading of EYEHAND indicate that
this factor reflects the arduous physical requirements of occupations, i.e.,
those characterized more by brawn than by fine motor skills.

The fourth factor accounts for only 5 percent of the shared variance, but
the items that load strongly on it clearly represent the organizational or
administrative components of occupations such as dealing with people
(DEPL and PEOPLE) and directing or planning (DCP). It should be noted
that factors 1 and 4 share a number of items in common (DATA, PEOPLE,
DCP, DATACOM, and TALK), a fact that indicates that there is a close

1 9
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TABLE 7-12
fit
-Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation C4fTicientifor DOT Variables

00

1r 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 -12 13 14 15

Correlation
coefficients

1. DATAlgt 1.00

2. Pi.OPLE .70 1.00
" ,

3, THINGS .22 -.00 1.00
1

4. GED -.84 -.62 -.26 1.00

5. SVP' -.84 -.41 .88 1.00
6. !ram .75

10..51
.20 -.86 -.79 1.00

/. VERBAL .81 .62 .07 -.83 -.73 .82 1.00

8. NUMER ..72 .48 .23 -.77 -.71 .73 .71 1.00

9. SPATIAL .44 .23 'AT- -.53 -.59 .51 .40 .'47 1.00

10, FORM .37 .15 .44 -.45 -.50 .40 .32 .41 .60 1.00

11. CLERICAL .66 .49 .05 -.65 -.58 .61 .63 .68 .21 .23 4 1.00

12. MOTOR .02 :44 -JO -.14 .09 .00 .09 .31 .31 .02 1.00

13. t1NGDBX .16 -.00 .46° -.21 -i-.23 .19 .14 .20 .36 .47 .12 -53 1.00

14. MAND -.15 .47 .10 .01 -.12 \-.22 -.08 .27 .25 -.20 .52 . -.44 1.00

15. EYEHA -.06 01 .12 .02 -.01 -.03 -.09 -.05 .12 .00 -.10 .18 .04 .15 1.00

16. COLORDIS .25 .13 .26 -.26 -.30 .24 .21 .23 ..25 .39 .16 .12 .22 .11 .11

17. DATACOM -.59 -.59 .15 .57 .47 -.51 -.61 -.42 -.13 -.10 ir.50 .07 .01' .28 .05

18. SCIENCE .25 .37 -.19 -.14 -.13 .07 .16 .08 r.14 -.13 .21 -.13 -.18 -.27 -.04
19. ABSTRACT -.68 -.28 .66 .68 -.62 -.60 -.52 -.43 -.36 -.44 -.06 -.18 .05 .02

20. MACHINE .20 .31 -.42 -4.17 -.03 .20 .34 ..14 -.15 -.15 .20 -.18 -.12 -.28 -.05
21. TANGIBLE .30 .51, -.29 -.22 -.18 .17 .26 .18 -.08 -.12 .24 -.21 -.24 -.32 -.09

.22. DCP 7.69 .06/ .56 .57 -.46 -..56 -.46 -.18 -.13 -.44 .11 .07 .24 .05
2 0 0
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23. FIF -.20 -.11 -.01 .20 .15 -.21 -.23 -.05 -.09 -.04 -.07 -.03 -.08 .02 .06
24. irgitu -.23 -.30 .16 ' .28 .18 -.26 7.32 -.20 -.03 -.03 -.21 .08 .03 .16 .05

.25. sic -35 -.27 .05 .37 .31 -.3,9 -.39 7.28. -.17 -.18 -.23 .03 -.06 .14 -.05
26. mvc -.45 -.19 -.41 .45 .54 -.39 -.32 -.42 -.45 -.39 -.30 -16 19 -.10 -.01
27. 41)EPL -.65 -.77 .16 .57 .51 -.48 -.60 -.45 -711,_ -.07 -.50 .12 .08 .33 .04
28. REPCON .73 .49 .28 -.70 -.73 .65. .61 . .58 '.42 .37 .53 .05 .15 -.08 -.01
29. Pus ., -.03 -,05 -.01 .05 .05 -.07 7.07 .01 -.04 -.03' -.04 -.06 .01 .02 -.17
30, srs .11 .28 -.45 .02 ,08 -.03 .17 -.05 -.20 -.26 .03 -.26 -.26, -.30 .01

34. vAgc0 -.54 -.45 -.16 .44 .49 -.35 -.41 -.39 -.26 -.19 -.35 -.03 -.06 .01 -Q4
32. STRENGTH .33 .25 -.13 -.35 -.25 .34 .41 - .31 .02 14' .14 .4f -.03 .17 -.24 -.21
33. CLIMB .00 -.01 -.07 .01 .06 -.02 .04 .00 -.10 .0i ..05 -.00 .02 -.02 -.24
34. STOOP .07 . .08 -.12 -.08 -.02 .07 .13 .08 -.07 .02 .16 -.07 .01 -.11 '-.24
35. REACH .41 .42 -.33 -.40 -.31 .38 .47 .34 -.03 . -.06 .37 -.25 -.20 -.44 -.11
36. TALK -.66 -.72 .09 .59 .53 -.50 -.62 -.45 -.16 -.12 -.50 .08 .04 .30 .00

37.s -.16 -.02 -.33 .20 .25 -.19 =.19 -.33 -.39 -.11 -.27 '-.35 -.21 -.13
38. LOCATION -.06 --:07 -.02 .05 .08 -.06 -.01 .01 ' -.14 .02 .06 -.02 :07 -.84 -.38
39. cup -.02 -.00 , _.02 .04 .03 -.04 -.01 -.03 -.04 ,;-.02 -.03 .02 .02 -.01 , .04
40. HEAT .05 .05 -.05 -.05 -.03 .04- .07 .02 .04 .01 .05 .05 .09 .01 .02

41. WET .08 .04 00 -.08 -.04 .07 .08 , .10 .07 All :10 .06 .10 .01 -.06
42. NOISE .13 .07 -.16 -.13 7.06 .16 .20 .11 -.06 ..cq .16 -.08 v.03- -.13 -.16
43. WARDS .08 .06 -.11 1-.05 ' .00 .04 .12 .07 -.08 .01 .14 , -.07 .08 -.10 -.19
44. ATMDSPHR .06 .02 -.06 -.08 -.02 .06 .11 .03 -.00- ,03 .09 -.OS .08 .09 -.05

.
4

% .
Means 4.14 6.8 4.3' 3.0 4.5 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.9 3.5 3.6 3.2 4:..7

Standard . '
deviations 2.1 1.8- 2.3 1.1 2.1 .72 .78 .78 .71 .67 .79 .56 .61 .53 .60

o
a S e e Table 7-8 for scoring of DOT variable.§.
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"ABLE 7-12 (Continued)

3

16 '17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Correlation
coefficients

1. DATA

, 2. PEOPLE

3. THINGS
4. GEI5

. 5. SVP

6. INTELL

7. VERBAL

8. NUMER

9. SPATIAL

10. FORM

11. CLERICAL

12. MOTOR

13. FINGDEX

14. MANKX
15. EYEHAND

16. COLOR DIS 1.00

17. DATACOM -'.10 1.00

18. SCIENCE .4 -.09 -.42 1.00

19. ABSTRACT -.24 47 --,r4 Imo

20. MACHINE -.03 -.43 'o.18 -.10 1.00

21. TANGIBLE -.09 -.33 39 -.10 .19 1.00

;
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t
22. DCP -.09 ,, .51 -.38 ----.43 -.21 -.60 1.00
23. FIF '7.09 1 .20 4.---..44.=-- -.26 -.07 .06 .10 1.00
24. INFLU -.08 .37 -.28 .20 --'.28 .16 .10 1.00

'25. SIC -.22' .35 -.12 .36 ,-.20 -.43 .18 .21 .31 1.00
26. mvc -.21 .14., .08 .44 .18 .05 .13 -.08 -.06 .04 1.00
27. DEPL -.07 .68 -.57 .43 -:37 -.55 .70, .10 .31 28 .10 1.00 .

. 28. REPCON .2f -.45 ' 19 -.70 .08 .12 -.43 -.10 -.19 -:37 -.63 -.47 1.00
29. Pus -.05 .13 -.06 .08 -.04 -.01 -.03 A -.00 .09 :03' .08 -.09 1.00

. 30. srs -.08 -.30 .25- -.02 .44 :27 -.29 -.08 22 -.19 .23 -.38 -.04 -.08 1.00
31. VARCH -.14 .33 -.20- .39 :--.08 -.20 .47 -.03 -.00 .11 .23 .43 -.46 .00 -.17
32. STRENGTH ,.05 -.36 .14 /.17 .20 .23 -.2& -.13 -.10 -.04 _7%31 .20 .03 .06

.' aims -.01 -.10 .04 . .03 .10 .08 -.04 -,03 -.06 .04 .05 -.05 -.07 .03 .01
34. STOOP -.03 -.17 .09 .02 .07 .19 -.13 -.03 -.08 '.02 .04 -.15 .00 .05 .05
35. -.06 -.52 .38 -.29 .38 . .35 -.42 -.10 -.31 -.27 -.02 -.50 fr.,30 .00 .28
36. TAI. -.13 .64 -.49 45 -.32 -.42 .63 .13 .29 .31 .14' 77 -.49'T% .12 -.30
37. sEE -.32 -.06 .16 .17 .18 .13 .01 .03 -.04 .05 .30 -.06 -.20 .08 26
38. LOCATION -.00 -.04 .02 .07 .02 -::00 .07 ) -.03 -.02 .10\ ' .06 .02 -.08, .08 -.07
39. COLD '.01 -.00 -.03 \ .01 -.01 -.04 .02 +.01 -.02 .05 .01 .04 -.03 -.01 .02
40. HEAT, -.10 -.08 ,.02 -.04 .10 .02 -.05 ,-.02 -.04 -.01 .02 -.06 -.01 -.01 .05
41. WET .03 -.10 .01 -.05 .09 .04 -.02 -.03 -.04 .03 -.05 -.06 .06 .02 -.01
42. NOISE .05 -.16 .04 -.07 .24 .04 -.05 05' - 10 -.10 04 -.13 .07 .05 .07
43: HAZARDS -.01 -.12 . .03 -.07 .14 .07 -.10 -.04 -.08 +.02 07 -.11 .01 .22 .08
44. 4TMOgPHR -.01 -.09 .01 -.05 .10 .01 -.03 -.41 -.05 -.03 ,04 -.06 .02 .04 .b5

,
Means 4.50 -.57 '-.12 -.47 .62 -.05 .18 .01 .04 .17 .39 .23 .46 .02 .60
Standard

deviations .70 .66 . .45 .53 .55 .47 .38 .10 .20 .38 .49 42 .50 .16 . .49

4
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TABLE 7-12 (continued)

s.

: 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 .* 39 . 40 41 42 43' 44

Correlation
coefficient

1. DATA

2. PEOPLE

3; THINGS

4. GED

5. SVP

6. !WELL
. 7. VERBAL

8. HOMER

9. SPATIAL

1a. FORM

CLERICAL

12. MOTOR

13. FINGDEX

14. MANDEX

15. EYEHAND

16. COLORDIS

17. DATACOM

18. SCIENCE

° 19. ABSTRACT

20. MACHINE

21. TANGIBLE

1
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.

22. DCP

23. FIF

24. INFIX
25, sic
26. MVC

27. DEPL

28. REPCON

29. Pus
30. sis

...4

_

-r

4
-1 J1, . VARCH 1.00
32. STRENGTH -.11 1.00 a

,
33. CLIMB .05 .21 1.00 . )
34. STOOP .02 .44 .37 1.00

4t

35. REACH -.20 t .n .06 .16 1.00 -
36. TALK .42 -.31 .00 -.09

4
?

-.18
1.00

37. SEE
38. LOCATION

.08
.08

-.03
.26

.02'

.38

.03

.30 .02
.00
.04

1.00

.02

,

1.00

..,

39. COLD -.01 .04 .,14 .02 1.-.01 .02 .02 .01 1.00 q

40. HEAT -.02 .11 .13 .05 .06 -.08 .00 -.04 .09 1.00
41. WET 4.01 .19 .15 .17 .07 -.07 -.04 .13 .07 .13 1.00

.

42. NOISE .00 .26 .13 .21' .17 -.09 .10 .08 -.03 .07 .06 1.00
43. HAZARDS -.02 .31 .30 .22 .10 -.08 .10 .18 .03 .16 .16 .22 1.00
44. ATMOSPHR ,-.02 .22 .18 .18 .10 -.08 .04 .08 .04 .16 .04 .19 .32 1.00

Means .20 2.4 .08 .20 .89 .

.
29 . .51 1.2 .01 .05 .07 .29 .15 .12

Standard
deviations .40 ' .91 .27 .40 .31 .45 .49 .56 .08 .21 .25 .45 .35 , .33

I

,,..
r,

V V

a%)

/
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TABLE 1-13, Factor Loadings: iiarimax Rdtated Factor Matrix a- .

, Vapablet

, Factor

1 2 4 5 6 '
0

DATA 81 '06 .:4" 02 , AO . .17 05

PEOPLE
.

47 ,...- .05 02 70 17. -.01
THINGS, .c

31 ' 66 .06 15 1,6 13

-LED .P.6 12 -04 26 21 -01
t SV P , 86 .22 02 .27 0 09 05

INTELL 83 07 03 14 26

VERBAL .76 - 04 -.08 29 33 " 11

MAIER 78 - .09 09 18 .05 01

'SATIAL .55 .47 16- -.03 .05 .03

FORM
e .46 52 P- 07 -7.07 .07 01 .

CLERICAL 64 . -.04 .- 19 .27 ,03 --.11

MOTU .02 0 68 .07 --.04 Q3 - , 08

Fl DEX .16 .69° -.08 -.10 08 -.21
MA N DEX 1 13 67 .13 -16 --07 - 00
EY E HAND -.05 ' 17 52 03 04 03

COLOR DIS 28 ..28 -.04 17 .06

DATACOM Al 14 12 49 37 15 ...

SCIENCE -02 .. .21 10 -57 -011 -01
A BSTIVCT .68° .11 . .04 .19 28

MACHINE ,
TANGIBLE

-.05
10

33

27

01

12

24

-.63
-.37

.13

.26

- 04
DCP 43 -.09 - 02 74 .04 00

FIF 10 .06 - 05 01 41 .01

'IN FLU , 15 -.12 -.08 17 .41 - 05'4,0
SIC .31 - 05 .09 07 .51 i'00
MVC 64 19 03 lb - 27 .03

DEPL 39 -.16 - 06 .78 .18 08

R EPCON -.81 - 04 -.03 -.17. - 08 .03.

PUS . .03 05 13 . 06 .07 .07

at STS 13 .37' -" 12 , 39 - 31 .16

V ARCH . A2 '.06 13 '.40 %, -.05 -06
,STRENGTH . -.30 .06 .48 16 4-- 04 .30

CLIMB .08 -.02 , '' 49 06 -.04 .2e
STOOP - 03 05 .53 11 .003 .20

REACH
&

.
34 A2 12 ^ 33 -.21 , 11 ,

TALK .44 . -.11 .Q1 .64 -.08
SEE .24 .43. 01 -.10 -.06 .08

LOCATION .08 -.03 .67 .03 - 03 -.00
.COLD 04 -.02 .01' .00. 1 .02 -.15

HEAT -.01 -.03 .. -.03 ' -.05 ' p-.01 .37

WET -206 ,' -.07 .18 p.03 .02 .22 -

NOISE 12 .14 : *19 .03 -.15 .26

HAZARDS -.03 .08 .29 A . -.04 -.07 .52

ATMOSPIIR -.05; .05 .14 4: .02 -.05 .42

':. .

- P-
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TABLE 7-13 (continued)

Factor

Vanable° I 2 3 4 5 6,
Eigen value 10 86 4 98 2.18 1.20 1.09 0.63

.

Percentage variance 49 30 22.60 <" 9 90 5 40 4.90 - 2.90

Cumulative percentage 49.30 72.00 81 90 87.30 92.20 < 95 10

a Factor loading s grealer than or equal to .4 are in boldface
b W here necessary, scores on variables were reflected so that high scores represent high

levels of the trait

. "
relationship in the DoT.between the substantive complexity of occupations
and their managerial responsibilities. ,

The fifth and sixth factors account for,5 and 3 percent of The shared
. variance in the matrix, respectively. Factor 5, which is composed of only 4

items, might tle labeled "interpersonal skills." An inspection, of the items'
ontent reveals that this dimension involves working with feelings and

ideas and sensors or judgniental criteria and that it involves. influencing
people and dealing with their social welfare. The sixth factor, although it

,.. accounts for only 3 percent of the variance, is readily interpretable as
reflecting undesirable aspects of the working conditions of occupations.

.By and large, the results of this factor analysis are straightforward.
Several variables did load on More than one factor: as noted; there is some,
overlap. between factors 1 and 4; factors 1 and 2 also share two items in
common. Only °five variables (COLORDIS, PUS, COLD, WET,, and Nthst),
failed to load significantly on any of the factors. Of these five variables, all
but COLORDIS. are dichotomous .variables with limited variance. The'.
.variable COLORDIS (occupations requiring an aptitude for color discrimina-
tion) appears.to tap a unique occupational dimension. Presumably, many
occupations require similar speciaLaptitudes, but since each aptitude is
probably requiped of only a few occupations, it would be preferable to
include such information as part of the occupational definition.

These results can be, interpreted in two ways. The most straightforward
interpretation is simply that there is a great deal of redundancy antiong
-DOT indicators. Alternatively, the factor patterns just presented could
result from the procedures used in making DOT ratings. In ratiq
occupations for these'traits, occupational analysts might have forced
consistency, among them; It is true that many of the functions and traits

-appear to tap nearly identical phenomena, (e.g., GED and INTELL).
fl'Owever, it is also the case that the way in which the ratings were made-

6
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TABLE 7-14 Factor Analysis of Fourth Edition DOT Occupational
Characteristics: Items and Loadings for Six Major Factors

Variable
Label Description Loading ,

Factor 1 substantive complexity. 49 3 percent°
GED general educational development .86
svp specific vocational preparation 86
INTELL intelligence b 83

DATA complexity of functioning with data b 81

REPCON repetitive or continuous processes 81

NUMER numerical aptitude b 78
VERBAL verbal aptitude 6 .76
ABSTRACT abstract and creative versus routine, concrete activities .68
MvC , measurable or verifiable criteria 64
CLERICAL clerical perception b .64
SPATIAL spatial perception 6 55

PEOPLE complexity of functioning with people b 47
FORM form perception 6 .46

...
TALK talking .44
DCP 'direction, control, and platining - 43

42vAscii variety and change+ .
DATACOM communication of data versus actwities with thiiigs .41

Factor 2. motor skills, 22.6 percent°
FINGDEX finger dexterity 6 ' 69
MOTOR motor coordination b .68
MANDEX manual dexterity b .67
THINGS complexity of functioning with things b 1 .66
FORM' form perception 6 52

. SPATIAL spatial perception 6 .47
SEE seeing ---- .43
REACH reaching .42

sis ' set limits, tolerances, or standards .37

MACHINE activities involving processes, machines versus
social welikt re 33

.

Factor 3: physical demands, 9.9 percent ° 's
1.0CATION outside working conditions .67
STOOP stopping, kneeling, crouching, crawling 53

EYEHAND eye-hand-foot coordination 6
0, .52

CLIMB climbing, balancing .49
STRENGTH lifting, carrying, pulling; pushing .48

Factor 4: management, 5.4 percent°
DEPL dealing with people .78

DCP direction, control, planning 30
PEOPLE complexity of functioning with people b ' 6..70

TALK talking .64

I
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TABLE 7-14 (continued)

Variable
Label Description - Loading

TANGIBLE activities resulting in tangible satisfaltion versus prestige .63
SCIENCE scientific, technical activities versus business contact- . 57_

DATACOM communication of data versus activities with things .49

DATA complexity of functioning with data' .44

Factor 5. interpersonal skills, 4 9 percent°
sic sensory or Judgmental criteria .51

FIF feelings, ideas, facts .41

INF LU influencing people .41

MACHINE activities involving processes, machines versus
social welfare .37

Factor 6 undesirable working conditions, 2.9 percent°.
HAZARDS hazardous conditions .52

a \ AmiosPHR fumes, odors, dust, poor ventilation 42

HEAT extreme heat .37

° Percentage orcommon variance
!'Sign reflected on this variable.

all ratings assigned at one time by a single analystcould have inflated the

degree of consistency antong the scores for each occupation and hence the
degree of correlation between variables measpred over occupations. This
called a "halo effect," the tendency of 'once judgment to be affected by \

another. It is well known that when several ratings are made at a single

time by a single judge, they- tend: to be more consistent than when the

ratings are made independently of -dile another (Selltiz et al., 1959:351:

352).
_ Evidence that the rating procedure itself is an irfiportant source of the

high degree of,interrelationship among the DOT variables is offered by the
results of a similar factor analysis performed by using third edition data
(Barker, 1969). For the third edition, different analysts rated each of the

traits: one analyst rated occupations for aptitudes, another for tempera-
ments, etc.,. a procedure that 'would mitigate the tendency to force
consistency among the ratings. In an analysis of third edition ratings,

Barker found that 11 factors emerged and thdt the factor 'loadings,
commonalities, and percentage of common variance explained were all

much lower than the estimates presented here. Although other reasons
could account for the differences between his findings and ours (e.g.,
differences in the underlying distribution of occupations), the suspicion is

strong that the differences are attributable to the change in the rating
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procedures from the third to fourth edition, that is, that the high
covariation among the workei functions and worker traits is an artifatt at
least in part of the prodedures used to rate DOT occupations. If this is So,
these cindings suggest that a modification of current rating procedures is
needed along with a careful examination of the content of:the items
themselves.

These results suggest that the more reliable indicators of the features of
occupations ,,tapped by the worker traits and worker functions variables
could be created by developing factor-based multiple-item scales to
represent the various dimensions revealed by the faptor analysis. Such

° scales' would have the advantage of greater internal reliability and
consistency than single indicators or scales created by simple summing of
items without knowledge of their factor structure. In Appendix F we
present scores for scales constructed in this way for the categories of the
1970 U.S. Census detailed occupational classification. ,

SEX BIAS IN THE RATING OF OCCUPATIONS

Recently, the DOT has come under attack for alleged sex bias. It has been
x. claimed that in the third edition DOT both the occupational descriptions

and the ratings of occupational characteristics undervalued jobs held
mainly by women (Witt and Naherny, 1975). In particular, it has been
asserted that third edition ratings of the complexity of work in relation too
data, people, and things reflect traditional stereotypes regarding the
relative complexity of the kinds of jobs typically held by women and those
typically held by men (Witt and Naherny, 1975). ConsideratiOn of a few
exarhples is sufficient to legitimate the charge of sex bias in the third
edition. In it the DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS variables included as the
loweit response level a judgment that an occupation had "no significant
relationship" to data, people, or things. Typist, a job held mainly by
women, was coded as having no significant. relationship to things, whereas
Typesetting-Machine Tender, a job held mainly by men, was coded at a
higher level of complexity. Such jobs as Nursery School Teacher and
Practical. Nurse were coded as having minimal or no significant relation-
ship toslata, people, and things, while such jobs as Dog Pound Attendant
were rated as functioning at a higher level of complexity.

According to informants in the national office the no significant
relationship category for the wciiicer functions was dropped in the fourth
edition in response to the charge of sex bias in the, third edition.
Occupations that had been scored at the lowest complexity levels in the
third edition were assigned new worker function scores. In addition, in

2 1 ty ti
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some instances other scores were changed, presumably to reflect changes
'in job content or to correct other 'errors in the third edition.

In order to document the changes made between the third and fourth
editions and to determine whether the ratings of occupations commonly
pbrsued by women had been upgraded as claimed, we conducted an
analysis of third and fourth edition worker function ratings. This was done

by utilizing the April 1971 Current Populatioh Survey (CPS) of a
representative sample of the labor force. This data set contains, among
other variables, both the third and fourth edition DOT codes for the job
held at the time of the survey and the sex of each worker. ThecPs data Set
includes data for 60,441.members of the labor force. Third edition DOT
codes were assigned to each occupaticaial response by trained' upational
analysts in the occupational analysis field centers. Fourth *lion codes

were subsequently added to the data, using a map prepared by th ivision

of Occupational Analysis that,related 'fourth edition DOT codes to third
edition codes. By comparing third and fourth edition scores on the DATA,

PEOPLE, and THINGS variables ,sepaiately for men and ,women, we can
determine the effect of scoring changes between the third and fourth
editions on the relative status of male and female workers. Note that our
sample for this analysis is composed of workers, not jobs., However,

neither, workers nor jobs changed; only the classification of jobs in the DOT

scheme and hence the scoring of the worker function variables. An
analysis of the nature of these changes permits an indirect inference about

the extent of sex bias remaining in the fourth edition DOT.
We begin by ccinsidering the labor force as a whole,(see Table 7-15). In

1971, about a third of both the male and female labor force were in
occupations that were judged in the third edition to have no significant

relationship to data. In contrast, a much larger proportion of men than

women were in occupations having no significant relationship to people,
and a much larger proportion of women than men were in occupations

with no significant relationship to-things. The second line of the table,
which gives the mean fourth edition score for occupations with "no
significant relationship" in the third edition, shows what happened to these

occupations in the fourth 'edition..On average, the occupations held by

men and those held by W'Oinen were assigned similar scores on the DATA

and PEOPLE variables, but on the THINGS variable the occupations held by

women were judged to be, more complex than the occupations held by
men. In short, the major effect of the abolition of the no significant
relationship categoni was to upgrade substantially the complexity in
relation to things of/occupations held by women. This conclusion is also
evident in the "difference in:Vieans" row, which shows the difference in the

average score between the third and fourth editions. Since a low score

2 1
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mean greatd dompleAfty, the fact that all the numbers, in the row are
negative indicates an average upgrading of complexity levels between the
third and fourth editions. The .only" change of substantive importance,
however, is the upgrading of occupations held by Women on the THINGS
variable.

The remaining point to note t oncerning the total labor force is that
except for changes required by the abolition of the no significant
relatiOnship codes, there were few changes in ratings between the third and
fourth editions. More than 90 percent of the scores remained unchanged
between the tw,Reditions, as perhaps was to be expected, given the way in

DoT occupational data were generated.
;Inspection of the second section of _Table 7-15 allows us to identify a

major source of change in the THINGS ratings:" the upgrading of clerical
and sales jobs held by women. Most clerical and sales jobs (whether held
by men or women) were identified in the third edition as having no
significante'relationship to things. HoWever, the occupations held by
women were coded substantially differently on the THINGS variable in the
fourth edition from those held by men; on.average,-the clerical and sales
occupations held by women were judged as having much greater
complexity than those held by men. No doubt this .ieflects the greater
propensity of female clerical and sales workers than male clerical and sales
workers to operate office machines.. Whereas in the third edition the task of
typing was rated as not involving a significant relationship to things (level
8), in the fourth edition it was rated as involving the "operating-
controlling" of things (level 2). The same sort of coding change was made
for a large number of positions involving the-operation of office machines.
Hence while both clerical and sales occupations held by women and those
held by men tended to be upgraded irf the fourth edition, the upgrading
was much greater for the jobs held by women. Thus on the basis of fourth
edition scores the average female clerical and sales worker is scored as
doing more complex work in relation to things than the average male
clericaland sales worker.

In contrast to the clerical and sales sector the senke and bencliwork
sectorsincluded here because they are also large employers of women
do not exhibit radically,different patterns of upgrading for jobs held by
men and those held by women, although they do show significant
differences in the proportion of occuptions in the third edition with no
significant relationship to data, pebplerand things.

What do these results tell us about sex bias in the fourth edition DOT?
Although no definitive judgment is possible in the absence of an external
criterion of job complexity against which to assess the DOT ratings, the
relative similarity in the mean scores for male and 'female workers is \
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certainly consistent with an inference that .these variables are largely bias

free. For the total labor f6rce, the means for the DATA variable vary by

only about half a" point, and the means for PEOPLE and THINGS by even -

less. Although ithe means are lower for men, indicating that they work in

occupations with greater complexity than those held by women, the size of

the differAences is within what would be expected from well-known patterns

of occupational segregation by sex. Hence there is no reason to believe that

the kind of work women do is undervalued in the fourth edition DOT, at
least-with respect to the worker function ratings. Of course, the possibility

exist§ that the work that women do is overvalued and that if unbiased

scores were available, the mean difference between male and female
workers would be even greatet. However, this is unlikely, given other
evidence demonstrating that men and women are equally well educated on

the average and hold. jobs with similar average prestige (Treimatr and

Terrell, 1975a, b), that the average GED levels of the jobs held by men and

by women are virtually identical (the means are 3.14 and 3.20), and that
the average SVP levels of the jobs held by men and by women differ by only

about a half a point (tliemeatTrare-4.70-and 4.14). These results imply that

the worker function ratings in the fourth editionbut not the third
editioncan be used to assess sex differences in 'occupational attainment

without undue distortion (seeihapter 4 for a discussion pf such analyses).

. CONCLUSION

This chapter deals with two major issues, the adequacy Of the source data

used to create the DOT and,the adequacy of the data on occupational
characteristics created in conjunction with the DOT. These issues' are of

course, not unrelated, since the adequacy of the source data determines, in

part, the aoLequacy of the resulting occupational characteristics scales. Still,

it is useful ?o consider them separately.
The chapter documents the -very uneven coverage of the labor force in

the basic data collection process. First, the DOT includes many more

production process occupations, relative to the number of individuals in

the labor force employed in suchoccupations, than clerical, saleseand
service occupations. While it may15e that production process occupations
`are, in fact, more finely differentiated in the economy than are other
occupations, there is no evidence that this is so. An eqtiaIly

explknation is that DOT data collection procedures, which tend to
concentrate on, manufacturing plants, create a bias toward, more detailed'

coverage of production process occupations than o( other types of work.

At present, there is no way of re)lving this question, since there exist no

principles for determining the boundaries of occupations and hence no
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TABLE 7-15 Changes in the Scoring of DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS Between the Third and tourt.h Editions. 4
of the DOT°

DATA PEOPLE -411INGS

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Total labor force
of/Percent no significant relationship irt3rd edition .34

4 33 2 60 6 37 9 39.9

.., ,.

/
72 6

Mearlin 4th edition, of those with no significant
.

,relatiofiship in 3rd edition 5.4k 5.14 . 7.3 -j.38 6.21 4.76
Percent in lowest category to 4th edition, of those with

no.significant relationship in 3rd edition 75.8 68.1. 6f.6 68,9 4iaa. 82.9
Percept upgraded 7 3rd to 4th edition h 3 6 5,0 3.2 1.8 ---`2.6 ,:i 3.1
Percent constant-3rd and 4th edition 95.1 93.1 94.2 97,6 961 95.7
Percent downgraded-3rd to 4th edition 1. 1 4. 1.1 , 2.6 .6' 1 3 1.2 ,
Total mean-3rd edition' 3.97 4.51 06.58 , 6.28 513 Ee92
Total mean-4th edition' 3 10 3.63 6 14 6.22 4 39 4.55
Difference in means (4th mina 31.d) 87 -.88' -.44 -.06 - 74 -2 37

Cleric and sales
Percent n ignificant relationship in 3rd Qd1Uon '7 5 4.7 32.6 38.2'- - 83.8 §1 4
Mean in 4t edition, of those with no significant

relations 1 n 3rd edition 4 50 5 03 7.10 7.08 5.87 6 3.60,
Percent in lowest category in 4th edition, of those with

no significant relationship in 3rd edition 24.1

,

51 9 ' 55.5 511.5 . 757i 31.9
Percent upgraded-3rd to 4th edition h 8.4 7 4 8.2 .7 0.0
Percent constant-3rd and 4th edition r88 7 91 7 91 5' 98.9 94.4 99.2
Percent downgraded-3rd to 4th edition ,-) 1 1 3 1 9 .3 .4 5.5 .8 le
Total mean-3rd edition' 4"*.'. `I . 3.40 3.61 , 6 16 6:68 7.68 7,63
Total mean' -4th edition . 3.07 3.40 5.77 6.32 5:94 3.61

-



Difference in means (4th minus 3rd) '-.33 -.21 -.\.19 -.36 -1.74 -4.02

Service 1-
Percent no significant relationship in 3rd edition 75.5 82.9 55 7 . 29.1 37.9 64:0

Mean 10 4th edition, of those with no significant
.

relationship in 3rd edition -5.54 5.18 7.32 T54 5.63 5.20

Percent in lowest category in 4th edition, of those with
ipsignificant relationship in 3rd edition

,

81 3 62.2 65.9 76.8, 62.1 63 9

Percent upgraded-3rd to 4th edition b 0.0 0.0 1.8 1.5 0.0 .5

Percent constant-3rd anal 4thedinon - 99 3 99.9 97.9 98 4 100 0 99.3

Percent downgraded-3rd to 4th edition'
Total mean-3rd edition"
Total mean-4th edition

r .7

* 6.56
4.72

.1

7.03
4.71

.2

7 18
6 78

.1

7.17
7.02

0 0

5.19

.2

56.3672

Difference in means (4th minus 3rd) -1.84 -2.32 -.40 -.15 -.90 . -1 35

Benchwork Aot '
Percent no significant relationship in 3rd edition' 559 77.7 92.1 97.7 .3 0.0

Wan in 4th edition, of those with no Significait ;
relationship in 3rd edition 5.74 5.84 r 7.90 7.83 7.00

Percent in lowest category in 4th edition, of those with
no significant relationship ip--3rd edition 82.2 0 94.2 95.1 . 91.6 . 140.0 -

Percent upgraded -3rJ to 4tlietlition b 4.3 8.1 0.0 0.0 7.1 . 7.1

Percent constant -3rd and 4th edition 91.3 85.7 96 2 100.0 90.7 89.8

Percent downgraded-3rd to 4th edition 4.4 6.2 3.8 0.0 2.2 3.0

total mean-3rd edition' e 5.48 6.68 7.64 7.92 3.32 3.47

Total mean-4th edition 4.33- 5.38 7 55 7.76 3.18 , 3.37

Diff rence in means (4th minus 3rd) - -1.15 -J.30 -.09 -.16 -:14 -.10

° Data from an April 1971 Current Population Survey of a representative sample of the adult labor force, N ,60, 441

b Percent assigned a higher complexity level (a lower score) in the 4th edition than in the 3rd,edition, excluding those 1.ith no sighificant rela-

tionship in the 3rd edition. Percent constant ans1 percent downgraded similarly defined.
Mean Is computed on entire sample, including those with no significant relationship, a score of 7 or 8 on DATA, 7 on PEOPLE, and ?ton THINGS

4.*
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unambiguous 'procedures for aggregating jobs into occupations. The
developmknt of such principles and of procedures for using 'them in the

" data collection procep should be given high priority in preparation for
future editions of the DOT.

Second, some occupations in the fourth edition DOT were analyzed
many tiMes, while otters were not analyzed at ail. Given the heterogeneity
of jobs included within a single occupational category (which is confirmed
by the substantial "job description" effect on the. reliability of worker trait
and worker function ratings), procedures need to be developed to ensure a
more even sampling of jobs within occupations in order to be certain that
each occupational description is based on data from a sufficient number of
job analyses to produce representative data.

What constitutes an "occupation"and how much heterogeneity in the
content of a set of jobs justifies a single occupational titleis a difficult
question. Historically, the DOT has tended to define occupations by their
titles rather than by their content. Jobs with similar titles have been
grouped unless the evidence strongly indicated that they differed in
content, and occupations with different titles have been defined as being
different, regardless of 'similarity in content. At the same time, each job-
analysis tends to produce a new DOT occupation, while jobs with titles

f similar to titles already existing in the DOT tend not to be analyzed at all,
making it impossible to determine their degree of similarity. Occupationll
titles are alsO used inconsistently in the'DOT to define very specific or very
heterogeneou%groups of jobs. 'Branch manager, for qxample, describes a
wide variety of jobs, alf of which involve coordiNation and control
functibns but vary enormously in term: of the_ specific tasks performed.
Tool and Die Maker, by contrast, describes basically the same job

stregardiess of where tool and die makers are employed.

1Nit Consideration should be given to developing a clear and unambiguous
way of defining occupationi

The analysis in, this chapter also raises serious questions regarding t
adequacy of the worker trait and worker function variables. First,Avp-.
unclear whether the 46 variables on which Bata are collected adeetuately
represent the/kind of information needed by users within and outside the
Employment Service. Our conjecture is that they do not. Many of the DOT
variables, especially the aptitudes, interests, and temperaments," are not
heavily used, as we halve seen in chaptefs 3 and 4. Oddly, others.
information collected on job analysis schedules but never subsequently
recorded, i.e., information on promotion ladders and lateral transfer
routes, is ofteti mentioned by users outside the Employment Service as a
major lack in the DOT. Obviously, consideration should be given to the
inclusion of such information in the DOT occuplional descriptions. More
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'generally, a careful conceptual review should be tindertaken of the sort of
infcfrmation needed for matching workers with jobs (e.g., data on the
transferability of skills), for counseling job applicants about occupational
requitements, for assessing the comparability of occupations for the
resolution of equal employment opportunity disputes (better data on the
respOnsibilities entailed in occupational performance, for example), and for

oceupationali research of various kinds. Once the major dimensions of
occupations on which data. are needed are identified, scales measuring

these dimensions should be developed following standard psychometric
practices. In particular, consideration should be given to the development

* of factor-based multiple-item scales, the use.of which would go a long way

toward overcoming the reliability problems identified in Appendix E and

summarized in this chapter.
Despite the def=iciencies in the fourth edition Worker.trait and worker

function variables identified here, they remain the most comprehensive set

of occupational characteristics currently available. As such, their use
.should be encouraged. To facilitate this use, Appendix F provides data on
.eight DOT variables aggregated to match the categories of the 1970 U.S.

Census detailed occupational classification and four factor-based scales
derived from the DOT variables.' Researchers should find these 'data a
useful supplement to data on the average characteristics of workers that

can b; derived from census occupational statistics. Moreover, one
potential major threat to the usefulness of these data can be discounted on

the basis of our analysis: so far as we can tell,' the fourth edition worker
faction variables do not underv'alue occupations held mainly by women

rg-the,:third'edition worker function variables apparently dia.

4a
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op The classification of
0 Occipations: A Review of

Seletted Systems _
. ,

I

THE CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE OF THE DOT
011C,

The purpose of the DOT occupational classification system is to organize
occupations into groups that are similar in the sense that they ten o
make similar demands on workers or in which workers with specific- ,
qualifications or characteristics are likely to find satisjattory employment.
The first edition Do'r noted in its foreword (p. xi):

As a product of the [Employment Service] Research Program, [the DoT] is part of
a directed effort designed to furnish public employment offices in this count with
information and techniques that will facilitate proper classification and pla6elnent
of work seekers.

Getting qualified workers into appropriate jobs is a task that can be done most
adequately when the transaction is based o9,,a thorough knowledge of both worker
and job. . . Thus, it becomes part of the duties of public employment offices to
learn as much as possible about jobs and 'workers in order to be able to Act as an
effective placement agency. If a foundry superintendent wants the public
employment office to send him a cupola tender, the office must know enough about
the work and worker to be able to refer a registrant who has been previously
classified asqualified and capable of doing the work required.

The DOT was developed to provide Employment Service interviewers and
counselers with the information necessary to classify workers and jobs
appropriately in order to match them.

.-- The fourth edition DOT reflects the continued primacy of job-worker
matching as the reason for its existence. The first sentence Of its ,

>

,..
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introduction lists job matching as the primary justification for producing
the DOT (p. xiii):

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is an outgrowth of the needs of the public
employment service system for a comprehensive body of standardized occupational
information for purposes of job placement, employment counseling and occupa-
tional and career guidance, and for labor market information services. In order-to
"implement effectively its primary assignment of matching jobs and workers, the
public employment service system requires a uniform occupational language for
use in all its offices. This is needed to compare and match the specifications of
mployer job openings and the qualifications of applicants who are seeking jobs

t ough its facilities.

CREATING OCCUPATIONAL TITLES "

The process by which the millions of jobs in the economy are grouped into
the occupational titles in the DOT is crucial in determining the usefulness

of the DOT as a maiching tool. The fourth edition DOT describes this
process in general terms (p. xv): .,q..,

. .

Work is organized in a variety of ways. As a result of technological, economic and
sociological influences, nearly every job in the economy is perfornred slightly
differently from any other jqb. Every job is also similar to a number of otherjobs.

In order to lookat the millions of jobs in the U.S. economy man manized way,
the DOT groups jobs into "occupations" based on their similarities and defines the
structure and content of all listed occupations. Occupational definitions are the'
result of comprehensive studies of how similar jobs are performed in establishments

all over the nation and are composites of data collected from diverse sources. The
term "occupation," as used in the DOT, refers to this collective descriptioeof a
number of individual jobswerformed, with miwir variations, in many establish-

ments.
...

The process of arriving at the 32,039 occupations defined in the fourth
edition involves two steps, which are described in detail in chapters 6 and

7. First, on the basis of actual observation of workers in a number of
po$iiions, a job description is wAtten by completion of a job analysis

schedule. Then the job descriptions' are grouped into occupatiOhs, and
composite descriptions are prepared for-inclusion in the DoT..Conceptual-
ly, these two steps are similar; both "job" and "occupation" are theofetical
entities. The central question in creating thes4, entities is how to delineate

.. the boundaries, by deciding hpw much heterogepeitY\ihould be tolerated 1,,,,

within them. ':,

The same kind of question arises in the next step in the process:
arranging the 12,099 occupational definitions into a classification. struc-

ture. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to this topic.

1 tr.,
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GROUPING OCCUPATIONS ,

Traditionally, the Employment Service has used the occupational titles in
the DOT in a relatively straightforward manner to match available jobs and
workers. For example,,those who indicate that they are plumbers (or have
worked as plumbers) are matched with any openings for plumbers on file
at the local Employment Service office. The matching procedures are
relatively uncomplicated if there are job openings for plumbers (and if the
plumber is satisfied with one or more of the alienable positions).

A' more difficult question arises when there are no openings in the
occupation in which a worker is classified. In such instances the
Employment Service either must send the worker away without offering
.him or :her any opportunity for employment or must make fundamental
decisions about the similarity of occupations and accurate estimates" about
the degree of transferability of the worker's skills and experience in past
occupations to one or more alternative occupations. Interviewers appar-
ently do this quite frequently, As we have already noted, assessing the
transferability of skills goes beyond the paradigm for job-worker matching
that originally motivated the DOT and was expressed in its first edition; the
underlying principle is, however, extremely important.

Workers typically can perform in many occupations besides the ones in
which they have previously been-employed; moreover, many skills are
learned on the job. It may be that for a large number of jobs, pr,evious
work experience is more or less irrelevant. Among the 12,099 occupations
described in the Dar We find a great many' that appear to involve similar
skills and aptitudes. For example, workers who have experience as a
Landscape Laborer (408.687-014) may be reasonable referrals for occupa-
tions such as Laborer, Brush Clearing (459.687-010) and Laborer, Golf
Course (406.683-010). We note, however, that these occupations are not
grouped together in the DOT'S classification scheme.

Since the DOT classification is used to organize files of job openings and
applicants in local Employment Service office job banks, the location of
occupations in the classification structure will effectively determine to
which job openings a joti seeker is exposed. This is particularly the case if
the lists of job opelings are extensive, as they are in large labor,markets.
The Landscape Laborer (408.687-014) mentioned above might have to
search through listings for many jobs before coming upon an opening for g
Laborer, Brush Clearing (459.687-010). To the extent that any ordering
scheme makes it easier to locate an appropriate job, it obviously increases
the employent opportunitiesvol workers, especially since (in the offices
we visted) more than 70 percent of all Employment Service job referrals
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are made by workers.themseives`finding appropriate job openings in the

lists maintained by employment office. .

It is simple to observe that a system that directs landscape laborers only

to, openings in that field and does not refer them to employment
opportunities in related areas is overly restrictive. It is a far less simple

, matter to develop a general solutionoto this problem. The difficult question
is how to decide in general, what constitute reasonable oocupational
referrals. How does one decide what occupations are similar? How can one

expand the employment opportunities of workers who seek work at tilt
local Employment Service offices?
' Two plausible approaches to these questions are embodied' in the
classification structure of the fourth edition DOT. First, occupations are -;

organized in groups essentially according to technologies; 559 of these
occupational 'groups are represented by the first three digits' of the DOT
occupational code. Second, each occupation is also characterized by the

--"Fequirements it places on workers in terms of their interaction with data,
people, and things; these requirements are represented by the second three

digits of the codeb Either set (or both sets together) of digits could be
viewed as a reasonable indeic of the similarity ofoccupations, although it is

important to note that neither has ever been validated against an external

standard. In the fourth edition the occupational titles'and their definitions

appear in order according to the numerical DOT codes. This ordering
means that the technologically defined' groups have precedence in the
classification system over the worker function groups,

'The' DOT Code: The First Three Digits
I"

The occupational groups represented by the first three digits of the code

appear to have been developed in an; a, hoc mannerby considering a
composite of industry; work field; machines, tools, equipment, and work
aids (m1'Ewit);1 and materials, products, subject matter, and services
(mPsms). (See chapter' 6 and U.S. Department of Labor (1972:5-7) for a

detailed discussion of these concepts.) In assigning the first three digits'to

an occupation, the job analyst or the;sdefinition writer is instructed to
° .consult the DOT'S existing classification, particularly the narrative descrip-

i tions of the major categories-and divisions, in order to identify in which of

the 559 occupational groups the occupatiOn belongs. This firocess involves

'In the work field "logging," for example, the following descriptions of tasks are suggested.,

"Climbs tree, using climbing spurs and safety rope, and cuts limbs, knots, and top from tree

with ax and handsaw" (U.S. Department of tabor, 1972:89).
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a good deal of judgment, since some of the categories are very similar. In
the absence of more specific guidelines, the DOT code may be assigned in a
somewhat arbitrary manner. Moreover, reliance on the existing clas-
sification of the third edition DOT as the bench mark for the assignment of
category codes in the fourth edition undoubtedly discouraged rearrange-
ments of the classification and changes in codes. While definition writers
for the fourth edition could in prinCiple recommend that categories be
combined or eliminated or that new ones be created, there is no
documentatirn of such recommendations.

The DOT Code: The Second Three Digits

The third edition DOT and various trial matching programs used the .
worker function scales (the second )ree digits of the DOT code) to ideittify
occupational groups,' but the fourth edition makes no attempt to do so.
Attempts to classq occupations solely on the basis of their complexly in
relation to data people, and things have been generally unsuccessful. An
automated matching system based on worker function codes did not work
out, nor did a manual matching attempt in Pittsburgh du ling the
experimental period prior to publication of the third edition.'

Despite the failure of the worker functiorrscales to serve as an adequate
basis for matching, the concept is probably useful in developing a
classification system for matching. The worker functions are intended to
summarize characteristics of workers required by the job (such as their
interests and aptitudes).4 They were developed from ,a realization, that
every job is actually a job-worker situation and that to describe such a
situation adequately, knowledge of the characteristics of both the job and
the worker is required. The worker traits required by a job are nod
2The 22 major categories of the worker function scales, called areas of work, appea' r to have
been developed in au ad hoc manner Within each category, occupational groups of related
worker function codes are created, but the correspondence of groups to codes is not unique.
The same worker function code (e.g., .288) often appears in many different groups. This is
perhaps not surprising, since worker function codes attempt to measure the complexity of the
job and omit reference to specific skills, which are often important in placement.
3lnterview, Adeline Padgett, occupational analyst, Division of Occupational Analysis, U.S.
Employment Service, August 1979.

, ;
41n their description of the Functional Occupational Classification Project, Fine and Heinz
(1958) recount the process by which all the occupational measures created for a group of
4,000 experimental occupations were used as bases for sorting the data inutgroupsof similar
occupations; they concluded that the worker functions form the best grolips because the
profile of the occupations on all the other variables was fairly consistent within worker
function groups, at least more so than for groups formed on other bases. It should be pointed
out that the techniques for discerning common patterns in data have advanced significantly
since the mid-1950s when this research was done. Fine and Heinz sorted the data repeatedly
in a search forconsistent patterns.
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captured by the consideration's that currently enter into determining the
first three digits of the DOT codes, which appear to be based primarily on

technological processes.

Summary

Because the transferability of skin 4i. is generally regarded as the most
appropriate criterion for assessing the similarity of occupations with a view

to matching jobs and 'workers, the two aspects OF the clasiification
structure inherent in the DOT codes (the first and second sets of three
digits) were ostensibly designed to capture two important elements of the
transferability of skills! The first element is job-specific knowledge or

/skillsthe technological aspects of the occupation, the particular subject

matter, 17rd the materials and equipMent used. These are described by the
,first three digits.of the DOT code. The second element involves the qualities
of workers that are required by jobs. These are thought tobe captured by

the worker function codes (the second three digits) because the worker
function configurations "profile" a variety of worker traits consistently.

These two bases of classification of the occupational titles in the DOT are
conceptually quite appropriate in the judgment of the committee. The
implementation of these cqncepts in practice, however, appears to be
somewhat inadequate, and it remains an openquestion whether these two
elements of the transferability of skills could not be better tapped by

indicators based on other methodologies.

THE KEYWORD SYSTEM OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

More an alternative mechanism for matching job applicants with job
openings than an alternative classification system, an automated keyword

system has been implemented in a number of Employment Service offices
throughotit the country. This system was the subject of a limited staff

review, reported ,in Appendix G. The main conclusion that should be
drawn from this review ig that although automation of the matching

process is highly desirable, the keyword system as it is currently
implemented suffers severe difficulties and needs to be thoroughly reviewed

by a committee of experts, a task that goes beyond the charge to our

committee.

.ot
EXISTING ALTERNATIVE 'CLASSIFICATIONS FOE. JOB-

, WORKER MATCHING -*

Several alternative methodologies for constructing occupational _clas-
sifications have been deyeloped in recent years. The task inventories and

0 ,
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thePosition Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) techniques described below may
be especially useful in identifying the types of skill components involveokin
particular tasks and jobs. TheVentification, measurempt, and cA:s;

sification of skills is at the heart of the problem of person job thatching.
With a thorough understanding of the skills required by a broad variety of

(jobs as well as sound measures of those skills, it might be possible to
develop taxonomies of persons and occupations that would facilitate
differential placement, counseling, guidance, and education (see Altman,
1976; Canada' Employment and Immigration Commission, Occupational
and Caieer Analysis and Development Branch, 1978; McKinlay, 1976).
The feasibility'of developing classifications based knowledge e of skill
content, at least in certhin elds of work, is illustrated by 'descriptions of
certain military occupations (Morsh, 1966). The PAQ data for '746 jobs
have been used to create job families based on worker-Oriented dimensions
of skill, omitting the technological aspects (Shaw et al. (1977); also see
Colbert and Taylor (1978), Taylor (1978), and Taylor and Colbert (1978)).
Another inventory, the Owupational Analysis Inventory, has been used to
group 1,414 jobs into 21 clusters (Pass and Cunningham, 1976).

Classifications based on job dimensions derived from structured job
analysis or task inventories, when combined with taxonomies of human
performance (Fjeishman, 1975), appear to provide another way to address
directly the issue of the suitability 'of workers' skills, 'abilities, or other
characteristics fin specific categories of jobs. As Dunnette (1976:516)
notes, there now exist severs ethods for describing or predicting how
efficiently different persons be expected to perform various work
functions:

Further research, . . . should focus on developing . . . short, easily adminis-
tered, and easily understood behavior description inventories] which may be used
as a common basis for classifying jobs, tasks, job dimensions, human attributes,
aptitukles, skills, and tests and inventories into the same taxonomic system.

B e c a u s e of the level of in in entory approaches, research
has been limit so far to a few work areas. M any more areas would have

, to be studi -' to make these techniques genelly useful in developing
classificatio s for person-job matching purposes. Despite this limitation
the invento approach is one that appears to be worth pursuing.

Conn ng psychologists have attempted to create classifications of
workers d jobs of the sort suggested by Dunnette. The resulting Systems
for pe ,..n-job hatching do not involve as much detail as do the task
mv ory approaches and are also more indirect, usually relying on the
c : acteristics of persons rather than the characteristics of the work itself
f the development of the matching scheme. Two attempts, the
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Minnesota theory of work adjustment (Porgen et al., 1972; Dawis and
Lofquist, 1974, 1975, 1976; Lofquist and Dawis, 1969; Rosen at al.; 1972)'
and Holland's theory of careers (Holland, 1966, 1968, -1973a, 1976; J.
Holland arid G. Gottfredson, 1976; Holland et al., 1972) use classifications
of occupations to explain vocational adjustment and vocational choice,
respectively. These two schemes are of interest for thtee reasons: Firdt,
both theories have developed occupational for the specific
purpose of matching workers withjobs. Second, both tffeories incorporate
independent but parallel classifications (Holland) or characteristics
(Minnesota) of persons and occupations .and explicit procedures for
specifying the degree . of match between a person and a . number of
occupations. Third, both perspectives have generated substantial re-
search.5

MINNESOTA THEORY OF WORK ADJUSTMENT

According to the Minnesota theory, the greater the , correspondence
between a person's abilities and the patterns of aptitudes requited by a job,
tl&-petter his or her performance (satisfactoriness) and the griater his of
her persistence in the 'job. Similarly, correspondence betweena person's
".needs'' (values, interests) and patterns of occupational reinforcers leads,
according to the theory, to job satisfaction andepersistence. Recently,
Dawis and Lofquist (1974, 1975) have also used. occupational aptitude
pattern clusters and occupational .reinforcer pattern clusters to form a
classification of occupations and have shown how this classification is
related to the DOT and Holland classifications.

In general, the evidence.about the usefulness of the Minnesota theory
implies moderate support for the theory and its associated tools (Betz et
al., 1966; Eljzur and Teiner, 1977; Weiss et al., 1965, 1966). The theory
predicts satisfaction more efficiently than performance, and researchers
have found relatively stable differences among occupations in their
patterns of reinforceri and aptitude requirements. It is 'also clear that
predictions of performance (satisfactoriness, satisfaction, and persistence)
are relatively inefficient, even with the aid of this elaborate and carefully
constructed set of tools' for person job matching. These relatively weak
predictions of important job-related criteria are not, however, limited to
Otis particular theory. In this area of research, strong statistical associa-
tions between predictors and criteria are 'rare (Dunnette, 1976; Ghiselli,

1973; Schletzer, 1966).

'For reviews, summaries, critiques, and important tests, see Osipow (1973), Walsh (1973),

McCormick (1979), McKinlay (1976), L. Gottfredson (1978), and Rounds et al. (1978).
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The major limitatiOns of the Minnesota theory are twofold. First, it
relies on a number of indirect approaches to the determination of job.
characteristics, inferring them, for example; froth employee or su isor
ratings or from the characteristics (especially abilities) of workers wh are
employed in an occupation. Second, the range of occupations for which
occupational reinforcers and aptitude patterns are available is currently
limited; data for only 148 occupations are available. Nevertheless, the
Minnesota work demonstrates that, in Principle, it is possible to engineer
the independent assessment of persons and jobs in parallel ways so that the
degree of worker-job match can be estimated. Such an approach could

-glove effective in ,apturing the two elements of skill transferability noted
above, particularly the qualities of workers that are required by jobs.

HOLLAND CLASSIFICATION OF CAREERS

The second counseling approach to person job matching is illustrated by
Holland's (1973a) theory of careers. Holland has developed a typology of
persons and occupations that includes six types: realistic, investigative,
artistic, social, enterprising, and conventional. Inventories such as 'the
Vocational Preference Inventory (Holland, 1978), the Self-Directed Search
(Holland, 1973b), the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Campbell,
1977), or l'Inventoire, Personnel (DuPont, 1979) are used to locate
individuals in this typology, 'and, in turn, the modal characteristic of
in mbents in a particular occupation is used to characterize that

pation.6 For counseling purposes; matches are made between the
personalities of individuals and this characterization of occupations.
Underlying the Holland classification is the notion that vocational clipices
are expressions or personality; thus there should be greater similarity
between the personalities of incumbents of the same occupation than
between incumbents of different occupations. Person job congruence is
said to exist when the personality type that a person most resembles
accords with the category into which a given occupation falls. Congruence
leads, according to the theory, tip satisfaction, success, and stability or
tenure in an occupation.

soften, when data on profiles of jbb incunibents are unavailable, HollEtbd and his colleagues
resort to indirect approximations involving \a substankal degree of jtidgment in classifying
occupations. Use has been made of Strong *rational 7nterest Blank data, Kuder Preference
Inventory data, PAQ data, and observations of regularities between the Holland occupational
classification and the Dcrr classification (Holland, 1973a; Holland et al., 1972). Approxima-
tion techniques exist for assigning a Holland category to all 1960 and 1970 census
occupations (L. Gottfredson and V. Brown, 1978) and to all third edition Do'r titles
(Viernstein, 1972).
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Tests of Holland's'theoretical formulations hake had mixed results. On
one hand, despite the amount of Subjective judgment involved in the
classification of occupations, the occupational claSsification shows strong

.relationships'of expected kinds-with tfie Minnesota-occapational. ,reinforcer
scales; the Dcr worker functions, SVP, and GED ratings; self-direction; and
prestige (L. Gottfreds6n, 1978; Rounds et al., 1978). The Holland
occupational classiffcation has also been shown to be efficient in organizing
occupational mobility data in that the category of a worker's later job is
substantially predictable from knowledge of the category of a worker's
earlier job forjiose who change jobs (G..Gottfredson, 1977; Holland et al.,
1973; Nafziger et el., 1974). Finally, evidence verifying the dimensions of
vocational interests that underlie Holland's classification of persons
implies that his groupings are. reasonably sound (Guilford et al., 1954;
Hanson and Cole, 1973; Nafziger and Helms, 1974).

On the other hand, the classification appears to be most useful when it is
supplemented by a general measure of occupational level such as the GED.
It focuies primarily on occupational preferences, and the measurement of
occupations is indirect. The occupational classification resembles in some
ways the approach to development of the Occupational Ability Patterns of
Dvorak (1935) and Patterson and Darley, (1936) during the depression,
paying little direct attention to the details of the work performed or the
skills required to perform them. Also, it organizes occupational mobility
and congruence data better for older than for younger people (G.
Gottfredson, 1977; L. Gottfredson, 1979).7 Variation in the methods used
to classify occupations or persons results in slightly different classifications
("identifications" in Sokal's (1974) terms).

Moreover, Hcilland's theory is incomplete-with respect to the roles
played by social class, intelligence, and special aptitudes in the allocation
of persons to jobs. The theory incorporates a number of secondary
propositions about the degree of congruence among the personality and
occupational types that have not been discussed here (see Holland, 1973a).
In general, the research 'tests of these secondary propositioni have yielded
weak support (G. 'Gottfredson, 1977; Nafziger et al., 1974; Rounds et al.,
1978). The proposition that congruence leads to success an occupation
is largely untested, and the evidence that congrudhce leads to job
satisfaction is very weak (see the studies-cited by Rounds et al. (1978)):

'Perhaps this reflects' the fact t)iat individual traits change over time as a result of
occupational experience, in such a way as to create greater conformity between individual
and occupational characteristics (Kohn and Schooler,,1973). es.

0
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SUMMARY
9

In short, the Holland and Minnesota approaches to person job matching
illustrate the value of independent but parallel assessments of Nis ons and
jobs and of the resulting occupational classifications, but both approaches,
employ limited mechanisms for the assessment of actual job content and
skill requirements. An approach to occupational classification that seeks a
middle ground between the extreme specificity of task analysis and the
detailed examination of human abilities exemplified by Fleishman's (1975)
work, on one hand, and the more global but indirect approaches to the
parallel classification of persons and jobs illustrated by the Holland and
Minnesota schemes, on the other, may be a fruitful approa0 to the
improvement of the classification of occupations for the purpose of
matching workers and jobs.

L

A MOBILITY -BASED APPROACH TQ JOB-WORKER
MATCHING

The transferability of srill,s_between occupations should be the primary
basis for classifications whose purpose ig job-worker matching. The
mobility that occurs in the labor market, specifically the changes between
occupations that workers sometimes make when they change jobs,
provides one indicator of the transferability of skills between occupations.
If workers move frequently back and forth between a pair of occupations,
we can infer that the occupations require similar aptitudes and skills, or at
least that those who perform one occupation are, generally capable of
performing the other; otherwise, transfers would not occur.8 Clis-
sifications that have been developed for the purpose. of job-Worker
matching should group together those occupations among which workers
comnioply transfer. As we have seen, in the DOT classification many jobs
that appear to require similar skills are placed in widely different
occupational categories. For example, Dispatcher, Radio (379.362-010) ii
classified as a protective service occupation, while Dispatcher, Traffic or
System (919.162-010), which involves essentially the same skills, is
classified as a miscellaneous transportation occupation. Similarly, Engr
er, Hand, Hard Metals (704:381-026) is classified as a benchwo

80bviously one-way transfers ',lust be treated more cautiously, simile they may repr t

Komotion ladders. It would not be desirable, for example, to send an assembly line worker o
an opening for foreman even though foremen are almost entirely drawn from the ranks of line
workers. In practice, however, this is not much of a problem, since supervisory personnel are
almost always piomoted from within. See Appendix H for a discussion of ways to use
unidirectional transfers to infer career ladders.

2.2 8
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occupatio'n, while Die Maker (979:281-010), which involves similar tasks,
is classified as a miscellaneous occupation.

Naturally occuring mobility between occupational 'categories is a
sufficient but not necessary indicator of the transferability of skills. There
are many joks between which mobility does not occur despite similarity in
content, because of custom, discrimination, or othr reasons (McKinlay,
1976); For example, women who are secretaries move into managerial jobs
only rarely, primarily because of tradition and prejudice, even though
secretarial. skills such as planning and coordinating may be highly relevant

to many managerial jobs. Hence it would be unwise to rely op mobility
patterns as the only or even the-primary basis for assessing occupational
similarity.

However, a mobility approach may provide a useful supplement to
traditional methods of assessing the similarity of occupations and the
transferability of workers, by providing an empirical criterion for judging
the similarity of occupations and the substitutability of labor.9 Whereas
the classifications we have reviewed above rely mainly on analysts'
judgments regarding the similarity of jobs, in the mobility approach,
Occupations are grouped solely because of high degrees of movement
between them. The nature of occupations need not be analyzed in order to
identify similarities to be)sed as a basis for classification; it is necessary
only to locate movement among 'Occupations, whatever their nature. (The
Mobility approach must, however, rely on other approaches to define the
basic occupatiohs; 100 million positions in the economy must first be

classified into a reasonable number of occupational titles before movement
between occupations can be assessed.) In this section we describe the
potential of mobility 4-,lata as a basis for constructing classifications and
enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of this approach.

We have undertaken some exploratory analyses to assess the feasibility
of developing alternative classificationsfibased on the available job mobility
data. Basically,' we attempted to group in clusters those jobs between
which the rates of transfer were high. Technical details of these analyses

are provided in Appendix H; for similar work, see Dauffenbach (1973).
Our analyses haveled us to several gendral conclusions:

1. Mobility data can be useful. for constructing an occupational
classification that is useful for placement, but the basic occupational titles
for which mobility data are collected must be defined by other procedures.
Occupational mobility data can contribute little to the definition of

See Roe et al, (1966) and Holland et al. (1934) for earlier studies of classific'ations using

mobility data.
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occupations akclusters'of similar jobs. For this work other methodologies
such as job analysis or task analysis are required.

2. Some plausible statistical models for transfers are available and can
be used- as a guide in evaluating and generating classifications and career
ladder orderings.

3. It is technically feasible to construct occupational categories so that
most transfers,take place within relatively small groups and according to
carer ladders. Computations for developing such a classification might
cost everal hundred thousand dollars if the full set of 12,099 DOT titles
were used. New algorithms would have to be developed.

4. It is technically feasible to apply this kind of analysis to the job
history data currently gathered from Employment Service clients, since
these job histories are routinely assigned DOT codes.l°

5. Classifications based on pbserved transfers among occupations
suggest hypotheses about how the observed mobility has come about.
Independently generated data on task and skill similarities, and also on the
social characteristics of incumbents of occupations (e.g., age, sex, and
race), could be used in conjunction with data on mobility rates to further
our understanding of how people move among jobs.

6. Because dome transfers may be excluded (or included) for reasons
other than those having to do with the transferability of skills, such
classifications should not be used uncritically. It is necessary to examine
the job content of the occupational categdries suggested by the mobility-
based clusters in order to include any additional potential transitions and
in order to exclude absurd clusters created as artifacts of the statistical
algorithm.

.4. 410
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The niobility-,approach to developing placement-oriented classifications
has several advantages. First, it can be developed from data already
collected by the Employment Service, which in its day-to-day operations
routinely collects work histories from applicants. For each local labor
market and for the specific clientele they deal with, the Employment
Service colleots all the data needed to find out what occupational linkages
commonly occur. Second, the mobility approach allows for great flexibility
and continuous improvement. Since the underlying mobility matrices can
be continuously updated by using data from the ordinary operations of the
Employment Service, classifications for matching can be altered as labor

'°To be useful, these data wouldliave to be iirestrved,as a nine-digit occupational cc:0e. At
present, the third through ninth digits are discarded when the Intel-view data are keypunched.
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market conditions change. For example, by using regularly updated
transition matrices foz,a local labor market, the procedure could reflect the

fact that the opening of a new automobile assembly plant had created new

employment opportuni r workers formerly employed as coal miners.

Third, this method av the ad hoc judgments of program designers,
occupational analysts, or vocational counselors in deciding what are
similar and dissimilar occupations for the purpose of job referral; it relies
instead on the actual experiences of workers as they test various
alternatives in the labor market. Fourth, the approach would overcome
problems inherent in the overly crow occupational classifications of the
DOT; since all occupations bef4en which workers routinely transfer
would be grouped together.

The mobility-approach, however, is not without its disadvantages. First,
as noted earlier, the resulting categories will reflect in part the current
practices of employers rather than the potential possibilities for transfei
inherent in the nature of transferable skills among occupations. Employers

may perpetuate, even unwittingly, discriminatory or stereotyped hiring
practices, or they may fail to perceive the potential of workers to move
into new occupations. To the extent that this occurs, the use of a
classification based on actual transitions will continue to perpetuate these

undesirable limitations,. 0,11 workers' employment opportunities. Second,

and analogous to the first disadvantage; the resulting classification will

reflect in part the current preferences and possibly limited horizons of job
seekers themselves. Such a clasoificilio might not expose workers to what

has not been tried before. Third, itresultant groupings are based on
data generated by Employment Service activity, they wilfreflect in part the
practices of the Employment Service itself. When workers with particular
occupationhl hiStories a?e' referred most often to job openings in certain
other occupatidns on the basis of currently used classificatory practices,
these patterns in referral practices will naturally tend to appear also in
data on placements. Fourth,the- reliance on job histories to provide
mobility data may result in classifications that meet the needs of new

entrants and labor market.reentrants inadequately. Fifth, regularities in
occupational transfers per se may tell us little about the desirability of the

transfers from' the point of view of either the employer or the employee.
Placentents may differ in terms of )stability of tenure of employment,

productivity . or performance, and employee satisfaction or employer

perceptions of satisfactoriness. Classifications based on mobility data may

group together, then, placements of differing usefulness; such 'clas-
sifications do not provide information on the likely, quality of the matches,
though labor market information (such as -job tenure) could be used to
supplement the classification.

t,
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING OCCUPATI AL
CLASSIFICATION FOR JOB-WORKER MATCHING

4
These disadvantages suggest that thF mobility approach
placement classifications must b, supplemented by oth
First, and most crucial, a reliable set of occupationa
necessary to provide the data base for mobility st
must continue to be the basic building materials
Se. Ind, because of curfent limitations on labor
al in icators of the transferability of skills must be
encou ge employers, tworkers, and the Employment Seri,
types o atches. Again, job analysis approaches are appro ate,
vocationa counseling, approaches. Moreover, mobility patterns might
studied to ntify groups of occupations for which specialized approaches
such as task a sis woul. ; 3 larly useful. Third, because,without
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supplemental information the mobility approach treats all matches as
being equally goOd, additional information about the quplity of the
matches must be developed. There are two plausible approaches to
developing this information. The quality of the match could be inferred
from labor market data on, for example, the average job tennre of
particular types of matches (e.g., coil miners in steel mills), or the quality
of thatches could be assessed by directly querying workers and emplOyers.
Either approach could contribute to improving the quality as well as the
quantity of matches. Fourth, mobility data must be supplemented by
information about new entrants and %turning workeis. Direct skill `hncl.
ability assessment will continue to be useful in developing placement
pbssibilities, not only for those with limited labor market experience but
also for those workers who want td change careers.

OTHER METHODOLOGIES

Among the other alternative methodologies that may provide indepiendent
asseSsments of occupational similarity, a prime candidate is task analysis
(including task inventories and position analysis.questionnairei). Similar in -
many respects to traditional job analysis, task analysis ailns to describe
occupations in terms of the types of job tasks that are performed. It differs
from job analysis in both the explicitness' of its attempt to assess the
similarity of occupations and its method of measurement. Task analysis
hat been extensively used by the military services and to a lesser extent by
other, government agencies such as them5Public Health Service. By using

,datarating the extent to which various jobs involve a common set of tasks,
it. is possible to apply clustering and scaling procedures to construct a
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simplified description of the similarity of these jobs. The resultant
, .description may be used to construct a classification of job's in which

similarity is taken to mean similarity in task content. This procedure could
provide an alternative perspective to the mobility approach to the'

similarity of occupations'
Workeif characteristics can also be used to assess the similarity of

occupations. As we note above, classification systems developed by
Holland in his tfieory of Careers or in the .Minnesota theory of work

.. , -
adjustment tap important dimensions of occupational similarity. More-
over, the techniques developed by vocational counselors to assess the
quality ofmatches from the pint of view of both workers and employers

-
provide useful tools to assess the success of various classification schemes
in generating appropriate, placements. These techniques are also useful in
providing knowledge of the skills, abilities, and aptitudes of workers that
supplement knowledge gained from job histories; they will thus )e

particularly important for new entrants, reentrants, and those wishing to
p explore different areas of work.

Classifications that are truly 'ideal for placement must make use of a
variety of approaches. Further research on developing classifications for
job-worker matching is particularly necessary along two ines. First, the

le-use of Mobility data, to indicate -the.tranSfeialiility of 'skills and to ate

**plausible job-worker matches .should' be , investigated further. S cond,
methods for assessing worker characteristics, such as skills, aptitudes, and
interests, and indicators of the adequacy of matches, such as satisfaction,
performance, and persistence, should be investigated,

0
A ItitSEARcH PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPING CLASSIFICATIONS

A research program intended to develop or improve classifications for
Placement purposes might evaluate several' aspects of the resulting
classifications:

1. What heuristic value do the classifications have for contributing tO an.

understanding ofithe transferability of skills, barriers to labor market
mobility, of the segmentation or Balkanization of labor markets in' both
desirable or undesirable ways?

2. flow successful are the classifications in kenerating, satisfactory
placements? What proportion of job referrils madi using a classification or
matching scheme results in Placements (i.e., employjr decisions to hire and
applicant decisions to accept employment)? How long do the placements
last? l?o persons referred to jobs contiue working at those jobs for an
acceptably long period of time? Put anoper way, do alternative matching

2 3 3
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procedures make any difference for the employment stability of users of
the Employment Service?

3. What are the long-range outcomes of placements made in terms of
the income, job satisfaction, and performance of the persons placed?

4. How easy is it for employment interviewers, applicants, and
employers to understand and use each system?

5. Are different classifications useful for different aspectrOf job-worker
matching?

CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have reviewed the classification structure of the DOT as
well as alternative bases for systems of occupational classification and have
raised some of the conceptual issues involved in developing classifications
for job-worket matching, in particular the notion of occupational
similarity and the transferability of skills. we have suggested the use of
dad on naturally occurring patterns of labor mobility to evaluate, refine,
and develop new occupational classifications.

Our analyses lead us to conclude that mobility-based methods may
provide a flexible methodology for evaluating and developing classification
systems for use in placement. They have the unique advantage of using the
actual histories of workers in. the labor fora as guides for defining what
are appropriate (and inappropriate) matches to make for individuals with a
given occupational background. This method avoids ad hoc judgments and
permits greater flexibility than previous centralized, once-a:decade exer-

' cises in occupational grouping.
Nonetheless; our work also indicates a clear need for mere traditional

occupational analysis piocedurest At a minimum, such procedures are
needed to define the basic occupational titles. There are, however, other
important reasons for shunning excessive reliance\ on mobility data in
malcing.placement decisions. Any history of occupational mobility reflects
not only the potential range of the transferability of workers' skills
between various occupations but . also the patterns of discrimination in
hiring'and promotion that now exist (or previodsly existed) in the labor.
market. So, for example, the fact that administrative 4secietaries do not
commonly advance into managenient occupations may reflect patterns of
sex discrimination in hiring and promotion rather than any inherent lack
of transferability of their skills. Any placement system guided exclusively
by the history of labor mobility between,occupations would build the past
biases of the market into its future operations.

These considerations dictate that any mobility-based approach to
describing the similarity of occupations should be supplemented by other

2 3 4
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methods that do not depend on the past functioning of the labor market.
An independent perspective on the similarity of occupations is required.
Traditional occupational analysis procethires might play this role, al-
though job analysis as currently practiced in the occupational analysis
program has not beeq especially successful in defining the similarities of
disparate occupations. In an approach that emphasizes required' worker
'characteristics, the most ambitious attac' on this problem has been the
ratings measuring the complexity of a job in relation to data, people, and
things of the occupational analysis program's functional job analysis
approach. The validity of these ratings hasnot been studied systematically,
however, and their relationship to the potential transferability of workers
from one occupation to another remains to be shown. Moreover, as
chapter 7 indicates, the reliability of these measurements is questionable.
Any attempt to apply these particular measures as independent indicators
of occupational similarity should be grounded in future studies of their
criterion-related validity" and ongoing quality control of their measure-
ment.

Other alternative methodologies that should be explored are task
analysis or other forms of structured job analysis and person job matches
based on vocational preference theories such as that of Holland.' The
integration of (1) task analysis data obtained from representative samples
of workers, (2) direct observation of jobs using more traditional job
analysis procedures and the judgments of trained analysts, and (3) the
-assessment of workers' traits" and person-job matches using techniques
developed by vocational Counselors, with (4) study of the naturally
occurring patterns of labor mobility would provide a more adequate basis
for developing classification systems and operational procedures for use by
the Employment Service in matching jobs and workers.

t

liCriterion validity could be by showing the relationship, if any, between the
ratings of occupations on DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS variables and the ease with which
workers,transfer between jobs in these occupations
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The charge to the Committee on Occupational ification and Analysis
is to review the need for continuing the occupati analysis program of
the U.S. Employment Seri/ice and its principal p /oduct, the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles. The committee was asked to,consider in executing this
charge both the requirements of Employment Seryice 'Operations and those
of other users, public and private, for the kind of information provided.
The preceding chapters have presented the evidence on which we base our
conclusions and recommendzitions.

CONCLUSIONS

In terms of the charge; our conclusionsare the following:

1. There is a strong and continuing'need'both within and outside the U.S
Employment Service for the kind of information provided by the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and certain other products based on
it.

2. Substantial improvements in the procedures and products of the
occupational analysis program are required in order to meet the national
heed for occupational information.

214
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Conclusion 1, the continuing need for a document that provides.
occupational information, takes inteaccOunt three functions of the Dar: as
a dictionary, as a classification system, 'and as a source of material on

- occupational characteristics.

DICTIONARY

The Dar is first and foremost a dictionary, which defines more than 12,000
occupations through descriptions of their work content and cross-refer-
ences an additional 16,000 occupational titles to- these' 12,000 defined
occupations. As such it provides a Common understanding as to what' is
meant when a particular occupational title is used; it is by far the most
comprehensive source of occupational definitions available in the United
States.

This aspect of The DOT is of:very great importance to a wide variety of
users, as chapter 4 details. We belide that there would be almost
utanimous agreement that such a document, providing a standarlized
terminology and standardized definitions of that terminology, is essential.
Is it, however, specifically essential to the Employment Service's goalsits
placement and counseling operation? , *-

We believe that it is. Some proponents of .the matching of jobs and
applicants by computer have suggested that keywording obviates the
necessity for defined titles, since descriptions of a particular job and of a
particular worker's attributes can be entered directly into the computer
matching system without the intervening mechanism of a title: Such a
conclusion seems to us unrealistic becatise it fails to recognize the role that
the occupational title plays in everyday language and in the labor market.

The occupational title is shorthand (br, perhaps better, "short talk"). An
employer placing a job order for a Computer Programmer does not expect

to describe what a programmer does but only the particular requirements,
within the general category of programmer, for a, particular job. An
applicant with experience as a Lumber Scaler is certainly better,served if
the placement interviewer knows or can find in the ,dictionary what a
lumber scaler does, because local terminology may vary and because the
interviewer may then be able to suggest other occupations that make use of
similar skills.

For this reason', then, a document that defines terms is essential to the
Employmept Service's operation; some mechanism for constantly revising
such a document mustbe maintained as newlerminology comes into use

and new activities arise..
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.
CLASSIFICAT7ON

.,
The basic purpose of the classification structure of the DOT is to organize
occupational titles and definitions' in an order.that facilitates the matching
of job applicants and jobs, by grouping together jobs and occupations that
are relatively interchangeable in terms of the requirements they make of a
worker. In the terminology of the occupational analysis program an
individual worker holds a position; the set-of positions in Which workers
perform essentially the same activities within A particular establishment is
called a job; and the set of jobs in which similar activities are performed
across a number, of establishments is called an occupation. sobs are known
by'many names, and hence a procedqre is needed to group together similar
jobs with different titles. The 12,099 occupations defined in the fourth
edition DOT constitute a classification of a much larger number-of jobs
those held iy some 100 million workers in the American labor force.

If all job appliciffits knew exactly what job's they were- qualified and
willing to perform, the classification' structure of the DOT could be
restricted to grouping job titles into occupational categories. However,
many workers are in fact able to do different kinds of work. To optimize
their employment opportunities, a classification structure is needed that
links together all the occupations in which a worker with particular skills'
and qualifications might reasonably be employed. To serye as an effective
job placement tool then, the DOT must be organized in such a way. In
addition; the DOT classification should also be compatible with other
widely used classifications to facilitate the, reporting and compaiison of
occupational statistics.

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.

Closely related to the classification system are the attributes of occupations
and of skorkers that the Employment Service calls worker funetions and
worker traits. These attributes provide information on 'such itents as
training time, working conditions, physical effort, etc. As chapters 3 and
detail, this information is used for many purposes, including_ vocational
guidance, job placement, rehabilitation counseling, and tile determination
of program eligibility for training funds. Moreover, it 4 clear ,that the
worker functions and worker traits would be even more widely. used if
these data were more'readily available and if additional characteristics
were measur'ed.

In sum, the Dar serves as the major source of occupational data
currently available and would be sorely missed if it were discontinue4. The
need for the kind of information that is contained in the DOT is confirmed
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by the extent of its distribution. Over its 13-year life (1965-1977), 148,145

copies of the third edition DOT were sold by the U.S. Government Printing
Office, and In the first 21 months of availability (through September 1979),
11'5,115 copies of the fourth edition DOT have been sold.

Evidence for conclusion? 2that stubstantial improvements are needed ine the occupational analysis programis found throughout the report:
chapter 4.identifies the kind of occupational information-that is neededbut
not currently available; chapter 5 identifies various organizational
diffidulties in the program; chapters 6 and 7 evaluate the procedures used
to collect the occupational information contained in the DOT as well as its
quality; and chapter 8 assesses the classification structure of the DOT from

the standpoint of its usefulness in matching workers and jobs. The material
presented in these chapters leads the committee to conclude that data
collection procedures are' deficient in important respects, particularly in

the way in which occupations are selected far observation and analysis and
in the 'way in which worker trait and worker function ratings are
measured. Furthermore, the current c ification structure of the DOT
does not appear to be optimal forte purpose of matching jobs and
worker's, nor does-the proposed keywo system appear be an adequate

substitute.
Our conclusions that there is a 'strong need both to continue and to

improve the DOT lead us to 3 general recommendations intended to
strengtheb the occupational analysis program and to 19 specific recom-

mendations intended to improve, the quality of the DOT and, more
generally to facilitate the development of occupational information of

high quality.

, GENERAL RECOMMENDATION

1. The occupational analysis program should concentrate its efforts on the

fundamental activity of job analysis and on research and development.
strategiesfor improving procedures, monitoring changes in job content,
and identifying new occupationsthat are associated with the production

and continuous updating of the Dictionary, of Occupational Title/ The
program should discontinue the publication of career guides.

In the judgment of the committee, too much of the energy' and resources of
occupational analysis staff, both in the national office and the field- centers,

has been diverted,,from the central mission of the occupational analysis
program: the production of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (see
chapter 5). Primary attention should be devoted to research designed to
improve the quality of occupational data, the management and execution
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of the very complex data collection effort, and the preparation of
supplements to and new editions of the DOT. Other appropriate tusks
insofar as they do not distract from the main taskinclude the
preparation of special reports for other agencies based on DOT data and
training and technical assistance on the use of the DOT.

The production of career guides and brochures should not be continued
as a function of the occupational analysis program. Such activities should
be the responsibility of other agencies currently engaged in this type of
information dissemination. At the national level the products of the
occupational outlook program of the Bureau of Labor Statistics are widely
used; at the state and local level the recently organized career information
services program, with its links to vocational education and other relevant
state systems, provides information to state residents on employment
oppoftunities available in their own localities. Both organizations are
dependent on data gathered by the occupational analysis program, and
strong communication channels among these agencies are essential. The
division, of labor between data gatherers and those charged with
disseminating information to the public is a rational one, however, which
will lead to better use of the quite different specialized skills called for in
each of these responsibilities.

Similarly, the,, Job Search Branch of the 'Division of Occupational
Analysis should bipelocated. The Job Search Branch is an effective unit,
but it relies on information furnished by local Employment Setvice offices.
and hak no particular connection to the major activities of the occupation-
al analysis program. Moreover, i presence in the Division of Occupation-
al Analysis may .distract resource from the occupational analysis activities
that should be.the primary concern of the division.

2. A permanent, professional research unit of -high quality should be
established-to conduct technical studies designed to improve the quality
of tje Dictionary of. Occupational Titles as well as basic research
designe,d to improve understanding of the organization of work in the
United States.

A number of the recommendations below relate to research needed in
specific areas in order to strengthen the occupational analysis pcogram. In
our judgment, howeyer, the gravest difficulty lies not in specific areas but
in the general lack of a research orientation. The early editions of the
Dictinary of Occupational Titles were at the forefront orthe occupational
analysis of their time. For later editions this is no longer true: the program
has been allowed to stagnate. It will not become a vital force again unless
the importance of quality research, well integrated into the academic

.01
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disciplines providing the basic foundations for occupational analysis, is

recognized.'
While the committee is not prepared to make detailed recommendations.

regarding the location of a research unite or the exact size of its staff, we

have firm=dpipions regarding the considerations that should be kept in
mind in developing such a unit. First, we envision a unit with a relatively

large, high-leyel staff, of the order of 10 Ph.D.-level scientists (sociologists,

economists, psychologists, and -statisticians), perhaps an equal number of

B.A.- or M.A. -level research assistants, and a sufficient number of support

staff. We thus envision a research unit that is larger than the current
Occupational Analysis Branch in the national office of the Division of
Occupational Analysis. We recognize that this is a period of budgetary

restraint, but we would be derelict in our responsibiity if we did not

express our strong conviction regarding what is needed for a viable federal

occupational analysis program simply because of current (and perhaps

short-run) budgetary limitations.

. . ... . .

3. An outside advisory committee to the occupational analysis program
should be established. Its members should be appointed by the Assistant

'Secretary of Labor for Employment and Training.

This outside advisory committee should include representatives of employ-

"ers and of unions familiar with theproblems of occupational classification

andt,Placernent, persons from relevant academic disciplines, and members

of the public. It should meet periodically, perhaps twice a year, to receive

and review reports on the work of the occupational analysis program and

to make recommendations on future activities.3
Four considerations underlie this recommendation:

4.
1)! good example of a successful researchcapability within 4 operating agency is to be found,

in the Bureau of the Census. High-quality technical studies are produced by the Census

Bureau on- a continuing basis; staff regard thetnselves as professional social scientists and

statisticians, have close 'ties with- their academic disciplines, regularly attend professional

meetings, and are frequently drawn from or move to academic positions.

'The committee spent some time discussing alteniative organizational arrangements, ranging

from the establishment of a ntw.unit within the Division of Occupational Analysis to the

creation Of an entirely independent occupational research institute within the federal

government but outside the Department of Labor. In the end, however, we decided that we

aid` not have the.necessary organizational knowledge to advise on the optimal mechanism for

creating an occupational research capability, although we" are firm in our judgment as to its

necessity.
3Again, the Census Bureau. provides a good example. The Advisory Committee -on\

Population,,Statistics, which meets twice a year, plays an active rote in recommending and*

reviewing procedures. Its members are drawn- from representatives from the Population

Asoiciation of America and other interested groups.
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We believe that the periodic reporting to an informed outside advisory
committee would have4t salutary effect on the planningand organizational
efficiency of the national office of 0.e Division of Occupational Analysis or
any successor unit.

Such an adviiory dommittee would help to prevent.theresearch that is
essential to the program from becoming swamped by the exigencies of
operational considerations in an agency (the U.t. Employment Service)
whose primary focus is operational. It is our impression that the needs of
the occupational analysis program for adequate staff, in particular in the
national office, have not received sufficient attention in the past. An
outside advisory committee would strengthen the position of the prOgram
by providing it with a constituency.

In our view; the occupational analysis program has not been successful
in communicating its goals or its probleins to those groups standing to
benefit most from its activities. A public advisoryi, committee would
provide some liaison to these groups and help to 'enlist their cooperation.

Finally, all organizations,, inside or outside the government, tend
inevitably to develop procedures thatsacquire a sacrosanct status unless
they are moderated by outside influences. An outside advisory group could
raise questions that force the staff to consider the usefulness of established,
procedures.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIQNS

The remainder of this chapter presents a set of recommendations
, .J

suggesting ways to improve the Dittionary,,of Occupational Titles- and,
more generally, to facilitate the development of hi- quality occupational
information. Reconuntudationi 4-8 concern data collection procedures;
recommendations 9 'and 10 Concern the worker function and worker trait
scales; recommendations 11-13 concern the classification structu# of the
DOT and the keykord system; recommendations 14.and 15 propose needed
areas of research; and recommendations 16-22 deal with various ofianiza-
tional and administrativeissues.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

4. On-site observation of job performance by trained occupational analysts,
including interviews with workers and supervisors, should contina is a
major mode of data collection; experimentation with' other data
collection procedures, however, should also be undertaken.

I
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In the judgment of the committee a niajor strength of the DOT is that the
descriptions it contains are based on the analysis of specific jobs rather
than on abstract descriptions of occupational categories. We encourage the

continuation of this mode of data collection.
A number of considerations have led us to this recommendation. Chief

among ,them is the need for standardizationin the identification of
significant tasks, the use terminology, and the writing of descriptions.
Standardization oftprocedures requires the services of analysts trained to
observe in a larger context than an individual firm. As an increasing
proportion of jobs are found in the service sector, where variations in
activities are less constrained by the requirements of the machinery and
equipment that dominate the production sector, the need for standardiza-

tion will probably become even greater.
TWe find additional support for our position in the requests of private

firms and governmental units (cited in chapter 5) for assistance from field
centers and national office analysts in developing classification systent for

their employees.
It may in some cases be possible, however, to collect equally useful data

via a written instrtunenta- questionnaire, checklist, or task inventory.
Attention should be devoted to developing a repertoire of data collection
techniques by exploring the conditions under which each is most effective

and using the optimal technique for each situation. .

5. Staffing schedules for establishments in 'ch job analyses are performed
should continue to be collected and should be usedfor research purposes.

The recently discontinued tabulation by sex of the number of workers in

each occupation should be reinstated

Staffing schedules, which outline the distribution of jobs within establish-

ments, are currently used only to identify activities unique to an industry

or establishment., In our judgment, however, they have value for at least

three other purposes that would substantially improve the occupational
analysis program. First, staffing schedules could t?e used as a check on the
representativeness of establishments selected for job analysis by,comparing

staffing schedule data with the occupational structure of industries
revealed through other sources (for example, the decennial census and the
occupational employment survey of the Bureau of Labor Statistics).
Second, they provide a tool that if properly used could alert occupational
analysts to significant changes in occupational structure that may indicate
concomitant changes in work content. Third, staffing schedule data are a

potentially rich source of information on the differences in occupational

opportunities for men and women. Recently, however (in November
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078), the occupational distribution of workers on the staffing schedule
ceased to be tabulated separately by sex. In our judgment this change is
unfortunate, since it destroys the usefulness of schedule data for an
extremely important research purpose. We urge that separate tabulations
by sex be reinstated.

6. The selection of establishments and work activities for which job analyses
are performed should be made according to a general sampling plan
designed for the particular requirements of occupOional analysis.

The committee recognizes that the variation in the number of job analyses
per defined occupation documented in chapter, 7 is not prima- facie
evidence of maldjstribution of effort. Some occupations are clearly
homogeneous in work content regardless of their geographical or
industrial setting, whereas the homingeneity or heterogeneity of other
occupatiOns can be determined only by comparative job analyses.

We can find no evidence, however, of the use of systematic procedures in
the selection of sites, in the selectiv of jobs to be analyzed, or even in the
designation of industries to be incadd. The task of the national office is to
assign industries to field centers according to geographic concentration or,
for those industries that are widely dispersed, to I obtain geographic
representation. The task of.the field center, once au industry has been
assigned, is to select establishments 'that represent different size units (in,
terms of aggregate employment, levels) and/or kndwn technological'
variations. As Chapter 7 shows, both goals are very generally stated, and
no clear procedures are established for attaining them.

An example of this lack of clarity in the procedures followed is the
assignment of industries to ,field centers by the national office. Industry
assignments vary widely in scope: an assignment may be as wide as "retail
trade," a category covering establishments engaged in diverse activities, or
as narrow as "button," covering establishments engaged in "manufactur-1
ing buttons, parts of buttons, button blanks, etc." Neither the basis for the
national' office's decision to make an assignment broad or narrow nor the
procedure by which a field center decides among the possibilities in an
industry of broad scope is clear. '

The procedures involved in the selection of jobs for analysis are also
unclear.- The identification of the types of organizations that have unique
types of jobs should be an important goal, but current practice appears. to
be founded on, the premise that an establishment's ,broduct is a major
distinguishing characteristic of its jobs, a premise that reflects the long-
standing emphasis of the DOT on manufacturing jobs and their close
association with specialized equipment. One consequence of this emphasis
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is that jobs outside the production sector are generally assumed to require
fewer job analyses than those concerned with fabrication. Job analysis is

therefore often not undertaken throughout an establishment but is
confined to those jobs assumed to be unique to it. Although this limitation
is not unreasonable, it may result in the self-perpetuation of an assumption

that is no longer accurate. The fine line between unnecessary duplication of

job analyses and unsupported assumptions of homogeneity is not easy to
draw, but the resolution of this problem must receive attention as the
economy shifts increasingly from production to service activities.

In our judgment thee set of procedures involved in the selection of jobs(
*for analysis should bewthoroughly overhauled so that data can be collected

that are truly representative of work content. The Employment Service
should seek technical ,assistance in designing l*ocedures that are both
consistent with its needs and statistically sound. (This is a logical function
for an occupational research unit, perhaps with the participation of outside

consultants.)

7. Procedures shoyld be designed to,monitor changes in the job content' of
the economy. Both new occupations and changes in existing occupations

'should be identified.

As we have noted in chapters 6 and 7, the fourth edition DOT appears to
provide better coverage of occupations%in traditional sectors of the labor
market-than in rapidly expanding sectors. We suspect that this is due to

'the way 'jobs are selected for analysis. To correct this tendency, sVe believe
that procedures should be developed to monitor explicitly changes in job

content in the economy.
We consider first the problem of identifying new occupations. -There are

several ways this might be done. A range of sources could be continuously

or periodically monitored to identify occupational titles not already
included 4in the DOT. Potential sources include the occupational employ-

nient surveys of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, job orders received by local
Employment Service offices (indeed, such job orders are alrea a major'

source in the form of occupational code requests), classified ads in ajor

newspapers, and the Current Population Survey (cPs) conducted me ly

for the Bureau of Labor Statistics by the Bureau of the Census. Because of
its rich potential we urge exploration of ways to use the CPS to monitor the

emergence of new occupations. It should be noted that three past CPS
samples have been assigned DOT codes by occupational analysts at the field

centers (those from April 1967, April 1971, and March 1978the last still
in preparation!). Preliminary experimentation could be undertaken using

these surveys.,
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Second is the problem of how to identify changes in the content of
existing occupations. This is more diflIcult, since there is no good way to
know in advance of analysis whether the content of an occupation has
substantially changed. It may be possible, however, to develop an
information network using industrial, trade, and professi6nal associations,
labor unions, etc. to keep abreast of rapidly changing occupations.
Moreover, it is likely that in those sectors of the occupational structure in
Which many new occupational titles are emerging there is also rapid
change in the content of. existing occupations. The national office should
develop a monitoring system for identifying sectors of the occupational
structure in which there io rapid change, in order to target the occupations
in such sectors for intensive analysis.

8. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles 'should be expanded to include
definitions of all occupations in the economy, whether or not they are
serviced by the.,Employment Service.

As chapter 41ctocuments, the DOT is widely used outside the Employment
Service because it is the most comprehensive source of occupational
information available anywhere. As such it should attempt to be complete
in its coverage of the occupations practiced in the United States today. The
fact is, however, that it is very uneven, covering some occupations in great
detail and others not at all. -

Several sources can be used to identify occupations not currently
included in the DOT: the Current Population Survey described above, the
Census Bureau's Alphabetical Index of Occupations and Industries,
classilcations of military occupational specialties, the federal governments
occupational coding schemes, and various specialized occupational.glos-
saries. These lists should be compared with the list of occupational titles in
the DOT. Any title found in another list but not in the Dot wad then
become a candidate for an intensive job analysis. Procedures should be
designed to locate suitable jobs for analysis once they are identified.

MEASUREMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

9. The worker trait and worker function scales should be reviewed and,
where it is appropriate, replaced with carefully developed multiple -item

- scales that measure conceptually, central aspects of occdpationdl content.

The committee has found substantial reason to qu on the adequacy of
the worker trait and worker function. scales. First, ey do not appear in
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the aggiegate to adequately reflect conceptually central aspects' of
occupational content. They omit, for example, measures bf Such important
features as the organizational setting in which jobs occur and the degree of
responsibility entailed in jobs for decisions, materials, or super'Vision.4 At
the same time hey include measures of interests, a5titudes, and tempera-
ments, which are better thought of as worker characteristics than as
attributes of jobs.

Second, the existing scales have not been developed Or validated in
accordance with current psychometric standards for scale construction,
and some ,of them have been shown (see chapter 7 and Appendix E) to

. have rather low reliability. Moreover,.they are very redundant. In chapter
7 we show that most of the variation among Occupations can beJlescribed
by three factors, and almost all the remaining variation by an additional
three factors.

Third, many of the scales have limited use, as chapters 3 and 4
document. In part, this is the result of the way they are published.
Although scores on .the worker function scales (DATA, PEOPLE, and
THINGS) are available for each DDT occupation because they are included
as part of the occupational classification codestores on worker trait
scales' for- each occupation iii the third edition oar arc availible only in
supplements. Ranges of scale scores are also published for groups of
occupations in volume 2 of the third edition DOT. Scores on the worker
traits scales for the fourth edition had not been published as of January
1980, although they are available on computer tape.5

The development of a new set of scales of occupaiiOnals6haracteristics is

I a research activity that should be' undertaken prior to the'publication'of
the next edition of the Dar and then continued as an ongoing activity of

It the research unit. The first step is to determine what occupational
information is needed by major user. of the DOT, including the
Employment Service. Suitable scales to elicit this information should then
be' develdpedand validatedusing standai-d psychometric procedures.

'Responsibility and supervision'are highly relesvantlor job placement and for other purposes
as well, including the analysis of career ladders (identified by many respondents to the user
survey as highly desirable information to add to the Dar) and equal ployment opportunity

issues. ,

5A tape containing all of the worker traits for the fourth ecliti own as the DOT master

tape) may be obtained from the National Technical Information Service (DocUment No. PH

298 315/AS).

t
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10. A research activity of first priority should be review of the training time
(GED and SVP), physical' demand, and working condition scales.

Our review of Dot uses indicates that the training time, physical demand,
and working, condition scales are used widely for making key determina-
tions in a variety of employment-related programs by government and
other agencies. In some instances the worker function (DATA, PEOPLE, and
THINGS) scales are inappropriately used, as substitutes for, training time
scales. This may occur because of lack of knowledge of the worker trait
scales, since worker fun tions, are included in the basic occupational code,
while worker traits are treated as separate dimensions and, in the third
edition DOT, were publi in supplementary volumes.

We believe the need or and interest 5n these occupational characteristics
are sufficient to warrant continuous effort and special publication by the
occupational analysis program.

CLASSIFICATION ISSUES

11. A major activity of the occupational analysis prograin' should be
investigation of cross-occupational linkages that indicate, possible
transferability of skills or experience.

Hitherto, the "o-e..,N Ration"-al analysis program has done comparative job
analysis, only to the extent necessary to,fit jobs into occupational units
within the established classification., The implicit assumption with respect
to matching workers and jobs has heen that the classification structure
itself will reveal the range of possible matches`.

4

In our judgment this is too narrow a use of the occupational analyst's
skills and too rigid a conception of what constitutes "similar" work. An
informed glance through the det*iled occupational classification of the
DOT reveals a number of instances in which similar work performed in
different work setting's results in two codes that differ at the most

aggr-egated,-orie-digitlevel:-Th.
any classification system yet devised.

A number of procedures to aid in identifying,occupatiOns for which the
required tasks are sufficiently alike to permit transfer of skills could be
proposet\ Two that appear to have special promise are (1) the comparative,
analysis of skill requirements via task analysis or other structured job
analysis procedures and (2) the empirical identification of "interchange-
able" occupations via the analysis of rates of natural, occurring
occupational mobility. The basic idea in the latter proposal is that if people

.1 *.e I." O.' . I
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who leave a particular occupation are especially likely to 'take up certain

other occupations, then those occupations are probably similar in their
requirements, and hence job applicants with experience at one occupation
could work at the others.

Job history data are currently collected routinely froni job applicants by

local Employment Service offices. .These data coulfl be used to estimate
rates of mbvement between occupational categories that are specific to
local' abor Markets, and the validity, of the suggested interchangeability
could be reviewed by trained analysts. If valid linkages emerged, those
occupaiions with high interchangeability rates could be listed together in
job banks, could be matched in the keyword" or other automated systems,
and could be listed for the .use of job pldcement interviewers. It is
impOrtant to note that classifications for placement purposes need not list
each oceupation only once. For example, a job opening could be included
at ,several different 'places within a job bank to facilitate the job search
proFess, in much the same way that book; are crosveferenced in a library
catalogue. We urge full exploration of these pOssibilities.

12. The development of an automated procedure for matching job
applicant; with j9b openings should continue, but the current keyword

system should notbe accepted as optimal. *

Appendix G presents an evaluation of the keyword system, the Most-

widely used method of computerized job matching attempted by
.
the

Employment Service. Theconclusions in Appendix G support the findings

of critics who have called the system inadequate and inadequately tested

prior tots implementation.
We wish to' emphaelze, however, the need for continued research and

experimentation in 'the. use of automated ddta prheessing in both the job
analysis- and plaCement operation oe the Employment Service.. The
exploratory work done by our. staff (present0 in Appendixes G and H) is
suggestive of the potential inherent , in this tool for assessing and

me and resources have limited the extent to
Which this exploration could tie undertaken, but we are convinced of its

long-term value. .

Experimental work in computerized job matching, sho ld continue in
tandem with the development of animproved ,classification.- In this the

experience gained 'from the keywording operation should he:carefully
evaluated. For example, ,the, "complementary -terms" concept used in
keywording may present an alternative to the verfr4detailed and probably,
overly inflexible coding system now used in the DOT. A simplified set of

r.
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occupations associated with a range of complementary terms may serve
the purposes of placement better than either the nine-digit par code or the
occupational unit framework of the keyword system. In urgirtg additional
experimental work, we wish to caution against the precipitous, large-scale
implementation of poorly or incompletely tested schemes. The optimal
strategy would be to conduct a series of small-scale'studies before adopting
any particular scheme.

13. The classificatitin system developed for the next edition of the DOT
should be compatible with the standard system implemented by the
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards or its successor
coordinating federal agency. That is, explicit procedures should be
developed to enable the translation of occupational codes so that
information can be organized and reported using a standardized
classification.

The relationship between the classification system used by the Employ-
ment Service, embodied in the DOT, and that used by other governmental
agencies is a crucial issue. The committee believes that arguments for a
standardized classification for reporting occupational data are so compel-
ling as.to leave no doubt of the importance of this goal. Within the context
of this report, the need for the Employment Service's operating statistics to
be part of a standardized system is clear. Therefore an essential task is to
ensure that occupational information generated' by the Employment
Service can be translated to allow reporting in terms of a standardized
occupational classification.

Congress has established a National Occupational Information Coordi-,
,nating Committee (Public Law 94-482; October 12, 1'976), which' has' as
one of its responsibilities the 'development and implementation of of
occupational information system " . . . which systeM shall, include data
on occupational demand and supply based An uniform definitions,
standardized estimating procedures, and standardized occupational clas-
sifications. . . . " Beyond this legislative requirement the Committee

Neves that-an-understanding -of-the--Employmem-Services- role- in the-
labor market is essential to its proper functioning and that for such an
understanding, Employment Service operatihg statistics must be related to
aggregate data for the labor force. Without a standardized classification
system this connection is. impossible to make.

We believe tlit the occupational analySis program should take a lead
role in ,providing the material and expertise required to keep the Standard
Ckcupational Classification lsoc) up to datea role that is compatible
with its activity in developing the so..
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OTHER NEEDED RESEARCH

1 229

14. Research priority should be given to developing criteria for defining
"occupations"the aggregation problem,

What is an occupation? It is a set of jobs that are similar in some way, in
terms of tasks, duties, responsibilities, organizational or industrial setting,
status, etc. Occupational classifications group occupations in terms of their
similarity according to one or several of these criteria or still others.
Classifications differ in two ways: first, in terms of the criteria of similarity,
the grouping principle; and second, in terms of the level 9,f aggregation, the
number of distinctions that are made between elements, or occupations, in
the classification. The 1.9.7k Census classification, for example, contains
441 occupations, while thefourth edition DOT contains 12,099 occupa-
tions. Obviodsly, the census occupations on the whole encompass a more
heterogeneous set of jobs than do the DOT occupations. Despite the greater

specificity of DoT occupations, however, there appears to be great
variation from one occupation to another in their degree of heterogeneity.
For example, there are 70 kinds of Sewing Machine Operator, Garment,
with the same.6-digit code (786.682), while there are 6 kinds of Secretary
with the same.- 6-digit code (201.362d. Moreover, inspection of the
occupational delnitions,suggests more ariability among the 6 secretarial
occupations than 'among the 70' kinds of sewing occupations. There
appears to be no conceptual basis foi delineating boundary lines between
occupations. f 0

Research is needed both on the conceptual basis for defining occupa-
tions and on the consistency with which occupa4nal boundaries are
drawrrin the fourth edition DOT, to provide a basis for revisions in the fifth
edition. In undertaking a review of the *fisting occupational categories in
the fourth edition DOT, :attention should be paid to the possibiity, that
certain categories of occupations (e.g., clerical or service occupations) are
insufficiently differentiated, or that certain categories (e.g., benchwork
occupationS) are overly differentiated. We urge exploration ofstrategies for

reviewing the consistency of specificity ofDOT occupations.

15. Basic research should be undertaken on' the operation of labor ,t_rrkets
to improve understanding of the processes by Which workers acquire

jobs.

The Ethployment Service could do a great deal to improve its ability to
place workers in jobs through research on the processes by which workers
acquidte jobs. In chaptet 8 we proposed an empirical procedure for defining

r
is
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interchangeable clusters of jobs on the basis of occupational mobility'rates.
The usefulness of such a procedure would be even greater with a better
understanding of occupational mobility processes in general. What kinds
of jobs tend to be open to workers with particular sorts of experienbe?
Which jobs are filled by those wh6 have p'eviously worked elsewhere,
which are filled by those just entering the lab& force; and which are filled
only by promotion from within an establishment? To Whai extent (lb sex, ,

age, or race continue to be b4iers to occupational opportunities, and are
such barriers concentrated in particillar sectors of the labor force? This
research is likely to be most fruitful if it builds on institutional and
segmented market approaches' to labor market analysis, since these
approaches focus on the very job and market structures that are.at issue
here.
'The Employment Service, in particular the occupational analysis

program, is in a unique position to conduct research on such qgestions.
Job history data currently collected routinely in the ,course of job
placement interviews 'and establishment studies currently conducted on a
regular basis for the purpose of job analysis are valuable sources ofdata-
that should be exploited in the interest of improving the ability to match
workers and jobs.

.
These data sources should also be exploited to improve ,understanding of

career progressions, typical -patterns of movement from job to job. When
respondents to the survey of DOT users were asked. how future editions
could be improved to meet their needs better, the inclusion of career
ladders was most often mentioned; the majority indicated that they would
find such information helpful. While thee undoubtedly is ,substantial
Variability in career progressions, somg indication of typical,sequences of
jobs would be very useful for counseling purposes. Two existing data
sourc could be used to produce such informatipn. First, the job analysis
schedbles used by Occupational analysts include information on the
relation of the job being analyzed to other jobsspecrfically, pro
lines, transfer lines, and lines of supervision. This inforniatfon .uld be
used to describe typical career ladders within enterprises. Seco , the work
history data collectql routinely from job applicants in loc employment
service offices could be used to describe typical career 1 dder4 inv,plving
mobility among enterprises, in the manner discussed in ch. 'ter 8. We urge
that these possibilities be explored.

I
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES.

16. The leadership of the national office in the occupational analysis
program should' be strengthened; greater attention should be given to
coordination of field center activities, and the lines of federal authority
should be clearly established.

In view of the intensive management study (Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.,
1979) commissioned by the Department of Labor in tandem with its
request to the National Academy of Sciences for a study of long-range
needs, the committee has concerned itself only with those aspects of
organization that are directly related to the- substantive content of the
occupational analysis program.

In this context we strongly endorse the Booz, Allen & Hamilton
conclusion that strong leadership and increased coordinatioh by the
national office are essential. Throughout our report (notably in chapters 5
and 6) are specific instances of the costs that lack of leadership by the
nitional.office have produced in terms of quality. We particularly support
the follow-up recommendation of the Office of Technical Support (U.S.

Department of Labor, 19796) that a written agreement between the
Employment, and Training Administration and the host state of each
occupational analysis field center lad out clearly the rights and preroga-
tives 9f-the federal .governnidht in the control of field center activities.

The committee is not persuaded, however, that the Booz, Allen &
Hamilton recommendation that the number of fieldventers be halved is, in
the long runs wise one. Although in the short run such a redUction may
be a useful way to eliminate those ,field centers whose contribution to the
program has, for a variety of reasons, been below the desirable level, in the
long run, geographical dispersion seems to us to be a strength, particularly
in view of the new trends in population dispersion currently taking place in
the United States. The problems of coordination by the national office may
be reduced by a reduction in thexumber of field centers, but the problems
of communication between the occupational analysis program and local
office operating staff will certainly be increased.

17. The collection and dissemination of occupational information by the
I'

occupational analysis program should be a continuous process activity
should not fluctuate with the timing of new editions of the DOT.

This recommendation follows from recommendation 1that the program,
should concentrate its effort on job analysis. Chapters 6 and 7 present
4vide4.e of the costs, in terms of thoroughne6 and quality, of gearing the
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prograth so closely to the publication of the liew edition. Beyond this,
however, we believe that to be most useful to the Employment Service's
operating offices and to other users, occupational information should be
kept current by closely monitoring the introduction of new jolts, and
changes in the content of existing jobs.

18 Procedures followed in collecting data and developing the DOT should
be carefully documented and publicly described.

The committee found that many procedural decisions appear to be made
on an ad hoc basis and to be poorly documented. The lack of
documentation, experimentation, and research on the efficacy of the
procedures used seems to the committee to be one of the most serious
deficiencies in the occupational analysis program. Although we recognize
that the Employment Service is an operating agency whose purpose is to
deliver service, such a service cannot be delivered for the highly complex
and continuously changing world with which the Employment Service
deals on the basis of ad hoc decisions that are never documented or
systematically communicated to persons in operational roles.,The lack of
documentation makes the review and evaluation of Employment Service
occupational information difficult for users, who should be supplied with
this essential information.

,: 0
19. The data produced for the DOT should be made publicly available.

As well as being underdocumented, the DOT is nnderpublished; in the
sense that -a great deatof material of great value to researchers is not.made
easily available. Public-use-computer tapes and attendant documentation
should be created for each of the data sets used in the preparation of new
editions of the DOT and depoiited in data archives such as the National
Technical Information Service and the Inter-University Consortium for
Political and Social Research at the University of Michigan. For example,
the third-to-fourth edition map, and the 1966 aud 1971 CPS tapes coded
with DOT codes (and the March 1978 CPS tape when it becomes available)
should all be made publicly available.6 Public access to data used in
preparing the DOT can do nothing but improve the quality of the DoT.

P

-
The DOT master tape containing all of the worker trait codes for the fourth edition is already

available (see note 5) In addition, the committee deposited two magnetic tapes with the
National Technical Information Service and the Inter-University Consortium for,Politkcal
and Social Research (1) the April 197,1 Current Population Survey (N = 60,441), which
includes thi and fourth edition DOT codes, and (2),a summary tape of DOT occupational
charactensti , which was created from the 1971 CPS and provides average DoT scores and
factor-based a ores for the expanded (N =674) 1970 Census occupational classification
(for details, see Appendix F).
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Second, for the benefit of users without ready access to computers, data on
the characteristics of each occupation (currently the worker traits and
worker functions) should be published, with exact scores for each DOT
occupation.

20. A till-dilation program should be instituted immediately to aggregate
monthly data from Employment Seryice operations to the revised
Standard Occupational Classification 'unit groups used in the 1980
Census of Population and subsequenurrent population surveys.

The current version of the Standard Occupational Classification has
attempted to proVide an interim solution to the problem of compatibility
by allocating each-of the 12,099 nine-digit codes of the fourth edition DOT
to one of the approximately 600 four-digit unit groups of the soc. A
similar crossover listing between the classifications, to be used in the 1980
Census of Population and the soc unit groups, has lieen developed by the
Bureau of the Census. It therefore becomes possible, if computerized
operating statistics are available at a nine-digit level, to rearrange these
data into the census classification (or any other' classification system
providing such a crossover listing).

Both recommendation 20 and recommendatiot 13 are closely related to
the congressional instruction to the secretary of labor to institute. a
unifdrm reporting program, under the Comprehensive Eniployment and
Training Act, using a occupational or training code, a term
defined as "any occupational or training code equivalent in detail to the
Standard Occupational Classification at the four-digit level" (Public Law
95-524; October 27, 1978; Section 313 (g)(31)).

21. A systematic program should be instituted to communicate additions
and revisions of occupational definitions and their classification
promptly to all opera, staff in the Employment Service as well as to
other interested persons.

It is crucial to the successful operation of the Employment Service and to
other major users of the DOT as well that the occupational information

,provided by the DOT be up to date: It is in those sectors of the occupational
structure_ that are most rapidly changing that the need for inforthation is
greatest; For this reason it is insufficient to rely on the periodic publication
of new editions of the DOT. A mechanism should be established to transmit
iniormation continuously on new and changing occupations and on newly
established linkages-between occupations to all concerned persons. What
we have in mind is a monthly' news bulletin, issued by the occupational
analysis program and circulated to all Einployment Service personnel and
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to other interested parties, and an annual supplement to the DOT
incorporating all such inforthation produced in The preceding year.

k 22.. The next 'edition of the DOT should not be issued until substantial
improvements in the occupational analysis program have been made,

, following the recommendation$ made here.

There is no need to rush to a fifth edition of the DOT, especially if a
program( of continuous updating and dissemination of occupational
information is developed as proposed above. Such a program would serve
the needs of users for up-to-date occupational information by keeping, the
fourth 'edition current. 'This would permit time for a fifth edition to be
fundamentally redeSigned on the basis of the research proposed hereon
the classification structure, the measurement'of occupational characteris-
tics, the definition of occupations, data collection procedures, and so on.
We would expect such research to continue indefinitely and to serve as the Qs

basis for further modificatioris of subsequent editions of the DOT. Hence we
are not proposing delay until completion of a single massive research
effort, but rather delay until a permanent, ongoing research effort has been
well begun and has borne fruit.

I
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APPENDIX
-N., Materials

A Associated
with' the
User Survey.

Appendix A contains responses to a qUestionnaire that the committee used
to survey DOT users. Acthe accompanying letters show, two kinds of users
were surveyed: the first letter was sent lo a sample of single-order
purchasers of the DOT, and the second letter was sent to DOT users in state
agencies.

The purchasers of the Derr were randomly sampled from a list of names
and addresses, provided by the U.S. Government Prigting Office, of
individuals who purchased the fourth edition DOT during its first six
months of availability. The state users are a casual sample of individuals
identified by staff of the State Occupational Information Coo inating
Committee (solcc) as users of the DOT.

The questionnaire was part of the committee's effort to determine the
nature and extent of the uses made of the DOT outside the Employment
Service. Other sources of information were site visits to federal agencies
identified as major users (see Appendix B) and a literature review of social
science'research xisits of the DOT (sge Appendix C).

N. Chapter 4 contains more detail about thesampling design and timing as
well as a detailed analysis of the responses.

A
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL °
ASSEMBLY OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Constitution Avenue VVasiTngton,i) C. 20418

b
COMMITTEE ON OCCUPATIONAL

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS'

Dear Sir or Madam:

r

April 13, 1979

We are assessing the present use of and future need for the
Dictionary of 'Occupational Tales (DOT) and other publications of the
Department of Labor's Occupational "Analysis program. In order to

make informed judgments, we are collecting relevant information from
users of these publications. Therefore, we would greatly appreciate your
assistance in completing the enclosedcfuestionnaire, which is being sent
w a sample of those who have purchased the Dictionary ol Occupational
Tales in the past year. // you ordered these occupational materials lot
a per.on or group other than your.ell, please pass on this questionnaire
to-the appropriate individual,

Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary..AII tht
information you give will be Notated Linder the Privacy Act of 1974.
This means that your answers will be kept strictly confidential. Results
'of the study will be made public only in summary or statistical form so
that individuals who participate cannot be identified.-

We also welcoMe any 'other information you might wish to provide
on youruse and/or Evaluation of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
and other Occupational Analysts publications. If you have any questIons
concerning this ifiquiry, please tall Patricia Robs collect (202-389-6345):
We would appredate it if Jou would complete and return the enclosed
questionnaire within the.cokning week.Thank you for your cooperation.

Enclosure

-259

DONAL; J. TREIMAN

Study Directo-i
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12/310,9
OW% No ..5,101.6

DOTPURCHASERS (N 309)
F,

SURVEY OF PURCHASERS OF THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCli.

Tho accompanying letter requests your assistance in this Survey of recent purchasers of the DiCtionary of
Occupational Titles Please read the InitruCtlens carefully and answer by printing yoyr reply or entering a
".4" in the appropriate box Phrase mum the completed form in the enclosed postage-paid envelope to the
Committee on Occupational ClassifiCation and Arlalysis, National Academy of Sciences, JI11320, 2101 Constitu-
tion Avenue. N W Washington QC 20418.

NOTE' All information you provide wittpe treated as Confidential and used for statistical purposes only.

1,702
(I 41

"/

111/.1

11211/011

1. sea Male 357'2 c Female y.1. NA

2 Please indicate the type of employer for whom you work (please be as specific as potsible)

13 le
21 T. 2 [3

7. 3 in

ft.% 4 (3
5 n

* 6 LI

Library

High School, Jr High

Technical, Vocational,

or Trask, School

College or University

Federal Government

State Government-

Employment Service

State Government

(other)

67.8 L , County/Local Government 41,121]
0 Y. 9 [ 1

Labor Union

101.10 [ [ Other private non - prole

orgaruzation/community 1103
EgOute(PleasgsPecilY)

21.1 Private pbfit-making / 14

busines1s employing less a/ IS [ ]

than 100 workers jrcot6 Lj

3. Please check 1he category ...roach best characterizes the type oft v."oi you do

Career on 9ocatronal ly. 5 c] Personnel Managernept. Li% 9 [I
Counseling 417. 6 [ ) Labor Force Protectipns 1 s. ,,,, 10. n

Reh.,,,pution . (Manpower P1;annifig) i IY il 0
Counseling Occupational Inform.mon

/ 7 N. 3 0 Voir-Hanel Education gennTsent and 1

S % 4 0 Job (employment) 14emin.Stion : Ltn( ol,?E7
Placement 3 7. :,) ) Compenlation AdministrationPlacement

o

7% 2

3 le 7

Private, protibmaking

business employing be-

twerrn 100 and 499 workers

Private, profit making

business employing 500

or more forkers

Self-employed

Not presently employed

Other (please specify)

TeachP
Librarianship
Research (describe subject

area)

(16

Other (please specify)

3 Maria rt.+ Ad..,
'I. NA

Please lot any professional, Scientific, or trade associations, relevant to your main employment, to

which you be,

O

5. Have you ever used the Diettonary of Occupational Titles in your work?

[Yes 2 0 No

If YES. peen to qUilben 6

I/ NO. pro b questan 15

*FrtewtaitS ofeulattel. for eon- E..rhy.)..t See vice. respstdcnts. wt., use +i..4 DOT

sir

2 6 Pa.
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DOT PURCHASERS

Oueiden; II through 14 are foe users 0e the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

0 Which of the foilowdg volumes of the Dictionary of Occupational Tales hay* Your's, Wait

8 How frequently have you used the various Dictionary of OcCuPaDonaI Tales volumes in your Waif mthin the
° past yaw?

A. Eye/ used, (Check all that apply)

13%0
55%o

35%0

31%0

8st

First Or second edition (19* 1949)

3,0 edition Volume One ' Definitions of
Titles' (preen hardback 1965)

300 edition Volume Two "Occupational
Class.gcation Industry Index, Worker Traits
Arrangements of Titles and Codes' (green
hardback. 1965)

3rd edition Supplement One "Selected
Characteristics of Occupations (Physical
Demands Worker Characteristics, and 'fram-
ing Times)" (green paperback or harabaCk.
1966)

310 edition Supplement Two 'Selected
Characteristics of Occupations by Worker
Traits and Phystc%1 Strength' (grey paoM
back 1968)

4th (present) edition (red paperback. 1977) (Mt

11 Frequency of use within the past year
Reggarty Occasionally Never NA

9.qCD 6%0 1340 a" ar.
116o - 301.o 13.o 0,0) 311%.

(1%u 2.41.0 15%0 0,4) got

13 Y.0 161.0 I 3 la D Sun y9Ye

toy.° isy.o 2.0.40 nvr sry.

LI3/0 541.0 (...) /

T. A. Which information from the Dictionary at OCcupallonal Tides and supplements have you ever used? (Check all
that apply)

Job Titles and Definitions

Industrial Designation Arrangements

Occupational Codes and/or Classification

Worker Trait Groups (3rd ed . v014)

General Educational Development (GEDi
estimates (3rd ed vol 2 or supplement
t2)

Plt3471.0 Specific Vocational PreparatiOn (Still') esti. P.m

owe mates (3rd ed vol 2 or suPplement #2)

38t12 Interest. Aptitude. and Temperamentonfoo Info.

4.18/0 matron (3rd ed. vol 2)

0.1.)3,1;0 Environmental and Physical Working Cond. ,inn
horis information (3rd ed, vo)' 2 or supple'
merit #2)

8 How have you used this info/nation? hew)

I. are you ever used the Dictionary of Occupational Thies' ratings of the level of worker funthoning in relation to
ata, People, and Thugs (the 4th through 6th digits of DIchonery of Occupational codes)?

34% Y.9 61f.t2 0 No 3 1. NA 05;ry

If YES would you describe that purpose you use these ratings

. 2 61
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DOT PURCHASERS

fr. Consider the main purpose for %MOO you use the Dictionary of Occupational Titles How adequate Is It for this
purpose?

611'. 1 0 Very adequate 33 %- 2 0 Somewhat adequate 3% 3 0 ireideMmf IN NA pam

Please detail any Inadequacies (07-02)

10. How would it atlect your work if no further editions of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles were produced?

12../. I 0 Would not 12/11 affected Zg '/. 3 0 Would cause major Inconvenience 120M)

goy. 2 0 Would cause minor 1116bIlVergwo 7 te. 4 0 Would seriously disrupt work

3 I. NA
11 it would cause Inconvenience or dieruPt work Pleats NaDOnde 111.1)

1
11. If the Dictionary of Occupational Taloa were unavailable, are there substitute sources to which you could turn for

the samikinf =nation?
311,10,4$ 2312 0 No 37%0 0 Don't know

It YES, please list or describe them
2'4 NA

1/02

saw

2 cu

12. Compared with the 4th edition, how could future editions of the Oktionary of Occupational Titles be Inuxoved to

better meet your needs? (please check all with which you agree):

5if Yo 0 Use of hard cover nun'

2../) I. 0 Division into two or more wines for greeter ease In usage

31 1. 0 More frequent publication

sy 1,0 Inclusion of career ladders
3g .60 Inchlaion `of worker trait ratings of General elucational Development (GEb) and Specific Voca-

tional Preparation (SVP)

,45"1. 0 Inclusion 6f Worker trait ratings of Interests, aPtitudes, and temperaments

0 Inclusion of worker trarttatIngs on physics; demands and working conditions

3 1,0 ,Explicit incorporation of Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes

ID y. 0 Inclusion Of addrtional ocCupetiona (Please *KIN)

(Ws)

WI)

0.1)

10 le 0 Other suggested improvements Pus)

0

6 ,
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DOTICHASERS
What do you regard as the most 4luable feat or coot/0110ns of the Dictionary of Occupational 111/807 (please
check all that apply)

C DOT codes

.40 Job tines and definitions

;
inn) 0

5' ()I:0 Occupational group arrangementlob families

\4i
(MO

407.0 Worker. functions (complexity ofrelationshtp to Data People or Things)

3v/.17, Worker trait information AGED, SVP. Interests, aptitudes and temperaments, physical demands

do

and working conditions)
oar:

q.,,C Other valuable features or-contributions (please SOecify)

WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

14 How would you rate tne Dictionary of Occopatrbaay Fides with respect to the following criteria
Very Sonfewhat

Adequate Adequate Inadequate !r%''vt. NA
tit a, al (21

a) Coverage cf the types of totS in which women usu. 2.0;0 2.67.0 6'0 Et 3g%0 .7., ll 16
ally predominate

b) Coverage of the types of lobs in which minorities 10.0 I ViriC f 10 0/0 D -14 4D =6, /I .`e
usually pre-dominate

c) Rating of worker functions and traits for to6s in 14%0 2-4 1. D :7'/.o q3'.o a"'" /2.V.
which VOTE* usually predominate

01 Rating of worker functions \ Agd traits tOf tobS.in 10.0 21 °40 7%0 47 t 0, still 74 /.
which minorities usually predominate
Please elaborate _ _ - - -- _____ Al 181

to In addition to the Qfclionafy of Occupational Trtfes, the Occupabonal Analysis program distributes occupational
intormabon In other forms We are also interesteann the frequency with which you may use these brochures or
pamphlets During the past yeas, how frequently have you used the following Occupational Analysis publications
in your work,

Regul,arly

a) Career Opportunities in the Telephont and Tele- 2.40
graph tndustnes (1977)

b) Career Opportunities in the
.

Trugkirg Industry (1978) ley
c) Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (1972) ./.0

Health Careers Guidebook (1973) ,6/.0
is) Job Descriptions and Organizational Anatysis for 7.0.0

Hospitals and Related Health Services (1971)
I) Job Guide for Young Workers (1970)
g) Occupations in Electronic COWIputing Systems 2AD

(1972)
h) Occupations in Library Science (1973) 2 %0
it Task Analyses fnventones (Series 1) (1973) 11. 0
l) Job Bank Openings Summary (JBOS monthly). S1.0

k) Frequently Listed Openings (JOB ftS monthly). S 1.0
I) Occupations in Demand (010. monthly) 12 1.c3

ml Labor Market Information Anaiyhcai Table Serie, 3%.1.3
(LMI ATS monthly) a --

263

Not familiar
with

Occasionally Never publication
141

4t o 23%o 1 /9.0

820 24%o 5.5;.0 CAM

11%0 4140 57,:0 p.m
/1840 207,0 'I g,to

7%0 IV.° doto (si'. )

11;0 2AYa0 58f.0
19;0 24%o 10110

7't1 20Y.0 4140
610 Z0 . 13to

121c svic, 50.0
l4Y:0

481:0
/.0

/440 rq,.D g
16.0 57 1.0

WA

g

10810
'I WI°
10%

14/11

(OM 11 1.

win 141.
m, to

Ji 81:
1458) II
1.418,

7,4
(0'0 tit.
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(In(ernational Labour °doe)
0) Office of Education Classification System (.1 S De LP/oL' I q 0 2 & T. 1.1 13/

partment of Health Education and Welfare and
U S Department of Labor)

Cl Standard Occupational Classification it) S OH ce of 2.1(11, p 1.7 3 11. 0 47
Federal Statistical Policy 1 Standards)

b v3 Bureau of thb Census publications (e g Occu 24*(.0 31'1.
national Characteristics of the Population Alpha.
',tic,' older of Occupations Classified Index oL
Occupations)

91 Handbook of Occupational Keywords (US Depart 1.4c at% s 1 T. /
meet of Labor)

IrtE to-Y. ,25 '1.o 38'1. /0h) Self Directed Search and related publications using
the Holland Occupational Classification (e g Strong.
Campbell Interest Inventory Vocational Preference
Inventory)

i) Career Guiclance.System an;:l related publications (.'":o I I *I. D °/. o Lig o fs.rn124
(Time Share Corporation)

11. Occupational and Career Exploration Kit's, and is-to /6 Ye, 0 211. 34y, osm 8.%
related publications (Science Research Associates)

kl Occupational Library and related publications 1000 '13°40 26.1. 3s Y. 0
(Chronicle Guidance Publications)

I) Worker Trait Group Guide and related, publications 44E1 S.T.0 29 4 f 507* 12°4
(Appalachia Educational Laboratory)

Please list any other sources of occupatfbnal information that you use regularly
0,0

Materials Associated with the User Survey (
243

17. We would be interested in learning more about the experiences of a subset of people to whom we have sent this
cidestionnaire Would you be willing to respond over the telephone to more detailed questions about your use of
occupational information/

LWV.tpYes TOt2 E NO 6°10 NA

If YES please supply as with your name and a telephone number where we can reach you during the day

17. We would be interested in learning more about the experiences of a subset of people to whom we have sent this
cidestionnaire Would you be willing to respond over the telephone to more detailed questions about your use of
occupational information/

LWV.tpYes TOt2 E NO 6°10 NA

(Name)

1411,91

Masi place questionnaire In sodtaddraisod postagepaid envelop* and return It to us.
Thank you for your assistants

(Area Code) (Number)

If YES please supply as with your name and a telephone number where we can reach you during the day

Masi place questionnaire In sodtaddraisod postagepaid envelop* and return It to us.
Thank you for your assistants

(Area Code) (Number)

Mt,

(Name)

Mt,

1411,91
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.NATIONIAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
ASSEMBLY.OF .BEHAVIORAL 4ND SOCIAL SCIENCES

2101 Constitution Avenue Wasgington, D C '20418

COMMITTEE ON OCCUPATIONAL

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

Dear Sir or Madan:

April 13, 1979

We are assessing the presipt use of and future need for the
Dictionary of Occupational Talcs (DOT) and other, ,publications of th7
Departme.nt of Labor's Occupational Analysts program. In order to

make informed judgments, we are collecting relevant information from
users of these publications. Th`erefore, we would greatly appreciate your

assistance in completing the 'enclosed questionnaire, which is being sent
to users of the Dictionary of Occupational Talcs HT state and local govern-

ments. Your ,name was prOvided to us by your state;,Occupational
Informaoli Coordinatiug committee (SOICC).

.. . .
Your participation in this survey is compkIcty voluntary. All the

information you give will be protected under the Privacy Act of 1974.
This means that your answers will be kept strictly confidential. Results

- of the study will be made public only in summary or statistical form so'
that individuals who warticipate cannot be identified.

..
We also welcome any other flformations you might wish to provide

on your lose alicl/or,evaluation of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
and other Occupational Analysis publications. If you have any gt1estions
concerning this inquiry, please call Patricia Rcios collect (202-389-6345).
We- would appreciate It if you would complete and return the encloseA
questionnaire Within the coming week. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincdrtly, .
a

.

Enclosure

"0...-
I

DONALD J. TREIMAN

Study Director



Materials Associated with tfe User Survey
C. Pea ...SAO.
ff.feAlf 3/7f

SO/CC IN 1861
.-

SURVEY OF PURCHASERS OF THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

'The accompanying letter requests your assistance in this survey of recent purchasers of the 0/Mondry of
Occupational irtlep Pleas* road the instructions Carel idly and answer by printing your reply or entering a

4.4 in the appropriate box Please return the completed fern in the enclosed postage-paid envelope to the
Committee on Occupational Classification and Analysis National Academy of Sciences, J11820, 2101 Constitu-
tion Avenue, N W Washington:0 C 20418

NOTE. All mforrnatIon you provide wall be treated as confidential and used for statistical purposes only.

{D! o

1. Sex 1.4.1 7, Male 26'.2 C female 31. NA

2 Please indicate the type of employer for whom you work (please be as specitic as possible) 0213.1

0%1 7
141.2
9'43

1'4%4
Ol

# 6 :2)

C2%7

Library

High School Jr Kg,
Technical Vocational
Of Trade School

College or University

Federal Government

Site Government.
Employment Service

Sure Government

(other)

ON. 9 _-
4 %id

O." E

3. Please Cheek the ceegory which best

Z7.5
$

15-.

2'4 8

4 Please list any OOle5310t1.11 scientific

?'1.2

2.44 3
pi. 4 r:

Career or VoCational

Counseling

Rehabilitahco

Counseling

Vocational Education

Job (employment)

Placement

5.

4hich you belong

County/Local Government 0 1. t2 [2
Labor Union

Other private non -profit

organization /community 0 1. 13 E
goup (please specify)

Private prolit-makingc
business employing less

than tO0 workers

0 1.14

41t, 15 .7
2. V.16

charactelizes me type of work you do

Personngl Management 21. 9 7
Labor Force Protections '01,,t0
(Manpower Mannino '01 :1;
Occupational Information

Ommtooment and

Dissemination

Compensation Administration

ir trade associations, relevant

Private protit malting
business employing be-

tween 100 and 499 workers

Private Not making
business employing 500

Of more workers

Sell-employed

Not presenity emplioyed

Obier (Please Opcky)

(la .15/114

Teaching
-

Librarianship
Research (describe subject

area)

Li *412 C Other (please specify)

y61. 4e.4,114.4r,...,,t
Xur main :employment 10

Have you ever used Me Dictionary of Occupanonsi Mies in your work?

41 LT es

If YES, go on to quosnon 6

2 0 No

If NO, go to question 15

f)
rtrcenturS ealclatect far nerh respandt.ts wk. use 41.4 DOT

srw

O

266.

245
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SO/CC

Question, I through 14 ars for users of the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

I. A Which of the follomng volumes of the Dictionary Cl OCCLipMetel Tales have you evil Men

B Now frequently have you used the venous Dictionary Cl Occupational Titles volumes m your work within the
part year?

A. Ere, used (Check all that apply)

22°40
68 '/. o

'N.:. 0

Hs°,/.0

7,l (o

First or second edition (1939. 1949)

3rd edition Volume One 'Definitions of
Titles' (green hardback° 1965)

3rd edttron Volume Two Occupational
ClassiScation Industry Index, Worker Trans
Arranglments of Titles and Codes" (green
hardback. 1965)

3rd edition Supplement One "Selected
Characterrshcs of Occupations (Physical
Demands Worker Characteristics, and Train-
ing ?Imes) (green paperback or hardback,
1966)

300 *Onion Supplement Two 'Selected
Characteristics of Occupations by Worker
Trans and Physical Strength" (grey paper-
back 150)

Ina)

Ita

mph

trite

4th (present) edition (red paperback, 1977) 115W

Frequelcy of u e rather the past year
Regularly Occasionally Never

11% 136/0 28 1.0 SSA
23% 0 391. o Id 1.0 pus 23i.

200 o Nolo o 4

13'4 0 30 o

gee 2,01.

zo/.0 31%

I I N. 0 30 yo 0 22 °1.0 3 v4

304 o 34 0 12 Wo o 0".) N%

7 A Which information from the Dictionary of Occupational Tales and supplements hare you ever used? (Check all
that apply)

0 :CI Job Titles and Defmrtrons Specific Vocational Preparation (Sib) esti. from
mates (3rd ed vol 2 of suppqment #2)3/ E Industrial Designation Arrangements a,*

80 E ,Occupational Codes and/or Classification

146 '1, Worker Iran Grcirps (3rd ed , vol 2)

31 '; E General Educational Development (GED)
estimates (3rd ed vol 2 on supplement
#2)

Interest. Aptitude, and Temperament inf.- own
=tan (310 ed . vol 2)

Emnronmental and Physical WorkIng Conch- 0.6
bons information (3,0 ed vol 2 or supple-
ment #2).

B Now have you used trim informatton?. (OW)

S. Have you ever user(the Dictionary of Occupational Tales ratings of the level of worker functioning in relation to
Data People. and.Things (the 4th through 6th digits of the Dictionary 0 Occupational Tales' codes)?

Ht 4 1 yes 5.5 Y.2 No 3Y4 NA
If YES would you &runt); for what purpose you use these ratings

(ere

(Wee

a

4
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SO/CC

I. Consrder the Men purpose fa which you WO the Dmlionary 01 Occupational Titles How adequate is It for this
purpose?

SL Y., o Vs,/ Eltousts 31142 0 Somewhat adequate 3 3 0 Inadequate kA own

Please dabl any inadequacies Man

10. How would d affect your work it no further abaft of the 0/cfronary of Occuptonal Trtles were produced?

13 q 1 0 Waal not be affected 31.4 3 0 Would cause major inconvenience

3(y 2 0 Would cause minor ineonvemence ll.. 4 0 Would sabot/sly disrupt work

IV. NA
If it would cause H,COnveillefICO Of disrupt work pease elaborate

11. If the Dicttaury 01 Occupational Tales were unavailable, are there substitute sources to which you could turn for
the same Information?

2:4., 0 Yes 31.4 2 0 No 311 15 Don't know I./. NA V019)

If YES Pease list or describe them ,61

1701

2

12. Compared wrth the 4th how could future editions of the Dictionary of Occupional Titles be improved to
better meet your needs? ease check all with which you agree)

112..40 Use of hard cover A No,

18%0 DIVIStOrl into Moor mere volumes fa greater ease In usage 112/11

12 q.C3 Mae frequent publKation (Ifni

5'1'40 Inclusion of ;Amer ladders our

gq%0 Inch/bon of wake, trait ratings of General Educabonal Development (GEO) and Spemfic Voca- huff
halal Preparation ISVP)

q5 .40 Inclusion of worker trait ratings of interests, aptitudes, and temperaments (49)

LIZ40 IncluSocn of worker trait raungs on phystoal demands and working conditions (WV

37%0 Exoht.t .ncoeporatoon of Standard OccuPattonal Classification (SOC) codes huh

11%0 IncluSbcl of additicsl occupations (please specify)

a % Other suggested improvements ant
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SO,CC

13. What do you regard as the most valuable features of contributions of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles? (please
check all that apply)

44%0 DOT cod. es

Job titles and definitions

Occupational group arranoement-lob farnilieS.

Worker functions (complexity of relationship to Data People or Things)

Worker trait information (GED, VP interests, aptitudes, and temperaments physical demincIS
and working conditions)

Other valuable features or contributions (please specify) - 01 /9)

12119)

(NM

12119,

tarn

(15,9)

IL Now would yot. rate the Dictionary of Occupational Titles with respect to the following criteria
Very Somewhat Don t

Adequate Adequate Inadequate Know NAtn ch ch

a) Coverage of the types of Kilos in which women uSu ILI %;.:1 11' o 6 Y. c 3 81.o w-, 9 66 ,
ally Predominate

b) Coverage of the types of sibs in which minorities iNo 2411.0 g*/.0 Li? qD '"" 10'/
usually predominate

c) Rating of worker functions and traits for rags in 1.6..40 pi lb D 7 /loo Lts- % 0 .,.) 13%
a. which women usually predominate

d) Rating of worker functions and traits for lobs in 12.%0 18 I. 0 ?!. 1481. 0001 1 z %
which minorities usbally ofedoennatlb f
Please elaborate 1:z Si so

269 ,

tIonal Trties, the Occupational Analysis program distributes occupational
inlormatton in other forms We are also intereited in the frequency with which yoU may use these brochures or
pamphlets During the past year, how frequently have pod used the following Occupativol Analysis publications-
tn your work?

Not familiar
priori

11egul,arly `Occasionally Naze. NApublication
ai

a) Career Opportunities in the Telephone and Tete- I'60 13 1. 0 a,/ /. o S2 '. o o''', la%
graph Industries (1977)

bl Career Opportunities in toe Trucking Industry 097e) 0'40 I8 I 0 23 't. 0 S0 .I.O r''" 81.
c) Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (1972) 6 .60 19 '(.0 19 '1.0 so 1. o 0,,, 6 T. --
d) Health Careers Guidebook (1973) 4 .0 21 "I. 0 22'4E3 q , 0 lo h 9 .4
el Job Descriptions and Organizational Analysis for aS 1.0 14 :1. 0 20% 0 ') 9 '1. 0 i'1 "l 107.

Hospitals and Related Health Services (1971) h .
f) J00 Guide for Young Workers (1970) 3.40 I6 .I. E 01, 0 52 ,. 0 i'vn y.r.

g) Occupations in Electronic Computing Systems I '40 (y .1. 24'. 0 S 1 Y. """ 101.
(1972) ,

fl) Occupations in Library Science (13731 I '40 q 'I% 0 2.4 Y. 0 $"/ */. it 0. ,, /0 I.
1) Task Analysis Inventories (Slates 1) (19731' . 2.1M 15 .1. :I 11.'4 El S0 '40 ,,,,,l /3. V.
I) Job Bank OpeningS-Surnmary (JBOS monthly) (0 .60 19 ;. El 12.4c7. a o 1. 0 i..,., 9 Y.
IK) Frequently Listed Openings (JOB.FLS monthly) t /.0 23 '1. 0 / S /"0 40 4 0 i .'i.l 11 */.
I) OCCupations in Demand (010 monthly) 11.40 14 1. Cl 17.1. :::' 3 t 1. 0 '"' 9'1 '

n1) Labe Market Information Analytical Table Series cht.0 23 te 0 NM. qi H. 0 '""l 71.
(LMI.ATS, monthly)
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soicc a

111. Bete* Is a list of other occupational information publications, from both government and non government sources.
Pleas. indicate the frequency with which you have used them in your work within the past year.

a) Bureau of Labor Statistics Wage Surveys (e g Area
Wage Surveys, Municipal Wage Surveys)

b) Occupational Outlook Handbook (Bureau of Labor
Statistics)

el International Standard Classiticaton of Occupations
OMrriationallabour Office)

cl) Office of Education Classification System (U S
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare and
US Departmant of Labor)

el Standard Occupational Classificatimi (U S Office of 9 Y.
Capital Stritacal Policy 1.1 Standards)

f) US Bureau of the Census publications q Occu 010
pational Characteristic, of the Population, Alpha- r

belical India of Occupations Classified Index of
Occupations)

g) Handbook of Occupational Keywords (U S Depart. 3
menu of Labe()

hffteifDirected Search, and related publications.using"to.40
the Holland Occupational Classification (e g . Strong-
Campbell Interest Inventory. Vocational Preference
Inventory)

I) Career Guidance System, and related publications
Mine Share Corporation)

j) Occupational and Career Exploration Kits, and
related publications (Science Research Associatas)

It) Occupational Library, and related publications

(Chronicle Guidance Pobriestions)
I) Worker Trait Group Guide, and related publications

(Appalachia Educational Laboratory)
to

Ruse list any other sources 01 OCIUDitiOnal information that you use regularly

Regularly Occasionally a "Or
16 1; 'At 17 q.

447: 40. 81.

1. c 36,4o

251. 2I

2f.
194

2.5l.

3ola

Icrt;

13.i.

o
6 9.0 23 o
1 o
PX tlata a

23 'lb

ig

3o*l.

281:a

30q. o

33'4

31 Y.. 0

32g.

Not familiar
with

publication NA

I6 y, "'"" 6Y.

. LH.

o

30Y.

Wt.

(sirs) 31.

0YE itele

rum, 6 Y.

521.

.13 1. a

Mm 6Y.

mm 5 yi

38Y. mm

t'fbalir 51;
it 1 q.0 1" .

qq11. 0" 4%

RV)

oleo-

17. We would be interested In learning more about the importances of subset of people to when we have seat this

guarantee Would you be willing to respond over the telephone to more detailed questions about your use of

ocaupational information?

SI / Yes U./. 7 No 8 71.

H YES, please supply us with your name and telephone number whet. we can reach you Owing the day.

(Nome) Was Code)

Plow place quottlonnoiro In solt-oddreasod postogpald envelops and return It 10 use.
Thank you for your Ambiance.

L
a-

4.

2"'

7
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APPENDIX Site Visits to Selected
B Federal Users of ,the

Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

PATRICIA A. ROOS

The staff conducted site visits to three federal users of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles. The agencies chosen fqr detailed analysis were
selected because they "rode the requisition" for the DOT, that is, they
purchased the DOT in large quantities supplementary to the Employment
Service's purchdse order. These agencies are the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training of the Department of Labor, the Bureau of Disability
Insurance of the Social Security Administration, and the Veterans
Administration. The Department of the Navy purchased multiple copies
(1,250) of the DOT; however, since these copies went directly into storage,
the committee staff felt that a visit to the Department of the Navy would
not be a fruitful one.

BUREAU OF APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING

'In the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) the primary user and
the office originatigg an order for 1,000 copies of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles is the Division of Review and Registration (DBB).-The
staff of the national office of BAT oversees the registration of apprenticeship
programs, a procedure that involves an evaluation of whether the
occupation to be apprenticed meets the criteria of eligibility (apprenticea-
bility) required by BAT. iFrom the national office, copies of the DOT were
distributed to BAT representatives at the 10 regional offices and all the field
offices. A copy of the DOT wag alto given to each of the 32 state
apprenticeship councils, which c idinhte their work with BAT as well as

to

250

271.
0



Site Visits to Selected Federal Users 251

to some of the larger program sponsors of apprenticeship programs. There

are currently 543 apprenticeable occupations recognized by the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training. The number of people being trained for
these occupations has risen from 26,137 in 1941 to 262,586 in 1977. The
DOT is a primary source book in the evaluation of a proposed apprentice-
ship programno program can be registered with BAT if the correspond-
ing occupation does not have a DOT code.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training was established as the
primary agency within the Department of Labor responsible for ensuring
compliance with, and carrying out the objectives of, the National
Apprenticeship Law of 1937. Though the bureau is not involved in the
training itself, it works closely with employers, unions, state apprentice-
ship agencies, and vocational schools to set up and monitor apprenticeship
programs across the untry. Responding to proposals for apprenticeship
programs initial at the local level, the Division of Review and
Registration determines whether the occupation to be apprenticed meets
BAT criteria and the program meets BAT standards; if so, DRR registers the

program with BAT. Although registration of apprenticeship programs with
BAT is not required, there are advantages to both employers and employees
of such registration. For employers, BAT serves a thining and consulting
role, at no charge, advising them of the various rules and regulations (e.g.,

equal employment opportunity regulations) affecting their apprenticeship
programs. In addition to its advisory role, BAT also benefits employers by
ensuring quality education for apprentices and reducing costly job
hopping. For employees, BAT ensures that upon completion of the
program, participants will receive journeyman status and wages. The BAT
also monitors compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act, which stipulates'that
in order to pay less than journeyman wages, employers must register their
apprenticeship program with either BAT or a state apprenticeship agency
recognized by BAT; apprentices are thus guaranteed wage protection. The
bureau views its role as one of opening the door for employers and

employees to work together for mutualpenefit.
.

USING THE DOT TO EVALUATE THE APPRENTICEABILITY OF

OCCUPATIONS
...

In order to be considered "apprenticeable," occupations must meet certain
criteria developed by BAT, the most important of which is that the
occupation be a skilled trade (no professional occupations are appren-
ticed). Another criterion, the one for which the DOT is most frequently

used, is that the occupation be one that involves manual, mechanical, or
technical skills and knowledge requiring a minimum of 2,000 hours (about

272
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252 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

I yea r) of on-the-job work experience. Similarly, in order for an
4 apprenticeship program to be registered with BAT, it must include the

provision that apprentices receive at least 2,000 hours of on -the job
training. ,

The initial review concerning the apprenticeability of an occupation
begins at the field level, when a potential yrogram sponsor contacts a BAT
representative in order to have an apprenticeship program registered. At
this point a nine-digit DOT code is assigned to the occupation to be
apprenticed. If no such code exists, the national BAT office requests the
Division of Occupational Analysis to undertake a complete job analysis

' study to create one.
Once a nine-digit DOT code is assigned to an occupation to be

apprenticed, the DOT is used primarily in verifying that the number of
hours of on-the-job training (or term) specified by the program sponsor (in
the description of the work process to be completed by the apprentice)
matches the specific vocational preparation (svP) estimate associated with
the corresponding journeyman occupation. As mentioned above, an
apprenticeship program must require a minimum of 2,000 hours of on-the-
job training in order to be registered with BAT. The BAT staff with whom I
spoke use the following equivalence between the required term of the
apprenticeship program and the SVP estimates in order to verify the length
of training time estimated by program sponsors:

Term- SVP Code (and Definitions)

1 year
2 years

3-4 years
4 years

not applicable

5 (6 months to I year)
6 (1-2 years)
7 (over 2-4 years)
8 (over 4lb .years)

I 9 (over 10 years)

As an example, let us suppose that a program sponsor submitted a work
process description for an apprentice Wool-and-Pelt Grader and noted
that the apprenticeship tenure should be 2 years. The svP code associated
with the journeyman occupation corresponding to an apprentice Wool-
and-Pelt Grader is 4, which suggests that the vocational training required
is less than 6 months. The BAT staff would thus note tlfat the term specified
by the employer did not correspond to the SVP estimate of training time,

--- and since the latter was lower than the required 2,000 hours, the program
would not be registered. Since the 2,000-hour rule is also one of the criteria
used to determine the apprenticeability of an occupation, a similar
matching process takes place in that evaluatiov. When the term and SVP
estimates do not match, there can be two explanations: either the employer

9 273 A-
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overt:saw ted the amount of training needed, or the svp estimate was
miscoIf the latter is believed to be the case, BAT could recommend
that the occupation go back for additional job analysis.

The svp specification is thus used to make distinctions among
occupations in the amount of training time required to reach journeyman
status; those occupations not requiring at least 2,000 hours of on-the-job

training are not registered by BAT (2,000 hours is equivalent to an svp
level of 5 or above). The svp estimates used by the bureau are taken from

an interim report prepared in? February 1978 by the Division of
Occupational Analysis (U.S. Department of Labor, 1978b). It will be
superseded by the as-yet-unpublished supplement to the fourth, edition
DOT, "Selected Characteristics of Occupations,"-which is' being financed
by the Social Security Administration and, includes the entire range of
worker traits.

The worker function codes for DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS are also used

by BAT to provide an indication 'of the skill level of a jobthat is the

higher the code, the lower the skill level required, Thelgeneral edu tion

developrnt (GED) scale is also occasionally used 'to compare the entrance
requirerfients of occupations withthe description of the job as provided in
the work process report The DOT definitions themselves are occasionally
used to evaluate the adequacy of the work process descriptions provided

by the program sponsors. In addition to these specific uses, the DOT codes

are used in the State an National Apprenticeship Reporting System
(SNAPS), a statistical reporting system that provides a breakdown of the
distribution of participants in apprenticeship programs by race, ethnicity,

veteran status, and sex.
Other than the DOT, BAT uses two other specially prepared reports of

the occupational analysis program. One is the interim report mentioned

above, and the other is a frequently used three-volume computer printout
that provides a conversion from third edition to fourth edition DOT codes;

the printout also lists deletions made between the two editions. A third

frequently used source book for occupationtl information is the Occupa-.

tional Outlook Handbook.

ADEQUACY OF THE DOT

The staff at BAT view the DOT as being crucial to their work. The DOT code
itself, the job definitions, and especially the svp codes are used regularly in

evaluating the apprenticeability of occupations and registering apprentice-

, ship programs. Those with whom we spoke made detailed suggestions for

improving the fOUrth edition DoT (e.g., the DOT shcald be hardbound and

in a lobse-leif format). '
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On a more substantive level, BAT staff would like to see the apprentice-
ship codes in the fourth edition removed. Since they view apprenticeships
as only temporary, 'BAT staff alWays use the journeyman code that
representk the occupational objective of the apprentice. To include a DOT
code for apprentices suggests that permanent apprenticeship occupations
exist, a practice that goes against the spirit of apprenticing occupations, It
was noted that some of the apprenticeship codes in the fourth edition DOT
do not even have a corresponding journeyman code (e.g., 863.364-010,
Insnlation Worker Apprentice (construction)).

Another problem for BAT with the fourth edition DOT is that some
occupations recognized as apprenticeable by BAT were consolidated and
not given separate entries in, the DOT (and thus not recognized as separate
occupations). Further coordination 'between BAT and, the occupational
analysis program was suggested in order to correct this problem. Finally,
BAT staff would like tt) see apprenticed occupations noted in some way in
the next edition of the DOT; for example, occupations recognized as
apprenticeable by BAT could be set in boldface type for easier accessibility
by training representatives.

z °

BUREAU OF DISABILITY INSURANCE

A request for 2,240 copies of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
originated from the Medicil and' Vocational Methods Branch of the
Bureau of Disability Insurance (mg), an agency in the Social Security
Administration (ssA).'The, Medical and Vocational Methods Branch is
concerned with the formulation and' dissemination of policy concerning
the medical definition of disability. From BDI, copies of the DOT were
distrirea to the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals (the appellate level)
and t the 10 regional officesifor distribution to state disability agencies.

Eligibility for benefits under Title 2 of the social security legislation
depends on estalilishing that a person's disabilities are 'debilitating in the
sense that they keep him or her from being employed in the same of
"similar" work,that he Or she has performed,in the past. The legislation's
definition of disability mandates that a person's ability to perform
alternative work be evaluated before disability benefits are awarded.
According to BDI personnel the DOT has become the ,primary source
document used in, this evaluation. At the time of the site visit, SSA
personner were not employing the fourth edition DOT, since the relevant
supplement, Selected Characteristics of Occupations (Physical Demands,
Working.. Conditions, Training Times), for wrtia the Social' Security
Administration contributed $50,000, Was not yet .publisfledNA similar

4
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supplement had been prepared for the third edition (U.S. Department of

Labor, 1966).)
The determination of whether disability allowances should be awarded

May be made solely on the basis of a medical assessment of disability.
However, if examiners cannot adjuiiicate on the basis of medical evidence

alone, tlrey use the DOT to make an assessment of what functions the
individual is able to perform, that is, they make a, determination of his Or

her "residual functional capacity." This assessment involves the develop-

ment-of a vorational profile based on an evaluation of the physical exertion

and skill levels of past employment. This profile can then be matche
against recommended alternative employment to determine whether, with

a given disability, an individual is capable of performing "substantial
gainful employment." If not, disability benefits are allowed.

USING THE DOT TO DETERMINE DISABILITY AWARDS

The processing of disability claims begins at the local social security office

when an individual comes in to . file for disability benefits. A. claim',
representative interviews the client and writes up a. description of the
client's disability and work experience for the past 15 years. The claim is

then transmitted to the Disability Determination Section (DDS) of the
states vocational rehabilitation agency, where an adjudicator assembles

the relevant medical and vocational evidence. On the basis of this evidence

the adjudicator determines whether the individual should be awarded
benefits on the basis of medical -evidence alone or whether alternative
employment exists in which the individual could find work. The primary
role of the vocational specialists at the Medical and.Vocational Methods

-Branch (national office) is in mediating disability disputes between the
local district offices and the state DOS. The role of mediator usually

involves interpreting the Social Security A'dministration's rules and
regulations as they relate to recommending jobs fOr the disabled claimant.

Disputes usually involve an evaluation of the transferability of the
claimant's skig to recommended other employment.

The Doi' is used primarily for making an assessment of the kind of
employment the claimant can perform, given )the .disability incurred and

his or her past employment. The underlying principle employed in the
evaluation process is that if the physical, mental, and skill levels of the
disabled individual match the, physical, mental, and skill dexpands of his or

her previous employment, disability benefits are not allowed. If the
individual cannot perform his or her past employment, a determination is
then made as to whether there exist other jobs in the national economy-
(without regard to whether such jobs are locally available) that the

I
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disabled person could perform (e.g., work similar to previous employment
buperhaps requiring less exert n).

Various volurpes and supplements of the DOT' are used in assessing the
physical, mental, and Skill levels of previous work experience and potential
employment. In determining whether skills are transferable between past
and alternative employment (i.e., whether recommended jobs are appropri-
ate), vocational specialisis occasionally use the following questions as
general guidelines:

1 A-re-jobs-at-the same or a lower skill level? (Jas at higher.skill levels
are not recommended.)

2. Do new jobs involve the same or similar tools?
3. Do recommended jobs involve similar processing and products?

These guidelines are merely suggestive, since "appropriate" employment,
does hot necessarily have to be similar to previous employment on all three
factors.

This determination of the transferability of skills between past and
potential employment is made by referring to Supplement. One of the third
edition DOT, Selected Chdracteristics of *Occupations,. since the relevant

e fourth edition supplemen,t has not yet been published. This volume
contains information on worker trait groups, industry, physi 1 demands,
Arking conditions, and the GED and SVP training time spe ifications, all
of which are employed to develop a vocational profile of th claiinant. In !,

order to ensure that recommended jobs are not at .a high skill and
function level than previous 'employment, the analyst uses the worker
function specifications of DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS. It is assumed that
the higher the worker function score, the lower the skill level of the

pro. occupation. For example, if the person'§ previoys employment had a
worker function score of 884, the analyst would seek other "884" jobs that
are similar in other ways (such as being in the same industry) either by
referring to the DOT classification in Supplement One to find other jobs
clustered bear t;te original occupatign or by referring tvhe woiler trait
groups (in which jobs with the same worker traits are arranged together),
rxr4ided in VOlume 2 of the third -editiOn DOT. Jobs that are likely

'possibilities .are then checked by referring to the job definitions and job
'characteristics. In order' to be considered appropriate alternative work,
recommended jobs must not have DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS codes lower
(skill level higher) than the codes of the claimant's past work experience.
'A'sinJar sort of comparison process is carried out with the GED and

SVP specifications, which' are taken to represent another part of the
claimant's job profile 'In order to be considered appropriate, recommended
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jobs must be at the same or similar levels of GED and syP, which are also
loosely taken as measures of the skill level of the job. Although the
analysts do not translate GED codes into years of schooling, a general rule

of thumb is to call jobs in levels 1 and 2 "unskilled" and -CO call jobs in
levels 3 aneabove "skilled!".

The third component of,the composite job profile takes into consider-
ation the physical demands and the working condition& of the job. The
physical demands assessed are the amount of, strength (whether the job is
sedentary or whether it requires light, medium,' heavy, or very heavy

lifting), the need in- climb,_balance,_stoop, kneel crouch, crawl, reach,
handle, finger, feel, talk, hear, and see. The working conditions defined by
the DOT include whether the job is typically performed indoors, outdoors,
or' both and whether it involves extremes of heat or cold, 'wetness,
humidity, adise, vibration, hazards, fumes, odors, toxic conditions, dust,
or poor ventilation. These characteristics of recommended jobs can be
compared with the job profiles developed for the claimant's .previous
employment in order toefind matches at lower levels of exertion that the
individual can potentially perform, given his or her disabilities. The
pnncipke invoh,ed in the cotparison includes determining whether, given

the particular physical and/or .mental impairment, the individual can do ,

the job.
3

,
ADEQUACY OF VIE DOT , o I
The apt personnel interviewed-felt that theie were no other occupational
source books that came close to providing the information currently
existing in the DOT. They felt that if the Oar werotebe disContinued, their
judgments regarding the determination or disability would be more
speculative and unrealistic. adjudicators would have to make dedisions
so- lely on the basis of medical evidence without :.ving appropriate weight.
to the vocational background of the claimant.. , .one.minor complaint
was offered about the DoT product itself: an. s occasionally `question

the function or skill level assigned to a pa, l lar oceupation. Because
problems' come up so rarely there is no at mechanism set up to:
apprise the Division of Occupation- sis so that revisions can be
incorporated into future editions of th 3T The ,analsts provided two
examples of what 'they consider to be underestimates of then physical

exertion required on the job. the, job of Nurse's Aide,was rated as requiring
only light lifting,. while BDI staff believoe that it should have a rating 6f
"medium", the job of Motorman in a mine was also rated as requiring only

light lifting, while1,13D1 staff felt it should have' a rating of "medidm."
a 4
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N
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

The Veterans Administration (vA)'ordered 520 copies of the fourth edition
Dictionag of Occupational Titles. The office initiating this request was the
Counseling and Rehabilitation Section of the Division of Education and
Rehabilitation Service. From this office the dictionaries were distributed to
58 regional offices. The VA site visit was conducted at the Washington,

, regional office of the Counseling and Rehabilitation Sectiont(c&R) so
as_ to gain awareness of 'how the DcIT is used in the field offices.Dunng
fiscal 1977 the D C. regional office 'provided - readjustment benefits to
20,439 people and awarded $11,542,358 in monetary benefits. Dunn' fiscal
1978, approximately 2,400 veterans received counseling through this office,
the majority oft,these people are disabled veterans who are recigired too

undeigo rehabilitation counseling in order to file for benefits:
The Veterans °Administration is responsible for carrying out the- ,

'provisions 'O. Title 38 'of the U.S. CodeVeterans Benefits:. The 'C &R

bveyseesthe implementation of four chapters of Title 38:

1. chapter 34, the qt Bill, offers educational assistance to veterans who
enteredthe inilitiry prior to January I., 1977:.

2 Chapter 32 provides similar assistance for those veterans who entered
the military on or following January;, 1977.

r Chapter 35, the Dependents Program, offers educational assistance to
war'orOhns or dependents of mmanently disabled veterans. ,

4. Chapter 31, the Disabled or Vocational Rehabilitation Program,
provides rehabilitative counseling and vocational training and makes,
recommendations for the payment of benefits to serv,icg-disabled veterans.

The D C. regional office serves an idiosyncratic clientele because of its
location Many of the clients receiving counseling or benefits through this
office are eventually employed in government jobs. Another feature of the
D C. clientele is that it is highly educated or, more specifically, in the
process of becoming highly educated. Of the 635 veterans currently
receiving educational assistance through the D.C. office, approximately
500 are in college programs, most of which are 4-year programs.

USING THE'DOT IN COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION

Veterans who use the services of the Counseling and Rehabilitation
Section may do so by choice or-because their attendance Is mandatory.
Disabled veterans must undergo counseling if they wish to takd advantage
of the veterans' assistance beneNts under Title 38, other veterans are not

.
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required to undergo counseling but may choose to do so. Once a veteran is
adjudged eligible for counseling and/or reliahlitation services, he or she is
given an appointment with h counseling p ologist (cp). Although one
of the services of the cp's is personal psych ogical counseling, they use'the
DOT primarily in their role as occupational or vocational ,counselors in .
exploring the client's vocational plans and developing occupational
objectives. Once the Client and the counselor agree on an occupational
objective, fhe six-digit third edition DOT code (the VA plans to switch to '1.

the nine-digit fourth edition code shortly) is assigned to identify that.: c).

objective. In addition to using the DOT code to identify the oecupationatl
objective, the counselors use the DOT for occupational exploration TheYr

the DOT in this context to define tasks within each occupation or job so
that the client can determine which jobs are well suited to his or, tier*
constellation of skills and/dr interests. );

Following the interview with. the counseling psychologist, disabled
veterans (or dependents who are themselves disabled) meet with vocational
rehabilitation specialists (vas) who supervise their retraining. The VAS'S;

in consultation with the client, make recommendations regarding the
partictklar rehabilitative training that the client should undergo and the
benefits that should,be paid. In this context the vas also uses the six-digit

DOT code identified previously to define the agreed-on occupational
objective. In the role of rehabilitative specialist the VRS uses the DOT job
definitions to determine whether the client can perform the various tasks
involved in such employment. In this context the VRS often.c-hecks on the
physical and environmental attributes of the occupation, as provided in the
third edition DOT, to verify the suitability of the employment for the
particular client. .

The fourth edition DOT job definitiohs are used in a ,variety of ways by
the counselors. Counselors remarked that they often. encourage their
clients to read through various jot, definitions to get an idea of the tasks
involved in particular occupations in order to determine which are most
suitable for them, given their interests and skills. One counselor remarked
that she had clients read through the task desc.riptions in order to help
them prepareresumes for job, interviews by reminding thejn what tasks
were involved in their previotis occupations. The job defrriitions, are also'
used when disagreenients arise between the veteran and tlie.pidfessional
staff regarding "suitable employment." If a veteran disagrees with the
assessment of the counselor, the case can go before the Board of N-43/terans

Appeals. In such a situation the counselor Prepares a statement of the case,
. citing relevant laws and regulations. 4'n this context he or she often
references the DOT to document the case by describing thelaslcs inherent

in a.particular occupational category.-
4
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Isione of the staff with we spoke used military occupation
dotes or definitions, which were added to the fourth edition DOT. Since
they are interested only in the transferability of military skills to civilian
occupations, ihey found no use for codes that refer to military-specific
occupations. In fact, they used the military occupational specialty (Mos)
itself only when it involved skills that were directly transferable to desired
civilian occupations:

The cInselors do not make use of either the GED and SVP estimates or
the supplement to the third edition DOT funded by the Social.Security
Administration, Selected Characteristics of Occupations (Physical .De-
mands, Working Conditions, Training Times). They did, however, Mention
that they used the physical and environmental attributes of occupations,
provided in the worker trait section olthe_third edition DOT. Their Use of
these attributes is not exploratory, in the senseid-searching out
occupations particularly suited to people with specific handicaps. Counsel-

'. ors use them instead as a validation mechanism to ascertain whether a
client will be able to perform a particular occupation, given his or her-
service- related disabilities.

Counselors also use the worker function data from the - DOT in
.conjunction with other occupational exploration materiarSuch as the
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory and Holland's Selfarected Search.
Once an 9cupatiorr or set of occupations has been targeted via the self-
directed search method, the client has specific DOT titles and codes with
which to Work. Froth this point the counselor can work badkward, using
the relationship to data, people, and things code's to verify that the
occupations are appropriate given the client's interests skills, and self-
descriptions. For example, if a person is interested iiiw'orking with people
and the result's from the psychological testing confirm this, the counselor

1 uses the PEOPLE code (the fifth digit of the DOT code) to verify that the
occupational objectives they are discus'sing indeed involve significant

-

interaction with people.

ADEQUACY OF THE DOT )On the whble the counselors view,th existence of the DOT as crucial to
their work. The DOT code itself is b is to maintaining statistical. records
on occupational objectives of veterans. The job definitions, with their
detailed ' descaripticni° of the constituent tasks 'involved in particular
occupations, assist. the counselors in developing educational and occupa-..
tional objectives with their clients. However, the ceat staff did hate some
'detailed-suggestions for improving the fourth edition DOT.

The first, suggestion has to do with the physical packaging of the

,.
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product. The fo,urth edition, they believe;is 'too unwieldy to use efficiently,
owing to its bulk and its soft cover. Their recommendation is that it be
produced as two hard-covered voldmes. In addition, one counselor
mentioned that the alphabetic Listing is too difficult to use, since it is
buried in the middle of the boolP 1...,

. Another comrnon criticism is that important titles are still missi g,
especially titles specific to the government sector. The particular titles
mentioned were intake worker, accounting technician, accounting clerk,
and various paraprofessional occupations. Ths counselors recommended

yat all civil service occupations be incorporated directly into -tfie DOT.

It was also noted that many occupations ale note
because of the high degree of crbss-referedcing. Finally, the staff expressed
a desire for more training on the -use of the worker function data of the

. ,,

DOT, since many of them were uncomfortable with the actual use of the
DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS codes. They felt that they understood the
concept but lacked- ny real ability. to apply that knowledge to vocational
planning in, other than a very primitive way.

dab
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A PPENOIX
Annotated Bibliography of
Research Uses of the
Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

JUNE PRICE

Algra, Cecelia 4--
1978 Meeting the challenge of a minimum reading graduation requirement.

Journal of Reading 21(February):392-397.
-

This ick.describes t 'e development of a minimum reading requirement for high
sch aduation, w. h tests based on comprehension and validated within the
working community upations that are classified as being above the menial level .

in the DOT and tha require some reading.ability. were studied to set a reading
criterionIfor successful employment at the entry level. ".

A nderson,.Harry E., Jr., S. Larry Roush, and Jack E. McClary
1973 Relationships among ratings, production, efficiency, and the General

Aptitude Test Battery scales in an industrial setting. Journal oftdpplied
Psychology 58 (Augnst):77-82.

The GATB assesses worker aptitudes that relate directly to the oar's worker trait
aptitude scales. In this study, relationships among GATB scales, job-related
behavior (supervisor's ratings), and actual production and efficiency rates were
examined for 76 coil winders in in overhead distribution transformer plant. In
terms of published strategies applied in selectionand placement activities, the use
of the GATB was found to, be deficient in several respects. The correlations between
the GATB SCatett-Ekild-tha-T44iftgrrroduction, and efficiency variables were found to
be low to insignificant, including more than one third that Were negative. These
results indicate a need for further evaluation of the GATB in industrial settings.

Ashley, William L.
1977 Occupational Infration Resources: A Catalog of Data Bases and

Classcation Schemer. Information Series No. 104. Columbus: Ohio
State University, Center for Vocational Education.

This catalogue seeks to provide a basic reference to existing data and to stimulate
creative thinking regarding new ways of looking at occupational mobility and
transfer. It was designed and compiled for the primary purpose of assisting-

262
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researchers in the study of factors related to, occupational mobility and skill
transfer within and between occupations. The catalogue consists of-two major
parts: section -1 contains the abstracts of the occupational data bases, and section 2
contains the abstracts of occupational classification schemes. Included in section 2
are abstracts and descriptions, of the ,various sections of the third edition .DOT;

Volumes 1 and 2, as well as the General Aptitude Test Battery.

Baer, Max F., and Edward C. Roeber
1951 Occupational Information.. ChicagO: Science ResearchAssociates,

Designed to serve as both a handbook for professional occupational guidance
Npounselors and a textbook for the counselor in training, this book provides an
overall picture of the country's occupational structure, reviews and provides a
guide to occupational literature, and offers suggeitions on the development of a
library of occupational information. The authors describe the structure, content,
and uses of the DOT and mention, other systems of occupational classification that
incorporate the DOT information.

Barker, Donald G.
1969 Factor analysis of worker trait requirements. Journal of Employment

Counseling 6(December):162-168.

Factor analysis of a sample of the 4,000 jobs listed in Estimates of Worker Trait
Requirements for 4,000 Jobs as Defined in the Dictionary of Occupational ,Tales,
rated on 48 worker trait requirements, yielded nine interpretable orthogonal factors
or pattern's of employment qualifications: (1) technical, (2) crerical, (3) manipula-
tive, (4) perstlasive, (5) color discrimination (perhaps.artistic), (6) administrative,
(7) scientific, (8) social service, and (9) agility.

Barker, Donald G. ._,..

1971 Color perception requirements of 4,000 jobs. Journal of Employment
Counseling 8(M arch):26-30.

Tabulation of the color discriOnation requisites of a representative sample of jobs
analyzed in the Estimates of Wo'rker Trait Requirements for 4,000 Jobs revealed
that the majority of jobs require little or no color perception aptitude. Only 2
percent of jobs require above average color discrimihation. These Occupations were
listed by second and third edition ocrr codes and titles for the use of counselors in
the guidance of clients with defective color vision.

Bemis, Stephen E., Robert L. Bonner, Thomas F. Kearney, Ød Kathleen Goppold
von LobsdOrf,

1973 Development of a new Occupational Aptitude Pattern structure for the
GATB. Vocational Guidance Quarterly 22(Decbinber):130-135.

The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) and the derived occupational aptitude
patterns (oAP's) are despfibed. A lengthy analysis of the many Specific Aptitude
Test 'Batteries that have been developed over the years produced 43 new tentative

ti
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oAP's. The difficu' liles in relating the two systems are discussed. Final developmen-
tal' work and the resulting OAP structure will be presented in a subsequent article
(see Bemis et al., 1974):

Bemis, Stephen E.:Robert L. Bonner, Thomas F. Kearney, and,Kathleen Goppold
von Lobsdorf

1974 The new Occupational Aptitude Pattern structure for the GATB.
Vocational Guidance Quarterly 22(March):189-194.

The auifiors describe their attempts at developing a rationale for relating
occupational aptitude patterns,(0AP's) to the worker trait, groups of the third
edition pot., toward organizing occupations vyithinan9-mikinfl adding related
occupations The OAP structure resulting from this 'research consists of 62 three.
aptitude, multiple-hurdle patterns that incorporate 1,215 occupations. Each om,
consists of the most significant aptitudes and the critical scores on these apt des
established as minimum scores for groups of occupations having similar aptit e
requirements.

Berg, Ivar
I970 Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery. New York: Praeger

Publishel S.

Berg's analysis investigates the relation between education and employment,
specifically the role of 'educational attainment in generating job opportunities. Of
special concern is employers' use of educational requirements in determining job
requirements. Using the GED ratings from the 1956 and 1966 worker trait analyses,
Berg first translated the seven-level GED code to a generally. accepted years-of-
schooling equivalent. The 1956 and 1966 GED scores Were then used as gross
estimates of the educational requirements of the jobs held for the two census years,
1950 and 1960."These estimates of job requirements with respect to education were

niien compared with the achieved education of the labor force. The two dates made
it possible to include the effects of changes in estimated requirements as well as in
the distribution of people among jobs Berg suggests that since, t chievements
appear to have exceeded requirements in most job categories, it cannot be' argued
that technological and related changes attending most jobs account for the pattern
whereby better educated employees are required and made use of by managers.

Bjorkquist, David C.
1970 Technical education for the underemployed and unemploye Vocational

-Guidance Quarterly 18(June):204-272.

Two gianpower devtlopfnent and training programs in the field of echanicali
technology were compared. High school graduates with satisfactor General
Aptitude Test Battery scores on intelligence, numerical, and spatial a ility were `''
enrolled in either a job-oriented or field-oriented program. Efaluation was based on
achievenient during training, social class identification, job responsibilities, job

jatisfaction, mobility, unemployment, employer ratings, and salaries. Job responsi-
, 25ilities were analyzed using the third edition DOT'S DATA PEOPLE, and tHINGS

P
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scales. Rau Its did not indicate the overall superiority of one training program to
the other.

BQrgen, Fred H., David J. Weiss, Howard E. A. Tinsley, Rene V. Dawis, and
Lloyd H. Lofquist

1972, Occupational Reinforcer Patterns. Volume I. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota, Department of Psychology, Vocational Psychology, Research.

Oc.cupational Reinforcer Patterns (oRP's) for 81 occupatioris are presented
alphabetically, using the third edition DOT titles. An ORP describes the stimulus
conditions available in the work envirotment for the satisfaction of workers' needs
Satisfaction is predicted for those whose needs (as measured by the Minnesota
Importance Questionnaire) correspond with the ORP for a given occupation; a
discrepancy between needs and onP's is likely to result in dissatisfaction. The mos
are based on the, combi.fied Minnesota Job Description- Questionnaire (m.rDQ)

ratings of supervisors of each occupation. Four types of information- are presented.
(4) a profile of occupational reinforcers, in graphic form, (2) a list of charactenstics
for each occupat%on, wkich are highly descriptive oc moderately descriptive, (3) a
listing of other occupgicins that have ORP profiles similar to a given occupation,
and (4) summary, statistics describing scale values and ether information about the
occupation (for ORP, Volume 2see Rosen et al. (1972)).

Brolin, Donn
1973, Vocational evaluation: Special education's responsibility. Education and

Training of the Mentally Retarded 8(February):12-17.

Because many educable mentally retarded persdns continue to lead marginal lives
after school despite higher potentials, the author asserts that schools can and
should provide more relevant, vocationally oriented programs to help eliminate the
barriers encountered by the mentally retarded after they ' leave school. -The
components of a recommended vocational evaluation,program for the schpols are
described. The thircl edition DOT is cited as a valuable ,sburce for conducting job
analyses, -which is the first step in developing work and job samples. It is also a
suggested reference for assessing occupational ability requirements and reinforcer
systems.

Broom, Leonard, Paul Duncan-JoneS, F. Lancaster Jones, and Pat rick Mcbonnell
no Data, People and.Things as Non-Vertical Aspectof Jobs: An Evaluation
date and Modest Research Proposal. Unpublished paper, Australian National

University, Canberra. .

Sociological analyses of occupational mobility have for the "Inost part 'focused on
"verticarirobility (usually-prestige, social itinding, or socioeconomic cuss): The
authors describe in detail the-txrr's worker traits and worker functions and suggest
that they provide different kinds of miables.Thut are equalOinportant. They note
that the use of the DATA, PEOPL.B,..and THINGS scales in retiarch has been limited
by the incompatability of fife boT classification.systevr with the census codes and
their accompanying social statistics. 'In 4n shortto develp a tool for studying new

9/ 3,
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aspects of mobility patterps, Broom et al. encoded the 1971 Australian Census
Classification of Occupations (Acco) into the DOT framework An analysis of the
relationship between the worker trait groups and worker functions in the DOT and
those assigned to the ACCO revealed strong correlations between the two sets of
DOT, ratings and also verified the reliability of the authors' cross-coding. The article
concludes with an outline for fiiture research of occupational mobility patterns
using this kind of data.

6 Broom, Leonard, Paul Duncan-Jones, F. Lancaster Jones, and Patrick McDon
1977 Worker traits and worker functions in DOT. Journal of Vo a

Behavior 11(October):253-261.

This paper,"a by-product of an extension of the POT to the Australian Census
Classification of Occupations, attempts to validate the worker function hierarchies
in terms of the worker traits required by different jobs in the DOT. It shows
empirically that the variation in worker traits across the occupations listed in the.
DOT is closely reflected in the 197 worker function profiles, which have better
research potential.

e Brown, Julius S.
" 1975 Pow many -workers enjoy divretion On the job? Industrial Relations

0,14(May):196-202.

This study attempts to provide.a rough estimate of the number of workers who
hold jobsttliat permit discretion, the distribution of such jobs by race and sex, and

iihe pay differentials associated with this variable. Jobs with a DATA or THINGS
rating of less than 5 or a PEOPLE rating of less than 6 (according to the Doi) were
assumed to be discretionary The percentage of employed persons who hold
discretionary jobs (55 percent) has not lagged between 1950 and 1-970. Blacks
have made some progress over the years; there still is, however, a distortion in
favor of whites. In 4970,s in 195Q, 70 percent of women were employed in
nondiscretionaty jobs. Finally, wages for discretionary work have increased faster
thain for nondiscretionary work.

Brown, Robert A., and Donald A. POOI
1974 Lev.els of expectation and aspiration in the brain injured. .1burnal- of,

Clinical Psychology 30(January):50-53.

This study examined: the behavior of brain- injured subjects on an experimental
atametic task. Brain-injured subjects were matcheduwith kcontrotlio e,
education, and premorbid occupational level as lasifte'd by .t.tte thir44e
Stbjects' reported level of expectation anti level tof aspiratisin.wers.
actual performance on the task. 'There were no ditkrelices botwteen
discrepancy between perfoiniance and expectation, however, the control ro waslir
far superior to the brain-injured subjects in number of problems completed.
Comparing recently brain-injured subjects with other brain- injured subjects, it was
found that the recently brain-injured group was unrealistic in their aspirations and

e.
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also less- adequately adjusteethan either the other brain-injured group or the
control group.

Caston, RithardJ.
1978 A New Global Index for Occupational Statuses' Paper presented at the

Annual Meetings of the American Sociological Association, San Francis.
co Calif., September.

Caston argues that the use of Duncan's sat as an index for occupational status is
methodologically appropriate but it tends to produce avoidable conceptual
confusion. He has proposed a news procedure for examining overall occupational
statuses that employs indicators of the remunerative return of an occupation (in the
form or salary, wages, and net self-employment income); its level of "prestige," and
the required livel of skills and training. In this procedure the traditiOnal SEI
educational measure is replaced by the DOT'S SVP and tED scales.

Coburn, David
1975 Job - worker incongruence: Consequence for health. Journal of Health

and Social Behatior 16(June):198-212.

This.paper examines the consequences for health of work that is perceived as
excessively complex or excessively simplejob incongruence. An objective'
measure of incongruence was constructed by comparing the required GED for jobs
(listed in the DOT) with the actual educational atiainment of the respondent. Tile
author indicates that this is a highly limited measure of...job incongruence due
primarily to the difficulty in equating respondents' jobs with those defined in the
DOT. Results showed that excessively complex work is not disliked but is associated
with lowerInental and Physical health. Overly simple work, in addition tet.heizIg_
disliked, shows similar - psychological but much less evident physical effects.
"Finally, perceived incongruence has a much larger effect on health,. than does
objective incongruence.

Cooper, Jacqueline Fribush
1976 Comparative impact ofthe sat and the Vocational Card.Sort on career

salience and career exploration of women. Journal of CoutAiling
Psychology 23(July1:348-352.

The effects of th*Strong-Campbell Interest_inventory (scii), the Vocational Card
Soft (vCs), and an exercise designed to malce respotideTas
realities'of women in the world of work, the Auxiliary Informative Material (AIM),

- were examined in relation to (1) the number and type of career options considered,
(2) frequency and variety of information-seeking behaviors, (3) career salience, and
(4) satisfaction with the career exploration experience. The vcs materials include
90 cards, each with a Dar job, title and job description. Results indicate some
differences in the impact of the sat and the vcs on the dependent variables,' the
vcs was found to be more effective than the scii in broadening career options and
in increasing the frequency with which subjects read occupational information.

or:
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Although the Aim did not 'have these effects, It did increase the career salience of
women._

Cullen, John B., and Shelley M. Novick
1979 The Davis-Moore Theory of Stratification. A further examination and

extension. American Journal of Sociology 84(May):1424-1437.

Using data for 2167 occupational positions, Cullen and Novick derive and test
several propositions from the Davis-Moore functional thee') of stratification
Seven charactenstics from the third edition DOT were employed the three worker
functton 'stores (complexity of an occupation's relationship to data, people, and
things); a five -point scale of physical demands rating an occupation from sedentary
to'very heavy work, the job's Context, measured by a three-point scale of whether
the job is commonly performed inside, outside, or both, discomfort as a
dichotomous variable, noting that the our identifies at least one unpleasant
condition assobtated with the performance of the occupation. (e.g , extremes of cold
or heat), and ohe eight-point specific vocational preparation scale, used to
operationalize training. The analysis involve's regressing income and prestige, on,
vanous positional characteristics. Required talent (the job's functional complexity),
training (sN, p), and perceived functional importance Were found to increase both
prestige and income significantly. One aspect of disagreeableness (physically
demanding work) negatively affected prestige but not income Another aspect
(outsides work) positively affected income. In general, the enjpincal evidence was
found supportive of the Davis-Moore theory of stratification. -

Dawis, Rene V., and Lloyd H. Lofquist
1934 The Minnesota Occupational Classification System (Mots) Minneapolis

University of Minnesota, Department of Psychology; Worker Adjust-.,
ment Project.

The Minnesota Occupational Classification System (Mots) is a psychological
taxonomy of work for an initial group of 337 occupational titles and alternate titles
The system draws on data and variables front the Department of Labor's '

occupational aptitude patterns, the University of lvfinnesota's occupational
reinforcer-pattern clusters, Holland'ts occupational classificati'on, and the DOT
Specifically;the mocs uses.the DOT's group arrangement of occupations, worker
trait groups (interests, temperaments, and physical dem'ands), and worker "v--
functions (level of involement with data, people, and things).

bawis, Rene V. and LlOyd H. Lofquist
1975 Toward a psychological taxonomy of work. Journal of Vocational

Behavior 8(October):165-171'.

On the basis of the theory of work adjustment, occupational aptitude patterns and
occupational reinforcer pattern clusters are cross - Classified to develop 14sychologi-
c4lly homogeneous groups of occupations (taxons) Information from other
different and independently developed classification systems is embedded in the
ta,ion matrix, including the third edition DOT's occupational groupings: worker

4
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traits, and worker functions. The validit of the approach is supported by the
consistency and complementanty of the dlscriptive information in a given taxon
derived from these different sources.

Daymont, Thomas N.
1980 Changes in black-white labor market opportunities In-Herbert S Parnes,

Gilbert Nestel, Thomas M. Chirikos, Thomas N. Daymont, Frank L.
Mott, Donald 0. ,Parsons & Associates; eds., From Middle td the Later
Years: Longitudinal studies of the Pre - Retirement and Post-Retirement
Experiences of Men Boston: MIT Press.

./
This study examined changes in the, relative employment opportunities of older
black men between 1966 and 1976. The third edition DOT'S GED variable was used
as a measure of education in the author's analyses. In terms of employment
security and earnings the relative oppgrtumties of blacks were quite sensitive to
fluctuations in economic conditions, improving in good times and declining in bad
In general, however, the relative opportunities of blacks along both of these
dimensions improved substantially, dunng this period The results alsb indicated
that governmental efforts have had an impact but that racial equity has not been
attained and that continued antidiscrimination efforts are'in order _

Desmond, Riphard E., and David J. Weiss
1973 Supervisor estimation of abilities required 4n jobs Journal of Vocational

Behavior 3(April):181-194.

Thq Minnesota Job Requirements Questionnaire (MJRQ), repre''s\enting each of nine

GATE -DoT worker aptitudes with five items, was developed and adminitered to
supervisors of 11 selected jobs who rated the ability requirements of the job they
supervised These ratings were compared with expert ratings of the DOT and
OccupationaLAbility Patterns (OAP'sD derived from administration of the General
Aptitude Test Battery. The authors point out that the DOT's worker trait groups
are not rigorous methodologically and have not been tested in a predictive study,
nor have reliability data been presented for the DOT ratings The reliability and
validity of the MJRQ ratings were examined and found sound The OAP's derived
from the MJRQ compared favorably with those derived from the DOT and GATB,

showing promise for the parsimonious miPo approach in the development of
CI, .

OAP's. .

Desmort, Richard E., and David J. Weiss
1975 Worker estimation of ability requirements of their jobs' Journal of

Vocational Behavior 7(August):13-27.

modifiedA. version ,of the Minnesota' Job Requirements Questionnare (MJRQ),
. representing the GATB-DOT worker aptitudes, was used by workers in 11 selected

jobs to rate the ability requirements of their jobs. The reliability of worker MJRQ
ratings was comparable to that of supervisor ratings, and further examination
showed construct validity for ,workers' ratings. Occupational Ability Patterns

- (OAP's) derived from worker MJRQ ratings compared favovrably with OAP's derived

Io
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from supervisor MJRQ ratings, from the DOT, and from the GATB. Differences
among workers on variables such as satisfaction, age, and tenure did not
significantly affect theit.MJRQ ratings.

Dewey, Cindy Rice
1974 Exploring interests. A non-sexist method Personnel and Guidance

Journal 52(Jan uary).311-315.

This paper describes the Non-Sexist Vocational Card Sort (Nscs), a derivative of
the Tyler Vocational Card Sort Seventy-six gender-neutral occupational titles are
presented on 3 x 5 cards with DOT Job definitions coded according to Holland's six
personality types The subject is asked to sort the occupations into three groups.
might choose, in question, and Auld not chOose In explonng the reasons for these
decisions the subject can_learn more about his br her vocational preferences.

Droege, Robert R., and John Hawk
1977 Development of a U.S Employment Service interest Journal

of Employment Counseling 14(June):65-71.

Research was conducted to develop an interest Inventory corresponding to the
interest areas in the third edition DOT (Vol. 2). An inventory of 307 occupational
activity items was developed and administered to a Sample of 1,115 subjects_ in a
selected number of states. an analysis ,of the _results proved unsuccessful in
developing scales to measure the current 10 interest factors in the third edition DOT
(Vol. 2); however, a factor analysis led to identification of readily interpretable
interest factors similar in meaning and occupational coverage for men and women
and broad enough to include the range of occupations in the economy. These
interest factors will fbi-m the basis for the new interest inventory'.

Dubnoff, S.
1978 Beyond 5ex Typing. Capitalism, Patriarchy and the Growth of Female

Employment 1940-1970:Paper presented at the Rockefeller Foundation
COnference on Women, Work and Family, New York.

Changes in the sex composition of occupations between 1940 and 1970 were
dtnnated, using the 295 detailed occupations of the 1960 census as a standard. The
effect of median earnings and tile third edition Dot variables of DATA, PEOPLE,

14, THINGS, GED, SVP and temperaments items (supervision) and 4 (autonomy).0
change in the percentage of women in occupations was dssessed. The results
showed that as the degree of complexity and level of involvement with data, people.
and things increased, the percentage of women in an occupation decrdised. The
GED and SVP were strongly and negatively related to changes in the percentage of
women in an occupation The relative groloith in the percentage of women was
likely to be high in occupations in which supervision was high and low in
occupations requiring worker autonomy Finally, occupations with higher earnings
showed less growth in the percentage of women employed. By virtually every
measure considered, the percentage of women increased in occupations that were
considered less desirable.-

a
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Dubnoff, S. .

1978'. Inter-Occupational Shifts and Changes in the Quality of Work in the
American Economy, 1900-1970. Paper presented at the Labor Studies
Section of the Society for the Study of Social Problems, San Francisco,
Calif.

Census data for detailed occupations in each year between 1900 and 1970 and
Temme's weighted estimates of the DOT's scores for DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS,
SVP, and GED for the 295 detailed occupations in the 1960. Census were used to
determine' the shifts in distributibn of workers- across relevant categones of
occupational characteristics, not occupations. With the exception of the people and
GED scores, the scores 1tf4dicated a trend toward both a lessening of the complexity
of work and a decrease in the amount of required training time. The two
exceptiOns, GED and PEOPLE, are both biased against manual labor and- merely
reflect the transition from mlrual to nonmanual labor Within the nonmanual
group, women fared far worse than,smeti on all measures In fact, they were the
only group to show a net decline in required training time.

Dumas, 'Neil S., and John E. Muthard
1971 .--Job analysis method for health-related professions. A pilot ,study of

physical therapists. Journal of Applied Psychology 55(October) 458-465

a

A method for analyzing work of health personnel was devised and applied in a
physical therapy service. Procedures for developing the special language for
describing the tasks performed by physical therapists and methods for training,

,observerls to prepare sequential reports of the ongoing work of staff are presented
In encoding the "action" parliof the task the authors used a modified version of the
DOT'S DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS variables. Results indicated that observers.could
reliably report the detailed characteristics of the tasks in a physical therapy service
over an extended period of time..,

Eckaus, R. S.
1964 Economic cntena for education and training. Review of Economics and

Statistics 46(May):181-190.

Eckaus criticizes the use of rate of return criteria for determining the economic
significance of education and suggests, as an alternative approach, the direct
computation of a job's educational requirements The third edition DOT'S SVP and
GED scales were used to compute the educational requirements of census
occupations. Eckaus converted these scales into year equivalents and then
estimated, the requirements for the census occupations. The results are presented in
tabular form. Finally, the application of this approach to education and manpower
planning is discussed. Eckaus' conversion of the two training time scales to year
equivalents has since been adopted by a number of researchers.

299
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V
Ekpo-Ufot, Abel

1976 Self perceived abilities relevant in the task (sPART).
of labor turnover in an industnal work setting,
29(Autumn):405-416

It has been suggested that workers' self-perceptions of their task-relevant abilities
would predict their tendencies td quit. ,their jobs. 'his paper describes the
development and implementation qa PART (self-perception of abilities *relevant to
the task) inventory for the job of auto Assembler The third edition DOT and:the
Estimates of Worker Trait Requirements for 4,00,0 Jobs were used as a source of
worker dplgurile requirements in formulating the inventory Support was found for
the reliability and construct validity of SPART, SPART was also somewhat predictive
of job turnover The author suggests further work to improve the instrument and
discusses.its possible applications

A potential predictor
Personnel Psychology

Fine, Sidney A.
1955 A structure of worker.' functions Perionnel and, Guidance Joutnal

34(October):66-73.

A structure of 26 worker functions, developed by the U S./Employment Service
and later incorporated Into the third editioboT, is described A brief discussion of
the structurg and definitions of theseTunctions is followedby a discussion of their
reliability and their application Fine suggests that they may-be a useful research
device in n'connection with job analysis, the study of criterion dimensio ality, job
classification, worker classification, performance evaluation, and the study of job
satisfaction.

Fine, Sidney A.
1957 A reexamination of 'transferability of skills'Part II. ,tfojhly Labor

Review (August):938-948.
. . ,

The first half of this article examined some of the difficulties behind the
assumptions about transferability of skills This part explores a systematic
approach to transferability based on the Functional OLLupational Classification
Project (which tvas later' incorporated, in part, into the third edition Doi ). Fine
outlines- the classification system and descrihks how the work performed compo-
nents (worker functionslevel of involvement with data, people, and things, work
fields, and materials, products, subject matter, and services) can be organized to
geherate 5 orders of job similarity. The author suggests that depending on the
training time required (low, medium, or high), for certain orders of similarity,
transferability is feasible and practical. He then suggests practical applications of
his model to determine, in the case of unemployment insurance applicants, which
jobs are "suitable" to skills they acquired on previous jobs, to counsel workers whR
must change jobs becayse of a handicap, age, or technological change, to determine\
how.and where surplus skills in certain labor market areas can best be absorbed by
other industries, to prepare for civilian defense, and to plan vocational training
programs of the Widest practical application in industry.

2 qo
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Fine, Sidney A.
1957 USES occupational classikation and Minnesota occupational rating

scales. Journal of Counseling Psychology 4:218-223.

An effort was n1ade to determine whether the Mihnesota occupational rating scales
(moRs) of seven common ability areas and the U.S 'Employment Service (UsEs)
Functional Occupational Classification Project's (Foci') worker Trait and work
performed dimensions serve the sime purpose. Four experienced occupational
analysts were provided with FOCP data for 3of the MORS jobs and were asked to
determine the MORS values for each job. The results indicated that the relatively
gross data on worker traits and work perforted components dp have discnminato-
ry value. Each of the two FOCP groups of data provided a basis for arnving at
judgments about job requirements consistent with those amved at by 'the MORS
.Furthermore, the two sets of .datatraits and work performed combined were
more predictive than either of them takenseparately.

Fine, Sidney A.
1958 Matching yob requirements and worker 'qualifications, Personnel

34(May):52-58.

Following a beef accopnt of how the Estimates of Worker Trait Requirments for
4,000 Jobs as Defined. in the Dictionary of Occupdtional Titles came tp be published,
Fine outlines the content and structure of the publication He emphasizes that the
D9T job definitions and' worker tr4t requirements should be used as reference
points and that when they are considering a specific' position, personnel staffs
should check any vanatidn from the DOT definitions and alter the worker trait
evaltiations accordingly. In doting, a number of practical uses of Estimates of
Worker Trait Requirements for 4,000 Jobs outside the Employment Service are
considered, including its tile" as an aid in determining recruitment policies, which
can contribute to worker moraleby using the skill's and knowledge of workers

effectively.

Fine, Sidney A. . .
1968 The 1965 Third Edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Content. Contrasts, and Critique. Kalamazoo, Mich : W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research.

The content and organization of the third edition DOT are described and compared
with previolls editions. Fine suggests six improvements that could be made in'the
ptiblicatiiin. (1) Replace the term "professional," a status-oriented title (Or the first
major occupational group, with more descriptive, content-oriented titles (e g ,
artistic, scientific). (2) Convert to a nine-digit code to meet the needs of education
curricula (significantly different from the niite'<ligit code in the, fourth edition) (3) #
Provide as a DOT supplement a short, easy-to-use manual for classifying work&s.
experience and defining worker traits. (4) Adopt an encyclopedic rather than -

dictionary format. Job definition entries should be listed by type of work instead of
alphabetically (a suggestion that has been incorporated into the fourth edition) (5)
Provide a separate volume of jobs and titles by industry group or distinguish

29.1.
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betwe-en base and undefined titles by using vaned typefaces (the latter suggestion
has also been incorporated-into the fourth edition). (6) Include a 5- or 10-page
selected bibliography of DOT uses in research to assist future investigations

Fine, Sidney A.
1968 The use of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles as-`a source of estimates

of educational and training requirements fournaPof Human Resources'
3(Summeq63-375.

Fine explains the supplementary' data of the .third edition-Dm "as completely as
possible so that thby can be used [in research] . with a maximum of insight and

The concept of "requirements" (educational and training) is discussed,
and'explanattons of the.GED and SVP scales follow. He describes the estimating
procedure that produced these scales-and comments on the use and interpretation
of the estimates' Finally, the author explains the DOT'S occupational code system

Fine, Sidney A., and Cart-A. Heinz
1957 The estimates of worker trait requirements for 4,000 jobs. Personnel and

Guidance Journal 36(November):168-174.

Following a brief account of the historical factors, that led to the publication of
Estimate's of Worker Trait Requirements for 4,000 Jobs as Defined in iite Dictionary
of Occupational Titles, Fine outlines the content and structure of the document.
The rating methods and,reliability of the scale's are examined and found to be .
sound The significance and general limitatioris of the data are reviewed In closing,
Fine discusses possible uses.of the publication in the Employment Service and as a
source of job specifications for employers, of occupational information for
vocational and personnel counselors, and of guidance for individual workers.

Fine, Sidney A., and Carl A. Ieinz
1958 The functional occupational classification structure. Personnel and

Guidance Journal 37(November):180-192.

The Functional Occupational Claksification Structure (rocs), a system of tlfree-
part, nine -digit codes, is dekribed in detail. One part (three digits) classifies what
workers do and reflects worker traits, a second classifies the work that gets done,
that is, technologies; a third classifies materials, products, subject matter, and
services, or what the jobs are mainly about' The aptitudes, interests, temperaments,
physical demands, working conditions, training times, and industry associated with
4,000 job titles have been analyzed, and in searching for groupings with the
optimum integration of worker trait information it was found that worker
fundtions (level of involvement with data, people, and things) provided the best
sort The authors suggest several structural variations of the classification system,
discuss possible -4plicatiOns, and outline areas of future study. Much of t Ite FOCS
has been used in the third and fourth editions of the DOT.,
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Gaertner. Gregory
1976 The intergenerational .transmission of job complexity in horizontal

divisions of the occupational structure. In James A. Davis, ed , Studies of
Social Otange Since 1998 Voldme 2. Chicago: University'of aicago,

. National Opinion Research Center ti

This paper explores the extent to which job complexity plays a part in 'the
stratification of 'occupations Results indicate (1) that the various sorts of job
complexity for fathers are differentially but generally associated with the
corresponding complexity of children's jobs, (2) that itidustry/situs groupings seem
to have distinctive profiles of the various sorts of job complexity, and (3) that the
Ift`i t of parental job complexity on child job complexity vanes by importance of
that trait in ehe industry in which the child's occupation is found Job complexity
was assessed using the DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scales of the third edition DOT

Gottfredson, Gacy D
1977 Career stability and redirection in adulthood. Journal of Applied

Psychology 62(Auget):436-445.

Age trends in the degree of career stability and change over a 5-year period were
examined for a large. sample of men and women workers. Data on current
occupation (in 1970) and occupation 5 years earlier were collected by the U S
Census Bureau and reorganized for, ails study using Holland's occupational
classification. In addition, the third edition DOT'S GED ratings were assigned to
each occupation .Career,stability increased with age for both 'sexes, and age
differences persisted even when the analyses were restricted to occupation changers
or socioeconomically mobile Workers. People initially employed in "consistent"
occupations OS defined by Holland's theorykwere mare stable'than those initially
employed in "inconsistent" occupations. SomZisinds of midcareer redirection were
more common thantthers

Gottfredson, Gary D., and Denise C Daiger
1977 Using a classification of occupations. to describe age, sex, and time

differences in employment patterns. Journal of,Vocationa1 Behavior
10(April) 121-138,

- Employment data from the 1960 and 1970 censuses were organized using
Holland's occupational classification to examine age, sex, and level of differences in
employment and to detect Lhanges'over the 10-year period Data were organized in

. terms of both kind and level of work, as measured by the third edition DOT'S GED

variable. The results form a systematic psychological description of the work force
and its changing nature that can be communicated to people planning their careers,
personnel workers and counselors, and government agencies and planners For
instance, a preliminary analysis revealed that "realistic" work (in Holland's
depnition) is becoming relatively less common and the sex composition of the
occupational'categones may be changing.
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Gottfredson, Gary D., and Daniel J. Lipstein
1975 Using 'personal characteristics to piedict parole6- and probationer

employment stability. Journal of Applied Psychology 60(October).644
648.

Predictors of emplpyinent stability were investigated for male, parolees and
probationers Moderate significaflt ,,correlations were found between stability
(inferred from job referral records) and occupational consistency, job skill {defined
by the DOT'S GED scale), socialization, pnor job tenure, incarcerations, auto theft,
and a base expectancy measure. However, no significaut correlations between
employment stability and parole agent-ratings were found.

Gottfredson, Gary D.,-John L. Holland, and Linda S: GottfrerlsA
1975 The relation of Vocational aspiration and assessments to employinnt

reality. Journal of-Vocational Behavior 7(Augu50:135-148.
'

The occupations of men and women detailed in the 1970 census were coded
according to Holland's classification scheme. Those occupations not listed in the
classification were coded by translating the third edition DOT code into Holland's
cafegones follOwing Viernstein's (1972) procedure. An occupation'i _level was
defined as the GED level listed in the third edition DOT. Survey data about people's
vocational aspiralions and the results of vocational assessments mode with and
withoqt norms for men and 'women at PIP° educational levels were also coded
according to Holland's classification Results indicated that kinds of employment
differ greatly for different educational levels and between the sexes. The use of sex-
based interest .inventory norms seemed unrealistic because they created distnbu-
tions that aiverged greatly from the distribution of acttyal employment. Some
implications of the congruence between kinds of people and their employment are
discussed for vocational guidance, test development, and career development
research and theory.

Gottfredson, Linda S.
1978 The Construct Validity of Hollan?I's Occupational Classification in rernis

6f Prestige, Census, Department of Labor' and Other Classificatiop ,

Systetns. Report No. NIE-400-77-0019. Baltimore, Md.: Center for Social
Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University

,Holland's six-category typology was sxamined in relation to the activities and
requirements presented in the DOT (infolviment with data, people, and things, GED,
level, and svP) and to several other occupational classification systems Compan-
sans of the classifications indicated that olland's ,typology has considerable
validity for describing work activities, general training requirementsoand rewards,
particularly when it is suPplenfented by a measure of occupational level. Results
alsb showed that prestige, GED, SVP, involvement with data, and self-direction were
all highly correlated and reflected level of work. Involvement with people was
positively correlated and involvement with things negatively correlated with
prestige. %
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Hartei, Joop
1977 On the multicapability theory of income distnbution European Econom-

ic Review 10(November):157-171.

This taper presents the "multicdpable theory of income distribution," an attempt
to describe a number of labor market phenomena by decomposing labor services
into those arising from a number of different capabilities: Job wage rates are
explained by prices of capabilities and the shape of the income distribution from
assumptions on the distribution of capabilities and on labor supply behavior
Empirical support far 'the theory is also outlined, using U S Census income data
matched with third edition DOT aptitude requirements for 1949, 1959, and 1969

,Hauser, Robert M., and David I:. Featherman; eds.
1977 The Process of Stratification: Trends and Analyses. New York Academic

Press.

In Appendix B the Di?tionaty of Occupational Tides is recommended as a tool in
coding occupations and industries into detailed 197d Census categories The DOT
often lists several titles for one job, and coders are referred tto the DOT when a job

title cannot be found in the U.S. CenstA Alphabetical Index of IndustriC and
Occupations. The definitions are also a.great help in clarifying the activities and
duties associated with a particular job so that it can be more accurately classifred

Hecht, Alfred R., and Lynn H. Wjllett
1974 Using a data bank for local career program planning and counseling

Educational Technology 14(April)33-36.

Morrains Valley Community' College' is developing a data bank for systematically
gathering, reporting, and updating community socioeconomic data for occupation-
al program planning and counseling...This computerized bank includes data on firm
charcteristics, paraptofessional and technical job titles, and job functions for
selected job titles. Both the third edition DOT and SIC titles are used

Hemmens,
k

George C., Edward M. Bergman, and Robert M. Moroney
1978 The practitioner's- view of social planning. Journal of the American

Institute of Planners, 44(Apn1):181-192.

This article reports on a study of cent graduates of planning and public policy
schools whd consider social policj planning to be their primary professional
practice interest. Information from job incumbents on the job tasks performed and
skills used on the job (Coded according to the third edition DOT's worker function
and GED scales) suggests that skill needs on the job are somewhat differentfrom the
§kill teaming received in the professional schools. An examination of the fit
between their education and their professional expenence shows that these
planners found their training lacking in communications-skills and an understand-
in' g of the context of praCtice.

29c)
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Hutt, David J., and Michael C.°1-lolen
1976 Work values in vocational interest exploration Journal of Vocational

Behavior 8(February):89-93:

Data on Kuder Preference Record-Vocational scores, expressed vocational
interest, and work values of 42.ninth graders were converied to comparable times
using Holland's environmental' model. This was done using Viernstein's (1972)
procedure, in which Holland's coding was adopted for all occupations fisted in the
third edition DOT Work values was established as a significant, -independently
explanatory variable The demonstrated utility of work 6alues coupled with the
commonality of expressed and inventoried interest suggest using work values to
facilitate decision making with the vocationally cicided, omitting the use of
interest inventories _

Johnson, William'F , Thomas A. Korn, and Dennis J. Dunn
1975 Comparing three methods of pregenting occupational infdrmation

Vocational Guidance Quarterly 24(September):62-66.

The purpoge of this study was to demonstrate a methodology for local development
of slide-t4pe materials on occupational information matenals and to determine
whether the slide-tape presentation wasia more effective means ofconveying this
information than nnted or oral presentations: The occupational information was
developed according to the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs, supplemented by the
DOT and the Occupational Outlook Handbook. It was found that the slide-tape
mode was- the most effective way to present, occupational information to the
.participants, who were all part ()ran atypical vocational counseling target group.

-Jones, Jean f., and Thomas A. DeCoths
1969 Job analysis National survey findings. Personnel Journal 48(Octo-

...- ber):805-809

This paper reports the results of a nationwide survey of current uses, methods, and
practices of job analysis First, there is widespread dissatisfaction with presentjob
analysis programs_ because of a lack of standardized, quantifiable techniques for
gathering, recording, and presenting lob information and limited use of EDP.

Second, most job analysis programs are charactenzed by relatively little emphasis
on job vanables involved wifh human relations Third, owing to the rapidly.
growing work force, the current emphasis on upgrading the unemployed and
underemployed, 'and the impact of technological change on the nature ocivorls, the
traditional techniquts of job analysis may no longer be adequate to meet the needs
of the economy The. third edition not is cited as cohtaining variables'useful in job
analysis schemes.

Jusenius, Carol L.
1977 ' The influence of work experience, skill requirement, and occupational

segregation on women's earnings. Journal of Economics and Business
29( Winter).1077115.

°
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Two competing explanationssOf the causes of the male-female wage differential are
examined. (1) women typically have fewer years of work experience than men, and
,(.2) occupational segregation has resulted- in the overcrowding of women into a
relatively small number of occupations In her wage equations, Jusenius controls
for the skill required by an occupation by using a modified version of the third
edition DOT's SVP scale, making it possible to test the additional hypothesis that
work experience is an effective way of accumulating human capital in only some
occupations,, he relatively high-skill occupations. It 'was found that both work
experience and occupational segregation are Critical determinants of W'omen's wage

position, the, relative \mportance of -eachldepending on the skill level of the
occupation. Wage different/als in low-skill occupations are accounted for pnmanly
by occupational segregation, while in the high-skill category, women are most

'disadvantaged by the amount of work experience.

Kallebeig, Arne L., and Larry J Gliffin
1978 Positional sources of inequality in job satisfaction Sociology of Work and

Occupations 54November):371-401.

This paper attempts to conceptualize and assess that portion of the variation III job
satisfaction that is generated by -differential positions in the social and technical
division oc labor. Within each class, occupational position was determined using
the U.S. CeiThus codes, Duncan's (1961) srlfscores, and five score taken from the
third edition DOT (DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS,UGED, and SvP). Results indicated
that working-class jobs are less satisfying because their incumbents obtain less
financial and intrinsic job rewards than do.workers in other classes.

Kalleberg, Arne L., and Paula M. Hudis
1979 Wage change in the late career: A model for the outcomes of job

sequences. Social Science Research 8(March) 16-40.. J
A model for the outcomes of job sequences is used to estimate the effects 'on wage
change of a 'number of persbnal resources (e.g., age, training, education, and
health) and measures of opportunity structure (public versus puvate employment,
unemployment Tales, geographic aim the DoT's svP ipeasure, etc ) The roles of
these factors for black versus white- men and for various patterns of labor market
behavior are assessed. For men in their late cceers it was found that SVP had a
significant effect on wage change in general, and most specifically for white men
whO did not change occupations or employers. Education generally had a stronger
effect on wage change for whites, while training had a stronger effect on career
advancement for blacks.

Kalleberg, Arne L., and Aage B. Sorenson .
1973 iiThe measurement of the effects of overtraining on job attitudes

Sociological Methods and Research 2(November):215-238. ,

paperpaper presents venous models for measuring the effect of being overtrained;

overtrAining refers to a discrepancy between a person's .training and the
educational requirements of his Or her job. The GED scale from the third edition
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DOT was used as a measure of a job's educational requirement. The various
assumptions regarding the effects of overtraining that are embodied in the different
models are discussed as %Veil as the difficulties with using such variables as t,E.-0 and
years of education. Kalleberg found that a simple additive model describes me
effect of overtraining on job satisfaction, while a model adding interaction terms is
needed taapeotint for the effect of overtraining on job development.

c

Kohn, Melvin L.
1969 Class and Conformity.' A Study in Values. Chicago University of Chicago

Press.

The relationship of class to parental values and, more generally, to orientation is ,

examined The author first argues that class is pervasively related to men's
valUation of self-direction or conformity. He then argues that class differences in

parental valuation of self-direction or conformity provide a necessary key for
understanding class differences in parental behavior. Finally, the author attempt's
to interpret why claii is related to values and orientation. Mn Ay of the studies
conducted by Kohn and his colleagues use a measure' of substantive complexity
modeled closely after the DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scales of the third edition
DOT Kohn describes his scales as differing from those of the DOT only in a more
careful assess ent of supervision, greater flexibility in ratings of multiple job
functions, more s 'n e ratings of data and legs stringent ratings oithings, and,a
slightly different rating of people for teachers and consultants These differences, he
points out, are minor.

Kohn, Melvin L., and Carmi Schooler
1969 Class, occupation and orientation. American Sociological Review

34(Ostober):659-678.

Interviews were conducted with 3,100 men, representative of all men in the United
States employed in civilian occupations. About half the questions were directed to
job, occupation, and career, and the remainder to background information, values,
and orientation. Several questions dealt with the nature of the worker's involve-
ment with data, people, and things, 1 classification scheme closely modeled 'after,"
the DOT Kohn and Schooler found that the worker functions were somewhat
related to all aspects of values and orientation studied. Working with data or
people was associated witI valuing self-direction and holding a consonant

.orientation, while working with things was associated with having conformist
.

values and onentation. It is interesting that the specifics of the Inen's work with
data, people, and thingsrthe kinds of data, tools, or people they worked with
'Were 'found td be relatively unimportant. The relationships between other
occupational characteristics and values and orientatioas. Were also examined and
discussed.

Kohn, Melvin L., and Carmi Schooler
1973 Occupational experience and psychological functioning. An assessment

of'reciprocal effects. Ameritan Sociological Review 38(February).97-118.
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The central issue of this paper is whethej adult occupational experiences 9f men

affect or merely 'ireflect their psychological functioning. Twelve occupational
conditions defining the Structural imperatives of a job were isolated. Kohn and

Schooler argue tha't the relnlionships between occupational conditions and'
psychological functioning result from a continuing interplay between job and man,
in which the effects of job on an are, far from trivial. An assessment of, the
reciprocal effects of the substantive complexity'of tIte work and several facets Taf
psychological functioning indicates that substantive' complexity has a decidedly

greater impact on psychological functioning than the reverse The. third edition

DOT'S DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scales were used as a source ot external
validation for the authory index of substantive complexity These scales were also

used in'assessing theyomplexity of past jobs.

281

Kolvd, Andrew J.
1976 Sources of Occupational Prestige. A Study of Public Opinion. Unpubl-,

ished dissertation. Stanford, Calif.. The Laboratory for Social Research,
Stanford University

Using U.S. Census data apd the third edition DoT's scales for GED, SVP, PEOPLE-,

working conditions, abillty,, and temperaments, Kolstad attempted to determine
what attributes of work roles in addition to earnings influence public opinion
ratings of various occupations and how the magnitude of these influences varies

across the general public by socioeconomic position and other social factors
Previous research has examined the dependence of public opinion on earnings,

educatiOnal attainments, and other census characteristics of only the male workers

in each occupation. Including data.on female workers changed the earlier findings,

in that "The racial composition effect became insignificant and the female
composition 'effect became positive.and significant.

4

Kolstad, Andrew'
1977 Sex Composition and the Social Standing of Occupations Paper

pre'sented at the Annual Meetings of the American Sociological Associa-

tion, Chicagb, III., September.

Occupatimis held mainly by men and those held mainly by women Were compared

using 1963-1965 'Non. surveys of ,the social standing of occupational titles
matched to the 1960 Census occupational cla4ification, census statistics on both

male and female workers, and DOT data on GED, svP, -Physical demands, and
relationship to peoplcv, The percentage female was found to be negatpTIS, correlated

with earnings, octupational prestige, GED, and svp. However, after adjusting for
the effects of earnings and educational requirements on occupational prestige, work

in occupations held mainly by women Was significantly more positively evaluated

than work in occupations held mainly by men. - .
o

. ,

Kopstein, Felix F. , «

1977 Task' specifications and diagnosis in educational technology Educational

Thchnology 17(Octoher):26-30. 4
t
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ti

' Two scientific approaches to educational technology, a prediction and a control
paradigm, are discussed. The author describes a method for constructing and
verifying the accuracy of task:specifications. An illustration From an occupational
ossessment 'system based on work sample techniques is presented, and the third
edition Dar is cit'ed as a useful source of requirements' needed to construct these
tasks Uses of task specifications are suggested, Including sensitive detailed
diagnoses of performance errors.

Landrum, John H.. and C. Todd Strohmenger
1979 A basic in education and agency career counseling. The new DOT

Vocational Guidance Quarterly 27(Junt):291-300.

The purpose of this article is to descnbeogjectively and encourage strongly the ifse
of the fourth edition DOT by counselors in education and community agency
settings' The authors feel that many carter counselors may fine that by spending
additional time investigating the, Dot and 'Integrating it with closely related
matenals and other career information courses, they can put all of these tools to
wqrk more efficiently for their clients and themielves., t .

it

Lindholm, Byron .W., and John Touliatos
1976, Comparison of children in regular and special educa tion classes on the

Behavior Problem Checklist. Psychological Reports 38(Apn1).451-458.

To establish the validity of ti; e ehavior Problem Checklist, 1,999 white and 19213'

Mexican-American children in regular classes and 192 white and 17 Mexican-
American children in special education classes were tested Social class of the
subjects was defirrett.,,,in terinS, of .the occupation of the head of the child's
household, deriVed from the DOT cldsSification. Teachers provided general
information and checklitst ratings. All four fators of the,checklist were found to be
valid In addition, there was some indication that white subjects in regular classes
were more consistent from social class to social' class than white subjects in special

educatIon classes.

Lindholm, Byron W., John Touliatos, and Amy Rich'
1978 Racial differences in ,behavior disorders of' children. )ournal of school

Psychology I6(Spring):42-48.

-This study compared black and white chfldren on the Behavior Problem Checklist.
Data were obtained from school records and froni teachers. Social class was
defined in terms of father's employment according to the classification system of
the third edition DOT. Class I included professional and technical workers,
managers, official, and proprietois, class H was compbsed of clerical and sales
workers; class III was composed of craftsmen and operativ'es; and class IV was
composed of laborers, service workers, and the unemployed. Blacks wece judged to
have a greater frequency of behavior disorders than whites, and the lo.lver classes
had more problems than the higher classes Differences between social classes were
greater for blacks than for whites. Other interactions centering on race are
discussed \/.
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Lucas, Robert E. B.
1974 The distribution of job characteristics Review of Economjcs and Statistics

56(November):530 -540.

.This paper presents a cross-sectional analysis of the distribuf on across population
classes (black-white, male-female) of workers' job character tics Information on
job characteristics (aptitudes, training time, temperament , physical demands,
relationship to people, and working conditions) was taken from the DOT, and data
on individuals were supplied by the Survey of Economic Opportunity Lucas found
that controlling for sex, negative job characteristics we e considerably more
frequent among blacks Negative working conditions and pb mai demands v*re in.
genral less common among female workers but were almo t as frequent for black
women as for white men. Results also indicated that wome hold jobs requiring far
less specific vocational preparation (sve) and that they is a tendency tow ?rd
"improvement" of job characteristics with age only for win e men.

Lucas, Robert E B.
1977 Hedonic wage equations and psychic wages in he returns to schooling

American Economic Review (September):549-55

The study's objective was to discover how individualt' w ges vary, all other things
being equal, with the quality of working life by inserting j b characteristic -variables
into a wage equation that also included personal data Lucas first considers the
problems of choice when employers and employees face parametric wages, in a
situation in which both work and workers vary in qua!' y. By using the Survey of
Economic Opportunity and the DOT data on job cha cteristics, the previously
formulated hedonic wage equation is estimated. Result show that workers receive
higher money wages in compensation for jobs involv ng repetitive routines and
obnoxious physical work environments and for those jo s requiring higher levels of
sve and GED . Finally, results on psychic wages as a r- urn to schooling indicate a
considerable downward bias from estimating such re urns in terms of monetary
rewards alone.

McCloud, Barbara K., Marlys M. Mitchell, and Gilbe G. Ragland
1976 Confen alysis of basal reading texts for ormal and retarded Children

Journal Special Education 10(Fall):259

In art effort to discover whether there are differences between the content of basal
stories written for normal children and those wri ten -fbr or widely used with
educable mentally retarded (EMR) children, ach vement imagery, dependent
behaners,,eritoccuuational soles of the characters were examined. Occupational
roles 6f4he story characters were ddt*nined using he nine categories of the third
edition DOT. No significant differences in frequen y of occupations were found,
there was, however, an indication that readers fo retarded children more often
descnbe occupations in the professional, technical and managerial classifig,ation
The authors discuss the need for exposure to reali tic vocational choices forEtta
children.
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McKinlay, Bruce
1976 Charactehi-tics of Jobs That are Considered Common: Review of Litera-

ture and Retearchf-Information Series No. 102. Columbus. Ohio State
University, Center for Vocational Education.

This' paper reviews the occupational literature in an attempt to identify orinfir
what it contributes to an understanding of occupational similarities and occupa-
tional transfers The third edition DOT is, described "in detail in the author's
discussion of systems of job analysis, 'worker traits, and socioeconomic clas-
sifications..

McLaughlin, Steven D.
1978 Sex differences in the determinants of ,occupational status. Sociology of

Work and Occupations 5(February):5-30.

This paper examines the equivalence occupational status as it is assigned to
occupations -held mainly by men and those held mainly by women. The third
edition DoT furnished descriptive data on 331 occupations drawn from the 1970
detailed census occupational classification The nature of the occupational task, the
DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS vanables, the aptitudes demanded of workers, and the
required physical strength were examined. The author felt that the ordering of
complexity, levels for the DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS variables was not clear
enough to warrant the use pf a 0-8 point rating scale. For his, purposes, he
trichotomized the DATA variable into a conceptually interval scale and dichoto-
mized PEOPLE and THINGS variables to form the dummy variables representing the
presence or absence of an occupational relationship. McLaughlin found that
occupations dominated by women had an average status score lower than the
occupations in which 75 percent of the workers were men, but occupattons in the
mixed category (50-75 percent) 'had' the highest mean status value. The mix of
staVs-relevant occupationaL characteristics that contributed to these scores was
strikingly different for the three occupationarcategories.

Miller, Ann R.
071 The federal inter-agency Committee on Occupational Classification. A

progress report. Pp" 11-19 in American Statistical Association 1971
Proceedings of the Business and Economics Statistics Section. Washington,
D.C.: American Statistical Association.

The paper provides a sampling of the activities of the Committee on Occupational
Classification of the Office. of Management and 'Budget, in connection with
egtablishing a standard occupational classification system and a convertibility
arrangement for the existing U.S. Census and Doi' systems. Miller discusses the
discrepancies between the two classification systems and describes the committee's
work on cross-coding the 1960 Census occupational titles, the nine-digit DOT
codes, and Current Population Survey returns, As an example of the advantages of
being able to move from one system to another, data from the CPS-DOT coding
project, summarizing the relationship between workers' educational attainment
and the GED required of their occupations, are presented Finally, Miller outlines
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the committee's work on 'a standatd occupational classification system, preseieting

a draft for the professional occupations, a preliminary draft for clerical occupa-
tions, and a first experirpental grouping for blue-collar workers.

Miller, Ann R.
1971 Occupations of the Labor Force According to the Dictionary of Occupation-

al Titles. Statistical Evaluation Report No. 9. Washington, D.C.
Executive Otice of the President, 9ffice of Management and budget..

Some results of experimental project designed to obtain data on the relationship

between the occupational classification systems of the DOT and that of the Census

Bureau are presented. Since this is the first attempt to use the DOT as a
classification tool for comprehensive labor force data, the primarS, emphasis of the

report is on the data produced by applying the DOT system. The first section
presents selected demographic characteristics of persons classified in the major DOT

categories and the larger divisions and groups within these. Included. is a cross
tabulation, at the major group level, of data classified by both the Census Bureau
and Dot occupational systems. In the second section, tabulations for certain
internal charactenftics of the DOT structure itself are presented. A preliminary

analysis of distributions under the functional hierarchies deVeloped by the
Employment Service (level of involvement with data, people, and things), as they

appear when they are applied to Ne labor force, is included.

Miller, Joanne, Carmi Schooler, Melvin L. Kohn, and Karen A. Miller

1979 Women and work: The psychological effects of.occupationgl condition.
American Jolirnal of Sociology 85(July):66-94.

The central issue of this paper is whether adult occupational experiences of women

affect or merely reflect their psychological functioning. Several occupational

conditions defining the structural imperatives of a job were examined, including a

measure of substantive complexity modeled closely after the third edition oar's
DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scales. The authors found that job conditions that
encourageself.direction are related to effective intellectual functioning and' an

open, flexible orientation to others, while those that constrain Opportunities fop-Y,

self-direction are related to ineffeetive.intellectual functioning and a rigid soc*
orientation. Causal analysis demonstrates that job= conditions not only 'corre ;tic:

with but actually affect psychological-functioning. For women, as for Koh ;and
Schooler's (1973) men, occupational conditions have a .decided psych giSat

impact.

Mortimer, Jeylan T. ,

1974 Patterns of intergenerational occupational movements. A allett-space

analysis. American Journal of Sociology 79(March):1278 99

When the smallest-space analysis technique was used to investi the relationship
between fathers` occupations and male collegt students' r choiCes, three
dimensions of work were found to be relevant, to the interi. , .tion of the space:

autonomy, rewards, and functional foci. The 129 occupatio groups studied were
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classified according to the DOT's Interest variables, and a determination was made
as to Whether the jobs were oriented primarily to people or to data and things.
Examination of the data indibated a strong pattern of occupational inheritance.
When sons did not inherit their father's occupations, they still tended to choose
work offering their fathers' vocational experiences

Mortimer, Jeylan T.
1976 Social class, work and the family Some implications of the father's

occupation for familial relationships and sons' career decisions. Journal
of Marhage and the Family 38(May):241-256.

The effects of both vertical and nonvertical dimensions of father's work on family
relations and vocational socialization are examined. Fathers' occupations were
grouped into 12 categories. the professional groups were doctors, dentists,
scientists, lawyers, teacheri, and college professors, the business groups were
classified as self-employed or not, and a distinction was made between people-
oriented and technical (data-oriented or things-oriented) occupations on the basis
of the third edition nor interest ratings, artists and government employees were
also categonzed Higher-income fathers were perceived as being closer to their sons
and as being more poweiful family figures, but the functional focus of work had no
Impact on parent-child relations. Closeness to father 'emerged as an important
variable mediating the transmission of different occupational reward values,
depending on the situs, Restige, and funttional focus of the work. Further analysis
revealed that the combination of/prestigious paternal role model and a close
father-son relationship engenderpihe most occupationally differentiated vocational
socialization.

'Mortimer,Jeylan T., and Jon Lorence
1979 Work experience and occupational value socialization. A longitudinal

study. American Journal of Sociology 844(May):1361-1385

This research examines the effects of work experience on occupational reward
values, which are of central impbrtance in occupational choice, career develop-
ment, and subjective responses .. to work. Whereas it is often assumed that
occupational values 'remain fixed throughout the work history, a confirmatory
factor analysis of data obtained from male college graduates over a 10-year period
demonstrates that work autonomy and income influence intrinsic, people- oriented,
and extrinsic,vAlues..To control for the effects of fathers' work on sons'_values and
content of occupations, the third edition noT's'scale for DATA was used to rate the
complexity Of father's work, and th'ese data were considered in the analyses

Neff, Walter S. .

1970 WOck and rehabilitation Journal of Rehabilitation 36(September-Octo-
ber) j 6-22.

The author notes the close connection between issues of rehabilitatyn and of'work
and finds the current techniques of aptitude and ability assessment inadequate
Standardized vocational tests are unsuitable for clinical work because they are
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designed for use with normal populations and becau'se they have poor predictive

value. Neff feels that the Do-rhas not been especially useful in rehabilitation efforts

because clients have at beet made 'a marginal we'd( ,. adjustment and tend to
represent the lowest rungs of the occupational ladder. The DOT is felt to be

4 inadequate in these areas. The author discusses other rehabilitation techniques

Newman, Jack, and Sidney A. Tine
1956' A note on Thorndike's Preference Blank for Psychologists. American

Psychglogist 11(Tuly):331-336.

The authors demonstrate that the worker function and work performed compo-.

nents developed for the DOT produce results very similar to those obtained by
Thorndike's Preference Blank for Psychologists. Thorndike's 119-item form was

designed to assess the activity preferences of psychologists through an in-depth
statistical analysis resulting in five independent activity dusters. Newman and Fine

destribe their functional occupational classification structure and suggest that it

may be useful for this kind of analysis of other profesVons asvell.

Newnan, Owen S , Robert K. Heaton, and Ralph A W. Lehman

1978 Neuropsychological and MMPI correlates of patients' future employment

characteristics. Perceptual and Motor Skills 46(April):635-642.

This study investigated the utility of neuropsychological test scores in predicting

severe vocational variables. Patients who had received neuropsychological evalu-
ations wererecontacied and questioned about their employment over the previous

6 ,months. Those employed were asked abOut job stability, hours worked, and

wages earned and were administered the Minnesota Job Requirements Question-

naire (an assessment of the nine DOT worker trait aptitude requirements) Patients'

scorer& on the Halstead-Reitan Battery, the WAIS, and the mmpi were highly
correlated with employment status, income, and skills required on the jobs held.

The results suggest that these tests may have clini61 'utility in assessing patients'

employment ability as well as the types of jobs for which they are suited.

Nuckols, Troy E..,-and Raymond Banducci
1974 Knowledge of occupationsIs it important in occupational choice?

Journal of Counseling Psychology 21(May):191,-195.

The knowledge that 684 high school senior boys had of selected occupations was

examined in relaticin to academic achievement, social status, formulation of fuWre

plans, and personal expenences. Students rated 12 occupations iK terms of selected

DOT worker trait requirements4interests, aptitudes, _GED, and svg) needed 'for

'successful perfornia ce of a job and were asked to indicate when they did not know

the required worker rafts. All students, regardless of their academic achievement,

social status, and fo ulation or nonformulation of future plans
a

ad a greater

knowledge of low-le 1 occupations than . high-level okipat' s. Personal

expele ces were po tively related to the knowledge that ..students had of
occupations.
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Otto, Luther B., Vaughn R. A: Call, and Kenneth I. Spenner
1979 Design for a Study of Entry into Careers. Boys Town, Neb::- Center for the

Study.of Youth Development.

This paper describes an ongoing program of research that is being conducted at the
Boys Town Center for the Study, of Youth Development, investigatingthe procesi
by which individuals gain access to careers. Rather than focusing on a single phase
of analysis, this research is organized arouncl both structural and individual-level
explanations of careers. Initial research involves 'the empirical construction of
multidimensional career lines. For each career line, estimates of six work role
features for each job point In the line were produced. earnings, employment
stability, complexity of work, routinization, and closeness of supervision. The GED,
SVP, abilities, temperaments, and working conditions measures of the third edition
DOT were used in these estimates. The results of these analyses serve as major
dependent variables for the second phase of the research 'program, which
investigates how, individuals gain access to careers.

Pratzner, F C., and R. W. Stump
1977 Report on a Project to Study Occupational Change and Transferable

Skills. Unpublished paper, Center for Vocational Education, Ohio Stite
University.

The paper describes a project being conducted by the Center for Vocational.
Education, whose piirpose is to explore the notion of transferable skills. In the first
section, concerned with identifying the individual skills and abilities that are
considered to be trinsferable from one occupation to another, systems of
occupational classification and analysis are reviewed, including Miller's (1971b)
work on the level of GED required for specific jabs'and the DOT itself. The authors
caution users of the DOT'S GED information, questioning its reliability and validity.
The second section seeks to identify ways in which occupational change could be
studied. Several approaches to job analysis are described, three of which are
employed in the DOT: worker traits, socioeconomic class, and work environment.
The paper concludes with recommendations on flow educational and training

4institutions are or could be developing individual capatilities in transferable skills.

Prediger, Dale J. . .

1976 World of Work-Map for career exploration. Vocational Guidance.
Quarterly 24(March):198 -208.

..

This article describes the development, characteristics, and use of the World of
Work' Map and the associated American College Testing Program Occupational
Classification System (Air -ocs). All third edition DOT occupations were used as
primary units of analysis in developing the classification system, of 6 joy clusters, 25
job families, and 3 levels of required preparation. The classification is centered on 4.
two work task dimensions: people-things and data-ideas. These dimeniions are
similar ti) the DOT's worker functions; however, Prediger's analysis of the worker
traits and worker functio reveals a strong negative correlation between data and
ideas, indicating that these foci a work, treated as one variable in the DOT,, are
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actually two distinct worker functions. The allocation of occupations to the three
job preparation categories was based on the oors svi ratings. The author
describes how the map and Acr-ocs can provide persbns at an early stage orcareer
planning with an overview bf the world of work and to help them identify
personally relevant occupational options.

Remenyi, Andrew G., and Barry F. Fraser
1977 Effects of occupational information on occupational perceptions Journal

of Vocational BehaviorlO(February):53-68..
Extending Osipow's (1962) study of the effects of occupational information on
occupational perceptions, a sample of 173 subjects consisting of school students,
university, students, and teachers provided ratings on the semantic differential four

each of nine in the absence and in the presence of occupational descriptions
These descriptions were taken from- the DOT with some rewording and abbrevia-
tion. In general, the addition of occupational information to the occupational titles
raised the subjects' ratings of the occupations. In addition, school students held
more favorable job perceptions than university students'and teachers. .7

Roomkin, Myron, mid herald G. soncrer
1974 The wagebenefits of alternative sources of skill deVelopment Industrial

and Labor Relations 'Review 27(Janu a ry):228-241.

Using questionnaire data supplied by employees of a machine tool company, the
authors estimated the impact on wages of pre-employment training and related
experience and compared these results with the wage effects of on-the-job training
and internai mobility after employment. Prior employment experience in a similar
job was the most common source of worker skills prior to present employment A
similar occupation was defined as one whose first two digits in the third edition
DOT code matched those of the first job held at The company under study and was
of the same general level of skill requirement (i4, skilled, semiskilled, or
unskilled). Roomkin and Some conclude that the internal practices of 'job
promotion and training made gre ter contributions tb the earnings of most blue-
collar workers than the skill and knowledge acquired by these workers before

joining The firm studied.

Rosen, Stuart D., Darwin D. Hendel, David J. Weiss, Rene V. Dawis, and Lloyd

H. Lofquist
1972 Occupational Reinforcer Patterns, Volume 2..Minneapolis. University of

Minnesota, Department of Psychology, Vocational Psychology Research.

Occupational Reinforcer Patterns (one's) for 67 occupations are presented
alphabetically, using third edition DOT titles ,(see Borgen et al., .1972). These

additional one's are based on the combined Minnesota Job bescription Question-
naire ratings of supervisors and/or employees...The oRe's for 12 occueational
clusters, intercorrelations of the 148 one's, and a table listaig occupations
according to reinforcement scale ealue by scale are also presented.
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Ruch lin, Hirsch S.
1971 Education as a labor market variable Industriql Relations 10(Octo-,,

ber):287-303.

This study examined the role of education as a labor market variable by comparing
employers' education requirements (LER) for particular jobs sith the third edition
DoT's GED and SVP ratings. Occupations from all major DIAT categories were used
except professional, managenal, and unskilled occupations. The authors used two
different methods for converting GED ratings into equivalent years of schooling .(see
Berg (1970) and Eckhaus (1964) in this bibliography). Results slowed that the
average employers' estimates of educational requirements exceed the GED estimates
for the clerical and sales groups and to a degree the service group, while the reverse
was true for skilled and semiskilled occupations.

Ruchlin. pirsch S. .
1972 The credentializing role of education. Educatiim Forum 36(March).327

334.

Ruchlin compared the 'third edition DDT's GED and svP requirements with
employers' estimates for 1,345 jobs His methods for converting the two DoT scales
into year equivalents were unspecified Results indicated that employers' estimates
exceeded the DOT estimates in the clerical and 'sales groups and to a degree in the
service group, while the reverse was true for skilled arid semiskilled occupations.
Ruchlin interprets his results as supporting the credentializing and screening -out
role of education requirements and-discusses implications for i)ublic policy.

4'

Rumberger, Russell W.
1980 The economic decline of college graduates. Fact or fallacy? Journal of

Human Resources 15(Winter):99-113.
. .

a This study examined the economic position of college graduates, as measured 14
relative earnings, between 1969 and 1975 as well as the absolute occupational
position of graduates, as measured by the degree of utilization of skills. The
educational attainments of workers were compared with the third edition DoT's \ -,
GED requirements for the jobs they held. Results indicated that in general; the
earnings of college graduates dienot decline in relation to high school graduates
between 1969 and 1975 However, tuvas found that overeducation is widespread
throughout the labor market, affecting high school as well as college graduates.
The evidence suggests that the occupational position of college graduates relative
to high school graduates declined, both absolutely and relatively, between 1969 and
1975.

'..------").
Sainty, Geoffrey E.

1974 A validation of the worker trait groups in the pOT. Journal of Vecational
Behrivior 5(August):173-176.

An empirical validation of the 114 worker trait groups of the third edition DOT was
performed by comparing the factor structure of the worker trait components of the
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114 worker trail groups with the factor structure of a random sample of 800 of the
4,000 jobs us'e4 as the basis for the third edition DOT. -Six factors were compared,
and cosines betOveen .8997 acid .9657 were obtained on the matched factors.

'Settler, Jerome M., and Nancy E. Anderson
1973 The Peabody 'Picture Vocabulary Test, Stanford-Binet, and the Modified

Stanford-Binet with normal and cerebral palsied preschool children
Journal of Speal Education 7(Summer):11 9-123. '

This study was designed to determine the validity of two tests of intelligencethe
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PP\T) and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale
Modified (s8 Modified)by companng them with the standard Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale (su) in normal and cerebral palsied populations The third
edition DOT was used to determine the socioeconomic status of subjects. The
significant correlations, found between the PPVT and SB generally agree with those
reported in -the literature. Both seem to be useful instruments for assessing the
intelleclual ability of both normal and cerebral palsied preschool children
However, as often reported, socioeconomic statusswas positively correlated with IQ.

Schilling, R. S. F., A. D. Leta!, S. L. Hui, G. J. Beck, J. B. Schoenberg, and A.
. .

Bouhuys
.1977 Lung function, respiratory disease and smoking in families. Ameriayi

Journal of Epidemiology 106(October):274-283.

Respiratory symptoms, disease, and lung function were studied in 376 families with
$16 children. Socioeconomic class was determined by blas'sifying the father's
occupation into one of eight gropps based on the third edition iiirr Socioeconomic
class was not found to be a factor in,offspnng's illness, nor was parental smoking
There was no evidence, that passive smoking affected either lung function or
symptoms of adults, and no association between prevalence of self-reported cough
egg/or phlegm in parent' and their children was found. However, there was a
highly significant association between the prevalence of wheeze in parents and their
younger chil4ren. 1

ID

Scoville, James G. c
'1965 The development and relevance of U.S. occupational data Industrial and

Labor Relations Review 19(Octotier):70-79.

Various types of occupational classification systems are examined, and the
development of American occupational statistics is discussed Scoville briefly
outlines the development of the second edition DOT and describes the content and
organizatihn of the then forthcoming third edition, including the worker function
data (level of involvement with data, people, and things). He points out that
whereas the purpose of the first and second editions was to show the type of work.*
done, the new system of the third edition intends to correlate worker orientations
and job characteristics more easily and thoroughly. The author concludes with a
critique of U.S. Census data, arguing that the data welitnot designed and are not
useful to answer the questions about the kinds and nature of jobs in our economy,
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that the distribution of the detailed data among the census groups is weak and
inconsistent, and that the basic detailed figures themselves are very weak.

,

Scoville, James G.
1965 Making occupational statistics more relevant. In American Statistical

Association, Proceedings of the BuStness and Economic Statistics' Section
Washington, D.C.: American Statistical Association

The paper discusses U S Census data, the need for a more relevant conceptual,
framework, and the need for statistical improvement in occupational research
Scoville cites the DOT as "the only comprehensive attempt at describing job
requirements or some aspects of job content for a large and diverse sample of jobs
Which has so far been published'" HOwever, he criticizes the worker trait groups
aild then) use by the Employment Service as well as the functional job analysis
system (relationship to data, people, andthings).

Scoville, James G.
1966 Education and training requirements for occupations. Review of Econom-

ics and Statistics 48(November):387-34.

The. study used data on GED and svP requirements found in Estimates of Worker
Traits Requirements for 4,000 Jobs as Defined in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles. These 4,000 jobs were drawn from the second edition Dm and then
allocated among the 221 major occupational groups d4 the 1950 Census. The
education and training data by occupation were presented, and the quality of the
data was examined Itia large number of cases the median attainment did not
match the estimated requirements, calling into question the basic data or the
author's estimating procedure.

Scoville, James G.
1969 Concepts and Measurements for Manpower and Occupational Analysts.

Washington,..D.C.: Office of Manpower Research, U.S. Department of
Labor.

Following a discussion of current uses of occupational data, the author reviews the
current schemes of occupational classification and analysis and suggests reforms.
In this section he describes the history and content of the third edition DOT in
detail He criticizes the DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS scales, noting that Ithe concept
of responsibility is completely omitted and that the scheme does not reflect

important interactions between the three components. He cnticizes the Gi D scale
for its lack of an accepted conversion to year equivalents and the SVP scale as being
unclear in practiCal use. Scoville quotes employers' criticisms of the Dm. as a useful
set of job titles and dsfinitinis The author presents an economic theory of jobs and
concludes with summary recommendations for a system of occupational data
collection.

t.
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Scoville, James G.
1969 The Job Content of the U.S Economy 19401197Q. New York: McGraw-

Hill.

This book. describes an explorato study of long-term-changes in the job content of
the American economy using census data for 1940-1960 and estimates for 1970
Scoville criticizes the census data and the DOT, particularly the DATA PEOPLE, and

THINGS scales, as being inadequate for the purposes of job analysis Using a
stepwise regression, he-estimated the "market price" of the DOT'S GED, numerical,
spatial perception, and dolor discrimination abilities The author also used the GED

and SAP scales to assess chAnges In education requirements for job familie; Finally,
estimated GED and sP requirements for selected census occupations are presented
in Appendix I (originally published in 1966).

-

Seggar, John F.,/and Penny Wheeler .
1973 World aof work on TV! Ethnic and sex TV drama.

Journal of Broadcaping I7(Spnng):201 -214.

This study analyzed the portrayal of minorities on Tv in 1971. The major purpose
was to examine Tv dramas and analyze the extent to which minorities were
repreiented and to compare thev-portrayals with those of white Americans The
third edition DOT was DV to classify characters' jobs. The following results were
found. there was an, o/a of all groups in the professional and
managerial fields, !he labor, market of television most closely resembles the actual
labor market ony the field of farmers and farm managers; there was al.,
underrepreseatation of all groups in occupations with little prestige, pisept in the
service area, and minorities, more so than American whites, were both concentrat-
ed in fields of personal service and more likely to suffer front stereotyped images

Seybolt, John W , and Leopold Gruenfeld
1976 The discriminant validity of work alienation and work satisfaction

measures. Journal of Occupational Riychology 49(December):193-202

A sample of 1,700 county and 'municipal workers was divided into four major
occupational categories according to the DOT. Operational measures of the
attitudes of work alienation and work satisfaction were examined to determine, if in
fact they are separate- attitudes or merely different terms for the same construct
The results revealed that the measures of the two attitudes are extremely similar In
fact, they appeared to be differentially related only to level of formal education. alid
this was true only for certain occupational levels,

Shartle, Carroll L.
1964 Occupational analysis, worker characteristics, and occupational cias-

sificatioh systems. Pp 285-309 in H. Borow, ed., Man in a World at
Work. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.

In his review of methods of occupational analysis, Shartle mentions the toploy-
ment Service job -analysis used in developing the DOT as the largest program of its

A-
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kind. He describes the DOT as a classification system based on job'content as wellas
worker characteristics, which also reflects socioeconomic levels as part of its
structure. The structure of the third edition DOT is examined at length as an
exainple of occupational classification. The article concludes with a brief discussion
of the limitations of functional occupational classification systems: certain
employee entrance standards may reflect unseen yet actual restrictive requirements
of race, age, sex, and social conformity; job requirements are flexible and relative to
labor supply and gebgraphic location; rapid technological changes may quickly
render published standards obsolete; and finally, occupational classification
systems based on worker characteristics often overemphasize entrance require-
ments.

Sjogren, Douglas
1977 Occupationally-Transferable Skills and Characteristics: Review of:Litera-

ture and Research. Information Series No. 105.. Columbus: Ohio State
University, Center for Vocational Education.

This paper synthesizes research and literature ()IV...the nattire of-occupationally
transferable skills, specifically to identify skills that seem to be highly transferable,
in the sense of being general to a number of occupations. The author speculates
about characteristics of skills that are generalizabfe or transferable. Some
implications regaiding educational ,r9grams, hiring and employment search
practices, and research are drawn. The author relied most heavily on the third
edition DOT'S worker trait and worker function scales in his analyses.

.

'IL

Snyder, David, and Paula M. Hudis ,

:1979 The sex differential in earnings: A further reappraisal. Industrial -and
Labor Relations Review 32(April):378-374.

In this review of an earlier article, Snyder and Hudis examine the association
between occupational sex composition and gender-spe4ific earnings. Using 1960
and 1970 Census data, the authors regress earnings on percentage female, median
education, and several additional occupational characteristics. The third edition
DOT variable SVP (specific vocational preparation) is employed to measure the
number of years of training required to develop the skills needed for average
performance in a given occupation. The svp score ,discriminates at least roughly
among specific training times necessary for incumbency in an occupation and is
considered conceptually distinct from the !".general" skills implicit in the median
education measure. The analysis shows that gender composition of occupations is
an important determinant of women's lower earnings but is less important than sex
differences in economic returns to education, training, etc.

.. k,

Snyder, David, Mark D. Hayward, and Paula l. Hudis
1978 The location of change in sexual structure of occupations, 1950-1970:

Insights from labor market segmentation theory. American -Journal of
Sociology 84(November):706-717.
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To investigate changes in the sex composition of occupations between 1950 and
1970, the detailed U.S. Census occupations for 1950, 1960, and 1970 were
examined for changes in percentage female, weighted averages Of gender-specific
annual income, median education, percentage full time and percentage full year.
The third edition oar's SVP measure was also used. The assumption that changes
in concentrations of female workers are negatively related to occupational

' desirability was not supported. Decimations rated low on income, education, SVP,
and percentage full time/full year showed greater variability in percentage female
change than occupations rated high on these measures. Finally, the rcsults
seriously challenge the sex labeling/tipping effect expectation that occupations
filled mainly by women are generally more likely to experience increases in
concentrations of women. These findings support a dual labor market interpreta-
tion of ch'anges.in occupational sexual structure.

i
Spaeth, Joe,L. .

1979 Vertical differentiation among occupations. American Sociological Review
.. 44(October):746-762.

This paper proposes a theory of vertical occupational differentiation based on the
role activities of occupational incumbents. Two dimensions of vertical
differentiation, 'authority and complexity, are derived from the division of labor.
Spaeth used the third edition oar's DATA, GED, and SVP ratings to assess
complexity of work and the PEOPLE ratings as an indicator of authority, The DOT'S

THINGS ratings were not used because the author felt they do not pertain M the full
range of occupations but specifically to blue-collar jobs. These concepts are shown
to differ from occupational prestige by estimating confirmatory factor models that
contain indicators of authority, complexity, and prestige. Results of the analysis are

. used to suggest resolutions for some anomalous findings of research on the
socioeconomic achievement process.

Spenner, Kenneth I.
1977 From Generation to Generation: The Transmission of Occupation.

Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

In an effort to identify, the aspects of occupations that are transmitted and the way
in which these components are transmitted to the occupational aspirations and
early occupational attainments of sons and daughters, Spenner developed a set of
occupation-specific indicators for role components of the detailed 1960 and 1970
Census occupational categories. Among the variables used in the study were the
DOT's SVP, GED, worker functions (DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS variables); and
temperament variables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8. In examining the validity of these
measures, the author concludes that the DOT variables are adequate for his study,
but further consideration of the issues of reliability and validity are in order.
Spenner's main finding for the structure of role transmission shows that general
socioeconomic components and several Complexity aspects of work govern the
father-son relationship but not the mdther-daughter or mother-son relationships,
nor do they govern role transmission involving a son's aspirations.
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Spenner, Kenneth I. .
1979 Temporal changes in work

44(December):968-975. .

is
In examining the temporal changes in occupational skill requirements over the
course of this century, researchers have focused on(1) change in the marginal
distribution pf workers tp jobs and (2) actual change in the content of jobs. Recent
research regarding the first type of change in the American economy suggests a
modest skill downgrading since 1900. When the data from, the third and fourth
edition DOT are used for a sample of jobs, new evidence presented shows small
variations for the second type of change for the last 10-12 years. There has peen, if
adything, a slight upgrading in skill requirements that occurs in a number of
sectors of the labor force. .

,, ,

S'penner, Kenneth I. .
1980 Occupational characteristics and classification systems new uses of the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles in social research. Sociological Methods
and Research 9(November).

WORK, JOBS. AND OCCUPATIONS

content. American Sociological Review
,,,,

c

The.paPet describes the occupational characteristics used in the DOT and U.S.
. Census clissification systems and reports, on several characteristics that have

recently been estimated for detailed 1960 and 1970 Census occupations. The report,
includes information bn how the measures were generated, some evidence on their
validity compared with corresponding individual-level measures, and descriptive
statistics:for the U S labor force. Also, the vector of job characteristics is used to
assess the measurement slippage involved In moving between the DOT and the 1970
Census classification. .

,

I

Spenner, Kenneth I. ,

1981 Occupations, role chaTcteristics and intergeneratidnal transmission.
s Sociology of Work and Occupations 8(May).

In a study examining the intergenerational covariation in occupational role the
author drew on the DOT'S PEOPLE, and -rtimos variables and svP ratings. Specific
indicators for "routiniiation," claseness of superAsion,"- and "uncertainty" were
taken from the temperaments variables of the DOT.

'

.

Spenner, Kenneth I., Luther isOtio, and Vaughn R. A. Call
1980 Estimates of Third Edition DOT Job Characteristics for 1970 Census

Occupation-Industry Categories. Boys Town Center, Omaha, Nebraska,
68010.

The computer file described in this paper conthins weighted estimates of all
occupation-related characteristics for 595 1970 Census occupation-industry catego-
ries. The authors drew on the DOT's worker function variables, GED, SV!,
aptitudes, jnterests, temperaments, physical demands, and working conditions.
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Spergel, Philip
1970 Vocational evaluation: Research and implications for maximizing human

potential. Journal of Rehabilitation 36(January-February):21-24,
.

The author states that although the process of work evaluation may continue to be
an art, the introduction of validity testing, through well-designed research irojects
using the technology of programmed, computerized data analysis, should be
encouraged. As an example he describes his work on relating work samples with
the third edition noT's worker trait group arrangements and his attempts to
validate the results empirically.

Sterne, David M.
1974 The Kuder ois and rankings of vocational preference. Educational and

Psychological Measurement 34(Spring):63-68.

Kuder Occupational Interest Survey scores of hospitalized veterans were compared
with their preferential rankings of the 77 (Ns occupations. These occupations were
presented on cads accompanied by an abbreviated version of the DOT title. Low
intercorrelation was found, though test-retest reliabilities were .93 and .76,
respectively. The ois responses tended to resemble those of construction and skilled
trades workers. Professional occupations related to construction and skilled trades:,
reteived the highest rankings.

Stevenson, Mary
1973 Women's wages and job segrxtgation. Politics and Society (Fall):83-96.

This article points to the dearth of economic analysis on the topic of discrimination
against .women and argues that women's inferior economic positien may result
from a highly segregated occupational Structure. By using the third edition:oar's
GED and SVP scales, occupational categories were ranked fi-om highest to Jowest
according to the amount of education and training required. Results indicate that
men are found in higher occupational groups than women with the. same
educational attainment and that men receive disproportionately higher wages than
women in the same occupational group. Stevenson also cites evidence to support
the "crowding hypothesis": women tend to be concentrated in a fewgimited
occupations within an occupational grotip, while men are more evenly distributed.
Thus women do not appear to have the same kind of access to all occupations that
men do. Finally, men and women within an occupational group are segregated not
only by occupation but also by industry.

Stevenson, Maiy
1974 Deteiminants of Loy W4es fqr Women Workers. Ph.D. dissertation.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Stevenson reviews the literature on working women, job segregation, and wage
differentials and presents a model of occupational wage determination. Using the
third edition DOT'S GE-I3 and SVP scales, "occlevels," or occupational categories,
were ranked from highest to lowest according to the amount of education and
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training required. Stevenson found that (1) within occlevels, women's rate of return
on investment in education is lower than that of men, (2)"within occlevels, women
are crowded into fewer distinct occupations than men, and specifically in those
occupations with the lowest' wages in the occlevel, and (3) within occlevels, men
and women are segregated by industry as well as occupation. 7\

Stolzenberg, Ross M.
1975 Occupations, labor markets and the process of wage attainment.

American Sociological Review 40(October):645-6615

This study attempts to combine sociological models of earnings with economic
models of earnings as well as concepts and findings from the sociology of
occupations and professions. DraWing on U.S. Census and BLS data as well as two
variables from the third edition DOT, Stolzenberg examined, among other things,
the impact of SVP on earnings and prestige and the effects of physical demands on
the age-wage relatioliship. The author concludes (1) that labor markets tend to be
fragmented along occupational lines, (2) that the processes governing wage
attainment vary from one occupation to another, and (3) that occupational'
differences in these processes can be predicted from and explained in terms of the
forces that lead to occupational segmentation of lalior markets.

P

-giusIdiford, Walter S.
145,1 A functional system of occupational classification. Occupations (Octo-

' ,ber):37-42.

Studdiford- recounts the history of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and
describes the Work conducted on an innovative classification system for the third
edition. This functional system of occupational classification is composed of eight
classification components., v.! rk dbne, knowledge and abilities, aptitudes, physical
demands, temperaments, wo g conditions, industry, and training time. The
author details the nature of eac of the components and concludes with a brief
discussion of future areas of study.

Studdiford, Walter S.
1953 New occupational classification st ture. Employment Security Review

20(September):36-39.

e aims and philosophy of the classification syste developed for the third edition
discpssed. Studdiford gives an example to it trate how the worker traits

of 4,000 jobs are analyzed and coded. He then answers equently asked questions
about the structure, method, and developmentrthe cI ssi radon system.

Stump, Robert S. ,
1976 Occupational Mobility and Career Planning: What is Needed? Paper

'D.C.,
at the Second Career Education National Forum, Washington,

D.C., February.
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Following . a brief review of occupational mobility studies, Stump describes
alternative views of occupations, including the third edition DOT's worker trait
groups and functional job analysis (involvement with data, people, and things). He
suggests, work toward a clearer identification of the elements in jobs and an
individual's abilities that make occupational changes happen and a more creative

,approach to job mobility studies. Finally, he outlines a project being conducted by
the Center for VocationarSkills designed to explore the issue of transferable skills.

4'4

Temme, Lloyd V.
. 1975 Occupation: Meanings and Measure Washington, D.C.: ,Bureau,

Social Science Research, Inc.
0,

,./
Drawing from economic, psychological, and sociological theoriv of occupatiqns,
Temme has developed, a "3R" model to conceptualize career prodessel., and
achievements. The 3R model provides equal emphasis on routines, or type ofwork,
requisites,- and rewards (i.e., self-direction, prestige, and earnings). Meaanrement
strategies and some practical problems encountered in using unwieldy clagsification
systems are described, and techniques for constructilf measures of eachi'dimension
of the 3R model are presented. The DOT and its worker traits and worker functions
are reviewed. Temme developed a tivi set of measures of occupational characteris-
tics foe occupations used in both the 1960 and 1970 Census classifications. The new
measures include the DATA, PEOPLE, and tHINGS scales and the GED and svp

. scales from the third edition DOT.

...4
Time Share Corporation

1976 The Guidance Information System (GIS) Guide. West Hartford, Conn.:
Houghton Mifflin Company. ,

. *
The Guidance Information System (os a computer-based system that provides.
information on civilian and military occupations, 4-year and-2-year colleges;`
graduate schools, and sources of scholarships and financial aid. The ois's
Occupational Information File (occu) and Armed Services Occupational Informa-
tion (ASOC) make use of the DOT'S occupational families, codes, definitions, and
related job,titles. An analysis of DOT interests, aptitudes, physical demands, and
Working conditions aids clients in choosing appropriate occupational Categories.

.

Tinsley, Howard E. A., and Suzanne M. Gaughan 1

\ 1975 A cross-sectional analysis of the impact of rehabilitation counseling.
Rehabilitation Counseling Bulletin 18(March):147-153:

t /',,,

ata obtained frO\n handicap rehabilitation clients were analyzed to determine the
im ediate and long-term impact of rehabilitation counseling on the work
adjustlnent 'of the recipients. Respondents' occupations were assigned DOT cod .

and grouikdaccording to the first digit. Cdmparison (third edition) of the diets .
work adjustment before and after rehabilitation counseling revealed an increase in
the employment rate subsequent to counseling and a.shift toward employment in
occupations that make fewer physical demands on the worker. The percentage of

'persons employed in profess onal-managerial and clerical-sales occupations in-

,_.
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creased from referral to closure, while decreases were observed in miscellaneous
and fishing, farming, forestry, and related occupations for the same time t+eriod.
Further analysis indicated that rehabilitation counseling has a lasting impact on
the work adjustment of the client.

Tinsley, Howard E. A., and David J. Weiss
1974 A multivariate investigation of the reinforcer structure of occupations.

Journal of Vocational Behavior 4(Jativary):97-113.

Earlier research based on 81 dccupational Reinforcer Patterns (oRP's) s gested a
nine-category classification of occupations. The present research, based on 148
ORP'S, investigated the ability of that classificatory system to assimilate new
information. Occupations in each first-digit DOT Code group were sampled in
proportion to the number of workers in the United States employed in those
occupations, and this process yielded a sample representative of the population of
occupations available. Cluster analysis of the 148 ORP'S produced an eight-category
classification of occupations in which five of theoriginaLoccupational clusters
appeared virtually unchanged and the other four were combMed into two clusters.
One new cluster was identified. The factor. structure of these occupational
reinforcers was also examined.

Tou liatos, John, Byron W. Lindholm, and Amy Rich
1978 Influence of family background on scholastic achievement. Journal of

Experimental Education 46(Sprjpg):22-27.

The relationship between family backgound and achievement in school was
examined for the two sexes and for social classes. Data were obtained from the
cumulative folders of white children in gra 3 through 6. Measures of Scholastic
achi4ement were the California Achieve ent Tests. Social class was defined in
terms of father's employment according t the classification system of the DOT.
Class I included professional and techn 1 workers, managers, officials, and
proprietors; class II was composed of clerical and sales workers; class III was
composed of craftsmen and operatives; and class IV was composed of laborers,
service workers, and the unemployed. Scholastic achievement was highest for girls
and for children living with both parents, for those from smaller families, and for
those in the first-born or last-born positions. Interactions with social class are
discussed.,

Treiman, Donald J.
1977 Occupational Prestige in Comparative Perspective. New York: Academic

Press.

In chapter 9 the author recommends that the Dictionary' of Occupational Titles he
employed in coding foreign occupational data to the Standard International
Occupational Prestige Scale. Tht occupational definitions provided in the Doi are
particularly helpful in determining the appropriate prestige coding when the
occupational title is trot readily found in the Standard Scale's alphabetical index or
in the International Standard Classification of Occupations (Isc0).

I
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Ullman, Charles A.
' 1971 Measures of learning disability for different purposes. Journal of

Learning Disabilities 4(April):10-16. '

There is a popular preference for intensive, norm-referenced measures, such as age
----iores and grade scores, in the field of learning disabilities. However, for systematict

s dy, particularly if factors relating to growth are involved, some type of equal-
interval measure is preferable to measures using intervals of variable size. The
author believes that the development of techniques of absolute measurement may
provide the advantages of both equal-interval measures and criterion-based
standards. Ullman notes that two of the third edition Dot's features are of special
relettanGe for education and vocational guidance of persons with learning
disabilities: the GED scat nd the occupational aptitude patterns.

Viernstein, Mary Cowan
1972 The extension of Holland's occupational classification to all nations

. in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Journal of vocation ehavior
2(Apri 1):107-121.

Two methods are presented for extending Holland's occupational classification to
include all occupations in the third edition DOT. They enable translation from any
DOT code into the corresponding Holland occupational code. Holland's system is
based on a theory of personality types and is organized into six major categories.

Wallbrown, Fred H., and Charles B. Huelsman, Jr.
1975 The validity of the, Wallach-Kogan creativity operations for inner-city

children in two areas of visual art. Journal of Personality 43(March):109
126.

The validity of the Wallach-Kogan (w-x) creativity operation was investigated for
73 third and fourth grade children in an inner-city school. The third edition DOT
was used to code the occupational, status of fathers. Two crayon drawings and clay
products were collected from each child and rated by four judges on originality and
effectiveness .pf expression. A satisfactory degree of concordance was obtained
among judges' ratings for both dimensions of clay products but not for the crayon
drawings. Analysis yielded strong support for the validity of the work operations.
A negative relationship was evident between birth order and all five W-K subtests as
well as-both criterion dimensions for clay products. Finally, the authors' assertion
that their creativity operations define a pervasive dimension with discriminant
validity from general intelligence is confirmed.

Walls, Richard T., seng, and Witham D. r.iiis
1977 Time and money for voca ioi--t--rallttatiorrof-slientswith psychotic

and psychoneurotic disabilities. Journal of Occupationhology
50(Spring):37-44. . N

"Rehabilitated" and "unrehabilitated" psychotic and psychoneurotic clients were
compared in connection with two time variables (months in the rehabilitation
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process and training) and two cost, variables (dollars for all services and for
facilities) Occupationstat closure were assigned third edition DOT_ codes and
grouped according to the first digit ..N1-o differences %Jere found between clinical
groups on such outcome variables as Work status, occupational level, or weekly
earnings at closure. As compared to psychotics, psychoneurotics tended to require
more time in vocational rehabilitation process and training and less money for
rehabilitation facilities. Rehabilitated 'clients were found to be in the vocational
rehabilitation process for less time than unrehabilitated clients.

Walther, Regis S.
1960 The Functional Occupational Classification Project. A critical appraisal.

Personnel and Guidance Journal 38(May):§98-706.

Walther describes the Functional Occupational Classification Project (Foci') and
his effortto test the usefulness of the classification system. He applied it first to a
study made of clerical jobs in the Foreign Service and then to two intensive studies
of the job of business executives: He concludes that there are many elements
influencing the world of work, such as attitudes, values, energy, types of anxiety,
and role requirements, which are not included in the FOCP. In examining the
theoretical background of and support for the component parts ofthe FOCI' the
author questions the methodology and validity of Cottle's work, on which the
interests and aptitudes dimensions are based. He further suggests that rather thin
measure GED, it would be more useful to examine the different ways in which
inaividuMs use their intellect. Finally, in evaluating the worker function variables
(DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS), Walther finds.' the hierarchy of function levels
artificial and unrealistic In closing he remarks that the FOCP has made a
substantial contribution to the field by emphasizing the psychological dimensions
not usually considered in conventional job analyses but that its shortcomings and
limitations warrant serious attention.

Walther, Regis H.
1964 The Psychological Dimensions of Work. An Experimental-TaxOnomy of

Occupations. Washington, D.C.: George Washington University, Center
for the Behavioral Sciences.

This paper proposes an experimental taxonomy of occupations, the Job Analysis
and Interest Measurement (hum), Which is based on psychological dimensions of
work. It began by evaluating the degree of success achieved by tests of ability,
interests, and personality in predicting job satisfaction or performance or in
distinguishing among occupations An evaluation was also made of various models
for classifying occupations and of factor analyses of ability, interests, and
personality tests thaiave been shown to have substantial empiricalvalidation. The
third edition DoT's interest and temperament scales were among those examined.
The author concludes that the analysis of the job and the individual should 'be
focused on those stable differences athong individuals, functioning in psychologi-
cally equivalent)ob situations, that are related to differences in job performance
and satisfaction The author applies the,rAim experimentally to various samples
and makes proposals for further research.
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Weagraff, Patrick J.
1974 The cluster concept. Development of curricula,/ materials for the public

service occupations cluster. Journal of Research and Development in
Education 7(Spri ng):45-.54.

The advantages and disadyantages of career cluster systems are discussed. An
overview of past cluster stems is presented. The author states that ideally, a
cluster sciteme should encompass all or most of the jobs listed in the DOT. He then
describes a public service duster analysis undertaken by the California State
Department of Education and the instructional materials that were produced

Wehrly, Beatrice L.
1973 Children's occupational knowledge. Vocational Guidance Quarterly

22(December):124--129. I

School children, 386 fourth, sixth, and eighth graders, took a paper and pencil test
to measure their knowledge of 15 occupations. The test was scored using a key
developed from information from the Occupational Outlook Handbook and the
third edition DOT.. Data were collected on parents' occupations, IQ, reading
achievement, sex, and age. Reading achievement, grade in school, and age all
showed a significant positive relationship with the measure of occupational
knowledge; IQ and parents' setioeconomic status, however, were not correlated
with performance on the occupltlbtlal test. .. .

Westbrook, Bert W., and Joseph W. Parry-Hill; Jr.
1973 The measurement of cognitive vocational maturity. Journal of Vocational

Behavior 3(July):239-252..

This report describes the development of an instrument to measure an individual's
level of cognitive vocational maturity in six areas: fields of work, job selection,
work conditions, education required, attributes required, and duties. By using the
third edition DOT and the Occupational Outlook Handbook as sources of
information about the characteristics and requirements of occupations, multiple -
choice items were constructed for each of the selected occupations. Reliability
estimates for tip subtests as well as criterion-related and construct validity data are
presented. It was found that pupils whose vocational choices were in agreement
with their field of interest and their ability level scored higher on all subtests than
did pupils whose choices agreed with neither their interests nor their ability level. .

..

Witt, Mary, and Patricia K. Naherny
1975 Women's WorkUp from .878. Report on the DOT Research Project.

Madison: University of WisconsinExtension,. Women's Education
Resources.

This report (1) determines via established Dar job analysis procedures the
adequacy of the perr's treatment of women's work, particularly as it relates to jobs
in the service category, (2) identifies problems in DOT job analysis theory
responsible for documented instances of sex discrimination, and (3) develops
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accurate job descriptions and recommendations to ensure the fair and equitable
disposition of women's work in future editionsof the DOT.

Woods, Ernest, Jr., mid Jules M. Zimmer
1976 Racial effects in counseling-like interviews. An experimental analogue.

Journal of Counseling Psychology 23(November):527-531.

This study examined racial experimenter effects in counseling-like in4rviews
employing the verbal operant-conditioning paradigm. The general objective was to
determine whether significant differences in the "conditionability" of black and

-white students would be found when the verbal reinforcement was provided by
black and white experimenters. Subjects' socioeconomic _level was determined by
their fathers' occupation, which were ,rated high or low on the basis of DOT
definitions. (There is no further elaboration as to how this was done.) No
significant differences were found in the experimenter-subject racial interaction.
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APPENDIX `Selected Materials
D , Prepared by the

Division of Occupational
Analysis,
U.S.. Employment Service

Appendix D is a bibliography of the publications of the Division of
Occupational Analysis since 1965, including those of both the national
office and the regional field centers. A preliminary version of this list was
drawn up on the basis of staff site visits to selected field centers and from
discussions with national office representatives. To develop a more
comprehensive list, we then asked field center supervisors and national
office personnel to add to the basic list any other pamphlets, brochures, or
guides that they had contpbuted to, written, or compiled. The resulting
bibliography is organized by field center, with the national office
publications listed first (no responsestivere received from Arizona or
Florida).

PUBLICATIONS OF THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL
ANALYSIS SINCE 1965

NATIONAL OFFICE: bIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL AVALYSIS

U.S. Department of Labor
1965 Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Volume 1. Third edition. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. --

1965 Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Volume 2. Third edition. Washington,'
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office.

1970 A Handbook for Job Restructuring. WAhington, D.C.: U.S. Governmet
° Printing Office.
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1970 Job'Guide for Youngirorkers. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor. -

1971. Jab Descriptions and Organizational Analysis for Hospitals and Related

, .

He Services. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor.
1971 R g General Educational Development to Career Planning. Washing-

to C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. <
1972 Handbook for Analyzing Jobs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office.
1972 Occupations in Electronic Computing Systems. Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Deparilment of Labor.
1973 Health Careers Guidebook., Washingtop, D.C.: U.S. Department of

Labor.
1973 Occupat ns in Library Science. Washington, D.C.: U.S.Department of

Labor.
1973 Task Analysis Inventories: A Method for' Collecting Job Information.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Qovernment Printing Office. .
1973 Task Analysis Inventories. Series -One. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor.
1974 Definition Writer's Manual for poi: Fourth Edition. Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department of Labor. ,

1975 Handbook on Techniques for Obtaining Worked, Traits Requirements
Data from Employers. Manpower Administration. Washington, Dr.:
U.S. Government-Printing Office. .

1977.. Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Fourth edition. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office. - i

1977 Career Opportunities in the Telephone and Telegraph Industries. Wash-
ington,
The D0'77'Unr ecutive Briefing. Washington, D.C.: U.S.,,Depart-
ington, D.f.: Printing Office. ,

ment of Labor. ' _

1977 The DOT: Unit II, An Overview for Middle Managers and Occasional
Users of the DOT. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor.

,1977 The DOT: Unit II, Supplementary Materials. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
, ,Department of Labor.

1977 The DOT: Unit III, Training Materials for a DOT User. Washington,
D.C.: U.S,Department of Labor. . .

1977 The DOT: Unit III, Trainer Package for DOT Users. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Labor. . .

1977 How to' Use the Fourth Edition of the DOT. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
department of Labor.

1978 Handbook of Occupational Keywords. Second edition, October. Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. .

1978 Career Opportunities in the Trucking Industry. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor. .

1978 Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP) Estimates for Occupations in the
U.S. Department of Labor Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
Fourth Edition. Interim edition. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of,
Labor, Employmen't and Training Administration.
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T1978 Career Opportunities in the rucking Industry. Wahngton, D.C.: U.S.

Government Printing Office.
r 4
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS

Frequently Listed -Openings. Monthly. *NV'ashington, D.C.: U.S.

Labor.
Job Bank Openings Summary. Monthly. Washington, D.C.: U.

La.

Labor rket Information Analytical Table Series.
U.S. D artment of Labor.

Occupatio in Demand: At Sob Service Offices. Mont
Departme of Labor. -

USES Job O *rigs Information Program Briefing; Briefing
1/18 and 27, 78; Occupations in Deman'd Extra Edition N.. (Fa
77-78 and 2 (J. ry 2, 1978).

CALIFORNIA OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTER

AN.

1971 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Data Processing,
1972 A Study and Evaluation of t1 Third Edition of the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles as Used by Personnel in Local Office Operations.
1973 Suggestions for Developing an Ocotpational Library.
1974- Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Food Service.

'1974' Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Nursing Seryices.
1975 Worker Traits Trdining Unit. MA Handbook No: 314.
1976 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Gas Utilities...
1976 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Merchandising.
1978 DOT-Keyword Matrix Researdi Project.
1979 GED Questionnaire. Draft version.
1979 Worker Functions Questionnaire.

Baylin, A.
1976, CareerGuides for Entry Occupations in Dental Health.
1976 Career Gffides for Entry Occupations in Fire Protection.
1976 Career Guides Air Ent4 Occupations in Printing.

Mellette, W. E.
1976 DOT Coding Guide for Jobs in. the Electronics Industry.

Moss, A.
1975 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Insurance.
1975 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Telephone Communications.

Phillips, J. E.
1976 The Use of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles as a Job Information

System in Vocational Counseling.
19794 Worker Function and Job Complexity: A Discussion Paptr.

1.

Ryan, P. M.
1976 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Electrical Utilities.

Safford, J.
1977 Career Guides for Entry Occupations in Banking.
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MICHIGAN OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTER

no date Alternative Training Systems Project Description.
no date The First 20 Yeats, 1958-1978.
no date Interyiewer Aid.
no date Interviewer's Desk Aid for using the DOT Effectively.
no date Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in Detroit.
no date Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in Detroit, Standard Metropol-

itan Statistical Area.
no 'date Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in'Flint.
no date Planning Survey Manual.
no date Trainee's Handbook: ReferenceSheets and Exercises.

'1976 A Study ofNeW Careers Positions.
1973 Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in Saginaw.
1974 Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in Bay City, Midland,

Michigan.,
1974 Job Analysis of Light and Sedentary Jobs in Lansing, Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek and Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1975 Definition Writer's Manual for the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,

Fourth Edition, November; 1974.
1915 Information Directory (-or Counseling, Guidance, and Personnel Work.
1976 Suggested Occu ations fqr Which Vocational Education Programs Can

be De'vel
1977 Michigan, Occupational Analysis Field Cent&r, Comm nts.
1978 A Comparable Worth 'Study of State of Michigan ob Classifications.
1978 Trainer's Handbook.
1979 Trainee Handbook.

Bain, R. Jr., R. Briganti, et al.
1971 An Experimental Employer Relation Unit.

Bemis, S. E., R. L. Bonner, et al.
1974 The New Occupational Aptitude Pattern Structure for the GATB.

Bityk, G. end J. Flynn
1970 BOLT and GED for Counselor's Training. s

Davis, M. .

no 'date The E.& Interviewer Task Analysis Suiyey: Report to the Intervier
Classification Committee. r

1979 Serving Users of Occupational Information: Making Worker Traits
Ratings Available.

wney K.
1978 Matching Worker Traits to Occupational Traits in Rehabilitation

Counseling.
1978 Occii_pational Information for Highland Park Community College.
1978 Occupational Information for Murray -Wright High School.
197S Overview.of Career Education.
1978 Use of the DOT in Matching Client .Traits.With Occupational Traits: A

Su rief:000.
1979 Interfacing the DOT's Job Analysis Schedule With 'Competenci Based

Education Task List. on Child Care.

ara
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1919 Work-Education Council Occupational Information.
Downes, K., and L. Sorkin

1979 Open Cover Before Striking . . . Out or How to Find a Job.
Fhols, A.

1976 Red Ker-Young Recovery Systems.
Goode, W.

1977 The Special Projects Section of the Michigan Occupational Analysis
Field Center Program.

1978 Service to MESC Local Office Units.
Goode, W., and K. Downes

1979 Using Occupational Analysis Field Center's Information in Competency
,Based Education.

Goode, W., and R. Wilks
1979 Data Pertaining to New Jobs and Technologies Found in the Medical

SerVices Planning Survey, 1978-9.
Kearney, T.

1974 Report on Various issues;
Lipson, L. .

1978 Summary Report of Michigan's Orientation and Training in Use of th(
Fourth Edition Dictionary of Occupational Titles. ,

Norris, C., J.r.
1979 Yobs for Which a High School Diploma or Less is Required, in the

Detroit Metropolitan Area.
Sthttlemyer, E. C.

1978 Alternative Training Systems.
Taylor, D.

1975 Report on the National Symposium on Task Analyses /Inventories: The
Job 'Analysis Technique of the United States Employment Service.

Willoughby, E.
1977 Michigan,Analysis Field Center's Comments on .Relevant Issues in the

Occupational Program.

MISSOURI OCCUPATIONAL LYSIS FIELD CENTER
"N.

1965 i3-ostGuide for Analyzing Jobs.
4965 Project .#11 (Conditions Under Which a Job. ShoUld be Considered

Obsolete for DOT 'Purpose).
1966 Temperament Manual.
1968 Training Materials.
1972 Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd EditionCol iments and Criti-

cisms.
1972 Occupational Group Arrangement Survey Report.
1972 Worker Traits besk Aid.

'1979 Monthly Report of Technical Assistance.
Armstrong, D.

1974 Careers in Air Pollution Control,
Cassidy, A.
no date kformation GuideField of Transportation.
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Cassidy, A., and E. Neuwirth' .
1970 Welding,-Cuttirig, Soldering and Brazing Informational Guide.

biamond, D. E., and H. Bedrosian
1970 Industry Hiring Requiiements and the Employment of Disadvantaged

Groups. New York: New York University School of Comfherce.
.....

Kuhn, B. 4
no date Industry Narrative Report of Drug Preparations and Related Products.

1969 Employment Opportunity Guides.
1973 Suggestions for Clarification or Revision of Handbook for Analyzing

Jobs.
1977 Show Me Jobs in Banking.
1977 Show Me Shoe Manufacturing.
1978 Field Center Methodology.
1978 Glossary of Office Machinery and Equipment.
1979 Guide for Occupational Exploration.
1979 Learning to Use the 4th Edition DOT.
1979 Occupations in Museums, Zotis, and Other Interesting Places.
t979 Training Material for the Guide for Occupational. Exploration (GOE).

Kuhn, B., and J. DeLassus , ,

1979 Fifth Edition DOT, Phase II, B24A/SOC Classification Structure.
Kuhn, B., and R. Grebe

1973 Training Materials.
Kuhn, B., and G, Wolf

1969 Neighborhood Youth Corps Assignment. .
McCarthy, M., and E. Neuwirth

1976 Third Edition, DOT Training Material.
Neuwirth, E.

1979 DiCtionary of Occupational 'TitlesEmployment Service Basic Training,
Training Unit No. 9, and 9-A.

Neuwirth, E, and M. McCarthy
1979 DOT/Keyword Supplement.

Phelan, D. . Jo ,

1972 Job Restructuring Study of Physical Therapy Activities at Irene Walter
. . :i.Johnson Institute of Rehabilitation.

1979 Environmental Protection Careers Guidebook.
Phelan, D., and J. Lyles

1979 Proposed Career Publication onbccupations in Education.
Phela,n, 13,, and E. Neuwirth

19,9 Health Careers Guidebook. t f
Smith, R.

...

no date" Narrative Report of the Pen and Pencil Industry.
1974 The Missouri Occupational Analysis Field Center.
1975. Occupational Analysis and Research.
1977 Occupational Analysis. _ ..,

1978 Career Opportunities in the Solar Energy Industry.
1979 Occupational Group Arrangement Desk Aid.

i
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Smith, R., ancl.B. Kuhn
1979 Assignment of DOT Codes to Missouri State Merit System Job

Classifications.
Teiber, J.

1977 Introduction to the 4th Edition of the DOT.

NEW YORK OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTER

1967 Counselor's Desk Aid.
1967 Counselor's Handbook.
1968 Occupational Monographs, Nassau-Suffolk.
1969 Arrangenient of Worker Trait Groups Aearding to Interest Factors.
1969 Arrangement of Worker Trait Groups by TeMperament FactOrs.
1969 Desk Aid 1.
1969 Job Brie&
1969 Vocational Education and Occupations.
1970 Desk Aids: Worker Functions and Worker.

4

- .
1971 Career Exploration QuegtiOnnaire.
1971 Consolidated Index of Occupational Descriptions.'
1971 Definitions and Benchmarks, Worker Functions, Interests, Tempera-

ments. (Rev.)
1971 Mid-Hudson Area Occupational Monographs.
1973, lob-Analysis Study of Bookkeeping and Related Jobs.
1974 Interviewing Aids for Clerical Occupations.
1974 Interviewing Aids for Industrial Occupations.
1974 Interviewing Aids for Service Occupations.
1975 Applicant-Appraisal Data Index.
1975 Military-Civilian Occupational Source Book.
1975 Supplementary DOT Classification Bulletins.
1975 Techniques for Obtaining Worker Traits Requirements Data . from

Employers.
Berwitz, C. J.

1975 The Job Analysis Approach to Affirmative Action. New York: John Wiley
& Sons.

1976 Guide to Local Occupational Information.
1977 An Application of the Labor Department's Job Restructuring Methodol-

ogy to Physical Therapy Activities.
1977 Task Bank of Physical Therapy Activities
1978 Alphabetic Arrangement of OcCupatiOnal, Divisions and Groups'(for

DOT 4th Edition).
1978 Career Opportunities in the Electric Power and Gas Utilities Industries.

. 1978 The Importance of Job Analysis in the U.S. Department of Labor's
Aptitude-Test Development Program: A Report on Vilot Studies at Six
Plants of Owens-Illinois Corporation.

1978 JBSS Coding Guide for Occupations in the Apparel Industries.
1975 JBSS New York's Computer System.
1978 Military-Civilian Occupardnal Source Book. Second edition.
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Zunder, P. M., D. S. Bickford, K. Charron, E. H. .1illion; and W. M. Rose
197ff The Utility of a Task Checklist as a Data-Collection Method for Job

lysis.

NORTH CAROLIkA OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTER

1967 Bureau of Census to 3rd Edition Conveisio' n Table.
1967
1967.
196&
1968

Economic Opportunity Aids/Flyers (6).
North Carolina Supplement to 3rd Edition DOT.
Employment Opportunity Aids (40).
An Exploratory Study to Determine the Usefulness of Employment
Opportunity Aids in Counseling and Placement of the Disadvantaged.

1968 Neighborhood Youth Corps Occupational Analysis Projec't (38 modified
schedules and /or composite schedules).

1969 DOT 3rd Edition to Bureau of Census COnversion
1969 North Carolina Supplement to 3rd Edition DOT Selected Characteris-.

tics of Occupations by Worker Traits and Physical Strength for Hosiery
Industry. -

1970 Brochure ori Occupations and Trends in Manufacture of Tobacco.
1970 North Carolina Supplement to 3rd Edition DOT.
1972 Instructor's Guide for Using. Volume 2 of 3rd Edition DOT.
1972 Job Analysis Training Manual; Trainee Work Booklet; and

Handout (Job AnalysisIts Products and Uses). I,

1973 DOT Supplement to Eliminate Sex-and-Age Referent Language from 3rd
Edition DOT.

1973 North Carolina Supplement to 3rd edition DOT.
1974 Third Edition DOT Indt.stries to 1972 SIC Conversion Table.
1979 Conversion Table of Code and Title Changes Rd to 4th Edition DOT.
1979 Fourth Edition DOT Industries-to-1972 SIC Manual Conversion Table.
1979 WerVields and MPSMS Questionnaires.
ForthConiing Furniture Industry Brochure.

Booklet

TEXAS OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENTER

no date Train1er Package for Introducing the Second Edition of the Handbook of
Occupational Keywords.

no date Self-Training Manual for the Fourth Edition of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles.

1967 Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Third Edition, Training Unit.
1969 Worker Traits TrainingUnit.
1975 %Occupations._

UTAH OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSTS FIELD CENTER

no date OGAand Industry Designation Definitions.
. Forthcoming Handboqc for Job Analysis.
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WASHINGTON OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD'CENTER

no date Project #19: Evaluation of the AdequiFy of Job Analysi;techniques.
Final report.

1968 Key #11 Index to DOT Worker Trait Groups by Last ThreeDigits,Of
the Occupational Code Numbers.

1969 Key #2: Key to Worker Functions and the Qualifications Profile.
1970 Mobile Home Industry in Washington State.
1976 SalnionRoe Processing for the Japanese Market-1976 Studies.
1978 Interrelationship of the DOT With Other Classification Systems. Un-

published paper prepared on Project 9. -

1979 Agricultural and Related Occupations DOT-4th Edition 19+77:

WISCONSIN OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FIELD CENT-ER

no date Job Analysis Training.
no date Parrrmaking Meer Opportunities.
no date= RegNtration Reviewer Training.

1978- WiAnisin OAFC Job Analysis Procedure Supplement (revised 6y,staff in

1978).
t-,

Alexander, j:\
1968 Technical Report on Occupations in Numerically COntrolled Metal-

Cutting Machining.
1969 Occupations in Automotive Services.

Bartz, D,
no date An Interviewing Aid.
no date General Labor Positions in Various Fields of Work.
nocfite Significant, Intermediate and Not Significant Aptitudes.
Beutel, B.

1972 , Jobs in Ship and Boat Building.
1973 Jobs in the Manufacture of Paper products.

Beutel, B., and B. Marquis ?
no date Corrections Industries Special .ect. Final report.
Beutel, B., R. Nilsson, and A. Iverson

1973 Jobs in the Manufacture of Paper Pr ubts:

Gaginis, S. 1.
no date A Comparison: The DOT and HOOK.'
no date Proposed Guide for Preparing the Job Sery e Job SpecificationIl)OT

Occupational Code Request Form.
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APPENDIX The Rating of DOT
Worker Functions and
Wprker Traits

PAMELA S. CAIN and BERT F. GREEN, JR.

In the course of producing the DOT, jobs and occupations were rated for a
variety of characteristics, called worker functions and worker traits. These
ratings and the procedures by which they were assigned are described in

chapter 6. Because he widespread and varied use made of these ratings
both inside and outside the U.S. Employment Servile, it is especially
important that they be accuratethat is, that they measure what they

purport to measure. .

The ratings assigned to DOT Xcupations, like all such ratings, are
subject to various influences, some of which are legitimate bases' of
variation and some of whin are not. An occupation might be rated
differently on a given characteristic not only because it actually requires

different levels or amounts of the characteristic in question but also
because of the particular circumstances in which the ratings were made,
charactVistics of the raters, specific features of the occupation itself, etc.

Such ratings invariably entail some measurement error; they reflect, to

some extent, characteristics other than those they are supposed to
measure.

There are several reasons to suspect that the ratings of DOT occupations
for worker functions. and worker traits are subject to error. Pirst, the
factors that the DOT scales purport to measure are vague and ambiguously
defined. It is not readily apparent what they are intended to measure, i.e.,

what the "true" scores of the phenomenon being rated should be. Worker
functions, for example, are said to "express the total level of complexity of

the job-worker situation" (U.S." Department of Labor, 1972:5), but
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"complexity" is never defined or specified further. Sidney Fine, who was
instrumental in developing worker ftinctions, has also *ritten that they
reflect skill estimates (Fine, 1968a:374) and worker autonomy, i.e., the
extent to which workers are engaged in "prescribed versus -discretionary

.duties". (Fine, 1968b:7).
'The reliability of the ratings is also called into by the extremely

high correlations (of the order of .90) between sonie of them and measures
of the social status or prestige of occupations. This concern has been
voiced about general education development (GED) by several researchers,
notably Siegel (1971) and Duncan et al. (1972).)

Concern about the reliability of the DOT factors arises for other reasons
as well. Analysts reported difficulty in assigning scores on certain factors,
especially specific vocational 'preparation (svP) and aptitudes. Reasons
cited for this were the ambiguity of the factors and the inadequacy 'of
instructions contained in the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, 1972). Furthermore, production of the fourth edition DOT
was highly decentralized. Analysts were spread across 10 field centers and
1 special project, and there was reportedly little communication or
coordination of effort among them, nor were their activities closely
supervised or standp-dized by the national office.

In order to assess the impact or several potential sources of variation in
these ratings, we carried- out an experimental study to (1) determine the
overall level of reliability for selected wagker functions and traits and (2)
identify significant bases of vaitations in or influences on the ratings. In the
latter regard we investigated whether the ratings were influenced by (1)
analysts' field center affiliation, (2) the type of occupation being rated, i.e.,
whether in service or manufacturing,` (3) the general education develop-
ment level of the occupation, (4) the particular job description (one of two)
of the occupation being rated, and (5) the partiCular analystmaking the
rating. The interactions of these various influences were also taken into
account in the design and analysis of the study. The specific effects, along
with their labels,and a.brief description of each, are given in Table E-1.

STUDY DESIGN

With the assistance of national office personnel we asked six experienced
job analysts at each field center with at least 6 montr' training and
experience to rate one of two sets of job descriptions. If more than six

11f an occupatioq's social standing is mdeed dependent on its functional requirements, as
some theorists, notably Davis and Moore (1945) hae argued, then It could be argued
alternatively that correlations of this magnitude are evidence of the validity of the worker
functions._ .
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TABLE E-1 Sources of Variation in Ratings of Occupational

Characteristics

Source Label Description of Effect

1. T Is type. of occupation
2. G level of general educational development (GED)

3. TG interaction of job type And GED

4. J (TG ) jobs nested within the interaction of job type and GED

5 C center
6. CT interaction of center and job type

7. CG interaction of center and GED

8. CTG interaction of center with interaction of job type and GED

9. CJ(TG) interaction of center and jobs nested within interaction df job

type and GED

10. DJ (TG) interaction of description and jobs nested within the interaction
of job type and GED

11 CDJ (TG) interaction of center with interaction Of description and jobs
nested within interaction of job type and GED

12. R(CD) raters nested within the interaction of centers and description

13. RT(CD) interaction of raters and job types nested within interaction of

centers and descriptiv
14. RG (CD) interaction of raters and No nested within interaction of centers

and description
RTG (CD) interaction of raters with interaction of job type and GED nestled

within interaction of centersand description

16. RJ(TGCD) residual

L.EGEsDT, one of two types of oCcupation service verses Manufacturing: G, one of

four levels of GED, .1, one of three Doi occupations within eight categories of jo4 type by

GED; C, one of sever field centers, D, one of two job descriptyns for given txn o&upa-

tion; R, .one of 42 individual occupational anilists.- A

ti clef

experienced analysts were available at a given center, we chos. e six at
random to participate in the study.. Three centers with fewer than six
experienced analysts (Florida, Texas, and Utah) weieliMinated from the
analysis, although they did participate in ,the actual ratings task. AnalAts_

at the Arizona special project.participated in a'pretest of the ratings lalk.

Each set of job descriptions represented 24 distinct DOT occupations. to
select occupations and job descriptions, we created two types of jobs: (1)

"service," which consisted of base title occupations in the clerical and sales

end service categories of the DOT, and (2) "manufacturing," which
consisted of base title occupations in the DOT categories of procirsing,

machine trades, benchwork, and structural occupations. Preliminary
analysis established that the variation in ratings over all occupations is
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approximately the same in these two categories (the standard deviation of
GED for service occupations is .784 versus .880 for manufacturing
occupations; the range of GED is 1-6). This equivalence offered some
measure of confidence that we could make valid comparisons between the
reliabilities of the two categories. ,-,

Within these two broad categories of occupations, titles were stratified
by four levels of GED. A set of base title occupations was then selected at
randoni within each of the eight combinations of job type (2) brGED (4).
The source files of these occupations were ins ted in order to locate titles
with two adequate job descriptions.2 Descriptio were judged adequate if
items 4 (job summary) and 15 (description of tasks) of the job analysis
schedule had been completed according to instructions in the Handbook, for Analyzing Jobs'(U.S. Department of Labor, 1972). Thus the description
had to contain information on the purpose and nature of the job; the
significant involvement of workers with data, people, and things; the level
of such involvement; and a detailed description of job tasks with an
indication as to the amount of time spent on each. If fewer than two
acceptable descriptions were available for an occupation, we eliminated it
and proceeded to the next randomly selected occupation in the set. If more0-

than two acceptable descriptions were available for an occupation, two of
the descriptions were chosen at random. In this way, two job descriptions ,

for each of three base title occupations were selected for eight combina-
tions of job type by GED. (ft t be noted in passing that we had to go
through 92 DOT codes in ord obtain the necessary two descriptions for
each of 24 occupations, yet another indication of the poor quality of the
DOT source data.)
-Fifteen occupations (16 percent of the total number of codes' we

inspected) were eliminated because we could not match the code we had
obtained from the DOT summary tape (provided by the national office) to a
code in the source data. In most such cases one of the worker function--
codes on the rape was one point lower than it was in the source data. The
systematic nature of the discrepancy resulted from some last-minute
changes in occupational codes prior to publication of the DOT that were
apparently not incorporated on the summary tape.

The results are based on the ratings of 42 analysts at 7 field centers.
Each analyst rated 24 job descriptions taken verbatim from job analysis,
schedules. Each job description was rated with respect to worker functions ,

(DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS); training times (the reasoning, math, and
language components of GED, plus svP); all six physical capacities; and all

2The source materials for the fourth echtfpn DOT are housed ar^the North Carolina field
center. We wish to express our gratitude to the staff there for thel assistance we received in
choosing job descriptions for our study.
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seven environmental conditions. Each description was thus rated on 20

separate factors. The ratings task and the rating form used closely

approximated the ratings made in the normal course of job analysis for the

Dar, although analysts were unable to observe the jobs directly, as they

would usually do.
The rating task was administered to the 42 raters at their respective

centers on June 11, 1979, under controlled conditions. Analysts worked in

conference rooms rather than at their desks and' were proctored by the

field center supervisor or a designated assistant. There was no time limit

and analysts were instructed to work at their normal pate. Analysts were
also instucted not to consult the DOT or one another while making the

ratings. Ratings were assigned according to procedures contained in the

Handbook for Analyziog Jobs. Raters were free to consult the Handbook

for additional instruction or bench marks, if needed.
Supervisori were not requested to keep track of the time required to

complete e ratings, but according to informal, reports most analysts

finished i bout 4 hours. On the last page of the questionnaire, analysts

were invit to comment on the ratin task. Eighteen of the 42 raters did

so. Almost every comment note that the descriptions contained
insufficient information to rate jobs for physical capacities and environ-

mental conditions. Some analysts noted the same difficulty for SVP.

Despite this difficulty, analysts completed almost all oi the ratings, and

there were few missing data. Of the total of 20,160 'ratings (42 raters rating

each of 24 jobs for 20 factors), only 21 were not made. For these, Missing.

data were replaced with sample means. The amount of missing data is so

small that this replacement procedure should have a negligible effect on

our estimates.
.111.

RESULTS

An analysis of variance technique is used to calculate the reliability of the

ratings for the worker functions (DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS), GED, SVP,

STRENGTH, and LOCATION factors. For a discussion of the rationale for

and use of the analysis of variance to calculate reliabilities, see, for

example, Lindquist (1953). Generally,.the advantage of this method over

other methods is that it enables the user to disentangle the effects of

separate influences on the ratings and hence to estimate the amount of,

error due to each source. Complete results from the analysis of variance

are presented in Tables E-2, E-3, and E-4. (These tables are not discussed

but are provided for the interested reader.)

Table E-5 presents three estimates of the reliability of each rating,

making different' assumptions for each about what constitutes "error;
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TABLE E-2 Complete Analysis of Variance for DATA

Effect

DegreAf Mean
Freedom Squares
(DF) (Ms) Denominator

Denominator
DF

Os
F

Variance
Component

Divisor (vc)

8 103
1. T 1, 381.349 (7.768 + 897 562) 16 47 06 504 741

7.967
2. G 3 858.202. (7.768 + .761 .562) 16 k 107.72 252 3 374

q 8.094
3. TG 3 54.791 (7.768 + .888.- .562) 16 6.80 126 .371

2.101
4. J (TG) It,' 7.768 (2.212 + .711 562) 24 3.30 42 .129
5 C 6 2.199 - ,. - - 144 -.6. CT 6 1 526 - 72 _
7. CG 18 .930 - - - 36
8. CTG, 18 .734 - - - 18
9. CJ(TG) 96 ' .707 - - - 6 -

10. DJ (TG) 24 2.212 .562 448 3 90 21 .079
11. CDJ(TG) 144 711' .562 448 1.26 3 .050
12. R(CD), 28 149'3 .562 448 2 65 24 .039
13. RT(CD) 28 .897 .562 448 1.60 12 .028
14. RO(CD) 84 .761 .562 448 1.35 6 .038
15. RTG(CD) 84 .888 .562 448 1.88 3. .109--,
16. RJ(TGCD) 448 a .56, - / - .

1 .562

iorm., 5.5.15, minimum4.615, medium, 4694, maximum, 4.953, r(minimum: = q15/5.515 = .836, r(medium) = 4.694/5.515 = .851, r
(maximum) - 4.953/5.515 .= .898. s .4 ,



TABLE E-3 Complete Analysis of Variance for PEOPLE

Degrees of Mean
Freedom Squares

Effect (DF) (Ms) Denominator
Demiminator
DF F Divisor

Variance
Component
(vc)

8.868

1. T 1 218.215 (8.365 + 1.012 .509) 16 24.61 504 .415

8.563 f

'2. G 3 1,108.305 (8.30+ .707 - .509) 16 129 43 252 4.364

3. TG 3 18.486 - 16 - 126 -
8.55

4. J(TG) 16 8.365 (8.428 + .631 .509) 24 . 98 42 0 000

5.0 6 z 1.766 - - - 144 -
6. CT 6 .789 - - - 72

7. CG 18 1.843 - - - 36

CTG 18 760 -, - 18

9. CJ(TG) 96 .581 - - - '6 -
10. DJ (TG) 24 8.428 .509 ' 448 16.56 21 .377

11. CDJ (TG) 144 .631 509 448 1.24 3 .041

12. R(CD) 28 2 089 .509 448 4.10 24 .066 '.

13. RT(CD) 24 1.012 .509 448 1.99 12 .042 .,

14. RG(CD) 84 .707 .509 448 139 6 .033

15. .RTG (CD) 84 .787 .509 448 1.55 3 093

16. RJ (TOCD) 448 .509 - - - 1 1 .509

TOTAL, 5.940, minimum, 4.779, medium, 3 156, maximum, 5.431, r (minimum) 4.779/5 940 - 804, r (medium) = 5,156/5.94Q 7 868; r
(maximum) a 5.431/5.940 .914. .
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TABLE E-4 Analysis of Variance Results: Degree's of Freedom and Mean Squares

Effect

Degrees

Of
Freedom'
(DO t

Mean Squares

DATA PEOPLE
,,

THINGS

GED-

REASON

GED
MATH

GED-

LANGUAGE .SVP STRENGTH LOCATION
..

. .
I. Tf 1 381.349- 218.215 37.145 212.209 102.542 275.525 . 274.480 24.453 44.587
2. 6 3 858.202 1,108.305 27.233 230.109 135.445 211,657 , 1,003.190 18.009 12.032
3. TG 3 54.791 18.4a6 183.072 . 1.845 10.805 5.496 5.199 7.223 12.534 ,,
4. J(TG) 16 7.768 8.365 43.953 4.411 3.270 4.130 18.391 10.894 7.357 '
5. C 6 2.199 1.766 37.312 2.753 5.794 1.455 11.609 2.626 .332 '
6. CT 6 1.526 .789 7.517 .950 .657 .446 3.440 , .971 .282
7. CG 18 .930 1.843 4.973 .710 .861 .504 .862 .396 .217
8. CTG I8. .734 .760 1.725 .333 .345 .273 .783 .449 .244
9. CJ (TO 96 .707 .581 2.201. .208 .279 .213 388 .209 .195

10. DJ(TG) 24 .2.212 , &428 28.I9 2.627 .968 1.803 5.444 3.158 .266
II. CD.I(TG) 144, '.711 .631 2.875 .328 .460 .382 1.029 .258 .134 .
12. R(CD) . 28 1.493 2.089 8201 , .6.51 2.852 2.810 6.108 .906 .106
13. RT(CD), 28 .897 1.012 3.610 .688 .888 .689 .1.313 .377 .122
14. RG(CD) 84 '.761 .707 3.g43 k .317 .546 .478 1.000 .358 .113'
15. RTG(CD) 84 .888 .787 2.783 -,... .229 .236 .420 1.022 .3182;,--- .107
16. RJ(TGCD) 448 .562 .509 2.058 .214 .201 .204 .558 '.I9 .D994
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TABLE E-5 Variance Components for Significant Effects and Estimated RelidAlitiesa

Effect DATA PEOPLE THINGS

GED
REASON

GED
MATH

GED-

LANGUAGE SVP STRENGTH LOCATION

1. T
2.

.744

3374
.415

4.364

,

000
.000

.411

.895

.196

.523
.538
.822

.507
3.906

.1176

.627.
074

.018
.G

3. TG .371 - 1.098 - ..z - - - -
4. 1( .129 .000 .356 .040 .049 .051 .297 litib, .168

5. DJ(TG) .079 377 , 1 245 .115: .036 .076 I .233 :.141 .008

6. t DJ (TG) .050 041 .272 .038 086 . .059 157 .022 .033

7. R(CD) .039 4366 .256 .018 .110 .1Q9 .231( 030

8. RT(CD) .028 .042 .092, .040 .057 .040 .063 .015 .002

9. RG(CD) 033 .033 .298 .017 .057 .046 074 .028 .002 '
.10. RTG (CD) 109, 093 .242 005 4ii .012 .072 .155 . 042 .003

11: RJ(TGGD) 562 .509 /058 .214 .201 '.204 .558 .192 099

. :

TOTAL 5.515 5.940 5.917' 1 793 1.327 2.017 6.181 .708 .407

r(minimum) .84. .80 .25 .75 .58 70 .76 .34' .64

r(medium) .85 .87 .46 .82 .61- .74 .80 ' .54 .66

r(maximum) .90 .91 .65 .88 .85 .90 .92 .73 .76

,
a Rehabilities are calculated under three different assumptions about sources of error. See text for explanation
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variance." Reliabilities are calculated from variancesomponents estimated
according to procedures in the work of Green and Tukey (1960). The
variance components shown in the bodrof Table E-5 are the proportion of
variation in a given characteristic due to particular effects. Variance
components were -calculated only for effects that were statistically
significapt at the l-percenPlevel of probability. Comparing all the analyses,
we found that in most'of them a standard pattern emerged in which the
effects related to analysts' field center affiliation (effects C through
CJ(TG)) w4e. nonsignificant. Thus variance components were not
calculated for these effects.

The nonsignificance,of field center effects is a substantively important
finding. It is also somewhat unanticipated, given the lack of coordination
among field centers. What it means is that ratings do not vary according to
the partiCular features of field centers.

. Reliabilities are calculated across all 24 occupations. Each sejiability
represents the proportion of total variation due to true sources. In allthe ,

analyses the effects of occupation, type .of job (manufacturing versus .
service), and the general education development level of the job (T through :4
J(TG)) are .considered to be true or valid sources of variation" in the.
ratings. In all, the residual (RJ(TGCD)) is asiumed to be random or error
variance. As noted, however, we made alternative assumptions about what
other effects constituted error. In calculatingi the first set of reliability
estimates (labeled "minimbm") we considered variation due to the
particular description being, rated (DJ(TG))- and variation due to the
assorted rater effects (CDJ(TG) through RTG(C15)) to be error, in
addition to the residual. This set of reliabilities the most stringent, lower-
bound estimategives us a sense of the reliabilities that would be obtained
if each occupation were rated by one rater on the basis of only one
description,

Under the second assumpt,ion, variation due to different descriptions is
considered to be tree or valid, and only rater effects in addition to the
residual are considered fo be error. These 'estimates of reliability (labeled,
"medium") can be interpreted as the reliabilities that would be obtained if
each occupation were rated by one rater on the basis of two job
descriptions.

The third set of reliabilities (labeled "Maxi um") relaxes the assump-
tions about error even more. In these estiTates only the residual effect is

-considered to be error; the' differences between raters and field centers are
taken as valid sources of variation.' .

The differpbe between reliabilities in the first and secont of
es timates indicates the contributioit of the job description effect pg`se to
the Aotal variation in the ratings. Similarly,' the difference between the

34 5
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second and third reliability estimates indicates the contribution of the ratef

effects. per se.
Turning to the results in Table E-5, because of the presence of

significant, sometimes relatively large, job description and rater effects, we

note that the three sets of estimates often differ considerably from one
another. The impact of the job description effect is best 'seen by comparing .

the first and second sets of reliability, estimates for each factor. While
differences between the two sets average .08, they range from .01 (DATA)

to .21 (THINGS), an indication that the ratings on some factors are more
sensitive than others to particular features, of the job description. The effect

of job description is relatively small for DATA, GED-MATH and GED-

LANGUAGE, SVP, and LOCATION. It has a larger impact on the remaining

ratings, especially those for PEOPLE, THINGS, GED-REASON, and
STRENGTH. Comparison between the second and third reliability estimates
reveals large rater effects on all the ratings. The effect is especially large for ,./

4 THINGS (a difference of .19), GED-MATH (.24) and GED-LAN,GUAGE (.19),

and STRENGTH (.19).
Across characteristics the reliabilities also vary greatly. Under themost

stringent assumptions (r(minimum))) reliabilities, range from a low of .25

for THINGS to a high of .84 for DATA. The second set of estimates probably

embodies the most realistic assumptions about what constitutes error.
These reliabilities are not -especially-high, ranging from .46 for THINGS to

.85 for DATA. Under the e most relaxed assumption, reliabilities .

,(1(maximum)) are up to fairly acceptable levels, in the high .80's and
low .90's for all of the ratings except THINGS, STRENGTH, and LOCATION.

It should be kept in mind, however, that in these estimates, rater variation

is Considered to be 'true variance, hardly a tenable assumption. These
estimates, in fact, are only useful insofar as they enable us to calculate the- f

magnitude of variation due to raters.
The especially low reliabilities of the THINGS and STRENGTH scales may

well result from insufficient information in the description being rated. Of

the 1$ analysts who made commelfts at the-end of the study, most noted

that the descriptions contained insufficient information to rate jobs kw ..
physical capacities and environmental conditions. Although a similar
difficulty was not reported for the THINGS factor, the scale used to rate
THINGS -is almost completely dominated by functions that deal with the
relation orthe worker to machines (five of its eight levels). Thus the-lower
.reliabilities ,n THINGS might be due to the difficulty of assigning ratings to

, occupations with tasks in which machines' are unimportant..
'Overall, the reliabilities' are low enough to cause concern. The large

effects of job description (the difference' between the medium and
,minimum- estiniates) reveal that, for each of the characteristics there is

-. . ,
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considerable diversity in the description of jobs classified within an
occupation. Certainly there is mort than would be assumed from a reading
of the Definition Writer's Manual (U.S. Department of Labor, 1974) or
from the fact that, typically, only a small number of jobs are analyzed for
each occupation (see chapter 7). MoreoverTaltliough there is no significant
difference beween ratings across field centers, _ there are significant
differences across analysts within field centers. Thus ratings are substan-
tially affected by Ole idiosyncrasies of individual analysts. ,

The implications of these results are twofold. If a reliable rating is
desired of a given characteristic for a given occupation, it will be necessary
both to use more raters and more descriptions per occupation and to
average the sets of ratings thus obtained. The number of raters and
descriptions nekded to achieve a desired level of reliability Can be estimated
from the ress presented here using the general Spearman-Brown
formula (see, for example, Allen and Yen (1979)). Thus starting with an
initial r (medium) of .80 (for example, svP), a reliability of .89 can be
achieved by increasing the number of raters to two; if three raters are used,
a reliability of .93 can be obtained. Substituting jobs for raters and using
the same froceduFes, with r (minimum) as the base, we find that by having
the raters rate two job descriptions per occupation the reliability of SVP
will increase from .76 to .86; by having raters rate three job descriptions a
reliability of .90 can be obtained. Therefore for all of the factors, both the
number of raters and the number of jobs rated per occupation will need to
be increased somewhat iii order to achieve Satisfactory levels of reliability.
The increase needed will be relatively smaller for those factors with higher
initial reliability.

In a second analysis of these ratings we calculated reliabilitiesseparately
for the two types' of- jobtservice and manufacturingin order to see
whether the ratings were lesweliabletor the service category. We reasoned
that they might be because the scales were developed during a historical
period in which manufacturing jobs predominated. The scales might as a
result be better suited to the acting of manufacturing jobs. Furthermore,
because most occupations contained in the DOT are in manufacturing

., industries, analysts are presumably more, practiced in rating such
occupations. The reliabilities by job typeservice versus manufacturing
are presented in Table E-6. These reliability estimates were calculated
using the same set of assumptions about error that werg used in preyious
analysis. For all the characteristics with only one exception (STRENGTH),
all three estimates of reliability are lower for the service occupations than
they are for manufacturing. ,

These results suggest-Aat'particular attention should be paid: to the
rating of service, occupations in order to bring their reliabilities tip to par

a
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TABLE E-6
Occupation°

Estirriated Reliabilitiei, by Type of

Characteristic b Service Manufacturing

DATA t
r(nlinimUm) .694 880

r(medium) . v.727 .889

r(maximum) .798 .918

PEOPLE
.

r(minimum) .666 - .908

r(medium) .795 933

r(maximum) .830 .972

THINGS

r(minimum) .107 .186

r(medium) 329 .406
V

s(maximum) .632 .637

GED-REASON

,(minimum) , .652 ' .694

r(medium) .717 - 794

r(maximum) .792 .888

GED-MATH
r (minimum) .422 ,.629

e(medium) 431 .682

r (maximum) .771 .878

GED-LANGUAGE

(4 r (minimum) ., 552 .00 ., .
r (medium) .609 .739

r (maximum) .853 .862

SvP

' r (minimum) .724 .768 1,

r (medium) .739 A :834,

r (maximum) $73 .5725

STRENGTH 03 * )4

r (minimum) .435 .138 + ."
4 r (medium) .594 .495 ...

r (maximum) .724 .705

'bRehabilities are calculated under three different assumi3tions

about sources of error. See text for explanation.
bReliabilities for the Locnii9N factor could not be calculated
separately for service and manufacturing occupations because there

was no variation on this factor for the manufacturing occupations.

c
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with those for manufacturing occupations. Although the addition of more
raters and descriptions would raise the reliabilities for service occupations,
the results of this analysis also suggest that other steps need to be taken.
Additional training and practice in the rating of service occupations May
be' needed, or perhaps better guidelines and bench marks in the Handbook .
instructiops. More fundamentally, the, scales used to rate occupatiens for
these characteristics may need to be adapted to the unique featUres of
service jobs.

Analysis of the ratings of the remaining physical ,demands and
environmental conditions requires a different approach. These variables
are dichotomous and take on only one of two values, signifying either the
presence or the absence of a given characteristic. To assess the reliability or
consistency of ratings on these factors, two types of analyses were.
conducted. First, for each characteristic the modal or most frequently
occurring rating was determined, for each of the 24 DOT occupations.
Consensus among raters was then calculated as the proportion of raters '
giving the modal response. If all raters agreed that a given characteristic
was present, the proportion is 1.00, indicating perfect consensus. Table E-7 N

presents estimates of consensus obtained in this way.
The average consensus across jobs (last, row of the table) varies

considerably from scale to scale. Ratings are least consistent for TALK
(.841 and SEE (.68). Except for these ratings, however, the overall

- , proportion of agreement is quite high, at least .87 for NOISE, with a high of
, .. .96 for cum!. . - P

ii.A second feature of these resulti is that the poorest consensus among
-\\raters (lowest proportions) occurs disproportionately for occupations in
the service category (tOp half of table). These results echo, the finding that
reliabilities are lower for service than for manufacturing occupations. A
proportion of less than -.80 (boldface iti the table) occurs in 29 percent of
the 144 rater-by-job combinations for the service jobs but in only 17
percent of the 144 combinations for manufacturing jobs.

To assess the consistency of indiVidual raters in rating each factor, we
calculated the correlation across all jobs between the rating of each rater
and the average rating of all other raters. Since half of the raters rated the
first set of job descriptions for the 24 occupations and half rated the setOnd
set, the two groups of raters were analyzed separately. Table E-8 gives the

v correlations of each rater with the average of the other 20 raters in his or
her set. For raters who had,no variance on the characteristic in question
across all jobs (that is, raters who rated all jobs the same way on a given
characteristic), this correlation could not be calculated. These ratings are
denoted by asterisks in the table. ,

Results indicate that there is little problem with the consistency of
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ratings for CLIMB, TALK, and HAZARDS, as witnessed by the predominance
of correlations of .80 and above. The low correlations for COLD,HEAT,
WET, and ATMOSPNR are a result of the infrequency of a positive Ling

and do not necessarily reflect inconsistency. The low correlations. for
STOOP, REACH, SEE, and NOISE, on the other hand, are indicative of
inconsistency among the raters, since theie characteristics occur
sufficiently often to compute a meaningful correlation. ^

Generally, these results suggest that in order to achieve a greater degree
of consistency among raters, given the amount of information available in
the description, ratings on all these dichotomous variables should be
established by pooling thejudgment of at least three or four raters (see the
technical note at the end of this appendix). For the variables with the
lowest degree of consistency, 8 or 10 raters -would be needed to achieve
stable and consistent responses. As mentioned previously, however, many
analysts felt that the descriptions Contained insufficient,information with
which to assign these particular ratings. Perhaps if additional information
were incorporated into the description, higher levels of consistency would
be achieved with the same, or only a slightly larger ;lumber of raters.

...

1..

-" I

TECHNICAL NONE , .
. -% Mdre precise estimates of theAnumber of raters needed to increase alpha

reliability to desired levels can-be obtained using the following procedures:
Coefficient alpha (a), the reliability (homogeneity) of a sum or average of k
homogeneous items or raters, is given by

/ k
, .. E a/ 2

k 1=1
cx= -1

k l'A 07.2

where o-,2 is the variance of the ith item and .,2 is the variance of,the sum
of k items. if we let e- be the average intercovariance, e equals ruo-,o,. If we
also let ii be the average variance, then alpha can be written as

where

L

a= k2 e

k(k -1)e + kij ''

.

.0r2 = k(fc 1)5+ kP.
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TABLE E-7 Rater Consensus by Occupation: Propdrtion of Modal Responses° .

Occupation:. CLIMB STOOP REACH TALK SEE COLD HEAT WET NOISE HAZARDS ATMOSPHR

Service .

1. 1:00 .76 .98 .62 / .52 .98 .90 .90 .98 .88 01.00
2: :98 '' .55 1.00 .57 .64 1.00 1.00 .90. .98 .86 1.00
3. 1.00 .98 .90 .55 .74 1.00 1.00 1.00 .81 1.00 .98
4. 1.00 1.00 .90 .74 .71 1.00 t00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
5. 1.00 1.00 .90 .8 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 .98 .98 1.09
6. .88 , .52', .98 .83 .64 .95 .98 i2 ''% .90 .83 .98
7. 1.00 1.00 .79 .71 .57 1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00. 1,00
8. 1.00 1.00 .67 -..76 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 S.' 1.00
9.. 1.00 1.00 ..88 .90 :57 .98 .98 .98 .7% .98 1.00

10.

11.
)

.64

.98
.74

1.00
- .67

.50
.95
.90

.86
,57

' .86
1.00

.57
1.00

.50
,1.00

.60
1.00

.86
1.00 -

.60
1.00

12. .62 ' ,, .69 '''' .57 .90 .79 .88 .52 ..52 .62 .79 .52

351



Manufacturing
:I. c

A

/ -

13. 1.00 1.00 .98 1.00 ; .55 1.00 .90 .90 ",. 1.00 .95 .98

14: .98 .76 1.00 .86 .62 .98 .81 .83 .83 .76. .86

15. 1.00 .95 1.00 .98 .71 1.00 1.00 1.00 .62 .83 .81

IC 1.00 1.00 1.00 .90 79 1.00 1.00, 1.00 '.88 .95 1.00

17. 1.00 , .86 .98 1.00 .55 .98 .88 .88 .86 .79 .83

18. 1.00 .98 1.00 .98. .74 , 1.00 1.00 1.00 .98 .98 1.00

19. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .74 __IA__ 1.1:10 v.93 c 1.00 .79 ., .88

20. 1.00 .71 .98 1.00 .60 1.00 1.00 .93 .90 .88 .98

21. 1.00 .95 .88 .60 .93 - 1.00 1.00 .83 .98 .93 .83

22. 1.00 .86 .93 .83 .83 1.00 1.00 1.00 .64 :81 . .95

23. ,1.00 v98 .71 .83 .71 1.00 1.00 .95 .76 .90 .76

24:
,

Average
proportion

1

1.00

.96

.88

:88

.98

.88

.86,

.84

.93

" .68

1.00 1.00

.....

.98 .94

A 1.00'

.90

.88

.87

.95

.90

.90

.91

Proportions Tess than .80 are in boldface for easy identification.

r--

AO.
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TABLE E-8 Corkelation of Raters With the Average of All Other Raters, Across Occupations by,
Job'Description Set a

Rater

Characteristic

CLIMB STOOP t REACH
A.

SEE COLD HEAT WET NOISE HAZARDS ATMOSPHR

Set 1
1. .86 .67 ' .84 .11 * .67 .52 ..50
2. .83 .23 '15 '' .80 .32 * ' .66 .50 .81

3. . .86 I .76 .57 * ' .35 .09

4. - .87, ..55 .42 .72
23

* ' - .69 .81

5. .86 .72 * .65 . .76 .84 .63 .55 .90
A

.59

6.. .83 .52 -.09 .30 .12 * .84 ;58 .27 .90 .81

7. .87 .55 ' .83 .16 .90 '.87 .43 .49 ° .62
8. .86 .51 ' .80 .76 .81 .63 .37 .70 .72

9. .87 .83 * .90 ' .63 * .67 .15

. 10. .87 .72 .41' .77 "L' .19 .81 .52 .69 .76 .42 .58

11. .83 .48 .52 .57 .21 * .84 * .64 .50

12. -.86, .23 .83 .93 :48 * *, .57 *- .67 .13

13. .86 .61' .92 ,46 * 18 .49 .48 .72

14. -. .86 .72 .84 .92 :11 ! .16 .67 .19 " .90 .39

15. .86`. .06 '10 .86 .16 * * * .34 * .. .90

16. .83 .81 .80 .22 ' .74 .87 .43 .90 .81
-)

17. .83 .22 , s .84 .62 * .84 .87 .66 .90 i .81

18. -
19.

.28 .1.30

.83 .40
.44
'

.42 .

.77

.27

.54
*

*

-.84ilk a .58
*

.52

.39
.90
.67

-.14
.48

20. .86 .51 .78 .60 .56 " .04 .20 .34 .03 .14

21. .86 .58 * .69 ; .26 .84 A4 .50 78



a .98 .86 . .83 .97 .67 .62 .89 .89 ' .80 .92 .89

Set 2
t

1. .89 .39 .53 .70 .$ .72 772 .69 .73 .93 .69

2. .89 .51 .78 .76 .68 .98 .83 60 .93

3. .83- \..., .51 .82 .67 .65 .56 6

6
.93 .89

4 .83 .40 . .55 .84 .45 .44
t

.76 , .09

5. .83 .51 . .27 --.04 c .29 .42 .58 .93 '
6. .83 .51 .72 .98 ' .56 .93

N

7. .83 .51 .14 .98 .38 .93

8. .42 .17 .84 .68 .78 .93 89

9. ,81 .58 .48 .98 .96 .60 .93 .89 -

10. .* .31 .33 .75 .09
. , ..

11. .67 .66 .60 .76 .508 .58 .83 .21 .58 .68

12. .83 .61 44 .85 .23 -.08 -.05 .13 ,37 -.09

13. .83 .89 .38 * , .93 *

14. .80 .75 .84 .36 .98 .83 .21 .78 .66 ,

15. .83 .42 .61 .84 .36 ._ .98 .78 .64 .70 , .77

16.

17.

.83
-.07

.48

.30

*

.67

.85

.61

t .

.02

A

,..- -.10 -.07
, 27

02 .71 20

- 03
.34

18. .85 .83 .53 .62 .98 .21 .36 .82

19. .80 .53 .54 .50 .72 .98 .78 . .93 .89

20. .89 .53 .48 .64 .65 98 .78 .64 51. .73

21. .89 .51 .78 .84 .40 .98 .96 .86 .93 89

a .96 .86 .86 .96 .82 .47 .95 .90 .84 .95 .89

a Correlations less than .80 are in boldface for easy identification.
Corre4ation could not be computed because'one variable had no variance.
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It follows that

WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

k(e1i7) kfta
(k - 1)0117) 1 + (k 1)

where T equals T/V and is the so-called intraclass Coefficient of correlation
(see Stanley, 1971:398). Thgt is, the logic of alpha is exactly the same as
the logi5 of the Spearman -Brown formula, with T, the average interrater,
reliability, being stepped up, via Spearman-Brown, to alpha, the reliability
of the average of k raters.

Thus to find /7" from alphtme use fontula 4.8 from Allen and Yen
(1979), with Our notation:

r 1_( 1k)a
1+(11k-1)a k-(k- 1)a

So, for example, if a = 0.98 and k = 21,

0.98
F = -0.70.

21 - 20(0.98)

Then we use formula 4.9 from Allen and Yen, with our notation, to see
how many raters (k) we need to average in order to ,obtain -a given
reliability (a): '

- a

For example, if a =' 0.70, but we want a reliability of 0.80 (a modest
Want), o

k=0.8 (FL4.0 (10-0.n_13.
0.2 \

< ,

Thus two raters would be needed to obtain a reliability of 0.80 given the
initial valde of alpha.

-As a final illustrItion, suppose that we obtained a = 0.67 with 21 raters.
Then -
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0.67P- 0.09.
21 - 20(0.67)

4

335

C

The number of raters we would need to raise a froth 0.67 to 0.80 is then

U

4,

'IN

I e Vg 0.8 ) (1 ).09 ) :40. ,

\ l ._ 0,8 i \ 0.09 /

.

I.

v

3 5(3
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APPENDIX ' DOT. Scales
F. for 'the 1910 .

Census Classification

PATRICIA A. ROOS and
DONALD J. TREIMAN

a

ci.

"op

......."--

?

To be able to relate the characteristics of occupations,°as, available in the
DOT, to 'the characteristics of individuals in those occupations, as available,
in U.S. Census and survey data, would provide a tool for substIntially
increasing.understanding of the operation of the U.S. economy. The need
for this capability has been noted by a number of researchers, as
documented in chapter 4, and was one underlying purpose of the
de lopment of 1,15te Standard Occupational Classification.

present, the only available source of data on occupations is the
agg egation of characteristics pf occupational incumbents published every
10 years by the Census Bureau (e.g., U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973).
The occupational characteristics in the DOT constitute an additional rich
source of data, particularly valuable because they ,measure aspects of job
content rather than the characteristics of workers. To be most useful,
however, the DOT occupational characteristics, which exist as scores for
each of 12,099 occupations, must be mapped into whatever classification is
used to code the occupations of individuals.

To ,illustrate the possibility of such a capability, we have estimated
, summary scores of selected DoT characteristics for the 591 occupational

Thanks are due to Professor Jonathan Kelley for his advice on the construction of the factor-
based scales.
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DOT Scales for the 1970 Census Classification 337

categories in the 1970 Census. Table F-1 7(at the end of this appendix)
presents these scores for each of eight occupational characteristics in the
fourth edition DOT: DATA PEOPLE, THINGS, GED, SVP, STRENGTH,
PHYSDEM (physical demands), and ENVIRON (environmental conditions).'
Table F-2 (at the end of this appendix) provides scores for each of four
factor-based scales derived, from the DOT worqr trait and worker function
variables: substantive complexity, motor skiffs, physical demands, and *.
undesirable working conditions.2

CENSUS SCORES TOR EIGHT DOT VARIABLES

To derive these scores, we. took advantage of a source of data that includes
both the 1970 U.S. Census occupation codes and the fourth edition DOT
codes as well as enough cases to produce reliable estimates for detailed
occupational categories. The April 1971 Current Population Survey (cPs),
containing information for 60,441 workers, had been coded routinely with

1970 Census occupation codes. The occupational descriptions from this
CPS had also been coded with third edition DOT codes by the stair-of-411e

occupational analysis field centers of the U.S. Employment Service. A map
relating third to fourth edition DOT codes (created by the Division of
Occupational Analysis) ,was used to add the fourth edition DOT occupa-
tional characteristics.3 Fourth edition codes were not available for 6,984
cases.

-
To create scores for the census occupations, we averaged the DOT scores

for all individuals in each census category. We did this by computing an
average of the scores for all DOT occupations in each census occupation,
with weights proportional to the number of individuals holding each Doi'

occupation.
Computing unweighted averages would in effect assume that each DOT

title within a given census occupation occurs with equal frequency in the

'These vanables are diScussed in greater detail in footnote a of Table F-1.
2A computer tape containing scores for the full set of fourth edition Derr occupational

characteristics pins the fqur factor-based scales for the 1970 Census categones.has been
deposited with the National Technical Information Service and the Inter-University
Consortium for Political and Social Research, University of Michigan.
'Lloyd Temme, then at the U.S. Bureau of the Census, made available to us the Current
Population Survey containing codes for the fourth edition Dar. Earlier, Temme (1975) had
performed a similar aggregation of third edit4m DOT codes into 1960 and 1970 Census
occupational categories, using two Current Population Surveys (October 1966 and April
1971). Estimates for all third edition DOT characteristics for 595 1970 Census categories are

available to interested users and may. be obtained from Kenneth ,Spenner, Career
Development, Boys Town Center for the Study of Youth Development, Boys Town,
Nebraska 68010.
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.labor force: An illustation of the distortimi that this would create can be
found by considering the tar pccupations Bricklayer (861.381-018) and
Stonemason (861.381-038), which combine (along With other DOT occupa-
tions) to form the census occupation Brickmasons and Stonemasons (410).
It so happens that there are approximately 10 times 4. many bricklayers as
stonemasons, as estimated by the representative saMple of the Cuirent
Population Survey (bricklayers compose 70 percent of the category, and
stonemasons compose 7 percent). With no weighting, both occupations
would have equal weight in determining the occupational averages;
weighting by the proportof the sample in each of the two DOT titles,
means that the DOT occupation Bricklayer, properly has the larger
contribution to the average score for the census category.

To create the occupational characteristic estiMates provided in this
appendix, we thus computed a weighted avgrage of the scores for all the
DOT occupations falling within any census category: The census clas-
sification used is not the standard three-digit code but the expanded
version used in published reports (e.g., U.S. Bureau of the Censuii 1973),
which takes into account distinctions about industry ilnd class of worker if
such information is available.4 Even7with the large sample used in the
aggregation, however, not All of the census occupational categories were
represented in the CPS data. Thus the CPS data could not be used to provide
estimates for 18 census occupations plus an unknown number of industrial
distinctions within those occupational categories in which, such distinc-
tions are made. It ,was possible to assign scores to 17 of the census
categories by borrowing scores from similar occupations or sets of
occupations. Decision rules for these assignments are given in Table F-3
(at the end of this appendix).

CENSUS SCORES FOR FOUR FACTOR-BASED SCALES

Because, as we have. seen id chapter 7, the DOT worker funacion and
worker trait variables- are highly redundant, with many items highly
intercorrelated, it seemed desirable to develop multiple-item scales of the
major underlying dimensions so as to. Improve reliability (Nunnally,
1967:191-198). To do this, we factor analyzed the 46 worker traits and
worker functions by using as data the aggregated DOT scores for the 574
census occupational categories (categories for which scores had to -be
estimated were excluded from the analysis). This factor analysis is
analogous but not identical to that reported in chapter 7, which is based,on

'The expanded version & the 1970 U S. Census occupational classification is described in
greater detail in fbotnote b of Table F-1.
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a 10-percent sample of the 12,099 DOT occupations. The two samples differ

mainly in that the DOT sample includes proportionately niore occupations
in the production sector than does the' census, as documented in chapter 7.

The variables also differ slightly. For example, the working ,condition
variables are coded as dichotomies in the DOT sample but as proportions in

the census sample (the proportion of constituent DOT occupations having
the condition). Nonetheless, the two samples areconceptually similar.

It is therefore reassuring that the factor analysis results obtained in this
exercises are not too, dissimilar from hose reported in chapter 7. Four
interpretable factors emerged: substantive complexity, motor skiljs, physi-

cal demands, and undesirable working conditions. These ,correspond to

factors 1, 2, 3, and 6 reported in chapter 7.
The next step was to choose for each factor that set of items that loaded

strongly on the factor and only weakly or not at all on the other 'factors.

The general rule of thumb used was that items should load at least .5 on
the priMary factor and less than .4 on the remaining factors. Items chosen

in this way were then standardized and summed to 'form each scale, and,
for convenience, each scale was converted to a 0-10 range (the lowest-
scoring occupation is scored zero and the highest -scoring occupation is
scored 10). This procedure gives alljncluded items equal weight. The items

included in each scale are shown below; the factor loadings from a reduced
factor analysis including only,the items, appearing in one of the four scales

are shown in Table F-4 (at the end of this appendix); and the scale scores

, for each census occupation are shown in Table F-2. (See Table 7-8 for a

more complete description of these-variables.) The four' factor scales and
items included in them 'are as follows: (1) substantive complexity,
including DATA (worker function), GED (training time), SVP (training

time), INTELL (aptitude), VERBAL (aptitude), NUMER (aptitude),
. ABSTRACT (interest), and REPCON (temperament for repetitive or continu-

ous process); (2) motor skills, including THINGS (worker function), MOTOR

(aptitude), FINGDEX (aptitUde), MANDEX (aptitude), COLORDIS (aptitude),

and SEE (physical demand) and (3) physical demands, including
Ell) HAND (aptitude), CLIMB (physical demand), STOOP (physical demand),

LOCATION (working condition), and HAZARDS (working "edition), and
(4) undesirable working conditions; including COLD (working condition),

HEAT (working Condition), and WET (working condition).

5The factor analysis was carried out using the SPSS computer program: the procedures used

were principal components with iterations, varimax rotation, and default options.



TABLE F-1 Worker Function and Selected Worker Trait Scores for 1970 U.S. Census Occupational Categories a

OcCupational
Coded Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH

,

PHYSDEM

0010000 Accountants 1.4 6.2 5.7 4.8 7 3, 1.0 0.4
0020000 Architects . 0.3 6.0 1.3 18 7.9 1.9 1.9
0030000 Computer programmers 1.2 6.0 3.9 5.1 7.1 '1.1 1.1

0040000 Computer systems analysts 1.0 6.0 6.3 5.3 7.0 1.0 1.0
0050000 Computer speCialists, n.e.c. 0.8 13.7 7.0 5.2 7.2 1.3 1.b
0060000 Aeronautical and astronautical engineers - 0.5 5.8 1.8 5.4 7.8 1.7 1.8

0100000 Chegiical engineers 0.6 6 0 1.7 5 7 7.8 2.0 1.8
0110000 Civil engineers 0.2 6.0 1.3 4.9 7.9 2.0 2.0 ;
0120000 Electrical and electronic engineers 0.4 6.0 2.0 5.1 7.9 1.9, 1.9
0130000 Industrial engineers -0;9 5.8 6 CI 5.2 7 3 1.4 1 1

0140000 Mechanical engineers 0.3 5.9 1.4 5.0 7 8 1.9 2 0
0150000 Metallurgical and materials engineers 0.2 6.0 2.3 5.2 7.7' 1 9 1.8
0200000 Mining engineers 1.

0.0 6.0 1.0 5.3 8.0 2.0 2.7
0210000 Petroleum engineers, 0.1 ° 6.0. 1.7 5.4* 7.9 1.8 ' 174

0220000 Sales engineers 1.5 5.3 4.6 4.7 7.1. 1.8 0.9
0230000 Engineers, n.e.c. 0.5 -633 2.4 5.2 7.7 6 1.6
0240000 Farm management advisors 1.0 2.6 5.2 44.9 6.9 2.1 0.7
0250000 Foresters and conservationists 2.3 6.4

,
4.3 3.9 5.7 3.0 2.5

0260000 Home management advisors 1.4 2.0 4.6 5.2 7.4 - 2 0 0.8
0300000 Judges 'S 1.0 0.0 7.0 6.0 9.0 1.0 ' 0 0
0310000 Lawyers 1.1 0.4 7.0 5.9 7.9 1.0 0.0
0320000 Librarians 1.5 4.2 7.0 ' 4.5 6.4 2.2 1.2

0330000 Archivists and curators f4 1
1.5 5.3 5 5 4.7 7.0 2.0 1 3

0340000
..fZ

Actuaries ti. %.., A. 1.1 6.0 7.0 5.0 7 9 1.0 0.7
- 0350000 Mathematicians 0.3 6.0 7.0 5.8 7.8 1.0 1.5

0360000 Statisticians , 0.9 6.1 6.6 5.0 6.9 1.1 1.0
0420000 Agricultural scientists 1.6 5.2 3.4 5.0, 6.8 2 4 2.3

ENVIRON

0 0
0 1

0 0
0.0
0.0
0 3
0.2
0.1

0.1

0.1

0 2
0 0
2.0
0.0-

0.0
0.1

0.0
1.0

0 0
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.5
0.0

40 0
0.3



0430000 and space scientists 0.6 6.0 3.6 4.7 6.7 1.3 1.0 0.0

0440000

atmospheric
iBiological scientists 0.4 6.1 1.3 5.8 7'7 1.8 . 2.0 0.2

0450000 Chemists 0 2 6.0 1.1 5.8 7.8 2.0 1.9 0.1

0510000 Geologists 0.0 6.0 1.Q 6.0 8.0 2.0 3.9 0.9

0520000 Marine scientists 0.0 , 6.0 1.0 6 0 8.0 2.0 2P 0.0

P530000 Physicists and astronomers 0.1 5 6 2.1 5.9 8.0 1.8 1 8 0.1

0540090 Life and physical scientists, n e.c. 0.0 6.0 7.0 5.0 , 7.0 _1.0 1.0 0 0

0550000 Operations and systems researchers and
analysts 13 6.0 6.3 4.9 '`,.. 6.8 1 1 10 0.0

0560000 Personnel and labor relations workers 1.5 3.9 6.7 4.8 6.5 1 2 0.4 . 0.0

0610000 Chiropractors 1 0 0.0 1:19- 5,0 7 0 3.0 2 0 0.0

0620000 Dentists 1.0 0.3 1 0 ' 5.9 7.9 1.1 2 0 0.0

0630000 Optometrists 1.0 OP 1.0 5 0 7 0 1.0 2 0 0.0

0640000 Pharmacists 10 60 1.6 4.9, 7.0 1.9 1.8 0.0

0650000 Physicians, medical and osteopathic 1 0 0.5 1'ck l. 5.9 7.9 2.0 1.9 0.1

0710000 Podiatrists 1.0 02 1.7 5 0 _7.0 2.1 19 00
0720000 Veterinarians 1.1 2.2 1.4 4.8 7 7 2 7 2 0 1.0

0730000 Health practitioners, n.e.c. 1.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 7.0 3 0 2.0 0.0

0740000 Dietitians 10 2.9 6.8 5 0 6.8 2.0 1.0 0.0

0150000 Registered nurses .2.8 63 4.1 4 9 6.9 2.9 2.0 0.0o.

0760000 Therapists . 1.7 2.9 3.0 4.7 6 6 2.0 2.0 , 0'3
.0800000 Clinical laboratory technologists 471 -

` technicians
_

30 6.$ 1 1.2 4.8 6.0 2.1 p2.0 0.1

0810000 Dental hygienists 3.0 6.3 1 0 4.0 6.2 2.0 1 9 S4Q.0

0820000 Health record technologists and
technicians 2.4 6.0 7 0 4.9 6.3 2.2 1.1 0.1

0830000 Radiologic technologists and technicians 2.9 5.8 1.8 4.8 5.8 2.7 2.0 1.0

0840000 Therapy assistants 1 2 9 6.3 2.2 4.6 6 0 2.2 1..9 0.3

0850000 Health technologists andtechnicians,
n.e.c. 2.7 '-6.0 - 3 8 4.2 6 0 . 2.1 1.7 0.4

0860000 Clergymen 0.0 0.0 7.0 , 6.0 8.0 2.0 . 0 0 0.0 L..)

0900000 Religious workers, n.e.c. 1.1 l.5 6.6 5 3 7.4 1.7 04 0.0 ,....

'



TABLE F-1 (continued)

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title

0910000 Economists
0920000 Political scientists
0930000 Psychologists
0940000 Sociologists
0950000 Urban and regional planners
0960000 Social scientists, n.e.c.
1000000 Social workers
1010000 Recreation workers
1020000 Agriculture teachers
1030000 Atmospheric, earth, marine, ancrspace

teachers
1040000 Biology teachers
1050000 Chemistry teachers
1100000 Physics teachers
1110000 Engineering teachers
1120000 Mathematics teachers
1130000 Health specialties teachers
1140000 Psychology teachers
1150000 Business and commerce teachers
1160000 Economics teachers
1200000 History teachers
1210000 Sociology teachers 3

's"'
)

s
3

1220000 Social science teachers, n.e.c,
1230000 Art, drama, and music teachers
1240000 Coaches and physical education teachers
1250000 Education teachers
1260000 English teachers

Lk)

ti
DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH . PHYSDEM ENVIRON

1.0 5.5 6.7 4.9 6.9 13 1.0 0.0
1.3 3.8 7.0 4 7 6.4 1.3 0.9 0.0
1.0' c- 1.5 6.6 5.9 7.9 1.4 0.8 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 6.0 5.9 5.2 7.8 1.4 0.8 .0.2
0.4 5.4 7.0 5.6 7.1 1.6 1.3 0.0
1.1 1.4 6.9 4.9 6.9 1.2 0 2 0.0
1.3 2.9 6.8 4.8 7.0 1,8. 0:8 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.0 0.0'-

1.3 3.3 5.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 1.3- 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 ^ 0.2 0.0
1.9 2.3 6.6 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.3 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.4 0.0
1.9 2.4 6.7 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.3 0.0
2.0 2.0 ; 5.9 7.9 2.0 0.0 0.0
1.9 2.5 671 5.6 7.6 1.8 0.2 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0' 8.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8j) 2.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 . 0.2 0.0
1.9 2:2 7.0 5.8 7.8 1.9 0.0 0.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
1.9 2.3 7.0 6.0 8.0 1.9 0.0 0.0
1.2 2.2 5.0 5.5 7.9 2.0 0.8 0.0

-0.0-2.0 2.0 6.6- -5.3 7.9 -2.4 1.6-
2.0 2.0 7.0 5.9 7.9 2.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 2.2 6.8 5.7 7.7 2.0 0.2 0.0

.,



1300000 Foreign language teachers 2.0 2.0 7.0 5.6, 7.6 2.0 0.0 0.0

1310000 Home economics teachers 1.6 2.0 4.9 5.6 7.6 2.0 0.7 0.0

1320000 Law teachers 2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.0 0 0

1330000 Theology teachers 2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 4.0 0.0

1340000 Trade, industrial, and technical teachers 2.0 2.0 7.0 4.4 7.2 2.0 . 0.8 0.0

1350000 Miscellaneous teachers, college and
university 2.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 2.0 0.1 0.0

1400000 Teachers, college and university, subject
not specified 2.0 2.3 6.7 5.7 7.7 2.0 0.5 0.0

1410000 Adult education teachers 2.0 2.1 6.6. 4.8 6.9 2.0 0.4 0.0

1420000 Elementary school teachers 2.0 - 2.0 6.9 5.0 6.1 2.0 0.1 0.0

1430000 Prekindergarten and kindergarten
teachers 3.1 3.5 6.8 4 4 5.9 2 2 0.6 0.3

1440000 Secondary school teachers 1.9 2.0 6.5 5.0 _ 7.0 2 0 0.3 0.0

1450000 Teachers, except college and university,
n.e.c. 0.9 2.2 3.8 4.9 7.3 1.9 1.6 0.1

1500000 Agriculture and biological technicians 2.4 6.4 2.3 ,.4 1 5.4 2.3 1.8 0.7

1510000 Chemical technicians 2.3 6.5 1.8 4.3 5.9 2.0 2.0 0.7

1520000 Draftsmen 1.8 7.2 1.1 4.8 6.9 1.2 2.0 0.0

1530000 Electrical and electronic engineering
technicians 1.5 6.3 1.5 4.4 6.8 20 2.0 Odl

1540000 industrial engineering technicians 3.0 7.0 5.1 4.1 5.6 1.7 1.7 0.0

155000e Mechanical engineering technicians 2.0 6.8 0.8 4.6 6.2 2. 2.0 0.0

1560000 Mathematical technicians . ' 1.0 6.0 2.0 5.0 7.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

1610000 Surveyors 1.2 6.1 6.7 4.8 6.8 2.0 2.8 6.0

1620000 Engineering and science technicians,
, . n.e.c. 2.1 2.4 4.4 6.1 1.9 1.9 0.3

1630000 Airplane pilots 2.1 it1.9 .3.2 4.9 6.8 2.0 2.0 2.1

1640000 Air traffic controllers 1.1 6.1 2.4 4.0 7.6 1.7 1.7 0.0

1650000 Embalmers . 1.6 6.3' ' 5.1 4.0 7.0 2.6 2.3 0.6

1700000 Flight engineers 2.0 6.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 t...)

1710000 Radio operatbrs 2.4 6.0 2.7 3.5 5.0 1.2 1.3 0.1 IA.)

364



TABLE F-1 (continued)

C Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE" THINGS QED WI' STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

1 9 6.0 6 I 4.6 7.3 1.4 1.2 0.2

2 2 6.1 2.8 4.3' 5.4, 2.0 1 7 0.0

1.2 1.0 7.0 5.1 7.Q I 8 1.3 0.0

1.1 4.1 6 0 4.5 6.6 2 0 . ... 0.7 0 2

2.3 2.9 5.5 4.0 7 3 3.1 12 0.3

0.6 6.2 7.0 5.7 7.6 10 0.6. 0.0
0.0 4.0 7.0 4 0 7.0 2.0 3 0 0.0

0.8 6.2 1.8 4.8 7.1 1.6 1.8 0.1

0.5 4.5 6.8 '5.4 . 7.6 10 1.2 0.0
011 4.0 -2.6 4 9 8.0 2.0 1.7 0.7
0 6 6.0 1.2 4.8 7.1 1.3 1 9 0.0
0.5 6.1 2.2 4.0 6.8 2.0 2.0 0.1'

_
.

6.0 6.7 5.0 7.f 1.0 0.8 0,0
1.2 4.3 7.0 5.0 6.1 10'. _ 0.2 0.0'
1.7 4.5 5:5 4.8 6.9 1.5 J.5 0.2
1.8 4.1,. 5.3 5.2 7.2 1.9 1.2 0.1

1.1 4.7 6.8 4.9 7.1 it 1.7 1.3 0 0
2.6 6.7 4.9 7.7 1.1 0.4 0.0

1.3 4.4 7.0 4.5 6 7 2.0 0.6 0.3
1.2 5.1 6.9 4.0 6.2 1.7 1.2 0.0
1.2 5.8 6 9 4.9 7 6 1.0 0.0 0.0
1.2 6.0 7.0 3.9 6.8 2.1 2.0 0 0

1.1 2.5 6.3 4.9 7 5 1.8 0.6 0.1

6.0 6.6't 4.8 6.8 2.0 2.9 0.2.

1720000 Tool programers, rit7>yrical control
1730000 Technicians, n.e.c. .

1740000 Vocanunal and educational counselors
1750090 Actors
1800000 Athletes and kindred workers
1810000 Authors
1820000 Dancers
1830000. Designers
1840000 Editors and reporters
1850000 Musicians and composers
1900000 Painters and sculptors
1910000 Protographers
1920000 Public relations men and publicity

\ Writers 0.3

1930000 Radio and television announcers ,
1940000 Writers, artists, and entertainers, n.e c
1950000 Research workers, not specified
2010000 Assessors, controllers, and treasurers,

local public administration ,
12020000 Bank officers and financial managers 1.3.
2030000 Buyers and shippers, farm products
2050000 Buyers, wholesale and retail trade
2100000 Credit men .

2110000 funeral directors 365
e 2120000 Health administrators

2130000 Construction inspectors, public
admitfistratibn . 1.2



.

2
Inspectors, except construction, public

administration
2159170 Federal administration and Postal

service 2.5 6.5 5.7 4.1 5.9 2 2 : 2.0 0 6 4

2159270 State public administration 2.2 6 3 6 3 3.9 5.2 2.0 1 8 0 4

2159370 Local public administration 2.2 6.0 5.5 4.0 5.3 - 2.5 2 5 0.5

2160000 Managers and superintendents, building 1.4 5.3 6.7 3 7 6 4 2.1 0.9 0 1

2200000 Office managers, n.e.c. . 1.1 5.8 6.9 4.1 7.0 1 1 0.1 0.0

2210000 Officers, pilots, and pursers; ship 1.5 3.9 3.6 4.0 7.1 - 2.4 2 7 1.0

Officials and administrators, public
administration, n.e.c. \

2229470 . Federal administration and postal i
service

.
1.3 ' 4.1 6.6 4.8 7.2 1.3 0.4 0.0

2229270 State public administration 1.5 4.9 6.8 4.5 . 6.4 1.9 1.3 0.4

2229370 Local public administration 1.7 4.9 6.2 4 5 6.5 1 4 .. 0.9 0.2

223000Q Officials of lodges, societies, and unions 1.1 4'4 6.7 4.9 7 7 1.1 0 2 0.0

2240000 Postmasters and mail superintendents 1.0 5.5 7.0 4.0 6.8 1 2 0.0 .0.1)

2250000 Purchasing agents and buyers, n e.c. 1..1 4.7 7.0 4 1 6 7 1.2 0.3 0.0

2260000 Railroad conductors 1.8 5.9 6.9 3.8 72 2.2 2.6 I 0

2306000 Restaurant, cafeteria, and bar managers 1.3 5.9 6.6 3.9 6.6 1.9 1 5 0.0

2310000 Sales managers and department heads,
retail trade 1 1 4.6 6.9 4 2 6.6 1.6 0 2 0.0

2330000 Sales managers, except retail trade 1.1 5.3 6.9 4.9, 7.7 1.1 0.1 0.0

2350000 School administrators, college 1.4 3.2 6.7 5.0 7.6 1.3 0 2 0.0

2400000 - School administrators, elementary and
secondary 1.2 1.4 6.8 5.0 7.9 1.2 0.2 0.0

Managers and administrators, n.e c. ,

2450990 ConstrucAtonAalaried 1.1 4 9 6.1 4.6 7.6 1 8 0.7 0.4

2450991 Cpnstruction, self-employed . 1.7 6.2 5 4 3.9 6 9 2.3 1.6 1.0

! 2452990 Tobacco manufactures, salaried 1.1 3.0 6.2 4.9 7.7 1.5 0.4 0.1

2452991 Tobacco manufactures, self-employed 1.6 .3.7 5.4

.

4 5 7.3 1,7 0.8 0.2
.

t.....i
4:,...,



TABLE F-1 (continued)

Occupational
Code° Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE

2453990

'2453991

2454390
2454391
2454990

2454991

2455990
2455991

2456070

2456071

2456090

24560912456091

2456280
2456281

6 7
2

2456390
456391

2456480

II v ,

1

Manufacturing, nondurable goods,
salaried 1.0 2).7.

Manufacturing, nondufable goods,
self-employed 1.9 4.7

Transportation, salaried 1.3 4.6
Transportation, self-employed 2.7 5.3

Com munications, and utilities and
sanitary services, salaried ' 1.0 4.9

Communications, and utilities and
sanitary services, self-employed 3.7 6.0

Wholesale trade, salaried 1.1 4.2
Wholesale trade, self-employed 1.3 5.4

Retail trade
Lumber and building material,

salaried '1.2 5.2

Lumber and building material, self-
employed 1.2 6.0

Department and mail order
establishments, salaried 1.2 5.3

Department and mail order
establishments, self-employed *1.1 53

Grocery stores, salaried 1.1 5.8

Grocery stores, self-employed 1.4 6.1

Motor vehicle dealers, salaried 1.4 5.4

Motor vehicle dealers, self -
employedemployed 1.4 5.6

Gasoline service stations, salaried . 2.0 5.9

367

. . ,

t.4.1
-4.
0%

THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

6.5 5.0 7.8 1.5 0.3 0.0

5.1 4.4 6.7 1.8 0.8 0.4
6.6 4.5 .7.3 1.3 0.3 0.1

5.5 3.9 6.0 2.0 1.2 0.4

6.2 4.8 7.5 1.4 0.5 0.1
-

4.9 3.5 4.6 2.3 1.3 0.5

6.8 4.7 7.4 1.3 0.4 0.0
6.7 4.3 6.8 1.4 0.9 , 0.0

6.9 4.2 .9 1.3 0.2 0.0

6.8 4 0 679 1.2 ,... 0 2 0.0

6.9 4.2 6.7 1.3 0.2 0.0 ,
.

6.9 4.1 7.0 1.1 0,0 0.0
6.9 4.0 6.9 1.1 0.1 0.0
6.8 3.9 6.6 1.3 0 3 0.0
6.3 4.2 6.8 1.5 0.7 0.0

6.2 6.7 1.3 0.3 0.1

6.5 3.7 5.8 1.8 0.9 0.2



2456481 Gasoline service stations, self-
employed 2.0 (1.0 6 6 3 7 5.7 1.8 0.9 0.1

2456570 Apparel and accessories stores
(except shoes), salaried 1.2 5.7 6.9 4.1 6.9 1.1 0.2 0.0

2456571 Apparel and accessories stores .
(except shoes), self-employed 1.4 5.8 6.3 4.0 6.8 1.2 0.3 0.0

2456670 Furniture and home furnishings
stores, salaried 1 1 .5.5 ,. 7.0 4.2 7 1 1.0 0.0 0.0

2456671 Furniture and home furnishing
stores, self-employed - 1.5 5.7 6 3 4.0 6.8 1.4 0.4 0.1

2456990 Other retail trade, salaried 1 1 5.8 6.8 4.1 6.9 1.1 0.1 0.0

2456991 Other retail trade, self-employed 1.2 5.9 6 8 4 0 6.7 1.2 0.3 0.0

2457190 Finance, insurance, an real estato
salaried L4 4.3 6.9 4.7 7 2 1.3 0.2 0.0

2457191 Finance, insurance, and real estate,
,

self-employed 1.7 5.1 6.4 4.5 6.8 1.8 0.6 0.2

2457270 Advertising, salaried 1 3 3.8 6.0 4.5 7 1 1.4 0.6 0.2

2457271 Advertising, self-employed 1.5- 5.3 4.9 4 1 6.9 1.8 1.1 0.4

2457990 Personal services, salaried 1.2 3.4 6.7 4.2 6 9 2.1 ,
r 0 7 0.2

2457991 Pers al services, self-employed 1.8' 4.6 6.6 3.9' 6.4 1.9 0.7 0.3

2459980 A other industries, salaried 1 2 3.5 6.5 4.7 7.4 1.6 0 4 .0.1

2459981 All other industries, self-employed 1.8 4.4 6 3 4.3 6.6 2.0 0.9 0.4

2600000 Advertising agents and salesmen 2.6 4.9 6.8 4 2 6.2 1 8 0.1. 0.0

2610000 Auctioneers 2.0 5.0 7.0 3.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 , 0.0

2620000 Demonstrators 2.9 5.2 5.6 3.5 3.7 1.9 1.0 0.0

2640000 Hucksters and peddlers 3.0 5.1 ,6.9 3.2 3.3 2.0 0.6 0.0

2650000 insurance agdnts, brokers, and r ,,

underwriters 1.9 5.2 6.9 4.2 6.1 1.8 0.1 0.0

2660000 Newsboys 4.0 5.1 6.9 2.0 2.1 2.0 1.0 0.0

...--
2700000
2710000

Real estate agents and brokers
Stock and bond salesmen

3.0

1.2

5.0

5.1

6.9

6.7

4.0
4.9

4.9

6.8

2.0

1.2

(.0
0.8

0.0

0.1

'2800000 Salesmen and sales clerks, n.e.c. 3 5.6 6 6 3 7 4.2 2.0 0.9 ' 0.0

368
4'



9

'TABLEF-1 (continued)
Lk)h

Occupational
Code b Occupabonal Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS GLD SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

2810000 Sales representatives, manufacturing . .
industries 2.7 5.1 6.8 4.0 5.1 2.0 ' 0.3 0.0

2820000 Sales representatives, wholesale trade 2.9 5.1 6,8 3.9 5 0 2.0 0.3 0.0
2830000 Sales clerks, retail trade 3.4 5.9 6.8 3.5 3.6 2.0 1 2 0.0
2840000 Salesmen, retail trade 3.0 5.2 5.5 3.9 4:7 2.1 1.1 0.0
2850000 Salesmen of services and construction 3.0 5.5 6.2, 3 7 4.7 o' 1.9 0.8 0.0
3010000 Bank tellers 3.0 6.0 2.1 4.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 0 0
3030000 Billing clerks 3.2 7.6 2.3 3.1 3.9 1.1 1.9 0.0
3050000 Bookkeepers 3.1 7.8 2.2 4.0 4.8 1.0 1.9 0 0
3100000 Cashiers 3.9 6.0 2.5 3.1 3.0 2.1 1.9 0 0
3110000 Clerical assistants, social welfare 3.6 6 0 3.1 3.6 3.8 1.8 1.7 0.0
3120000 Clerical supervisors, n.e.c. 1.4 5.4 5 7 4.2 63 1.3 0.5 0.0
3130000 Collectors, bill and account 2.9 5.5 7.0 3.6 4.2 1.9 0.0 . 0.0
3140000 -Counter clerks, except food -3.9 6.6 5.4 2.9 3.4 1.9 0.9 0.1

3150000 Dispatchers and starters, vehicle 1.9 5.7 6.2 3.3 4 7 1 2 0.8 0.1
3200000' Enumerators and, interviewers 2.7 5.6 5 8 3.5 4.0 1.8 1.6 00
3210000 Estimators and investkgatorg, n.e.c. 2.5 5.8 6.1 4.0 . 5.2 1.3 \ 0.8 0.0
3230000 Expediters and production controllers 2 4 6.6 5 6 3.7 5.0 1.7 1.4 0.2
3250000 File clerks 3.1 6.4 4.1 3.2 4.0 1.9 1.9 0.0
3260000 Insurance adjusters, examiners, and

investigators 2.0 2.8 7 0 4.8 5.9 1.7 0.2 0.0
3300000 -Library attendants and assistants 3.1 6.2 6.8 3.2 4 3 2.7 1.9 0.0
3310000 Mail carriers, post office 3.1 6.0 6.7 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.0 0.0
3320000 , Mail handlers, except post office 4.4 7.3 6.8 3.0 2.8 2.1 1.6 0.0
3330000 Messengers and office boys 5.4 6.5 6.8 2,2 2.2 2.2 1.3 0.0'
3340000 Meter readers, utilities 5.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 4.0- 2.0 2.0 0.0

36



3410000 Bookkeeping and billing machine

1 1

operators 3.2 7.8 2.5 3.5 4.4 1.2 2.0 0.3

3420000 Calculating machine operators 4.0 7.8 2.0 2.9 3.1 1.0 ' 2.0 0.0

3430000 Computer and peripheral equiprbent
operators 2.9 6.1 2.3 4.1 5.9 1.9 1.9 0.0

3440000 Duplicating machine operators 5.5 -7.5 3.5 2.4 2.9 2.0 1 5 0.0

3450000 Key punch operators 4 2 7.2 '2.1 3.4 3.9, 1.2 1.9 0.0

3500000 Tabulator* machine operators 5.3 7.7 4.2 2.7 4.0 1.9 1.7 0.0'

3550000 Office machine operators, n.e.c. 4 3 7.6 2.7 3.1 4.0 1.8 1.6 0.5

3600000 Payroll and timekeeping clerks 3 6 7.3 3.3 31 3.9 1.0 1.9 0.0

3610000 Postal clerks 3.4 6.3 6.7 3.7 3 8 2.7 j.9 0.0

3620000 t Proofreaders 3.4 7.8 7.0 . 3 9 5.1 1.7 ' 2.0 0.0 CI
3630000 Real estate appraisers 2 0 6.0 ..,,..,10 5.0 7.0 2.0 3.0 1, , 0.0

3640000 fleceptionists 3 0 6.0 6.4 31 5.0 1.1 1.0 15.0

3700000 Acretaries, legal 3.0 ' 6.1 2.1 4.0 6 0 , 1.0 2.0 0.0

3710000 Secretaries, medical 3.0 5.9 2.1 3.9 6 6 1.1 1.9 0.0

3720900 Secretaries, n.e.c. 3.0 6.0 2.1 4.0 6.0 10 2.0 0.0

3740000 Shipping and receiving clerks 3.2 7.6 6.9 3.0 4.8 2.8 1.9 0.0

3750000 Statistical clerks . 3.2 7 0 3.7 3.5 4.3 1.5 1.8 0.0

3760000 Stenographers
.

3 0 6.0 2.0 3.1 , ' 5.0 1.0 211 0.0

3810000 Stock clerks and storekeepers 3.4 74 6.8 3.0 4.0 3.1 1.8 0.1

3820000 Teacher aides, except school monitors 2.1 4.7 6.9 3.7 4.4 1.4 0.2 0.0

3830000 . Telegraph messengers ly 5.4 6.5 6.8 2 2 2.2 2.2 1.3 0.0

3840000 Telegraph operators 4.6 6.4 2.4 3.5 4.3 1.2 1-.7

3g50000 Telephone operators ' 4.8 5.8 2.3 3.1 re, 3.3 1.4 1.5 3
3900000 Ticket, station, and express agents 2.7 5.7 6.7 3.7 4.9 1.9. 0.9 0.2

3910000 Typists , 3.7 6.6 2.0 3 0 3.8 1 1 2.0 0.0 1/2

3920000 Weighers . 4.8 7.7 6.3 2.4 2.7 2.8 1.4 0.5

Miscellaneous clerical workdrs
3943980 , Manufacturing industries 3.9 '6.3 2.9 3 4 3.4 1.9 1.9 0.:0

3944980 , Transportation, communications, and
other public utilities 3.5 5.9 3 9 15 .. 3.8 1.7 1.5 - 0.0 . t.....

..h.
\el

3.70



(continued)
td,

Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

Wholesale trade 41 ( 6 3 3.7 3.3 3.1 '18 1.6 0.0
Finance, insurance, and real estate 3.6 '6.3 3.2 36 3,8 ,1.6 1.7 0.0
Professional and related services 3.6 6 0 1 3 6 3.& 1.8 1.7 0.0
Public administration 36 6.3 3.3 35 36 I7 1.7 11.0 \s.
Other miscellaneous clerical workers 3.9 6.3 3.5 3.3 3.4 18 1.6 0.0

Not specified clerical workers 38 6.2 3.4 3.5 3.5' 1.8 1.7 0.0
Automobile accessories installers 3.1 5.4 3.8 3 7 6.0 2.7 1.7 0.3
Bakers 3.3 7.7 I 6 3 0 6.4 3.5 1.4 0.4
Blacksmiths 3.0 8.0 1.0 3.8 6.8 38 2.2 2.5
Boilermakers 2.1 63 1.0 38 6.8 37 3.9 1.8
Bookbinders 4.0 8.0 2.0 2.7 6.0 2.1 1 8 0.3
Bnckmasons and stonemasons 3.0 78 14 31 7.6 3.2 3.7 12
Brickmasons and stonemasons,

apprentices. 3.0 8.0

4
1.0 3.0 80 3.0 4.0 - 1.0

Bulldozer operators 60 7.8 3.0 3.0 4.4, 33 3.2 1.6
Cabinetmakers 2.6 8.0 0.8 3.8 51 2.9 2.2 0.3
Carpenters 3.0 ,-..7.8 12 3.9 6.9 3.1 3.9 1,9
Carpenter apprentices 3.1 7.7 1.6 4.0 6.8 3.1 3.9 1.8
Carpet installers 3.3 79 I6 3.0 6.6 3.9 2.9 0.0
Cement and concrete finishers,

'Compositors and typesetters .

Printing trades apprentices, except
.pressmen

33
3.6

3.3

'6.3
74

. 8.0

38
1.9

1.3

3.0

3.8,

3.7

58
7.0

7.3

.3.1

26
.,

.
2.3

3.9

2.0

.
.

2.1

1.9

0.6

0.7
Cranemen, derrickmen, and hoistmen 5.9 66 30 2.9 4.6 2.4 2.3 1.5
'Decorators and window dressers 0.3 6.8 1.4 4 2 6.0 '2.2 2.2 119

Dentalslaboratory.techniciatis 2.9 7.7 1.3 4.0 7.4 1.9 1.9 0.0
Electricians , - 21 6.2 1.2 4.0 6.9 2.9 3.7 1.0

.11

TABLE F-1

Occupational
Code 6

39459[10

3947190

3948980
3949390
3949980
3950000
4010000
4020000
4030000
4040000

4050000
4100000
4110000

4120000
4130000
41,50000

4160000
42000001

4210000
4220000
4230000

3 71 14,240000
4250000
4260000

4300000



4310000 Electrician'apprentices 2.0 6.1

4330000 Electric power linemen and cablemen 2.711 6.4

4340000 Elearotypers and stereotypers . 3.0 7.2

4350000 Engravers, except photoengravers 3.6 8.0

4360000 Excavating, grading, and road machine
operators, except bulldozer . 5.9 7.7

4400000 Floor layers, except tile setters 4.8 7.2

Foremen, n.e:c.

4410990 Construction . 1.1. 4.0

4411390 Blast furnaces, steel rolling andworks,.... -.. finishing mills 4 1.1 4.0

4411770 Engines and turbines . 1.0 3.8

4411990 Household appliances 1.3 3.8

4412190 Motor vehicles and motor vehicle '

.... equipment 1.2 4.1

' 4412590 Other durable goods. 1.1 3.5

4412680 Meat products 1.2 3 3

4413070 Knitting mills - 2'1 4.2

4413980 Other nondurable goods 1.2 3.7

4414390 Transportation 1.3 4.2

4414990 ComnunicatiOns, and utilities and
sanitary services 1.1 4.0 .

44159804415980 Wholesale trade 1.2 3.9

All other industries 1.2 '3.9

4420000 Forgemen and hammermen .4.5 6.3.

4430000 Furniture and wood finishers 3.9 8.0

4440000 Furriers 2.0 6.0

4450000 GlaziersGlaziers 3.5 7.9

4460000 Heat treaters, annealers, and temperers 5.1 7.4

4500000 inspectors, scalers, and graders; log and

lumber 4.8 8.0

A.

1.0 4.0 :7.0 3.0 4.0 . - 1.0

1.2 3.9 6.9 3.2 3.2 0.8

1.8 4.0 , 6.9 2.5 2.0 0.7

1.6 3.2 6 6 1.9 2.2 0.4

3.1 3.5 5.3 2.9 2.6 1 7

2 2 3.0 5.2 3.4 3.4 1.2

4.3 , 4.2 7.4 2.2 1.8 1.1

...
3.2 4 3 7 4 2.3 1.3 1.1

2.7 4.3 7.5 11 1.4 0 7

4 3.2 4.2 7.1 2 1 1.4 0.4

. . .
4.0 4.2 7.2 2.1 1.7 0.7

3.1 Jet 4.2 7.5 2.0 1.3 0.3

4 4 4.0 6.5 2.1 1.2 0.5

3 6 4.0 6.4 2.0 1.6 0.4

3.8 4,1 7.0 2.0 1.4 0.6

5.7 4.0 .6.9 2.2 1.4 0.3

4 8 4.1 7.2 2 0 1.7 0.4-

5 6

4.7

4.1

4.1

67.08

2.3

__Id_
1.6

0.3

0 7

2.5 7 3.1 '5.6 35 2.2 2.9

2.3 / 3.4 5.7 2.3 2.9 0,8

1.0 4.0
3.1

8 0

6.2

2.0
2.9

2.0

3.4

1.0

1.7

.6 3.2 4.4 2.7 1.6 2.6

7 0 2.9 4.0 2.1 2 5 1.0



TABLE F-1 (contiri ueci)
Lk)

ti
Occupational
Code Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS

0
GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

Inspectors, n.e c
4520990 Cdnstruction 1.9 6 I 5.8 4 1 6.4 2.1 3.5 1.3

4524070 Railroads and railway express service 3.9 7.0 7.0
/

3.1 -4 5 2.6. ' 2.4 0.4
4529990 All other industries 3.1 6.8 5.2 3 4 5.4 2.6 2.2 Id
4530000 Jewelers and watchmakers 2:0. 8.0 1.0 4.0 7.6 1.0 2.0 0.0
4540000 Job and die setters, metal 3.1 ' 7.1 0 3 3.8 6.2 3 0 2.5. 1.4
4550000 Locomotive engineers 2.8 6.1 2.8 4.0 7.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
4560000 Locomotive firemen 2.9 6.1 2.8 4.0 7.0 2 1 2.1 1.0
4610000 Machinists 2.1 7.8 0.2 4.0 7.0 3.1 2.9 1.0
4620000 Machinist apprentices 2.7 7.8 0.6 3.9 6.6 2.9 3.0 1.2
4700000 Air conditioning, heating, and e

refrigeratiorf mechanics 2.2 6.6 1.3 I, 3.8 1.3 3.6 3.4 2:0
4710000 Aircraft mechaltics and repairmen 2.0 76 1.1 ". 4.0 ,6.9 2.9 2.9 1.7
4720000 Automobile body repairmen 2.9 7.8 1.6 3.1 6.8 2.9 2.9 1.0
4730000 Automobile mechanics 2.2 6.2 1 3 3.9 6.8 3.0 2.8 1.7

' 4740000 Automobile mechanic apprentices 2.0 6.0 1 0 4.0 7.0 3.0 4.0 3 0
4750000 Data prccessing machine repairmen 1:.8 7.1 1 7 4.3 7.0 2.0 1.8 0.1
4800000 Farm implement mechanics and

repairmen 7.7 1.1 4 0 6.9 3.0 3.4 1 7

4810000, Heavy equipment mechanics, including
diesel it 2.2 7.5 1.1 3.8 6.8 3 4 3.2 2.1

-4820000 Household appliance and accesSory
installers and-mec hanics 3.i 6 8 2.3 -3-.6-- 5.6 3.0 2.6 0.7

. 4830000 , Loom fixers , 2.0 6.0 0.0 4.0' 7.0 4.0 3.0 1.8
4840000 Office machine mechanics and

repairmen 1.7 7 0 2.0 4.2 6.9 2.1 L7 0.1



4850000 Radio and television mechanic.s and
repairmen

4860000 Railroad and car shop mechanics and

repairmen
4910000 Mechanic. except auto, apprentices

4920000 Miscellaneous mechanics and repairmen

4950000 Not specified mechanics and repairmen

50ld000 Millers. grain; flour, and feed

5020000 Millwrights
5030000 Molders, metal,
5040000. Molder apprentices

5050000 Motion picture projectionists-
5060000 A Opticians, and lens grinders and

2.0 7 7 1.2 4.0 6.9 2.6

2.9 7.9 2.0 3.7 6.5 3.6

3.1 7.g 1.0 3 5 6.2 3.8

2.5 7.6 1.4 3.5 6.0 29

2 5 , 7.4 1.5 34 6.4 3.3

5.3 7.3 3.8 3.0 51 28

2.0 8.0 10 4.0 7.0 4.0

3 7 7 3 ...\1.8 3.5 5.8 2.9

3.7 7 3 1 8 3'5 45.8 29

3.3 6.2 2.2 3 9 5.7 2.0

3.0 7.6 1.4 . 3 7 6.5 2.2

3.2 7 8 1.4 3.2 6.7 2.3

7.8 1.4
9

3.2 6.7 2.3

3.0 8 0 1 0 3 9 7 0 2.91

2.6 8.0 0 5 3.8 6.8 2.8

3.1 7.6 1.9 4.0 7 3 2.4

3 0 ,, 6.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 2.0

2 9 6 1 . 1.3 . 3 9 7 0 3 8

2.9 6.1 1.3 3.9 7 0 3 8

3.0 7 7 1 2 3.9 7.3 3 8

3.0 8 0 1.0 4.0 7.4 4 0

t6 6.6 3:7 4.2 7.0 2.3

3.7 6.8 2.3 ., 3 7 6 3 2.8

4.0 6.7 2 7 3.3 5.3 3 0

5.4 7.6 4 3 2.6 3.7 3 0

2.9 8.0 1.1

..._

3 0 7.0 3.0

2.2 7 8 1 1 3.9 '" 6:9 3.0

2.0 8.0 1.0 4 0 7 0 3 0

3.2 8.0 1.4 3.9 75 3 8

polishers

5100000 Vaulters, construction and maintenance

5110000 'Painter aRprentices 3.2

5120000 Paperhangers

5140000 Pattern and model makers, except paper

5150000 Photoengravers and lithographers

5160000 Piano and organ tuners and repairmen

5200000 Plasterers
Plasterer apprentices5210000

5220000 a Plumbers and pipe fitters

5230000 Plumber and pipe fitter apprentices

5250000 Power station operators

5300000 % Pressrr1En and plate printers, printing,

5310000 Pressmen apprentices .

5330000 Rollers and finishers, metal

5340000 Roofers and slaters

5150000 Sheetmetal workers and tinsmiths.

5360000 Sheetmetal apprentices

5400000 SI?pfitters r

374,

3.4

2.4

26
32
1.5

4.0

2.2

2.2

2.0

2.0

3.8

3.8

4.0

2.2
2.1

2.0

3.9

3.9 '
3.8

4.0

2.3

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.9

3.8

4.0
2.9

salif1100".

0.0

1.5

1.4

0.7

1.7

1.0-
2,0

0.9
0.9 ,
0.0

0.3

1.1

1,1

1.1

0.5

0.4

0.0
1.9

1.9

1.5

1.4

1.7

0.9

2.0

2.4

2.0

"1.9

2.0

1.9

A
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TABLE F-1 (continued)

Occupational
\code Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE 'THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDE EN viRON

5420000 .Shoe repairmen 2.8 6.4 1.5 3.1 6.6 2.1 1.8 0.2

5430000 Sign painters and letterers 2.9 8.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 2.0 . 0.9

5450000 Stationarungineers 3.1 7.4 2.2 3.7 6.3 2.8 ' Z8 2.6

'54600004 Stonecutters and stone carvers 4.1 b 7.3 3.5 2.6* 4.2 3.4 2.7 1.3

5500000 Structural metal craftsmen 3.3 6.4 1.6 3.2 6.5 3.8 3.6 2.0
3.6 6.9 2.4 3.5 5.9 2.1 2.0 0.55510000 Tailors .

---
5520000 Telephone installers and repairmen 2.5 6.8 1.3 3.9 6.1 2.4 3.6 0.2

5540000 -Telephone linemen and splicers 2.7 6.4 1.0 4.0 6.9 2.7 3.8 0.8

5600000 Tile setters . 3.4 7.7 1.5 . 3.2 6.4 2.9 3.2 0.3

5610000t Tool and die makers 2.1 7.9 0.3 4.0 6.9 2.9 2.2 0.9
5620000 Tool and die maker apprentices 2.0 840 *3 0.0 4.0 7.0 3.0 2.0 1.0

5630000 Upholsteiers 4.8 8.0 1.4 3.8 6.7 3.0 2.9 0.5

5710000 Specified crift apprentices, n.e.c. 4.3 7.2 2.9 3.1 4.8 ,2,7 2.6 1.0

5720000
5750000
6010000 *

Not specified apprentices
Craftsmen and kindred workers, n.e.c. .

Asbestos and insulation workers
44.3

4.3

4.3

5,3

27.2

6.7

2.9

2.9
3.9

3.1

3.1

3.1

4.8

4.8

4.6

2.7

2.7

3.6

2.6

2.6

3.4

1.0

1.0
2.5

6020000 Asseniblers 5 4 7.9 4.1 2.5 3.3 2.6 1.9 0.3

-6030000 Blasters and powderinen -1.8 6.0 1.0 4.2 .7.1 3 3 3.8 2.9
6046000o Bottling and canning operatives 6.0 8.0 5 2 1.9 2.0 2.9 2.0 4 0.5

6050000 Chain men; rodnen, and Axmen,
surveying 4 5 2 6.3 6 7 ' 2.9 4.0 3.2 3.1 0.2

6100000 . Checkers, examiners, and inspectors,
. manuficturing 46 7.6 4.6 3.0 4.1 2.3 2.0 ' 0.4

6110000 Clothing irorners and pressers 6.0 : 8.0 3.0 2.0 2.2 2.1 1.9 2.8

6120000 Cutting opeiaiives, n.e.c. 5.5 ,, 7.8 3.9 2.6 3.6 2.7 2,0. 0,8

6130000 Dressmakers and seamstresses, except / .

factory , 3.8 ° 6.7 1.6 , 3.2 5.8 2.0 2.0 0.3



t.

-

6140000 Drillers, earth ° 4.8 7.2 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.5 2.2 2.4

6150000 Drywall installers and lathers 5.2 , 7.1 1.7 .. 3.1 5.8 '3.0 4.a 1.6

6200000 Dyers ' . 4.9 7.8 3.8 2.6 3.9 3.1 2.0 1.5

6210000 Filers, polishers, sanders, and buffers 5.4 7.9 4.3 2.2 . 3.5 2.7 -70-- 1.5

6220000 Furnacemen, smelterRen, and pourers .. 5.0 6.9 3.4 1?2.5 3.6 3 5 2.0 2.6

6230000 Garage workers and gas station z>

.6'
. . _

, attendants : 4.1 6.2 . 6.6' 2.9 3.1 3.0 2.0 0.1

6240000 Graders and sort rs, manufacturing 5.5 8.0 . 6.6 2.0 2.5 2.5 1.9 0.6

6250000 Produce grade and packers, except .

. factory and farm . 5.7 7.9 7.0 .1.9 2.1 2.7 2.3 ' (),7 .

6260000 Heaters, metal , 3.0 6.0 1.5 3.5 5.5 '2.0 2.0 1.5

6300000 Laundry and.dry cleaning operatives, .
n.e.c. 5.4 7.8 ,r 5.5 2.3 . 2.5 2.6 1.8 1.2

6310000 . Meat cutters and butchers, except
manufacturing .5 3 4,3 3.1 5.8 2 8 17 1:7

6330000 Meat alders and butchers, .
,.7.7

. .
a .

manufacturing 4.9 8.0 3.3
..

2.4 4.4 3.3 1.9 1.7 4
6340000 Meat wrappers, retail trade 5.2 8 0 6.4 2.0 2.0 3.1 1.2 0.0

6350000. Metal platers 3.5 7.8 1 4 3.6 5.8 2.9 Pi 1.4

6360000 , Milliners 3.8 6.7 1.6 31 5.8-2- .0- 20 0.3

Mine operatives, n.e.c. '
6400480 Coal mining 4.99 7.8 3.6 2.8 4.1 3.8 2.6 2.4

6400490 Crude petroleum and natural gas I
extractions 4.9 '7.7 33 2.8 48 3.8 .2.5 1.6 '

6400570 -Nonmetallic mining and quarrying,
t, except fuel 5.3 7.6' 5.2 2.2 2.9 3.9 2.5' 2.1

6410000 Mixing operatives 5.4 7.8 , 4.7 2.4 3.3 3.5 1.7 ' 1.4

6420000 . Oilers and greasers, excdpt auto ( 5.8 7.8 6.7 2.1 3.2 3.0 2.9 1.1

6430000 Packers and wrappers, except meat and

produce 5.3 8.0 6.5 2.0 2.2 ' 3.0 14 0.3

6440000 Painters, manufactured articles 5.1 7 9 3.8 2.8 4.7 2.8 .3,. 1.0

6450000 Photographic process workers 4.2 7.5 2.9 3.1 4 7 1.9 1.8 0.6 t..4
tatt."

376
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TABLE F-1 (continued) L.,a
Occupational
Code b Occupational Title 0 DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED ISVP STRENGTH" ENVIRONPHYSDEM

6g00000 Drill pre;s operatives " 5.7 7 9 2.1 . 3 0 3.5 3.1 2 0 1.1

6510000 Grinding machine operatives 4 5 7 9 2.8 2.9 4 5 2.9 2.1 1.3

Q32(000 Lathe and milling machine operatives 5.1 8 0 3 8 2 5 3.0 2.0 0.9--:44-----
4 3 7.9 2 7 3.01

_39
5.1 2.9 2.0 0.96530000 Precision machine operatives, n.e.c.

6560000 Punch and stamping press operatives 4 4 7.6 2.5 2.7 ° 4.6 3 7 7 2.1 1.9

6600000 Riveters-and fasteners 5.6 8 0. 4.3 2.3 2.9 2 9 2.1 0.9
6610000 Sailors and deck hands 5 1 7.3 61 , 2.5 4.6 3 8 3.5 2.3
6620000 Sawyers 5.3 7.9 3.3 2.7 3.9 3 2 2.3 1.7

6630000" Sewers and stitc hers 5 7 7.8 2.3 2.5 3,5 20 2.0 0.6
6640000 Shoemaking machine operatives 5:7 7.8 5.1 2.1 2.8 2.1' 1.7 0.7 .
6650000. Solderers 0 5.5 8.0 4.0 2.6 3.3' 2 3 1.9 1.4 7.

6660000 Statiorary firemen 4 5 7 2 3 5 3.3 5.0 3 3 3 2 3.0
6700000 Carding, lapping, and combing

operatives- - 5 6 7 8 4.2 2.4 3.4 3 3 2.4 1.9

'6710000 Knitters, loopers, and toppers 6.0 6.9 5.1 '2.0 3.1 2.7 1.8 0 7
6720000 Spinners; twisters, and winders .5.9 7.8 5.0 2 1 2,9 2.5 2.4 1.1

6730000 Weavers .. 5'8 7.9 2.4 2.9. 4 7 2.1 2.7 1:4

6740000 Textile operatives, n.e.c. 5 4 7.6 4 7, 2.3 3.3 2 7 2 1 0.9
,..) I I 11...; Welders and flamecutters 3.8 7 8 3 7 3.6 5.1 3 2 3.1 1.8 .
: 10000 Winding operatives, n.e.c. 5.2 7 9. 4.0 2.4 4 I 2.5 1.8 ' 0.3

Machine operatives, miscellaneous
specified

6900990 , Construction 5.7 7 3 4.7 2.5 3.5 3 7 2.8 2.0
6901070 Logging 5.2 7 4 ' 4.5 2 6 3.8 3.0 2.0 , 1.0

6901180 Furniture and fixtures 5 1 8.0 3 9 2 7 3.9 3 0 2.2 LP
6901190 ' Glass and glass products 4 2 7.9 3.4

. 2'.6 4.6 3.1 2.6 1.9

c... .

. .
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,

6901270

6901280
6901390 .

6901470

6901480
..

6901570

69.01580

6901590 .
690168Q

6901780
6901790

.-.

6901870 ,
6901880
6901970
6901990
6902070

6902080

/6902090

T2190

6902270
6902280

' 690230;"/ f

Cement, concrete, gypsum, and
plaster products

Structural clay products
Blast furnaces, steelworks, rolling and

finishing mills
Other primary iron and steel

industries
Primary aluminum industries
'Cutlery, hand tools, and other

hardware
Fabricated structural metal products
Screw machine products
Miscellaneous fabricated-metal

products
Farm machinery and equipment
Construction and material handling -

machines ) It
Metalworking machinery
Office and accounting machines
Machinery, except electrical, n.e.c.
Household appliances , .

Radio, television; and communication
equipment

Electrical machinery, equipment, and
supplies, n.e.c.

Not specified electrical machinery,
equipment, and supplies

Motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment .

Aircraft and parts
Ship and boat building and repairing
Scientific and controlling instruments

54
4.9

4.8

4.8

5.0

4.3 ....
5.1

4.8

6.6

7.5

7.5

7.7

7.8

7.4

7.7

7.7

4.6

3.2

3 9

3.7

3.8

3A
, 3.7

3.3

.

'

2.5

2 8

2.5

16
2.6

2 9,
2.5

2.8 --

2 4

3.0

2.6

2.4

2.9

.e.7

2 2

3 3

2.5

2.3

2.7
3.4

3 0
2.9

i

3.8

4 5

3.7

3.8

3.7

4.4

4.4
4.4

3 4

4 8

4.2

3.4

4.1

4.2

2.8

4..6

3.5

3.0

4 1

5.4

4.6
4.3

3.2

2.9

3.2

31
3.2

2.7

3 2

_3 2_

2.9

3.0

3.2_
-1

2.9

2.5

3.1

3.1

2.41

2.5'

. 2.3.

3.2

2.9

3.3

2.4

2.3

2.0

2.0

2.3

1.9

1.9

2.4

1,9

1.3

1.3

X1.7

1 0

' 1.9
L

2.1

2.4

.

1.5

1.0

. 2.6-

L3
0.5
1.4

1.4

0.4

0.5

0.7

1.3

1.3

1.1

0.7

'

5.3

4.0

4.6

5.4

4 9

4.7

6.0.

4.6

5.0

6.0

4.7*
4.2

5 1

4.6

7.7

8.0

7.2

7.8

7.6

7.6

8.0

7 6

7.8

.

8 0

7.7

7.4'

7.5

. 7.9

.
4.2 .

3.4

2.8

4.8
3.5

3.2

5.2

3.4

4.0

4.9

3.4

2.6

3.8

3.1( \,

.

,.

'
22
L9-
2.2

2.3

1 7

2.0

1.9

2.0

2.1

2.3

2.6

1.9

tt

378
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TABLE F-1

.

(continued)tin ued)

o.

i-

t...4
Lei
00

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED 'SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

-...........- -
Not specified professional equipment 5.4 7.6 2.6 086.9 0 2 5 7 0 4.3 : 3.4 2 8 1:8

, 6902580 Ordnance 5.4 7.5 5.0 2.7 3 7 2.3 1.3 0.7

6902590 Miscellaneous manufacturing
industries 5.0 1.6 42 2.6 3.8 2.3 18 0.7

6902680 Meat products 1

6902690 Dairy products 4.4, 7.3 2.7 3.1 5.2 3.4 2.1 ,."---73)

6902780 Canning and preserving fruits,
vegetables, and seafoods 5.5 7.9 . 5.4 2.1 2.6 2.6 1.8 1.3

6902870 Bakery products 5.4 7.9 5.1 2 4' 3.0 3.4 1.6 1.1

6902890° Beverage industries 4.7 7.6 5.0 2.4 3.4 3.1 a2.0 1.4

6902980 Not specified food industries 5.2 7.4 . 4.1 2.4 ., 3.8 2 8 2.0 0.7

6902990 Tobacco manufacturers 5.6 _ 8.0 4.9 2.4
----2

3.4 2.7 1.9 1.2

, 6903190 Apparel and accessories . 5.7 - 8.0 5.3 2.9 2.3 1.8 0.41-

ti :,,, 6903270 Miscellaneous fabricated textile

:6903280
products

-

Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills
5.7

4.6
8.0
7.1

4.4
3.2

2.3
2.7

3 0
4.4

2.1

3.0
2.0

. 23
0.5
1.7

6903290 Miscellaneous paper and pulp --
t products . 5.5 7.8 4.6 2.2 3.5 3.1 2.3 1.2 116

6903370 Paperboard contamers and 136xes 5.7 '7.7 ' 4 I 2.4 3.2 3.1 2.1 1.2

6903380 Newspaper publisging and printing 4.7 7.4 5.1 2.3 2,9 2.5 1.4 0.6

6903390. Printing, publishing, and allied
industries, except newspapers 5.2 7.7 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.4 1.7 0.8

6903470 Incliiitrial chemicals 4.2 7.7 3.2 3.0 5.0 2.7 2.3 1.2

6903490 Synthetic fibers 5.0 al.- 7 5 4.7 2.5 . 3.5 3.5 2.8 3.0

6903580 Soaps.apd cosmetics 4.4 7.5 3.2 3.0 4.8 3.2 1.8 2.0

6903690 Not specified chemicals and allied
products 4 9 7.7 4.4 2.7 3.9 . 2.9 2.1 1.2



V

6903770
.. Petroleum refining 3.6 7.2 2.4 : 3.1 5.7 2.5 2.9 2.0

6903790 Rubber products 5.5 7.7 4.2 2.f 3.1 3.0 I.9' 0.7

6903870 Miscellaneous pl *c products 4.9 7 9 3.7 2 5 3.7 2,8 1.9 0.8

6903880 Tanned, curried, and finished leather 5.7 8.0 5.1 1.9. 2.6 2.9 1.4 1,3

6903890 Footwear, except rubber 5.6 7.9 4.7 211 3.0 2.3 1.6 0.8

6903970 Leather products, except footwear 5.5 7.2 5.3 2.5' 3.7 2.7 1.9 1.0

6904070 Railroads and railway express service 5.4 8.0 3.1, 2.5 4.6 3.2 3.1 1.2
6904080 Street railways and bus lines 4.4 6.9 6.0 2 8' 4.0 3 4 2.0 . 1.7

I 0 6904990 Communications, and utilities and ,

sanitary services. 4.3 7.0 2.9 3.3 5.0 3.3 30 1.2

6905990 WholeSale trade 5.4 7 8 4.6 2.5 3.3 3.0 2.1 0.5

6906000 Retail trade 5.3 8.0 4.8 2.4 3.2 3.2 1.9 0.8 j
6907270 Advertising 5.6 7.9 4.2 .2.5 -3.7 3.0 1.8 09

It 6909390 Public administration 4.9 7.2 3.7 2.9 4.6 3.2 2.7 0.7

6909990 All othesAndustnes 4.3 6.4 5 1 3.5 4.6 2.5 1.9 0.5

6920000 Machine-operatives, not specified 5.0 7.6 4.1 2.6 3.8 2.9 2 0 1.1

6940000 Miscellaneous operative's 5.0 7.6 4.1 2.6 3.8 2 9 2.0 1.1'

6950000 Not specified operatives s 5.0 7.6 4.1 2.6 ' 3.8 2.9 i'l 2.0 1.1

7010000 Boatmen-and canalmen 6.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 0.0
7030000 Busdrixers 4.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 ,

7040000 Conductors and Motormen, urban rail .

transit, 5.0' 6.6 3.7 3.0 4 7 4 2.8 1.8 1.1

7050000 Reliverymen and routemen 4.2 6.1 3.8 2.9 3.1 2.8 1.7 0.1

7060000 Fork lift and tow motor operatives 5.9 7 8 3 1 2.1 3.1 3.0 2.0 0.2

7100000 Motormen, mine, factory, logging camp,
etc. 4.8 6.9 3 3 2.8 4.5 2.3 i 7 .

7110000 ParkingParking attendants 4.0 7.0 3.0 . 2.0 2.0 2.0
.....

1.0 -' 0.0

7120000 Railroad brakemen 3.7 6.0 5.8 2.9 I 4.0 2.8 3.4 - 0.9
7130000 Railroad stitchmen 4.9 6.2 5.3 2.5 3.3 2.8 1.9 0.7

7140000 Taxich driAgrs and chauffeurs 4.4 6.2 -3.1 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.0 0.1

7150000
7400000

Truck drivers
Animal caretakers, except farm

5.6 ,,
5.7

7.0
6.9

3.t
4.8

3.0
2 6

3.5
. 3.4

2.6
2.9

2.7
2.1

0.7
0.9 t...)t.,,

No
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TABLE F-1 (continued)

Occupational
Code b pccuphonal Title DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED _ SVP STRENGTH PFIYSDEM ENVIRON

75000N
7510000

7520000
7530000

.

Carpenters' helpers
Construction laborers, except

carpenters'.helpers
Fishermen and oysterrhen
Freight and material handlers

5.9

5.8

5.7
5.6

6.2

7.2

7 7-

7.7
7.6

.

.

3 9

_

5.1

4.2

6.6

6 2

3.0

2 6
2.2

2.213-

41

3.3

3.5

3.0
1.5

3.9

4 2

3.5
4.1

4.4--

--..
3.9 2.8

3.3 2.2

3.1 1.6

2.6 3.2

/S40000 Garbagecodacturs .2.1 -1.1._
-9550000 Gardenersand groundskeeperCexoe1314 "

'7.7farm _. '5.4 '4" 3.3 2.3 3.1 3.5 3.0 0.7

7601)&10 Longshoremen and stevedores 5.5 7.1 \ 5.6 2.5 3.3 4.1 2.0° 0.1

7610000 Lumbermen, raftsmen, and .
woodchoppers 5.4 7.9 4 6 - 2.2 3.7 4.1 3.5 1.9

7620000 Stockhandlers 5.0 7.6 6.6: 2.4 2.6 2.9 1.5 0.1

7630000 Teamsters 6.0 8.0 1.5 - 2 5 4 0 3.5 3.0 1.5

7640000 Vehicle washers and equipment cleaners 5.7 7.7 6.4 2.1 2.0 3.2 2.3 , 1.3

7700000 Warehousemen, n.e.c. 5.8 7.9 , 6.9 2.1 2.3 3.3 1.4 0.9

Miscellaneous laborers _ _

7801030 2.2" 2.1Logging 6.0 8.0 -, -6.1 2.2 2.5 3.8 .
7801180 Furniture and fixtures 5.1 7.3 5.6, 2 4 - 3.5 3 7 2.5 2.4

7801270 ' Cement, concrete, gypsum, and
,

plasto products , 5.7 7.8 5.9 2.1 2.5 4.3 - 1.8 2.1

7801370 Pottery and related products 6.0 .
....

6.0 7.0 1 0 1.0 4.0 1.0 j- 1.0

7801380' Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral
and ktone products , 6X 8.0 . 5 9 2.0 2:8'0 4.3 .2.4 2.1 ,

7801390 Blast furnaces, steel works, olling and -

finishing mills . 5.9 7.9 6 1 2.0 2 3 3.9 2.8 4.0

:7801470 Other Primary iron and steel *
,

industries 6.0 _ 7.7 , 6.2 2.1 2.4 3.9 , 2.4 3.5

.

I
I.



7801480
7801690
7801770
7801990
7802190

.7802280
7802380

7802390
7802580

- "7802590

7802680
7802690
7802780

7802790
7802890
7802980 ,

7802990
7803170
78631804
7803190
7803280
7803290

,.

7803380
7803470
7803770'
7803790

47803880

,

.,

-

,

. 0

Primary aluminum industries
Not specified metal industries
Engines and turbines
Household appliances
Mptor vehicles andrnotor vehicle

equipment
Ship and,boat building and repairing
Cycles and miscellaneous

transp.ohation equipment
Scientific and controlling instruments
Ordnance .
MiscellaneOus manufacturing

industries
Meat products
Dairywoduc ts
Cannin and preserving fruits,

vegetables, and seafoods
Grain-mill products
Beverage industries
Not specified food industries
Tobacco manufacturers .

Yarn, thread, arid fabric mills
Miscellaneous textilerull products
Appirel and acc'essories
Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills
Miscellaneous paper and pulp

products i
Newspiper pliblishingand printing
Industrial chemicals
Petroleum refining
Rubber products
Tanned, curried, and finished leather

6.0

5.9

5.7

6.0

6.0
6.0

4.9

6.0
6.0,-

6.0

5.8

6.0

6.0

6.0
6.0

6.0.

6.0
6.0
6.0'
6.0
5.7

7.7

7.8

7.6

8.0

8.0

8:0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

i 7.4
8.0

8.0

.1.0
8.0

8.0

8.0

6.5

6.5

5.4

7.0

5.8

7.0,

4.0
7 0
7.0

6.4
6.4

5.9

6.0

5.0
5.6

6.5

5.0
7.0

7.0

7.0

5.8

1.9

2.0
2 3

, 2.0

2.0

f 2.0 '
2.8
2.0

2.0

1.6

1.9

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.3

14
1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.3

2.5

3.0

3.0

2.2

2.0

3.4

,2.0

2.0

2.0

2.1

2.4

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.0

2.5

3.0
2.5

27

2.8

4.0
2.7

2.7
2.9

2.7

4.0
3.8

3.3

3 9
.

3.5

4.3

3.1

3.0

3.0

3.3

3,7

3.7

3.0

4.0
4.2

3.0

2 r
4.0

5.0
4.5

3.3

4 3

3.7

4 2

3.7

3.9

3.6

.

°

2.3

2.7

2.8

2.6

2.0

2.3

2.4

TO '
1.0

2.3

.6

2.0

1.0

3.3

2.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.4_
2.5

2 2.
2.3

3.0

2.6

2.2

i

,

2.4

3.2

1.5

3.8

2.1

0.5

0.6
1.0

0.0

0.0-

0.8

2S

0.0
1.0

4.0
0.3

0.0
2.9

6.0w
3.1

2.3

4.0
3.0

3.0
2.2

2.0
1.6

6.0
5.0

£9
6.0

5.3

6.0

8.0

6.5

8.0

8.0
7.7

8.0

,

6.4

7.0

6.8

7.0

6.2

6.1

1.9

3.0

2.f)

40
. - 2.3

2.2

382

1.

,



TABLE F-1 (continued)

Occupational
Code

7804070
'7804080 -
7804990

7805990
7806000
7807270
7807990
7809390
7809990
7850000
8010000
8Q20000

1210000
e 8220000*

8230000 --.

8240000
. 9010000

9020000
9030000
9100000

38"') 9110000
A

9120000
9130000
*140000
9150000

Occupational Title
9

DATA PEOPLE THINGS GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

Railroads and railway express service . 6.0° 7 9 4.4 2.5 3.1 -4 4 3 0 , 1.6

Street railways and bus lines 5.8 7.6 . -5.5 2.2 3.0 4 0 2.8 2.3

Communicationi, and utilities and .. .

Wholesale trade 5.5 7.?"4- 6.3 2.4 2.8 3.3 2.4 1 I
sanitary services 5.7 7 5.6 . 2.2. 2 8 3.4 2.5 1.4

Retail trade 5.4 7.7 6 3 2.3 2.9 3.6 2.3 1.3

Advertising
2 5.6 7 6 5.4 2 5 2-1

Personal services 5.8 8.0 6.6 2.0 2.3 3 2 3 0 0.1

Public administration 5.2 8.0 5.6 2 5 3 7 4.1 3.0 1.0

All other industries 5.4 7.5 4.7 2.6 3.7 3.6' 2.9 1.0

Not specified laborers 5.7 7.7 5.9 2.1 2.8 3.7 2S. 1.9

Farmers(owners and tenants) 1.5 6.2 1.5 3.8 6.6 3 9 3.7 a 1.9

Farm managers , 1.4 5.9 4 4, 4.2 7 1 2.4 f 1.7 0.8

Farm forerhen 1.3 5.4 1.8 3 9 6.8 3,6 3 2 1.6

Farm laborers, wage workers 5 6 7.6 f 4.6 2.5 3.6 3.7 ° 3.1 1.6

Farm laborers, unpaid family workers 5.7 7.7" 4.5 2.6 3.8 3.9, 3.3 1.6

Farm service laborers, self-employed . 6.0 7.4 4 3 2.8 3.7 2.8 2.6 1.4
..

Chambermaids and maids, except
private.household , 5.6 7.8 6.7 2.0 2.2 ,3.0 2.8 0.0

Cleaners and charwomen 5.4 7.5 6.6 1-.,7 2.5 3 5 2.8 0.2

Janitors and sextons 5.0 7.2 4.7 2.5 3.6 3.4 2.8 ,0.4

Bartenders . 3.9 7.0 4.1 '3,0 3.1 2.0 19 0.0

Busboys , 5.9 7.0 7.0 2 0 2.0 3 b 2.0 0.0

Cooks, except private household ... . 3.1 6.3 1.4 3.5 5 9 3.0 1.9 , 0.9

Dishwashers 4 5.9 7.9 6.8 2.1 2.1 ,'3.0 1.1 -2:6

Food counter and fountain workers 4.6 7.0 6.4 2.3 2.5 2.1 ' 1.1 0:2

Waiters , , 4.0 6.9 6.9 2.0 3.0 2 0 1.0 0.0



4

.,

4

'

91'60000

9210000
9220000
9230000
9240000
9250000
9260000
9310000
9320000
9330000

9340000
9350000
9400000

9410000
9420000

9430000
9440000
945(3000

9500000
9520000
9530000
9540000
9600000
9610000
9620000
9630000
9640000
9650000
9800000

i

Food service workers, n.e.c., except --

private household
Dental assistants
Health aides, except pursing
Health trainees
Lay midwives
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Practical nurses
Airline stewardesses
Attendants, recreation and irdusement
Attendants, personal service, n.e.c.
Baggage porters and bellhops .

Barbers
Boardinghouse and lodginghouse

keepers
Bootblacks
Child care workers, except private 4.

household
Elevator operators
Hairdressers and cosmetologists

. Personal service apprentices
. Housekeepers, except private household

School monitors ..0 te '
' Ushers, recreation and amusement
.

'Welfare service aide's
Crossing guards and bridge tenders'
Firemen, Qre protectibn
Guards and watchmen
Marshalls and constables
Policemen and detectives
Sheriffs and bailiffs
Childcare workers, private household

?;

'

5.5

3.0

3.4

3.5

4.7

5.6

3.2,0p
3.1

4.6'
5.0

4.6

2.9

1.3

6.0

3.7
5.5

2.0

2.0
2.5

3.6

5.4

22
4.6
2.8

5.4

4.0
2.1

2.2

6 0

7.6

7.0

6.4

7.0
6.9

6.g
7.0

6.1.
5.9

6.8
6.2

6.9

3.4

7.0

6:8
6 2

6.8

7.0

5.1

4.8,
7.1

4.1

6.2

5.7

6.0

6.0
5.7

6 0

.7.0

,

6.5

1.0

5.9

4 0
4.1

, 4.3

4.0
7.0, 6.5

6.6
6.3

1.5

6 2

7 0

6.9
3 6

1.7

1 0

'6.5
6.5

'6.1

6.4

6,0
4.4"
6:8
5.0

4.1

3.2

-; 7.0

2.3

4.0
3.7

3.9
3.3

3.1

3.6

3.9

3.0

2.5

2.6

31

3.8

1.0

3:1

2.2

3.9

0

3,7

13
4.4

2.4

4.0

3.0

2.5

3.9

3.0

3 0

,

,

'

2.6 2.7

, 6.0 2.0

4.8 2.2

5.5 2 8

4.4 2.93.r 3.1

5. - '30
3.0 2.Q
3 6 27
3.1 2 7

3.2 3.5

6.0 2.0

6.5 2.3

2.0 2.0

3 2 2-1

2.5 :2.2
6.Q 2.0
6,0 29
5.1 2,3

4.4 ' 2.0

2.8 . 2,2

5.8 1.7.

26 2.1

671 4.4

3.4 2.0

4 0 2.5
4.6 '2.6
4.9 . 3.0

3.0 2.0

;

,

,

1.2

1.0

1.6

2 3

2.5

'2.8
2.4'

2.9

1 8

1.7

1.64

-2'9

13
2.0

1.9

.
1.8

, 0 0

0.5

0.5

1.2

- '1.6

0.7

1.9

0 1

az
0.4

0.0

0.1

10.0
.

...

Pa"

.r

1 0

2.0

2.0

1.5

1 0 .
1,2

0.8

. 1.2
3.5

1.2

1 Q

1.7

1.9 '
2 0 ,

-OA
0.04

0.0
(10

0.1

0.2

Q2
0.1

0 3

.4.4

0.9
0.5.

0.9

. 1.0

0.0 1..., .

..i....u._'

.1.

lb _
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TABLE F-1 (cohtinued)

. 6

O

Occupational
t-16111eb OccupatiOnl Title DATA PEOPLE TtifNGS GED SVP STRENGTH PHYSDEM ENVIRON

9810000 Cooks, private household 3.2 7.1 3.6 .. 3,0 4 5 2 1 1.4 0.2
9820000 HoUsekeepers, private household 3 7 6.2 5.4 3 0 3.5 2 3 18 0.0
9830000 Laundresses, private-household 5.9 8.0 6.2 15 2 0 2 1 2.0 0.3

e 9840000, Maids and servants, private household 4 5 7.2 ' 4.8 2.8- 2 8 2 2 '2 0 0.Q

..7

° The DATA, PEOPLE., THINGS, GED, and ssp variables are as described in chapters Zand 6 The ranges of these variables are 0-6 (OATH), 0-8 (PEO-

PLE), 0-7 (-ritim,$), 1-6 (Gin), and 1-9 (ssp) The sTRE.Nuni variable was recoded from the alpha characters and ranges &mil (seglytary) to 5
(very heavy work) The physiCal demands (pip/suit:I/and environmental conditions (uv v uturv) kariables are composite scales ranging from 0 to

i 4 and from 0 to 6, respectisely, pit i sum represents the number of physical demands (climbing and/ur balancing, stooping, kneeling, crouch-
ing, and/or crawling, reaching, handling, fingering, and/or feeling, seeing) required on the job, LNVIRON represents the numb'er of environ-
mentaf conditions (extreme cold with or without temperature changes, ext(nie heat with ur without temperature changes, wet and/or humid;
noise and/of.vibration, hazards, atmospheric conditions) existing on the job FT,ur additional information on these occupational characteristics,

. I see the Handbook Jot Analyqpg Jobs (US. iDepartment ,of Labor, 1972). -'
°The seven-digit occupation code employed is defined as'fotjows digits 1-3 1970 Census occupational classifiCation, digits 4-6 000, where no
industrial distinction, 1970 Census industrial classification othersvise,'cligit 7 0 where no class of worker ditinction is provided ur where the
occupation is classified as salaried; I where class of worker is self- employed. .

3 S 0
...

. .

--. . .,.



TABLE F-2 Factor-Based Scale Scores for 1970 U.S. Census Occupational Categories'a

411.

Occupational
Code°, Occupational Title

Substantive'
Complexity

/
Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands,

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

1

0010000 ,Accountant 69 2.9 0.0 0.0
0020000 Architects 95 6.9 0 I 0.0
0030000 Computer progranimers 74 4 3 0 3,4 0.0
0040000 Computer systems analysts

°C. 7.6 '3.4 0 6 0.0.
0050000 Computer specialists, n 75 3.3 45 0.0 ,

0060000 Aeronautical and astronautical engineets 8.7 . 6.4 1.3 00
0100000 Chemical engineers 9.0 6 7 1.2 0.1

'0119000 Civil engineers 8.2 7.5 2.3 0.1p
0120000 Electrical and electronic engineers 7,7 7 2 1.9

,
0.1

0130000 Industrial engineers 8.3 49 07 ,0.0
0140000 Mechanical engineers 75 6.6 12 0.2
0150000 Metallurgical and materials engineers 91 68 07 00 .
0200000 Mining engineers 8.3 ' 6 7 41 1.6°
0210000 Petroleum engineers 9.2 5.1 , 08 0.0 *
0220000 Sales engineers 6.7 4.2 07 00 z

0230000 Engineers, n e.c 82 6.4 1 a 0.0 ..

0240000 Farm Management advisors (t5 4,8 2.0 0.0
0250000
0260000

'foresters and conservationists
Home management advisors

51
7.0

5 2
4.7

5.5

04
0.9

. 00
rc 0300000 Judges 9.6 00 '00, 00

0310000
0320000

Lawyers .
Librarians

10.0

5.8

2.2
2.7

0 0
0.8

0.0 ,

r 0.0
0330000 Archiyists and curators 6,7 4.3, 2.5 0.0
0340000 Actuaries 77 1.9 00 0.0'

t..4
0350000 Mathematicians' 9.5 3.2 0.2 0.0' ch
0360000 Statistjcjans 8.3 2.7 -0.1 0,0

(..,

`1
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TABLE F-2

"6.

(continued).

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title

.
Substantive
Complexity

Motor
Skills

.
Physical
Demandll s

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

0420000 Agricultural scientists ,
.

6.7 5.9 38

0430000 . Atmospheric and space scientists ` 6.8 43 00 0.0

Q440000 Biological scientists. 8.6 76 0.9 O.

0450000 Chemists 92 75 01 01

0510000
..

Geologists'. 9.6 66 54 2.2

0520000 Marine scientists 9.6( 64 2.3 0.0

0530000 Physicists and astronomers
. 94 75 02 0.0

0540000 Life and physical scientists, n.e.c. 80 32 0.0 0.0

0550000 Operations and systems researc htts and analysts 70 3.5 05 0.0

0560000 Personnel and labor relations workers 6.8 2.5 0.1 00

0610000 Chiropractors e 6.6 9.4 1.0 0.0

0620000 Dentists 8.8 79 10 0.0

0630000 Optometrists 7.2 78 0.0 0.0

0640000
0650000

Pharmacists
Physicians, medical and ostbopathic

76
8.9

78
9.9

.00
0.8

0.0

0.0

0710000 Podiatrists
a . 6.5 6.0' 01 00

0720000 Veterinarians 8.0 9.7 10 0.0

0730000 Health practitioners,n.e.c. 6.6 94 10 0.0

0740000 Dietitians 64 4.0 0.0 0.0

0750000 Registered purses 61 6.6 10 0.0

0760000 Therapists 63 6.6 1.0 0.0

.. 0800000
0810000

Clinical laboratory technologists and technicians
Dental hygienists

58
59

8.4

9.5'
0.4

01
0.0

0.0

0820000 Health record technologists and technicians 5.4 2.3 0.5 0

0830000 Ralhologic technologists and technicians _... 5.3 7.2 2,9 0.0

0840000
t

Therapy assistants
.

5.5 7.3 1.0 0.0



0850000 Health technologists and technicians, n.e.c. 5.1 5.5 0.7 0.1

0860000 Clergymen ,a 9.3 22 O.0 0.0

0900000 Religious workers, n.e.c. 75 2.6 03 0.0

0910000 Economists 7.1 3.1 01 0.0

0920000 Politicalscientists , . 62 3.5 0.4 0.0

0930000 Psychologists 8.5 39 00 01,

0940000 Sociologists 8.5 2.2 00 00
0950000 Urban and regional planners 8.1 03 00
0960000 S7Ocial scientists, n.e.c. 8.4 ,26 04 00
1000000 Social workers 6,7 0.1 0.0

1010000 Recreation workers 68 3.2 14 00.
102000Q Agriculture teachers 8.5 2.2 0,0 0.0

1030000. Atmospheric, earth, marine, and space teachers 89 3.8 20 0.0

1040000 Biology leathers 8.4 2.4 00 0.0

1050000 Chemistry teachers 8.5 28 0.0 0.6

1100000 *Physics teachers 83 0.0

1110000 Engineering teachers 8.4 2.7 0.1 0.0

1120000 Mathematics teachers 8.4 2.2 0.0 n 0.0

1130000 Health specialties teachers 8.0 2,7 02 0.0

1140000 Psychology teachers 8.5 2.2. 0.0 0.0

1150000 Business and commerce teachers 8.5 2.2 0.0 0.0

1160000' Ecoaoinics teachers 8.4 2.4 0.0 0.0

1200000 History teactiers 8.2 2.2 00 0.0

1210000 Sociology.teachers 8.5 4 22 00 .0.0

1220000 Social science teachers, n.e.c v 8.5 2,2 0.0 0.0

1230000 Art, drama, and music teachers -8.2 4.9 0.2 10.0

1240000 Coaches and physical education teachers 7.5 t 46 3.6 - 0.0
1250000 Education teachers . 8.4 2.2 0.0 '0.0

1260000 English teachers , 78 2.6 0.0 0.0

1300000 Foreign language teachers 7.8 22 0.0

1310000 Home economics teachers 7.9 42 0.4 00
1320000 Law teachers' 85 2.2 00 0.0

388
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TABLE F-2 (continued)
.1

c

r

Occupational
Code b Occutiational lute , -'.

'4

1330000 Theology teachers
1340000 Trade, industrial; and technical teachers

' 1350000 Miscellaneous teachers, college and university,
1400000 < . Teachers, college and university, subject not specified
1410000 Adult etlocatiiin teachers
1420000 Elementary school teachers .

1430000 Prekindergarten and kindergarten teachers
1440000 Sectondary school teachers -
1450000 Teachers, except college and university. n e c
1'500000 Agriculture and biological technicians
1510000 Chemical technicians *

1520000 Draftsmen
1530000 Electrical and electronic engineering technicians
1540000 Industrial engineering technicians
1550000 Mechanical engineering technicians
1560000 Mathematical technicians
1610000 Surveyors
1620000. Engineering and science technicians, n e c
1630000 Airplane pilots
1640000 Air traffic controllers
1650000 Embalmers
1700000 Flight engineets
1710000 Radio operators
1720000 Tool progrism. ers, America' control
1730000 Technicians, n.e c
1740000 Vocational and educational counselors

-

. Undesirable
Substantive Motor Physical Working
Complexity Skills Demands Conditions

8.5 1. 22 00 00
70 50' 16 00
84 23 0.0 00
78 29 0.2 00
6.6 3 4 06 00
'6.2 3 6 1 0 0 0
50 4 4 24 0.0

7 2 6 3

01.62

0 0

0 06 4 3.0

4 .
49 65 0.8 01
55 71 10 01'
65 83- 01 0.0
6 2 8 3 0.8 0.0
52 5I 00 ' 00

.
51 77 04 00
72 55 00 00
64 6.6 57 0.0
56 70 08 t 02
67 73 42 ' 0 0
60 ., 518 < . 00 0 0
60 , 53 2.0 00
6.6 7.1 2 7 0 0
44 4'8 03 00
62 % 37 -0.2 0.0
51 --, 62 H 00

.7 5 3.0 0.1 0.0



a

1750000 Actors ' 6.2 s ' 3 5 2 7 0.0 '
1800000 Athletes and kindred workers .. 5 4 - 7 2 6 9 0 I

1810000 Authors . 8.6 2 6 0 I. 0.0

1820000 Dancers 6 9 5 9 7 8 0.0

s.
1830000 Designers '" 7 4 .7 7 0 4 0.0

1840000 Editors and reporters 7,7 . 3.7 I 0 2 0.0

1850000 Musicians and coinposers 8..0 7 9 2 5 0.0

1900000 Painters and sculptors 7.2 10.0 0.3 0.0

1910000 Photographers .
1

6 4 , 7.4, 1 2 0 1

1920000 Public relations en and publicity writersmen 8.3 3 7 0.0 0 0

1930000 Radio and television announcers 6.4 2 6 0 2 0.0

1940000 Writers, artists, and entertainers, n e c 6 3 4 3 1.3 13 2

1950000 Research workers, not specified 7 0 .4 5 '0.8 0.0

2010000 Assessors, controllers; and treasurers, local public
administration 7.1

... 2.9
.

19 0.0

2020000 Bank officers and financial managers .... 7 5 . . 2 6 0 1
--

0-.%

2030000 Buyers and shippers, farm products 6 5 3 2 0 3 - -0.0-

2050000 Buyers; wholesale and retail trade 6.3 3 6 0 1 0:0

2100000 Credit men 7 1 2 3 00 .. '00
2110000 Funeral directors 6 0 3 8 1.2 -0.0
2120000

,
Healthadministrators 7 0' ' 3.4 0.2 . 0.2%

.
2130000 Construction inspectors, public administration

rnspectors except construction, public administration
6.7 3 9 6 7 0 0

4

2159170. Federal administration and postal service 5.0 50 15
a

0.7

2159270 State public administration 4 9 4.2 2 1 0.0 .'
2159370 Local publitadministratioh -, 5 6 3 8 3 0 0 0

2160000t Managers and superrhtendents, building 4 ' 5.4--_____ 3 8 I 3 0.0

2200000 Office Managers, n.e c. 63 -2 4 01 (TO

\ 2210000 Officers, pilots, and pursers. Ship " 1 '. 5.6 6 4 5.2 1 0

Officials and administrators, public administration, n e c is.
.

2229170 ( Federal administration and postal service 6'8 2.6 0 2 .0.0 ' 1.4)

2229270 \ State public administration t 6 I' 3 3 2 5 0.0
No
os

r

s 2 390
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TABLE r-2 (continued}
t

Occupational.
Code

3
Substantive
,Complexity

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
Conditions'Occ urtional Title $

2229370'. Local public administration 6 0 33 1 1 0.3

2230000 Of ficials of lodges, societies, and unions .; 6 8 25 05 0.0.

2240000 Postmaste4rslind mail superintendents 5 9 1. 2 2 00 0.0

225000f Purchasing agents and buyers, n.e c. 6 3 #2.9' 0 1 0.0

2260000 Railroad conductors . 5 2 , 42 45 00

2300000, Restaurant, cafeteria, and bar managers 5 7 36 00 ' 0.1
. 2310000 Sales managers'and department heads, retail trade. 6 2 2 7 0 1 '00

2330000 Sales managers, except retail trade 7 1 . 2 3 01 0..0

2350000 ,' School alministiators, college 7 2 2 5 0 0 0.0

240Q000. School administrators, elementary and secondary 7,2 2 5 0 3 '0.0
Managers anntiministrators, n e c

' 2450990,

2450991

2452990

.

Construction, salaried
Construction, self-employed tiz,

Tobacco manufactures, salaried

6:5

5.3

6 9

4,1

62
29

2 3

40
03

0.0
0I
0.0

2452991 Tobacco manufactures, self- employed 6 I 37 07 ' 0.0

2453990. Manufacturing, nondurable goods, salaried 7 0 2 7 01 0.0

2453991

2454390 '

Manufacturing, nondurable goods, sell-employed
Transportation, salaried

5 6

6 2

4 0
2 6

0 7

0 3

0.4

0.0

2454391 Transportation, self7employed 4 8 '38 2I 12,30

2454990 Eommunications, and utilities and sanitary services,
salaried 6 8 31 , 06 00'

2454991 Communications, and utilities arnisanitary services,
self-employed . , 3.5 4 3 1.8 0.0

2455990 Wholesale trade, salaried 6 8 2 5 0 2 0.0

.2455991 Wholesale trade, self-employed 6.4 2.8 06 0.0



.. '
Retail trade )

245607.0 i-f Lumherand building material,salaried 6 1 2 6 0:1 0 0,

2456071 Lumber and building notteriil, self-employed 6 I / 2.7 '. 0 I 0.0

2456090 Department and mail order establishments,
salaried 6 0 2 5 . 0 2 !).0

2456091 Depaument and mail order establishments,
self-employed 6 3 2.3 0 1 0.0

,2456280 Grocery stores, salaried 6.1 2 4 0 1 0 0

2456281 . Grocery stores, self-employed 5 7 2 7 0.2 0.1

2456390 Motor vehicle dealers, salaried 6 I 3 1 04 0 0

245,6.391 Motor vehicle dealers, self-employed 6 0 2 7 . 0.8 0.1

2456480 Gasoline service stations, salaried 4.9 2 9 1 I 0.0

2456481 Gasoline service stations, self-employel 4 9 2.8 - 1 2 0.0

2456570 Apparel and accessories Stores (except shoes), .

Atia ,salaried , 6 2, 2.6 , 0 1 0.0
./

24565111 A'Oparel and accessories stores (except shoes),,

self-employed . 5.8 31 - 0.1 */ 00
2456670
2456671

Furniture.and home furnishings stores, salaried
Furniture and home furnishing stores,

6 4.* -4
2 3

.
0 0 0.0

self-employed 5 9 3 1 '0.2 0.0

2456990. Other retail trade, salaried 6 1 "2 5 0 0 0.0'

2456991 Other retail trade, self - employed 6 0 2 8 0.1 0.2

2457190 -rtotince, insurance, and'real estate, salane'd Oa- . 2.6 0 2 0.0

Y457191 Finance, insurance, and real estate, self-employed 6 3 3,3 0 8 0 0

2457270 Advertising, salaried 46 4, 3 2 0 6 0.1

2457271 Advertising, self- employed 5 7 4 2 10 0.2

245790 Petsonal services, salaried 5 7 2 7 1.0 0.2

2457991 Personalservices, self-employed 54 . 2 7 09 04

2459980 All miler industries, Salaried 6 8 3.0 0.5 ao

245941 . All other industries, self-employed 5 8 3.3 1 5 0 1 .
2600000 Advertising agents and salesmen 5 8 2 8. 0 0 0.0 L..,

2610000 Auctioneers 4 4 3,9 0.0 0.0 ....`11
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TABLE F-2 ,(continued) * /--

t....v
NJ

0

Occiipational
Code b Occupation al Title

2620000
2640000`
2650000
266000P

2700000
.2710000
2800000
2810000

2820000
2830000
2840000
2850000
3010000
3030000
3050000
3100000
3110000
3120000
3130000
31'40000

3150000
3200000
321000
3230000
3250000
3260000

r

Demonstrators
Hucksters and peddlers -
Insurance agedts, brokers, and underwiiters ,
Newsboys
Real estate agents and brokers.'
Stock and bond salesmen
Salesmen and sales clerkg, n.e.c.
Sales representatives, manufacturnig industries
Sales repreisentatives, wholesale trade
Sales'clerks, retail trade
Salesmen, retail trade
Salesmen ofservices and construction
Bank tellers
Billing clerks
Bookkeepers
Cashiers
Clencalassistants, social welfare
Clerical superyisors, n.e
Collectors, bill and account
Counter clerks, except fOod
Dispatchers and starters, vehicle
Enufherators and interviewers
Estimators and investigators, n e.c

. Expediters and production controllers
File clerks
Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigators

`Substantive
Complexity-

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

3.9 . 5.2 0.6' 0.0

37 3.8 0.8 0.1

6.4 3.4 0.0 0.0

0.7 23 4.5 0.0

5:3 3.3 0.0 0.0
70 26 0.0 0.0

3.9 4.2 03 0.0

48 3.1 01 0.0
4.6 3.0 02 0.0
3.4 4.7 0.2

43 42 1.3

44 34 0,4* 0.0

5.6 8.2 00 0.0
26 ,. 60 0.1 00
44 6.1 00 0.0

3.2 0.0 00
3.5 4.9 01 0.0
5.9 31 0.1 0.0
4.1 2.3 1.1 0.0
25 3.7 0.2 0.3
41 31 0.0 / 00
3.4 4.2 09 0.0

50 3.4 03 0.0. .

4.2 41 0s3-. 21 0.2

2.9 46 1.0 0.0
6:0. 2.3 0.9 0.0 '



,

e e'

..----"-j

330.0000 Library attendants and assistants
3310000 Mail carnets, post office
3320000 Mail handlers, except post office
3330000 . Messengers and office boys
3340000 Meter readers, utilities
3410000. Bookkeeping and billing machine operators
3420000 Calculating machine operators
3430000 Computer and peripheralquipment operators
3440000 Duplicating machine operators
3450000 Key punch operators
3500000 t" Tabulating machine operatorS

L 3550000 Office machine operators, n.e c
3600000 Payroll and timekeeping clerks
3610000 ' Postal clerks
3620000 Proofreaders
3630000 Real estate appraisers

3640000 Receptionists
3700000 Secretaries, legal t
3710000 Secretaries, medical

3720000 ;
.,,S

Secretaries, n.e c.

3740000 hipping and receiCing clerks
3750000. Statistical clerks 1 :
3760000 ' Stenographers
3810000 Stock clerks and storekeepers

3820000 Teacker aides, except school monitors -
3830000 Telegraph messengers

3840000 Telegraph operators

3850000 Telephone oprators
3900900 Ticket, station, and express agents

39.10000 Typists
3920000 Weighers

Ir >

..,

.t

391

*

35
3.2

2.8

1.2

4.2

5.3

3 7*
2.9

2.1

1.4

0.2

2.5

0.0 1

0.0,
0.0
ea)

3.5 10 4.5 , 0.0

4.1 6 5 0.2 0.0

3.0 5 7 ' 0 0 0.0
3.9 613 0 8 0.0

1.7 '50 02 0.0

25 62 0.1 00
26 5 4 0.3 ' 0.0

3.0 5 7 0.5 0.31

, 3,9 6 8 0.0' 0.0

3.1 t 4.8 0.1 0.0

41 3.7 00 a 0.0

6.9 2.2 4.9 0 0

3,8 2.8 0.0 0 0

) 5,5 8.3 0 0! 0.0

56 8.2 '0.0 0.0

83 0 Q 00.5,5
30 3.9 0.1 0.1

3,6 5.0 0.2 0.0

'3I 7.1 / 0.0 0.0

2.9 37 1.3 01
45 2 9 0..1 0.0

12 2:9 .2.5 0.0

3.6 6.8 0.0 0.0

2.9 5 7 0.0 0.0

4.4" 3.6 '0 5 0.0

26 6.7 0 0 0.0

1.7 4.3 ' 0.6 0.4

..

.r
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TABLE F-2 (Continued) s.

Occupational
Code ciccupational Title.

Substantive
Complexity

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Miscellaneous clerical workers
3943980
394498Q

al

Manufacturing industries
Transportation, communications, and other

public utilities

31

34

53

445

i
4,*

01

0 1 '

3945980 Wholesale trade : 28 48 01

3947190 Finance. insurance, and real estate 1 '3.,6 4 9 0 1

3448980 Professional and related services 35 49 01

3949390 Public administration 33 50 02

3949980 Other miscellaneous clerical workers 3.0 50 P 2

3950000
4010000

Not specified clgrical workers
Automobile accessories installers

1

32
44

49
50

01
13

402.000q Bakers 40 65 0.3
.

4030000 Blacksmiths 37 78 3I
4040000 Boilermakers., 4'9 63 61

4050000 Bookbinders 3 I 17 6 0 8' ''

4100000 Brickmasons and stonemasons 44 66 78

4110000. Brickmasons and stonemasons, apprentices 46 71 89

4120000 Bulldozer operators 23 58 73

4130000 Cabinetmakers 44 69 17

4150000, Carpenters, 47 70 84

4160000 Carpenter apprentices 4.7 7 0 87

4200000 Carpet installers 34 74 . I 7

4210000 Cement and concrete finishers s. 3.1 59 78

4220000 Compositors and typesetters 45 71 0.3

42..30000 Printing trades apprentices. except prgssmen 46 82 07

4240000 Cranemen, derrickinen, and hoistmen 2.2 5.5 3.3

Undesirable
Working
CUnditions

0;0

0.0

_ 0.0

"0 0

00
00'
0I
00
0.0

09
23
00
010

07
00
00

-0.0
01
0.0.
oo 1

2.0

00
0.0
0.1

44



fi

42500(10
.

becoraters and window dressers 6.0 8.7 7.07 30
4260000 Dental laboratory technicians 5 0 8 0 07 00
4300000 Electricians '5.9

s.
7 0 72 0.0

4310000 Electrician apprentices 6 I 7 2 79 00
4330000 Electric power linemen aid cablemen. 4 6 7 3 72. _0 2

-4340000 Electrotypets and stereotypers 4 6 7 5 0'7 06
4350000 Engravers, except photoengravers , 4 I 7 3 I4 00
4360000 Excavatmg, grading, and road machine operators,

.
,,,'

4400000
except bulldozer

..
Floor layers, except tile setters

3 2

2 8

5 9^ 5 9

53
0.1

00
Foremen, n.e.c ..

441099(14 Construction 5.7 1 874 41 00
4411090 Blast furnaces, sleet irks, rolling and finishing mills 5.8 5 3 12 04
4411770 Ingioes and turbines 5.8 3 0 '07 0.1

4411990 Household appliances 5 5 4 8'. 05 o.o.

4412190 Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, 5 9 4 9 I 3 0.1

4412590 Other durable goods ' 5 8 5 II, 02 01

4412680 Meat products 4 5 3 4 I I 06
4413070 Knitting mils ..., 4 9 4 9 05 00
4413980 Other nondurable goods 5 6, 4 9 .1 0I
4414390 Transportation . 5 3 3 9 20 0I
4414990 t ommunications, and utilities and sanitary services 59 4 7 '22 0.2.

4415980 Wholesale trade . -5 5 3 7 10 0.0

4419980 MI other industries .5 5 4 5 .1,9 02
4420000 Forgemen and hammermen . 2 8 6 2 30 30
4430000
4440000

Furniture and wood finishers
... .Furriers .*

2 9

63
, 6 2

86
17
I0

00
0.0

4450000 Glaziers 3 t' 6.0 6.3' 0.0

4460009 Heat treaters, annealers, and temperers ' 2 9 5.8 21 2.8

4500000 Inspectors, scalers, and graders, log and luinber. . 2 8 5 3 2.0 0.0

Inspectors, n.e c p.,'
, -4

396
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TABLE F-2 (continued) .

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title

Substantive
Complexity

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

4520990 Construction 5.8 3.9 78 00
4524070 Railroads and railway express service 28 4.0. 4.3 0.0

4529990 All other industries_ do 4.6 30 05
4530000 Jewelers and watchmakers 5.1 73 0.0

4540000 Job and die setters, metal 4.4 6.8 22 0.1

4550000 Locomotive engineers 3.6 62 1.2 01
4560000 Locomotive firemen 3.4 62 1 I 00
4610000 Machinists 4.9 483 2.0 0.0

4620000 Machinist apprentices 4.7 7.8 2.6 03
4700000 Air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration mechanics 4.9 54 13
4710000 Aircraft mechanics and repairmen 51 71 5.2 0.1

4720000 Automobile body repairmen 4.4 41'"'j" 6.7 1.7 00
4730000 AutomobileynechanicS 44 7.5 26 0.0

4740000 Automobile mechanic apprentices 4.5 79 '67 1 oo
4750000

cfaY Data proceising machine repairmen 5.6 73 02 0.0

480000(k.

4810000 _-
Farm implement mechanics and repairmen
Heavy equipment mechanics, including diesel

4,9

4.8

7.6

73
5.6

48
i 02

18

4820000

.-4t3e0oo

,° Household appliance and accessory installers
and mechanics

Looth fixers
39
4.0

6,1

73
41412 8

oko

4840000
4850000

Office machine mechamotand repaittsg'
Radio and television mechanics and repairmen

56 66
78

0.1

.03 o'o`

4860000 Railroad and car shop mechanics and 'repairmen 4.4 6.0 5.8 0.6

4910000 Mechanic, except auto, apprentices 4.1 63 5.1 0.2

4920000 Miscellaneous mechanics and repairmen 4.4 6.9 27 0.1,

4950000 . Not specified'mechanics and repairmen 4.5 7.1 4.6 0.7

5010000 Millers, grain, flour, and feed 2.4 4.6 00 0.0



.

5020000
5030000 '
5040000
5050000

41a

Millwrights -
Molders, Metal. .,

Molder apprentiCes
Motion picture projestionis;

5060000 4 Opticians, and lens grinders and polisiiers

5100000 Painters, construction and maintenanc%

5110000 Painter apprentices'
5120000 Paperhangers

-5140000 Pattern an odel makers, except paper

,
5.150000 PhOtoongra rs and lithogriphers
5160000 Piano and, rgan tuners and repairmen

.5200000 Plasterers

5210000 Plasterer apprentices
52;0000 Plumbers and pipe fitters

-..
5230000
5250000

Pldmber and pipe fitter apprentices
,d- Power station operators

. 5300090 Pressmen and plate printers, printing

0, 5310000 Pressmen' apprentices

.. 5330000 .Rollers and finishers,met1
5340000 Roofers and slaters.
5350000 Sheetmetalvorkersapd tinsmiths

-5360000 Sheetmetal Ipprentises.
5400000 Shipfitters
5420000 She repairmen
5430000 Sign painters and letterers

i ; '5450000 'Stationary engineers
5460000 Stonecutters and stone carvers

55000Q0 metal craftsmen
55,10060

.Structural
Tailors i .,

5520000 Telephone installers and repairmen

5540000 Telephone-linemen and splicers

5600000 Tile setters

4.

5 5 7.2 7.60 0.1

33 6 1 /41 0.3

33 6. 11 04
- 4,3 g 4 00 00

4 5 7.2 ,04 0.0

4.3 S 2 74 00
'4.3 82 74

4,8 8.4 7.0 0'0

4.7 7 1 0,5 0.3

7.2 04 .0.0

34 5.5 1,7 00
4 3 7.0 8,6 2.1

4.3 7 0 8,6 2.1'
4.8 7,5 0.0

4.9 7 3 7,9 0:0

5.2 5.3 2,9 1.3

3 8 7,0 05 0.2

3.0 6.8 0.7 1.8

1.9 5.0 1.9 1.7

3.1 100 0.0

4.9 7.0 7.1 00
5 0 7.1 7.9 0.0

4.8 6,7 94 0.0

3.8 7.2 1.7 0.0

5 6 937 6.2 0.0

4.2 5,7 4.0 2,4

135 '5.1 5.1 0.0

3.8 6.3 8.4 0.2

3.7 7.4 0.8 0.0

115 7.4 5.8 , 0.0

4 8 ge, 7.3 7.1 0.2

3 7 6.8 3.1 0.1

39L
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TABLE F-2 (continued)
on

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title `.

Substantive ,

C,omplexity Skills
Motor Physical

Demands

4

.

Undesirable
Working
Conditions f

5610000 Tool and die makers 5.0. f 7.8 0.5 0.0
5620000 Tool and die maker apprentices 5.0 8.1 0.0 0.0
5630000 Upholsterers 3.6 7.6 1 6 -0.0
5710000 Specified craft apprentices, n.e.c. 2.9 6.1 3.6 ' ' 0.3
5720000 Not specified apprentices 2.9 6.1 3.6 0.3

,5750000 Craftsmen and kindred workeit, n.e.c. 2.9 6.1 3.6 0.3
6010000 Asbestos and insulation-workers 1.9 U 5.7 7.4 0.0 .
6020000 Assemblers - , 1.8. 5.6 0.8 0.0
6030000
6040000
6050000
6100000

Blasters and porvdermen .
Bottling and canning operatives
Chainmen, rodmen, and axmen; surveying ,

Checkers, examiners, and inspectors,.manufacttfring a

5.0
1.0

1.9

2.6

'

7.1

5.8
4:0
5.8

-f
7.6
1.4

5.8
.0.5

/
0.0
0.5 ,.

0.0
0.1

6110000 Clothing irorters and pressers . 0.5 5 0 3.4 4.7
6120000 Cutting operatp;es, n.e.c. 1.9 5.3 1.3 0.1

6130000 Dressmakers and seamstresses, except faCtory 3 4 r6 1.0 0.0
6140000 Drillers, oarth 23 5.4 5.3 0.6
6150e00 Drywall installers.and lathers 2.8 6.5 6.9 0.0
6200000 r Dyers 1.9 4.9 e 0.8 2.4

86210000 Filers, polishers, sanders, and bjgfers 1.8 5.2 1 0 0.4
6220000 Furnacemen, smeltermen, and pourers 1.6 5.4 2.6 2.7
6230000 Garage workers and gas station attendants 2.3 3.2 2.8 0.1
6240000 Graders and sorters, manufacturing 1.1 4.7 0.9 0.8
6250900 Produce graders and pacers, excbt,factory and farm 1.0 5 4 0.9 1.7

6260000 Heaters, metal , 3.6 6.6 2.0 1.5
6300000 Laundry and dry cleaning operatives, n.e.c 1.2 3.9 . 1.3 2.1

6310000, Meat cutters and'butchers, except manufacturing 2.1 6.6 1.6 3.8

As, p



6330000 Meat cutters and butchers, Manufacturing 2.0 6.2 1.8 .3.6

6340000 Meat wrappers, retail trade 1.1 5:4 0.1 0.2

6350000
6360000

Metal platers
Milliners

3.4

3.4

t 0.3

ip
-E4

0.0

Mine operatives, n.e.c. r
6400480 , Coal mining 2.3 5.2 4.3 0.2

6400490 Crude petroleum and natural gas extractions 2.8 ,i.4 6.3 0.1

6400570 Nonmetallic mining and quarrying, except fuel 1 2 4.2
5

0.3

6410000 Mixing operatives 1.9 , 4 4 f:4 0.4 *
642000Q Oilers and greasers, except auto 6.8 .4.7 2.1 0.2

6430000 Packers and wrappers, except meat and produce 1.2 5.1 0.7 0.5

6440000 PaintersImanufactured articles 2.6 6 / 2.2 0.0

6450000 Photogrhic process workers 3.'2 6.8 0.5 0.8

6500000 Drill press operatives 1.9 61 05 0.0

* 6510000 Grinding machine pperatives . 2.6 5.8 0.8 0.1

6520000 Lathe and milling machine operatives 2.1 6.0 0 3
V

0.1

6530000 Precision machine operatives, n.e.c. 2.9 5.8 , 0:6, 0.0

6560000 Punch and stamping press operatives 2.9 I 5.4 ,3.1 0.2

6600000 Riveters and fasteners 1.8 5 1 2.0 0.0

6610000 Sailors and deckhands 4.6 5.3 8.9 2.0

6620000 Saw,vers 2.2 5.1 3.7 V, 0.3 0

6630000 Sewers and stitchers 1.7 7 2 * 1:4 0.0

6640000, Shoemaking machine operatives 1.2 5.0 0.8 0.0

6650000 Solderers 1.9 5.9 1.3 0.0

6660000 Stationary firemen 2.8 5.7 5.4 3.4

6700000 Carding, lapping, and combing operatives 1.5 5.8 1.2 1.1

6710000 Knitters, loopers, and toppers 1.2 5 8 0.4
N

0.0

6720000 Spinners, twisters, and winders 1.2 5.8 . 1.5 0.1

6730000 Weavers 2.5 6.7 1.4 0.0

6740000 Textile operatives, n.e.c. ,E7 5.5 1.0 0.5

6800000 Welders and flame:cutters 3.4 6.6'- 4.8 1.2

6810000 Winding operitives, n.e.c. .2.3 5.6 0.2 0.0

1/M $4,



tAJTABLE F-2 ikontinued)
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Occupational
Code b ,Occupational Title

Substantive
Complexity

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Ui%desirable
Working
Conditions

Machine operatives, miscellaneous specified
6900990
6901070

.Construction
; ,Logging

1.5

2.1

4.7

4.6

5.4

2.8

0.0

0.16901186 Furniture and fixtures 2.2 - t 5 4 1.9 076901190 Glass and glass products 2.3 5.5 4.0 1.56901270 Cement, concrete, &ypsum, and plaster 'products 16 4.6 3.4. 0.36901280 Structural clay products
, . 2.5 5.8 2.2 0.8,6901390: Blast furnaces, steel works, rolling and finishing mills 2.2 4.9 2,6 0.56901470 Other primal)/ iron and steel industnes 2.1 5.2 1.9 0.86901480 Primary alumintim industries

5.1 1.7 , 1.4690157b Cutlery, hand tools, and other hardware " 2.6 5.6 0.8 °046901580 Fabricated structural metal products 2.1 5.1 3 5 1.06901590 Screw machine products 2.6 5.4 1.5 0.26901680 .

Miscellaneoul fabricated metal products 1 7 5.0 2 1 0.96901780 F m machinery and equipmerit 3.0 6.1 2 3 0.06901790 nstruction and material handling machines 2.3 -5 4 2.6 0.66901870 Metalworking machinery 1.6 5.5 14 -----' 0.36901880 ° Office and accounting machines 2.3 6.8 1.1 0.06901970 Machinery, except electilical, n.e.c. 2.5 5.7 2.3 0.26901990 Household appliances 1.3 4.6 1.8 1.26902070 Radio, television, and communication equipment 2 9 6.3 1 2 0.46902080 Electrical machinery-, equipment, and supplies, n.e.c 2.0 5 4 1.1 0.06902090 Not specified electrical machinery, dquipmentond
supplies 19 5.9 1.0 0,06902190 Motor vehicles andnd motor vehicle equipment 2.3 5.4 2.2 0.76902270 Aircraft and parts 3.5 5.9 2.4 0.4



6902280
6902390
6902570
6902580

, 6902590
6902680
6902690
6902780

Ship and boat building and repairing
Scientific and controlling instruments
Not specified professional equipment
Ordnance
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries
Mparproiluct%
Dairy probucts
Canning and preserving fruits, vegetables, and seafoods

2.6
2.9
1.4

2.0
2.1

1.2

3.2
1.5

5.4
5.6
5.7
4.6

4.2
5.5
5.0

6902870 Bakery products 2.0 47
6902890 Beverage industries 2.2 4.7

6902980 Not specified food industries 2.1 4.8

.6902990 Tobacco manufacturers 1.8 4.9

6903190 Apparel.And accessories 1.2 50
6903270 Miscellaneous fabricated textile products '1.2 5.9

6903280 Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills 2.5 5.3

'6903290 Miscellaneous paper and pulp products 1.4 4.8 .

6903370 Paperboard containers and boxes 1,4 4.8

003380 Newspaper publishing and printing t1.7 4.8

6903390 Printing, publishing, and allied industries, except
newspapers 2.1 ' 5.7

6903470 Industrial chemicals 8 5.4

6'903490 Synthetic fibeA 1.7 4.4

6903580 Soaps and cosmetics 2.4 5.0

6903690 Not specified chemicals and allied products 2.0 5.2

6903770 Petroleum refining 3.7 5.4

6903790 Rubber products 1.5 52
-6903870 Miscellaneous plastic products 2.0 5.6

6903880 Tanned, curried, and finished leather 09 %/ 3.9t

-.'6903 9P Footwear, except rubber 1.6 4.7

69 70 Leather products, except footwear 1.9 4.9

69 070 -Railroads and railway express service 2.3 5.6'

6904080 Street railways and bus lines 2.5 ' '4 5

. 400

3.1

0.9
0.4
09
11

1.3

2.1

0.0
_0.2

0.5

0.0
0.4
1.9

17
1.4 7 1,5

1.7 1.3

1.7 2!5-

1.3 0.5

1.4: '0.3
0 9 0.5

13 0.8

2.2
1.6 0.8

1.8 0.8

1.2 0.4

0.8 03 .

1.8 0.0

3.7 3 9

1.2 1.4

1.7 0.2 .
4.9 0.0

1.2

0.9 0.4

1.4 1.0

1 2 0.7

1.6 1.4 .
4.0 0.6
4.4 1.0 Oci
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TABLE F-2 (continued)

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title

Substantive
Complexity

Motor
Skills

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

6904990 Communications, and utilities and sanitary services 3.2 5.6 4.7 0.5
6905990 Wholesale trade -1

1.4 5.1 2.2' 0.1
6906000 Retail trade 1.7 49 1.2
6907270 Advertising 1.3 4.3 13 0.4
6909390
6909990

Public administration
All other industries

2.7

3.4

5.1

4.6,

2.6

t.4
0.5

04
6920000 Machine operatives, not specified 2.0 ' 5 2 1.8 0.6
6940000 Miscellaneous operatives 2.0 5.2 1.8 0.6
6950000 Not specified operatives 2.0 5.2 1.8 0.6
7010000 Boatmen and canalmen .

1.3 6.1 2.1 -0.0
7030000 Busdrivers 2.3 6.1 2.1 0.0
7040000 Conductors and motormen, urban rail transit 2.4 5.3 1.8 0.0
7050000 Deliverymen'and routemen 2.3 45 3.1 0.0
7060000 pork lift anritow motor operatives/ 1.2 5.4 14 01
7100000 Motormen, mine, factory, logging camp, etc 2.4 . 5.9 3.8 0.0
7110000 Parking attendants 1.4 3.6 3.3 0.0
7120000 Railroad brakemen 2.2 5.2 7 0 0.0
7130000 Railroad switchmen - 1 2 5.0 4.1 ,
7140000 `Taxicab drivers and chauffeurs 2.1 C. 6.0 2 4 0.0
7150000 Truck drivers bt. 2 2 59 4.7 0.0
7401,000 Animal caretakers, except farm ,

1.4 58 2.9 0.1
7500000 Carpenters' helpers I 3 59 8.7 0.2
751000.0 Construction laborers, except carpenters' helpers _1.3 8 3 0.3
7520000 Fishermen and oystermen 1.7 4.5 7.6 2.3
7530000 Freight and material handlers 14 . 3.5 5.5 4.7
7540000 Garbage collectors 0.3 3.6 4.6 0.2

ON
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7550000 t Gardeners and groundskeepers, except farm 1.2 37 7.1 0.0

7600000 . Longshoremen and stevedores 1.4 4.0, 4.5 0.0

7610000 Lumbermen, raftsmen, and woodchoppers 1 7 5.0 82 0.8 ,

7620000 Stockhandlers ,,,
17 39 14 02

7630000 Teamsters'
, 1.8 57 0.0

7640000 Vehicle washers-and equipment aeaners 1.1 3.6 3.2 2.0

7700000 Warehousemen, n.e.c 1.1 3.6 2.2 1.5
4

Miscellaneous laborers _

7801070 Logging 1.2 3.9 5.4 r.5

7801180 '' Furniture and fixtures . 1.8 40 4.7 3,4

7801270 Cenient, concrete, gypsum, and plaster products 1.3 3.4 3.6 2.2

7801310 Pottery and related products 0 3 30 1.2 0,0

7801,0 Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral and stone products 1 0 . 42e 3.5 -3s

7801390 Blast furnaces, steel works, rolling and finishing mills 1.0 35 6.0 4.3

7801470 Other primary iron and steel industries 0.9 3.7 6 . 3.6

7801480 primary dlumin um industries ..., 0.8- 3.4 4 2.7

7801690 Not specified metal industries 1.0 3.8 5.3 3.8

7801770 Engines and turbines , 1.4 4.8 1.0

780)990 Household appliances ., 1.1 4.0 5.1 0.4

7802190 Motor vehicles and motor vehiCle equipment , 1.1 42 2.3 1.4

7802280 Ship and boat building and repairing 0 5 24 5.4 0.0

7802380 Cycles and miscellaneous transportation equipment 2.5 5.0 3.0 0.4

7802390 Scientific and controlling instruments e--- 0.9 3,0 1.7 24

7802580 Ordnance 0 9.- . ' 3.0 0 0 0.0

7802590 Miscellaneous manqfacturing industries Q6 3.8 2.0 , 0.0

7802 80 Meat products 0.9 3.9 2.8 1.0

7802690 Dairy products 1.2 3.7. 4.4 4.5

7802780 Canni and preserving fruits, vegetables, and seafoods 0.9. 3.1 17 0.0

'7802790 Grain-mill prod ts" 2.1 4.1 0 0 2.4

7802890' Beverage industries (A 4.1\ 7.2 5.1

7802980 Not specified food industries '0.8 3'15 0.7

7802990 Tobacco manufacturers 0.0 4. 3.3 0.0 0.0 ot,

L
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TABLE F-2 '(continued)

i
Occupational'

A 'Code b Occupational Title
Substantive
Complexity

i

,

Motor
Skills

Physical -
Remands

Undesirable.
Working

" Conditions

7803170 Yarn, thread, and fabric mills : 1.0 .33 4 4 4.9
7803180 Miscellaneous textile mill,products 11 1

2.9 7.9 10.0
7803190 Apparel and accessories 0.8 3.4 5.4 5.2
7803280 Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills 1.4 3.1 5 4 3J
7803290 Miscellaneous paper and pulp products 1.1 34 5 6 6.6
7803380 Newspaper publishing and piinting 27 2.7 5 4
7803470 Industrial chemicals 1.1- 3.7 3.7 4.5
7803770 Petroleum refining 0.8 .3.0 .3.6 fi0
'7803790 Rubber products 1.3 4.1 4.3 3.0
7803880 Tanned, burriEd, and finished leather 0.7 4.6 -3.0 2.57§04070 Railroads and railway express service 1.5 4,4 6 7 0:5
7r04080 Street railways and bus lines 1.4 4.0 5.6 2.7
7804990 Communications, and utilities and sanitary services 1 0 ; 3.8 6.0 0.9
7805990 Wholesale trade 4:2 ` 32 1.3
7806000 Retail trade 1.4 38 3.8 2.2
7807270 Advertising Set 4.3 5.2f 28
7807990 Perlonal services 0.2 3.3 5.9. , f3.1
7809390 PuJic administration 1.6 4.0 5.0
7809990 All other industries 18 4.6 5 5 1.1
78500b0 Not specified laborers 1.3 39 4.8 , 2.2
8010000 Farmers (owners and tenants) 5.2 5.1 74 0.1
8020000 Farm managers 5.9 4.0 3.6 0.1'
8210000 Firm foremen 5.1, 5.5 6.2 0.0
8220000 Farm laborers, wage workers 13 $ .6.7 0.3
8230000
8240000

Farm laborers, unpaid family workers
Farm service laborers, self-emplbyed

1.1

lA
51
6.2

7.4 v
34

0.0

01;,1
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9010000
9020000
9030000
9100000
9110000 ,
9120000
9130000
9140000
9150000
9160000
9210000
'9220000
9230000
9240000
925000e
9260000
9310000
9320000
9310000
9340060
9350000
9400000
9410000
9420000
9430000
9440000.
9450000'
p500Q00
9530000
9530000
9540000
9600000

'

)
Chambermaids and maids, except Private household

Cleaners and charwomen
Janitors and sextons

....

Bartendbrs
_.,

Busboys ' I.
Cooks, except private household

....
Dishwashers .
Food counter and fountain workers
Waiters
Food service workers, n.e.d., except private household

Dental assistants
Health aides, except nursing
Health trainees
Larmidwives
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants

.., Practical nurses
Airline stewardesses

---.

Attendants, recreation and amusement
Attendants, personal service, n.e.c.
Baggage porters and bellhops

,
Barbers 1

Boarginghouse and lodginghouse keepers :.

Bootblacks '
Child dare workers, except private household ,,

Elevator operators
Hairdre,ssers and cosmetologists
Personitservice apprentices
Housekeepers, except private household
School monitors
Ushers, recreation and amusement -
Welfare service aides
Crossing guards and bridge tenders

s. a

0.9

0.7

.3 2.1

1.9

0.9

3.9

,. 0.6

1.5

2.1

'1:1
4:6

4.2

4.0

2.2

1.1

3.5

3:8

2.7 ,

1.7

1.8

4.6

5.2

0.0
1.0

1.7
5.1

5.2

3.7

3.1,

1.6

5,2

1.6

/

os

ta

3.2

3.5

4.8

. 5 0

23
5.5,

3.,0

3.9

3.3,

3,3

5.4.
5.0

5.8

5 6

5.i5

61
3.7
4.1

- 34-
3.6

7.7

3.3
3.6

3.0

4.1

9,2

8.6

3'5

3.7

4.2

3.1

3.1

.

,:-

.

0

1

4.3

4.1
.45
0.1

,2%
0.6
2.7

0.4

1.1.
1.9

0 0
0.8

2.1

3.0

4.1

1.8

7.4

2.7

1.7

2.1

-0.0

1.1

1.7

1.7

01
0,0
0.0

1.4

1.6

1.7

0.9

3.1

t,

'

'

e

.... ,

-`1'

°

.

49

0.0
0.2

0.1

0.0
0.0
1.6

4.6
0.3

0.0
29
0.0
0 5

0.0
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.3

0.0

0 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0.

0.0
0.1

0.2

0.0
0.0
0.3.

3
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TABLE F-2 (con4inued)

i

.

' s
s

Occupational
Code b Occupational Title ,

Substantive
Complexity

0 10
Motor
Skills '

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
Conditions

9610000 'Firemen, lire protection .42 67 8.7 46
9620000 Guards and watchmen 28 35 29 00
9630000 Marsha Ils and constables 23 38 26 00
9640000 Policemen and detectives 4 1 t5 3 4 4 0.0
96500004. Sheriffs and bailiffs 35 53 51 00
9800000 Child care workers, private household 04 30 1,7 0.0
9810000') Cooks, private household 2,4 4 0 '1 2 0.3
9820000 Housekeepers, private household I7 36 I9 0.0

'9830000 Laundresses, private household. 06 37 23 0.4
9840000 Maids and servants, private household 0.1, 40 25 00

..,
°Scales concerted to.a:0-10 range (the lowest scoring occupation is coded zero, and the highest storing occupat ion is coded 101 See text for
additional infqrmation on derivation of scales , -

6 The seven-digit occupation code IS defined as follows digits 1.8 1970 Census ot.v. upatronal classification, digits 4-6 000, where no industrial
thstint.tion, 1970 Census industrial classification otherwise, digit 7 0 v, here no class of worker distinction is provided or wherf the occupation
Is classified as salaried, I where class of worker,ts.selr-employed

.."
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TABLE F-3 Decision Rules for Assigning DOT Scores to Missing Occupational Categories

Occupation Code Census Occupational Title . Decision Rule

.073 Health practitioners, n.e.c Same as Chiropractors

084 Therapy assistants Weighted average of Clinical laboratory technologists and
technicians, Dental hygienists, Health record technologists and
technicians, Radiologietechnologists and technicians, and..i,
Health technologists and technicians, n.e.c

280 Salesmen and sales clerld, n.e c Weighted average ofSales representatives, manufacturing

_industries, hales representatives, wholesale trade; Sales clerks,
retail trade; Salesmen, retail trade, Salesmen of services and

construction '
311 Clerical assistance, social welfare Same as Miscellaneous clerical workers, Professional and rated

services N, -
383 Telegraph messengers Same as Messengers and office boys

'395. Not specified clelical workers Weighted average of subcategories of Miscellaneous clerical
workers (3943980-3949980)

504 Molder apprenticgs Saine as Molders, metal

511 Painter apprennces Same as Painters, construction and maintenance

521 Plasterer apprentices Same as Plasterers

571 Specified craft'apprentices, n.e.c Same as Craftsmen and kindred workers, n.e,c.

572 Not specified apprentices Same as Craftsmen and kindred workers, n e c

580 Former members of the Armed Forces No score assighed

o. 636 Milliners Same as Dressmakers and seamstresses, except factory

692 Machine operatives, noAspecilied Weighted average of'subcateiones of Machine operatives,
miscellaneous specified (6900990.6909990)

'694
695

a
4 Miscellaneous operatives \A

Not specified operatives

Same as 692

4uhe as 692
oo

408
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TABLE F-3 (continued)

it

Occupation Code it.Census Occupational Title Decision Rule

785

924

Not specified laborers Weighted average of subcategories of Miscellaneous laborers
(7800)70:7809990i

Lay midwives Weighted average opental assistants. Health aides, except
nursing, Health trainees, Nursing aides, orderlies, and
attendants, and Practical nurses



DOT Scales for the 19.70 Census Classification 389

TABLE F-4 Factor Loadings: Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix°
-

Variable

Factor
II

Substantive
Complexity Motor Skills

Physical
Demands

Undesirable
Working
ConditioN

DATA

THINGS

GED

SVP

INTELL

HERBAL

NUMER

MOTOR

FINGDEX

MA INDEX*

EYEHAND

COLOR DIS

'ABSTRACT

REPCON

CLIMB

STOOP

SEE

LOCATION

COLD

HEAT

W

ttAET 401(os

-.

I

0.92
0 05
095

0.93

-0.92

0.90
0.84

-fl 06
0.08

-\
-03r

'..-*0 07

'646

11,t3
-0.1ik
- 0.03`
-0.29

d04

-0.16
-0.20
-028
-0 14

`'\ ,

4...,,

,

001
0.89

-0,03
0 14

-0.10
--08
-0.01
, 0.82
084
0.78

0 20
052
013
0.10

0.06
0 07

0.71

-.
-008

k -0.01
\-0.05

\.0.21

,,

'

-0.14
0.12

-0.17
-0 02
-018
-0 25
-0 17

0.08

-0 08
021
064
000

-0 04
-0 01

0.89

0 69

013

012
0.11

0.14

0.68

---:

f F.

-017
-006
-013
-0 12
-0.1$
-0.14
-0,12
-0.09

08

-001
0 01

017'
-010

0 24

0.20
0.15

-009

066
071
066
0 33

°See text for description of variables Scores on DATA, THINGS, INTELL, VERBAL, NumER,

MOTOR, FINGDEX, MANDLX. EVLIIAND, and COLORDIS were reflected so that high Scores

represent high levels of the trait. Coefficients in boldface indicate that The item is

included in the scale.
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APPENDIX Using Computeis to Match
G Workers and Jobs:

A Preliminary
Assessment of the U.S.
Employment Service's
Automated Matching System

CHARLES F. TURNER

-

The-task of matching workers and employnient opportunities requires
extensive record-keeping. Files of job openings must be continually.
updated; jobs that have been filled must be removed from the files and new
listings must be added. A similar process Occurs for files containing'
descriptions of available workers. To be kept current, these files must also
be regularly updated.

Most important, there must be regular searches of the files to find
suitable openings for each worker and suitable workers for each Opening.
The matching of workers with available jobs is, after all, the reason for the
existence of a government-funded employment service. One ideal for such

, service is the following:

1. Each time a worker comes to the Employment Service, a search will
be made for an appropriate opening currently on file with the Employment
Service. ,

2. On a daily basis each worker on file at the Employment Service will

Since this work was requested late in the lifetime of theommittee and since it required
,detailed familiaiization with the operation of a complicated computer system, this
undertaking was assigned to a member of the committee's staff. While the following analyses
have been discussed by the committee, the responsibility for this review resides with the staff
member who undertook this work and authored this appendix.

3 90.
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EmPloyment Service's Automated Matching System 391

be compared with all available employment openings to determine if any
available jobs arc suitable for him or her.

To appreciate the magnitude of the record-keeping and file-searching

involved in the operation of the Employment Service, let us consider the
situation in one city we visited. During the tnonth of January 1978 the
local Employment Service office in Houston, Texas, listed 2,829 job
openings and 3,884 workeri registered with the office.

In a fully comprehensive, unstructured search 'of the file of job openings,

one would have to make nearly 11 million individual 'comparisons to
determine whether there were any appropriate openings for each of the
3,884 workers registered with the Houston Employment Service. The
enormous magnitude =of this task dictates that comprehensive and
unstructured file searches should be avoided. Clearly, a more efficient -
strategy of searching for appropriate matches of workers and jobs is
required.

For this reason the Employment Service has traditionally restricted the

scope of the file searches thatjre routinely perfornied. Workers are never
compared, one by one, againgrthe entire file ofavailable jobs. Instead, each

worker and each job order are assigned to a narrow occupitional category.
This traditionally has been done by selecting one of the approximately
12,000 base titles from the DOT to describe each worker and each job.
Ordinarily workers are matched against only the file of ,available job
openings in the particular occupation in which they were coded.' The use

.of this DoT -based search strategy dramatically reduces the amount of file-

searching required to match workers and jobs.
The efficiency of the DOT matching strategy can be seen in our example.

If the 3,884 workers and 2,839 job openings in Houston were uniformly
spread across 300 occupations (an improbable event, we admit), the

number of individual comparisons between job, orders and worker
descriptions required for a complete file search would' be reduced from
approximately 11 million to 37,000. If the-.workers and job openings were

spread over a larger number of occupational titles, the number of
comparisons required decreases, assuming a uniform distribution of
workers and jobs across occupations. To the extent that the distributions
become uneven (i.e., some occupations having more workers or jobs than
others), the number of comparisons will increase. At one extreme Ohe has

the case of one worker and one job per occupational title; in this case the
number of comparisons required to perform a Dar search is exactly equal

'To accommodate workers who have experience or qualifications for more than one

occupation, duplicate occupational assignments are sometimes made.

1



392 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUMTIONS

to the tota l' number of workers in the files. At the other extreme, if all
workers and jobs are in the same occupation, a Dar-based search strategy
is the same as an unrestricted search nearly 11 million individual
comparisons would be required in the example).

The DOT file searches are considerably less burdensdtte than.unreilrict-
ed or unsystematic searches% File- searching is reduced by simply limiting
the number of jobs for which workers will be considered and, likewise,
restricting the number of workers who will be considered for each job
opening. Such a strategy in many cases seems appropriate. There is little
reason to compare individually a group of records describing workers with
experience in the performing arts to job orders for scientists. However, it is
not clear that this strategy is always in the best interests of workers and
,employers. In particular, we note'that this strategy assumes that there is
no transferability of skills between occupations. Moreover, for occupations
that do not have formal entry qualifications (educational requirements or
occupational licenses), such a search strategy unnecessarily restricts the
opportunities of worker's to.find employment.

There are, of course, hybrid search strategies that preservethe efficiency
inherenehi the use of a single classification structure to categorize workers
and jobs but avoid locking in workers to the specific occupations in which
they have previously- wor'ked. Those methods. are briefly described ida
later section of.this appendix.

First we will consider how the Employment Service has automated the
operation of its local offices. Ili considering this program we note that our
interviews with the staff of the Department of Labor and local Employ-

. ment Service offices and the stidies conducted by others (e.g., U.S.
General Accounting Office, 1978) indicate that DOT applicant, and job
order files are not frequently searcheil for matches of applicants with new
job orders. Only one third Of all referrals resulted from manual file
searches done subsequedt to an. ,applicant's initial appearance in the
Employment Service office. Data such as these were used to support the
original proposal .for the automation of the Employment Service's
placement activities.

AUTOMATION AND JOB- WORKER MATCHING IN THE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE,

An initial distinction must be made between the automation of the
Employment Service's operations and the particular type of computerized
method it uses for matching workers and jobs. The latter system, called
keywording, is not the only way of matching workers and job orders by
computer. Marching could, for example, be performed using the tradition-

41 :3



U.S. Employment Service's Automated Matching System 393

al DOT-based search strategy; the file-searching and record-keeping would

be done by the computer rather than manually. Indeed, the present";
keyword matching system includei an option that pepnits the automated

matching of Workers and jobs using DOT codes. The comphter searches for

an exact match between the DOT code(s) assigned to a particular worker'

and those on job orders in the job bank.
The automation of the clerical and record-keeping tasks involved in job:

placement has many obvious benefits. Those benefits, however, accrue to

automation, 'hot to the keyword system. In this appendix we do not
comment on the effects of automation per se; rather we assess the
implications of automation for the Employment Service's occupational

an lysis program and, indirectly, for the quality of Ithe job-worker
(9'1matching done by theil . Employment Service.

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS

In the early 1960s the Employment and Training Administration (then the"
Manpower Administration) began to support studies of automated job-

worker matching. Initially, funding was provided to the -states (4
California, . New York, Utah, and Wisconsin. Automated matching
systems based on aspects of the Dictiondly of Occupational Titles were
developed in New York and Utah.

.

The experimental system developed by New York matched jobs and
workers using DOT codes. Members of the committee and staff viewed the

operations of this system during a visit to the occupational analysis field

center in New York. The system in its present form serves the City of New

York; not only does it make file searches by direct matching of DOT codes;

but it also incorporates a hybrid procedure that allows workers with one

DOT code to be matched to job orders with different DOT codes that aretth ught to be sufficiently similar to permit suitable ref als. For example;

in likeliew York matching 'system the computer fir searches its files

using an automated version of the manual DOT search strategy; if This

search is unsuccessful, it may be augmented by the useof a cross-reference

list of similar occupations stored in the computer. For each DOT code the

computer refers tb this list to dtail mine what DOT codes will provide
suitable matches for a particular applicant,(or job order). So, for example,

when a Batter Mixer (520.685-014) comes to the New York City Office
seeking appropriate employment, she or he might be considered not only,

for openings as a Batter Mixer but also for those as Blender Machine
Operator (520.685-018), Cake Stripper (520.685-042), Candy Puller

(520.685-046), Confectionery DrOps Machine Operator (520.685-078), etc.
,..
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The initial judgments -about what are similar occupations were made by
staff of the Employment Service, and they can be continuously revised.

While we cannot.evaluate the overall adequacy or comprehensiveness of
the judgments of similarity incorporated in the New York system, the New
York matching system illustrates how flexibility might be built into a
hybrid system based on an explicit and detailed occupational classification
'such .as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

Work by the Employment Service in other states took different paths.
Some attempted tq define occupational similarity, and others attempted to
develop descriptive vocabularies. A brief catalogue of these atteinpis is
useful in, appreciating fhe history of the current keyword system.

In Wisconsin an experimental system was developed using the worker
trait arrangement (GED, SVP, physical demands, etc.) of the DOT to define
the similarity, of occupations, and.thereby to specify the sorts of job-worker
matches that might be made. In contrast, an experimental system
originally' developed by the State of California does not 'rely on the
'Dictionary of Occipational Titles. The California system, known as the
'Labor Inventory Network Communication System (LINOS), is similar-in
manY' fundamental ways to the keyword system (described below). A
distinguishing characteristic of the LINCS system is its attempt to provide a
language.' for describing occupations that includes natural language
elements; this systein does not rely 'on an explicit, predetermined

"classification `of all occupations.
The early deV,elopnient of these automated systems for the entralization

of inforniation 4bout job openings and available workers reflected the
recommendations" made by various advisory bodies. For example, the
National, Commission on Technology and the American Economy
recommended in 1966 that 'the government establish such computerized
placement systems to assist workers dislocated by automation.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, further experimental systems for
job-worker matching were developed. One system, Job Analysis Vocabu-
lary (JAv), was developed using the language of job analysis to describe the
characteristics of particular jobs and the experience of individual workers.
This systert explicitly rejected the concept of "occupation" as the bridge
for matchirrg workers and jobs. Instead, it attempted to describe the
characteristics of particular jobs, without fitting them into a preconceived
set of occupational .categories. The developers of this system envisioned
that Employment Service interviewers would do very abbreviated job
analyses of each opening in their files. The presence of common task-
related terms (e.g:, driving vat1/44,011ecting, money, delivering products,
etc.) in the job description and the history of an applicant would,produce
matches.
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The great advantage of such descriptive systems ifflexibility. Once we

allow the idiosyncrasies of each job to be faithfully mirrored in a /itching
system, it becomes pOssible to tailor job specifications to the needs of a
particular employer. Moreover, the system ensures that all of the
idiosyncrasies of a given job will be used during the process of job-worker

matching. In such a system, workers and jobs can be described and
ched even if they contain elements of two or, theoretkally, hundreds of

occ ations. For example, a school that needs a guidance counselor who

can also teach ?reek can have a job order written to specify that
experience in both of these occupations is a prerequisite for employment.

A second-generation LINCS system was subsequently produced; it is

known NE-the Detailed Computer Assisted Language (DECAL) While the

original LINCS system was restricted .to a ,range' of technical and
professional occupations, DECAL covers the entire occupational spectrum.

After a, series of field studies of the performance of state Employment

Service Offices using the various systems, the Division of Automated
Matching of the Employment Service concluded that the second-genera-

tion automated systems (my and DECAL) have 'a demonstrated superiority

to manual methods of job-worker marching. The Employment Service
subsequently committed itself to an automation program estimatecno cost

$250.12zillion (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1978).

KEYWORDING: THE EMPLOY
SYSTEM

T SERVICE MATCHING

The matching system resulting from this experimental work was released

in 19-75 by the Division of Automated Matching of the Employment

Service. At present, 23 states have received funding for automation, and

the Department of Labor did ates automating Employment Services

across the nation by 1984.
Our interest in automated ,matelling uses on its characteristics as a

tool for facilitating the employment and m ility of labor. A survey by the 1..f,

Bureau of Labor Statistics (U.S. General ccountink Office,. 1977:6)

'indicated that one third of all job seekers us the U.S. Employment

.Service. A system that increases the opportunities f these workers to find

aekired jobs would make a significant contribution to. the country's well-.

being.
The present keyword system used by the Employment Service incorpo-

rates ma features that are a natural concomitant of automation. For

example, t system permits automated elimination from matching of jobs
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a396' PORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

that do not satisfy workers' criteria for hours of worlc, geographic location1
salary, etc. Thus workers who specify that they wilt not *ork night shifts.;
are never matched against jobs requiring night work. Similarily, workers
who are not willing to travel from their homes to jobs in distant locations ,

are not considered for such openings. These aspects of k'eywording are an
obvicfus use of computer capabilities to assist in the matching of workers
and jobs. As noted' earlier, since such features are not unique to,
keywording, we will not consider them at length. However, we do note,one_.
inefficiency of the present keyword system.. It arises because Employment
Service counselors must code keywords describing applicants 'with a
numerical code. Thus despite the fact that the keyword system uses
ordinary English words to describe applicants and jobs, it is necessary for
the interviewers to consult a code book to translate these words into a five-
digit numerical code. This task, is one that could be easily performed by a,
computer. It is inefficient to require human interviewers to recode the
standardized keyword vocabiary into numeric digits. We suspect that this
requirement decreases interers' efficiency and increases the occurrence
of errors in the coding,of workers and jobs.

DESCRIPTION

The keyword system is based on a -1,4ocabulary that segments all
occupations into 36 occupational areas ( occupational units). The organiza-
tion of the occupational units reflects the early concentration of the LINCS
system on technical and professional occupations. ,Thus there are nine
separate units describing professional occupations. Indeed, there are
separate units for writing, artwork, and the performing arts, even though
the Employment Service receives relatively few job openings in these three
areas, As Table G-1 shows, approximately .4 of all workers are
concentrated in 4 of the 36 keyword occupational units: clerical, service,
general labor, and business administration.

The majOr reteren& document for the keyword system is the Handbook
of Occupational Keywords (U.S. Department of Labor, 1972). The
Handbook contains a complete listing of the descriptive vocabulary used
by the keyword system. The description of di 36 occupational units has
much in common with traditional classifications of occupations. Indeed,
its descriptions of the occupational units contain an explicit list of the
occupations for which each unit is appropriate.

This aspect of the keyword system is of particular interest, since the
developers of the keyword system claim that it is not an occupational

4 17
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TABLE G-1 Estimate ofthe Distribution of the National Labor,
Force by Keyword Occupational Units

Occupational Units

Percentage of the
Labor Force

Scientific/technical
(1) biological sciences a 0.2

(2) health sciences 49

(3) physical sciences
(4) social sciences 1.1

(5) engineering/drafting 3 5

Education and the arts
(6) education/library . 6.3

(7) writing/translating 0.3

(8) artwork 0.8 ti!(9) performing arts 02

Marketing and sales
(10) insurance/real estate 1.$

(II) sales 21

Business
(12) business administration 5.2

(13) electronic data processing 0.6

(14) clerical 14.2

(15) inspecting/quality control/appraising 1 7

Construction, structural and extraction
(16) construction/metal structural work 5.9

(17) welch 1.1

(18) install ion/maintenance/repair '6.5

(19) construction/shop painting 0:9

(20) mining/drilling 0.4

Manufacturing. machine work
(21) machining/machine operating 5 6

(22) woodworking 0.2

(23) cloth/leather working 2.6

Manufacturing. fabricating
(24) printing/paperwork 0.8

(25) technical/electrical equipment fabricating 0.1

(26) metal products fabricating 0.4

(27) mixed materials fabricating 0.0

(28) rubber /plastics fabricating 00

Manufacturing:.processing
(29) stone/clay/glass/sand working 0.4

(30) processing 0.4

(31) textile preparation/finishing 0.5

Services
(32) services 61

(33) transportation 5.5

(34) utilities/communications 0.7

Continued overleaf
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TABLE.G- 1. 4 tcontinued)

-
WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

a

Occupational Units
V

Percentage Of the

Labor Force

General labor and general services
(35) 'agriculture/fishing/logging
(36) general labor/general services

46
-13.7

SOL RC L This` tabulation was derived by assigning each of the 441 detailed census cate-
gories from the 1970 Census classification of occupations to keyword major groups and
then retpbulaung the occupational diltribution for a_4-percent sample of the 1970 Cen-
sus Assignment of keyword occupational units to the detailed census codes was done for
us by staff of the U S Employment Service's Division of Nutomated Matching Systems
Because we haveibeen forced to use the census occupatiodk as a link in estimating this
distribution, this tabulation represents only a rough approximation of the true distribu-
tion There is, howe9er, no feasible way to generate more reliable estimates at the pres-.
ent time,

classification. The fact that the Handbook lists almost 600 occupational
titles in its descri n of the occupational units suggests otherwise.2
Furthermore, the pri ry keywords listed in the Handbook appear in
general to be occupat onal titles that have been grammatically trans-
formed, e.g., sociology rk ( ociologist), anthropology work (anthropolo-
gist), tool makingdie ma g (tool and die maker), motor generator
assembling (motor-generator assembler), drama directing (drama direc-
tor). Indeed, where this is not the case one finds special notes identifying
the relevant occupational title, e.g., the occupational keyword: "Leath
Investigating" Work (56310) contains a special note advising the reader:
"identifies work of coroner."

.

For each of the 36 occupational units the keyword system provides a
specials vocabulary of terms to describe work in the unit. These terms
consist of two types: primary and complementary. The primary terms are
meant to describe the major work activities. For example, the unit
Biological Science. contains primary terms for botany, microbiology,
zoology, etc. The complementary keyword terms cover such things as
materials, products, equipment, or tools associated with particularareas of
work. In addition, for units covering professional occutations, comple-
mentary terms may also describe subject areas and languages involved in
the work. For example, the Biological Sciences unit contains complemen-

2It should be ;toted that tilt 1970 Census classification of occupations contain; many fewer
occupational titles than those listed in the Handbook of Occupational Keywords.

\-r r
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U.S. Employment Service's Automated Matching System 399

tary terms describing educational areas, such as "Environmental Science."

By coding this keyword one can specify particular educajional.characteris-
tics of a job or worker. Similarily, occupational keywords for this unit
describe research specialties as Well as the various types of plants
animals that might be studied by someone doing agricultural research.
Finally, there is a set of complementary terms describing the various
locations in which work might be performed, e.g., a medical laboratory, a

botanical garden, etc. Complementary keywords are specific to an
occupational unit and its associated primary terms; thus selection of a
primary term, e.g., biological work, constrains the domain of complemen-
tary terms that will be used to describe the work.

To' use the keyword system. 0 code alob or worker, an Employment

.yk*Service interviewer must do the following:

1. The appropriate occupational unit or units that characterize the
worker (note that primary terms from more than one occupational unit

may be used to describe workers or jobs) must be determined.
2. All primary terms needed to describe the major work activities must

be selected.
3. All appropriate complementary terms to define the other characteris-

.
tics of the work or worker must be selected. .

4. He or she must eode the information' concerning the geographic

location of the job and worker's residence, salary levels offered by the

employer And acceptable .to worker and certain other specific matching
information, e.g., whether the job requires an occupational license and

whether the worker holds such a license; shifts worked; job duration; work

week; etc.
5. Finally, for job orders, the keywords must be formatted into simple

sentences to describe the exact nature of the employer's requirements. The
vocabfllarly permits two types of specification for job qualifications. A,
characteristic may be "required" or "desired." When the former is
specified, workers lacking, this characteristic are excluded from consider-

ation. When more than one worker meets all required criteria, the system

will select those workers, aving more of the desired characteristics. A job

order may specify the characteristics of jobs in terms of (required or
desired) education, experience, knowledge, or skill.

Descriptions of jobs are constructed by first specifying the major field (16

work arid then listing all of the desired and/or required skills, experience,
education, or knovliedge specified by the employer. For example, one

might have a job order coded as follows: (1) primary term: Botany, (2)

complementary terms: master's degree in Botany required, 3 years'
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400 WORK, JOBS, AND OCCUPATIONS

experience in microbiology required, skill in research desired, and
knowledge of statistical methodology desired, and (3) non-occupational
terms: work week, 40 .hours; job duration, 150+ days; shift, first shift
(normal day); working conditions, inside; public transportation, not
available; geographical location, special map code; and salary,
$20,080 /year'. Workers, in turn, are described in terms of. their work
experience and education. Experience is quantified in terms of the number
of months worked, and education is coded into six descriptive categories:
special courses, vocational-technical school training, associate's, Bache-- lor's,.master's, or doctoral degree.

Matching is performed by searching for instances in which the
requirements of a given job are satisfied by a worker's education and
experience. In the matching strategy used by the k4word system, the
primary terms,.which desndk major work area's such as biological work,
have a logical precedence in matching over the complementary terms. Skill
and knowledge requirements in job orders may be satisfied by either the
worker's formal education,or his or her work experience. The informatio9.

coded about salary levels, geographic locations, etc. is used to eliminate
job-worker matches on non-occupational ciiteria.3 If many applicants
fulfill all of the job 'requirements, i.e., have coded on their file all of the
keywords that were j.equired on the job order, they are rank-ordered by
the number of desired keywords that the applicant and job order have in
common. The applicant iVith the most keywords in common with the job.
order is the first-ranked candidate for referral.

EVALUATING KEYWORD MATCHING
410,

Many aspects of the keyword matching system can be evaluated
conceptually. Evaluation of the.impact of keyWording .en the actual
functioning of the Employment Service, however, requires data that were
not available to usdata thati in fact, have not been collected.

Although the evaluation studies (U.S. Department of Labor, 1976a)
conducted by the Employment Service's Division of Automated Matching
concluded that keyword matching was demonstrably superior in terms of
efficiency, cost, and quality of placements to manual search methods or
alternative automated systems, two important inadequacies in the design
of these studies make these conclusions questionable.

3We have ignored in this discussion the use of non-occupational cntena in snatching, the
principles are the same but a number of the xriteria involve simple exclusion rules (e g.,
exclude night work jobs if applicants want day work) or simple ad hoc formulae (e.g., exclude
jobs that offer less than 80 percent of an applicant's salary requirement).
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First, the studies didot distinguish between the effect of automation
per se and the effect of particular matching systems.' Since automation
could be accomplished in a variety of ways other than keywording, one
cannot confidently attribute the observed differences between manual
procedures and automation to keywording. It could instead be argued that'
all of the effects were due to faCtors luch as the automation of record-
keeping, changes in the routing of applicants through Employment Service
offices, changen management procedures induced by automation, and so
forth. One theoretically could even argue that keywording may' have
diminished the otherwise .salutary effects of automation. The evidence
provided by the studies is simply inconclusive on this point.

Second, the studies made no estimates of the effects of temporal
fluctuations in the economy on the operations of the Employment Service
Neither experimental controls nor any adjustment procedures were used to
allow or effects of ,changes in the national economy or the local labor
market on the probability of a worker's finding employment.

In ou assessment the available evidence (i.e., U.S. Department of
Labor, 1 76a) is insufficient to support the conclusion that keywording
improved efficiency. k recent study by the General Accounting Office
(U.S. General Accounting Office, 1978:iii) has independently reached 'a

similar conclusion:

Although experiments with computenzed job matching within the Employment
Service have been going on for 10 years, Labor has not demonvraied that this
system is an effective way to find jobs for people and people for fobs . Labor's
evaluations, past and planned, do not differentiate between improvements due to
computenzed job matching and those due' to other factors, such as changes in the
economy or organizational and procedural changes.

We also wish to note, however, that while the evidence is not convincing in
the affirmative, neither is it convincingly negative. It is simply not known
whether keyword matching produces more and better matches of workers
and job openings than manual methods.

'Controlled compansons of alternative autumation systems could provide information in this

area Data Rom the field studies conducted by the Employment Service, however, are

inadequate for these purposes because the field site and type of automation system are
entirely confounded (sires had one or the other type of system) No explicit comparative data

are presented; the authors of the final report observe (U S Department of Labor, 1976a 132)

Throughout the expenmenlation, attempts were made to separate out the effects the
individual vocabulanes [i.e., matching systems) had on the performance data presented
in the analysis. This proved most difficult considering the ipultiple number of variables

that mayaffect the data and especially so in view of the major ihanges in the economy

dunng the periods covered by the expenments.
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It should also be noted that site visits by committee members and staff
and statements by state Employment Service officials lead us to suspect
that keywoidin ocedures require more personnel time for interviewing

computer har e. Since it appears that 'the capital costs (about $250
of applicants mployers. Keywording also requires the purchase of

million nationwide) involved in keywording may not be offset by decreased
labor costs, the lack of convincing evidence that keywording produces
more or better placements is disconcerting. -,

It was neither the intention nor charge of this committee to conduct a
field evaluation of the c is and benefits of the keyword matching system.
The committee's ch g was to assess the need for the Dictionary of
Occupational Title and the occupational analysis program of the
Employment Service and to suggest avenues for future research, particu-
larly in light of the planned automation of placement services. Upon the
subsequent request of the Employment Service the committee agreed to
consider briefly the conceptual bases of keyword matching, its potential,

.utility to the Employment Service, andthe nature, scope, and 'appropri-
ateness of various technologies of classification.' In this vein we offer three
general comments and one particular comment on the manner in which 4

. the present keyword matching system operates.
4

Use of Information v
st.Because machines are$or , if properly programmed) more efficient

bookkeepers than humans, the automation of local Employment Service
Offices makes possible new methods of matching workers and jobs that
would be completely infeasible otherwise. Many of these opportunities
arise beause complete information on the work histories, referrals, and
placements of workers can be used to guide local offices in deciding which
workers make "good" referrals for particular job openings. Similarly,
automated procedures could, theoretically, allow for the tailoring of

'This committee was not' onginally charged with evaluating any aspect of the Employment
Service automat& program Late in the life of the committee (January 1979) the staff
conferred with representatives of the Employment Servicsand the Employment and Training
Administration to diicuks the committee's charge and th Employment Service's policy with
regard to automation As a result of these discussions, representatives of the Employment
Service asked that some consideration be givep to the concept al bases of keyword matching
and its potential utility to the Employment Service in panson with other possible
systems. We were not asked and could not, given the con aints of time and resources,
conduct new field experiments to gauge the effects of the introduction of automation in
different forms on Employment Service performance. Similanly, we could not design a
completely new matching sx'stem. Rather, we agreed to raise conceptual questions iand
consider the nature and scope b;appropriate and inappropriate technologies for classification.
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U.S. Employment Service's Automated Matching System 403

matching strategies to the idiosyncrasies of local labor markts, or they
could allow the matching strategies to adapt across time to changes in the
functioning of the labor market Unfortunately; the present keyword
system does not exploit these possibilities. *

To illustrate' this point, let us consider 'bow a job-worker matching

m might use the information routinely collected by the Employment
improve placements and allow for changes across time or

tween labor markets in the types of job-worker matches that

full histories of workers enrolled at E'mployment Service
by interviewers and coded onto the applicants' records.
ional samples of several million of these worker

collected, by the Employment Service's Automated
) and on co , uter tape in Washington,

, tcate that 'these data are rarely, if evert

na
esent, t

`tees are obtain
I deed, annual n

istories are routine
Reporting System (Es
D.C. Our inquiries, howeve
used:6

How might such data be used to improve job-worker' matching? One

way would be to build an adaptive ntatchink system that used these data to
learn what are "good" and "bad " -matches. For example, over a period of
time, thousands of secretaries obtain jobs ,through local Employment

Service offices in any given state. There are also some entry-level
executives who find jobs through Employment Service offices, and
secretaries will sometimes be referred to entry-level executive jobs, albeit
with lamentable infrequency. .A computerized system that,. has been
programmed to "learn" from its past experience in making referrals could

over time recognize patterns of success or Pailure. The local Employment.
Service.office has information on whether a person whom it referred was
hired, and since unemployment insurance claims are also automated,
information on how long a worker remained with an employer could also

be oetained. Assuming that 9ver ti to one found that ex-secretaries were
hired as $ntry-level executives and did not appear as claimants under the
unemployment insurance (tn) program, a matching system programmed
to learn would begin to make more referrals of secretaries to entry-level
executive positions. Alternatively, simply analyzing the'work histories of
Employment Service applicants (without resort to Ul records) could

provide similar information about the types of "matches" that arepossible

6The worker history data, taken as nine-digit DOT codes, are keypunched through the first

two digits only. This truncation, which could easily be avoided, precludes the tile of these 4.

valuable data to evaluate the interoccupational mobility of Bo'nployment Seryice registrants.

One suspects that if these data were actually used to study Employment Service operations

and ways of better matching workgrs and join, the remainder of the DOT code would not have

been discarded.
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in a given labor market. In any case, with automated procedures the
available job and referral histories could be used to improve joli-worker
matching.

Let us take another example. Consider a hypothetical labor market in
which large numbers of engineers are laid off °Wing to cutbacks in the
aerospace industry, while simultaneously, a computer firm opens a
research center in the area. Assume that some aerospace engineers also
have skills that are attractive to the 'computer firm, (e.g., in software
development, .telecommunications, and programming) and are hired for
research and sales jobs. Assume also that some of these workers ,

subsequently register with the Employment Service (perhaps seeking work
in their former occupation). Their work histories are routinely recorded
and coded. An adaptive computerized matching system would note that
there were a number of computer- related occupations into which former
aerospace engineers had transferred in that labor market. Thus even
though most occupational classifications would not consider the occupa-
tions very similar, the labor market information routinely gathered by the
local Employmentoyment Service might reveal that there was enough transferabil-
ity of kill and knowledge so that some displaced aerospace engineers
could find jobs in new occupations ih the computer industry and hus were
reasonable matches. 0 '.

Such adaptive matching strategies use capabilities inhere t in automa-
tion. Such matching strategies are.dynamic; they can change over time.
They can adapt to idiosyncrasies sin local labor markets. They learn from
experience. With such systems the labor involved in collecting information
on each applicant's skills and qualifications and maintaining administra-
tive records on the "hires" , and "non-hires" that result from referrals
becomes a resource for learning how to make better placements: This
information teaches the system how to serve workers and employers:
better. . 4.,

..,
` We are, however, describing a rather different system from tha current
keyword' matching system, which has no 'facility for learning. fn this
respect it replicates current practices and overlooks the natural advantages
of using machines as record-keepers. In a manual, search :one cannot
continually/ revise matching strategies; the record-keeping and analysis

-,. would strain the resources of a staff many times larger-than that' of the
Employment Service. However, machines,'. when they are 'properly
programmed, are superb cataloguers, recosderg, and tabulators of such
information. Since all the necessary inforniation:for such'an adaptive
matching system is routinely collected and encoded by the Employment
Service computers, no further staff, time would be requiredjust a
different computer prograrti. -..

4
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We suggest that the failure of the keyword system to use,administrative
records to evaluate and refine its matching strategies is its first and most
important conceptual inadequacy.

The Definition of Similarity

In any system of matching, the crucial question is, How similar must two
objects be to "match"? This is a basic question of classification. For some
things, there appear to be natural categories: plant or animal, female or
male, alive or dead. Distinctions such as these are not without anomalies
(e.g., euglenae, hermaphrodites, and the brain dead), but they are useful
classifications in many spheres of everyday life. In other areas, distinctions
may involve questions of degree rather than categorization, such as the
difference in rainfall between andon and Paris or the difference iQ speed
between a train and a plane. In some situations the similarity between two
objects may be imperfect but sufficient for one to treat the objects as being
equivalent.

Parallel questions arise in matching occupations. Some occupations are,
sufficiently similar that a worker in one occupation can be substituted for a
worker in the other occupation in most circumstances. For example, for
many jobs it is of little importance whether a, statistician is an applied
statistician or amathematical statistician. In particular, if one asks only
elementary questions about sampling theory or the measurement of
association, either will do perfectly well. There are, of course, instances in
which'greater specificity will be required, for example; a university hiring
someone to,teact 'a course in applied statistics.
Jo judge the similarity between workers and jobs,..one must make

judgments about the transferaVity of skills between occupations. It must
be decided how similar job requifeitents and worker attributes must be in
order to match.-,The keyword approach to this problem is simple to state.'
In the keyword sAtem, jobs and workers are assigned to one of 36 major
occupational units; a primary _term from that unit describes,the major
aspect of the work. As noted above, these primary terms consist almost
exclusively of occupational titles that have been grammatically :trans-
formed, e.g., anthropology work (anthropologist). The similaiity, between
these primary terms is defined only in the special case in which one
primary term is a subclass of another. For example, "sociology work" is
subdivided into two subclasses: urban sociology, work and rural sociology
work (a division sociologists will, no doubt, find pizarre). Only in such

71n this discussion we leaye:aside matching criteria that are 'lot occupational, such as
geographic location (seefootnote3).
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instances is there a procedure (called tree codes) for matching persons and
jobs coded with different primary terms. Thus if the interviewer specifiesa
special' search strategy called "explosion," "rural sociologist"- will be
considered for job openings coded simply as "sociologist."

Because the similarity of primary terms and hence occupations is largely
undefined in the keyword system, there is no way to build linkages across
work areas. Instead, "complementary" terms describing less central
characteristiks of occupations are used to accomplish suckmatching. Let
us consider an urban sociologist. One might code experience in "research"
(38063) and education plus experience in the study of Migrants (52205) as
complementary terms. How would this person be matched against-a job
file containing no openings coded with the primary term "sociology
work"? '

The similarity between the applicant and job orders is scored by
counting the number of complementary keyilkrds that the applicant and
order have in common. Since there were no openings for sociologists, it is,
likely that there_would be no order coded with the complementary term
for the study of migrants. There would be, however, a numberhof jobs that
would have research (38063) coded as a keyword. These might be in
agricultural research, petroleum engineering research, chemical research,
etc. Since the keyword system merely co nts the incidence of matches on
the complementary terms, our urban s i logists would be judged equally
similar to jobs involving political scien research and geography research
(with only a single matcht complementary term researchboth jobs.
will hate identical similarity scores).

'We suggest that the lack of similarity measures fiSi the primary
occupational terms is a fundamental deficiency of keywording. This
deficiency affects all occupational areas. Indeed, one suspects that it will Lee'
most serious for occupations that do not require extensive credentialing or
maintain professional guilds that restrict mobility from one occupation to
another.

Adequacy of the Occupational Unit Divi.1oN

The keyword system divides the occupational world info 36 occupational
Units, A list of the occupational titles included in each unit is provided in
reference notes tb the interviewers. More than 600 titles are listed in all. In

:order to assess the usefulness of the keyword units in matching workers
and jobs, we attempted to assign the 441 detailed occupational titles of the

4 -I
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1970 Census to these 36 keyword units.8 Although the translation of the
Census codes into the keyword occupational units is subject to some
ambiguity, it did provide a rough guide.to the way in which the keyword ,
system divides up the national labor force to how adequately it groups
together occupations between which considlmble occupational mobiliry'

OCCUFS

How the keywOr'd system- groups together occupations is important
because each of the 36 occupational units uses different setsof complemen-
tary terms. Matches across different occupational units are less likely than
those within the same unit because there is a- smaller number of
complementary terms in common between units. .-, .

Our exploratory analyses indicat that the occtqiational unit structure
of the keyword system did not capt re a major portion of the regularity in
the naturally occurring Ottems Jabor mobility. Cross-tabulations of
workers' 1965 by 1970 occupations using the 36 keyword units Showed less -

orderliness8 than similar tabulatiovs using other classifications such as the
U.S Census, the, soc, or the ooT.'While the comparison of such statistics
for classification having different numbers of categories can be problematic
in. some cases, in this instance we observed that a highly detailed.
classification (36 occupational categories) yielded lower Chi-square values
than more abbreviated classifications (i.e.; U.S. Census: 12 categories; DOT: t
9 categories; soc: 21 categories). In this case° it is reasonable to conclude.

8We have performed this analysis in two ways: (1) by using the occupational titles listed at ;
the beginning of each keyword unit to assign the census titles to the keywordanits and (2) by

having two Employment Service staff members (experienced in keyWording) assign eacb
census title to a primarykeyword unit. Here we report the results from the latter procedure;
which provided a more complete*ounting of the 441 census occupations. The subitantive
results derived from the two methods are sufficiently similar that our conclusions would not
be altered by using one or the other method.
9AS measured by the likelihood ratio Chi-square statis
"The analysis was done using data for workers wh 1) had reported occupations in 1965
and 1970 and (2) had changed occupations (as reflected in the detailed census codes). The

DOT 'and ,soc major group codes , were assigned to a detailed census category using:
information from a double-coded CPS sample. Each of the 441 census occupations were
assigned to the 1 of 9 our and 21 soc major groups into which the majority of workers in, this

occupation Were classified in the double-coded survey. The basic mobility matrix showing

occupational transfers between 1965 and 1970 was then reordered by using the major groups
of the new classifications. Likelihood ratio Chi-square statistics were computed for the simple
independence model (i.e., random transfer between occupational categories) and for several
models of quasi-independence (e.g., where the diagonal of the moblity matrix'was purged) by:
using techniques developed by Leo Goodman. For the simple independence models the
results were the following:
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that the 36 keyword occupational units do a 'relatively poor job 'of
mirroring the naturally occurring patterns of labor mobility. While thee
crudeness °Lour techniques requires us tobe cautious in interpreting small
differences, the results obtained in our exploratorj analyses were quite
substantial. Comparatively speaking, tfie keyword occupational units do
not adequately group together occupations between which there is a
substantial movement of workers.

The shortcomings of the occupational unit arrangement are another
serious conceptual problem of the keyword system.

Diversity of Computer Hardware and Languages

A major practical problem of the present keywording system arises from
the manner in which the Employment Service has implemented its
automation plan. At present, major sections of the keyword system and k .
related aspects of the Employment Service's Automated Report System
(Eswits) are programmed in a Ariety of machine-dependent" languages
running on computers supplied by four vendors: IBM, Honeywell, Univac,
and Burroughs. The states participating in the automated matching system
choose their own computer vendors. The ,decision to use machine-
dependent langUages (PL-1 and assembly languages)P lather than ma-
t hine=independent languages (e.g., COBOL, FpkTRAN) was made, in part,
because greater efficiency of computer operation could be achieved- by
tailoring the matching "programs so as to take advantage of differences in
the architecture of the various computers.

A major advantage of machirte-dependent languagesif their efficiency.
. Writing pro ms in 'the actual language of the computer (i.e., the machine

or assembly lanivage) ordinarily results in considerable efficiencies at
execution. The programs take less time to operate, although they take

Number of Major. likelihood Rauo
Classification Categories df Chi-Scluare
Keyword 36 1.156 148.584
SOC 21 324 311.720
Census. 1970 12 121 283.899
DOT. 9 64 189.596

This comparison indicates that despite the large number of degrees of freedom associated
with the keyword-classified mobility matrix, it captures less of the orderliness of occupational
transfers than classifications using a smaller number of categories.
liMachine-dependent and machine-independent refer to the ability of a computer program to
run on machines other than that on which it was written, e.g., machines manufactured by
othCecompanles. A machine-dependent program cannot be run on a different machine.
I2Developmenewas initially done on tam hardware, and substantial parts of the matching
system were programmed in PL-I and IBM 360/370 assembly languages. These programming
languages are not available on the machines produced by other manufacturers.
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longer to write. Programs written in high- 1e'e1, machine-independent
languages must first be translated (i.e., compiled) into machine langupge

before they can be run. `The results of such general translations are,not
usually as efficient as a comparable program for the same task that was ..

originally programmed in machine language.

A major advantage of higher-level languages is their portability. A

program written in standard COBOL or FORTRAN can be translated by each

manufacturer's hardware, and it will perform identically on IBM, cDC,

Honeywell, -Burroughs, or other computers. A matching system pro-

grammed in a higher-level language could be implemented, without.

reprogramming, in the 50 states regardless of where the states buy their 5

computers. 13

The fact that the Employment Service automation plan has used
nonstandard hardware and programs written in Oachine-dependent

languages causes delay in iir implementation of program changes and

uncertainty as to whether the states are operating in the same manner and

producing comparable, correct statistics on local operations. Furthermore,

the possibility of implementing major changes in the keyword matching

system is impeded by the fact that any change would have' to be

programmed four timesonce in IBM assembly language and once in the

assembly languages of Univac, Burrough nd Honeywell.'4 ..

The use of both nonstandard-hardware a d machine-dependent Comput-,

er languages in the design of the automat matching system.is a major -

problem of the current system. It has the portant practical consequence

of inhibiting attempts to improve the cyst in through redesign. ,

CONCLUSION

In the foregoing pages we pave presented specific criticisms of the

Employment Service's automated .keyword matching program. The

apparent inadequacies and inefficiencies of this system are not trivl, and
the thought and effort required to remedy them are likely to be substantial.

The foregoing catalogue of criticisms was prepared, however, with limited

resources in a relatively short period of time. It would be ill-advised, in our,

opinion, to attempt to redesign the current system on the basis of this

assessment alone.
,

.
It would be a wiser investment of resources first to enlist the assistance

13Assuming that the hardware configurations are adequate (e.g., if one needs to read tapes,

each machine must have tape drives, etc.). ,

' *One Employment Service official knowledgeable in this area
iestimated that any major

change to the architecture of the system would take a minimum of 2 years to program and

impleMent (at current levels of staffing).

r t
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of a planning group, composed of individuals knowledgeable in the areas
of artificial intelligence, the management of complex data bases (e.g., in
computerized bibliographic searching), heurigtic search teetiniques and
their applications, and other areas of computer science, together with
individuals knowledgeable ill labor economics, occupational analysis, and
the functioning of the Employment Service. This group should be charged
with two missions. First, it should be asked to provide advice concerning
short-term modifications that could be made to the current automated
matching system in order to improve its performance. In this regard, the
group could assess system modifications that might ,be expeditiously
designed and incorporated in actual state Employment Service operations
in 1-2 years' time. Such short-term enhancements to the keyword system
might include (1) installation of supplementary matching strategies, (2)
recoding of machine-dependent sections of programs to machine-indepen-
dent languages in order to ensure standardization of Employment Service
operations and statistics and to facilitate updating pf the system, (3)
improvement of keyword Imatc mg strategies, and (4) elimination of
operational' inefficiencies (e.g., of ordinary English keywords rather
than numerical codes).'5 These i itial enhancementsocould be overseen by
the planning 'committee and imp ented by the Employment Service
Division of Automated Matching, with assistance from outside contractorsif it were appropriate.

The initial stage of work by such a group would attempt to provide
useful enhancements to the current system. This, however, should not be
the final goal of the group's work. In a second stage of its work, the group
would undertake a fundamental reassessment of automated matching. Our
limited review suggests that a fundamental reconsideration' of the
architecture and logic of the keyword matching would be appropriate.

The anticipated costs of the Employment Service's automation plan.:
currently estimated at $250 millionjustify a careful and thoughtful
review of the current system. If redesign is warranted and basic changes in
the architecture and futictionitig of the system are contemplated, then
sufficient time should be allowed for careful implementation of the new
system and detailed evaluation of its impact. If properly planned, phased
implementation of anew system could be carried out in such 'h way as to
facilitate careful experimentation to monitor the effectiveness of the new
system. This undertaking could also be overseen by an advisory committee
expert in relevant areas of science and technology.

.15It should be Clear that these are merely examples of questions that might be cons
Clearly, the usefulness of such a committee would depend upon its ability to dismiss iny of
all of these suggestions and to consider an entirely different set of enhancements if that
seemed appropriate.



APPENDIX Using Mobility Data to
H Develop Occupational

ClassifiCations:
Exploratory Exercises .

JOHN A. HARTIGAN

How can occupational motility data help occupational.classification? They
may help determine that two occupational titles with slightly different
definitions are similar enough to be amalgamated or thanorne occupation

is attracting two distinctly differ4ent tys of workers and should perhaps
be split. They may also supplement the Dictionary of Occupational Titles in
suggesting plausiblescross-listings for job titles. Occupational mobility data'

can contribute only a little, however, to the definition of occupations in

tel.= of job tasks: for that, occupational analysis or some alternative
methodology is needed.

The most significant use of-job mobility data is to suggest a suitable
hierarchical organization of occupations, given a set of occupational
definitions. Mobility di.ta,,, are of value in grouping occupations in a way

that reflects the transfer of workers between occupations within a group.
Mobility data also are of value in construoting career ladders, that is,
hierarchies of occupations up which workers tend to move in the courre of

successful careers.
We have conducted an exploratory analysis of alternative methods of

classifying 'occupations. This analysis assessed the feasibility of developing

classifications consisting of groups of occupations between which there are

high rates of labor mobility.
Our basic data consist of the transfers between, the 441 U.S. Census
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occupational categories between 1965 and 1970:' Unfortunately, data on
various extra-labor-force statuses (e.g., unemployed, in school, in armed
forces,. etc.) were not available to us. Similarly, no data coded itho,the
12,099 DOT occupational titles are available, nor are any data available
that Ott complete work histories or short-term transfers between jobs.2
More appropriate data are neede future work in this area. We use the
available census data for o xplora ry purposes to illustrate how one
might proceed in constructing a classification based on naturally occurring
patterns of lAor mobility.

The first problem we faced in this analysis was the storage and
manipulation of the full mobility matrix for the 441 detailed census
occupations. A 441 X 441 matrix is formidable (194,481 cells), and the
12,099 X 12,099 matrix for the DOT (more than 146 million cells) is even
worse to contemplate. A more manageable way to manipulate such data is
to represent them in a list structure, which 'gives for each 1965 occupatio-
a list of 1970 occupations to which `transfers took- place and the
corresponding counts in each of these occupations. The total 'storageis
reduced without much loss by eliminating very small counts. It is also
necessary to carry the transposed list orderbd by 1970 occupational
categories.'

, .... ,

.STANDARDIZED RATES AND PROBABILITY MODELS

In order to adjust for different numbers of workers in various occupations,
Goldhamer (1948) proposed the standardized rate

where

1.

nel
(II-

%

ni.n.i

n 17 number transferring from job Lin 1965 to job j in 1970;
ni number in job i in 1965;
n

/ numbek in job j in-1970;
N total number of workers.

Hauser- (1978) notes that this measure. does not adjust for expected
diagonal peculiarities and suggests a measure in which the "margins" n1.

'See S6mmers and Eck (1978) for a description of the data usad in these analyses.
2Had the work history data routinely collected from Employmerit Service job applicants been
available for analysis, we could have conducted a much more interesting and informative

Eercise. Unfortunately, although the work history data are initially coded With nine-digit
DOT codes, all but the first two digits are dropped when the dataare put on tape.

r
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and /7., ignore specified cells such as the diagonal ones, using Goodman's
(1969, 1971) quasi-independence techniques. For example, and N

might all plausibly be defined ignoring the diagonals.

For a hierarchical structure on the set of jobs, consider the model

where

Pij G(1,1) '

probability of observing a transfer i to j;
probability (roughly) that a worker begins in job i;

probability (roughly) that a worker 'ends in job 1;

transfer rate corresponding to the smallest group G's containing job

i and j; there will be a different rate fol. each group.

Following the standard quasi-independence procedure (Haberman, 1974),

the maximum likelihood estimates ofp,., XG are obtained by setting the

observed -margins and betIkeen-group tranrs equal to their expected

values under the model

niIN =pi. tIp '
,XG(0)]

°

niIN =P.r[T (i,j)j.

S

nGIN = XG [ PIPati,J)=G

s

Solutions may 15e obtained by solving successively' for (p,.1, 10, 1N1

with the other parameters fixed. The overall fit of the model thay be'
measured by the log likelihood

L = In . log Pii .

This measure permits comparison of various hierarchies. It ago allows

construction of new hierarchies by seeking groups G that make L as lair .

as 'possible. Conceptually, the procedure is straightforward; computatidEl

ally, it would be quite a chore to design iterative parameter estimates for a

. list data structure and to improve the hierarchy by moving jobs between

groups.

434
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CLUSTERING ANALYSES

Alternative procedures are available. A hierarchical clustering has been
carried out by Dauffenbach (1973). He discusses the 1970 Census
classification still principles for-constructing anew classification. For job i
a vectoreis constructed equal to the proportion that transfer from job j to
job i for all j. Distance between jobs is the Euclidean distance between
these vectors. (Some other distances and data vectors are also considered.)
Thus two jobs are similar if there are similar patterns of movement into
them. Complete linkage clustering (cf. Hartigan, 1975) Was then used to
construct a binary tree of clusters on the set of all jobs. The results are not
very' different from the census classification.

. The measurekdistance and the data vector of proportional transfers
used by Dauffeltaeli are not wholly adequate. In particular, there will be
large transfers from jobs with fumy workers, and such jobs will tend to
make large contributions; there will be many entries near zero in every
vector, and it seems wrong to ignore this property of the vectors; the
essential inkmation in the data,is carried by the transfers from each job
to just a few other jobs. The problem with the measure of distance is that
after we have computed Euclidean distance between two vectors of length441, we do not know_Aat we have. Complete linka*e is statistically
inconsistent. Nevertheiesi; Dauffenbach's clusters are suggestive.ilkiAn alterative method of const clusters uses a quasi-independence
model (see Appendix G). This wo

ru
. uire advanced programming that

has not been done. A simpler method is to use the standgdized transfer
rates ,...-______ st

where

t1J

ni.n.i
d

ni total number transferring from joli, i;
n1 total number transferring into job f;
N total number of transfers.

Any two jobs i and j are similar if ry and If, are both high; the measure of
distance between i and j is dv = 1/min(tv, t;). The single linkage technique -
constructs clusters by linking together4jobs for which the transfer rate
exceeds some threshold; a cluster is made, up of jobs linked together.
Varying the threshold produces a hierarchy of clusters.

to
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We have .applied this technique:, the clusters obtained are shown in

Table H-1. Like Dauffenbach's clusters they draw together different levels

of skills, such as librarian and library attendant or health record technician

and medical secretary. They also show some absurd associations, such as

dentist and flight engineer, which are du(in part to single linkage chaining

together a number of slightly related jobs and in part to the unreliability of

transfer rates that (because diagonal terms are removed) may be rather

high for jobs with high retention rates, from which people transfer to just a4

few other jobs.

CAREER LADDERS

We would like as classification scheme not only to group together

occupations between which transfers are likely but also to order
occupations so that transfers tend to take place from lower-ranked jobs to

higher-ranked jobs. In order to accommodate both aims and to explain the

transfer data succinctly, it would seem desivhle to put jobs close together

in the Structure whenever there are many transfers in either direction, The

small groups should therefore Consist of families of jobs within which a

career ladder exists; there may only be a weak ladder relationsiip between

the larger groups. (In the census scheme there are strong, ladder relations

between the large groups.) '
A probabilistic model constructs an ordering and a hierarchical

classification of all jobs. The probability of a transfer i toj is

where

p is the probability (roughly) that a person is in job i in 1965,

p./ is the probability (roughly) that a person is in job j in 1970, and

is constant over all i < j such that G i.t.the smallest group containing

1, 1.

To estimate the parameters given the order and hierarchy, it is sufficient to

know the marginal numbers of workers, the number of transfers. from

lower-status to higher-status occupations within each group, and the

number of transfers within each group.'
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TABLE 1-1-1 Single-Linkage Clusters

a.

Occupational Title Pairs With Transfer Rates Greater Than Expected

10
I. Computer programmers, system analysts
2. Farm management advisor, agricultural scientist, archivist, *logical

scientist, social scientist, agriculture teacher
3. Home management advisors, dietitians
4. Judges, lawyers, librarians, law teachers, libjary attendants
5. Actuaries, Mathematicians, statisticians
6. Chemists, chemistry teachers
7. Marine scientists, physicists, physics teachers, engineering teachers,

political scientists, psychologists, sociologists, mathematics teachers,
psychology teachers, bdsiness teachers, economics teachers, history
teac hers, sociology teachers, social science teachers, foreign language
teachers, unspecified university teachers

8. Dentists, optometrists, pharmacists, physicians, health teachers, airplane
pilots, air traffic controllers, flight engineers, dental lab technicians

9. Podiatrist, clinical technicians .

10. Dental hygienists, health record technicians, medical secretaries
11. Theology teachers, clergyiAen, religious workers, n.e.c.
12. Social workers, clerical assistants
13. Atmospheric teachers, biology teachers
14. Surveyors, chainmeri
15. Embalmers, funeral directors /

4 2 -:

-V

-

3, 4

17, 27, 3, 29, 61, 64
19, 45

20, 21, 22, 84, 17$
. .24, 25, 26

30,67'

32, 33, 68, 69, 57,58,59, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 82, 88
..

38, 39, 40, 41, 71, 103, 104, 106, 229 5
42, 48r ....49, 50, 196
85, 54, 55
62,168
65, 66
101, 312
105,130

rA

...



16. Authors, editors and reporters, radio and television announcers
17. Painters and sculptors, sign painters
18. Photographers, engravers, photoengravers, pressmen plate,pressmen

apprentices
19. Sailors (deck hands), boatmen, fishermen, pilots
20. Railroad conductors, brakemen, switchmen
21. Auto accessory installers, bakers, bookbinders
22. Tile setters, floor layers
23. Metal healers, heat treaters, rollers
24. Locomotive engineers, locomotive firemen

113, 116,

118, 292

119, 234,
344, 362,
141, 369,

212, 213,

299, 236
;325, 242,

247, 248

121

277, 284, 285
377,136
370
216

286

25. Opticians, special craft apprentices
272,-303

26. Painter-apprentices, plumbers (pipe fitters) 214, 281

27. Plasterers, plasterer apprentices
279, 280

28. Sheetmetal workers, sheetmetal apprentices 288, 289

29. Shoe machine operators, shoe repairmln
347, 291

30. Telephone installers, telephone linemen
297, 298

31. Tool and die makers, tool and die apprentices
300, 301

-32. Dressmakers, milliners, blasters, and powdermen 316, 331, 310

33. Mine operatives, mine motormen
332, 367

34. Lumbermen, teamsters.
382, 384

3-5. 'Private cooks, housekeepers, maids 437, 438, 440

NOTE: Single-linkage clusters joining pairs of jobs with mutual transfer rates exceeding 65, the expected !lumber. Numbering is the ordered

sequence of 441 jobs in the 1970 Census classification. All other jobs do not associate at this threshold. CMstet Mack of Yale University is to be

thanked for her work in the weparation of this table.
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Sophisticated programming is required to construct a hierarchical
clustering and an ordering according to this model.

A quick but less adequate way to construct an ordering is as follows. Let
s, be the level of the ith job. Compute (s,) so that most transfers from iare
to jobs/ where (s, s,) is small. The easiest criterion to minimize is the
sum of (s, s,)2 over all transfers, subject to the condition that the sum of
St2 ever all workers be fixed. This criterion leads to the iterative s equals
the average s, over all transfers to and from i, equal to ; (nvs, nfisy

+ n,) for obtaining improve.0 estimates it, given the old estimates
st. The starting point for the estimates would be the original numbering for
the jots, which will give' a crude rank order by level in the standard
classifications. The procedure should be repeated several times.

Another simple procedure is to reorder the jobs so that as many
tratisfers as possible take place to increase the ordering; this is simpler
conceptually but more complicated in computation than the procedure
described above.

n")

FEASIBILITY

Our analyses were carried out to explore the feasibility of using mobility
data to construct an occupational classification. Our tentative conclusions
are the following:

1. Mobility data can be useful for constructing b. hierarchical clas-
sification and ordering of occupations, but the basie'occiipational titles on
which the mobility data are collected must be defined by other procedures.

2. There are formidable statistical and computational problems in-
volved in constructing a classification in this way. In 7particular, in
developing classifications for job-worker matching, it is crucial to pay

,careful attention to activities before entrY and after exit from the work
force. In addition, computations should be carried out using list structures;
a standard matrix representation is not feasible.

3. Some plausible statistical models for transfers are available and could
be used as a guide in evaluating and generating classifications'and career-
ladder orderings.'

4. Crude reclassifications and orderings suggest that the 1970 Census.
classification had many pairs of similar jobs in 'to different groups,

p -
owing to its emphasis on socioeconomic status.

5. 'It would be feasible to construct occupational groupings so that most
transfers take place within relatively .small groups, and so that most
transfers take place upon a career ladder.
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